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PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION
This Edition embodies the results of further sifting of contexts to
find closer translations of Buddhist terms, or rather of ancient
Indian vocabulary in general, but sometimes specialised to express
Buddhist concepts. Languages do not match word for word, so this
task is impossible, nevertheless one can try to exclude inaccuracy
a n d . vagueness. The Buddha's teaching was about experience,
which cannot be reached by words, but only indicated approximately. The important thing is not to be misleading where the gap
between reality and everyday language is great.
Here we use 'entrance' (Zyatana, such as a sense entrance)
instead of the vague, but time-honoured, 'sphere'. 'Element' is
replaced by 'base' (dhZtu, because it is a source or ore or root).
'Nature' becomes 'being' (bha-on, to be consistent with other
usages). For 'existence' we now have 'reality' (bhuta). For the
inaccurate 'tranquillity' we read 'assurance' (pmsrabdhi). 'Emotion', which would belong to the wrong group (the forces),just as
before 'sensation' would belong to matter, is at last replaced by
'experience' (vedana, being essentially the same as experienced o r
tbxperiencing, uedayitc~).'Insight' becomes 'certainty' where it
stands for a1)f~zj'r)i.'Conscious' becon~es'alvrt' (.\ampru@nn).'Peculiarity' becomes 'feature' (nicfit-cl).
The sornewhat ol)sclu-e p~-c.-l%t~tltll~ist
tc.1.111 1 1 / 7 1 t / i ~ l r f igc.l~c>~-ally
(/,
11-anslatedhere as ' s e n t i e ~ ~
I)otl\.'
t
(111attc.1.
l)lr~ssentic.~lcc,;I li\vi~~g
I~ody),is a compound of r-lcl~cr, nlea~iingoriginally 'appearance',
tlren in Kuddhisnl split into 'sight' (object) and 'matter', and narnn,
(.overing 'language', 'intelligibility' and 'organisation', in Buddhism 'sentience' o r the functioning of perception and volition.
It was understood that the text would be reproduced photographically, therefore all substituted words and phrases must be
c.qwd1 in extent to the deleted matter replaced. Consequently there
is no expansion or elaboration here. Only later the Publishers
tlecided to re-set, which has improved the appearance of the book
hut not allowed the author to make more substantial revisions. The
biggest change here is the substitution of a closer and more
detailed account of the LaghukZlacakra.
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Meanwhile the study of Buddhist literature has continued in
Indian K 6 y a Literature, with story-telling in Vol. VI in connection
with 'Nagarjuna', AtiSa a n d Qemendra; also Vallana. Vidyakara's
anthology, Vairocana and Pali and Sinhalese literature of the +I2
and +13 will be found in Vol. VII.

A. K. Warder
March 1999

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION
The Second Edition is revised in the light of Buddhist research
since 1965, when the First was completed. The largest revision is
the section on Dinniiga, the Sanskrit materials collected by Kitagawa
(1965) and Hattori (1968, etc.) making it possible to offer a fairly
comprehensive account of his philosophy based on his own words.
It is a heavy loss to these sparsely cultivated studies that Hidenori
Kitagawa did not live to complete the English translation of
I-'ramr2nmamucmyaII-IV,
and VI, with additional Sanskrit fragments,
which he began when the author invited him to Toronto as Visiting
Professor in 1972.
The question of the school to which Dinnaga belonged has
roved strangely intractable. His influence was so 'great that his
work was appropriated by practically all schools of philosophy,
lh~ddhistand non-Buddhist, adapted or interpreted to harmonise
with their views. The Sthaviravada on the one hand and the
Vijfianavfida on the other seem to accept his epistemological
doctrines, studying his works, or more often those of his successor
Ilharmakirti and others, in their own schools. Professors Hattori
;(rid Kitagawa, among others, have assumed, following certain
( hinese traditions, that Dinnaga was a Vijiiiinavadin, though this
appears to lead to insuperable difficulties of interpretation. In the
First Edition we followed Stcherbatsky in taking Dinnaga as a
lollower of Asanga who retreated from idealism to realism and
c.ff'ectively established a new school of Buddhism, which we called
tlie Pramana School. The thesis of Frauwallner on the two
V;tsubandhus was accepted and it was naturally assumed that
I )iilnaga was a pupil of the earlier one, Asanga's brother, though
I'r;iuwallner himself. was vague and afterwards inconsistent about
r liis. Frauwallner's chronological arrangement of Dinnaga's works
;trld perception of his philosophical evolution from idealism to
I-c.alism was likewise followed. Doubts about the 'object' of the
Alambanapariksa, however, threw this whole evolution in question
i111dseemed to confirm the statements of Vacaspatimisra and others
that Dinnaga, as well as Dharmakirti, was a Sautrantika. This would
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make it likely that he was a pupil of the Vasubandhu who wrote
the Abhidharmakojabhasya. The author's student, A.S. Moriya, has
made a thorough study of this problem, in a Ph.D. thesis on
Dharmakirti, and concluded that both he and Dinnaga were
Sautrantikas. This conclusion has been adopted in this Second
~di'tion,and the appropriate revisions made, the most essential
evidence being noted.
The question of 'objects', a word which has been used to
translate so many Sanskrit and Pali terms and which was the starting
point for our clarification of Dinnaga's views, had led to further
investigations even before the First Edition was published, a note
being added in the Index (p. 599) to the effect that Glambana meant
only the internal object in consciousness. This note made in 1968
when indexing from the page proofs was subsequently expanded
into the paper 'Objects' published in 1975. The results of these
studies have been incorporated ,in the present Edition, translating
alambana as 'support' and so on.
Related to all the above discussions is the question of 'perception' (variously used by writers in English) and 'sensation' and of
a more precise understanding of the ancient Buddhist doctrine of
the five 'groups' (skandhas). It seems closer to translate pratyakja,
knowledge or cognition through the senses, as 'sensation', reserving 'perception' for the ancient term samjfiG, the mental registering
of a sense experience which later is taken to include identifying it
through some conce,pt. In the scheme of the groups, sensation or
sense experience, the five senses, is included in 'matter' (%pa). It
therefore seems inappropriate to translate vedana as 'sensation' as
hitherto. Being the reaction of happiness, unhappiness, elation,
depression or equanimity, according to the schools, to an experience, vedana seems to come fairly close to 'emotion' and is so
translated in this Edition. Perhaps it was originally as vague in
reference as the English word 'feeling',' or as broad as experience
in general, but by using 'emotion', we may hope to indicate the
direction in which the term was becoming specialised in more
systematic analysis and to separate it from the physical experience
of the senses.
The fundamental concept of dharma has been further studied
by the author and the results published in the essay 'Dharmas and
Data' (1971). The conclusion there that a dharma is most nearly
equivalent to a 'principle', rather than to an 'element' or a 'sense
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datum' or simply a 'phenomenon', has been embodied in the
present Edition. The paper 'The Concept of a Concept' (1971)
entails no revision but is rather an appendix on the question of
there being two levels of discourse in the Buddha's words, the
everyday.and the philosophical, especially as worked out in the
Sthaviravada school (cf. pp. 1468 below). Related to it is the paper
'Is Niigarjuna a Mahiiyanist?' (1973), reflecting more precise
translations of that philosopher's critiques given in the textbook
:Outline of Indian Philosophy (University of Toronto 1967, Motilal
Banarsidass 1971; which also contained a first revision of our study
of Diliniiga in the light of the work being done by Kitagawa and
Hattori). This progress in understanding the- author of the
Mzilumadhyamakakarika has led to some revisions below (especially
on p. 361).
The brief account of Harivarman's *TattvasiddhiS6stra (pp. 3989) has been rewritten in the light of a Ph.D. thesis by another of
the author's students, Professor S. Katsura (1947). Similarly some
revisions on p. 340 result from the thesis research of Professor N.
Schuster (1976) and the early development of the Mahayana might
now have been set out in much more detail in the light of that work
on the Ugrapa?iprcchcZ and other texts in the Mahiiratnakiita. It has
been a pleasure and an encouragement to have such students,
working on some of the most important but difficult problems of
Buddhism. To those already mentioned must be added, besides
Professor Priestley who gave much help to the First Edition and
whose translation of the five philosophical works of Nagarjuna is
impatiently awaited, Professor F. Watanabe (19'76) and Mr. K.
Fujimoto, who, before, his lamentable disappearance from Toronto
during the attempt of fanatics to destroy the Ph.D. programme in
Buddhism in 1977, had made a complete English translation of the
MadhyamakGuatrZra and Bhasya of Candrakirti, traditionally the
standard introduction to Madhyamaka.
After the fragments of Dinnaga, the most important accession
to the primary sources has been the Sanskrit text of the
Abhidharmakoiabha~ya, edited by P. Pradhan. The field has been
enriched by the printing of numerous Sanskrit and Pali texts
hitherto not available and in some cases unknown, which as they
reached us found their way into the Bibliography and occasionally
supplied a reference in the text. It should hardly be necessary to
repeat here that this book is based entirely on the primary sources,
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not on secondary sources. A few secondary sources which were
found useful as preliminary guides, verified or corrected later
through the primary sources, have been included in the Bibliography, for example the works of Stcherbatsky, but no attempt has
been made to review the mass of modern writings on Buddhism.
Translations, however, have generally been included as of interest
to readers.
It has been hard to get all the Index references correct, and so
we have to advise the reader that a few references, and crossreferences in the text itself, are one page out.
What is Buddhism? The Buddha was a philosopher whose
doctrine approximated that set out in our chapters 4 to 6. This is
not the 'Theravada' (Sthaviravada) of the Pali 'Canon', though the
latter happens to be the most important source now available for
reconstructing it. Theravada will be found in its proper place in
chapter 9. Our chapters 3 to 6 present the ground which is common
to all known schools of Buddhism. They interpreted this and all of
them added new doctrines to it, with varying degrees of justification. The doctrine of chapter 4, the thirty-seven principles 'on the
side of enlightenment', be it noted, includes the eightfold way,
which includes the four truths, which include conditioned origination, the origination of principles from causes, the fundamental
insight which is the subject of our chapter 5. Thus chapter 4
presents the practice, chapter 5 the theory, of the Buddha; in
general terms meditation, or concentration (samdhi), and understanding (prayia). Chapter 6 then presents that other great branch
of the practice taught by the Buddha, namely its application to
society and by laymen, the lay 'disciples' being as much part of the
original Buddhist 'community' as the monks and nuns and an
essential connection appearing between the happiness of society
and the happiness even of the individual who has 'gone forth' to
homelessness.
Of the schools which preserved the philosophy of the Buddha,
the Sthaviravada (Theravada), BahuSrutiya and Sautrantika, among
those known to us, appear the most faithful to his ideas. Where
these three agree, as they usually do, we can say that we have
authentic Buddhist tradition. Everything else is part of the history
of philosophy and of religion, interesting in its own right and often
derivable, with more or less distortion, from some aspect of the
original teaching. Even the strange concept of the dhamakGya in
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Mahiiyiina, a metaphysical 'absolute', can be argued for on the basis
of the uniformity of nature as propounded in the Samyukta (see p.
115 below), though the Buddha could not have accepted the
hypostatisation of this empirically discovered principle into an
eternal entity. The least authentic growth in any Buddhist school
is anything in the nature of a claim to authority, as on the part of
teachers, in place of the original appeal to experience, to verifiability.
The essential practice of meditation has proved more constant
than the critical, empiricist and ethical philosophy which interested
only a few people and has often been overlaid with fanciful
speculations attractive to the majority. Theravada, Zen and Lamaism,
for all their superficial differences, share common ground in the
["actice of meditation, which is the ground of original Buddhism
;tnd qualifies them to take the name of followers of the Buddha.
The study of the purely literary aspects of the Buddhist tradition,
touched on in chapters 8 and 9, has been further developed in a
separate work, Indian KrZuya Literature, where the works of Aivaghosa,
k r a , Candragomin, Dharmakirti as poet, the songs of Saraha and
K a ~ h a~ivasvamin's
,
epic and so on will be found discussed in the
( ontext of Indian literature and criticism.
A. K. Warder
January 1979

PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION
A glance at a few of the countless modern books dealing with

'Ruddhism' will soon convince the inquirer that Buddhism is all
111ingsto all men. Such a conclusion, though nebulous and not very
i~~lbrmative,
might even be upheld as now valid. Whether Budtlllism has always been so nebulous is much more disputable. There
i1r.r seemingly authoritative books which, taken collectively, make
widely divergent and sometimes totally opposed'claims about the
otiginal teaching of the Buddha, and it is at least clear that by the
st-cwndcentury A.D. there were schools of Buddhism in India which
tlil'f'ered very.greatly though they all claimed to teach the actual
tloctrine of the Buddha. In this situation modern writers, especially
xt.holars, have taken sides in the ancient controversy or, in the
1l;tlne of that extreme caution which some suppose to be the hallI I I ; I I . ~ oi the sound academic, have claimed that we do not know
w11;1t the Buddha taught and cannot now find out.
When so much has been written and is yet so inconclusive it
sc-c-ll~s
vain to offer a solution to the problem of what Buddhism
w . 1 ~originally, and in an earlier work' the present writer had
lu:~t'ticall)irenounced any such purpose and recommended stickI I I K directly to the ancient texts in their original languages.
I Iowc*ver,people still demand an answer to this question and at the
~ . I I I I ( ' time it appears tantalisingly possible to discover the answer.
I'ltis hook, then, is an attempt to give an answer and more especially
11 I tlclnonstrate its correctness by applying acceptable methods of
tIc.tl~tc.tionto the available evidence. The discussion of methology
w111t which we areathus obliged to burden this volume is as far as
1" 1hsit)lt. confined to the Introduction, though it has affected the
1" c.st-~ttationthat follows as well and perhaps made this look more
Ilk(. ;I ~narshallingof evidence than a survey of the subject. The
~ c * , ~ t l t . lwho
.
is in a hurry to look at the doctrines and willing
~uovisionallyto take the solution of problems of authenticity on
11 1151 I I I ; I ~ skip most of the Introduction.
I

I~r/~orlrccl~on
lo F'ali

page xi.
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The book is planned in the form of a historical survey of
Buddhism as it developed and spread in the land of its origin. The
main object is to present the doctrines and elucidate them: the
historical background is merely sketched in as part of the elucidation, as situations to which Buddhist thinkers were responding and
as a framework in which successive ideas may be placed in order
(this order is illuminating: when we know who a man's immediate
predecessors were we are better able to see what he is getting at).
The most extensive historical sketch occurs at the beginning, with
a view to presenting India as it had been before the time of the
Buddha and leading up to the setting in which Buddhism originated.
The author is deeply indebted to Professor J. W. de Jong and
Mr. C. D. C. Priestley for verifying the numerous references to
Chinese versions of the Tripitaka texts and assisting in comparing
their readings for the most essential terms with the Indian sources.
Acknowledgments are also due to Mr. A. Yuyama for information
on the discussions of Japanese scholars about the schools to which
the Chinese versions of the Agarnus belong and to Professor H. V.
Guenther for information on some of the Tibetan sources.

A. K. Warder
1965
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INTRODUCTION
The S~urmsof our Knowledge of Buddhism-Methodology-The
TripitakaThe M6trk6-The Schools-The Internal Chronology of the TripitakaBuddhism Contrasted with Rival Teachings-Interp-etation

The Sources of our Knowledge of Buddhism
The materials at our disposal consist firstly and mainly of a large
body of ancient texts, though they are unhappily only a small
fraction of the great literature of which they once formed a part.
Most of the ancient literature of Buddhism and of India generally
was obliterated by the Muslims when they swept through Western,
Central and Southern Asia with the sword and especially with fire,
the greatest disaster being their conquest of the homeland of
Buddhism at the beginning of the thirteenth century A.D. All the
great Buddhist libraries of India were sought out and incinerated,
so that of Indian Buddhist texts in their original languages we have
at our disposal only (a) the "Canon' of one of the many ancient
schools, preserved intact in Ceylon, Burma, Cambodia and Siam,
(b) an incomplete canon as recognised in the latest phase of Indian
Buddhism, together with a selection of ancillary works, preserved
in Nepal, and (c) a few scattered texts in Indian languages
preserved elsewhere, for instance in Tibet, in Japan, in certain Jaina
libraries in western India or buried in vaults in Central Asia. We
have also large collections of translations into non-Indian languages, primarily Chinese and Tibetan. These are more complete than
the original collections now extant, and represent a greater number
of ancient schools of Buddhism, but they are still rather limited as
being selections only from the original corpus of texts and as
representing primarily only those later schools of Buddhism which
became permanently established in East Asia.
Along with these ancient texts we possess a larger body of
medieval and modern texts purporting to expound their doctrines,
either as direct commentaries or as independent expositions.\They
are written in many different languages. Of those written in India

we have only a part, whether in the original or in tranxlatio~~s,
. I I I ~
moreover we are worse off in respect of these ancillary w o ~
ks tlii~n
we are in respect of the ancient canonical texts. The schools wl~icl~
have flourished down to modern times outside India, on thc other
hand, have produced and preserved comprehensive libraric-s of
ancillary works, moreover they have kept alive oral traditions of
interpretation handed on from teacher to student. The living
traditions of the meaning of what is written have been the basis of
all modern understanding of Buddhist doctrines. From the diverse
living schools we have to trace back a way towards the correct
understanding of the meaning of the earliest texts as intended by
their authors.
Our other important materials are the archaeological sources
relating to the history of Buddhism: ancient monuments or their
ruins, pagodas and temples, monasteries and universities, sculp
tures and paintings, which to some extent reflect the doctrines of
their times. Above all the excavations of ancient sites with contemporary documentation in the form of inscriptions have served as
checks on chronology.

Methodology
Do the ancient texts available to us contain any of the actual
teaching of the Buddha? Many of them purport to do so, but there
is a certain amount of conflict among them in matters of doctrine,
and in any case we are not prepared to accept them at their face
value without checking their authenticity.
~ c c o r d i nto~ the unanimous traditions of all the schools of
Buddhism, after the death, or rather the pariniwana, of the Buddha
his words so far as remembered by his followers were collectively
rehearsed. Each dialogue or lecture remembered was endorsed as
an accurate account by those who had been present at the event,
and the whole body of texts thus established and arranged was
thenceforward handed on by oral tradition. After some centuries
the texts were written down and preserved by manuscript as well
as oral tradition. This body of texts came to be called the Tripitaka,
meaning the three traditions of handing down the teaching-since
the texts were grouped in three sections. Are we in possession of
this Tripitaka as recognised by the early Buddhists, if possible before
they split up into schools?
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The Tripi$aka
In fact we have several Tripitakas. From'Ceylon and South East Asia
we have the recension of the Sthaviraviida school, called Tipitaka
in its own, Pali, language. From China y e have a vast Tripitaka in
Chinese, consisting primarily of translations of Indian texts. We
pave a similar Tripitaka from Tibet in the Tibetan language, of
which there is also a Mongolian translation. In fact the Chinese and
Tibetan Tripitakas have a complex history in several differing and
gradually growing recensions, though we need not complicate the
present discussion with further details. In either case the translators
and compilers believed in the existence of The Tripitaka in India.
the texts of which were gradually being collected from India,
translated and incorporated in the local recension-a task which
remained unfinished even after many centuries of effort.
This incompleteness was not entirely the fault of the Chinese or
the Tibetans, qr the Indian scholars who helped make the translations. Even as they worked, the Indian Buddhists were producing
new texts which pui-ported to be authentic, or at least which later
on were taken as authentic words of the Buddha. Moreover older
texts sometimes had additions made to them, so that eventually new
translations seemed called for: in a number of cases we have several
successive translations of what is supposed to be the same text, of
gradually increasing length. Indian Buddhism was still growing and
changing, and new schools found room in their recensions of the
Tripitaka for texts giving authority to their new ideas. There was no
centralised control to prevent this, on the contrary the organisation
of Buddhism was always polycentric, in fact democratic: each local
group was autonomous.
In this situation we need not despair. The Buddhists in India and
elsewhere recorded their history and we have a number of ancient
and medieval texts extant to guide us.' They are unanimous that
after the original collective rehearsal of the Tripi@kathe Buddhists
remained united for about a century but later disagreed irreconcilably and gradually split up into separate schools. There are
supposed to have been eighteen of these early schools by about the
first century B.c., each with its own recension of the Tripitaka. Of
the recensions of these schools we now possess only one complete,
1. See Bibliography C. Buddhist Histories.
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but we have substantial sections of half a dozen others.' I n ;~dtlition
we have various references to the conrent of these 'canons'. For
example the philosopher Nagarjuna (second century A.D.)quotes
a text and his commentator Candrakirti (c.A.n. 600) informs us that
it was to be found in the canons of all the ~ c h o o l s . ~
Though all our sources agree on the eighteen schools having a
Tripitaka in varying recensions, some of our sources maintain the
authenticity of certain other texts not found in the canons of these
schools. These texts are those held genuine by the later school, not
one of the eighteen, which arrogated to itself the title of Mahayana,
'Great Vehicle'. According to the Mahayana historians these texts
were admittedly unknown to the early schools of Buddhists. However, they had all been promulgated by the Buddha. His followers
on earth, the Srivakas ('pupils'), had not been sufficiently advanced
to understand them, and hence were not given them to remember,
but they were taught to various supernatural beings and then
preserved in such places as the Dragon World (under the earth)
or among the gods. Early in the second century A.D.(i.e. sometime
after the reign of the emperor Kaniska) numerous teachers appeared in India who were capable of interpreting these special texts,
which accordingly were brought out from their hiding places and
made known on earth.'
With the best will in the world we cannot accept this or similar
accounts as historical facts. Even if we admit the possibility of a
secret transmission of doctrine and texts it is a curious aspersion
on the powers of the Buddha that he failed to do what others were
able to accomplish 600 years later. To clinch the matter we have
the fact that linguisticallyand stylistically the Mahiipna texts belong
to a later stratum of Indian literature than the TripiGaka known to
the early schools. Everything about early Buddhism, and even the
Mahayana itself (with the exception of the Mantrayana), suggests
that it was a teaching not meant to be kept secret but intended to
be published to all the world, to spread enlightenment, and we are
on safe ground only with those texts the authenticity of which is
admitted by all schools of Buddhism (including the Mahayana, who
admit the authenticity of the early canons as well as their own texts),
1. See Bibliography A.
2. M~lamadhyamakakarikcZswithCandrakirti's Prasannapd, ed. by LaVallCe Poussin,
St Petersburg 190313, p. 269 (on XV. 7 ) .
3. e.g. Taranatha, Schiefner's translation, 61 ff.
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not with texts accepted only by certain schools. Mahayana Buddhism
will be examined in its proper historical context below. We shall find
that it in fact developed gradually out of one, or a group, of the
eighteen early schools, and that originally it took its stand not
primarily on any new texts but on its own interpretations of the
universally recognised Tripitaka. In our own study of the doctrines of
that Tripitaka we may certainly give due weight to those interpretations along with others.
When we examine the Tripitakas of the eighteen schools, so far as
they are extant, we find an agreement which is substantial, though
not complete. Even the most conservative of the early schools seem
to have added new texts to their collections. However, there is a
central body of sutras (dialogues), in four groups, which is so similar
in all known versions that we must accept these as so many recensions
of the same original texts. These make up the greater part of the Sutra
Pidab, one of the three sections or traditions which make up the
Tripitaka. Since it is the siitras which are recognised as the primary
source for the doctrine of Buddhism, we shall proceedbelow to take
the text which might be critically edited by comparing their different
recensions as the basis of our exposition of the doctrine as it evidently
existed before the schismswhich divided the schools. It may be noted
here that whatever textual discrepancies are found hardly affect the
doctrine.'
It is of course important to ascertain which schools the available
recensions belong to, so that by taking the history of their schisms
as a 'stemma' of the textual tradition we can see to what point in the
latter an 'archetype' established by collation may be assigned. The
Pali recension is that of the Sthaviravada school. The fragmentary
texts now available in Sanskrit are generally agreed to be, except for
certain very brief fragments, of the Sarvastivada (or its later offshoot
the Mulasarvastivada). In Chinese we now have complete translations
of each of the four groups (Ggamas),an incomplete translation of one
of them and numerous versions of individual sutras. They d o not
belong to a single school. Unfortunately the Chinese tradition is
'vague about their affiliations and it has proved difficult to establish
their schools. A number of Japanese scholars have worked on the
problem and for the most part we depend on their findings for such
conclusions as we can offer here.'
1 . cf. Lamotte: Histoire du Bouddhisme i n d i a , Vol. I, p. 171.
2. ~Akanuma,Matsumoto, Hirakawa, Tatsuyama. See Bibliography I.
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The affiliation of the Chinese version of the Dbrgha (T 1) seems
to be a matter of conjecture. The usual conjecture is that it belongs
to the Dharmaguptaka school.
The version of the Madhyama (T 26) seems to be agreed to
belong to the Sarvastiviida, since it agrees closely with the extant
fragments of the Sanskrit version, which have been ascribed to that
school.
The complete translation of the Samyukta (T 99) belongs to the
Sarvastivada, as is now established by its exact agreement with the
fragments of the Sanskrit Samyukta (published by Tripathi). The
incomplete version (T 100) is ascribed by Chinese tradition to the
Wyapiya school (there seems to be no strong reason to doubt this,
though some of the Japanese writers have declared it 'uncertain').
There has been a great deal of controversy about the Ekottara
(T 125), variously attributed to the Dharmaguptakas (e.g.
Matsumoto) or to the Mahasamghikas (Akanuma, but then he
qualifies this as more precisely the Prajfiaptivada offshoot of that
school) or left uncertain. The arguments for assigning it to the
Mahasamghika do not seem very strong: on the contrary the text
contradicts certain doctrines of that school (e.g. it holds, like the
Sthaviravada, Dharmaguptaka and Mahiiasaka, that arhants cannot
relapse and there are serious discrepancies between it and the
Mahasamghika Vinaya, which is extant in Chinese). To assign it to
a sub-school such as the Prajiiaptivada does not evade all the
diff~culties. In fact it seems very likely that this Ekottara is a
Dharmaguptaka text, since it shows agreement with known
Dharmaguptaka views which appear characteristic of the school so
far as our knowledge extends. Thus this Ekottara states that there
are 250 Pratimoksa rules for monks, a figure which among the
Vznayas now available agrees only with that of the Dharmaguptakas
(the 'Catumarga Vinaya'). Again the stiipa (pagoda) features prominently in both texts. (There have certainly been Mahayanist
interpolations in this Ekottara, as is universally agreed).
The Chinese Agamas thus seem to include recensions of the
Sarviistivada, Dharmaguptaka and Giyapiya. By collating them with
the Sthaviravada recension we may thus reach an archetype which
existed before the schisms which brought these schools into being.
The Sarvistivada seceded from the Sthaviravada probably during
the reign of Aioka Maurya (3rd century B.c.) and the Wyapiya (or
Hairnavata) and Dharmaguptaka became separate schools probably
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early in the 2nd century B.C.(on these schisms see below, Chapters
Eight and Nine).
Among the numerous Chinese versions of separate siitras it is very
likely that other schools are represented but much harder to find
out which they are. For the present work they have rarely been used.
One which has been used is An Shih Kao's version of the
MahanzdcZna Siitra, which proved very close to the Sthaviraviida.We
do not know which school this version belongs to, whilst the fact
that An Shih Kao worked as early as the 2nd century A.D. increases
his value.
For the Vinaya Pitaka the position is more favourable than for
the Sfitra since we have (in Chinese) the Mahasamghika recensibn.
This when collated with the Sthaviravfida will carry us back to the
first schism among the Buddhists (in the 4th century B.c.), beyond
which only an actual document of earlier date would take us. Since
the Vinaya is concerned with discipline and only incidentally with
doctrine it will not take us very far in reconstructing the latter. The
collation of the Vinaym shows that the Mahfisamghika version
agrees fairly closely with the Sthaviravada. It is remarkable that for
the Priitimoksa rules the Sthaviravada recension is closer to the
Mahiisamghika than it is to any other recension extant, though the
others are of schools which seceded from the Sthaviravada and
might be expected to agree with it. Unhappily we seem to have no
Mahasamghika Agarnu: the close agreement of the Vinayasof the two
schools which bear the names of those which came into existence as
a result of the first schism suggests that both have remained conservative, as compared with their offshoots, and that a Mahasamghika
Agarnu, if ever one came to light, would agree more closely with the
Sthaviravada than the latter does with its offshoots the Sarvastivada,
Dharmaguptaka, etc. Though the probability is strong that the
Sthaviravada versions of the four main groups of sutras are more
archaic than the Sarvastivada Agarnus (which are longer and can be
shown to include a number of late additions), in the absence of actual
Mahasamghika texts to confirm this we here treat the Sarvastivfida
recension as of equal weight to the Sthaviravfida.

The m@kZ
The third section or tradition of the Tripitaka is the Abhidhanna,
which term meant originally 'concerning the doctrine' and after-

wards was used for a systematic study of the doctrine. It is iri this
section of the Tripitaka that there is the greatest discreparicy tjetween
the versions of the various schools. In fact it is clear that the
Abhidhama texts were the last to be elaborated in their final form.
They represent the systematicwork of the schools to abstract from the
corpus of separate dialogueswhich had been remembered and handed
down a comprehensive, unified body of doctrine. In preparing their
systematic books the schools began to apply the special theories on
which they disagreed, and some of the Abhidhama books actually
contain arguments refuting the theories of opposed schools. However, there is still a great measure of common material shared by the
schools, material which appears largely to have been extracted from
the dialogues and arranged by topics.
Most of the accounts of the original collective rehearsal of the
Tripitaka state that the Abhidhama section was included, implying
that the Abhidhama texts as current in the various schools were
supposed to have been elaborated already at that rehearsal. Some
accounts on the other hand say instead that what they call the
MZtykG was rehearsed. MZtykZ means a 'matrix' or a list of topics,
a set of notes giving just the headings of a body of doctrine. Many
of the Abhidhanna texts extant give such Matykiis either initially, like
a table of contents, or at the beginning of individual chapters. It
seems very probable that in the earliest period this third section
of the Tripitaka consisted simply of some set of MZtrkZ headings,
possibly propounded by the Buddha himself when giving systematic
instruction to his followers, and that this was only later fully
elaborated into Abhidhanna expositions. From the available
Abhidhama texts it is possible to suggest which were the most
original MZtykG headings, but it is uncertain how many of all the
known headings might have been included in the earliest list, or
before the schools began to divide.
The question of the MCtykZ has been studied by the present
writer in an introductory essay to the edition of the Pali manual
of Abhidhama called Mohavicchedani, which purports to be a
' is there suggested that a set of seven
commentary on the ~ G t y k Z .It
headings found in all the sources was original, and may have
constituted the whole MitykZ at first. What is perhaps most
remarkable about this set is that it appears also in a very prominent
1. P.T.S.,London, 1961, xix ff, esp. p. xxi. Reprinted 1994.
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position in one of the dialogues, the MahGpar?'niruGna Sutra, which
describes the last months of the Buddha's existence on earth.
There,' shortly before the end, the Buddha convenes his followers
and gives them a summary of the principles which he has ascertained, and which they should study and put into practice so that
the 'best life', i.e. the Buddhist Way, should endure long for the
benefit and happiness of many people. The summary which follows
is precisely this set of seven headings. Here then we have another
indication, common to all the schools so far as the relevant texts
have survived, as to what the original essential doctrines were.

The Schools
We have mentioned the early schools of Buddhism, supposed to
have been eighteen in number, and that they agree substantially
on a central body of texts representing the teaching of the Buddha.
We noted also that every school possessed additional texts of its own,
that there were greater discrepancies and even mutual polemics in
their Abhidhamas, and that it was these disagreements which caused
them to separate. What did they disagree about? Do their disagreements affect the fundamental doctrines and make it uncertain what
these were?
From the mutual polemics between the schools, and from a
number of histories of the schisms, we find that the major grounds
of disagreement were the following:
Can an arhant (one who has attained peace of mind, freedom
from all attachments) relapse again into worldly entanglements?
Besides the mental principles which are morally good and bad,
is there a third class which are morally indifferent?
Is the 'person' (pudgala), an expression sometimes used by the
Buddha in the dialogues, a real entity which, moreover, transmigrates
from one living body to a new one, or is this just a conventional
expression of everyday language, to be replaced by strict analysis into
the real principles of existence in philosophical discourse?
If not the 'person', then do the groups (skandha) of principles
transmigrate?
Is progress in understanding the truth gradual or does insight
come all at once?
1. Sthaviravidaversion in Pali: D I1 120, Santistiviidain Sanskrit: MPS (Waldschmidt)
p. 224. Chinese versions in T 1 No. 2, etc.

Do all natural principles, whether past, present or f'uturc., 'exist'?
Are Buddhas supernatural (or transcendental)?
Are all the dialogues direct (definitive) statements, o r are some
indirect statements requiring special interpretation?
Are all forces ( s a ~ k i i r a )momentary?
Can good conduct grow unconsciously?
There is little here to affect the main doctrines, or even the great
mass of detailed working out in the dialogues. The schools seem
to have been agreed on the wording of what the Buddha had said.
The disputes concern subsidiary matters on which the texts were
not explicit or where there was a possibility of varying interpretations.
We shall follow the history of the rise of the schools in detail in
the appropriate chapter. The results of comparing their answers to
the above questions and attempting by a sort of textual criticism
of the eighteen (or more) traditions to establish the original
opinion suggest that the earliest Buddhists thought that:
An arhant can relapse.
The 'person' is not a real entity.
The natural principles do not always 'exist'.
All forces are momentary.
The groups of principles do not transmigrate.
They probably held that progress is usually gradual. As to the
remaining grounds, where the apparently unanimous view of the
Mahasamghika and the schools which derived from it is opposed
to the view of the Sthaviravada and its offshoots the balance is even.
Here the Mahasamghika have the advantage, since we know very
little of the differences of opinion between its branches which
might have shown us that some of these agreed with the Sthaviravada
group and so presumably held the more original opinion. We are
therefore uncertain whether it was at first held that there were
morally indifferent mental principles (it probably was), or whether
all the dialogues are direct statements,' or whether good conduct
can grow unconsciously. On the question of the transcendental
nature of the Buddha, though all the Mahasamghika group probably affirmed this in some form they appear to have disagreed on
the details. Thus one among them actually seceded from the group
on this ground, calling itself the 'Transcendental School'
1. Probably not, since the MahPsamghikas mostly reject it.
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(Lokottaravada),presumably in opposition to the others who may
have held the view only in a much less extreme form. It is further
clear that among the Mahasamghika group the transcendentalist
ideas continued to grow in influence until they gave birth to the
'Great Vehicle'. All this suggests that such ideas were an innovation
on the part of this group, about which they were uncertain at first
but which gradually gathered momentum.
In the light of this discussion we are able to say that no school
represents what appears to have been the original set of views, with
the possible, but improbable, exception of the Mahasamghika. As
mentioned above, we get a false impression of unanimity among
the latter group of schools simply because we lack information on
their internal debates. Whether such an 'original set of views' on
these particular points was consciously held by the earliest Buddhists is very doubtful. Many of the problems may simply not have
been raised before the period of the schisms.

The Internal Chronology of the T r i p i w
Given the Tnipitaka as established by the consensus of opinion of
the early schools, can we go further and distinguish within it texts
which are earlier and later? This might enable us to say that,
although the Tripitaka we could establish represented the texts
recognised by all Buddhists not earlier than a hundred and thirtyseven years after the ParinimEna (the probable date of the first
schism), the doctrine had, or had not, undergone some develop
ment during that period. Some progress has been made towards
clarifying the stratification of the Sthaviravfida Tripitaka in Pali, this
being the only recension intact in an Indian language.
Most attempts to outline the history of this collection of texts
have been based on largely subjective impressions as to what was
early and are of little use to us. There is, however, one objective
technique of textual analysis which can be applied to parts of the
Tripitaka: the study of metre. In a previous piece of research' the
present writer has traced the history of versification through the
period of composition of the Sthaviravfida Canon and shown that
the verse texts in the latter are not all the work of a short period
but appear to have been composed over several centuries (the
research of course covers the ;hole Canon, including texts added
1. Pali Metre.
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after the schisms). The metres in use changed considerably during
that period, hence it seemed possible to arrange the verse texts in
successive strata. In the Conclusion of that work some brief
observations were made indicating what we might discover of the
development of the doctrine from that arrangement. The results
ascertainable by this method can be applied here. The prose Texts,
which are more extensive and much more important, cannot easily
be correlated with these verse strata and have not yet been subjected
to any such rhythmical analysis, though possibly they could be. Even
from the verse texts alone, however, we can secure some important
data on the history of Buddhist doctrine.

Buddhism Contrasted with Rival Teachings
How did Buddhism stand in opposition to Brahmanism ('Hinduism'), the Lokiiyata (Naturalism, Materialism), the Agnostics,
Givakism, Jainism and other schools of thought at the time of its
origin? The contrast between these schools of thought may show
what doctrines were characteristic and essential in Buddhism. An
attempt to define original Buddhism in this way has been published
as an article'. In the heyday of extreme scepticism as to whether
we knew anything at all of what the Buddha taught this exercise
was useful; it still helps to emphasise some of the important features
of his doctrine.
Interpretation
If the early Buddhists themselves came to disagree on their
doctrine, though very little on the readings of their texts, our
interpretation of the latter will be difficult and must surely remain
inconclusive on some points. The methods so far discussed can give
us the texts, in Pali or Sanskrit, but we cannot translate them into
English for the purposes of this book without interpreting them.
In the Introduction to Pali referred to in the Preface a selection of
Pali texts is given in the original language and the object is to enable
the reader to find his own way in interpreting them. Even there
particular lines of interpretation are suggested through the vocabularies which had to be given. In the Preface to that book certain
1. 'On the Relationshipsbetween Early Buddhism and other contempomy Systems',
BSOAS, 1956,4363.

methods of interpretation are recommended, which were applied
in the making of the vocabularies. The argument of that Preface
need not be repeated here, but the methods can be summarised.
The meanings of terms have to be determined by judging the
contexts in which they occur. Here it may be possible to work from
more obvious everyday contexts to the abstract philosophical
statements.
The basis for our understanding of meanings must be the
exegesis of the Buddhist schools, whose pupils we now are. We can
check their interpretations by seeing whether the schools agree
among themselves, and then go back to the Tripitaka contexts and
see how they work out in the system of what was believed to be the
Buddha's language when taken by itself.
We assume here that the differences of dialect known to have
existed between the texts of the early schools of Buddhism do not
affect the interpretation of at least their philosophical statements:
it was just a matter of transposition of terms into a slightly different
phonetic system. In the Introduction to Pali we were limited to the
Pali dialect and to the traditional interpretations (at least as basis)
of the Sthaviravsda school which used it. Here we attempt to
interpret the dialect of the Buddha ithough we do not know which
particular dialect he used) according to the consensus of opinion
of all the schools. We adopt the convention of giving the terms
usually in their Sanskrit form, since the latter dialect became
standardised in India as the language of philosophical diicussion
and learning generally, though only long after the time of the
Buddha. This convention simplifies our presentation by keeping all
the terminology, early and late, in one phonetic system.

INDIAN CMLISATION BEFORE THE BUDDHA
The Indus Civilisation-The A?yans-Brahmanism-Vj&a

The Indus Civilisation
Civilisation appears in India, according to the archaeological
evidence, about 3000 B.c., in other wards about 2500 years before
the Buddha and about as remote in time from him- as .he is from
the present day. It was at first a 'Bronze Age' civilisation, roughly
comparable with the civilisation which appeared at the same time
in Mesopotamia, or with the rather later Shang civilisation in China.
Its main centres, according to our present knowledge, were two
great cities, one in the Panjab and one in Sindh, whose sites are
marked by and named after the modern villages of Harappa and
Mohenjo Daro. Since these lie near the Indus (Sanskrit Sindhu)
and one of its tributaries, and the harnessing of the waters of that
great river system evidently formed the basis of the civilisation, it
is appropriate to name it after the river. However, it has already
been established that the Indus civilisation spread Eastwards into
the Ganges valley and South-Eastat least across Gujarat. It therefore
covered a wider area than the contemporary civilisations of
Mesopotamia or Egypt, whilst the standardisation of technology
throughout that area suggests political unification: a far flung
empire.
Archaeological findings tell us a good deal about this technological development and something of the economic system. We can
see something of the art of the Indus empire and infer a little about
its religion, much less about its political system. Inscriptions have
been found-many hundreds of them-but unfortunately they have
not yet been satisfactorily deciphered. Thus we are not certain who
these people were: whether they were akin to any known people
and spoke a language similar to any we know, or whether they were
linguistically isolated, like the Sumerians who founded the
Mesopotamian civilisation, and without later descendants continu-
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ing their language. In a general cultural sense we can certainly say
they were Indians, and that the later inhabitants of India have been
their heirs in this sense, whether or not any of them have inherited
their language. It is fairly certain at least that the Indus people were
not Aryans (all the archaeological evidence is against bringing any
Aryan people from Central Asia to India so early): the most likely
hypothesis is that they were Dravidians, akin .to, or even the
ancestors of, the modern Tamils and other peoples of South India.
In religion the Indus people appear to have had a cult of a Great
God some ofwhose characteristics suggest that he was the prototype
of the modern ~ i v a(who has always been especially popular among
the Tamils): on the one hand he seems to symbolise creation and
lertility, on the other he may appear in the r81e of an ascetic, or
a yogin developing his supernatural powers. A remarkable relief
shows him surrounded by various animals, suggesting for him the
epithetphpati ('lord of animals') which is properly siva7s.The cult
was associated with temples, which again is especially characteristic
of the cult of Siva in later times.
There is also evidence for the Great Goddess as in the Saiva
tradition, though it would perhaps be difficult to point to any
specific feature here linking these two manifestations of such a
widespread religious phenomenon.
A Sacred Tree appears and reminds us of the Tree of Siva-the
Himslayan devadEru (deodar)-and the sacred trees in modern
Saiva temples, as well as of the Buddhist Tree of Enlightenment.
There were sacred as well as mythological animals and monsters,
and the sculptor's art which depicts them has the same realism and
vitality as that of the early Buddhist period (Mauryan, etc.),
suggesting the same Indian tradition.

The Aryans
According to the archaeological evidence Aryan people entered
India at about the time of the collapse of the Indus civilisation
(about 1700 B.c.) . In fact they were probably barbarian invaders who
conquered the Indus people and destroyed their cities. These
Aryans spoke an early form of Sanskrit, called 'Vedic' after the
earliest extant Indian texts (the Veda) which can at present be read.
The earliest of these Vedic texts of the Aryans were perhaps
composed two or three centuries after the conquest. This conquest
is vaguely remembered in the Veda: the god Indra desti-oyed the
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citadels of the enemy (which presumably were the cities and smaller
settlements of the Indus people), he released the cattle (because
the Aryans were still nomadic herdsmen, and no doubt disapproved
of cattle being shut in fields by the settled villagers) and he released
the rivers (which had been dammed and channelled for irrigation
purposes by the settled agriculturalists). Their tradition then was
that they had restored the natural freedom of the universe.
Civilisation thus suffered a temporary eclipse at the hands of
these barbarian nomads. Very soon, however, the barbarians began
to follow the ways of the people they had conquered: they settled
permanently infvillages and eventually in cities, they kept their
cattle in fields (though perhaps Indian cattle have ever since
enjoyed a freedom of movement not paralleled elsewhere) and they
harnessed the rivers for irrigation. When it came to the interpretation of the ancient texts it proved possible to forget the historical
background and supply instead a mythological meaning connecting
Indra with the monsoon.
The Veda mentions besides Indra some of the human leaders of
the Aryans and their achievements, but its historical allusions are
scattered. There were other texts which were actual histories, and
these are referred to in the later parts of the Veda (from about the
9th century B.C. onwards), but in the forms in which they have come
down to us these histories, the PurZnas, are many centuries later
than the Vedic period. In these late versions, much revised and
enlarged and probably reworked chronologically according to
artificial schemes, we can gain some idea of the traditions current
in India before the Buddha's time about the origin of civilisation
and the numerous dynasties of kings, together with some of the
priests, poets and philosophers of ancient times. It is not yet clear
how far, if at all, this history incorporates traditions of the Indus
people. The Aryan conquest is not recorded in any recognisable
form and all the dynasties are supposed to have ruled within the
territory of ancient India (which included modern Afghanistan)
from the outset. The period of civilisation recorded is sufficient,
even after making the maximum allowance for inflation, to cover
the Indus age as well as the Aryans in India. The only major
distinction of tribes which appears is that between the Solar and
Lunar dynasties of kings, which might seem to be significant
although the two are related: the Solar Dynasty was founded by
Manu, son of the Sun (God), the Lunar by Puriiravas, grandson of
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the Moon (God) and son of Manu's daughter. Since some of the
Lunar kings are mentioned in the earliest Vedic texts, whilst the
Solar kings apparently are not, we might conjecture that the Solar
kings were the Indus emperors,whose traditions were later combined with those of the Aryans to produce a synthetic history. At
present this is pure conjecture and it seems futile to dwell on it.
For the period from the Aryan conquest to about the 13th
century B.C. we can trace several lines of Lunar kings, lines which
equally well can be explained as tribes of the Aryan people and not
dynasties of their rulers. They were frequently at war among
themselves as well as with other peoples. In about the 13th century
B.C. Samvarana, ruler of the Paurava line of Lunar kings, after first
losing his kingdom to another branch of the line recovered it
through the help of a brahman and then established an empire over
all other kings. His son Kuru and his descendants maintained this
imperial claim for many centuries, and for significant periods were
able to give it reality at least for a large part of Northern India. This
Lunar, or Paurava, Empire was the scene of the consolidation of
the 'Brahmanical' civilisation of India: the way of life, the religion
and much else that has since been looked back upon as the classical
model by orthodox Indian thought.
During the period of the Paurava Empire the ancient Vedic texts
were collected, many more were composed, and older and newer
texts were formed into a Canon of scriptures collectively called the
Veda (some of its constituents are also called 'Vedas' individually).
In actual fact there was not a single Canon, but several recensions
belonging to as many schools of priests, much as the Tripitaka
among the early Buddhists later, but that is of little importance for
our present discussion. The word Veda means 'knowledge'. The
Canon is therefore the collected learning of the brahmans, or
priests. It consists of poetry, songs, ritual and philosophy.
During the 9th century B.c., approximately, when the Paurava
Empire was at the height of its power, there lived a group of priests,
poets and other creative thinkers who are credited with the
composition of a number of texts, some literary and others
technical, which attained virtually the status of scriptures without
actually being included in the Vedic Canon. Other compositions
of the same group, and statements attributed to them, were
included in the Canon, being presumably regarded as inspired in
a diflerent way, but it is in the non-canonical texts that their views
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found the fullest scope. The extant versions of these texts outside
the Veda are of varying degrees of authenticity, not having been
preserved as carefully as the Veda, but even where they are not
authentic they are important as showing how that classical age was
looked back upon in later times.
Through these extant versions purporting to be their work we
can see an attempt by the thinkers of about the 9th century B.C.
to stabilise what they considered best and right in the traditions
which had come down to them. They considered their own age to
be decadent and to fall far short of the moral standards of antiquity.
Though it was not a propitious time for good government or a
virtuous life, it was still possible, and most desirable, for heroes and
good men to uphold the ancient religion and to perform their social
duties. On all this we may add the comment that according to the
archaeological evidence the period c. 1000-800 B.C. was the beginning of the Iron Age in India, likely therefore to be a period of
great change, uncertainty and increasing bloodiness of warfarethis last development being in fact most deeply imprinted in the
epic and historical tradition of India.
From the Veda effectively codified under the Pauravas, and from
the compositions attributed to this group of thinkers of about the
9th century B.c., orthodox and conservative thought in India has
since derived its religion, its ritual, its philosophy, its heroic epic,
its ancient historical traditions, its laws, its geometry, its astronomy
and its linguistic science. All this constitutes what is generally known
as 'Brahmanism', as a civilisation, a way of life, a religion and much
else. In a sense this formative period of Brahmanism was a 'heroic
period', that of the most famous heroes celebrated in the epic. The
epic is supposed to have been composed in this period, but was long
handed down by oral tradition, which continually inflated it. This
process of elaboration and reinterpretation was afterwards continued by later poets in separate works on epic themes, and especially
by dramatists who represented epic heroes on the stage and so
popularised the Brahmanical traditions whilst adapting them to
their own times.

Brahmanism
It would be out of place in this book to elaborate much on
Brahmanism (more accurately 'Vedism' or Vaidika, from Veda, the
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proper Indian term, less accurately 'Hinduism', a foreign word
which means little more than 'Indianism'), and our treatment must
be an impressionistic sketch by way of background. (Iranian
'Hindu'=Sanskrit 'Sindhu'.)
The word brahman meant in the early Vedlc period a sacreci text,
with an underlying sense of 'great' or 'excellent'. Later, in the time
of the Pauravas, brahman was personified as the supreme Being or
God brahman (Masculine, Nominative brahmci), the original Being
out of whom the universe evolved. Sometimes this brahman is
instead conceived more abstractly and philosophically as the impersonal absolute, with neuter gender, but nevertheless as having life
(since the life of the whole universe emanated from it and is
sustained by it). From brahman is derived brcihmana, meaning a
priest in possession of the sacred texts, or later a priest of God,
which we anglicise as 'brahman' (or 'brahmin') and from which
European writers have coined the derivative 'Brahmanism'.
Anciently the Vedic religion of the Aryans had consisted primarily in the worship of gods, and the poetry and songs preserved in
the Veda and forming its oldest component are mostly hymns of
praise and supplication. The gods were derived from the ancient
Indo-European pantheon and represent on the one hand social
abstractions and on the other natural phenomena. In the period
of the Paurava codification, however, we are confronted with an
entirely different religion, despite the continuing use of the old
hymns. Offerings to the gods had long formed a part of the ancient
religion, b u t ~ h e s enow became its centre, its essence. The ritual
to which they had given rise became the 'science' of obtaining all
good things and the gods fell into place as the servants of the ritual,
necessary merely to receive the offerings. The desired good results
of the ritual action were to come about not through any favour of
the gods but directly as the mysterious effects of the action itself,
success depending on the precision with which this had been
performed. Henceforth the really important and operative part of
the Veda was the ritual part, interpreted as a set of injunctions
governing correct performance.
The loss of practically all their independent significance by the
gods had left the field of theology, cosmology and cosmogony open
to new speculation, more sophisticated, more abstract, more
systematic. It was here that the notion of the absolute or supreme
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being developed, the great brahman. Here also cosmogony gave
birth to philosophy as a reasoned explanation of the origin and
development of the universe. The earliest speculations of this kind
appear already in some of the Vedic poetry and again entwined with
explanations of the ritual in the ritual texts, but the latest part of
the Veda consists of texts primarily devoted to this early philosophy
(the Upanisads, or rather the five earliest among them, which alone
are strictly canonical Veda and preserve the ideas of the Paurava
period: Chandogya, ByhadCranyaka, Aztarqra, Kau;itaki and Taittiqa).
The poetry of the Aryans was antagonistic to the more original
inhabitants of India and their civilisation, but by the Paurava period
this old antagonism and even the fact of the conquest appears to
have been practically forgotten. A considerable amount of intermixture of the conquering and cqnquered peoples had evidently taken
place, indeed it has even been suggested' that the brahmans, the
hereditary priesthood among the presumed conquerors, were for
the most part descended from the priests of non-Aryan peoples,
probably of the Indus civilisation, who had managed to insinuate
themselves into this favoured position in a spirit of compromise and
in virtue of their superior education and intellectual skills. It is true
that the brahman genealogies are doubtful and in part unaryan
looking, but unlikely that the more original Indians had succeeded
in assimilating their conquerors to such a great extent in so early
a period. There are few, though there certainly are some, ideas in
the Vedic Canon which came into the traditions of the Aryans from
outside instead of developing within. Perhaps a significant element
in the ritual, or in philosophical speculation, came from the Incus
people, but there is little or no evidence to decide such questions.
In Paurava texts outside the Vedic Canon, however, there is much
that is generally thought to be of non-Aryan origin. It is clear (and
is not affected by the problems of the chronology of the epic and
the histories, ascribed to Paurava authors but much later in their
extant forms) that there was a gradual synthesis of the Aryan and
the more originally Indian traditions. This trend is characteristic
for the history of Indian thought, which usually developed not by
of alien traditions were
exclusion but by assimilation. The d~ctrines
not rejected but were suitably explained, so that they fitted into
some grand scheme. At the same time they might be modified and
reformed to produce an overall harmony.
1. By ~ a r ~ i t e: Ancient
r
Indian Historical Tradition, Chapter XXVI.
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The most prominent non-Aryan elements in the Brahmanism
of the epic and the histories (purcinas) are the mythologies of the
great Gods V i ~ v u(Viisudeva) and ~ i v aand of the great Goddess
Devi. These three were probably quite separate in origin, belonging to three different peoples in India. The Goddess as now known
is often associated with either V i s ~ uor ~ i v aas a subordinate
partner or consort, but these may be early syntheses. The mythology of Visnu by itself seems to suggest a synthesis between several
separate gods, who came to be regarded as manifestations of the
same supreme being. As eventually incorporated into the histories
these various conceptions of the godhead were brought into
relation with brahman or Brahma in various ways, depending on
which one of the four was held to be the really ultimate godhead
and which subordinate manifestations. Their appearance in books
of history was due to the fact that the latter began with narratives
of the a m i o n and evolution of the universe, therefore with
theoIogy.
Another probably non-Aryan element in the histories is the
accounts of the origin and progress of civilisation, including the
election* the people of the first king and lawgiver (to ensure the
maintenance of principle in social relationships), and the legend
of king Prthu, who levelled the Earth, developed agriculture and
trade, and built cities and villages.
Among doctrines probably non-Aryan is that of reincarnation or
transmigration of the soul, which is barely mentioned in the latest
part of the Veda but taken practically for granted in the non-Vedic
Brahmanical tradition. This was very likely originally connected
with-it certainly fits well with-the way in which the evolution of
the universe and the scale of time are conceived in the histories.
The universe evolves, or revolves, through enormous cyclic periods
of hundreds or thousands of millions of years, at the ends of which
it is dissolved into its constituent elements, including the souls, and
then re-evolved either by natural processes or by the action of God.
There were very great differences of doctrine here between various
schools of thought within the Brahmanical tradition, particularly on
the question whether originally,before the above cyclic periods, the
souls and other atomic elements had not existed but had been
created out of the supreme being or out of nothing. Very important,
it would seem, for all religious and philosophical ideas in India is
the vastness of the time scale assumed, which in fact agrees well with
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that established for the universe by modern astronomy and contrasts most strongly with the traditions of Western religions (the
Babylonians had certain similar ideas, on a more limited scale). The
Indian ideas of time were in fact quite early related to astronomical
observations, particularly of the movements of the planets. The
latter appear at first to be erratic, but on further observation and
study may be seen to follow repeating patterns. Combine the
movements of all the planets into an overall repeating pattern and
you will find, depending on the precision of your observations and
calculations, an exceedingly long cycle of time marked out in the
heavens. The Indians assumed that at the beginning of some cyclic
period all the planets should have been in one place, or on the same
starting line (longitude), and their attempts to determine the date
of this grand conjunction many millions of years ago seemed to
confirm the practically inconceivable age attributed to the universe
by speculative thought.'
Lastly we might mention that the legal traditions and many of
the social customs formulated in the earliest law books give the
impression of not being Aryan in origin. Thus the conventional four
stages of life (Ziramas) later regarded as part of the foundations of
orthodox society (studentshipmarried life-letirement-renunciation) are not mentioned in the Veda. The last of these stages and
the growing practice of renouncing the world at any age reminds
us of the evidence for there being ascetics in the ancient Indus
society rather than of anything in the Aryan tradition.
The conception of liberation from transmigration would seem
to go not simply with transmigration itself but with the vastness of
the time scale recognised in Indian thought. It is almost certainly
not Aryan in origin, the Aryan trad~tionhaving been of a future
life in some sphere of existence not altogether different from the
Earth (one such sphere was the Moon) and developing into the
conception of a desirable heaven attainable by means of ritual
action. Speculation about liberation of the soul, on the other hand,
tried to conceive of some state entirely transcending the empirical
universe, such as union with the supreme being. It appears in a
1 . There is plenty of evidence for enormous time scales in pre-Buddhist India. On
the conjunctions of planets see e.g. Burgess' translation of the SulyasiddhInta,
15 ff. and 328 of the Calcutta reprint, 1935, and Needham, Science and Civilisation
in China 111, 119 f., 202 (I-Hsing, a Buddhist monk), cf. also Colebrooke,
Miscellaneous Essays, vol. 11, 329 ff. and 426, London, 1873. See p. 38 below for
the ~jivakatradition.

vague form only in the very latest parts of the Veda, ant1 I S \ r ~ l l not
very prominent even in the early non-Vedic Brahmanical tritdition.
The attainment of heaven remained the dominant idea.

According to later tradition' the Veda was 'arranged' in the Paurava
period (as we noted above) by a poet named Vyasa, who would be
one of the group of thinkers of about the 9th century B.C. which
we have referred to. This name in fact means in Sanskrit 'The
Arranger' and can be only a title conferred on the poet. He is
referred to also by a more personal name, IQ-sna Dvaipayana, but
even this indicates his obscure origin, since Dvaipayana is not a
family name derived from his father but was coined from his having
been born on an island. In fact he was illegitimate and his ancestry
mixed, though in part brahman. His mother was a fisher girl who
operated a ferry boat, his great grandfather was Vasistha, one of
the major Vedic poets. Vyasa is certainly a legendary figure, perhaps
altogether mythical, yet he represents the effective founding of
Brahmanism as it has since prevailed. He was the sage who knew
the ancient traditions better than anyone else, systematised them
and handed them down to posterity in a definitive form. It is
significant that he does not appear to be mentioned in any text
certainly authentic for the Paurava period, though a number of
other teachers and sages are. For example the later texts of the Veda
itself name the grammarian &ikalya, who certainly had a hand in
arranging the oldest of the Vedic texts, Saunaka who composed
ancillary works on phonetics and compiled indexes of the Veda, the
ritualist Kau~itakiand the philosophers Siil?dilya, Uddalaka and
Yajiiavalkya. Their views are given, sometimes at considerable
length. According to the tradition Vyasa was their senior contemporary or predecessor, why then is he not mentioned? Perhaps he
is no more than an amalgam of the sages and teachers of the period,
created by a later age to represent the establishment of Brahmanism
as an attempted restoration of what was supposed to have been the
ancient way of life as it was before the decadence of the Iron Age.
Vy2sa's supposed date corresponds to about 900 B.C. The Veda
has been preserved in its poetical sections practically as it was in
that period, whilst the prose books of ritual and philosophy were
1. The Puninas, see Pargiter op. cit. p. 318.
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added at about that time and some of them later. Besides arranging
the VedaVyasa is credited with a vast amount of more original work.
He is supposed to have composed the epic (the great MahGbharata)
and some histories (purcinas).If the Veda records the ancient ways
which should be restored, the epic exemplifies the decadence of
the Iron Age which had just begun, in its narrative of a disastrous
civil war among the Pauravas. Vyasa would be the contemporary of
the heroes of the epic, a witness of some of its action and even a
participant. The versions of the epic and the histories which have
come down to us, however, are very much later than the Paurava
period. They show us that period not as it was but as it was believed
to have been after their fluid tradition had absorbed much that did
not originally belong to it.

INDIA IN THE TIME OF THE BUDDHA
Social and Political Crisis-The Philosophical Tradition-The ~ r a m a ~ a s The ~ r a m a ~ aand
s Society-The Main ~ r a m a ~Schools
a
other than the
Bwddhists

Social and Political Crisis
After the great emperor Janamejaya (probably 9th century B.c.),
during whose reign the Paurava Empire seems to have reached its
iflaximum prosperity and power and to have been adorned by
several of the most creative thinkers who contributed to the
formation of Brahmanism, there was a gradual decline. The decisive
turn seems to have been in the 8th century B.c., in the reign of
Nicabu, when the Paurava capital, Hastinapura on the upper
Ganges, was devastated by a flood. He transferred the capital to
Kauismbi on the Yamuna. After this event the creative period of
Brahmanism appears to have come to an end: lines of teachers are
recorded and there was clearly some revision of Vedic texts and
more of the epic and histories, but original composition seems to
have been confined to the subsidiary studies, ritual, law, linguistics,
astronomy and geometry. These studies were important for the
history of science but of no direct consequence for Brahmanism
qs a religion or philosophy or guiding ideology. Moreover even
among them there is hardly any work extant which might belong
to the century and a half after Nicabu; the great period in these
special studies begins later.
After the moving of the capital the empire broke up, the local
rulers and states which had been under Paurava hegemony asserting their independence. By the time of the Buddha (500 B.c.)
sixteen major states were counted in northern India, among which
one of the smaller and weaker was that of the Pauravas. There were
numerous minor states. The major states (and the minor) had many
differenttypes of government; in particular some were monarchies,
others republics. Thus the India of the Buddha was a very different
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place from the India of Vyasa. The states were frequently at war,
and several of them sought universal hegemony. However, it was
not the most orthodox states or the most legitimate dynasties which
were the most successful in these struggles. On the contrary the
Pauravas faded away in a haze of nostalgia and romance, and the
real struggle was between the Vrji Republic, the most powerful
republican state, and the kingdom of Magadha.
Magadha appears to have been the least orthodox of the
m8narchies. It was situated on the periphery of the region of
Brahmanical influence and its kings developed a highly autocratic
and centralised System of government not provided for in Brahmanism. Brahmanism prescribes the duties of kings rather than their
powers and provides a variety of checks on their actions. In fact,
the Veda does not necessarily require monarchical government,
even though later the Brahmanical tradition increasingly favoured
it. Indeed we probably ought rather to say that under the trend
towards monarchy of later times it was those Vedic schools which
had been associated with the famous Paurava monarchy, not others
which might have flourished under republican governments, which
were favoured and have survived. The earlier Vedic texts think
rather in terms of assemblies and various apparently autonomous
groups in society, and of the persuasive power of speech, than of
autocratic and centralised rule. The later Vedic texts, the majority
of which-as now extant-show that they were composed under the
Paurava Empire, are aware of republican governments in the
outlying regions surrounding the central Paurava (or 'Kuru-Paiicda')
kingdom.'
This struggle in the Buddha's time was a contest in econclmic
power, political craft and administrative efficiency, in which the
Brahmanical tradition had little to offer either to the rulers or to
the people. Both its rituals and its philosophy seemed irrelevant.
The question was no longer one of establishing a harmonious
empire, with an emperor ruling justly according to the traditional
usages of Vedic society, treating his people and vassal rulers
affectionately, if sometimes firmly, and restrained and guided by the
code of duties prescribed by the Veda and interpreted by the
brahmans. In that traditional society an individual could pursue his
life in reasonable peace and freedom, seeking and to a fair extent
1. e.g. Aitawya BrGhmana, viii 14 (Keith's translation is not correct).
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obtaining the good things of this world, and if he conformed to
dharma (the Brahmanical concept of duty and justice) he had been
respected for it and found it conducive to his well being. But in
the 6th century B.C. economic progress-the exploitation of natural
resources and the development of industry and above all tradehad let loose quite new forces in society: instead of wealth being
measured primarily in kind (especially in cattle) a money economy
had developed. Unprecedented wealth followed its own laws of
circulation, and the states tried to control it by legislation. The new
class of merchants tended to become wealthier than kings, and the
latter reacted to this with more arbitrary rule and confiscations on
flimsy pretexts: they opposed political force to economic force. The
rulers of north India experimented with various new forms of
government, but the general trend was towards centralisation of
power in the hands of a monarch. In this society most people found
their freedom seriously and increasingly restricted, their property
and their lives insecure, the future uncertain and probably worse
than the past.
There was much discussion of real or imaginary past golden ages
and of just emperors who had made the world harmonious and
happy, but the model offered by the Brahmanical tradition failed
to make any headway. Good men found themselves without a place
and without any freedom in the increasingly centralised society
ruled by money and force. For a time hopes seem to have centred
on the Vrji Republic, which was based on old traditions of social
harmony and respect for the individual, but in the struggle for
survival against Magadha it became clear to men such as the Buddha
that its position was precarious, that it was only a matter of time
before the greater wealth of Magadha overwhelmed it. Moreover
the basis of its defence was a pure conservatism of adhering to the
ways of old and resisting the corrupting power of the new society
of Magadha (exercised through bribery and sowing dissension).
The Republic seemed to have no power of development which
might enable it to oppose to autocracy a more economically viable
form of society. The Buddha admired the Republic's ancient
customs, its democratic government, its respect for wise men, but
he did not see in it a political solution to the problem of human
happiness. He and other philosophers of the time looked elsewhere
for a solution, not primarily in society but in the first place away
from it. In effect they contracted out of society in order to preserve
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their freedom; they abandoned the quest for wealth and power and
sought peace of mind and spiritual experiences. Only from an
independent vantage point could they hope-as they certainly did
hope-to exercise any influence on the society they had left, to
infuse into it better ideals than money and violence.

The Philosophical Tradition
In the preceding chapter the philosophical texts of the Veda have
been mentioned, but nothing has been said about their nature and
methods, apart from the original relation to cosmogony and the
later conception of an absolute brahman. In the later, conservative,
Brahmanical tradition whatever had been received into the Vedic
Canon was treated as revealed dogma (and anything else was lost).
Careful reading of some of the texts on the other hand reveals a
substantial amount of not merely original, but critical thought in
the Veda. These evident criticisms of the Vedic tradition were
explained away and harmonised with the overall dogmatic system
by the later Brahmanical schools, but their methods seem not to
have been lost on later critics who remained outside these schools:
the Buddha himself is recorded' to have held that the original
brahmans were good men and the Veda (originally) true doctrine
but that both had become corrupt and needed to be completely
reformed (for example, one should become a brahman by virtue,
not by heredity; the brahmans had become mere repeaters of texts,
not creative thinkers or 'meditators', since the Veda had been
compiled). What might the Buddha and his contemporaries have
learned from early Vedic philosophy?
In the earliest Vedic poetry the universe has its basis in the
activities of the gods. Its laws are the laws of certain gods, the
universe itself was created, or more precisely 'built' (like a house)
by the gods.2 It is in the development of cosmogonic speculations
from this mythology that we can most easily trace the growth of
philosophy. There is a quest for some more rationalistic explanation
of the evolution of the universe, ending in the Upani~adswith an
explanation which dispenses with supernatural gods or a God and
explains the universe out of itself. It is itself a living being, even
1. e.g. D. 111 94, I 104 (see p. 273 of the commentary on this for corruption of the
texts).
2. e.g. RVS ii 15.2 f, i 159, iv 56, vi 17.7, iii 55.19 f, x 149, x 81, x 72, etc.
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a divinity, but it develops according to natural processes which can
be understood by scientific observations and experiments. Accompanying this quest, or rather preceding it and stimulating it, we find
expressions of doubt concerning the gods and the mythology. Do
the gods exist? If they do, at least the stories about them traditionally told are untrue. What existed at first? Can anyone know this?
Can even the highest Deity know this? Certainly the gods do not
know, since at first they did not exist.'
Of the main steps in this line of development we may note first
the poem RVS X 129 (date probably between 1200 and 1000 B.c.).
Here it is suggested that at first there was neither being nor nonbeing, but somehow the One, a living being, came into existence,
embracing everything in itself, through the influence of heat
(apparently its own heat). From desire arose mind. Then a
measuring line a (a significant idea) was stretched horizontally
across, dividing what existed into male and female principles. At
this point the speculation breaks off, but it is asked: Who really
knows? Not the gods! Only He who surveys the universe from the
highest heaven perhaps knows, or perhaps He too does not know.
At the end of the development we may look at the doctrine of
Uddalaka as recorded in the Upani~ads.'(Uddiilaka lived in the time
of Janamejaya, probably 9th century K C . ) . He first rejects a traditional (Vedic) account of evolution to the effect that originally
there was nothing, non-being. If that were so, he asks, how could
being have come out of it? So at first there was being. Uddalaka
also rejected ritualistic explanations of phenomena: that a certain
thing is so because a certain ritual is performed in a certain way.'
The original being, according to him, is that which underlies
everything in the universe. It is in everything, though it is too fine
to be visible. By natural processes it became many beings: first it
produced heat, out of this, which also was alive like the original
being, came water and out of the latter came 'food' (anna), which
seems by extension to include all solid matter. These three living
elements, called also 'divinities', then gave rise to everything in the
universe, including man and ultimately inind. Thus there is no
supernatural, external agency but only 'being' itself, the original
1. e.g. RVS ii 12.5, viii 100.3, S B 11.1.6.9-10,
~
RVS x 129.
2. Chandogya U. vi.
3. SBr 11.4.1 shows the traditional views upheld against him.
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matter of the universe, out of which everything comes and back into
which everything goes at death.
So far the explanation is rational enough, but much more
important is the way UddFilakajustifies his explanations. He appeals
at each step to actual observations of phenopena and sometimes
to experiments which demonstrate that things are as he suggests.
In looking for the sequence of evolution he proceeds by tracing
things back to their causes by actual investigation. He proves the
dependence of mind on food by the experiment of fasting. By way
of methodology he distinguishes real substances from mere modifications different only in name. Despite superficial differences we
can generalise about a whole range of phenomena which in fact
have a common substance.
There are implied in this development the ideas and methods
of science. We do not know what science except the natural science
of Uddalaka himself. First the spirit of doubt and enquiry, of not
accepting traditional, mythopoeic or ritualistic, explanaiions. Then
classification and scientific generalisation. Above all observations
and experiments, by which causes can be found out and inductions
arrived at. The law of the gods gives way to natural law, a concept
which becomes all powerful later, when Buddhism and other extraVedic philosophies develop.

The ~ r a m ~ a s
The Buddha belonged to a new movement in philosophy which
grew up under the social conditions described in the first section
of this chapter. The brahmans were, or had become, a hereditary
priesthood, and the earlier philosophers and poets whose work is
known to us, being preserved in the Brahmanical literature, were
either brahmans or men who became brahmanised, at least
posthumously, by being accepted into the ranks of the orthodox.
The new movement on the other hand was led by men who were
not brahmans, but came from all ranks of society, and who instead
of joining the Brahmanical schools set up independent schools.
Some brahmans also joined these schools, but they thereby left the
Brahmanical tradition and were assimilated into the new movement, which was essentially a classless one.
The philosophers of the new schools were called Sramanas. They
were men who had contracted out of ordinary society and become
wanderers, living either by gleaning what they could in the woods
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and fields or by begging. Their aim was to discover the truth and
attain happiness, or at least peace of mind. Having abandoned all
social commitments they were free to spend their time thinking,
trying out ascetic practices, studying nature, and of course teaching.
They set up schools and trained pupils to remember and disseminate their teachings, and they also lectured in the villages and
cities, even before kings if invited. The contents of this public
lecturing were extremely diverse, but they tended to be ethical, to
instruct people how to live, and the food or even fees they received
could be regarded as a justifiable return for the teaching they
dispensed.
The Sramanas rejected the Veda, and the authority of the
brahmans, who claimed to be in possession of revealed truths not
knowable by any ordinary human means. They ridiculed the
complicated rituals, and tried to show the absurdity of the Veda, as
a canon of ultimate truths, by pointing out contradictions in it and
drawing attention to some passages which seemed either rather
futile or highly unethical, or even completely nonsensical, if
supposed to be pronouncements having absolute authority (since
a great part of the Veda consists of ancient poetry and legends, this
was not very difficult). The Sramanas went further than this and
declared that the entire Brahmanical system was fraudulent: a
conspiracy against the public by the brahmans for the purpose of
enriching themselves by charging exorbitant fees for the performance of bogus rites and the giving of futile advice.'
In place of this authoritarian tradition the Sramanas sought to
find satisfactory explanations of the universe and of life by genuine
investigations and by reasoning. They believed they could ascertain
natural laws by their own efforts, without benefit of authority from
the ancients or of supernatural guidance, and that these laws would
be absolutely valid and must be accepted because anyone who cared
to undertake a proper investigation could verify them.' In brief,
their outlook was that of scientists investigating the nature of the
1 . The Buddhists have preserved some typical verses to this effect in the Tripitaka
(Pali J VI 20614). The views of the Loksyata School are reported for example
in the first chapter of SDS.
2. In Buddhism see e.g. the Pali references under ehipacsika, 'verifiable',in PTC vol.
I, p. 436. For the Lok?iyataonly knowledge verifiable by the senses was admissible.
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universe, though they were guided by the practical aim of applying
the knowledge they gained in the quest for happiness.
Like Uddalaka before them, the Sramanas were evidently closely
in touch with, and even partly responsible for, the considerable
progress made in the natural sciences in their period. They were
particularly interested in astronomy and mathematics and some of
them were connected with medicine.' Their doctrines usually
included some kind of description of the universe: of the elements
out of which it is constructed, their classification, the way the
universe evolves and the position of living beings in it. Again, their
conception of the universe was that it was a natural phenomenon,
evolving of itself according to ascertaipable natural laws: it was not
subject to the control of gods or a God and had not been created
by such supernatural powers. If there were gods, assome of them
admitted might be the case, these were natural beings on a level
with men and animals, inhabiting a different region but just as
subject to natural laws as men: they were not immortal, but lived
and died as men did.'
It is noteworthy that most of the Sramanas believed in transmigration in some form: either of a 'soul' or of a stream of
consciousness from a dying body to a newly conceived one. We have
noted above that by this period the Vedic or Brahmanical schools
also had accepted this idea and incorporated it into their tradition.
Many people at this time seem to have believed that they could
remember their past lives. The acceptance of transmigration
perhaps reflects the refusal to accept the apparently arbitrary
experiences of happiness and unhappiness of men within a single
life: a belief in some kind of natural law of compensation at work
in the universe ensuring eventual justice. At the same time most
of the philosophers of this period regarded life in the universe as
on the whole unhappy, concluding that their aim should be, not
to be reborn in it in better circumstances, which anyway would be
temporary, but not to be reborn at all. At this point the subject
becomes difficult: what could it mean, not to be reborn in the
universe? Would one's soul or consciousness go somewhere else,
go into a dormant state, or cbase to exist altogether?
1. See e.g. the references in REBCS, p. 51.
2. The Tripztakacontains satirical dialogues on the gods and particularlyo n Brahma,
e.g. Pali Keuaddha (D No. ll)=Chinese version of Dirgha No. 24 in T 1 .
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Out of the Sramana movement of the 6th century B.C. a large
number of separate schools of philosophy developed. From the
many more or less scientific, more or less speculative, systems
propounded at least five major organised schools were successful
enough to become strongly established and play dominant parts in
the history of philosophy in India (and sometimes outside) for at
least the next two thousand years. They soon split up into subschools and all of them modified their doctrines in the course of
time, but despite the later appearance of a few entirely new schools
it was those which had originated in the period of the Buddha which
thenceforth gave a general direction to Indian philosophy and
provided a framework for its discussions. The brahmans of course
reacted by developing philosophical systems of their own, meeting
the new ideas with adaptations of their doctrines.
In the long run, though apparently not at first, by far the most
successful and important of the Sramana schools was that founded
by the Buddha. At first the Buddha was just one of very many
wandering teachers in the Vrji Republic, Magadha and other
countries of northern India about 500 B.C. He collected a fair
number of followers, though not as many as some of his rivals, and
he promulgated a doctrine which has all the main characteristics
of the Sramana movement, which on the surface at least is just a
typical Sramana doctrine. He rejected all authority except experience: the student should experiment for himself and see that the
teaching is true, not accept it because the Buddha says so. The
universe is subject to natural laws only, by studying which one can
attain freedom and happiness. The most important laws are laws
of causation, moral as well as physical. Transmigration is provided
for in that consciousness continues from life to life in accordance
with the laws of moral causation. The aim is to end this transmi*
gration and attain final peace. The most essential and characteristic
part of the teaching is a scheme of training and study to attain this
aim.' The Buddha .here assumes that the aim of all living beings
is the attainment of happiness and his teaching is presented as a
way of achieving this aim, either absolutely and finally in liberation
from transmigration, final peace, or relatively in an improvement
of circumstances for those npt yet ready to renounce the world.
Moral conduct thus follows from the desire for happiness when the
1. This is a sketch of the Buddha's teaching, to be justified later.
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laws of moral causation are correctly understood, it is not a duty,
as the brahmans maintained. As a background to his doctrine the
Buddha enumerated and classified the constituent elements' of the
universe. In the scheme of training the most important part is not
moral conduct, which though essential is only a preliminary, but
meditation, in which the truths about the nature of the universe
and one's own being are contemplated and the consciousness
becqmes gradually abstracted and detached.

The ~rarnaqasand Society
Such was the reaction of philosophers of the 6th century B.C. to the
problems of life in that period. They rejected the values of ordinary
society, with the very important exception that they agreed, with
most people, that happiness was the aim. Naturally their concep
tions of happiness and how actually to attain it diverged widely from
ordinary ideas. They lived as far as possible outside ordinary society,
seeking truth and happiness, and most of them decided that real
happiness consisted in peace of mind. Some of them returned to
society as teachers, trying to persuade people that the usual ways
of seeking happiness through wealth and power would not work and
would in fact lead to more unhappiness. The trend of society, many
of them sought to point out, was to produce more and more
unhappiness, to get steadily worse. Hence there was a need to
counter this process within society (as well as outside it), to produce
more happiness by applying the truths which the philosophers had
discovered, this happiness being again primarily peace of mind.
As well as teaching this reform in society, in the form of moral
teachings, these Sramanassought pupils who would leave society and
follow them in their wanderings. Some of them established regular
communities (samgha) outside ordinary society, outside the jurisdiction of governments but having their own codes of discipline.
These communities of 'monks' and 'nuns'-as we may very approxir
mately term them in English-were at first groups of wanderers in
the forests. Later they developed organised settlements, sometimes
on the outskirts of towns and supported in a regular manner by
sympathetic laymen and even by governments. The Buddhist
communities have an elaborate constitution based in part on that
of the Vrji Republic. The groups of Buddhist monks are indepen1. The 'principles', his most original hypothesis.
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dent of one another and there is no supreme head. The monks
meet regularly in council and decide issues by majority vote,
differences between groups being settled in the same way by
convening a general congress and debating and voting on the
issues. Representatives and other officers of the groups are elected
by their members.' Thus the Buddhist communities formed a
separate society of their own, as did certain other Sramana communities. The relations between these communities and governments were complicated and sometimes difficult, especially as the
governments of states in and after the Buddha's time were organising
society in an increasingly centralised manner. A Sramana community of any size and influence in the country would clearly be a
disruptive element in a centralised state, especially if its constitution
was republican and democratic and the state was a monarchy.
The kingdom of ~ a ~ a d h in
; , fact, gradually extended its power
over almost the whole of India and thus became capable of exerting
considerable control over the Sramana communities. The effect of
this on the history of Buddhism must be studied below. Here we
may note that it is of the utmost importance for understanding the
history of India and of Indian religion and philosophy that the
political unification realised by Magadha did not last. Non-unification, non-centralisation, means freedom from any single controlling authority. It makes possible intellectual freedom. It enables
philosophers to be independent of goverments, because if they find
one government uncongenial they need not remain on its territory
but can emigrate. On the other hand there were certain disadvantages for Indian philosophy in the lack of political stability which
non-unification entailed and especially in the fact that the various
states in India were much weaker in the face of foreign invasions
than a united empire would have been. Foreign invasions were at
times absolutely disastrous for the intellectual life of India and
particularly for Buddhism.

The Main sramar?aSchools other than the Buddhists
The ultimate origins of the Sramana movement are obscure and we
can trace its history-only from the time of the organisation of
1. The constitution of the Buddhist communitieswas codified in their Vinayabooks,
one of the three sections of the Tripitaka, and will be considered in more detail
below (Ch. 3, pp. 52 ff).
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permanent communities during the lifetime of the Buddha ( c 566
to 486 B.c.) . There are traditions about more ancient teachers, often
in very remote periods, but so far it has not been possible to
establish the historicity of any of them. For the most part such
traditions appear to be attempts by various schools to assert the
antiquity and absolute truth of their doctrines by attributing them
to legendary teachers of the past who, if they discovered the truth,
must be presumed to have discovered the same truth as more recent
teachers of the school. The ascetic practices, or even merely the
renunciation of society, of the Sramanas, have led to speculation that
their tradition goes right back to the presumed ascetics of the Indus
Civilisation, or on the other hand to the Shamanism of Central Asia
and presumably of the early Aryans. This would hardly affect our
understanding of the schools of the Buddha's time as new, as
reacting to new developments in history by producing new doctrines. If the life of wandering in the forests was old, most of the
philosophies of the 6th century B.C. were new, taking account of the
advances of science and of the social and political changes in
Magadha, Vyji and other countries. It is especially noteworthy that
our sources indicate that the establishment of organised communities of Sramanas as opposed to individual wanderers was an
innovation at the beginning of the 5th century B.c.' This organisation
may have been a response to the centralising policies of the states
of the time.
The main organised schools of Sramanas in the time of the
Buddha were, besides the Buddhists, the Ajivaka, Lokayata, Jaina
and Agnostic (Ajiiana) schools.
The name &ivaka originated from the Gjiva, the way of life, of
the wandering Sramanas. It was taken by a large school or community founded by a group of prominent teachers in KoSala (west of
Vyji) in 489 B.C.The leader of this school was GoSala (died 488 B.c.),
who had propounded its central doctrine, that of fatalism, and was
afterwards revered as a silent sage. The 4ivakas believed in
transmigration on a grand scale, each individual soul passing
automatically into final peace after having experienced every
possible kind of life in turn (lastly that of an Ajlvaka wanderer). This
series of incarnations of the soul was supposed to take nearly thirty
million million million, multiplied by the number of grains of sand
1. See REBCS 47 ff.
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in the bed of the river Ganges, years. The school developed an
elaborate system of divination and prognostication by the interpretation of dreams and other omens. Ajivakas were sometimes
employed by kings to make predictions, but the original function
of this knowledge of the future and its inescapable experiences was
presumably to induce a spirit of resignation and peace of mind.. The
possibility of making a correct prediction was the best evidence for
all events being determined in advance by Destiny (Niyati).
In harmony with this determinism was the doctrine of 'inaction'
(akriyci) originally propounded by another ~jivakateacher, Purana
(died c. 503 B . c . ) . All the supposed actions of men, 'good' or 'bad',
are no actions at all, produce no effect or influence on the future
(hence the school rejects moral causation). From another teacher,
Kakuda (in Pali Pakudha), the ~jivakastook their doctrine of the
constituent elements of the universe, which were uncreated,
uncuttable, sterile, immovable and rigid. These undergo no alteration or transformation and do not interact. Any supposed action
passes ineffectively between their atoms. There are seven of these
elements (or 'substances', kciya): earth, water, heat, air, happiness,
unhappiness and soul (or 'life', ~ v a:')
The Lokiiyata, the name of which probably meant originally
'natural science' or 'naturalism' (investigation of nature), was a
materialist school. As opposed to the ~jivakasthey asserted complete freedom, absolute free will, as the natural way of life and were
also known as the Do-as-you-like school (yadrcchcivcida).Everything
happens through the spontaneous actions of itself (svabhZva i.e. the
own-being, of each reality). The school agreed with the Ajivakas in
rejecting moral causation, but for opposite reasons: all acts and
experiences are spontaneous, not determined by anything; moreover there is no soul and no transmigration which could make the
working out of moral causation possible. The aim of living beings
is happiness, but for this school the highest happiness attainable
is that of the pleasures of the senses (kcima). The pleasure of human
relationships is also particularly mentioned. Unlike the Buddhists
and probably most philosophers of the time, the Lokiiyata school
held that there is more happiness than unhappiness in life, what
is needed being discrimination and the recognition (and accep
tance) that happiness is by nature transient, permanence being
1. For the ~jivakassee IIDA.
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boring and disgusting and contrast essential for enjoyment, whilst
overcoming difficulties leads to increased pleasure.
According to this school the universe is constituted out of four
elements: earth, water, heat and air. All realities consist of combinations of these four, and consciousness is such a compound, or
rather a property of the elements combined in a particular way as
a living body.
The most prominent Loksyata teacher of the Buddha's time
was Ajita, but he was not regarded in later times as the founder of
the school. It is a legendary Brhaspati who was later regarded as
the founder of the school and the composer of its basic text or
sUtra.
The Jainas appear to have originated by secession from the
4ivakas under their leader MahZvira, the Jina. They maintained a
doctrine of a transmigrating eternal soul, like that of the Ajivakas,
which could attain perfect happiness through the cessation of
transmigration in a kind of supreme heaven. Unlike the 4ivakas
they asserted free will, which had to be strenuously exercised to
bring about ultimate bliss. The Jainas taught moral causation, and
insisted that the balance resulting from bad actions in the past had
to be exhausted by severe asceticism, indeed self-torture, before the
soul could free itself from incarnation.
The Jainas have been the most scrupulous of all Indian schools
in their devotion to the ethical principle of not taking life, of a life
of complete harmlessness. Equally they have often been the
champions of toleration, and their philosophy was well suited to
form a basis for this in that it included the doctrine of 'nonextremism' (anekanta), that there are many 'schemes' throtlgh
which an object may be contemplated, all existing things being
infinitely complex so that apparently contradictory predicates may
be asserted of them. Thus an object considered as its el+ments is
eternal, but as a modification of them it is not eternal.'
The Agnostics maintained that no conclusive knowledge about
any of the matters debated by the philosophers is possible. For

'

1. Unfortunately there is as yet no serious full scale study of the Lokayata publ~shed,
D. Chattopadhyaya's being pewerse in rejecting most of the evidence though
containing much of interest. See REBCS 52-57 and A Course zn Indzan Phzlosophy,
pp. 32-39,119-23.
2. On Jainism see DJ.
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purposes of argument they developed a technique of systematic
evasion, but generally they appear to have deprecated argument as
leading to bad tempers and loss of peace of mind. Instead they seem
to have advocated friendship. They pointed out that the various
speculative doctrines, especially about the nature of the soul, were
mutually contradictory. Such speculation could only be confusing
and harmful or lead to harmful actions (such as disputes) and
ultimately remorse and consequent obstruction (to peace of mind)
and should therefore be avoided. In the time of the Buddha the
teacher Saiijayin was well known as the leader of this school.'

1. REBCS 53. In the T+itaka : Pali D I 58 f and 24 ff. Other references in HDA 21

ff.

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA
Chronology and Birth-Renunciation and Enlightenment-Teaching and
Organising-The Last Months and the Parinirvcina
Chronology and Birth
The life of the Buddha is part of the background to his teaching.
The early Tripitaka did not contain any comprehensjve .account of
the teacher's life, although the circumstantial details of setting of
its dialogues give it incidentally something of the form and
atmosphere of a biographical or historical record. The SZlha
section is a record of numerous episodes in the life of the Buddha
('Bhagavant', 'Master') and of the Buddha's discourses on various
occasions. The Vinaya section is a record of the foundation of the
Buddhist community by the Buddha after his enlightenment and
of its gradual development (especially in regard to organisation
and discipline) under his supervision.' Only the Mcitrkci or
Abhidhama gives no indication of the times, places or persons
present when its doctrines were promulgated and is a bare
statement of the doctrines themselves (we may ignore here as later
fabrications the statements of the commentaries on the circumstances of utterance of the third section). The SZltra and Vinaya
texts thus contribute some 'episodes of biographical interest.
Though some of these are assigned to the period immediately after
the enlightenment and others to that leading up to the parinirucina,
there is for the most part no continuity, no indication when in the
intervening period other episodes belong. In short it is the
doctrine which is the centre of interest throughout and which for
the most part determines the arrangement, not the teacher.
In a very few early texts the Buddha is represented as telling his
followers something of his life before the enlightenment and of
-

-

-

1 . It is in fact a legal code.
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that decisive event itself (some narrate episodes from his previous
lives, which we may leave for a later chapter).
In this chapter we review from these scattered notices the
available record, in its most ancient and authentic form, of the
Buddha's life. That life was evidently inessential for the doctrine
of early Buddhism and did not interest the compilers of the
Tripitaka, who were content to record as carefully as they could the
words of their teacher, the words which were their 'master' once
the Buddha was no more. Later, however, interest in the remarkable personality who had discovered their doctrine and founded
their community grew among the Buddhists. More comprehensive
narratives were then elaborated out of the available texts and fluid
tradition. The edifying legend which resulted will find its proper
place in another chapter (Ch. 9).
There has been a long controversy over the precise date of the
pariniwGna. Two studies along different lines, by Bareau' and
E g g e r m ~ n tappear
,~
to the present writer to establish the date 486
B.C. as practically certain, and it is adopted here as a basis for all
our chronology. In one of the early texts authenticated by several
schools of Buddhists' the Buddha states that he was twenty-nine
years of age when he 'left the world', and that that event happened
more than fifty years ago. This was said immediately before the
PariniruGna, perhaps on the very last day itself. The age attained
by the Buddha is thus given as more than 79 years, and the later
tradition gives him a full eighty at the moment of panniruiina.
There is some reason to doubt this figure of eighty, as a very early
interpolation, since it makes it difficult to reconcile the Buddhist
and Brahmanical traditions about the life of King Bidbisiira of
Magadha, the Buddha's contemporary. It could perhaps be reduced by up to twenty years to produce a more authentic figure,
but the research required to settle the point will be very complex
and must be left to future specialists in chronology. The matter
is not of crucial importance for us: it affects the birth, renunciation
and enlightenment of the Buddha but not any of the other dates
given in this book. We therefore adopt 566 B.C. as a provisional
1. See JA 1953, 27 ff.
2. The Chronology of the Reign of Asoka Moriya, Leiden, 1956, particularly pp. 138 and
143.
3. D I1 151, Waldschmidt MPS 376 f.
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date for the birth and 537 B.C. for the renunciation of the Buddha.
Later tradition, but apparently no very early text, places the
enlightenment six years after the renunciation, hence our provisional date for the enlightenment is 531 B.C.
The Buddha, or rather the bodhisattva, 'being for (future)
enlightenment' but not yet buddha,,'enlightened', was born in the
~ a k Republic,
~ a
which was the city state of Kapilavastu, a very small
state just inside the modern state boundary of Nepal against the
Indian frontier. In an old text' of the Sthavira school, but probably
not part of the earliest Tripitaka, the future Buddha tells King
Bimbisfira, at their first meeting, that he is from Koiala, implying
that the S a y a s were then subject to that other powerful kingdom
of northern India, but internally their constitution was republican.' The future Buddha was born in an aristocratic (warrior) and
wealthy family. He tells a wanderer in one of the early texts' that
he spent his youth in luxury, enjoying the pleasures of the senses
and having three palaces or halls (prZstZda), one for each of the
three main seasons (the Rains, Winter and Summer). This, we may
note, was the conventional luxury for a wealthy person of the time,
whether a warrior or a merchant.

Renunciation and Enlightenment
In the same text4 the Buddha continues: 'Enjoying myself with
superhuman music in the Rainy Hall during the four months of
the Rains I did not descend from the terrace of the Hall. After
some time, having known in their true reality the origination,
extinction, enjoyment and disadvantage of, and liberation from,
pleasures, I gave up the desire for pleasure, rejected the lust for
pleasure and lived without thirst (desire), with my thoughts calmed
internally. I saw other beings not free from passion for pleasures,
eaten up with desire for pleasure, burning with lust for pleasure,
indulging in pleasures. I did not long for them, did not take
pleasure in them. Now what was the cause? That delight, Miigandiya
(the wanderer's name), (which is) apart from pleasures, apart from
bad principles, which even stands completely surpassing divine
1. Sn 422.
2. See D I 87 ff.
3. M I 504=T 26 (Chinese Madhyama) No. 117.
4. Translated from the Sthaviraviida Pali version.
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happiness, enjoying that delight I did not long for inferior ones,
did not take pleasure in them.'
In another early text' the Buddha carries his story further,
talking to his followers: 'I myself, monks, before the enlightenment, being only an unenlightened being for (future) enlightenment, having mfielf the principle of birth (i.e. being one who was
born as a living being) I looked for just the principle of birth,
having myself the principle of ageing I looked for just the principle
of ageing, having myself the principle of getting ill . . . (the text
continues with dying, grief and defilement, the principles of which
were sought, and goes on). . . . Suppose I, having myself the
principle of birth, having discovered the disadvantage in the
principle of birth, were to look for the not boip, unsurpassed, safe
from the yoke (i.e. the influence of pleasure, etc.), extinction
(niru&a,--of unhappiness or here specifically of birth?) (the text
continues with the not ageing, unsurpassed, etc., extinction of
ageing, the not getting ill, not dying, not grieving and undefiled
extinctions of the other principles mentioned, then goes on). . . .
After some time,'monks, being only young, a boy, black-haired,
endowed with good youth, in the first period of life, although my
parents were unwilling and weeping, with tears on their faces, I
went forth from home to homelessness, shaving off my hair and
beard and dressing in brpwn clothes (i.e. the rags worn by
wanderers).
'Having gone forth searching for what is good, looking for the
unsurpassed, excellent state of calm, I approached ibada GlFima . . .'
ibada was a Sramana, and the future Buddha asked to live the 'best
life', i.e. a celibate life, according to k d a ' s doctrine and discipline. .The Sramana agreed and the future Buddha studied his
doctrine, not taking it merely on trust but ascertaining and
experiencing its truth for himself. The doctrine led through a
series of meditation exercises up to the 'entrance of nothingness',
i.e. being conscious of nothing at all, in a state of deep abstraction.
The Buddha remarks here that the 'trust' (or 'confidence'),
'energy', 'self-possession', 'concentration' and 'understanding'
were not ibada's alone but his also, he acquired these--elsewhere
called 'faculties' and 'strengths'-himself, not merely relying on
the accomplishments of his teacher. He soon acquired whatever
1.

M I 163 ff=T 26 No. 204. Translated from the Pali version.
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k d a had to teach, and the latter was so impressed that he
suggested sharing the leadership of his group of wanderers with
him. The future Buddha, however, was not satisfied with this
doctrine and withdrew: 'This doctrine does not lead to indifference, dispassion, cessation, calm, certainty, enlightenment or liberation (extinction, nimina), but only to transmigration to the
entrance of nothingness (conceived as a high plane of existence
of consciousness). . . .'
The future Buddha then went to another Sramana teacher,
Udraka b a p u t r a , with very similar results except that Udraka's
doctrine led a stage further, up to the 'entrance of neither
perception nor non-perception', an even higher entrance to which
consciousness might transmigrate. Again he was not satisfied and
withdrew.
Then: 'Monks, searching'for what is good, looking for the
unsurpassed, excellent state of calm, proceeding on my journey
into Magadha in due course I approached the military town of
Uruvilv5. There I saw a delightful place: a lovely grove of the forest
where the river flowed clear, delightful with good beaches, and a
cowherds' village within reach. I thought it was delightful . . . and
adequate for 'exertion' (i.e. the Sramuna type of training and
meditation). . . .'
Before continuing with the account of this text we may refer to
another early one' where the Buddha reminisces about his life in
the forest immediately before the enlightenment, and which also
describes that event. 'It is hard to be adequate for those remote
abodes, the woods and hills of the forest. Solitude is hard. It is hard
to enjoy being alone. It is as if the woods steal the mind of a monk
who does not concentrate.' He continues that Sramunasor brahmans
who are not pure in their physical actions, speech and minds are
in fact summoning fear and f e a h l things, both of which are bad.
(The Sthaviraviida commentary explains 'fearful things' as meaning that if they had injured someone the offended person might
follow them with murderous intent.) Being pure, however, the
future Buddha felt secure in the forest. The text continues with
many details concerning the character necessary for a wanderer in
the forest if he is to succeed in achieving concentration as a basis
1. M I 17 ff=T 125
p. 589 c.

(Chinese Ekottara) k. 23, 665b-6 ; cf. T 26 k. 25
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for meditation. All these form part of the Buddhist teaching and
need not be discussed here, where we are concerned with whatever
can be gathered of a biographical nature.
Meditating at night-a practice which the future Buddha says he
took up at this time-can be still more hair-raising and terrifying:
animals come, a peacock breaks a twig, the wind rustles fallen
leaves. He resolved to dispel the fears which beset him at that time:
if he was walking up and down when fears arose he continued to
walk until he had dispelled them, or if he was standing still, or
sitting down, he again remained in the same position until he had
dispelled the fears. Then he 'initiated energy, undeterred, attended to self-possession, not distracted, assured his body, not
excited, and concentrated his thoughts, focused on one point.'
Gradually abstracting his mind from all attachments he then
entered successively on four stages of meditation (dhyana), attaining a state of perfect equanimity, free from any unhappiness or
happiness. In the same night, his thoughts thus concentrated, he
exerted himself and acquired three 'sciences' or 'knowledges'
(vidya) during the first, middle and last watches of the night
respectively: he recollected his former lives, he understood the
transmigration of beings according to their actions, bad conduct
leading to misery and good conduct to a good destiny, finally he
discovered the 'Four Truths', the basic doctrine of Buddhism,
which is the knowledge of how the 'influences' (Gsraua) can be
exhausted. These influences (pleasure, desire for existence and
ignorance) keep one in transmigration, to know that they are
exhausted in one is to know that one will not be reborn, that one
is freed, and this knowledge the Buddha had that night. At the
same time the Four Truths formed the essentials of the content
of his enlightenment, and having discovered them he was henceforth known as the Buddha (though this is not actually stated ir7
the present text). He understood in their true reality (1) u n h a p
piness, (2) its origination, (3) its cessation, and (4) the way leading
to this cessation.
This other text thus appears to describe the final 'exertion'
(pradhana),whereby the Buddha became enlightened, in one way,
whilst the text we were looking at before, having brought the
future Buddha to the 'delightful place' near Uruvilvfi, goes on' in
1 . Translated from M I 167 K
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its own way to describe the enlightenment: 'Having the principle
of birth, having discovered the disadvantage in the principle of
birth, looking for the not born, unsurpassed, safe from the yoke,
extinction (of birth), I acquired the not born, unsurpassed, safe
from the yoke, extinction (nzruana). . . .' (Likewise he acquired
the extinction of ageing, illness, dying, grief and defilement).
'Knowledge arose in me, and insight: my freedom is certain, this
is my last birth, now there is no rebirth.' The stress here is on
'extinction' (niruana) rather than enlightenment, but the text
continues:
'Then I thought:' I have acquired this doctrine which is
profound, difficult to see, difficult to understand, true, excellent,
beyond the scope of deduction, subtle, discoverable by a wise man
(only). But this creation takes delight in a home, is delighted by
a home, welcomes a home. For a creation which thus delights in,
is delighted by and welcomes a home this matter is difficult to see,
namely causal connection (or perhaps better 'conditionality1-idampratyayatti, literally 'this-conditionality', being conditioned by
a specific thing), conditioned origination (pratityasamutpGda). This
matter also is difficult to see, namely the calming (Samatha) of all
forces (samsktira: this conception will be discussed in detail later),
the rejecting of all attachments, the exhausting of desires, dispassion,
cessation, extinction. If I were to teach the doctrine and others did
not grasp it, that would be weariness and trouble for me.'
These texts indicate that the enlightenment consisted from one
point of view in acquiring the three 'sciences', which included the
understanding of transmigration and the Four Truths concerning
the mechanism of transmigration and how to end the influences
which bind one to it. From another point of view it was the
acquisition of extinction (of birth, etc.), nzruana for the Buddha.
Then again, looking more deeply into the enlightenment, into the
doctrine which it discovered, the content of the sciences, it is
described as a theory of conditionality, of origination, and of
calming, of cessation. Origination and cessation are in fact the
second and third of the Four Truths: the theory of conditioned
origination is the expansion of the second truth, how unhappiness,
etc., originates; cessation foIlows as the corollary that if the

1. This paragraph is not in the Chinese version.
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conditions are removed their result does not originate, which is
the third truth.

Teaching and Organising
The texts we were following last continue' with accounts of the
Buddha's decision to teach. At this decisive moment, when the
likelihood of his doctrine not being acceptable to others made the
Buddha hesitate to teach, it is said in the Sthaviravada version that
Brahma became aware of the situation and alarmed that the world
would 'perish' because the doctrine was not taught. It appears
strange that the God of Brahmanism should be brought in to guide
the Buddha. The intention must have been to place the Buddha
above Brahma by making the latter appear in the r61e of a
suppliant. As in other texts where Brahma appears, the aim may
have been satirical, making the supposed creator and master of the
world afraid that his creation would perish unless the Buddha
saved it.
Brahma comes down from his heaven and appears before the
Buddha, saluting him reverently, and assures him that there will
be some who can grasp the doctrine. He complains that an impure
doctrine has appeared in Magadha, which does not lead to not
dying (amflu), and consequently asks the Buddha to teach. Then
the Buddha, on account of his compassion for beings (a significant
motif), surveys the world with his Buddha's insight and sees the
varying qualities and faculties of beings, some of whom may be
able to understand the doctrine.
Considering to whom he might first teach his doctrine, the
Buddha thinks of &%da and Udraka, but is told by deities (or
spirits, dmatci) that both have recently died. He then thinks of five
companions of his in his wanderings and ascetic practices before
the enlightenment. He finds by his insight that they are near
Viiriinasi (Benares) and resolves to go there. On the way he meets
an 4ivaka named Upaka, who remarks on his happy, contented
appearance and asks whose doctrine he follows. The Buddha
replies that he has no teacher, that he is freed, the influences being
exhausted in him, that he is enlightened. The 4ivaka is sceptical,
saying 'It may be so', shaking his head and going away by a
different road (this can also be interpreted as by a wrong road:
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the ambiguity is no doubt deliberate, the reaction of the 4ivaka
symbolising that of all those who were not ready to understand the
new doctrine).
The Buddha finds his former companions in a park (now called
Sarnath) near Varanasi. They first resolve to treat him without
respect because he had given up the severe ascetic practices he was
formerly following with them and relapsed into a life they regard
as worldly. This refers to the tradition of the extreme asceticism
tried out by the future Buddha, which he eventually gave up as
useless, attaining enlightenment whilst living moderately and
taking a reasonable amount of food. The tradition does not occur
in the texts we have so far followed, except by implication here,
though it is found in many later ones.
On the Buddha's approach, however, the five former companions receive him with respect in spite of themselves and become
his pupils. He tells them how (as described above) having the
principle of birth and discovered its disadvantage he has acquired
extinction. Knowledge then arose in them, and insight: our
freedom is certain, this is our last birth, now there is no rebirth.
From this point we follow some other texts in order to obtain
a consensus of opinion among the schools as to how the doctrine
was first elaborated. We are now concerned not with events
narrated by the Buddha and afterwards remembered by his
followers but with the events of his career as a teacher as directly
remembered by them and recorded in the Tripztaka. The
Sthaviravada recension of the latter contains in its Sctra section'
a record of the 'starting of the wheel of the doctrine'. A similar
account is given in the Vznaya section' of the same recension,
where it is embedded in a contjnuous narrative of the events after
the enlightenment. Corresponding parts of the Vznaya according to
three other schools (Sarcstiviida, Mahiifisaka and Dharmaguptaka),
their recensions being extant in Chinese translations,' give very
similar accounts of this whole narrative. These schools all belong
to the Sthaviravada group. For the other great group of early
school, the Mahasqghika, we have to turn to a much later text which
was included in the Vinaya of one of its schools, the Mahiivastu of
1. S V 420 ff. Sanskrit fragments Tulfan 581.
2. Vin I 10 f. Lokottaravada Mahiuastu I11 331.
3. T 1435, T 1421 and T 1428 respectively.
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the Lokottaravada,which is available in its original language. Though
it is presumably much later than the original Vinaya of the
Mahasamghikas (which is extant in Chinese and which does not
contain this narrative) it helps to show that the narrative was widely
accepted among the early schools (the Sutra section of the
Mahasamghika recensions of the Tripitaka is not available to us).
We now follow the Sthaviravada Sutm.
'There (in the park near Varanasi) the Master ('Bhagavant', i.e.
the Buddha) addressed the group of five monks: These two
extremes, monks, ought not to be pursued by one who has gone
forth (from home, from 'the world'). Which two? That which is
among pleasures, practising the enjoyment of pleasures, inferior,
vulgar, common, barbarian, not connected with welfare; and that
which is devoted to weariness of oneself, unhappy, barbarian, not
connected with welfare. Monks, not going to either of these
extremes the intermediate way, illuminated by the thus-gone
(tathagata, i.e. the Buddha), making insight, making knowledge,
leads to calm, to certainty, to enlightenment, to extinction (nirucna) .
And which, monks, is that intermediate way illuminated by the
thus-gone . . .? It is just the excellent way having eight factors, as
follows: right theory, right intention, right speech, right action,
right livelihood, right exercise, right self-possession, right concentration. '
The avoidance of the two extremes, of 'wearying' oneself (i.e.
asceticism) as well as of pleasures, is obviously appropriate as a
reply to the criticism of his companions that the Buddha had
relapsed. The eightfold way which is intermediate between these
extremes is the fourth truth, the way leading to cessation, which
has been mentioned above. The texts next go on ,to elaborate the
Four Truths themselves: this we can leave until we come to study
the doctrine.
From this point until the last days of the Buddha we have to rely
on the Vinaya section of the Tripitaka. The recensions m e n t i ~ n e d
above give a continuous narrative of the organisation of the
communities of Buddhist monks, and of some other events, for a
short period after the starting of the wheel of the doctrine. They
then change to an arrangement by topics of the organisation and
discipline, instead of a chronological arrangement. The Mah6vastu
has parallel accounts of several of the early events, but does not
concern itself with organisation or discipline to any extent. The
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arrangement by topics of these matters is supplied for the
Mahasamghika school by the Skandhaka book of their Vinaya,
which is generally similar to the Sthaviravsda Khandhaka books
apart from the absence of the opening narrative part of the
latter.
The Sthaviravsda and Lokottaravada accounts' (which we follow
as belonging to the most distantly related among those available;
the other schools whose accounts are available support them)
agree that afterwards the Buddha addressed his five followers again
with a much more difficult discourse. It concerned the doctrine
of anatman, 'non-self, also translatable 'non-soul' (since the
brahmans, at least, often use atman in the latter sense), and the
analysis of observation into five groups or categories (skandha):
matter, experience, perception, forces (energy), consciousness.
Each of the groups is said to be ancitman, non-self, because one
cannot control it, saying 'Let it be thus. . . .' We shall discuss this
doctrine in a later chapter.
The accounts next give a dialogue between the Buddha and the
monks: 'What do you think, monks, is matter permanent 6r
impermanent?-Impermanent, sir.-But if it is impermanent is it
?~
sir.-But if it is imperunhappiness or h a p p i n e s ~-Unhappiness,
manent, unhappiness, having the principle of change, is it proper
to envisage it as This is mine, I am this, This is my self (atman)?
-It certainly is not, sir. -In this case, therefore, monks, whatever
is matter, whether past, future or present, internal or external,
gross or subtle, inferior or superior, far away or in one's presence,
all matter should be seen in its true reality with right understanding as This is not mine, I am not this, This is not my self.' The
dialogue continues with the other groups, from experience to
consciousness, substituted for matter, the replies being the same.
The Buddha concludes that the good pupil, who learns from what
he hears, seeing thus will be indifferent to matter, experience,
perception, forces and consciousness, being indifferent he will
become dispassionate, through dispassion he will become free, he
will have knowledge that he is freed in what is freed. He will
un'derstand that birth is exhausted, the best life has been properly
1. Vin I 13 f and MahGvastu 111 335 ff. Also S 111 66 ff.
2. We follow the SthaviravPdaversion ; the Lokottaravada gives the same words but
inserts some other passages among them by way of comment.
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lived, the business has been done, afterwards there will be no more
of this world. The five monks all became freed after this dialogue.
From here the continuous accounts (the Mah&mstu is not
continuous and not in chronological sequence and does not have
most of the episodes which follow) describe the recruiting of more
monks to the Buddhist community by the Buddha. Many young
men of the merchant class in Varanasi leave 'the world' to follow
the Buddha. The parents and wife of one of these become lay
disciples, thus establishing another branch of the community:
those in the world who by giving alms to the monks become a
regular source of support for them. When he has sixty monks the
Buddha sends them out in all directions to teach. (Laymen and
laywomen are usually called 'assemblies.')
After this the organisation of the community becomes more
complicated. In the first place the Buddha delegates to his monks
the right to admit recruits to the community. After this it becomes
necessary from time to time to impose restrictions on entry: the
candidates must have certain qualifications. It became important
to avoid clashes with secular auihority and law, as w4ll as to prevent
people joining for entirely wrong motives. For example a story is
told (on a much later occasion, after the Buddha has gone to
Magadha) that King Bimbisara ordered his generals to march out
to quell some trouble on the borders. Some of the soldiers decide
that it is a bad thing to fight, desert the army and join the Buddhist
community. It is of course a serious crime by secular law to aid
and abet desertion, and the King lodges a complaint, whereupon
the Buddha promulgates a rule that those in the royal service may
not be admitted to the community. It is also found necessary to
make rules against admitting persons suffering from certain diseases and deformities. Slaves may not be admitted unless first
released from slavery, otherwise again there will be trouble with
the secular law. Thieves, debtors and murderers are excluded
when they seek to evade the conseqnences of their actions by
'leaving the world'. As a rule anyone under the age of twenty is
not to be admitted..
After the events in Varanasi the Buddha returned to Uruvilva
in Magadha. Here the Vinaya in its different recensions (confirmed
by the MahEuastu) narrates a strange eventwhen the Buddha meets
three ascetics with matted hair Oatilas), all of the Kiiiyapa clan and
each having numerous followers. The Buddha asks to stay the night
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in Uruvilvi JGSyapa's fire temple (the ascetic is apparently an
orthodox brahman maintaining a sacred fire). The ascetic objects
on the ground that there is a dangerous dragon (nciga) there. The
Buddha is not afraid of dragons and insists, the ascetic giving way.
The dragon tries to overcome the Buddha by breathing forth fire
and smoke, but the Buddha is too powerful for him and subdues
him. Convinced of the marvellous pbwer of the Buddha the three
JGSyapas and their followers join the Buddha's community.
The Buddha next goes on to Riijagrha, the capital of Magadha,
invited by King Bimbisara. The King is pleased with the Buddha's
teaching and becomes a lay disciple. According to the Sthaviravada
Vinaya he then presents a .park for the use of the Buddhist
community.
Next follows (confirmed by the Mahavastu) the story of how
the Buddha gained his two best followers, sariputra and
Maudgalyiiyana.' Awanderer named Safijayin,whom the MahGvastu
(but not the texts of the other schools) identifies with the leader
of the Agnostics, was staying in Riijagrha with some of his followers.
Among the latter were ~ a r i ~ u t and
r a Maudgalyayana, who were
r a one of the Buddhist monks, was most
great friends. ~ i i r i ~ u tmet
impressed by his calm and pleasant bearing, and asked him who
his teacher was and what his doctrine. The monk says that he has
not learned much of the doctrine but can state the meaning (artha)
of it very briefly. S&riputra was brilliant of intellect and did not
need any elaborate explanations, a hint of the doctrine would be
enough to give him insight into it. So he asked forjust the meaning
without elaboration. The monk tells him the Master teaches the
origination of principles from causes.
This is enough to give s%riputrainsight into the doctrine. He
at once tells Maudgalyayana and they decide to go to the Buddha.
They first tell Safijayin, who refuses to go with them, but all the
other followers of Safijayin go. The Buddha welcomes the two
friends to his community and says they will be his best pupils.
The Sthaviraviida and other Vinayas after this narrate further
elaborations of the organisation of the community. Preceptors
(upcidhyayas) are instituted within the community to guide new
monks in manners and decorum. More rules on admission are
formulated, most of which were noticed above. It is in connection
1. Vin I 39 ff., MahGuastu 111 56 ff.
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with these that a visit by the Buddha to Kapilavastu, the city of his
birth, is narrated. The Makiuastu describes' this visit at far greater
length. Among its many episodes it confirms the only one noticed
by the Sthaviravada Vinaya, the going forth from the world of the
Buddha's son Rahula.
In the early texts we have examined there is no mention of the
Buddha having had a son, but later accounts make much of this
and of his marriage while he was living a luxurious and aristocratic
life before the renunciation. The Sthaviravada Vinaya says2simply
that the Buddha went from Rajagrha to Kapilavastu and there
visited the house of his father, ~ u d d h o d a n athe Sakya. Rahula's
mother then said to Rahula: 'Rahula, this is your father. Go and
ask for your inheritance'. Rahula does so. The Buddha turns to
kriputra and tells him to let Rahula go forth as a novice in the
community.
At this point ~ u d d h o d a n aasks for a boon from the Buddha.
When the future Buddha left home ~ u d d h o d a n awas very unhappy, likewise when his other son Nanda (the Buddha's halfbrother) left (he too is elsewhere recorded to have joined the
community of monks) and now Rahula is leaving he is exceedingly
unhappy (the Commentary notes that the family line will be cut
off, this is what ~ u d d h o d a n ais thinking). Affection for one's son
cuts into the skin, the flesh, even into the marrow of one's bones.
He therefore asks that the community should not admit a son
without the consent of his father and mother. The Buddha agrees
to this and adds it to the rules.
Rules of training for the novices are next laid down, and
punishment for their infringement. The punishment consists
merely of putting certain places temporarily out of bounds for an
offender, except in case of a very serious offence, for which he can
be expelled from the community. Monks also could be expelled
if it was found that they had been admitted without proper
qualifications or for wrong motives. After giving many instances of
irregular procedures the Sthaviravada Vinaya has the Buddha lay
down the full formal procedure (karman, 'action') for entrance
(upasampadii) into the community (this is the second and final
stage of joining, the first being the 'going forth' from the world).
1 . 111 90 ff. (the episode of Rahula at 142 f.).
2. Vin 1 82.
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At various places rules governing formal procedures by the
Buddhist community are worked out. It becomes clear that this
community consists simply of any number of small groups in
different localities. If these number twenty or more monks they are
fully autonomous and can perform any 'action', if they are smaller
than that there are some actions which they cannot legally
perform. These communities were defined by demarcating boundaries within which certain individuals were normally resident, and
which were narrow enough to permit the whole of each community to meet in one place regularly without difficulty. To be legally
valid, any action taken by a community must be approved when
it is complete: all members must be present except in very
exceptional circumstances, such as illness, when an opinion or vote
could be conveyed by proxy. The business of these meetings was
made effective in the form of resolutions, which had to be
approved unanimously to be valid. It is laid down that every
endeavour should be made, by argument and compromise and
conciliation of dissident opinions, to attain this unanimity. Failure
in this would threaten the community with a schism, which was
regarded as extremely dangerous. No higher authority than the
separate communities was set up, other than the Buddha himself
as long as he lived and the doctrine and discipline as promulgated
by him. It was the doctrine which the Buddha intended to be the
sole authority: even the discipline he thought should be subject
to modification by the community if they thought fit after his
pariniruana (by the entire community in this case, probably),
though in the event this right was not taken advantage of by his
followers.
It was in connection with the organlsation of the separate
communities that King Bimbisiira is recorded to have suggested
that the Buddhist monks should observe the ceremony of posadha,
a kind of sabbath day, or rather night, traditionally observed by
communities of Sramanas. On the eighth, fourteenth and fifteenth
nights of each lunar half month each community would assemble
for discussions on the doctrine (the assembly thus took place at
the full Moon and at week!y intervals thereafter).
Whereas the events up to the visit to Kapilavastu appear to have
taken place within the first year after the enlightenment, the
institution of the posadha seems to have been approved by the
Buddha somewhat later. It is stated that some time after the posadha
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was instituted the Buddha proposed that the monks should recite
their rules of training at the ceremony. Now in that book of the
Vinaya where these rules are collected and laid down there is an
introductory narrative' in which s5riputra asks the Buddha to
formulate a code of discipline so that the best life may last long
(the occasion was during a shortage of food, when the possibility
of Buddhism being brought to an end, as by starvation of the
monks, was discussed: hriputra thought that the monks should be
restrained from offensive behaviour by listing a code of offences,
and that the result would be that the community would long enjoy
the support of the laity, even in difficult times). The Buddha,
however, decides to wait for offences actually to occur before
attempting to formulate a code. In the event, the first offence
noticed by the Buddha occurs in VaiSali (capital of Vrji), and
according to the code of the Lokottaravada school2 it happened
in the fifth year of the teaching (after the enlightenment).
Thereafter other offences took place in the fifth and sixth years
and later, and were gradually added to the code.
If we follow this chronology the proposal to recite the code
could not have been made until at least the fifth year of the
teaching. The po~adhaceremony itself may not long have preceded
the institution of the recital. The code of offences to be avoided
by the monks is called the 'liberation' (prGtimok+a).Either before
or at each ceremonial recitation any monk who had committed any
offence listed was required to confess it. The object of this was that
the monks would both be restrained from committing offences
and relieved from remorse after committing an offence by undergoing the appropriate punishment. The four most serious offences
entailed expulsion from the community. The remainder were
punished by the disgrace of a period of probation, or temporary
suspension from full membership of the community, or simply of
public confession. There was no question of any kind of physical
punishment. Once the 'liberation' had been recited and any
offences dealt with, a community could consider itself 'pure' and
fit to transact other business.
1. In the Sthaviravada version Vin I11 3 ff.
2. The Prcitimoba-Siitru of thf Muhdsdnghzkas (-Lokottaravadins), edited by Pachow and Mishra, Allahabad, 1956, p. 5 of the text. But SCratthadipani (I p. 401)
gives year 12 for the first minor offence and 20 for the first major one (cf. Vin
A 1 p. 213).
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There seems to be no chronological arrangement in the
accounts of the laying down of further rules of organisation and
discipline in the Vinaya. It was probably fairly early that the rule
of residence in one place for the Rains was made. Travel was
difficult in that season, and, what was more to the point, travellers
were liable to damage crops when roads were impassable. The
various Buddhist communities were therefore required to remain
stationary during the Rains, each monk remaining for at least three
months (a Sthaviravada commentary notes that the exact prescription of the period was made twenty years after the enlightenment').
T&is period of residence for monks who previously had wandered
at large at least within the limits of the territory of their community
(and they might freely wander elsewhere as well) led naturally to
the use of buildings. The trend was for dwellings for whole
communities to be built together, eventually, therefore, for permanent 'monasteries' to be established. How far this went during
the lifetime of the Buddha is not known, but the Vinaya records
very detailed rules governing the types of buildings allowable, their
furniture and equipment and proper behaviour in them.
The main groups of rules remaining concern the dress of the
monks and their food and medicine.
At the end of these topics of organisation an important event
is narrated which presumably took place later in the Buddha's
teaching career. This is the institution of a community of nuns. It
was at VaiSali2that the Buddha agreed to this, reluctantly we are
told, at the request of his aunt Mahaprajapati, who became the
leader of the women's community. The Buddha apparently feared
that this community was liable to bring ill repute on his whole
organisation and result in a premature end to Buddhism. In the
hope of offsetting this danger he promulgated additional rules to
restrict the nuns and made them strictly subordinate to the monks.
Before we leave the Vinaya it is worth noting the evidence it
provides as to the character of the Buddha. The promulgation of
rules of discipline is clearly not the primary concern of the teacher,
who is shown reluctant to formulate rules and willing to have the
less important ones abolished.' He is always most ready to take
extenuating circumstances into consideration, particularly illness,
1. AA I1 97.
2. ~rsvasti,LokottaravFtda (Roth p. 6).
3. This willingness is recorded in a Sutm text, D I1 154.
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including mental illness. It is the doctrine and the 'excellent way
having eight factors' which the Buddha is concerned with, and
restraint and discipline ought to follow automatically from the
latter without separate prescription. In fact the motive for formulating disciplinary rules is very frequently said to be public opinion,
of the laity whether Buddhist or non-Buddhist: the outward
conduct of the community should be such as to inspire confidence
and respect, even though it may concern trivial matters such as
dress which have no bearing on the practice of the way. In some
cases, of course, rules have to he promulgated to check the
behaviour of those who have no real vocation for the 'best life',
who may have joined the community for wrong or confused
motives.
Two episodes in the Vinaya show very clearly the attitude
of the Buddha, his hndamental toletance and compassion, which
are found everywhere in his teaching and are here exemplified in
practice. In the first' a general named Simha, of Vyji, a lavish
patron of the Jainas, hears the Buddha praised when the latter visits
Vaiiali and decides to go himself to see him. Simha is so pleased
with the Buddha that he asks to be accepted by him as a lay disciple.
In accepting him, the Buddha urges him not to withdraw the
regular alms which he has long been giving to the Jainas.
The second episode2concerns a monk suffering from dysentery.
The Buddha wandering round a dwelling-place of the community
with his most faithful attendant h a n d a (his cousin) sees the sick
monk lying helpless in his own excrement. He approaches and asks
him: 'What is your illness, monk?'. The monk says: 'I have a
disorder of the stomach, Master'. 'Then have you an attendant,
monk?' 'No, Master'. 'Now why do the monks not attend to you?'
'I do nothing for the monks, sir, therefore the monks do not
attend to me.' Then the Master addressed the venerable h a n d a :
'Go h a n d a , bring water, we will bathe this monk.' 'Yes, sir.'
Having assented to the Master the venerable h a n d a brought
water. The Master poured water and h a n d a washed him thoroughly, then the Master seized the monk by the head and the
venerable h a n d a took him by the feet and they lifted him up and
put him on a bed. Then the Master because of this, in this
1. Vin I 232 ff, especially p. 235.
2. Vin I 301 f.
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connection, had the community of monks assemble and questioned the monks: 'Monks, is there in such and such a dwelling
a monk who is ill?' 'There is, Master.' 'What is the illness of that
monk, monks?' 'That venerable one is ill with a disorder of the
stomach, sir.' 'Now has that monk an attendant, monks?' 'No,
master.' 'Now why do the monks not attend to him?' 'That monk,
sir, does nothing for the monks, therefore the monks do not
attend to him.' 'Monks, you have no mother, no father, who might
attend to you. If you do not attend to one another then who will
attend to you? Monks, he who would attend on me, he should
attend to one who is ill.'
Despite his care in organising the community the Buddha was
faced with very serious internal trouble in it towards the end of
his career. From later Buddhist histories we learn that King
Bimbisara of Magadha was succeeded by his son AjataSatru eight
years before the parinirucina, which would be 494 B.C. A little before
this Devadatta, a cousin of the Buddha who had joined his
community, conceived the ambition of becoming the leader of the
monks himself. The story is told in the Vznaya' in connection with
the legislation to prevent schisms and partly in the MahGvastu
(which, however, has little but embellishments to the main story)
and in some Sarvastivada texts.'
Devadatta suggests to the Buddha that as he is now old he
should retire and let Devadatta lead the community.' The Buddha
refuses. Devadatta is a friend of Prince AjataSatru, and, annoyed
by the Buddha's refusal and especially by the latter's having the
community warned against him, he confides in the Prince and
solicits his sympathy. He suggests that the Prince is in a similar
position, waiting m%ecome king. Suppose the Prince were to kill
the King and Devadatta were to kill the Buddha, then they could
be king and h d d h a themselves. Ajataiatru agrees and attempts to
assassinate his father. He is foiled by the ministers, but Himbisara,
on learning from his son that he wants the kingdom, abdicates and
AjHtaSatru becomes king. Devadatta then asks him to have the
Buddha killed. AjataSatru sends assassins but they fail. In the
Buddha's presence they become his lay disciples instead. Devadatta
1 . Vin I1 184 ff.
2. For references see Edgerton's Dtcttonaly, p. 271; add the MulasarvistivSda
Vinaya, Gilgit MS., section edited by Gnoli and Venkatacharya.
3. Vin I1 188.
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then tries himself to kill the Buddha by rolling a stone down a
mountainside onto him. The Buddha escapes with an injury to his
foot. When all violent attempts fail Devadatta makes a schism in
the community by proposing stricter discipline: the monks should
live only in the forest and not come to the villages, they should
wear only rags and not accept gifts of robes, nor should they accept
invitations to meals but only alms in their begging bowls, they
should live in the open and not in dwellings, they should be
vegetarians (the Buddha allowed whatever food was given, provided animals were not specially killed to provide alms food). The
Buddha rules that any monk who wishes may follow these suggestions, but refuses to make them obligatory. Devadatta thereupoa
makes a schism, being supported by. some other monks.
There is a little later evidence that Devadatta had some success,
and that his schismatic community survived for several centuries.
If so it would appear that the accounts of his violence and
involvement in political plots are exaggerated by the partisans of
the Buddha who record them. Whatever the truth, Devadatta's
ambitions caused a serious crisis in the Buddhist community. At
one time according to the Vinaya' five hundred monks followed
him, though s2riputra is supposed to have brought them back
again. Later accounts2make Devadatta die before the Buddha. As
for Ajitaiatru, having gained his object he sought to consolidate
his position and even to befriend the Buddha, as we read in the
Siitra.
The Siitra section of the Tripitaka contains innumerable scattered episodes in the teaching of the Buddha, from which we can
take only a few significant points here. In many of the texts,
especially the shorter ones, the Buddha is speaking to his monks,
but in a considerable number, particularly among the longer texts,
he meets brahmans, other Sramanas, kings and nobles and men
and women of many different professions in the cities (most of the
dialogues take place in, or on the outskirts of, the great cities of
the Ganges plain, especially s~ivastithe capital of Koiala, then the
6iggest Ganges kingdom). To those living 'in the world' and not
expected yet to renounce it the Buddha recommends social virtues
and good friendship, as promoting the happiness of those prac1. Vin I1 199.
2. See DPPN I, p: 1110, for references.
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tising them as well as of those with whom they live and work.
Humour abounds in his discourse, for example when he narrates
stories to illustrate the degeneration of society resulting from the
attempts of kings to prevent crime,' in the irony with which he
discusses the practices and beliefs of the b r a h m a n ~or
, ~ when he
describes the pompous humbug of 'God' (Brahma), who pretends
to be all-powerful and omniscient and claims to have created the
universe, but is chiefly concerned to avoid having his ignorance
exposed in public."
The all-pervading element in the character of the Buddha as
illustrated in the dialogues, however, is his calm, his peaceful,
unsentimental quest for truth, his self-possessed exemplification of
the intermediate wayshe teaches, his unpretentious but rigorous
questioning of those he meets, in order to elucidate the truth from
them, in preference to lecturing to them. It is almost superfluous
to say that the whole approach is intellectual, not emotional.
However, the element of compassion must not be overlooked;
though not dominant it would seem to be essential. It is presented
as the motive for all the Buddha's teaching and organising, it
inspires the moral teaching although the latter is also intellectually
grounded: compassion and concern for the welfare of all living
beings is frequently spoken of. A-certain form of meditation is
often spoken of by the Buddha, and recommended for laymen and
monks (used to get rid of the 'obstacles') alike, consisting in
pervading the four directions successively with thought charged
with 'loving kindness' (or 'benevolence', maitrii) ,with compassion,
with sympathetic joy (i.e. joy at the well-being of others, of those
who are fortunate) and with equanimity. Through considering all
beings as like oneself (samiitmatE, i.e. putting oneself in the place
of others) one should make the thought, thus charged, sublime
and immeasurable so that it pervades the whole ~ n i v e r s e . ~
It is most characteristic of the Buddha that he always adapts his
talk to the person he is conversing with. His courtesy in argument
results from this: it is certainly not his way to denounce the
1 D No. 26=T 1 No. 6, p. 162 below.
2 D Nos. 3, 4, 5, 13, 25 (an ascetic not necessarily a brahman) and 27=T 1 Nos.
20,'22, 23, 26, 8 and 5. cf. pp. 158, 172 below.)
3. D No. 11, also No. 1 (pp. 17 ff.)=TNo. 24, also No. 21, p. 150 below.
4. For references see PTC under appamina, contexts cetasci rnpulena mohaggatm
appam&aa. Chinese e.g. T 99 section 27 No. 32.
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opinions and practices of another to his face and challenge him
to justify them. His method rather is to seem tc! adopt the other's
point of view and then by question and answer to improve on it
until a position compatible with his own has been arrived at. Thus
he leads his partner in discussion towards the truth as he has
discovered it, but so that the partner seems himself to continue
his .own quest, in whatever form it had taken, and to arrive at
higher truths than he had previously been aware of, or more
convincing moral ideas. The method is well illustrated by the
numerous discussions with brahmans, for example all but one of
the dialogues referred to above to exemplify irony (the odd one
is a similar dialogue with an ascetic, who may or may not be a
brahman) . Among them will be found expressed several times the
Buddha's criticism of the system of hereditary social classes (the
so-called 'castes'), especially of the hereditary priesthood' of the
brahmans themselves: in these dialogues brahmans are shown as
led on to admit that the real brahman is he who is a brahman by
character, not by birth.
Among the latest of the dialogues is presumably that in which
the Buddha is visited by King AjataSatru, the latter having consolidated his position after his father's abdication (the unhappy
Bimbisara was imprisoned and then left to starve, according to the
Sthaviravfida commentary on this dialogue) .'
One full Moon night (the traditional time for meditation and
philosophical discussion in ancient India, as well as certain religious ceremonies, and the chief po~adhanight of the Buddhists,
as noticed above) the King feels exaltation as he sits on the flat
roof of his palace with his ministers. He proposes to visit some
brahman or Sramana who may set his thoughts at peace, and invites
suggestions. Some of the ministers suggest in turn three ~jivaka
teachers and one each of the LokFiyata, Agnostic and Jaina schools.
The King greets all these proposals with silence. Then a doctor
named Jivaka suggests the Buddha (Jivaka's story is told at some
length in the Vinaya;he gave medical treatment to the monks and
supported them by gifts). AjataSatru agrees and sets out in state,
riding an elephant and with a large escort, for Jivaka's mango
wood (near Rfijagyha), where the Buddha is staying with a large
community of monks.
1. D No. 2=T I No. 27. Commentary DA 132 ff. MSV Gilgit 111 part 4, 213 ff. and
in the part Professor Tucci has published.
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As they approach in the dark the King becomes apprehensive
of a trap, thinking presumably of his past support for Devadatta.
The mango wood is perfectly still: although there should be several
hundred monks there not a cough can be heard. Jivaka reassures
him by pointing out that lamps are burning in the pavilion. The
King dismounts from his elephant and goes on into the pavilion.
Jivaka points out the Master sitting against the central column,
facing East with the community of monks in front of him.
Ajataiatru stands to one side after approaching the Buddha and
contemplates the perfect silence of the community, like a perfectly
clear lake, and expresses the wish that Prince Udsyibhadra might
acquire the same calm as the community (the Prince is his son and
heir and AjstaSatru evidently fears he might have inherited his own
impatience to become king). According to the commentary the
King does not express this aloud, but the Buddha divines his
thoughts. The M2ster remarks somewhat cryptically to the King
that the latter has followed his affections (meaning, the commentary says, that seeing the community he has followed his affection,
just as water flows downhill). The King says that Prince Ud5yibhadra
is dear to him, and repeats his wish. Then he salutes the Master
and the community and sits down.
AjfitaSatru asks leave to put a question for the Buddha to
explain. The question is that whereas the various secular professions produce visible results, making their practitioners happy and
pleased, as well as their families and friends, moreover making
possible donations to brahmans and Sramanas, which should be
conducive to attaining heaven, what is the visible result of being
a Srama?za, if any? The Buddha asks if he has tried this question
on others, and what replies he got, and the King tells him the
replies of the six teachers of various schools his ministers had
mentioned at the beginning of this dialogue, all of whom he had
visited before. All the replies are presented as irrelevant to the
cluestion: the teachers had propounded some of their special
doctrines, their theories and in the case of the Jaina his practice,
but no result is mentioned except that the hivakas say it doesn't
matter what you do, you will experience happiness and unhappiness according to Destiny, and actually nothing can happen to the
seven elements, whilst the Lokayata philosopher is made to say
only that we all die anyway and that is the end for fools and wise
men alike. The Agnostic for obvious reasons evades the question
and says he wouldn't give an answer even if he had one.
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The Buddha then offers his reply. First, suppose a slave of the
King were able to join a Sramana community, having thought 'I am
a man, the same as the King, why shouldn't I be free?', wouldn't
it be a visible result if afterwards the King greeted him with respect
as a free man? The King agrees. He agrees also that a peasant
householder, paying taxes and increasing the treasury, would be
more contented and more respected if he became a wanderer. The
Buddha then describes how such a recruit might be trained under
a buddha, i n self-possession, contentment, compassion and so on,
and would feel free and happy as he meditated. The King agrees
that this too is a visible result, and afterwards the Buddha works
up through various kinds of meditation to the acquisition of the
'sciences', including the Four Truths and knowledge that the
influences have been exhausted, that one is freed from transmigration. The King agrees that all these are visible results, each
better than the last
Pleased with the reply, Ajattaiatru asks to become a lay Buddhist,
adding that he had been a fool, acted badly in taking his just
father's life for the sake of sov-ereignty.Would the Master accept
his confession for the sake of restraint in future? The Buddha says
that since the King sees it as a transgression and confesses it
truthfully he can accept it.
The King then takes his leave. The Buddha remarks to the
monks that the King was wounded and afflicted: if he did not have
such a crime on his conscience he would have understood the
doctrine.
The Last Months and the P a r i n i e a
The final episodes of the Buddha's life are narrated at some length
in the Mahaparinirucina SGtra of the SGtra section of the Tripitaka.
This is available to us in several recensions.' Here we shall follow
the Sthaviravada, as the be.st preserved, omitting anything not
confirmed by other versions. The main episodes are translated,
with a minimum of comment and continuity.
The text begins with the Buddha staying in Ejagrha. At that
1. D No. 16= T 1 No. 2, other Chinese versions are T 5 (diverges from the Pali),
T 6 and T 7 (both closer) ; MPS ( Waldschmidr) is the Sarvastivada version in
Sanskrit (parallel texts from the Vinrtya of that school in its Tibetan and Chinese
versions are also given).
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time King Ajataiatru was planning to attack Vrji. Before doing so
he sent his minister Varsakara to the Buddha, to present his
compliments and good wishes, inform the Master of the proposed
invasion and report any comments he might make, since what he
said would not be untrue. Varsakara carries out this extraordinary
mission to the champion of non-violence, finding him (sitting)
with h a n d a standing behind fanning him. The Master turns to
kanda:
'Have you heard, k a n d a , whether the Vrjis have frequent
assemblies, are devoted to the Assembly?-I have heard so . . . sir.
-As long as the Vjis have frequent assemblies, are devoted to the
Assembly, increase can be expected for them, not decline. Have
you heard, L a n d a , whether the Vrjis assemble in unanimity, rise
in unanimity, carry out the Vrji business in unanimity? -I have . . .
-As long. . . increase can be expected for them, not decline. Have
you heard whether the Vrjis do not authorise what has not been
authorised, do not abolish what has been authorised, proceed
conforming to the Vrji principles as authorised in ancient tradition? -I have . . . -Have you heard whether the Vrjis entertain,
give respect to, revere, honour those among them who are elders
and consider them worth listening to? I have . . .-Have you heard
whether the Vrjis do not drag away the women and girls of the
tribes and force them to live with them? -I have heard that they
do not . . .-Have you heard whether the Vrjis entertain, give
respect to, revere, honour the shrines of the Vrjis, at home and
elsewhere, and do not rescind the just tithe given before, made
before? --I have . . .-Have you heard whether as regards the
'worthy ones' (arhant, used by the Buddhists for the 'perfected
one' who has acquired enlightenment, attained extinction, in the
Tmpztaka usually synonymous with samyaksa?nbuddha, 'perfectly
enlightened', i.e. a title of the Buddha'; here apparently used in
a wider sense or an older sense which is wider) of the Vjis the
true safety and shelter and protection is properly arranged, that
worthy ones may come to the country in future and those already
there may live comfortably in the country? -I have . . .'
The Buddha tells Varsakara that he himself had taught the Vrjis
these seven principles leading to prosperity when in Vaiiali and
that as long as they remain increase and not decline can be
expected for the Vjis. The minister remarks that even one of these
principles should accomplish this, not to speak of all seven. The
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Vrjis are invincible in war, as far as King Ajataiatru is concerned,
except through propaganda, through making them divided and
opposed to each other. He then takes his leave.
Soon afterwards the Buddha has all the monks in the vicinity
assembled in the audience hall and lectures them on seven
principles leading to prosperity for monks. These are based on
those for the Vrjis: frequent assemblies, unanimity in business,
conformity to the training as it has been authorised, respect for
the elders of the community and listening to them, not getting
under the control of desires which lead to rebirth, preference for
living in the forest and attention to their personal selflpossession
with the thought that congenial fellows in the best life may come
and that those who have come already may live in comfort. The
text continues with several more groups of seven principles, which
however are specific to the Buddhist community, such as the seven
factors of enlightenment (we shall meet these again below).
Some time after this the Buddha, with a large community of
monks, leaves Rsjagrha and makes his way gradually towards the
North and West, in fact towards the Vrji Republic (the texts note
a number of stages on the way). He in due course reaches the
Ganges at the village of Pataligramaka. Here he has a number of
lay disciples, householders, who come to see him. To them he gives
a different kind of lecture, on the question of virtue or good
conduct,' as follows.
'Householders, there are these five disadvantages of bad character, of failure in virtue.' Which five? The first disadvantage is that
one of bad character, who has failed in virtue, incurs a great
confiscation of property through negligence of his affairs. . . . The
second is that a bad report of the fame (i.e. a report of the ill fame)
is disseminated of one of bad character who has failed in virtue. . . .
The third is that whatever assembly he approaches, whether of
warriors, priests (brahmans), householders or Sramanas, one of
bad character, who has failed in virtue, approaches diffident and
shamefaced. . . . The fourth is that one of bad character, who has
failed in virtue, dies bewildered. . . . The fifth is that after death,
after the body splits up, one of bad character who has failed in

1. The Sarvastivada version speaks instead of 'care', 'non-negligence', but other-

wise the points are practically the same.
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virtue is reborn in misery, an evil destiny, ruin, purgatory. These
are the five disadvantages of bad character, of failure in virtue.
'Householders, there are these five advantages in being virtuous, of success in virtue. Which five? The first advantage is that one
who is virtuous, who has succeeded in virtue, through care of h s
affairs acquires a great mass of property. . . . The second is that
a good report of his fame is disseminated. . . . The third is that
whatever assembly he approaches, whether of warriors, priests,
householders or philosophers, he approaches confident, not
shamefaced. . . . The fourth is that he dies not bewildered. . . .
The fifth is that after death, after the body splits up, one who is
virtuous, who has succeeded in virtue, is reborn in a good destiny,
in a heaven world. These are the five advantages in being virtuous,
of success in virtue.' '
'Then the Master instructed, exhorted, excited and delighted
the Pataligramaka lay disciples for much of the night with doctrinal
talk, and then dismissed them.' He spent the night in the local rest
house at the invitation of the lay disciples of the village.
At that time the minister Varsakara (with another minister
according to the Sthaviravada version) was in Pataligramaka
'building a city to repel the Vyjis'. Evidently Ajatadatru is on the
defensive, convinced of the strength of the Vrjis. Pataligramaka was
on the frontier, formed here by the River Ganges, in an important
strategic position on the direct route between Rajagrha and Vaiiali
and protected on one flank by a major tributary of the Ganges.
Hence the decision to build a fortress there, in fact to build a
walled city as a bastion and doubtless as a base for future
operations across the river. In fact the village, renamed P a ~ l i p u t r a ,
rapidly became a great city and a later king of Magadha transferred
his capital there. When the rulers of Magadha extended their
empire over almost the whole of India Pataliputra became for a
time the greatest metropolis India has ever seen. The Buddhists
of the first century after the pan'nzruGna may perhaps be suspected
of slightly embroidering this part of the narrative to connect their
Master with the new and prosperous capital.
The text says that the various sites on the land where the city
is to be built are occupied by deities or spirits ( h a t a ) , some
superior, some intermediate, some inferior. There is some confusion between the versions, but it appears that the Buddha is able
to see these deities occupying the sites and tells h a n d a that
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people of corresponding superior, intermediate and inferior rank
will live in houses on these sites. He says it is as if the minister was
taking counsel with the gods in building the city. He predicts that
PZtaliputra (using the new name) will be the chief city and centre
of commerce in the country of the Aryans and as far as trade
extends, adding that there will be three dangers for it: from fire,
from water (floods) and from internal dissensions.
The Buddha meets Varsakara again, and the minister invites
him, with the community, to a meal the next day. The food is
excellent. According to the Sarvastivada version the minister
expresses the wish that through this alms to the community the
deities of the city may long prosper and be happy: the gift is
dedicated in their name. In the Sthaviravada version also the
Buddha expresses his appreciation in terses: in whatever place a
wise man arranges his dwelling and feeds the vinudus, if .he
dedicates gifts to the gods (dmatas) they, being honoured, will
honour him; they will have compassion on him, like a mother on
her own son, and a man when the gods (devas) have compassion
will always see good fortune.
When the Buddha leaves, the minister follows him, with the idea
that the place where he leaves the site will be named the Gautama
Gate (Gautama being the Buddha's clan name) and the landing
place from which he crosses the Ganges will be named the
Gautama Ferry. The Buddha leaves (according to the Sarvastivada
version by the West gate) and the gate by which he leaves is named
accordingly. The versions differ about the details at the river
crossing, but agree that the Buddha uses supernatural power so
that he is nvt seen to cross the river at all. He vanishes on this side
and rises u p on the other side. The Sarvastiv?ida version nevertheless says that that crossing place was named Gautama Ferry, whilst
the Sthaviravada version, which is more ancient, says only that the
Gautama Gate was named. The latter seems more to the point and
helps to make the whole scene symbolic of the Buddha's attainment of the 'other side' of transmigration, i.e. extinction (niruana),
by the power of meditat~on.Here again we seem to see the text
embellished and made more than a simple narrative. The Buddha
is again made to recite a verse suited to the occasion: 'People make
a causeway over the pools or bind together a raft, when they would
cross the flood, the lake; wise men have (already) crossed over.'
The meaning seems to be that while people struggle in the flood
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of transmigration the wise have renounced desire and attained
extinction.
The Buddha then continues on his way through Vrji. At various
places on the way, in both Magadha and Vrji, he gives discourses
to the monks: the versions differ as to where each discourse was
given, but in the course of the text mention the same places and
the same talks. The latter include talk on the Four Truths and a
lecture which is simply summarised under the headings: virtue,
concentration, understanding; concentration penetrated with virtue has great results, great benefit; understanding penetrated with
concentration has great results, great benefit (this clause not in
Sarviistivada version); thought penetrated with understanding
becomes perfectly free from the influences (Sarvastivada substitutes 'from pleasure, aversion and delusion'; Sthaviravada adds 'to
wit the influences of pleasure, desire for existence, opinion and
ignorance'). At Nadika the Buddha tells h a n d a that a disciple
should have 'confidence founded in understanding' of the Buddha, the doctrine and the community.
In due course the Buddha reaches Vaiiali, the Vrji capital. Here
he has many disciples, including the celebrated geisha ~ m r a ~ a l i .
At this period she was wealthy and of a respectable age, since she
was famous already in the time of.Bimbisara and before Jivaka
(Bimbisara's and then Ajataiatru's court physician) was born, if we
are to believe his story in the Vznaya. According to Sthaviravada
tradition she afterwards became a Buddhist nun, and a poem then
composed by her is preserved in their Tnpztaka. She hears that the
Master has arrived in Vaiiali and is staying in her mango wood,
and drives out in a carriage to see h i p . He 'instructs, exhorts,
excites and delights her with doctrinal talk', as is usual with lay
disciples, then she invites him with the community to a meal the
following day (cf. p. 232 below).
The Licchavis (one of the tribes who confederated to form the
Vrji Republic, and the most important one, the founders of Vaiiali
itself) of VaiSali also heard of the Buddha's arrival and drove out
to see him in their four divisions (clans?),the blue, yellow, red and
white (with chariots, clothes, weapons, ornaments, etc., of their
own colours) . When they appeared in the distance the Buddha said
to the mpnks: those of you who have never seen the Thirty Three
Gods (the gods of the Veda), look at the assembly of Licchavis, if
you look at the Licchavi assembly you can visualise the 'assembly
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of the Thirty Three! On arrival the Licchavis receive the usual
instruction but are disappointed when they seek to invite the
Buddha, having been forestalled by h r a p 2 1 i . They snapped their
fingers: alas, we are defeated by the mango girl, alas, we are
deceived by the mango girl!
The next day h r a p a l i herself serves the Buddha and the
community. According to the Sthaviravada text she then presents
the inango park to the community, whilst the Sarv2stiv2da text
contents itself with praising her gift of the meal. The Buddha
afterwards goes on to a village near VaiSali. There he tells the
monks to prepare for the Rains, staying at different places all
round VaiSali in groups of friends, himself staying in the village.
According to the Sarvastivada version this scattering was a response
to a severe famine which had occurred, but the Sthaviravada
tradition knows nothing of this, its commentary merely remarking
that the village where the Buddha stayed could neither accommodate nor feed so many monks.
During the Rains the Buddha had a severe illness, with violent
pains which seemed likely to be fatal. He accepted them with selfpossession, thinking that it was not proper to attain extinction
(final niw-Gnu) without addressing his followers, without taking
leave of the community of monks. He then checked his illness with
energy and it abated. When he had recovered he sat outside the
dwelling. Lands expressed his concern: my body was as if drunk,
I lost my bearings, I could not remember the doctrine, because
of the Master's illness, nevertheless it would be some reassurance
for me if I knew the Master would not attain extinction until he
had promulgated something about the community of monks. The
Buddha replied:
'What does the community of monks expect of me, h a n d a ? I
have taught the doctrine without omission, without excluding
anything. As to this, h a n d a , the thus-gone one (Buddha) does not
have a 'teacher's fist' with reference to the doctrine (i.e. he does
not keep anything back). If anyone should think that he should
watch over the community of monks or that the community of
monks should refer to him, then let him promulgate something
about the community of monks. The thus-gone does not think that
he should watch over the community of monks or that the
community of monks should refer to him. Why should the thusgone promulgate something about the community of monks?
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ihanda, I am now aged, old, an elder, my time has gone, 1 have
arrived at the period of my life, which is eighty years. Just as an
old cart is made to go by tying it together with bands, so I think
the thus-gone's body is made to go by tying it together with bands.
ihanda, on an occasion when the thus-gone by withdrawing his
attention from all signs, by the cessation of some experiences,
enters into the signless concentration of thought and stays in it,
on that occasion the thus-gone's body is made comfortable.
'Therefore h a n d a in this case you should live with yourselves
as islands, with yourselves as refuges, with no one else as refuge;
with the doctrine as an island, with the doctrine as a refuge, with
no one else as refuge. And how, h a n d a , does a monk live with
himself as an island, with himself as a refuge, with no one else as
a refuge, with the d6ctrine as an island, with the doctrine as a
refuge, with n o one else as a refuge? In this connection, h a n d a ,
a monk lives with reference to the body (or to substances
generally) observing the body, energetic, alert, self-possessed,
having eliminated desire and aversion for the world; with reference to experiences, observing experiences, energetic, alert, selfpossessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the world;
with reference to thought observing thought, energetic, alert, selfpossessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the world;
with reference to principles observing principles, energetic, alert,
self-possessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the world.
Thus a monk lives with himself as an island . . . with no one else
as a refuge. h a n d a , those who live now, or will live after me, with
themselves as islands, with themselves as refuges, with no one else
as refuge; with the doctrine as an island, with the doctrine as a
refuge, with no one else as refuge; they will be the highest of all
my monks, whoever like the training.'
'Then the Master (the text continues) dressing in the morning
and taking his bowl and (outer) robe entered Vaiiali for alms.
Having gone through Vaiidi for alms, after his meal when he had
returned from the alms collecting he addressed the venerable
h a n d a : ' h a n d a , take the seat (i.e. the cloth which was spread
for the Buddha to sit on), we will go to the Capda Shrine for the
siesta.' 'Yes, sir' the venerable h a n d a assented to the Master, took
the seat and followed behind the Master. Then the Master went
to the Capda Shrine and sat down on the prepared seat. The
venerable h a n d a saluted the Master and sat down at one side. The
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Master said to the venerable h a n d a as he sat at one side: 'Vaidali
is delightful, k a n d a , . . . the Capala Shrine is delightful (he
mentions other places in Vaidali or Vrji as delightful also, mostly,
perhaps all, shrines which were sacred trees).'
On this occasion, the text goes on, the Buddha spoke of the four
'bases of power' (which will be considered below) and hinted that
if he applied these forces he could live longer, could go on even
for an aeon. h a n d a however misses the hint and the opportunity
(for which he is severely blamed by the community afterwards),
and when Death (personified as Mara, the god of death and
pleasure-which are equivalent in Buddhist doctrine) approaches
him the Buddha agrees to enter final extinction, since he has
completed his teaching. He tells Death he will enter final extinction three months from now. When he finally decides to get rid
of his life forces there is an earthquake. An earthquake is supposed
to be a portent of some unusual event, and this episode, though
seemingly an embellishment of the simple narrative, is evidently
ancient, since it occurs in the various versions of the text. The
followers of the Buddha could not record the pannimCna without
mentioning an appropriate portent and having the Master comment on it. k a n d a asks why the Earth has quaked and the Buddha
tells him the causes of earthquakes, leading up to this one. He says
that the Earth quakes when a 'being for enlightenment' (bodhisattva)
descends into his mother's womb and again when he is born. It
quakes when a thus-gone attains enlightenment, when he starts the
wheel of the doctrine, when he decides to get rid of his life forces
and when he finally attains extinction.
Now h a n d a realises that he might have asked the Buddha to
live longer when the possibility was hinted at, and begs him to live
on for the happiness of mankind, but it is too late, the decision
has been made. After this the text somewhat inconsistently makes
the Buddha speak of impermanence as if he could not defy this
natural law. It seems probable that the episode of the possibility
of his living longer, the visit from Death, and h a n d a ' s supposed
fault, together with the discussion of portents relating to a
Buddha's life, was not originally part of the text, though it was
inserted in it very early. We are already in the presence of the
legend of the Buddha, rather than his life, which will develop from
this embryo phase into the tremendous cosmic drama which
inspired so much art in later centuries.
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The Buddha then tells k a n d a to convene the monks in the
audience hall (the Sarv5stivSda version places this at Capala
Shrine, but the Sthaviravada has it in the famous Hall of the House
with a Gable, in the Great Wood near VaiSali; this was a pillared
hall with a private room for the Buddha above, the 'gable' being
a high ridged and overhanging barrel-vaulted roof such d.s was
characteristic of ancient India). The Buddha sits down on the seat
prepared for him and addresses the monks.
'Monks, the principles which I have ascertained and taught
should be well learned by you, and practised, developed and
cultivated, so that this best life should be enduring and last long
for the benefit and happiness of many people, for compassion for
the world, for the welfare, benefit and happiness of men and gods.
And which are those principles . . .? They are as follows:
Four bases of self-possession,
Four right exertions,'
Four bases of power,2
Five faculties,
Five strengths,
Seven factors of enlightenment,
The excellent eightfold way.'
We shall consider this summary of the Buddha's teaching in the
next chapter. After giving it the Buddha leaves VaiSali for the last
time and continues on his way from village to village. He speaks
from time to time of virtue, concentration, understanding and
freedom, but when he reaches the city of Bhoganagaraka he gives
some apparently new instructions. It is the Sctra and Vinayawhich
should be taken as the authority for what he has taught. Suppose
a monk should claim to have heard something from the Master,
or from a community, or from learned elder monks, it should be
checked wit11 the Sutra and reviewed against the Vinaya.If it agrees
with the Siitra or the Vinaya it can ,be accepted as properly
remembered, if not it is not the words of the Buddha and should
be rejected.
The Buddha next goes on to PPp5, capital of the small Southern
Malla Republic, which was in the foothills of the Himalaya NorthWest of Vrji. There he is met by the lay disciple Cunda, a smith,
1. T 6 and T 7 clearly understood pradhiina here, agreeing with the Pali; the other
Chinese versions understood prahina, 'abandoning'.
2. T I (p. 16 col. 3) and T 6 insert the 4 meditations after this.
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and invited with the monks to a meal. According to the Sthavirafida
version the Buddha becomes very ill after this, but the SaIvastiv5da
text does not mention it. Immediately afterwards the Buddha
continues on his way towards the city of Kuiinagari, which is about
three miles further on. Here his journey will end. KuSinagari was
the capital of another small republican city state, that of the
Northern Mallas, the two Mallas being separated by a river. On the
way he meets Putkasa, a Malla minister who has been a lay disciple
of k a d a , the Buddha's first Sramana teacher. Putkasa is impressed
by the Buddha's imperturbable concentration, believes it to be
superior to k a d a ' s and transfers his allegiance to the Buddha. He
presents a pair of golden coloured robes to the Buddha, who wears
them, but h a n d a thinks the Buddha's skin looks brighter. Later
the Buddha thinks of Cunda, who is likely to feel regret that the
Buddha should attain extinction after eating the meal given by
him. He asks k a n d a to dispel this regret by telling Cunda that
to have given the last meal before the pan'nirotzna is as good as to
have given the last meal before the enlightenment.
After crossing the River Hiranyavati the Buddha reaches the
Upavartana Wood near Kuiinagari (it was a wood of the tall S&
trees, Shorea robusta). Here h a n d a makes a bed between two trees,
with the head to the North. The Buddha lies down on his right
side, with one foot resting on the other, self-possessed and alert.
The monks gather round. The Master tells Ananda not to grieve,
and speaks of impermanence: it is impossible that what is born,
synthesised, has the principle of decay, should not decay; everything dear and pleasing has the principle of varying, separating,
changing. In the last watch of the night his PannimGna will take
place. He gives instructions that afterwards his body should be
cremated. When an emperor dies his ashes are collected in an urn
and a monument (stiipa, 'pagoda') is erected over it: the same
should be done for a Buddha. The Buddha also tells k a n d a there
are four places which are beautiful and inspiring for those trusting
in him: the places where the thus-gone was born, where he attained
enlightenment, where he started the wheel of the doctrine and
where he attained final extinction (this text gave authority for
pilgrimages to these places, which have been popular ever since).
k a n d a is sent to invite the Mallas of KuSinagari to see the
Buddha before his final extinction. A wanderer named Subhadra
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was there and heard of this. He thought perhaps the Buddha could
remove his doubt, went to the wood and asked h a n d a to let him
speak to the Master. At first h a n d a refuses, thinking the Buddha
should not be harassed with questions at this time. However, the
Buddha overhears this discussion and asks ~ n a n d to
a let Subhadra
see him. After greeting him Subhadra explains that there are many
philosophers who lead and teach communities and are well
thought of by many people, instancing some of the ~jivakasand
Ajita, Saiijayin and the leader of the Jainas. Have they all, or some
of them, made discoveries with their assertions, or not? The Master
tells him not to trouble about such things, but that in any doctrine
and discipline in which the excellent eightfold way is found true
Sramanas will be found a t various stages on the way to extinction,
where it is not found they will not be found. In his doctrine it is
found, and here there are true Sramanas. The assertions of others
are empty. Subhadra becomes the Buddha's last personal disciple
and soon attained extinction. The text continues as follows.
'Then the Master addressed h a n d a : It might be that you would
think, h a n d a , that the teaching has lost its teacher, our teacher
does not exist. It should not be seen thus. The doctrine and
discipline which I have taught and declared will be the teacher
after me.
'Now at present the monks speak to each other using the
expression 'sir!', they should not speak thus afterwards. A junior
monk should be addressed by an elder monk by his name or clan
or as 'sir!', an elder monk should be addressed by a junior monk
as 'sir!' (bhadanta, a more polite expression), or as 'venerable'.'
'If it wishes, h a n d a , after me the community may abolish the
more minor rules of training.
'The monk Chanda, h a n d a , should undergo the brahma
punishment.-Which is the hahma punishment, sir?-Chanda,
h a n d a , may say what he likes, but he should not be spoken to,
admonished or instructed by the monks.
'Then the Master addressed the monks: It may be, monks, that
some monk has doubt or perplexity about the Buddha, the
doctrine, the community, the way or the practice. Ask, monks.
Don't have regret afterwards, because your teacher was in your
presence and you could not question the Master in his presence.
1. iyasmant, a term used also by Buddhist lay disciples in addressing one another.
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When he had spoken thus those monks were silent. The Master
addressed the monks a second and a third time . . . could not
question the Master in his presence. For the third time those
monks were silent. Then the Master addressed the monks: It may
be, monks, that you do not ask out of respect for the teacher. So
let a friend inform a friend. When he had spoken thus those monks
were silent.
'Then the venerable h a n d a said this to the Master: It is
surprising, sir, it is wonderful, sir. I am so confident in this
community of monks, that there isn't one monk who has doubt
or perplexity about the Buddha, the doctrine, the community, the
way or the practice. - From confidence you speak, h a n d a . The
thus-gone has actual knowledge that in this community of monks
there isn't one monk who has doubt or perplexity. about the
Buddha, the doctrine, the community, the way or the practice. For
of these five hundred monks, h a n d a , the last monk is 'in the
stream', has the principle of non-ruin, is certain, is depending on
complete enlightenment.
'Then the Master addressed the monks: Well, now monks I am
addressing you. The forces have the principle of cessation. (You
should succeed, through care.')
'This was the last speech of the thus-gone. Then the Master
attained the first meditation. Coming out from the first he attained
the second meditation. Coming out from the second he attained
the third meditation. Coming out from the third he attained the
fourth meditation. Coming out from that he attained the entrance
of the infinity of space. Coming out from the attainment of the
entrance'of the infinity of space he attained the entrance of the
infinity of consciousness. Coming out from that he attained the
entrance of nothingness. Coming out from that he attained the
entrance of neither perception nor non-perception. Coming out
from that he attained the cessation of perception and e x p e r i e n ~ e . ~
'Then the venerable h a n d a said to the venerable Aniruddha:
Aniruddha, is the Master extinct? - h a n d a , the Master is not
extinct, he has attained the cessation of perception and experience. Then the Master came out from the attainment of the
1 . Not in the Sarv2stiviida (Sanskrit)version. The Chinese versions vary,
T 1 having a more elaborate exhortation to be careful.
2. Interpreted according t6 S IV 217 and A IV 409, cf AKBhGsya p. 72.
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cessation of perception and experience and attained the entrance
of neither perception nor non-perception . . . (and continued
through the attainments and meditations as before in reverse
order down to the first meditation. . . .) Coming out from the first
meditation he attained the second meditation. Coming out from
the second meditation he attained the third meditation. Coming
out from the third meditation he attained the fourth meditation.
Coming out from the fourth meditation the Master immediately
attained extinction.'

THE DOCTRINE OF THE BUDDHA
The Buddha's Summa.ly o j his Principles Promulgated at VaiSXz-Selfpossessim-E&ion--Pozu~-Th
F(iru1ties-The Strengths-Enlightenment
-The WapPractice and Truth

The Buddha's Summary of his Principles Promulgated at VaiSdi
In following the final episodes of the Buddha's life according to the
1l/fah6pannzrvZnaSiitra we found that when in Vaiiali on his way to
KuGnagari he convened the monks and laid down what appears to be
a summary of his teachings. This seems to have been a response to
h a n d a ' s expression of concern that the Buddha might attain final
extinction without 'promulgating something about the community.'
The Buddha has explained that the doctrine should be the 'refuge'
for the monks, and later he says it will be the teacher after he has
gone. There is nothing else to 'promulgate'.
The Vaiiali summary appears to have been common to all schools
of Buddhism. Apart from the versions of the Mah6pan'niruGna Sutra,
which give it such prominence, we find the same list of seven topics,
from the four bases of self-possessionto the excellent eightfold way,
in many other texts of all known schools. The Mahiiyana schools are
no exception; for example in the Madhyamaka theory of interpretation of the Perfection of Understanding Sutras as teaching the way
or practice of Buddhism, codified in the AbhisamayZlankrZm, these
seven topics, called here (and in many other texts) the thirty-seven
principles on the side of enlightenment, are an essential part of the
omniscience of the Buddha, are the characteristics of enlightenment
of the Buddha. of bodhisattvasand SrGvakas.' In the Vijii;Inav%datheory
they are detailed in what is perhaps the most fundamental theoretical
text of the school, the Madhy~ntavibhanga,in its fourth chapter, most
of which is devoted to them.
That these topics constituted the basic doctrines of Buddhism as
1. Abhisamaydalikrira topic (artha) 31. See p. 390 below.
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originally propounded by the Buddha seems to be confirmed by the
history of the third section of the Tripitaku, the MGt?fiGor Abhidharma.
As we noted in the Introduction above, discussing the MGtykG, the
latter appears to have consisted at first ofjust these seven topics. Very
likely the summary of the doctrine given by the Buddha at Vaiidi gave
rise to the idea of a matrka and in due course to the various elaborations of it as Abhidhama.
It will not have been forgotten that in the description of the
enlightenment and of the early teaching of the Buddha the Four
Truths are prominent, and they are probably the most frequently
occurring points made in the discourses of the Buddha. The texts
which elaborate the seven topics in fact bring them in as presupposed
by them, so a discussion of the topics will lead on to the Truths as
well. The theory of causation, often discussed by the Buddha and also
part of the enlightenment, is really an expansion of the Second
Truth. Impermanence, stressed in the earliest and latest teaching of
the Buddha, is part of the theory of causation. The avoidance of
extremes, strictly held to though variously interpreted by all schools
of Buddhism, constituted the first teaching given by the Buddha to
the five monks. The intermediate way avoiding the extremes is
nothing but the eightfold way, the seventh topic.
Thus all the prominent doctrines of the teaching as given by the
Tripitaka and handed down as a heritage by all the schools of
Buddhism form an interlocking whole which will be covered by
discussing the seven topics promulgated at Vaiiali. We are not yet
concerned with what the schools made of this teaching later.
The summary given at Vaiiali is a bare list. In order to know what
these principles were in detail we have to look at other texts, taking
our usual precaution to see that the statements we follow are common
Buddhism and not the interpretations of a single school only. Some
of the topics are given in more detail elsewhere in the MahipariniwGy
Siitru. For others and for fuller discussionswe have to go to other texts
of the Siitra section of the Tripitaka. The four bases of self-possession
have been touched on in our extractsfrom the MahrZparinirvGnaSiitra
(p. 73 above), in connection with oneself and the doctrine as 'refuge'.
The four bases of power were mentioned shortly afterwards, at the
Capala Shrine. The seven factors of enlightenment are listed as one
of the groups of seven principles mentioned by the Buddha when
lecturing the monks in Rajagrha after the discussion about the Vrjis
near the beginning of the MahrZpariniwGna Siitra. The eightfold way
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is mentioned several times in this Siitra (as one of the Four Truths
and by itselfwhen talking to Subhadra) but is not further elaborated.
The Siitra section of the Tripitaka contains a separate siitra of some
length on the four bases of self-possession,which deals very elaborately with the topic and touches on some of the others in connection
with it (the way, the seven factors of enlightenment, also the Four
Truths), as well as a collection of short siitras on the same topic.'
There are similar collections of short sutras on the other topics in
. ~ may now take up the seven topics in turn and see
the s ~ r n m a r yWe
what the Tripitaka says about them.

The siitra on self-possession, the SmflyupasthanaSiitra, begins as foll o w ~'Thus
. ~ I have heard. Once the Master was living in Kuru. In Kuru
there is a town named Kalmiisadamya. The Master addressed the
monks there: "0monks!" "Sir!" the monks assented to the Master.
The Master said this: "Monks, this way is a single way for the
purification of beings, for passing beyond grief and lamentation, for
the extinction of unhappiness and depression, for the acquisition of
method, for the experience of extinction; namely the four bases
upa as than^)^ of self-possession (smci).5 Which are the four? In this
connection, monks, a monk lives with reference to the body (or
'substance', kaya) observing the body, energetic (&tapin),conscious
(alert, samprajlzna), self-possessed (smytimant),having eliminated desire (abhidhya) and aversion (daumanasya) for the world; with reference to experience (vedana) observing experience, energetic, alert,
self-possessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the world;
with reference to thought (n'tta) observing thought, energetic, alert,
self-possessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the world;
with reference to principles jdhama) observing principles, energetic,
1. Sthaviraviida D No. 22 almost identical with M No. 10 =Chinese MadhyamaT 26
No. 98. S V 14lff.=Chinese Samyukta (T 99) section 24.
2. SV Iff.=T 99 sections 28,27,26,no collectionson the others but scattered stitrar
in sections 31, etc. (see below).
3. Following the Sthaviravsdaversion M No. 10=DNo. 22 (except that the D version
has an additional section on the Truths and the way).
4. Sometimeswritten and interpreted as prasthcina, but without variation in meaning.
Cf next page, footnote 1.
5. The Chinese adds : to eliminate the 'obstacles'one should practise these and the
factors of enlightenment.
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alert, self-possessed, having eliminated desire and aversion for the
world.
"And how, monks, does a monk live with reference to the body
observing the body? (In this connection, monks, a monk goes to the
forest or to the foot of a tree or to an empty house. He sits down crosslegged, holding his body erect and setting' self-possession in front of
him) .* He breathes in, just self-possessed. He breathes out, just selfpossessed. Breathing in long he understands that he breathes in long,
or breathing out long he understands that he breathes out long.
Breathing in short he understands that he breathes in short, or
breathing out short he understands that he breathes out short. He
trains thinking 'I breathe out experiencing my whole body'. He trains
thinking 'I breathe in making assured the forces of my body.' He
trains thinking 'I breathe out making assured the forces of my body.'
("Monks, as a skilful turner or a turner's apprentice understands
that he turns long when he turns long or understands that he turns
short when he turns short, just so a monk understands that he
breathes long. . . . he trains. . .). Thus he lives observing the body
with reference to the internal body (i.e. his own body), or he lives
observing the body with reference to an external body (or substance),
(or he lives observing the body with reference to both internal and
external bodies. Or he lives observing the principle of origination
with reference to the body, or observing the principle of cessation
with reference to the body, or observing the principle of origination
and cessation with reference to the body.) Or his self-possession has
been set up%hinking 'the body exists' (until it is sufficient for4
He lives unattached and is not
knowledge, sufficient for mindf~lness.~
attached to anything in the world). Thus, monks, a monk lives with
reference to the body observing the body." '
The SGtra continues by saying that a monk should train in the
same way when he is walking, standing, sitting or lying down. In
whatever position his body is held he understands it is just so.
Likewise whether he is going out or returning, looking, carrying
anything, stretching out or drawing in, eating, chewing, tasting,
sleeping, waking, speaking or performing any other bodily function.
1 . upa-sthi (whence upacthanu), 'attend to', 'set up', 'rest on'.
2. Bracketed portions not in the Chinese.
3. pratyupasthita
4. -mGtra, 'measuring'. Bracketed portions not in Chinese.
5. pratismgi, practicallysynonymouswithsmyti.
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He should also consider the various elements and organic substances
out of which the body is constituted, and reflect on what must happen
to it after death, its gradual decomposition and reduction to a few
scattered bones. In this way he bears in mind the 'cessation' of the
body and cultivates non-attachment.
This is the first basis of self-possession: the observation of the body.
The second basis has reference to experience. The Siitra continues:
'In this connection, monks, a monk experiencing a pleasant experience understands that he is experiencing a pleasant experience,
experiencing an unpleasant experience understands that he is experiencing an unpleasant experience, experiencing an experience which
is neither pleasant nor unpleasant understands that he is experiencing an txperience which is neither pleasant nor unpleasant. Or
experiencing a sensual pleasant experience . . . or a non-sensual
pleasant experience. . .' The text goes on with a sensual unpleasant
experience and the other possible combinations. The section concludes as does each part of that on the first basis: 'Thus he lives
observing experience with reference to internal experience . . . to
external experience. . . (to both. Or he lives observing-theprinciple
of origination with reference to experience, or observing the principle of cessation with reference to experience, or observing the principle of origination and cessation with reference to experience.) Or
his self-possession has been set up thinking 'experience exists' (until
it is sufficient for knowledge, sufficient for mindfulness). He lives
unattached and is not attached to anything in the world.'
The third basis, having reference to thought, begins: 'In this
connection a monk understands passionate thought as passionate
thought.' It continues with thought without passion, with or without
aversion, with or without delusion, limited or diffuse, sublime (elevated) or not, surpassed or unsurpassed,concentrated or not concentrated, freed or not freed. The conclusion is the same as before,
leading up to non-attachment.
The fourth basis begins: 'And how, monks, does a monk live with
reference to principles observing principles? In this connection,
monks, a monk lives with reference to principles, observing principles with reference to the five obstacles (nivaratza). How. . .? In this
connection, monks, a monk when internal will to pleasure
(k6macchandar) exists understands that he has internal will to pleasure, or when internal will to pleasure does not exist understands that
he does not have internal will to pleasure. Also he understands how
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will to pleasure which had not occurred has its occurrence, how will
to pleasure which had occurred has its abandoning, and how abandoned will to pleasure does not have its occurrence in future.' The
text continues in the same way for the other four obstacles (to
freedom from mental attachment to the world), which are malevolence ( ycipida) , stupidity (styanamiddha),vanity (auddhatyakaukytya,
defined in commentaries as concern about the opinion of others)
and uncertainty (vicikitsi). This part concludes as usual with nonattachment.
This first part was probably the most important and essential
training in observing principles, but the Sthaviravadaversion continues with many further groups of principles.' First we have the five
'attachment groups' (updGnaskandhas): the monk observes matter
( 6 p a ) ,experience (vedanc),perception (samjfii),forces (sa~kiiras)
and consciousness (vijfiana) and their origination and extinction.
(These five groups, we see elsewhere, were intended as embracing all
the principles which occur in the universe-with the exception of
'extinction', niruana, if that is counted as one-andtherefore all
worldly experience; it is these which form the basis of all possible
attachment to the world.)
Likewise the monk may observe principles with reference to the six
pairs of entrances (Gyatana), internal and external: sight (the sens.e
of) and sights or visible objects, hearing and sounds, smell and
scents, taste and tastes, body (touch) and tangibles, mind and principles (as mental objects). In this case the monk should understand
the 'connection' (or 'union', samyojana) which occurs conditioned by
each pair, how a connection which had not occurred (before) occurs,
how a connection which has occurred is abandoned, and how an
abandoned connection does not have its occurrence in future. Again
the text leads up to non-attachment. By 'connection' in this context
is understood the entanglement of the senses in their objects and the
resulting mental principles which hinder progress on the way.
Next the monk may ohsewe principleswith reference to the seven
factors of enlightenment. These constitute a separate topic and will
be considered below, but it is most important to see how they fit in
at this point in the monk's training as described in the Smrtyupasthcina
Siitra. Having acquired a degree of self-possession and non-attach1. The Pali and Chiheseagree again on the factorsof enlightenmentThusthe original
text simply opposed these good principles to the obstacles,cf. p. 93.
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ment he now aims more positively for enlightenment. The first factor
of enlightenment is self-possession itself, considered as an attainment, so at this turning point the monk has to see that this has been
consolidated before going on to the other factors. At first here the
monk should understand whether he has the internal self-possession
factor of enlightenment, then the occurrence of it if it has not
occurred and the perfection (paripfiri,also written paripfin) for 'development' (bhcivanci)of it when it has occurred. After giving the other
factors of enlightenment the text as usual leads up to non-attachment.
Finally' the monk should observe principles with reference to the
Four Truths: 'In this connection, monks, a monk understands in its
true reality (yathcibhiitam) "this is unhappiness"; he understands in its
true reality "this is the origination of unhappiness"; he understands
in its true reality "this is the cessation of unhappiness"; he understands in its true reality "this is the way leading to the cessation of
unhappiness".' The usual conclusion follows.
Thus the Siitra leads up to the factors and content of enlightenment. It ends by saying that those who develop these four bases of selfpossession will attain either insight (apici) in this present life (i.e.
become an arhant, one who has attained freedom -commentary) or
not coming again into existence in this world (anGgcimitci) even if
attachment remains during this life. Even in as little as a week of this
development such a result can be attained. The Master ends as he
began by saying that this way is a single way for the purification of
beings, for passing beyond grief and lamentation, for the extinction
of unhappiness and depression, for the acquisition of method, for the
experience of extinction, namely the four bases of self-possession.
The collection of short sfitras on the same topic in the Samyukta
adds little of significance to this detailed exposition. The five obstacles constitute what is bad, the four bases of self-possession what
is good (kuiala).A monk should regard these four as his proper place
or range, where he will be safe from Death. Self-possessionshould be
pursued for one's own safety and for that of others, for one. protects
another by protecting oneself and one protects oneself by protecting
another.
Exertion
In the training in self-possession there have been several references
1 . Not in Chine??. nor in M
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to the question of the occurrence of principles which had not
occurred before, the abandoning of principles which had occurred,
the not occurring in future of a principle abandoned (e.g. an o b
stacle, a bad principle), and the perfection for development of a
principle which has occurred (a factor of enlightenment, which is
good). All this is the subject-matter of the four right (samyak) exertions (pradhcna). These are set out in a formula which occurs at
various places in the Tripi~aka.'It runs:
'In this connection a monk produces (jan causative) will (chandm),
exercises (vi-5-yam),initiates (a-rabh) energy (viva), applies (pa-grah)
and exerts (padha? thought (citta) for the non-occurrznce (anutpda)
of evil (PGpaka),bad (akuSala) principles (dhamas) which have not
occurred. (Secondly) He produces will, exercises, initiates energy,
applies and exerts thought for the abandoning (pahanu) of evil, bad
principles which have occurred. (Thirdly) He produces will, exercises,
initiates energy, applies and exerts thought for the occurrence (utpda)
of good (kuSala) principles which have not occurred. (Fourthly) He
produces will, exercises, initiates energy, applies and exerts thought
for the persistence (sthiti), the not forgetting (asamflamosa), the
being more (bhiiyobh5vat5),prevalence (vaipulya), (development bhGvan5, not in the Sarvastivfida version), perfection (paripiirana) of
good principles which have occurred.'

Power
In the discussion with k a n d a at the Capala Shrine (p. '14 above) the
Buddha is supposed to have hinted that by applying certain 'forces'
(sayskGrm) he could live longer. These forces are the four bases
( p d a ) of power (yddhi). They are set out in a brief formula which
occurs at several places in the Tripi@ka.2It goes as follows: 'A monk
develops the basis of power which is endowed with the forces of
exertion for concerltration of will (chandm). He develops the basis of
power which is endowed with the forces of exertion for concentration
of thought (citta). He develops the basis of power which is endowed
1. Sthavirav%dae.g. M I11 251 f, S V 244, D I1 312 f; Chinese versions in T 26 No.
31 and T 99 section 31, No. 19; Sarv%stiv%dain their Mahapariniruifla Sutra, MPS
(Waldschmidt) p. 174.
2. SthaviravPdaversion:D 111 221 f., cf. Chinese version of Sam$ Siiha (T 1 No. 9 ) ;
SMstiv%daversion in Sanskrit p. 94.
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with the forces of exertion for concentration of energy (vz?ya).He
develops the basis of power which is endowed with the forces of
exertion for concentration of investigation (mimapG).' Little more is
said about these, but they usually occur in the context of the four right
exertions and were interpreted at least by the Sthaviravada School as
indicating the motive forces which enable a monk to can7 those out.'
It will be noticed that three of the four distinguishing features of
these bases, will, thought and energy, are mentioned in the formula
for the exertions. Perhaps the point which should be stressed in the
bases of power, however, is that they are concerned with concentration (samadhg.

The Faculties
A considerable number of 'faculties' (indriya) are mentioned at
different places in the Tripztaka, but the Buddhist traditions are
unanimous that the five intended in the summary of doctrine we are
now considering are confidence (Sraddhz),energy (virya), self-possession (smyti), concentration (samcZdhz) and understanding (pajfia).2
The collection of short sutras on this topic in the Samyukta supplies
the following elucidations. Confidence means that one should have
confidence in the enlightenment of the thus-gone. Energy corresponds to initiating energy and abandoning bad principles and
acquiring good ones. Self-possession is said to include a good memory
for what was done or said long ago as well as the four bases of selfpossession described above. Concentration means withdrawing one's
thought from distractions, concentrating it and attaining the four
meditations. Understanding means understanding origination and
cessation and the Four Truths.
Confidence is further connected with getting 'in the stream', i.e.
being convinced that the doctrine is sound and setting out on the
way. This has four factors, elsewhere stated to be the Buddha, the
doctrine, the community and virtue (so one must have confidence in
~.
is to be seen as the four right exertions. Underall t h e ~ e )Energy
standing is indicated to be basic in that the other four do not endure
without it.
1. e.g. S V 268 f. 'Through will etc.' might be better.
2. Sthaviravida S V 193 ff=Chinese SamyuktaT 99 section 26 (startingwith No. 2).
Sanskrit p. 153 of Saw-ti. cf. p. 46 above.
3. See pp. 190 (footnote) and 192 below.
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By the perfection of these five faculties one becomes an arhant,
freed from the influences. Having them in a lesser degree one attains
intermediate stages on the way.
The three topics considered previously, self-possession, exertion
and power, appear to form an orderly whole, a system of training
leading up towards enlightenment and two necessary factors ancillary
to it. The faculties, however, do not obviouslyfollow on at this point.
They partly overlap the earlier topics and partly introduce new ideas
which we may naturally seek to relate to the system. It seems clear, in
fact, that the arrangement of the seven topics is a numerical order so
far as the number of items in each topic varies: four, five, seven, eight.
The present topic comes at this point because it has five items. Only
within the three topics having four item's the sequence was a more
natural one.
The evidence of the texts just scanned suggests that confidence
should come at the beginning if we consider the whole summary as
indicating the way of the Buddha. Before setting out to verlfjl the truth
of enlightenment one must be convinced that-to put it &vaguelyand
generally as possible-there may be something in it, so this is the
initial entry 'into the stream'.
A 'faculty' such as confidence is reckoned in these texts as a
mental faculty in the same sense (using the same word indriyafor it)
that sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch are physical 'faculties'.
Whilst confidence makes the initial step possible, energy is the
faculty which makes possible exertion for further progress. The use
of the faculty of self-possession has been described at length above.
Concen~ationhas so far occurred as a central factor in the bases
of power, each of which operates through this faculty. Here, however,
a new and most important subject is introduced: the practice of
meditation (dhyana). It seems that the exercise known as the four
meditations was not specifically Buddhist, but had been taught earlier
by such Sramayu as h a d a and Udraka, from whom the future Buddha
learned them. This might account f6r-their not being separately listed
as topic in the Buddha's summary of his doctrines, but being taken
as generally known and as included under other topics, though
essential. Nevertheless the four meditations are frequently described
in the Tripitaka, the formula for them being as follows.'
1. Sthavirdv2da D I 73 ff., M I 21, f., S V 318 (Commentary e.g. DhsA 164 ff.),
corresponding to Chinese versions in T 1 No. 27, T 125 k. 23 666, T 99 section
29 No. 18. SanGstivSida La1 343f Lokottaraviida Mahavastu I 228.
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'Becoming separated from pleasures (hima),becoming separated
from bad (akuiala) principles, a monk enters and remains in the first
meditation, in which there is reasoning (uitarka) and reflection
(uiciira), which is born of separation (viueka),which has joy (@t$
and happiness (sukha). Through the calming of reasoning and
reflection he enters and remains in the second meditation, which
internally is serenity (sampastZda) and singleness (ekotibh&ve--asynonym for concentration) of thought (cetas),is without reasoning and
reflection, is born of concentration (samrZdh9,hasjoy and happiness.'
Through dispassion from joy he enters and remains in the third
mediation, rem'aining detached (upekaka, 'equanimous'), self-possessed (smytimnt) and conscious (alert, samprajZna), experiencing
happiness in his body (in his mental being, according to the
Sthavirav%dainterpretation), the (meditation) which the Aryans (Z?ya,
translatable as the 'excellent ones' or 'noble ones') describe as
detached, self-possessed,remaining happy. By abandoning both h a p
piness and unhappiness, by the extinction of his former elation
(saumanosya) and depression (duunnanasya),he enters and remains in
the fourth meditation, which is without unhappiness and without
happiness and is the purity (PariSuddha) of equanimity ( u p e w and
self-possession.'
The significance of this exercise is suggested by the Buddha's own
use of it mentioned in the previous chapter: on the night of his
enlightenment when he used it to concentrate his thoughts before
acquiring the three 'sciences' (including the Four Truths); again
immediately before attaining extinction in the ParinimZna.
Concentration will be mentioned again under each of the remaining topics, along with this meditation exercise. We shall therefore
return to the subject later, particularly when describing the way.
Understanding is evidently a faculty which must be active at all
stages of training or of the way. The other faculties 'do not endure'
without it, hence their effective operation presupposes it. At the end
of the way we find the understanding of origination and cessation and
of the Four Truths, the content of enlightenment. When we read
about the way we shall see understanding placed at the beginning of
it, but if we consider the .present topic as part of the training for
enlightenment it will seem natural that understanding follows con1. The Samistiv2daand LokottaraVadaversions make 'through serenity and singleness of thought' instead part of the process of entering.
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centration. Here the five faculties evidently dominate the training in
turn, in the order stated.
The first factor of the way is knowledge of the Four Truths, as a
science to be studied and understood; enlightenment means the
actual realisation of these for oneself. We may leave the Truths
themselves, and the subject of origination and cessation, in other
words causation, until we come to the way.
The function of understanding can be further illustrated by referring back to the brief discourses of the Buddha mentioned in the
account of his last wanderings before the pariniruiina, which we can
quote from the last chapter: a disciple should have 'confidence
founded in understanding' of the Buddha, the doctrine and the
community; 'understanding penetrated with concentration has great
results, great benefit, thought penetrated with understanding becomes perfectly free from the influences.' (p. 71 above.)

The Strength

.

Among the 'strengths' (bala) mentioned in the Tripitaka the five
intended here, according to the testimony of the Buddhist traditions,
are confidence, energy, self-possession, concentration and understanding.' Thus they appear the same as the five faculties but called
'strengths' instead. The explanations of the schools agree that the
difference is simply one of degree: when a faculty is unshakable it
becomes a '~trength'.~
The Tripitaka does not authorise us to say more
than this, in fact it does not authorise us to say as much unless we
read into the simple meanings of the words 'faculty' and 'strength'
this particular distinction. There appears to be no text which does
more than merely enumerate the strengths.

The seven factors (anga) of enlightenment (sambodhi or simply bodh9
are self-possession, discrimination of principles (dharmavicaya), energy,joy (*@, assurance (fwasrabdhi),concentration and equanimity
1. Sthaviraviida S V 249, A1 39,42f., 111 9ff.; Chinese SamyuktaT 99 section 26 Nos.
36,38 substitutes 'self-respect' and 'fear of blame' for self-possessionand concentration, but this (San&tiviida) school recognised the usual five Sam@tap. 153;cf.
work quoted in next note, N 2 8 3 ff., and the Veti to the Abhidhannadipa, 359 and

361.
2. Sthaviravfida DhsA 124 ;San&tiviida tradition see the Abhzdhatnukoja translated
by La Vallke Poussin, Vol. N p. 286.
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(upe&).' The collection of siitras on this topic in the Samyukta
provides the following elucidations. The 'food' for the occurrence of
all of them and for their development and perfection when they have
occurred is methodical (yoniias) attention (manmikGra). 'When a
monk2 thus remaining secluded recollects and reasons about the
doctrine (which he has heard) he initiates the self-possession factor
of enlightenment. Then he develops the self-possession factor of
enlightenment. The self-possession factor of enlightenment, being
developed by the monk, attains perfection. Remaining thus selfpossessed he discriminates, reflects on and investigates that doctrine
with understanding. When thus . . . with understanding, then he
initiates the discrimination of principles factor of enlightenment. . .
(ashe develops this to perfection) . . .with understanding, he initiates
energy, undeterred. At that time he initiates the energy factor of
enlightenment . . . non-sensual joy occurs in one who has initiated
energy . . . then he has initiated the joy factor of enlightenment. . .
of one who has joy in his mind the body and the thought become
assured . . . then he has initiated the assurance factor of enlightenment . . . one whose body is assured is happy, one who is happy
concentrates his thought. . . then he initiates the concentration factor
of enlightenment . . . with his thought concentrated he becomes
thoroughly equanimous . . .then he has initiated the equanimity factor
of enlightenment.'
s2riputra says that he spends the different parts of the day in
whichever factor of enlightenment he wishes. By developing the seven
factors a monk becomes free from the influences. By initiating them
he gets rid of stupidity and vanity, as well as freeing his thought. Then
the factors of enlightenment are contrasted with all five 'obstacles':
it is a question of methodical attention to and then developing and
making prevail one or the other group (S V 71f., 84f.).
The 'foods' for the occurrence and making more of the obstacles
are as follows: the food of the will to pleasure is the sign (nimitta) of
lustre (or 'beauty', Subha), the food of malevolence is the sign of
repulsion (patigha, or 'resistance'), the food of stupidity is discontent, laziness, languor, surfeit after meals and feebleness of thought,
the food of vanity is lack of calm, the food of uncertainty is any
1.

D I1 79,I11 251 f., 282, S V 63 ff. ; Chinese T I Nos. 2'9, 10, T 99 section 27 ;

MPS (Waldschmidt)p. 288. Sanskritfragments of Bodhyatigmamyukta Tulfan 533.
2. Translated from S V 67 ff. Not traced in the Chinese.
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principle about which there is uncertainty. By unmethodical attention
to each of these foods the correspondingobstacles occur and increase
(S V 103).
The foods for the occurrence and making more of the factors of
enlightenment are as follows: the food of the self-possessionfactor is
any principle with respect to which there is self-possession, the food
of the discrimination of principles factor is principles which are
either good or bad, either blameworthy or blameless, either inferior
or superior, the contrast of black and white, the food of the energy
factor is the base of initiating, the base of going out, the base of
courage, the food of the joy factor is any principle with respect to
which there is joy, the food of the assurance factor is assurance of
body and assurance of thought, the food of the concentration factor
is the sign of calming (Sumatha), the sign of being undisturbed, the
food of the equanimity factor is any principle with respect to which
there is equanimity. By methodical attention to these the factors of
enlightenment occur and are brought to perfection (S V 104 f.) .
As opposed to all these one can have no food, fasting (antZhEra),
for each principle. In this case we have methodical attention to
starving the obstacles, whilst the factors of enlightenment are starved
simply by unmethodical attention to their proper foods. In the case
of the obstacles one starves the will to pleasure by methodical attention to the sign of foulness (or 'ugliness', dubha), malevolence by the
freeing (vimuktg of thought (cetas) by benevolence (or 'loving kindness', maitrtZ), stupidity by the bases of initiating, going out and
courage, vanity by calming thought, uncertainty by methodical attention to principles which are either good or bad, either blameworthy
or blameless, either inferior or superior, or have the contrast of black
and white (S V 105 f) .
There is also the question of the right or wrong occasions for
developing the various factors. When thought is feeble it is not the
occasion for assurance, concentration or equanimity. On the other
hand discrimination of principles, energy and joy can then be used
to arouse thought. Then when thought is elated the position is
reversed: one should use assurance, concentration and equanimity,
not the other three. Self-possession, however, is always useful (S V
112f.F).
In order to get rid of the obstacles an exercise is recommended
which has been mentioned in the previous chapter, that of pervading'
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the four directions successively with thought charged with benevolence, compassion,sympatheticjoy and equanimity, everywhere, through
considering all beings as like oneself, making thought, charged with
benevolence, etc., large, sublime, immeasurable,without hatred, nonviolent, so that it pervades the whole universe. This explains the
'freeing of thought by benevolence' referred to above, adding to it
'freeing of thought by compassion (kamna)', 'freeing of thought by
sympatheticjoy (mudit&)'and 'freeing of thought by equanimity'. A
monk should develop the self-possession factor charged with benevolence, and with the other principles (compassion, etc.), likewise the
other factors of enlightenment. Then if he wishes he will be able to
remain having perception of what is distasteful in what is not distasteful, or of what is not distasteful in what is distasteful. Or if he wishes
he can have perception of what is distasteful in both or of what is not
distasteful in both. Or he can avoid both the distasteful and not
distasteful and remain equanimous (detached), self-possessed and
conscious (alert) (S V 115ff).
If he has the factor of enlightenment charged with benevolence he
can then enter into the 'lustrous' or 'beautiful' (Subha) freedom
(vimolqa). 'The freeing of thought by benevolence' has 'beauty' as its
highest excellence. If the factor is instead charged with compassion
he can transcend all material perception, all perception of resistance,
all attention to variety of perceptions and enter into the entrance of
the infinity of space. This is the highest excellence of the 'freeing of
thought by compassion'. If the factor is charged with sympatheticjoy
he can transcend the entrance of the infinity of space and enter into
the entrance of the infinity of consciousness, which is the highest
excellence of the 'freeing of thought by sympatheticjoy'. If the factor
of enlightenment is charged with equanimity he can transcend the
entrance of the infinity of consciousness and enter into the entrance
of nothingness, which is the highest excellence of the 'freeing of
thought by equanimity' (S V 199 f f ) .
As to the question of what is distasteful in what is not distasteful,
this may probably be explained by the later recommendation of such
exercises as the perception of a skeleton. Though this text does not
say why this is recommended, except as conducive to insight and
freedom, we know from other sources that the object is to oppose this
kind of perception to that of beauty in the body.
Since it has been expressly stated that the different factors of
enlightenment may be used on various occasions, even on any occa-
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sion, there would seem to be no question of an orderly progress here
from self-possession to equanimity. Nevertheless the order of enumeration of the factors is constant and our study of the foregoing
topics suggests that self-possession comes at an early stage, with
concentration leading up to equanimity coming later. One of the
texts scanned above also gives the factors in series as leading on from
one to the next. There would then be a basic order, with variations
possible as desired. It seems further to be implied that one who has
already attained freedom from the influences and is an arhant (as was
S5riputra), may continue to practise these exercises, to spend his time
in the various factors. Considering the factors from this point of view
we are studying a stage of the way close to enlightenment, or even at
the end after its attainment, rather than,the earlier stages of exertion
indicated by the preceding topics. Apart from this presumed difference of viewpoint or application some of the factors hive been dealt
with at length under other topics, and others mentioned. Self-possession being an independent topic has been sufficiently discussed
above. Energy likewise has been expounded in some detail. Concentration appears in various contexts and has been particularly treated
as a faculty. We can add here from the enumeration of 'foods' of the
factors the association of concentration with the term 'calming',
which becomes a Eey concept in many later discussions of the way
among the Buddhist schools.
In the expression 'discrimination of principles' we meet once
more the term dhama in its meaning of 'principle'. We have met it
especially in the fourth basis of self-possession,where the 'principles'
observed included the five obstacles, the attachment groups, the
entrances (the six senses and their respective objects) and the seven
factors of enlightenment. Under 'exertion' we saw that some principles at least were classifiable as 'good' or 'bad'. The five faculties
being faculties in the same sense as the senses may be presumed to
be principles just as these are (certainly they were so taken in the
schools of Buddhism). Other things mentioned above which the
schools have generally considered to be principles include 'reasoning', 'reflection', 'happiness', 'unhappiness', 'elation' and 'depression' (in connection with meditation, joy and equanimity are certainly principles, being factors of enlightenment), also the five strengths,
'attention', 'calming', 'benevolence', 'compassion' and 'sympathetic
joy'. There are many others (for example the eight factors of the way
and the four elements earth, water, heat and air, which latter are
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divisions of 'matter', the first attachment group). What is a 'principle'? What is the significance, if any, of the fact that the Sanskrit
word d h a m has come to have two distinct meanings, 'principle' and
'doctrine', which are even liable to confusion in some contexts
(including the present 'discrimination of principles') and have been
the subject of a certain amount of mystification by some modern
writers on Buddhism?
The basic or more original meaning of dharma appears to have
been maintaining, what truly obtains, true reality, what actually is in
the universe. An enumeration of dharmas (plural) will then be a list
of what there is in the universe, the events of which it is composed,
it may reduce to its real elements as opposed to less real combinations
of them or superficial appearances. In this book we use 'principles'
for dhanna in the sense of these events, understanding 'natural
principles', 'primary qualities', 'natural elements' as irreducible conditions out of which the universe and all experience is constructed.
On the other hand a philosophy which claims to give a true account
of the universe or of the human predicament in it is a doctrine of
nature, of nature as it really is, a real doctrine, a true doctrine. In this
sense we might even render the Buddha's dhanna = doctrine as his
'truth'. However, the term dhanna in this sense of doctrine was applied
to all current doctrines, including all those of opponents which were
held to be false by the speaker using the term. Consequently we
cannot well use 'truth' here and must prefer a neutral term such as
'doctrine' corresponding to the faded or differentiated meaning.
Faced with this 'polysemia' of dhanna, then, we proceed in this book
as if we were dealing simply with a pair of homonyms in the original
language, and translate accordingly (we hope rightly in each context) .'For the time being we are not concerned with other differentiations of meaning of the word dhanna.
The factor 'discrimination of principles' has been exemplified
above as methodical attention to principles, discriminating them as
'good' or 'bad' and the like. It has been said also that this discriminating is done 'with understanding', presumably the faculty of under1. In the West we owe our understanding of the meaning of the term dhanna to the
work of Rosenberg and Stcherbatsky. The latter's CC is a good introduction to
the subject, but the original work of Rosenberg is well worth reading. He studied
the subject inJapan. See now 'Dharmasand Data', where we have traced the sense
from 'maintaining'to 'principle'.
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sfanding. In fact, this factor appears to be a synonym for understanding, and was so taken by the schools.
Joy has been mentioned under the faculty of concentration. In the
four meditations it is one of the principles present in the first and
second, but transcended in entering the third, where it is replaced by
equanimity. The texts on the factor of enlightenment speak more
precisely of 'non-sensual'joy and say that it may exist with respect to
any principle. Clearly it means, as a factor of enlightenment, joy with
respect to the principles encountered in the training, zest (as it has
sometimes been translated) for the earlier meditation exercises, for
exertion. To make progress towards enlightenment it is necessary to
be pleased with the means being used, having detached oneself from
worldly pleasures.
This mental joy produces assurance both of the body and of
thought, and assurance facilitates concentration. In describing how
he meditated before attaining enlightenment, the Buddha in one of
the passages translated above mentioned that he initiated energy,
attended to self-possession, assured his body and concentrated his
thoughts. Here 'assured' is from the same verb as the noun 'assurance'. These contexts should exemplify the meaning of assurance as
a factor of enlightenment.
The remaining factor is equanimity. The four meditations lead up
to this as their consummation, and in the course of them it supersedesjoy. In the series of factors of enlightenment it again appears
as the consummation. Likejoy, its 'food' is simply any principle with
respect to which it exists. All the discussions we meet, and those we
shall meet when we investigate the way, indicate that this represents
the highest and final phase of the training. Concentration leads&
to equanimity. In a state of equanimity with respect to all principles
one can see the truth, attain enlightenment. This is how one becomes
enlightened. One must become completely detached (equanimous)
in order to see the true reality of principles, to understand the Four
Truths in their true reality. This is the essential function of equanimity as a factor of enlightenment. Yet there is more to equanimity than
even this: it is the highest 06 the 'immeasurable' principles for the
exercise of pervading the universe with thought charged with it. This
serves among other things to get rid of the 'obstacles'. When one
charges the factors of enlightenment with equanimity one can attain
the entrance of nothingness and 'freeing of thought by equanimity'.
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The Way
The way (mcirga, also pratipad, the 'practice', which is used as a
synonym), which is eightfold or more literally has eight factors
(anga), is often called 'excellent' (a7ya). 'The term ci7ya here is
particularly difficult to translate, though the difficulty does not (or
should not) affect the actual doctrine. Its original meaning is the
Aryan people, a meaning which it still retained in and long after the
Buddha's time (the proper name for northern India being&%varta,
the 'sphere of the Aryans'). Evidently by the Buddha's time it had
developed a group of secondary meanings: a 'noble' or 'honourable'
person or 'gentleman' (which is used in polite address) and anything
'excellent' or 'good' or 'proper' or 'best'. Undoubtedly it originally
expressed that prejudice in favour of itself which every people and
every nation seems to have, and it is remarkable that the Buddhists,
and presumably the Buddha himself, should have been driven to use
it. However, it did not impede appreciably the later spread of Buddhism among the 'barbarians': the schools interpreted the term as
meaning simply 'excellent' and forgot its origin.
Like the factors of enlightenment, the factors of the way do not
necessarily, it seems, have to be practised in the order in which they
are enumerated. On the contrary they are to be developed more or less
simultaneously. As on previous occasionswe can probably assume that
the various factors were intended to be dominant at different stages,
but not to the exclusion of the others. The eight factors are: right
(samyak) theory (drsti),right intention (samka@a),right speech (vcic),
right action (kannanta) , right livelihood (ajiva), right exercise
(vyciycima), right self-possession and right concentration.'
The Madhyama siitra (the Satyavibhanga Siitra) on the Four Truths
mentioned in our list of sources gives the following elucidations.
Right theory is knowledge ufiana) of the Four Truths. Right intention
means renunciation (na+kramya),non-violence (ay6pcida) and harmlessness ( a v i h i ~ a. )Right speech means abstaining from falsehood,
malicious speech, harsh speech, frivolity and nonsense. Right action
means abstaining from taking life, from taking what is not given and
from misconduct in pleasures. Right livelihood means making one's
living rightly. Right exercise means the four right exertions (as in the
1. SGtra and Vinayareferences above in narrating the first teaching of the Buddha.
More details in M No. 141=Chinese Madhyama No. 31 ; S V 1 ff partly in Chinese
Samyukta section 28.
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topic set out above). Right self-possession is the four bases of this as
described already and right concentration is the four meditations as
given under concentration as a faculty above.
The same sutragives some elucidation of the Four Truths which we
can conveniently take up under this topic. There will be little to add
about exercise, self-possession or concentration. The remaining factors concern virtue (Sila), a subject frequently spoken of by the
Buddha (for example the regular lecture mentioned in the last
chapter, on virtue, concentration and understanding, and any number of detailed discussions in the Tripitaka) but which has not been
treated under the preceding six topics. The Samyukta collection adds
very little.
The Four Truths are, as stated already in describing the enlightenment, (1) unhappiness, (2) its origination, (3) its cessation and
(4) the way leading to this cessation. Since the way, our present topic,
is also the fourth truth the discussion leads round in a circle: the first
factor of the way is knowledge of the Four Truths, the fourth truth is
the way. This makes it clear that the truths are basic: they are the first
factor of the way, the way is the last truth. This 'science' of Buddhism
begins with the knowledge of unhappiness and leads via self-possession and concentration to enlightenment. But enlightenment also is
'discovery', or at least 'understanding in their true reality', of the
truths. The difference evidently is that when one has the Buddha or
his doctrine as teacher one begins by being informed of the truths
as something to be known. Whether one immediately understands
them fully depends on one's individual experience. The way is intended to prepare the trainee for this full understanding, which may come
only long afterwards, after much exercise in detachment and selfpossession, much meditation and exercise of the understanding
faculty. What was first picked up as a piece of information will not be
fully understood until the trainee sees its truth himself, through his
own experience. He must notjust believe it, he must verify it. There
is a text which occurs in many places in the Tripi~aka'which explains
what is meant by confidence (the faculty) in the Buddha, the doctrine
and the community (cf. the discussion of confidence as a faculty
above). The formula for the doctrine is: 'The doctrine has been well
told by the Master; it is visible (sGMmtika), timeless (akdika),
1. Sthaviravada references under chipassiko PTC I p. 436. Makivastu 111 200,
~ ~ r l r n u c u323.
z~a
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verifiable (aihip+zka), fruitful ( aupanayilul),to be experienced (found,
known, discovered: vedayitavya) individually (personally:patyatmam)
by discerning persons (vijiiu)'. One may first have mere confidence
in this doctrine, but one is not enlightened until this has been
superseded by first hand experience of its truth, by understanding
applied to one's own past and present observations.
The Satyavibhaliga Siitra elucidates the Four Truths as follows.
(1) Birth is unhappiness (duhkha), so is ageing, dying, grief, lamentation, pain, depression, misery, not getting what one wants. Briefly
the five attachment groups constitute unhappiness. These items are
further explained, but they are probably sufficiently self-evident
already. 'Birth' is rebirth. (2) The origination (samudaya) of u n h a p
piness is desire (tnnz) leading to rebirth. This is desire which is
charged with pleasure and passion, pleased with whatever it encounters, it is desire for pleasure, desire for existence, desire for nonexistence (see Index p. 578) (for annihilation according to the
Sthaviravada commentary). (3) The cessation (nirodha) of unhappiness is the absolute cessation in dispassion of, the abandoning of,
rejection of, freeing from, not clinging to, that same desire. (4) The
practice is the way having eight factors, as set out above.
The unhappiness, therefore, which one has to verify in one's own
experience, to understand in its true reality, is whatever is unsatisfactory in life; ultimately it is all principles (these being comprised in
the five groups of attachment). The desire for any object of attachment produces unhappiness in the form of that object. Why is this?
The answer has been given in the preceding chapter in one of the
Buddha'sfirst discourses, that on 'non-soul'. Each of the five groups
is non-soul, or not one's own, because one cannot control it (if one
cannot control it one must be dissatisfied, unhappy). Each group is
impermanent, keeps changing, and this again means unhappiness
(even good things are soon lost). Finding this 'not one's own-ness',
this impermanence, in the groups one should become indifferent to
them and attain dispassion.
On origination there are many sutras explaining in detail how
desire leads to rebirth, how the whole process of transmigration
carries on according to the Buddhist understanding of it. This is the
theory of causation, of conditions, which will be studied in the
following chapter. In connection with it we may take up some
important incidental questions, including that of precisely what is
meant by 'non-soul'.
Cessation means breaking the causal sequence: remove the cause
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(e.g. desire) and the effect (e.g. unhappiness) will cease to appear.
The third truth is therefore the possibility of extinction (niwana).
This knowledge constitutes the theory of the way, the first of its
eight factors. Opposed to it, as the Samyukta points out in the first of
its siitras on the way, is ignorance (avidyci),which produces wrong
(mithyz) theory, wrong intention, wrong speech: eight wrong factors
opposite to the right ones of the way. We have now to consider right
intention, speech, action and livelihood, and so complete our account
of the Buddha's 'principles for the welfare, benefit and happiness of
men'.
The second factor, right intention, is classed in another siitra of
the Madhyama' under 'understanding', along with right theory. This
sutra classifies all the factors of the way under the three heads of
virtue, concentration and understanding (in that order, not in the
usual order of the statements of the way). The intention of renunciation is clearly part of the 'understanding' which is essential to the
practice of the way. At the same time the intention of non-violence
and harmlessness would seem to take us into the field of virtue. This
factor might then be considered as transitional between understanding and virtue. Everything is interconnected in the doctrines of the
Buddha. They form a consistent and organic whole, so that the
complete understanding of any part includes the understanding of
the whole, of all the other parts. As to the order of presentation,
virtue-concentration-understanding, it is that of the standard lecture
given by the Buddha from time to time on his wanderings, as
summarised in the Mahcipan'niroGna SGtra. Either one starts simply by
observing the virtues recommended by the Buddha, for example in his
discourses to lay disciples, and later takes up concentration and
meditatioil leading up to understanding, or one begins by learning
the theory, with understanding, which indicates the advantages of
virtue and the necessity of it as a prerequisite for concentration, and
then proceeds to train in concentration.
The three remaining factors of the way belong unambiguously to
the class of virtue. In one's speech and actions one should be truthful
and harmless. One should gain one's livelihood harmlessly, presumably avoiding even indirect injury to others as 'right action' means
avoiding direct injury. This affects the life of a monk as well as of a
laymen, since the monk also though living by begging may be
1. M 1 No. 44 (p. 301) ==Chinese T 26 No, 210.
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frequently in contact with the laity, teaching them as well as begging
from them, and this opens opportunities for seeking favour by improper practices. We shall consider the teaching for the layman, for
the worldly society, in a later chapter. For the monk virtue is a
straightforward, if not an easy, matter. The standard which forms the
basis of his moral philosophy is simply non-attachment. Non-attachment to the principles of the world means avoiding the obstacles to
freedom from mental attachment to the world (the nivaranac),primarily desire and aversion, or the 'will to pleasure' and 'malevolence'.
This moral standard covers all possible details of avoiding bad conduct
Having studied the factors of enlightenment, however, we shall not
forget that virtue for the Buddhist monk is a positive as well as a
negative matter. In order to overcome the obstacles he should use
three very positive moral forces: benevolence, compassion and sympathetic joy. He should seek to pervade the whole universe with these
forces in his meditation, and it was surely his function also to seek
to pervade society with these three through his teaching. Underlying
these is a second moral standard: considering all beings as like
oneself (saruatmatci). One would like others to treat oneself with
benevolence and compassion and to bejoyful at any good fortune one
may enjoy. This is a social standard, as non-attachment is not, though
the two combine under the aegis of the factors of enlightenment in
opposition to the obstacles, to the bad principles which must be
overcome.
Our sources have one more important point to add under the
heading of the way. The Samyuktacollection has a dialogue' in which
h a n d a remarks to the Buddha that half of the 'best life' is good
friendship (kalycinamitratci),good companionship (kalyanasahciyata),
contact with the good (kalyanasamparlza). The Buddha objects: 'Not so
h a n d a ! No! It is the whole of the best life, good friendship, good
companionship, contact with the good! A monk who is a good friend,
a good companion, in contact with the good may be expected to
develop this excellent eightfold way and cultivate it. . . .' It is the
guidance and inspiration of a good companion on the way which
above all helps a monk progress, as the first Buddhist monks were
inspired by the best of all 'good friends', the Buddha himself.
1. A Sanskrit version is available from the SanCistivida tradition in the

AvadGnaSataka (Vol. I p. 240).
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Practice and Truth
The principles thus set out evidently form a programme of practical
training, having in mind certain aims, namely happiness, knowledge,
enlightenment. We might try to summarise the whole programme as
follows, though there is no Tripitaka authority for this and the
impression grows on the student that all the factors are to be
cultivated together rather than serially, forming as it were a fugue in
which a dozen different subjects combine in a tremendous crescendo
leading up to enlightenment. A student who has a certain amount of
confidence in the doctrine equips himself with the theory of the Four
Truths. Having right intention and some understanding he conforms
to virtue and practices discrimination of principles. He concentrates
his 411, thought, energy and investigations and so increases his selfpossession and goes on to practice concentration1,developing joy in
this practice and assurance of body and thoughti so that his meditatiombring him to equanimity. Then his understanding can exercise
its full potential and he should be able to attain enlightenment, to
verifyin his own experience, understand in their true reality, the Four
Truths.
Though this is a way of training, it presupposes theory, the theory
of the Four Truths, and a knowledge of certain observed facts about
the nature of the universe, of life. As confidence is replaced by
understanding the observation of facts gains in importance: for
example the facts of causes or conditions in life, the principles or
natural constituents of the universe through which the way leads.
These facts, the truth about causation, the nature, that is the principles, of the universe, are discussed in other texts of the Tripitaka,
which we may consider in the next chapter.

CAUSATION
Conditioned On'gz'nation-The Four 'Foods1-Is there a Soul?-Consciousness-ImpmanenceFreedom-ExpenenenceKnowkdge of Objective>Facts-Did the Buddha Claim Omniscience?-Two h e l s of Statement-The Gods
Conditioned Origination

In the description of the enlightenment the Buddha is said to have
reflected that a certain matter would be 'difficult to see', namely
specific conditionality (ida@ratyayatG) or 'conditioned origination'. This evidently refers to the essence of the doctrine and
particularly of the Four Truths, the conditioned origination of
unhappiness. That the Buddha's doctrine is essentially a doctrine
about conditions and causes is suggested by many other tex_ts in
the Tripitaka. For example in the account of how s5riputra became
a follower of the Buddha, summarised in Chapter Three, all that
was necessary to give s5riputra insight into the doctrine was to tell
him that 'the Master teaches the origination of principles from
causes'. Given unhappiness and the wish to eliminate it, the
essence of the Buddha's teaching is that this wish can be realised
because unhappiness depends on causes: remove the causes and
unhappiness will cease. What the causes are is then evidentlythe
basis of knowing what action to take to eliminate unhappiness,
what way to follow.
The origination of unhappiness is the second truth. So far we
have learned that it is that kind of desire which leads to rebirth
which is the origination of unhappiness. That kind of desire,
further, is 'charged with pleasure and passion', 'pleased with
whatever it encounters', and is desire for pleasure, existence or
nonexistence (p. 101 above). Many sutras explain the relationship
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between this desire and unhappiness in detail.' The longest and
fullest of these is the Mahinidana Sutra, the Great Sutra on nidana
('cause', 'source', 'origin'). We may follow the Sthaviravada version, checking with the Chinese translations (of which there are
several). This version locates the Sutra at Kalmasadamya, like the
Great Sutra on self-possession. The text is in the form of a dialogue
between the Buddha and k a n d a . After the opening, h a n d a says
to the Master: 'It is surprising, sir, it is wonderful, sir, how
profound this conditioned origination (pratityasamutpada) is and
how profound is its illumination. Yet it seems to me as if very
simple.' (cf. the article 'Conditioned Origination.')
The Buddha replies: 'Say not so, h a n d a , say not so. This
conditioned origination is profound and its illumination is profound. Through lack of understanding, lack of comprehension, of
this doctrine, this creation does not escape transmigration (sa7psara),
which is misery, an evil destiny, ruin, as if it had become tangled
in a loom, with its threads twisted and knotted, or were (a rope)
of rushes and straw.
'If asked whether ageing and dying exist through a specific
condition (idampratyayat, 'through this-condition'), one should say
that they do so exist. If asked through what condition ageing and
dying exist one should say that ageing and dying exist through the
condition of birth.' The Buddha continues that birth exists
through the condition of 'existence' (bhaua), existence through
the condition of attachment (upiidana), attachment through the
condition of desire (trsna).-Thus we seem to have bridged the
gap from unhappiness (typified by ageing and dying) to desire, but
we should not jump to any conclusion before we have looked at
the further explanation of this 'desire'.-The Buddha continues
that desire exists through the condition of experience (uedana),
experience through the condition of contact (stimulus) p pa ria),^
contact through the condition of a sentient body ( n a m a ~ p a )a,
sentient body through the condition of consciousness (uzjfiiina),
and consciousness through the condition of a sentient body. He
1. D No. 15=T 1 NQ.13 (also T 14 by An Shih-Kao,T 26, No. 97 and T 52, a shorter
version by Shih-hu); S I1 2ff. =-T 99 sections 12, 14, 15 = SaMtiv;ida Na&ina
Samukta ed. Tripathi. Sanskrit fragments of the Mqhanidina S?ltra Tul-fan581,
865, 868.
2. T 26 and Shih-hu insert the condition 'six entrances' at this point. See below
p. 111.
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then summarises this sequence, from a sentient body to consciousness, from consciousness to a sentient body, from a sentient body
to contact, and so on down to ageing and dying, adding further
that from ageing and dying originate grief, lamentation. pain,
depression and misery. Thus we have the origination of this entire
mass of unhappiness.
The Buddha now adds some further elucidations. In what way
is it to be ascertained that ageing and dying exist through the
condition of birth? If there were no birth at all, in any way, of
anything or anywhere (examples of different kinds of sentient
beings are added), in the complete absence of birth, through the
cessation of birth, would ageing and dying be discerned? No.
Therefore, in this case, precisely this is the cause (hetu),the source
(nidiina), the origination (samudaya), the condition (patyaya) of
ageing and dying, namely birth.
If there were no existence of any description, as sensual
existence, imponderable existence or immaterial existence ('imponderable' refers to the existence of the higher gods, 'immaterial' to the higher entrances in which consciousness can exist in
meditation, those of the infinity of space, infinity of consciousness,
nothingness and neither perception nor non-perception), there
would likewise be no birth.'
If there were no attachment of any description, as attachment
to pleasure, attachment to opinion, attachment to virtue and vows
or attachment to the theory that there is a soul (iitman), there
would in the same way be no existence.'
Again, if there were no desire, to wit desire for sights, sounds,
scents, tastes, tangibles or principles (as mental objects) there
would be no a t t a ~ h m e n t . ~
If there were no experience at all, experience produced by
contact of the sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch or mind, there
would similarly be no d e ~ i r e . ~
At this point, before we come on to the elucidation of contact,
the sentient body and consciousness, there is a digression or
excursus on the question of desire, which brings in a further
sequence of conditions and leads to the description of desire as
1. This sentence is not in the Chinese versions.
2. Not in the Chinese. But AK B h w a see p. 307 on attachment.
3. T 26 has instead happy, unhappy and neither.
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desire for pleasure, existence or non-existence, which we had met
before. It will perhaps make the exposition clearer, however, if we
complete the original sequence first.
If there were no contact at all, contact of the sight, hearing,
smell, taste, touch or mind, there would be no experience.
The elucidation of the term 'sentient body' requires first the
study of the question of its composition, as a compound of matter
(*pa) plus sentience (ncima). By whatever features (cikara, 'peculiarity'), characteristics (Zuiga), signs (nzmitta) or summarised
descriptions (uddeia) there is a concept (jwajfiapti,'making known_',
see on this the article 'The Concept of a Concept') of the body
of sentience (ncimakciya), in the absence of these features, characteristics, signs and summarised descriptions, there would be no
contact (union) of the designation (adhivacana) with the body of
matter (riipakciya). By whatever features, character&ics, signs and
summarised descriptions there is a concept of the body of matter,
in the absence of these there would be no contact of resistance
(p-atigha) in (of, with) the body of sentience. In the absence of
those features, characteristics, signs and summarised descriptions
by which there is a concept of both the body of sentience and the
body of matter there would be neither contact of the designation
nor contact of resistance. In the absence of those features,
characteristics, signs and summarised descriptions by which there
is a concept of a sentient body there would, therefore, be no
contact [Q.E.D.]. 'Sentience' = organisation, intelligibility, language.
If consciousness did not descend into the mother's womb there
would be no formation ('coagulation', sum-nzurcch) of a sentlent
body in the mother's womb.' Or if, after descending into the womb
c~nsciousnesswere to pass away, the sentient body would not be
produced for this world. Or if the consciousness of a boy or girl
were cut off while still young there would be no increase, growth
or consolidation of the sentient body.
On the other hand if consciousness did not obtain a resting
place in a sentient body there would be no production of the
origination of birth, ageing, dying and pain in future. Consequently a sentient body is the cause, source, origination, condition
of consciousness.
This part of the argument concludes: 'To this extent, k a n d a ,
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one may be born, grow old, die, pass away, be reborn (transmigrate), to this extent there is a way for designation (adhivacana),
a way for language, a way for concepts (pajfiapti), to this extent
there is scope for understanding, to this extent the cycle (of the
universe) revolves for the discernment of 'this world' (itthatva),
namely (to the extent that there is) the sentient body with
consciousness.'
Let us now return to the excursus in connection with desire.
This begins: 'Desire conditioned by experience, searching
(Palye~anrZ)conditioned by desire, gain (kibha) conditioned by
searching, decision (vinzicaya) conditioned by gain, will (chandm)
and passion ( r e a ) conditioned by decision, coveting (adhyavasrZna)
conditioned by will and passion, possessing (parigraha) conditioned by coveting, selfishness (mZtsarya) conditioned by possessing, guarding (Zraka) conditioned by selfishness: in the affair of
guarding many evil, bad principles are produced, resorting to
force, resorting to the sword, quarrelling, strife, disputes, insults,
malice and falsehood. These are then traced back again: in the
complete absence of guarding there would be no resorting to force
and the other bad principles, in the complete absence of selfishness there would be no guarding, in the complete absence of
possessing there would be no selfishness, and so on down to in the
complete absence of searching there would be n o gain, in the
complete absence of desire, to wit desire for pleasure, desire for
existence, desire for non-existence, there would be no searching.'
The excursus concludes: 'Thus, ~ n a n d a ,these two principles
(according to the Sthaviravada commentary desire as the basis of
the cycle of transmigration, and conventional desire, presumably
desire as condition for attachment and as condition for searching
respectively) by being a pair (similar) come together as one
through experience.'
The main sequence here, from ageing and dying having birth
as condition (or from grief, etc., having ageing and dying as
condition) to contact having a sentient body as condition and the
reciprocal conditionality of a sentient body and consciousness, is
clearly a description of the process of transmigration (or rebirth).
Certainly it was so understood by all the schools of Buddhism. The
1. An Shih-kao has the first two kinds of desire, the other Chinese versions omit
all three (Taisho Vol. I p. 243a, lines 19-20). cf. AK B h y a p. 286.
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unhappiness met with in life, typified by ageing and dying,
has birth (i.e. rebirth) as its indispensable condition, and this in
turn depends on (previous) existence. It was the desire which
operated in the preceding life which served as condition for
attachment and' this as condition for (continuing) existence, the
last as condition for rebirth, i.e. the birth into the present life. As
to the basis of that desire, the conditions for it in turn, this was
ultimately the sentient body with consciousness of that life, serving
as a basis through the contact of its six senses (the five senses plus
the mind) and experience, the immediate condition for desire.
The other sequence from desire is secondary and is generally
ignopd in later discussions. It evidently shows desire as the basis
not of transmigration but of immediate bad results in the same life:
the use of force, malice, falsehood, etc.
The various elucidations of the terms in the sequence raise
some further points of interest. Attachment to pleasure is simple
enough as a condition for continuing existence, but attachment
to opinions or to virtue and vows is less obvious. Presumably the
wish to continue performing the duties and rituals of 'virtue' and
'vows' is a sufficient condition (the commentarial explanation
relates these to the Brahmanical religion and to asceticism). Any
kind of false opinion leads to wrong actions, or at least to absence
of right actions, and consequently to continued existence and
transmigration. The belief that one has a soul is simply one of
these false opinions, but it is often stressed in the Buddha's
teaching as one particularly hard to eradicate, particularly dear to
living beings, and held by most other schools of thought. In fact,
this particular belief is even in modern times so strong that some
scholars working in the field of Buddhist studies have been unable,
or most unwilling, to believe that the Buddha rejected it (since
they found his teaching otherwise congenial, or else because they
could not believe that any successful religion could have rejected
it). As a good deal of uncertainty has been spread by these scholars
it will be worth while later in this chapter to review some of the
TripitiJlatexts bearing on the question of a 'soul'. At the same time
it will be desirable to collect information on the process of
transmigration, on what, if anything, transmigrates, since it is
sometimes supposed that there could be no transmigration without a permanent entity, a soul, to transmigrate. For the time being
we can point out that the present text, referring to 'attachment to
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the theory that there is a soul' as a condition to be eliminated,
sufficiently demonstrates that the Buddha rejected this theory.
The discussion on the sentient body is a difficult one, especially
as it brings in a number of technical terms of philosophy whose
meanings we are not absolutely certain of for the Buddha's period.
The drift of the argument seems to be that the 'body of matter'
is inert and has nothing like 'designation' or description inherent
in it, no ideas attached to it. On the other hand the 'body of
sentience' has no resistance (presumably physical resistance) in it.
Contact (stimulus) presupposes both resistance and designation
(identification, contact with something), therefore a sentient (or
living) body. 'Contact' = combination of sense-object, sense and
consciousness (M I 112). Perhaps 'stimulus' would be a better
equivalent. An inert body of matter would not register a contact.
An immaterial body of sentience would not have any contact to
register: an object would pass straight through it without producing any resistance, any stimulus.
Before we continue with the Ma&nidGna Siitra, which now
develops some other topics, it will be useful to add here some
gleanings on the sequence of conditioned origination from the
Sampkta. First a general formula for attending (manasi-k?; p-atiava-i& in the Sarviistiviida text) methodically (yoniSas) to conditioned origination is mentioned.' It gives the general form of a
statement of a condition: 'This being, this is. From the occurrence
(utpaa) of this, this occurs. (This not being, this is not. From the
cessation (nirodha) of this, this cea~es.~)'
(Of course the alternate
'thises' refer to two different principles.)
The most striking feature in the NidGna Samyukta discussions is
the addition of three more members to the main sequence.
Usually where the latter occurs we find next to 'experience exists
through the condition of contact' a new condition: 'Contact exists
through the condition of the six entrances (Gyatana)'. This is
followed by 'the six entrances exist through the condition of a
sentient body' and then 'a sentient body exists through the
condition of consciousness' as before. This new condition in fact
is little but an elucidation of 'contact'. The six entrances are the
1. S I1 65, T 99 section 12 No. 13. Triplthi 145, also 147,157,170 for what follows.
Yaijas='to the source'.
4. Not in the W t i v ; I d a versions (either Sanskrit or Chinese).
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senses, the five senses and the mind as sixth, just as we read in the
Mahinidcina Sfitra that if there were no contact at all, contact of
the sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch or mind, there would be no
experience. It may be suggested that this new link shows a later
development of the theory and that the Samyukta discussions are
later than those of the Dirgha. However, it would seem hard to
prove this, and still harder to discover whether the development,
if such it was, took place during the Buddha's lifetime or was
worked out afterwards. If the latter was the case we can at least
point out that the new condition (and the two others which follow
below) is found in the teaching of all schools of Buddhism, and
that it therefore presumably belongs to the earliest period, before
the schisms.
More important are the other two new conditions. After 'a
sentient body exists through the condition of consciousness' we
find instead of 'consciousness exists through the condition of a
sentient body' the new 'consciousness exists through the condition
of the forces (sa&zciras,plural)'. Finally we have 'the forces exist
through the condition of ignorance (avidyci)'. By way of elucidation of the two new conditions the Samyukta tells us:' 'There are
these three forces: the force of the body (i.e. physical force), the
force of speech, the force of thought.' Ignorance is lack of
knowledge of the Four Truths. We know from the last chapter that
ignorance produces wrong theory, wrong intention, wrong speech
(p. 102 above) and is the opposite of right theory, the first factor
of the way. The 'forces' now under discussion are all those actions,
or probably more strictly wrong actions, which lead to continuing
transmigration, to rebirth. The word might also be translated as
'preparations'.
It seems clear, and this is how these two conditions were
interpreted by all schools of Buddhism, that by taking the sequence beyond consciousness and the sentient body the Samyukta
has simply carried the process back again to a previous life. The
only condition for the existence of consciousness and a sentient
body, besides each acting as condition for the other, as stated in
the Dirgha, is previous existence, a previous life, of consciousness
and a sentient body, in which a living being performed certain
actions, exercised its 'forces'. These forces operating in the
1. S I1 p. 4, T 99 section 12 No. 16 , Tripi@i 158 f.
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previous existence produce rebirth, produce consciousness and a
sentient body in another existence, another life. There is one si2tra
in the Samyukta which suggests how 'forces' and ignorance were
added to the sequence successively,since it gives the sequence with
forces but omitting ignorance. It says': 'Following it (the eightfold
way) I (the Buddha) discovered ageing and dying and their
origination, cessation and the practice leading to that cessation.
Following it I discovered birth. . . . existence . . . consciousness and
its origination, etc. Following it I discovered the forces and their
origination, cessation and the practice leading to that cessation.'
The text ends there adding merely that the Buddha hai described
this way, the best life, to his followers. Ignorance is not mentioned,
and knowledge is only implied in the discovery of the sequence.
The possibility of connecting ignorance with the sequence as an
ultimate condition would easily suggest itself at this point, however,
and perhaps by tracing how the sequence was worked out in this
way we can understand it better.
The Samyukta text quoted for the elucidation of the terms
'forces' and 'ignorance' adds elucidations of 'sentience', 'matter'
and 'consciousness' not given in the Mahanidana Siitra. 'Sentience'
means experience (vedana),perception (samjr7.5), volition (cetami),
contact (sparia, i.e. 'stimulus') and attention (m~nasikcZra).~
'Matter' means the four elements (mahibhiita, 'great realities'; the four
are earth, water, heat and air) and matter which exists in dependence on (upZdGya) the four elements (this is explained in the
schools as meaning the five senses and matter as their five kinds
of object, together with certain other physical facts which we need
not consider here). The sentient body is sentience
matter.
'Consciousness' means the six 'bodies of consciousness (VijiEnduZyas)',
namely consciousness of sight, consciousness of hearing, consciousness of smell, consciousness of taste, consciousness of touch,
consciousness of mind.
These elucidations are clear and useful. The dependence of
consciousness on a material substrate, on a sentient body, is
emphasised here by stating that consciousness is comprehended
in consciousness of the six senses. The description of sentience is
very interesting.
1. S I1 p. 106, T 99 section 12 No. 5. Tripifhi 97 f. (but with all 12 conditions).
See also the text referred to p. 115 below.
2. The Chinese has instead the 4 groups other than matter.
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The siitra we referred to above as suggesting how 'forces' and
'ignorance' came to be added to the sequence has some further
points bearing on the sequence as given in the Dirgha. There is
an elucidation of the reciprocal conditionality of a sentient body
and consciousness which is not given in the MahCnidCna Sutra,
though it does occur in another Dirgha text, the MahCuadCna
Siitra.' In the latter text the Buddha recounts at length the early
life and enlightenment of a previous Buddha. This text in fact
seems to have formed the basis of the later legend of the Buddha,
of 'our' Buddha, on the assumption that all Buddhas lead very
similar lives. The legend we can consider in another chapter, what
interests us now being that the MahCuadCna Sutra leads up to
conditioned origination as the content of a Buddha's enlightenment, with one or two new points. First, a future Buddha is made
to seek enlightenment because he is dissatisfied with his experience in the world. He meets an old, afflicted man, a sick man and
a funeral procession, and says 'Fie upon birth, in as much as
ageing, disease and dying will be discerned in one who has been
born.' This adds disease to the unhappiness for which birth is a
condition. Seeking later the condition for birth this Buddha
becomes enlightened when through methodical attention he has
insight (abhisamaya), having understood: existence being, birth is.
From the condition of existence, birth is. The text runs through
the sequence up to the reciprocal conditionality of a sentient body
and consciousness in the same way. The Samyukta contains the
same expression 'through methodical attention he has insight,
having understood . . .', and both texts likewise have the following
statement:
'This consciousness turns back again to the sentient body. It
does not go further. To this extent one may be born, grow old,
die, pass away, be reborn, namely (to the extent that) consciousness exists though the condition of a sentient body, a sentient body
through the condition of consciousness, the six entrances through
the condition of a sentient body (this Dirgha Siitra as well as the
Samyukta text has the six entrances condition, but not forces and
ignorance). . . .'
This elucidation is merely another way of saying that there can
be no consciousness without a sentient body as a basis for it. The
1. D No. 14=T 1 No.l=Sarv;istiv;idaMduivadrIna (Waldrhmidt).
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fact that the same Samyukta text afterwards adds the forces as a
cbndition for consciousness, as we saw earlier, does not affect this
provided that we understand the relation of the forces to consciousness according to the usual interpretation.
Another Samyukta text' gives the sequence without ignorance as
a series of grounds (vastu) of knowledge (jfiana). In fact there are
four grounds for each member of the sequence: knowledge of the
condition itself, of its origination, of its cessation and of the
practice leading to its cessation, this last being the eightfold way.
The Sthaviravada text adds for each member of the sequence, each
condition, that this knowledge, when a pupil has it, is his 'knowledge about the principle (dhama)'. When he has seen, ascertained, attained 'timelessly' (producing immediate results or known
to be true regardless of time?), plumbed this principle he draws
a scheme (naya, 'plan') with reference to the past and the future.
Whatever Sramanas or brahmans have discovered the forces (or
whatever the principle, the condition, is), their origination, etc.,
in the past, or will discover the forces, etc., in the future, all of them
have discovered or will discover them to be just as I discover them
to be now. This is his 'knowledge about the inference (anvaya)'.
This text emphasises that the laws of nature, as we may call them,
discovered by the Buddha (and checked by his pupil) are always
true. The inference follows that whoever, whenever, discovers
them must find them to be the same.

The Four 'Foods'
Several of the Sam~uktatexts on conditioned origination bring in
another kind of causal relation, that of four kinds of 'food' (ZhZra).
There is also a Dirgha text2 which says: 'All beings (sattvas) persist
through food; all beings persist through the forces.' Only the first
kind of food is food in the literal sense of what creatures eat. The
second is 'contact' (sparia, 'stimulus'). The third is volition of the
mind. The fourth is consciousness. Through these beings persist
and are enabled to be produced (to be reborn). The source, the
origination, of these four foods, however, is desire. From this we
1. S I1 56 ff., T 99 section 14 No. 15
2. D 111 211 (in T 1 No. 9).
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are led through the sequence desire, experience and the rest down
to ignorance.'
Another text2 elucidates the four foods. Ordinary food is
connected with the passions of the five senses. Contact (stimulus)
is connected with experience. Volition of the mind is volition,
wishing, aspiring for something (e.g. to be out of extreme danger
and pain). It is connected with desire. Consciousness-food is
described as experience through the sentient body, the latter
being specially connected with consciousness. When ordinary food
is fully understood (panjrirZta) passion is fully understood. When
contact is fully understood experience is fully understood. When
volition of the mind is fully understood the three desires (presumably for pleasure, existence or nonexistence) are fully understood.
When consciousness-food is fully understood the sentient body is
fully understood.
Further,' if there is passion, pleasure, desire for ordinary'food,
then consciousness finds a resting place and grows there. Then
there is descent of a sentient body (into the womb), and as a result
increase of the forces (samskt2ras). Where there is increase of the
forces there will be production of rebirth (punarbhava) and so of
future birth, ageing, dying, grief and all kinds of unhappiness. It
is exactly the same if there are passion, pleasure, desire for the
other three kinds of food: consciousness will find a resting place
and grow, with the same results.

Is there

a Soul ?

'Who eats the consciousness-food?' asked oue of the monks4 when
the Buddha had spoken of 'beings' persisting and being reborn
through. the four foods. 'Not a sound question (kalya, 'sound',
'proper')', replied the Master, 'I do not say 'eats'. . . . If you were
to ask "of what" is the consciousness-food that would be a sound
question. The consciousness-food is the condition for the future
production of rebirth.'
In the same way the Buddha explains that it is not sound to ask
1. S I1 11 f., T 99 section 15 No. 9.
2. S I1 99 f., T 99 section 15 No. 11.
3. S I1 101, T 99 section 15 No. 12. The latter combines : 'If there is passion for
these four foods then consciousness...'
4. S I1 13, T 99 section 15 No. 10. cf. MPPS (Lamotte) p. 32.
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who touches, who desires, and so on. One may ask, however,
through what condition there is touch (contact, stimulus) or
desire.
Another question asked' is (only in the Sthaviravfida version)
'Of whom is there ageing and dying?' Again the question is
unsound, wrongly formulated. If you say that ageing and dying is
one thing but that this ageing and dying is 'of another thing (or
person) both expressions have the same meaning, only the
wording of the expressions is different. It is the same as in the case
of the two (false) opinions: (1) the life-principle biva: one
conception of the 'soul') is the same thing as the body (Sarira),
(2) the life-principle is one thing and the body is another thing.
With either of these opinions one cannot lead the best life. Not
going to either of these extremes (anta) the thus-gone teaches the
doctrine intermediately (by the mean, madhyena). It is the same if
the question refers to birth or any of the other conditions. This
conception of a mean between two extremes brings us to the
essence of the Buddha's understanding of the nature of the
universe. We met the same formulation of avoiding extremes and
going by the mean in the first teaching of the Buddha to the five
monks. There, however, the extremes are real, being indulgence
and asceticism, and the mean is the way to attain calm. Here the
extremes are non-existent, are false opinions (though attachment
to them still leads to wrong action and continued transmigration,
as opposed to the 'best life', i.e. the way, which is the mean in the
former sense). The universe is not like that. It is in fact more
complex, and the theory of conditioned origination is the true
explanation, the true description, of the life-processwhich the soul
theories were designed to explain. There will be more to say on
this question later, and we shall find Buddhist philosophers
returning to it again and again as the central point of their
doctrine as we trace the history of Buddhism in India.
In another text2 a brahman asks whether he who acts is the same
as he who experiences (the result), or whether one acts and
another experiences. The Buddha replies (in the Sarvastivfida
version that this is undetermined) that these are two extremes (the
Sarvfistivada specifies the eternalist and the annihilationist), which
1. S I1 60ff.
2. S I1 75f., T 99 section 12 No. 18. Tripathi 165-7
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he avoids, teaching a doctrine intermediately, in fact teaching the
sequence of conditioned origination.
Similarly a monk asks s%riputral whether each Condition in the
sequence is made by oneself, made by another, made by both
oneself and another, or lastly being without self-making or othermaking (but spontaneously (adh3a PED, causelessly) originated). He
is told that none of these four alternatives is correct, but that each
member of the sequence exists through the condition of the next
member. This method of stating four alternatives, all rejected as
false, is a standard method of argument in later Buddhist philosophy. Here the alternatives are simply rejected; later the actual
refutations are filled in, showing that each position is untenable,
that the opponent is in a 'tetralemma' (catt&oti). It is noteworthy
that this text like the Mahanidana takes the sequence only as far
as consciousness and the sentient body.
There are other variants on this theme in the Samyukta. This
body is not yours, nor is it another's. It should be seen as an old
action (karman) 'synthesised' ('accumulated', abhisaqkfla), willed
(abhisaiicetita),experienced? The Buddha is asked3whether unhap
piness is made by oneself, by another, by both, or by neither, being
spontaneous (or without a cause), and when he rejects all these
he is asked whether then unhappiness does not exist, or finally
whether he does not know or see unhappiness.
In this last text the Buddha gives some explanation of why he
rejects the alternati~es.~To
say that he who acts is the same as he
who experiences, that unhappiness is made by oneself, is to arrive
at eternalism (SZvatatva, that there is an eternal self or soul). To
say that one acts and another experiences, that unhappiness is
made by another, is to arrive at annihilationism (uccheda, that there
is a self, but it is annihilated at death). The true explanation, as
before, is the sequence of conditions. Yet another text5 reaffirms:
happiness and unhappiness are originated through conditions.
At this point we may return to the MahZnidZna SGtra, which after
discussing the sentient body and consciousness goes on to the
-

-

-

-

1. S I1 112ff.,T 99 section 12 No. 6. Tripfithi 107ff.
2. S II 64 f., T 99 section 12 No. 13. Tripsthi 144 f. (with slight variation).
3. S I1 19f.,T 99 section 12 No. 20.Tripathi 172 ff.
4. A Sanskrit version of this is found at Tripathi 166 (cf.'T99 section 12 No. 18).
5. S I1 38. T 99 section 14 No. 1.
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question of a self or soul.' The term used in the discussion is atman.
This word is basically a reflexive pronoun meaning 'himself,
'herself, 'oneself, 'myself, 'yourself, etc., according to the
context. In the genitive case it may mean 'my own', 'your own',
'his own', etc. It was also used, however, to refer to a conception
of an essential self in a person, in fact of a 'soul'. Some (but not
all) Brahmanical speculation in the Upani~adsuses the word citman
in this latter sense. Clearly the word cannot be satisfactorily
translated into English, since the English word 'self did not
develop such a meaning. It seems best to use 'soul' where the word
is used in that sense, as a noun, and 'himself, etc., where it is the
pronoun. In Brahmanical theories of a soul atman remained the
most usual term (the Jainas preferred ~ i v a ) .
The Buddha now reviews some of the theories of a soul (&man).
It has been considered as material or immaterial, as limited in size
or infinite. Some think it exists (only) in the present life (these
are the annihilationists, says the commentary), others fiat it
continues to exist in future (lives or existences: the eternalists), or
that even if it is not originally of a nature to exist in future
('immortal', as one would say in English), it can be made so (upakg, 'prepared'). Now how do they envisage (sum-anudyS, perhaps
'observe', i.e. think they make actual observation of it, not merely
conceive it) a soul? Some envisage (or observe) it as experience
(vedanci): my soul is experience, others as not experience, as 'not
experiencing.'
Now in the case that the soul is supposed to be experience it
should be stated whether it is happy, unhappy or neither (in a state
of equanimity), since experiences are of these three kinds. These
three cannot exist simultaneously on the same occasion (the soul
can be only one at a time). Moreover it is a fact that all these
experiences are impermanent (anitya), synthesised ( s a ~ k f l a'ac,
tivated', cf. sarpkcira, 'force'), originated through conditions,
having the principle.of becoming exhausted (disappearing), having the principle of cessation, etc. In that case one would have to
say when experiencing e.g. a happy experience 'this is my soul',
but when that experience ceases one would have to say 'my soul
has ceased to exist!' Thus this conception of a soul supposed to
1. T 1 No. 13 omits this and the remainder of the Szitm. We follow it in T 14,
T 26 No. 97 and T 52, as well as the Pali.
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be observed (envisaged) in the visible world leads to the conclusion that it is impermanent, a mixture of happiness and u n h a p
piness (i.e. a compound, not an ultimate entity), having the
principle of production and cessation, which is not satisfactory. (It
may be noted here that this critique bears on the Brahmanical
doctrine, afterwards maintained by the Vedanta school, that the
soul is pure joy or happiness.)
On the other hand if the soul is envisaged as not experience,
not experiencing, one would ask: where experience is completely
nonexistent, would there be the thought 'I am'? Surely not, so that
the other alternative also is unsatisfactory. Even if the soul is
described, not as being experience, but as having experiences,
then if the experiences absolutely ceased would there be the
thought 'I am this'?
The Buddha then continues: 'Since, h a n d a , a monk (i.e. one
whose understanding is sound) does not envisage a soul as
experience, nor a soul having no experience, nor a soul as having
experiences and of the principle of having experiences, he is not
attached to anything in the world. Not being attached he does not
long for (desire) anything, and so he individually (personally, with
reference to himself: pratyGtmam) attains extinction. He understands that birth is exhausted, the best life has been properly lived,
the business has been done, afterwards there will be no more of
this world.
'If anyone should say, h a n d a , with reference to a monk whose
thoughts are thus freed: "The thus-gone exists after death" is his
opinion, that would be unsound. If instead: "The thus-gbe does
not exist after death", that would be unsound. If instead: "The
thus-gone both exists and does not exist after death," that would
be unsound. If instead: "The thus-gone neither exists nor does not
exist after death", that would be unsound. Why? As far as there
is designation, as far as there is a way for designation; as far as there
is language, as far as there is a way for language; as far as there
is concept, as far as there is a way for concepts; as far as there is
understanding, as far as there is scope for understanding; as far
as there is the cycle (of the universe), as far as the cycle revolves;
having ascertained (abhijria) that, a monk is freed. If anyone
should say: "A monk having ascertained that and being freed does
not know, does not see", that is his opinion, it would be unsound.'
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There are several points to discuss here. In the first place in
regard to the various conceptions of the soul the Buddha's
position would appear to be that any conception giving the soul
certain properties, such as experience or happiness, is redundant,
since the properties themselves are principles synthesised, iinpermanew, originated through conditions, but nevertheless adequate
to account for the observed facts. No permanent, eternal, soul can
possibly be demonstrated to exist through the changing principles
of the universe. Thus a soul as a substrate bearing changing
principles is redundant; a soul having the same nature as these
principles is not only redundant but cannot be eternal. Finally a
soul not having any identifiable properties (as e.g. experience) is
as nothing, could not be the basis of the idea of a self, a subject,
of the thought 'I am'.
In connection G t h this point, illustrated by the suggestion that
the soul is or has experience, we may refer to another siitra,' where
the Buddha notes a wider range of theories of a soul. He there
says: 'Those Sramanas and brahmans who in many ways envisage
a soul all do so by envisaging the five attachment groups or one
of them. Which five? In this connection, monks, an uneducated
ordinary person . . . envisages matter as a soul, or a soul as
possessing matter, or matter in a soul, or a soul in matter. Or he
envisages experience, perception, the forces, or consciousness as
a soul, possessed by a soul, in a soul, or a soul in them. Envisaging2
this he gets the thought "I am". Being ignorant he thinks this, or
"I am this", or "I shall be", or "I shall not be", or "I shall be
material", or "I shall be immaterial", or "I shall be having
perception (samjfiin)", or "I shall be without perception", or "I
shall have neither perception nor non-perception". . . . But one
who is educated abandons ignorance and gets knowledge (science) . . . and does not have any of the.se thoughts. With this may
be compared also the Vinaya text translated in Chapter Three (p.
53 above). It seems clear enough that the Buddha rejects any
conception of a soul or essential self.
T o show further the actual arguments advanced by the Buddha
against the soul theories we may add a translation of part of the
dialogue between him and the wanderer Proghap5da in the
1. S 111 46f., T 99 section 2 No. 13 (Vol. I1 p. 11 b, Iff.).
2. The following only in the SthaviraMda version.
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LXrgha.' The discussion here is about meditation and how one
reaches the 'summit of perception'. Then Prosthapada raises the
question of a soul: 'Is perception the soul of a man, sir, or is
perception one thing, soul another?' The Buddha: 'What now,
Prosfhapftda, do you assume a soul?' 'I assume a gross soul, sir,
material, made of the four elements, feeding on solid food.' Yet
if your soul were gross, Prosthapada, material, made of the four
elements, feeding on solid food, in that case for you perception
would be one thing, soul another. Then on this assumption you
have to ascertain how perception can be one thing, soul another.
Just let this gross . . . soul be, Prosfiapada, for then a man's
perceptions occur as one thing but cease as another thing. . . .'
Then Prosthapada proposes to assume a 'mental soul' with perfect
faculties, complete in its faculties. The Buddha's objection remains
the same: perceptions would then occur as one thing but cease as
another. Lastly Prosthapada proposes an immaterial soul, 'consisting of perception.' The objection is still the same. The force of
the objection appears to be that on any of these theories percep
tion occurs as a faculty of the soul, or as the soul itself, but must
cease as simple perception (since the soul does not cease but
continues). Alternatively the meaning is, and our translation
should read: '. . . you have to ascertain how perception can be one
thing, soul another. . . for then a man's perceptions occur as
another thing (than soul) and cease as another thing (than soul)',
since the soul exists before and after the occurrence and cessation
of the perception. These different interpretations do not affect the
essential argument: if the soul is permanent or continuing it
cannot explain transient principles such as perception, nor can
these be used to prove its existence. The Sthaviravada Subcommentary (;liM) Linatthu@ukci.sini explains that the soul itself
would be without perception and unconscious (acetana). The
argument will be further elaborated and clarified by later Buddhist
philosophers.
Another point here is the question about the thus-gone (often
a title of the Buddha himself, here of a monk who is freed) after
death (or after final extinction). Does he exist, not exist, or both,
1. D No. 9 = T 1 No. 28. The Chinese (Vol. I, p. 110 c), however, omits part of
the argument, particularly the phrase 'perception (etc.) would be one thing,
soul another' each time it occurs.
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or neither? This is in form the tetralemma of which, we met an
instance earlier (whether a condition is made by oneself, another,
both, or neither). The interpretation of the Buddhist schools of
this tetralemma is that 'thus-gone' here means simply the 'being'
(sattva) assumed to be under discussion. As there is no continuing
being, which would be tantamount to a soul, the alternatives do
not apply, as in the case of a condition supposed to be made by
oneself, etc., which in fact occurs through the next member of the
sequence. There is no being, or 'thus-gone', which exists, or is
destroyed at death, etc. There is only the sequence of conditions,
the cycle of the universe so conditioned.'
On the subject of tetralemmas we should note another set of
four alternatives in the Samyukta text just quoted: is the supposed
soul matter (for example), or does it possess matter, or is it in
matter, or is matter in it? The first two possibilities are covered by
the discussion on whether the soul is experience, or has experience, in the MahrZnidrZna Siitra, given above. The other two
possibilities are clearly no better than the second, implying that
the soul is different from matter (or from experience, etc.), and
therefore cannot be proved to exist through properties of the
latter. This method of examining a theory was used by later
Buddhist philosophers and developed further. In effect it reduces
to a dilemma: is the soul the same as matter or different from it,
equivalent to the question mentioned near the beginning of this
section: is the life-principle Oiva, or soul) the same thing as the
body or is the life-principle one thing and the body another. For
the Buddha these alternatives are unreal, nonexistent. What exists
is conditioned origination. There are no permanent entities at all,
whether a soul as 'life-principle', 'being' or 'self, or matter,
experience, perception, forces or consciousness. The soul does not
exist at all as a separate entity; matter, etc., are impermanent.
To conclude this section on the question of a soul we may
return to the Saqyukta. In one siitra there2 the Buddha says to the
monks: An uneducated ordinary person may become indifferent,
dispassionate, freed, with respect to this body consisting of the four
1. S IV 384 (T 99 section 5 No. 4) says that the thusgone truly, really, does not
exist (upa-labh, passive) in the visible world (drgadharnur) (upa-hbh may,
especially later, mean 'be perceived', but still in the sense that 'not perceived'
implies definitely not there at all).
2. S II 94f., T 99 section 12 No. 7. Tripsfhi 115ff.
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elements, because it can be seen to grow and decay. . . . But as
to what is called 'thought', 'mind, 'consciousness', an uneducated
ordinary person is not able to become indifferent, dispassionate,
freed in that connection. Why? Because for a long time this has
been coveted, possessed, held on to: 'This is mine', 'I am this',
'This is myself (soul, &man)' . . . it would be better if he accepted
the body consisting of the four elements as himself (his soul), but
not thought. . . . The body endures for a number of years, but
thought, mind, consciousness, changes all the time. ('When it
arises it is one thing, when it ceases it is another.')

Consciousness
We have seen that consciousness cannot exist apart from a sentient
body, that it is simply consciousness of the senses ar of 'mind-', that
it 'feeds' on experience through the sentient body (which can be
fully understood by fully understanding consciousness), that 'consciousness-food', which evidently is merely consciousness itself, is
the condition for the future production of rebirth, and that being
impermanent, transient, it is anything but an eternal soul. After
rejecting the theories of a soul the MahCnidCna SZltra returns to
the subject of consciousness.
'There are these seven stations (sthitq of consciousness, k a n d a ,
and two entrances. Which seven? The first is those beings which
have a diversity of bodies and a diversity of perceptions, as human
beings, some gods and some unhappy spirits (the latter means
beings reborn as animals, demons, ghosts or in purgatory according to the Sthaviraada explanation). The second is those beings
which h'ave a diversity of bodies but a unity (similarity) of
perception, as the gods of Brahma's retinue ('having bodies like
Brahmfi's') produced by the first (meditation-commentary). The
third is those beings which have unity of body but a diversity of
perceptions, as the gods of the world of radiance. The fourth is
those beings which have unity of body and unity of perception, as
the gods of the lustrous (or !beautiful') world (who according to
the commentary enjoy the highest, unalloyed happiness, the sole
defect of which is that it is temporary, not eternal). The fifth is
those beings which have by completely transcending perceptions
of matter, by the extinction of perceptions of 'resistance' (frratigha)
and by being without attention to diversity of perceptions gone to
the entrance of infinity of space, thinking 'Space is infinite'. The
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sixth is those beings which have completely transcended the
entrance of infinity of space and gone to the entrance of infinity
of consciousness, thinking 'Consciousness is infinite'. The seventh
is those beings which have completely transcended the entrance
of infinity of consciousness and gone to the entrance of nothingness, thinking 'Nothing exists'. (All these stations can be attained
in meditation, the last three it seems only by meditation, having
no proper inhabitants or 'gods'. We are intended to note that the
range of consciousness of a human being in meditation goes far
beyond the entrances of the gods, all of whom, Brahmii included,
occupy a low position in the universe little better than that of
human beings and in certain respects worse.)
'(The two entrances, which are beyond consciousness but still
part of the cycle of the universe, are) The entrance of beings
having no perception and secondly the entrance of neither
perception nor non-perception.
'One should understand each of these nine . . . its origination,
its cessation, its enjoyment ('taste'), its disadvantage and its
liberation (i.e. liberation from it). However, it would not be sound
to be pleased with any of them. . . . Having known ('ascertained')
them and their origination, etc., in their true reality a monk has
become free (vimukta) through non-attachment (anupti&, adverbial, 'being without attachment'). Such a monk, h a n d a , is called
freed by understanding.'
By way of comment on this passage we may refer again to the
Samyukta.' 'That which one wills, determines, tends to do (anu-5,
have a latent tendency for, resulting from past experience), is a
support (dumbana) for a station(ing) of consciousness. When
there is a support, there is a resting place (prat6thi) of consciousness ('A support being, a resting place of consciousness is'). When
consciousness has rested there and grown, there is production of
rebirth in future . . . (and the resulting unhappiness . . .)'. Even
if only the tendency remains it will serve as a support, with the same
result, but if one 'neither wills nor determines nor tends to do
anything there will not be a support for a station of consciousness,
there will be no resting place and consequendy no future production of rebirth and unhappiness.
-

1. S I1 65f.,T 99 section 14 No. 19. See 'Objects'.
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In this way the process of transmigration continues. Transient
though consciousness is, it will continue to serve as a condition for
more consciousness as long as there is any tendency to do, much
more so any actual volition. Before it ceases it will have produced
a support, a station or resting place, for a further impulse of
consciousness, a different consciousness, and so on indefinitely,
through life after life (serving as condition for the production of
successive sentient bodies), until the tendency ends.

Impermanence
There have been several references above to the impermanence
of principles. In one of the first dialogues with the five monks when
he begins his teaching the Buddha asks whether matter and the
other groups are permanent or impermanent, and it is agreed that
all are impermanent (p. 53 above). In this chapter it has been
emphasised that consciousness is more impermanent than matter.
In a Sthaviraviida Sayukta text' it is said that each member of the
sequence of conditions is impermanent (anitya), synthesised
( s a v k f l a ) , originated through conditions, having the principle of
becoming exhausted (hayadhama) , having the principle of cessation. . . .
Since the five groups comprise all principles that exist, it seems
clear that all principles are impermanent. There is an interesting
text in the Sampkta, the fity5yan5vavtZda Siitra? which bears on
this question and links it to that of the nature of the universe as
corresponding to a mean position between extreme views which
have been put forward by other philosophers (see pp. 116 ff and
123 above).
fityiiyana asks the Master about right theory. The Buddha
explains: 'The majority of people have depended on the pair itis-ness (astit4 existence-ism) and it-is-not-ness (nktitii, nonnexistenee-ism, annihilationism). One who sees the origination of the
universe in its true reality, through right understanding, is unaware
of is-not-ness (annihilation, nonexistence of principles) with
,reference to the universe. One who sees the cessation of the
1. S I I 2 6 .

2. S I1 17, T 99 section 12 No. 19 . TripPFhi 167 ff. The Madhyamaka philosopher
N w u n a takes his stand on this text (MK XV 7) and his commentator
Candrakirti (fl. end of 6th century AD.) informs us that it occurs in the
recensions of the T?+pifahof a l l the schools of Buddhism.
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universe in its true reality, through right understanding, is upaware
of is-ness (existence of principles) with reference to the universe.
The majority of people have been bound by means ('by a basis',
upadhi, in the Sanskrit), by attachments (and by involvements).
Now, he who does not plan for (upaiti), get attached to (upadatte),
fix his attention on (adhiti~thati),means and attachments, on fixing
the attention of (adhisthcina) thought (cetasas), on the tendency
(anuiaya) to involvements (abhiniveia),thinking "I have a soulw,he does not doubt, he is not uncertain, that only unhappiness
occurs when there is (any) occurring (Sthaviravfida commentary:
i.e. that only the five attachment groups occur, that no being or
soul occurs), that only unhappiness ceases when there is (any)
ceasing. In this case he really has knowledge, he does not have it
through the condition of another's (he has direct personal
perception of it--commentary). To this extent, KiiFyana, there
is right theory.
'That all exists (samam astz] is one extreme, Kiityiiyana. That all
does not exist (saruam nistz] is the second extreme.' Not going to
either of these extremes the thus-gone teaches the doctrine by the
mean (by the intermediate way-Sanskrit version) : the forces exist
through the condition of ignorance, consciousness exists through
the condition of the forces, etc.; thus we have the origination of
this entire mass of unhappiness. But through the absolute cessation in dispassion of ignorance we have the cessation of the forces,
through the cessation of the forces the cessation of consciousness,
etc.; thus we have the cessation of this entire mass of unhappiness.'
This text is a difficult one, but when taken in the light of the
various aspects of the doctrine as set out in the texts already
considered its meaning seems clear. There are no permanent or
eternal principles in the world, or even principles which having
come into existence remain in existence. On the other hand there
is not a total absence of principles, or even the total destruction
of all principles one after another without leaving a trace of their
ever having existed. The real nature of the universe is that it
consists of temporary principles, which cease to exist, but not
without serving as coriditions for further temporary principles, not

1. These two sentences are missing in the Saw2stivada version (as read here the
first contradicts the view of that school). Candrakirti reads them without
saruam, i.e. 'That it exists' or simply 'Exists'.
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without continuity. As opposed to this continuity of transient parts
we have the alternative extremes of the continuity of a permanent
entity, 'is-ness', and transient principles disappearing without. any
continuity, 'is-not-ness'. It is the shifting mass of transient principles which constitutes unhappiness, and that is all that there is,
all that occurs. There is just unhappiness itself, and no unhappy
beings or souls. The avoidance of the tendency to involvement, of
possessiveness implied by the idea of having a soul, hints at the
freedom to which right understanding leads through not being
pleased with any of the stations of consciousness, or entrances, and
not willing any more supports which could provide such stations.
Freedom
Having thus outlined the stations of consciousness, freedom
through non-attachment-freedom through understanding, the
next, and last, part of the MahZnidZna Siitra further elaborates the
subject of freedom.
'There are these eight freedoms (vimoba), h a n d a . Which
eight? The first is that being (oneself) material (or at the material
level of consciousness) one sees material objects (this is the simple
contemplation of some material object in order to compose the
mind). The second is that having internally perception of the
immaterial one sees, externally, material objects. The third is when
one has become intent on only the thought "It is lustrous (or
'beautiful', Subha)".' The fourth is when by completely transcending perceptions of matter, by the extinction of perceptions of
resistance and by being without attention to diversity of percep
tions one enters and remains in the entrance of infinity of space,
thinking "Space is infinite". The fifth is when having completely
transcended the entrance of infinity of space one enters and
remains in the entrance of infinity of consciousness, thinking
"Consciousness is infinite". The sixth is when having completely
transcended the entrance of infinity of consciousness one enters
and remains in the entrance of nothingness, thinking "Nothing
existsn. The seventh is when having completely transcended the
entrance of nothingness one enters and remains in the entrance
of neither perception nor non-perception. The eighth is when
1. This may be explained through the 'freeing of thought by benevolence' (p. 95
above). cf. Ps II 39.
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having completely transcended the entrance of neither perception
nor non-perception one enters and remains in the cessation of
perception and experience. These, L a n d a , are the eightfreedoms.
'Since, h a n d a , a (trained) monk attains these eight freedoms
in the normal order, also in reverse order and in both orders
alternately, and attains and comes out from them wherever he
wishes, whichever he wishes and as long as he wishes, and enters
and remains in them after himself having ascertained and experienced uninfluenced freedom of thought (cetas),freedom through
understanding, even
the visible world, through the exhaustion
of the influences, h e is called a monk who is freed from both
aspects (from his body of matter and from his body of sentienceSthaviravada commentary). There is no other freedom from both
aspects which is higher than or superior to this freedom from both
aspects.
The Samyukta texts add a few more points to the account of
freedom given here and in various passages quoted earlier. The
statement that if its condition is absent a principle does not exist
is variously elaborated. We have met more than once the expression 'absolute (aiesa) cessation in dispassion', among others, for
the rejection of a condition, for getting free from it. An addition
to the descriptions given so far is found in a Sam~uktatext' which
speaks of a monk who through indifference, through dispassion,
through cessation, has become free through non-attachment. It
adds that it would be proper to say of him that he had attained
extinction (nimana) in the visible world (drnbadhanna). In another
Sthaviravada text2 it is asked through what sort of freedom
(vimoba) one understands that birth is exhausted and that afterwards there will be no more of this world, and answered that it
is through freedom internally (adhyiitmam), through the exhaustion of all attachment, so that there will be no flowing in of the
influences.
From the last part of the MahrZnidiina SGtra and from the
discussion of the factors of enlightenment in the preceding
chapter we see that a monk could attain enlightenment and
extinction in this world, in this life, and then spend his time in
1. S I1 18, T 99 section 15 No. 1.
2. S I1 53f.
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the freedoms, or in the various factors of enlightenment. He
continues to live in the world, bu'r is completely without attachment to anything.

Experience
The Samjukta texts on conditioned origination further emphasise
the point that all this theory, and the attainment of freedom, are
to be directly experienced by the monk. This of course has been
discussed in the previous chapter, particularly under right theory
as factor of the way: the truths are to be understood in their true
reality, to be in effect actually discovered for himself by each
person following the way. He has before merely heard of the
truths; now he really knows them by verifying them for himself.
From the point of view of the present chapter we have found that
a monk must ascertain for himself the facts set out under the
heading of conditioned origination, then he can be said to know
them and see them.
A monk should thoroughly investigate (pari-man desiderative)
the (many kinds of) unhappiness in the world, and how they are
conditioned or caused, likewise how they may cease. In the same
way he should thoroughly investigate all the other members of the
sequence of conditioned origination.' In the light of the knowledge he thus gains he should become not attached to anything in
the world, not synthesising (abhi-sum-ky, i.e. not synthesising new
conditions for himself), not willing (abhi-sum-cit causative=use
one's volition). As a result of this he desires nothing and so he
personally (individually) attains extinction and knows that afterwards there will be no more of this world.
More emphatic is the text2which says that apart from (without)
confidence (i.e. in what someone has said) or liking or tradition
(ariuSrcNa) or reflection on features (Ckira, as superficial reasons)
or approving after considering (nidhyCn&antg one's (mere) opinion a monk has personal knowledge of the conditions and of
e,xtinction, which is cessation of existence.
Various attainments are mentioned from time to time in the
Tripi.itakaas accomplishments of the Buddha, of monks, or of other
Sramanas. In essence they. $11 seem to arise from different medita1. S I1 81f., T 99 section 12 No. 10. Tripsthi 127 ff.
2. S I1 115 ff., T 99 section 14 No. 9. See further CIP p. 47.
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tion exercises, including the claims of mysterious psychic powers
such as the ability to project one's thought anywhere in the
material world, and even to project a mind-made body visible to
other people. A Samyukta text,' however, dismisses all such attainments, including even those corresponding, it seems, to two of the
'three sciences' acquired by the Buddha at his enlightenment
(recollection of his former lives and understanding, direct knowledge, of the transmigration of beings according to their actions),
with the single exception of becoming freed by understanding
(paj5Evzmukta). This is explained as meaning that first there is
knowledge of the stations (sthiti) of principles and afterwards
knowledge with reference to extinction. (All principles, like
consciousness, which of course is one of them, have their 'stations',
i.e. their places in sequences of conditions.) It is further elucidated
by discussion of the five groups and their impermanence, etc., and
of the sequence of conditioned origination. Another text2 defines
knowledge of the stations of principles directly in relation to
conditioned origination, in that the absence of its condition results
in the non-existence of a principle, and this knowledge of principles as having the principle of exhaustion, cessation, etc., is
knowledge of their stations.

Knowledge of Objective Facts
The monk must experience the true reality of the universe for
himself in order to attain freedom: it is not enough just to take
even the Buddha's statements on trust, just to learn the doctrine.
From this position made clear above it is but a short step to
which states
another Samyukta text on conditioned ~rigination,~
that each principle in the sequence is the condition for the next
whether there are occurrences of thus-gones (i.e. enlightened
ones, Buddhas, to teach conditioned origination) or not. 'This
base (dhatu, the Sthaviravfida commentary says this refers to the
particular condition, the own-being-svabhavaiof the condition,
under discussion, such as birth as the condition for ageing and
dying) is established (sthita), there is a station for principles
(dhamsthititcZ, the fact of there being a station, or stations, for
1. S I1 121 f., T 99 section 14 No. 5.
2. S I1 60 , T 99 section 14 No. 16.
3. S II 25 ff., T 99 section 12 No. 14. Tripathi 148 f.
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principles), there is a regularity of principles (dhamzaniyamatE),
there is specific conditionality (zdampratyayatii). This a thus-gone
attains enlightenment about. . . and teaches . . . opens, analyses,
makes easily understood; and you should see it.' Again '(e.g.) The
forces exist through the condition of ignorance: thus, monks, that,
which in this connection is truth (tathata, 'thus-ness'-Pali and
Mahauyutpatti, 1709, variants are satyatii and yathatatha), not
untruth (auitathata), not otherwise (ananyathata), specific conditionality, is called conditioned origination (pratityasamutpcida).'
We may mention finally a text' in this collection where the Buddha
praises kriputra for having well penetrated (comprehended) the
'base of principles (dhamzadhcitu).' Here we translate the term
dhatu as 'base' as above, this being the nearest equivalent, but the
original term means a base in the'sense of something having an
original nature, an ultimate reality. The dharmadh6tu here is
therefore the reality of principles, the real nature of principles,
and the Sthaviravada commentary2 explains it as their conditioned
nature, their nature of being evolved through a particular condition.
The nature of the universe, therefore, about which the Buddha
teaches his doctrine, is taken in the Tripitaka as something
objectively real. It is there to be discovered by anyone who can
discover it, and whoever discovers it must make the same discovery,
namely of facts of causality or conditionality. These facts of
conditionality, these natural laws, moreover, are universal and
apparently immutable, though everything that exists is impermanent, constantly changing. They are so wkiether Buddhas appear
in the ,universe or not, and, as we saw earlier in this chapter
(p. 115),the Buddha believed that whenever Sramanas or brahmans
discovered the conditions they must find them to be the same.
Did the Buddha Claim Omniscience?

Most schools of Buddhism have held that the Buddha was omniscient, that he literally was aware of everything that had ever taken
place, was at present happening, or would happen i n the future.
Since other Sramanashad made this claim, or had it made for them,
1. S I1 56, T 99 section 14 No. 3.
2. Sciratthappakrisini, ed. Piyatissa, Colombo , 1927 (Hewavitarne Bequest Series),
Part I1 p. 50.
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it was perhaps natural that Buddhists should wish to set their
teacher at least as high as anyone had suggested it was possible to
get. However, the Tripitaka preserves express repudiations of such
a claim by the Buddha. In one siitra' h a n d a ridicules those who
claimed omniscience as follows.
Suppose we have a teacher who knows everything, sees everything, 'admits' to having complete (without remainder, absolute)
knowledge and vision, in that whatever he is doing, whether awake
or asleep, his knowledge and vision is constantly and continually
'set up'. He goes to a house for alms (being a Sramana, begging
for his food) but gets nothing and is instead bitten by a dog, or
he gets chased by a fierce elephant or a bull. He asks people their
names, and the way to the village or town. If you ask him how this
could be, he replies that it had to happen, he was destined to be
bitten, chased, etc. (this siitra is in fact aimed principally at the
&ivakas, who claimed omniscience for their sages, particularly for
Goiala). Lands remarks that a discerning person will not be
impressed by such a teacher, will not be encouraged to follow his
version of the 'best life'.
h a n d a then describes his own teacher, the thus-gone, the
Buddha who has himself ascertained, observed and made known
this universe, etc. What he teaches is the way leading to acquisition ,
of the 'three sciences', recollection of his former existences,
understanding of the transmigration of 'beings' according to their
actions, knowledge of the exhaustion of the influences. These are
the content of the Buddha's enlightenment, as we saw in Chapter
Three.
In another siitra2 the Jaina leader (Mahavira, in the Tripitaka
known as Jfiataputra), who also claims omniscience, is described
as answering irrelevantly, changing the subject and getting annoyed and angry when asked questions about the origin of things.
The Madhyama also contains a siitrd in which there is a
discussion as to whether the Buddha regards omniscience as
impossible, where he is given as saying that it is impossibie that
one should know and see everything 'at once'. Here omniscience
1. Sthavirafida version M No. 76.
2. M No. 79,T 26 No. 208.
3. M No. 90 , T 26 No. 212.
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as such is not repudiated, but the Sthaviravada recensibn of the
Madhyama presewes a sfitra' which is quite categorical. To quote
the Buddha as claiming to know and see everything, to have
complete knowledge and vision, is to misrepresent him, to slander
him with a falsehood. What then does he claim? Simply that he
has the 'three sciences'. This siitra has not been traced in any other
recension of the Tripitaka and would be excluded from consideration by our general rule. It cannot be said, however, that the
denial of the omniscience of the Buddha was a doctrine peculiar
to the Sthaviravada school, for that school has on the contrary
strongly urged that he was omniscient, even in texts included in
its Trifitaka and peculiar to it.2Instead we ought probably to admit
this siitra as an authentic part of the earliest Tripitaka, but likely
to have been suppressed by most Buddhists'of later times as
offensive to their traditions of the greatness of their teacher. The
repudiation of omniscience and the statement that being a Buddha
means having discovered, ascertained, the three sciences, would
seem to harmonise much better with the doctrine as we have found
it so far, and with the description of the enlightenment we have
found in the earliest texts, than a claim to know and see all things.
In this connection there has been among modern students of
Buddhism a certain amount of discussion about the Buddha's
doctrine of a mean, rejecting various extremes. In a number of
texts in the Tripitaka the Buddha simply sets aside certain questions, gives no direct answer, and offers instead his own doctrine.
Some moderns have rushed in to say that either the Buddha knew
the 'answers' to the questions, but thought it well to withhold them
from his followers, or he simply did not know the 'answers'.
These questions have been covered in part in our study of
'causation', but some still remain. We saw when discussing impermanence (pp. 126 ff. above) that the following questions had been
raised, and variously answered by different schools of thought.
Does the universe 'exist'? Does it 'not exist'? (Or does all exist,
or not exist?) Here the solution most obviously was that the
Buddha could not answer 'yes' or 'no' to either alternative, not
becahse he did not know which was correct, or withheld the
1. M No. 71.
2. e.g. Ps I 131 ff.
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answer, but because according to his 'science' it would be false to
say categorically that the universe, or everything in it (all principles), existed or that it did not exist. These answers, for him, or
for India in his day, meant that the universe, or more accurately
its constituents, was either permanent, that its principles were
eternal entities; or alternatively that it, or they, did not effectively
exist since they vanished without trace. He rejected both extremes
as false, and because such questions, formulated in this way, were
misleading: to ask whether a principle exists, implying as answer
either that it does or that it does not, sidetracks the enquiry from
the proper line of advance 'by the mean' into the study of
conditioned origination. Principles do not categorically exist, they
are impermanent, or in a sense (impermanently) they exist and
in a sense they d o not exist (having ceased to exist).
In that discussion we referred back to some other similar
questions. Does the thus-gone exist after death3 Or not? Or both
exist and not exist? Or neither? Again the correct interpretation
of this appears to be that such an enquiry is misleading. There is
n o being, such as a thus-gone, who could either exist or cease to
exist. There is only the sequence of conditions, which may occur
or cease according to the laws discovered by the Buddha. It is the
same when the questions are about the supposed relation of a soul,
or life-principle, to matter, to a body. There is no soul. . . . Of
whom is there old ageing and dying?Another unsound question. Is
it the same person who does an action and (later) experiences its
result? Or is it a different person? These also are two extremes.
There is no 'person'. In a sense the former agent and the later
patient might be regarded as one individual, but the continuity is
only that of a sequence of impermanent mental and other events,
hence it will be better not to hypostatise the sequence as an entity,
as if there were something that had not changed. Is a given
condition made by oneself, or by another, or by both or neither
(without a cause)? All four alternatives are incorrect. The condition exists through its own condition (the preceding member of
the sequence).
Having looked at these examples we are in a position to
examine other groups of questions to which the Buddha had no
categorical answer. In the dialogue with Proslhapiidal quoted
1. D No. 9. T 1 No. 28.
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above the discussion goes on from the question of a soul to that
of the universe. Prosthapada asks: 'Is the universe eternal (ScZSvata)?
Is only this true, the alternative false?' The Buddha replies: 'It is
undetermined (avycZkyta) by me whether the universe is eternal.'
Prosthapada then asks: 'But then, sir, is the universe non-eternal?'
The Buddha again replies that this is undetermined by him.
Prosthapada further asks whether the universe is finite or infinite,
whether the life-principle is the same as the body or different from
it, whether the thus-gone exists after death or not or both or
neither. The Buddha gives similar replies. Prosthapada continues:
'Why, sir, is it undetermined by the Master?' The Buddha says:
'Prosthapada, this is not connected with welfare, not connected
with the doctrine, is not the beginning of the best life, does not
lead to indifference, dispassion, cessation, calm, certainty, enlightenment, extinction. Therefore I have not determined it.'-'But
what, sir, has been determined by the Master?'-'I have determined: This is unhappiness; this is the origination of unhappiness;
this is the cessation of unhappiness; this is the way going to the
cessation of unhappiness.'
Thus the Buddha rejects ten extreme views as irrelevant to the
business in hand, which requires instead the study of the Four
Truths. Since Prosthapfida has just been represented as unable to
understand the problem of perception and the 'soul', it is perhaps
not surprising that the Buddha should not here go into the other
questions (for which he has been taxed with ignorance). As we
have seen, he had a very definite and comprehensible position in
regard to at least the questions about an alleged 'soul', lifeprinciple, being, thus-gone (as a being, an entity), and the like.
This accounts for six of Prosthapiida's questions. We are left with
the problem of the universe. The question whether the universe
is infinite or finite in space and time appears to be still open at
the time of writing, and one wonders whether it will ever be
capable of solution. Kant thought not, and set up the finiteness
and infinity of the universe in time and space as a pair of
'antinomies' of pure reason. Either view, he thought (and demonstrated), could be 'proved' by argument, consequently the
reason itself is in need of more critical investigation. W a s the
Buddha, who seems to have been prepared to solve the other three
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antinomies of Kant,' unable to solve this one or unwilling to study
it? Did he simply admit that this lay beyond our knowledge?
As a provisional solution we may note that the Sthaviravada
commentary says that Prosthapada asked these questions about the
universe 'in connection with' the soul, the subject of his former
problem. In other words, wishing to discuss whether the soul, in
which he believed, but which the Buddha rejected, was eternal and
infinite, he brought up the question of whether the universe has
such a nature. We might provisionally conclude from this that a
'universe' (hka, or 'world', the Upanisadic brahman?) as an entity
having permanence, or ceasing (whether in time or in space), was
to the Buddha as much a fiction as a soul, a permanent 'being',
or a being lasting some time and then suddenly cut off at death.
Is the proper answer: there is no universe, continuing in space or
time, nor is there a total destruction of the universe, without trace?
Does the question simply reduce to that of 'it-isness' versus 'it-isnot-ness'? If so, the full solution is: there is no continuing (infinite)
or totally destroyed (finite) universe, there is no such entity, there
is only the sequence of conditioned origination.
There are however other siitras bearing on this problem. In one
a wanderer of the Vatsa clan asks the Buddha2 the same ten
questions as Prosthapada, to each of which the Master replies 'I
am not of that opinion ( d ~ i i ) .At
' the end the Vatsa asks the
Buddha what disadvantage he sees in these opinions, that he avoids
them completely. He is told that they are all wildernesses, 'connections' (samjojana, the term is practically synonymous with others
such as influences, attachments, obstacles, etc., meaning a connection with some such bad principle as passion, aversion, (false)
opinion, and the like), having unhappiness, remorse, misery and
lust and not leading to indifference, dispassion, etc., enlightenment, extinction. This is the disadvantage. The thus-gone does not
hold any opinion at all. Instead he has actually seen matter,
experience, perception, forces and consciousness and their origination and cessation. Thus by the exhaustion, cessation, etc., of all
1. Every composite substance in the world consists of parts. . . no composite thing
consists of parts, no simple substance exists : the Buddha would presumably
have accepted the former view ; causality according to the laws of niture, plus
a causality of freedom, he would surely have accepted; that there exists any
'absolutely necessary being' he denied.
2. M No. 72, T.99 section 34 No. 24.
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tendencies to the conceit of an ego or a 'mine' (soul, possession)
he is freed, without attachment.
The Vatsa then asks where a monk whose thoughts are thus
freed is reborn (or transmigrates, upa$ad). He is told 'is reborn'
does not apply (upa-i) to him. Nor does 'is not reborn', nor both
these, nor neither. He becomes 'unknowing', bewildered, whatever confidence he had in the Buddha disappears. The Buddha
uses the simile of a fire to make the attainment of extinction clear.
Just as a fire is kept alight through the condition of attachment
to firewood and grass and is extinguished in the absence of this,
so a thus-gone who might be 'declared' (described, conceived,
identified) through his matter, experience, perception, forces or
consciousness cannot be said to be reborn, or not, or both, or
neither, in the absence of these. Just as one could not say of the
fire where it had been 'reborn', so one could not say of the thusgone (after death) where he had been reborn. (The term 'extinguished' used of the fire is the same as that used for a person who
has attained extinction, though in this passage it is not applied to
the thus-gone.) Probably this argument is to be understood in the
light of our earlier discussions on the problem of the thus-gone.
It is interesting but does not apparently clarify the antinomies
about the universe in space and time.
For a further discussion of these we have to go to a celebrated
siitra in the Dirgha, the BrahmajrZla.' Here we find the Buddha
rejecting not merely ten but a scheme of sixty-two opinions (drstis)
all said to be held by some brahmans and Sramanas. Of these,
eighteen are theories about the past or the origin of the universe
or of a soul (held by the PiirurZnta-kalpakas, 'arrangers (imaginers)
of the former end'), forty-four are theories about the future or
final end of a soul (held by the aparEntaka&akas,'arrangers of the
after end'). It is said that all those who theorise about either the
origin or the end do so in one or other of these sixty-two ways.
Of the eighteen grounds (vastus) of the former group four are
those of the eternalists (S5SuataurZda), four those of some-thingseternalists (ekatyaEcZSvatika;-and some not eternal), four more
those that the universe is finite, infinite, both, or neither, four
more those of evasive agnostics, the last two those of the sponta1. D No. 1, T 1 No. 21 , Tibetan Weller, Asia Majm 1933.
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neously-originated-ists (adhytyasnmutpannikassome recensions seem1
to have read here ahetusamutpattikas, 'causeless-originationists'; the
meaning is the same). Of the latter group of forty-four grounds
thirty-two assume survival of a soul after death (sixteen that it has
perception, eight that it has no perception, eight that it neither
has nor has not perception), seven are views of annihilationists
(ucchedav~,--ofa soul at death) and five those of 'extinction' in
the visible world (dntadhamanin/Gnavada).
We notice in reading this sutra that the 'universe' and the 'soul'
are treated very much on the same level, in the same manner. It
is the assumption of the existence of either or both these which
leads to the assumption of one of the opinions. Is it then the
assumption of a 'universe', not the assumption of its infinity, etc.,
which is the basic mistake, as in the case of the 'soul'? Given a
permanent, enduring universe it might, seemingly it must, be
eternal or else be destroyed, extend to infinity in all or some
dimensions or not so extend. Given only sequences of conditions
in which there is nothing permanent, no permanent being, no
brahman, the problem does not arise, or at least not in such a crude
and futile form. The main purpose of the s3tra is to describe how
people think up the sixty-two opinions, not to discuss the opinions
themselves (again this implies their futility as false deductions from
premises already false, and the futility of talking about them). A
few extracts will perhaps make the Buddha's attitude clear.
The first three kinds of eternalist are those who to varying
degrees have acquired the science of recollecting their former
lives. Since they have this knowledge of their former existence for
a long period of time they conclude from it that they, i.e. their
souls (Gtman, or selves) and the universe have always existed, are
eternal, 'sterile', 'immovable as peaks', 'remaining firm as pillars',
that beings transmigrate eternally. The fourth kind are described
as logicians and metaphysicianswho have deduced by logic (tarka)
or concluded from their metaphysical investigations (mimrZmci)
that the soul and the universe are eternal (Chinese omits 'by
logic').
The first case of the some-things-eternal opinion arises as
follows in the course of the evolution of the universe: 'There is
1. Yaiomitra, Abhidhamukdavydthyci (ed. Wogihara) p. 449 ;from the SaMtivida
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an occasion, monks, when at some time or other, after a long time,
this universe (loka) dissolves (sum-uyt, or 'involves'). When the
universe is dissolved the majority of beings are dissolved in the
world of radiance (ZbhGsuara, one of the worlds of imponderable
matter, inhabited by gods). They remain there for a very long time,
made of mind, feeding on joy, self-luminous, living in the sky and
staying beautiful.
'There is an occasion, monks, when at some time or other, after
a long time, this universe evolves (vi-v?). When the universe is
evolving the brahma-mansion appears, empty. Then a certain
being, because his (previous) life is exhausted, or because his
merit is exhausted, passes away from his world-of-radiance body
and is reborn in the empty brahma-mansion. He remains there for
a very long time, made of mind, feeding on joy, self-luminous,
living in the sky and staying beautiful.
'Being alone there for a long time he feels uneasiness, loneliness and longing: ''If only other beings would come to this world!"
Then some other beings, because their lives are exhausted, or
because their merit is exhausted, pass away from their world-ofradiance bodies and are reborn in the brahma-mansion in association with that being. They too remain there for a very long time,
made of mind, feeding on joy, self-luminous, living in the sky and
staying beautiful.
'In this connection, monks, that being who has been reborn
first thinks he is God (Brahma): "I am God, Great God, the
Overlord, Unconquered, Seeing-universally,Wielding-power, Lord
(&~ra), Maker, Creator, Best, Ordainer, Master, Father of beings
who haxe been and will be. These beings have been created by me.
Why? Formerly 1thought: "If only other beings would come to this
world!" As soon as I formed this aspiration in my mind these
beings came to this world." Those beings who had been reborn
afterwards thought: "This gentleman must be God, Great God, the
Overlord, Unconquered, Seeing-universally,Wielding-power,Lord,
Maker, Creator, Best, Ordainer, Master, Father of beings who have
been and will be. We have been created by this gentlemen, by God.
Why? We saw him here reborn first, whilst we have been reborn
afterwards."
'In this connection, monks, the being who has been reborn first
is longer lived, more handsome and superior; whilst those who
have been reborn afterwards are shorter lived, less handsome and
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inferior. Now it is the case, monks, that a being passes away from
that body and comes to this world (our world of human beings),
and when he has come to this world he goes forth from home to
homelessness (i.e. becomes a Sramana, or a brahman seer). When
he has gone forth from home to homelessness, in consequence of
his ascetic energy, exertion, practice, diligence and right attention
he attains a concentration of thought of such a sort that in his
concentrated thought he recollects that former life, but he recollects nothing beyond (before) that. He says: "That gentleman,
God, Great God, the Overlord, Unconquered, Seeing-universally,
Wielding-power, Lord, Maker, Creator, Best, Ordainer, Master,
Father of beings who have been and will be, by whom we were
created; he is permanent, fixed, eternal, not having the principle
of change; he will remain there eternally, whilst we who were
created by God, we are impermanent, unstable, noneternal, shortlived, having the principle of passing away and coming here."
This is the first kind of some-things-eternalist(whose genesis we
have quoted at length partly because we shall have occasion to
refer to it later). The second and third kinds are also theologians,
but in their last existences, which is all they can recollect when they
have become ascetics like their colleague above, they belonged to
two different classes of gods. The second theologian had been a
god of the class Debauched by Frivolity. As a result of excessive
frivolity, laughter and love-making they lost their self-possession
and passed away. The theologian thought there were two classes
of gods, those Debauched by Frivolity and those who were not. The
latter retained their self-possession by avoiding excess and are
eternal, remain gods eternally. The former, like himself, are noneternal and have come to this (human) world. The third theologian had been a god of the class Debauched in Mind. These gods
thought about one another excessively, so that their thoughts
became debauched and their bodies and thoughts tired, and they
passed away. This theologian too thought there were two classes
of gods, those Debauched in Mind, like himself, and those who
were not. Again the latter, who did not think about each other too
much, avoided getting debauched and tired and were eternal as
gods. The former were non-eternal and had come to this world.
The fourth kind of some-things-eternalist is a logician or
metaphysician. His argument is: 'That which is called sight,
hearing, smell, taste and touch (body), that self (iitmcrn) is impr-
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manent, unstable, non-eternal, having the principle of change.
That which is called thought or mind or consciousness, however,
that self (Etman) is permanent, fixed, eternal, does not have the
principle of change and remains there eternally.'
Thus in each of the four cases some things are eternal and some
are not.
Those who hold that the universe is finite, infinite or both are
again ascetics, who attain three different types of concentration of
thought. The first in his concentration of thought has a perception
of the finite with reference to the universe; the second has similarly
a perception of the infinite. They conclude accordingly that the
universe is finite or infinite. The third has a perception of the finite
in the vertical dimension but a perception of the infinite horizontally, and concludes that the universe is both finite and infinite.
He who holds that the universe is neither finite nor inknite is
a logician or metaphysician who is simply said to assert, following
his own (unstated) deductions, that the theses of his three
colleagues are all false.
The first three kinds of agnostic do not understand what is good
and what is bad in their true reality, consequently they think that
to attempt to explain what is good or bad would arouse will,
passion, anger and aversion. These in turn would cause falsehood,
that would cause remorse, and that would be an obstacle (to the
best life). They differ only in that the first is deterred by fear of
and disgust at falsehood, the second by fear of attachment and the
third by fear of examination (being argued with). All three resort
to perpetual evasion: 'I do not say yes, I do not say it is true, I do
not say it is otherwise, I do not say it is not, I do not say it is not
not.'
The fourth agnostic is 'dull and extremely stupid'. He is quoted
as saying: 'If you ask me whether another world exists, if I thought
it did exist I would explain that to you. I do not say yes. I do not
say it is true. I do not say it is otherwise. I do not say it is not. I
do not say it is not not. If you ask me whether another world does
not exist . . . both . . . neither . . . whether beings transmigrate
. . . do not. . . both . . . neither. . . whether good and bad actions
have any fruit and result. . . do not. . . both . . . neither. . . whether
a thus-gone exists after death . . . does n o t . . . both . . . neither
. . . I do not say it is not not'.
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The first of the two kinds of spontaneous-originationists has in
a former existence been a being having no perception (a kind of
god). These gods pass away as soon as any perception occurs in
them. If one of them, reborn in this world and become an ascetic,
acquires the concentration of thought in which he can recollect
his former existence, it seems to him that he originated spontaneously with that first perception which ended it. He concludes his
soul originated spontaneously, and that the universe likewise
originated spontaneously. Why? 'Formerly I was not. After not
being I have now been changed to beingness.' The second
spontaneous-originationist arrives at the same conclusion through
logic and metaphysics.
Such are the eighteen grounds of the 'arrangers (imaginers) of
the former end'. The forty-four grounds of those who look to the
future, the 'arrangers of the after end', are dealt with more briefly,
so that they can be summarised here without detaining us too long.
They cannot, of course, be accounted for by partial memories of
the past and for the most part they are merely stated as speculative
grounds without any explanation.
The sixteen survivalists who hope to have perception (samjfiin)
after death differ as to the nature of the surviving soul (Etman).
It could be material, immaterial, both, or neither. It could be finite
(in space), infinite, both, or neither. It could have unity of
perception or diversity of perceptions. Its perception could be
restricted or immeasurable. It could be completely happy, or
unhappy, or both, o r neither.
The eight who assume no perception in a surviving soul differ
similarly as to its nature but are naturally restricted to grounds
corresponding to the first eight above. Those who assume it
neither has nor has not perception hold the same eight alternative
opinions as to its nature.
The first annihilationist assumes that there is a soul, a material
soul made of the four elements and produced by the mother and
father. When the body breaks up this soul is annihilated (ud-chid),
perishes utterly, is not after death. To this extent this soul is rightly
and utterly annihilated. In this way he declares the annihilation
(uccheda),destruction, nonexistence of an existing being (sattva).
The second annihilationist agrees with him that this soul exists,
but does not accept that it is 'to this extent rightly and utterly
annihilated'. According to him there is another soul (also called
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citman) which is divine (diya)but material, having sensual scope,
eating solid food. This soul is annihilated when the body breaks
up, perishes utterly, is not after death, is rightly and utterly
annihilated to this extent. The difference between these two
annihilationists is rather obscure and the Sthaviravada commentary for once offers no help. From the known views of two different
schools of the later Lokfiyatikas, the Dhurtas ('Rogues') and the
SuSiksitas ('Cultivated'), who maintained respectively that there is
no such entity as the soul and that there is a temporary reality
resulting from the combination of the four elements as long as the
body lives, we can perhaps get some light. The difference would
appear to be over whether there is any sense in which there is a
'soul' distinct from the four elements and having its own peculiar
properties different from theirs. The first view would be that
consciousness is simply a property of the four elements combined
and so are any other properties ascribed to a soul; the 'soul', if
we so call it (the first annihilationist does, the 'Rogues' did not),
is no more than these properties of the elements combined, which
disappear when they are separated at death. The second view
would be (there may be such properties but) there is actually a
distinct entity which arises from the elements in combination as
a living body, which is consciousness, though being dependent on
the elements it is annihilated when these separate. We should
perhaps allow for a slight garbling of the two theories in an
opponent's version of them, which could be explained here as
necessitated in order to bring the first theory literally under the
heading 'annihilationism', which the Buddhists applied to the
Lokayata: in strict Lokayata terms there would be no 'annihilation', since there was no soul to be annihilated (and the elements
were not annihilated, they were held to be permanent atoms,
combining and separating).
The remaining five annihilationists all agree with the first that
his 'soul' exists, but not that it is 'to this extent rightly and utterly
annihilated' (there is something else to be annihilated before the
anpihilation is 'right' and 'utter', is complete). Like the second
5nnihiIationis.t they assume another soul, but instead of being
sensual and feeding on solid food it is respectively made of mind
(is a mental soul), or able to go to the entrance of infinity of space,
or to the entrance of infinity of consciousness, o r to the entrance
of nothingness, or to the entrance of neither perception nor non-
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perception. As with the second annihilationist, this other soul is
in each case annihilated when the body breaks up, and this is the
right and utter annihilation.
Finally we have the five grounds of those who maintain extinction in the visible world. According to the first the soul (atman)
enjoys itself, being presented with, provided with, the five strands
of pleasure (i.e. the pleasures of the five senses). To this extent
it has attained the highest extinction (nimana) in the visible world.
The second objects that pleasures are impermanent, 'unhappy',
having the principle of change, so that grief, lamentation, pain,
depression and misery result from them. Consequently when the
soul separates itself from pleasure and enters the first meditation
(as described in the previous chapter under the faculty of concentration), then it has attained the highest extinction in the visible
world.
The other three grounds are that it is the attainment of the
second, third and fourth meditations respectively which constitute
the highest extinction in the visible world.
The thus-gone understands all these sixty-two 'cases of opinion',
but not holding on to them he has personally found 'extinguishing' (niroyti) . . . and is freed.
These extracts would seem to confirm that the notions of 'soul'
and 'universe' are very closely associated, belong to the same realm
of ideas, from the standpoint of the Buddha. If we are right in
concluding that for the Buddha there was no such entity as the
'universe', then we must infer that for him the question of its being
finite or infinite in space and time is meaningless instead of being
beyond our knowledge. There remains, however, the sequence of
conditioned origination, or more generally transmigration
(sawrZra), and this the Buddha is recorded to have said quite
categorically is beginningless (anaztarap-a; the exegesis of all
schools generally takes this to mean endless as well, but there is
a sense in which nzmiina is the end of it, for a particular person,
although transmigration as a whole is presumably endless). There
is section of the Samyukta' on this point. Its refrain is: 'This
1. S I1 178 ff. (section 15), T 99 section 34 and the end of 33. (34: All beings are
beginningless, transmigration circulates for a long time, the former point of
unhappiness is not known; 33 : All beings are in beginningless transmigration.
deluded by ignorance, bound by desire, and circulate for a long time, the
former point . . . .). Quoted by N5g;i juna, see 'Is N%g&junaa MahiiyiXnist?' p.
80; Sanskrit fragments of Anavakigra (sic) Turfan 167.
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transmigration is beginningless, the former point (koti, i.e. the
point of origin) is not discerned. Beings (sattvas) pass o n and
circulate (transmigrate), having the obstacle of ignorance and the
'connection' of desire.' This is illustrated by a number of similes,
some very striking, such as that the tears shed by the monks he
is addressing, during their long transmigrating, joined to what is
not pleasing, separated from what is pleasing, are more than the
water in the four oceans.
Having clarified our terminology, then, and from the Buddha's
point of view distinguished transmigration, as the mass of
'beginningless sequences of conditions and the proper subject of
his scientific investigations, from a metaphysical 'universe', we find
him accepting the infinity of transmigration as his answer to the
first antinomy. We should misrepresent him, however, if we failed
to insist that his position here is not a metaphysical one such as
would correspond properly to the infinity of the universe 'proved'
by the pure reason. It would surely be more accurate to describe
his attitude in our own language as 'scientific', based on empirical
investigation and concluding that transmigration is infinite, at least
as regards its beginning, in the absence of any evidence of an
ultimate origin.

Two Levels of Statement
Since the Buddha sometimes speaks in terms of 'beings' being
'reborn' (and of the 'universe' evolving), as if accepting the
opinion that there is some kind of permanent soul, which he
elsewhere rejects, there might appear to be some obscurity or
inconsistency in his doctrine. The unanimous answer of the
Buddhist schools to this difficulty is that two types of statement
have to be distinguished in the Tripitaka. Sornetimes the Buddha
used conventional everyday terms, such as 'being', 'person',
adopting the popular viewpoint as if some unchanging entity went
on from life to life. At other times he speaks of a sequence of
conditions with no permanent entity among them, of desire
existing through a condition but no one who 'desires'. It is this
latter type of statement which is directly connected to his exposition of 'truths', and whicb moreover he himself regarded as a
matter 'difficult to see'. Unless we attribute to him or to the
compilers of the Tripitaka an incredible ineptitude, entirely at
variance with the subtlety and precision of most of the discourses
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ascribed to him, we must follow this interpretation according to
two levels of statement, in popular terms and in terms of strict
truth. We are in fact obliged by our method of enquiry to follow
the unanimous teaching of the schools of Buddhism, and finally
and decisively the Tripitaka itself in the earliest form in which we
can now restore it explicitly recognises that there are two levels of
statement.
The interpretation of the schools distinguishes everyday language as literally 'concealing' (samvyti)from philosophical language
as 'ultimate' (paramcirtha). To interpret any text in the Tripitaka we
have first to settle whether it is of the latter kind, which they called
'having its meaning drawn out' (nitartha), i.e. to be taken as it
stands, as an explicit and definitive statement, or of the former
kind, which they called 'having its meaning requiring to be drawn
out' (nqrartha), i.e. which requires to be restated to relate it to the
philosophical standpoint of ultimate truth.
In the Tripitaka the Dirgha group's Sarigitz Sfitra' speaks of four
'knowledges' (jfiana), one of which is in the Sthaviravada version
'concealing' knowledge (the Chinese has apparently 'common
knowledge') and another knowledge with reference to the doctrine (in both versions). The other two are knowledge about the
inference (Chinese: of the 'not known'), i.e. that the truth is always
true (see p. 115 above), and knowledge about other people's
thoughts. Here the first might be contrasted, as 'concealing', with
all the other three as of the direct type and the distinction of the
schools is at least suggested. More explicit is a text in ,@e
Sthaviravada Ekottara group2 which says: 'These two slander 'the
thus-gone. Which two? He who elucidates a dialogue whose
meaning requires to be drawn out (ntyiirtha) as one whose
meaning is drawn out (nitc?fiha);and he who elucidates a dialogue
whose meaning is drawn out as one whose meaning requires to
be drawn out.'
This can only be understood as Implying the rule of
interpretation observed by the schools. Since the same terms are
1 . D No. 33 (111 226 - cf. 277), T 1 No. 9 (p. 51a, 18). The Sarvistiv2da Sanskrit
version(p. 100) agrees with the Sthaviravida. For 'common knowledge' see
Soothill, Dictionaly of Chinese Buddhist Tenns, p. 385. The Pali sammuti if from
man may suggest 'conventional' as original meaning.
2. A I 60. A presumably Sarvastivadin sutra quoted in the AK BhG~ya(p. 136) and
YaSomitra (p. 174) also uses the terms nita and nqa.
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found in a Sarvastivada Sfitra (see previous footnote) as well as a
Sthaviravada the rule appears to be fairly ancient, at least, and a
search of the Chinese Agarnus might bring to light some parallels.
The Saliglti Siitra has only one of the terms later standard but
seems to confirm the same distinction, even if it is complicated by
two further types of 'knowledge'.
Even if the rule of interpretation was not overtly formulated by
the Buddha himself, the fact that it is recorded in at least two
recensions of the Tripitaka (possibly a third, if we admit the Saligtti
reference) and that it was followed by all known schools suggests
that it had been clearly formulated within about a century after
the parinirutzna. To the Buddha the distinction probably seemed
so obvious as to be taken for granted. We shall find that in later
centuries some of the schools disagreed as to precisely which texts
were to be assigned to each level of statement. The new schools
of the Mahayana, in particular, circulating new texts with new
doctrines, sought to discredit the more authentic parts of the
Tripitaka as mere everyday 'concealing' discourses whose meaning
required to be drawn out; only their special texts were set out in
definitive philosophical terms (yet they disagreed among themselves later).

The Gods
The texts we have read so far make it abundantly clear that in the
universe, or in transmigration (or out of it), as described by the
Buddha there is no room for any kind of divine intervention. Its
evolution is natural evolution according to laws of causation,
natural laws. It has not been created by God, and if God (Brahma),
so called, thinks He is God and has created living beings He is in
reality only an ordinary person suffering from a delusion. The
gods are subject to the laws of nature which govern the rebirth and
passing away of living beings, just as men are. Their privileges are
only relative: they enjoy a higher standard of living than men do
and live in a rather rarified atmosphere where there is nothing
coarse, no solid food, no solid bodies; they are very handsome and
live long, but eventually they die and are reborn elsewhere
according to their actions, good or bad. They appear to have no
power over men or in worlds outside their own. Any properly
trained monk, moreover, can in his meditation enjoy not only the
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rarified atmosphere of the gods but still more rarified atmospheres
inaccessible even to them.
However, the Buddha appears to admit the gods and God to his
scheme of the universe, whereas the Loksyata on the other hand
rejected the lot as fictions of the brahmans. What is their place,
according to him? What is their nature, besides what has been
indicated above? Perhaps they 'exist' only at the everyday level
along with the other conventions of polite conversation? Let us
accompany a Buddhist monk on a tour of the heavens.'
'Once upon a time in this very community of monks this
reflection occurred in the thought of a certain monk: "Where do
these four elements absolutely cease, to wit the earth element, the
water element, the heat element and the air element?" Then that
monk attained such a concentration that in his concentrated
thought the way leading to the gods appeared. Then he a p
proached the gods of the (realm of the) Four Kings (the lowest
heaven, the Kings preside over the four quarters) and asked them
where the four elements absolutely ceased. . . . The gods said:
"Monk, we do not know where the four elements absolutely cease.
There are, however, the Four Kings, more excellent than us,
superior to us; they may know. . . ." ' Then the monk approached
the Four Kings and asked them the same question. . . . They too
admitted their ignorance and suggested trying the more excellent,
superior Thirty Three gods (the traditional Vedic gods, who
inhabit a loftier sphere than the gods of the quarters). These refer
him to their king, ~ a k r a(also called Indra, see Chapter One, The
Ayans). He is equally ignorant and sends the monk on to the still
higher sphere of the Yama gods, they to their king Suysma, he to
the higher Tusita gods, they to their king Samtusita, he to the
Nirmwarati gods, they to Sunirmita. he to the Paranirmitavaiavartin gods and they to their king Vaiavartin ('Wielding
Power').
Though this text does not mention it, we have now, according
to Buddhist tradition, reached the highest entrance of 'sensual
existence' (see p. 107 above) or of the first station of consciousness
(see p. 124 above). Vaiavartin, however, knows no more about the
elements than his inferiors and can only refer the monk to the
entrance of 'imponderable existence', the second station of con1. D N O . 11 (I 215, ff.), T 1 No. 24
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sciousness, to the Brahma-bodied gods (whose bodies consist of
imponderable matter). The monk accordingly attained such a
concentration that in his concentrated thought the way leading to
Brahma appeared (by this the text in fact indicates the transition
from the sensual to the imponderable entrance; the first meditation is supposed to 'produce' this entrance or station of consciousness).. He approaches the Brahma-bodied gods with his question,
but they too admit their ignorance. They tell him: "There is God
(Brahma), Great God, the Overlord, etc. (the usual titles follow,
as before). . . . He is superior to us; He may know. . . ." The monk
asks where this Great God is at present. They say: "We do not know
where God is, which way He is, whereabouts He is. Nevertheless,
monk, when portents are seen: light is produced and radiance
appears, then God will appear. This is the portent which happens
before an appearance of God, that light is produced and radiance
appears."
'Soon Great God appeared. Then the monk approached him
and asked: "Where, sir, do these four elements absolutely cease,
to wit the earth element, the water element, the heat element and
the air element?" When this was said Great God said to the monk:
"I, monk, am God, Great God, the Overlord, Unconquered,
Seeing-universally, Wielding-power, Lord, Maker, Creator, Best,
Ordainer, Master, Father of beings who have been and will be."
The monk asked God again: "Sir, I am not asking you whether
you are God, Great God, etc., but where the four elements
absolutely cease. . . ." But Great God repeated the same answer. . . .
and the monk asked a third time. . . . Then Great God took the
monk by the arm and led him away to one side, and said to him:
"In this connection, monk, the Brahma-bodied gods know that
there is nothing which God has not seen, nothing which God has
not known, nothing which God has not experienced. Therefore
I do not explain in their presence. Monk, I do not know where
the four elements absolutely cease. . . ."' God then sends the monk
down to Earth to the Buddha, who tells him that the four elements
cease absolutely only through the cessation of consciousness (i.e.
they cease for one who attains nirz~ana).
Of course the moral of this story is to set the Buddha above any
gods or God and enlightenment above their limited knowledge,
but taken in conjunction with the history of the first some-thingseternalist which we read in the Brahmajala Sctra it has the further
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interest of showing God at a later stage of His downward career.
He began, it seems, by being genuinely deluded as to His position,
but the illusion of His creativity, omnipotence and omniscience
could not have lasted for long and now He is depicted as a
conscious fraud. He gained ascendancy over the other Brahmabodied gods merely because He happened to be born first in this
particular evolution of the universe, not because of any special
virtue: on the contrary it is suggested that He was the first to pass
away from the higher world of radiance because His stock of merit
was exhausted first.
No more need be said about the Buddha's attitude to God
(Brahma). He is in no way different from any other 'being' (even
at the conventional, 'concealing' level) but like them represents
a sequence of conditions. He happens to occupy an exalted station
by the accident of birth, in spite of lack of merit. The religion of
Brahmanism, which maintains that God is eternal, is founded on
the original error of the Brahma-bodied gods and has been
propagated in the world of men by some of them when reborn
as brahman seers.
It would be possible to suggest that the theology of the Buddha
was intended as wholly fictitious, as anti-theistic, edifying stories
like these about God. Two points may be made here. Firstly the
theology seems to reproduce quite accurately the popular or
Brahmanical theology and mythology of the Buddha's day (which
would be appropriate procedure in edifylng fiction). Secondly the
arrangement of the gods in certain entrances fits them into the
universe of meditation of the Buddhist way which must be taken
seriously as at the level of philosophical truth. The proper
conclusion would seem to be that the Buddha conceded a certain
reality to the Brahmanical or popular conceptions, as if accepting
that they were based on genuine recollections of previous existences as gods, but absolutely rejected the idea that the gods
differed essentially from men in having creative or controlling
powers in the universe. They may exist, but they are as subject to
the laws of nature as men are. Ascetics and monks may attain their
worlds in meditation, may converse with them, but they are
powerless to help men, even by teaching them, and any worship
or cult directed towards them is futile. As to knowledge, men are
superior: it is in the world of men that Buddhas attain enlightenment. The standards of good conduct, which we reviewed briefly
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at the end of our discussion on the Way in the last chapter, have
nothing to do with theology: they derive from the study of
conditioned origination, i.e. of the nature of the universe, of
transmigration, and from the study of society (on which we shall
have more to say later).
As to the religion of ritual and the sacrifice, which was such an
important aspect of Brahmanism, we shall see that itwas categorically
opposed by the Buddha as detrimental to the well-being of society.
There is one more 'god' who demands our attention, Death
(Mara), who in Chapter Three persuaded the Buddha to enter
final extinction. In his other aspect as Pleasure he will become
prominent in the Buddha legend as 'attacking' the future Buddha
in the hope of preventing his enlightenment. In this case we seem
to have, at least originally, in the time of the Buddha himself, a
pure personification of death, later linked as re-death and rebirth
with pleasure and desire. Mars represents the laws of conditioned
origination in transmigration, in sensual existence, and does not
seem to have been a Brahmanical or popular god. Some later
Buddhist commentators,' however, found a place for him in the
entrance of the Paranirmitavaiavartin gods, i.e. in a c o m m a n d i ~ g
position dominating sensual existence, as a kind of rebel infestinq
the borders of the realm of Vaiavartin. Others2were more inclined
to banish him to the underworld as a devil.
We may conclude this chapter by referring to another siitra
where the gods are discussed.' The Buddha meets King Prasenajit
of Koiala, who amongst other things asks him whether the gods
exist. The Buddha asks him why he asks this question. The King
asks whether the gods come to this world or not. The guddha
replies that they do if they are malevolent (savyCvadhya, or
'violent'), not if they are non-violent. The King similarly asks
whether God (Brahma) exists and whether He comes to this world.
The reply is exactly the same. The Sthaviravada commentary
explains that by 'come to this world' is meant being reborn here.
The gods, then, and God, are reborn on Earth if their thoughts
are corrupted by malevolence or violence. Evidently it is one of
the laws of causation that malevolence leads to rebirth in an
inferior world.
1 . Sthaviravada: MA I 33 f.
2. SarvPstivBda: Abhidharmakoia rrs. I,VP, references under Mara in the
Index.
3. M No. 90 (I1 130 ff.), T 26 No. 212.

BUDDHISM AND SOCIETY
The Buddha and the Wurld-Euolution and the Nature of SocieQThe Ideal Society---Good Gouernmen+Class and the Priesthood-The
Buddha's Teaching to the Laity-The
Lay Disciple

The Buddha and the World
The Buddha and his followers had 'gone forth' from the worldly
society as wanderers and formed their own community in which
to live the 'best life' and attain peace of mind, nimana. The
movement thus started, however, was much more than this, more
than the provision of an escape route for those who wished to
contract out of transmigration. It was suggested in Chapter Two
that Sramanas such as the Buddha hoped from their vantage point
outside society to exercise some influence inside it. In the intervening chapters we have met the Buddha and other Sramanas
discussing the problems of life with kings, ministers, soldiers,
merchants, artisans and people of various professions, and unspecified 'householders'. In their wanderings among the villages of
India they were constantly in touch with the ordinary peasants or
farmers, begging food from them, holding private conversations
and giving public lectures. It is more remarkable, perhaps, to
notice that the Buddha is recorded to have spent so much of his
time in the cities, or at least on their outskirts. His activities and
organisation appear to have centred on the capitals of Magadha,
Vrji, KoSala and other countries, not on forest or mountain
retreats. There is a general underlying assumption that beyond the
immediate aim of individual peace of mind, or more probably in
essential connection with it, lies the objective of the happiness of
the whole of human society and the still higher objective of the
happiness of all living beings. The standard of considering all
beings as like oneself applies to the monk as well as to the layman,
and he is to use the forces of benevolence, compassion and
sympatheticjoy, which derive from this, in his meditation, in order
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to overcome the 'obstacles' of the will to pleasure, of malevolence,
stupidity, vanity and uncertainty. Clearly it was the Buddha's
intention to propagate such ideals in society generally, as an
answer to the evils of the age, and not to restrict them to a private
circle. We should remember also that besides the two branches of
the monks and the nuns two other branches of the total Buddhist
community were formally established' by the Buddha: the lay men
and lay women (upcisakas and upcisikas) who had taken 'refuge'
(Sarana) in the Buddha, the Doctrine and the Community, just as
a monk or nun had gone forth to follow the Buddha.
The purpose of this chapter is to review the Buddha's teaching
about society and to laymen.

Evolution and the Nature of Society
The BrahmajZla Siitra which we studied in the preceding chapter
describes briefly the 'involution' and 'evolution' of the universe
and the appearance during the latter phase of the entrance of the
brahma-mansion, of the gods elsewhere called Brahma-bodied.
Another siitra in the Dirghd refers to the same involution and
evolution, with the majority of beings in the world of radiance
(which, it appears, is not affected by the cycles of the more material
universe), but continues to describe how beings come to 'this
world' from the world of radiance and how human society evolves.
It does not concern itself with the gods, and its avowed object is
to account for the appearance in society of class distinctions, and
especially of the hereditary priesthood of the brahmans, whose
claims it was one of the primary objects of the Buddha to debunk.
When the universe is evolving the majority of beings pass away
from their world-of-radiance bodies and come to this world. They
remain for a very long time made of mind, feeding on joy, selfluminous, living in the sky and staying beautiful. At that time,
Vgsi~thas(the Buddha is speaking to two novices, brahmans by
birth), there is just one mass of water, obscurity, the darkness of
obscurity (i.e. this world). The Sun and Moon are not discerned,
nor the constellations of stars, nor day and night, nor the month
and the fortnigh& nor the year and the seasons, nor male and
female. Beings are classifiid simply as 'beings'.
1 . See p. 54 above.
2. D No. 27 (111 84 ff.), T 1 No. 5. Also AK 111 98 and Bh&a,=Mahrivastu I 338
ff., Rockhill 1 ff. - MSV (SOR) I 7 ff.
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Then at some time-or other, after a long time, an 'enjoyment
solid (literally 'earth', in the sense of the element)' bccame spread
out over the water for those beings. Just like the skin ('film') on
hot milk as it cools, so it appeared. It had colour, scent and taste.
Its colour was like that of ghee or butter. Its taste was like that of
pure, sweet, wild honey.
Then a certain being, being wanton (lola, or 'restless'), thought
"Sir! What can this be?" and tasted the enjoyment earth with a
finger. As it tasted the enjoyment earth with its finger it was
pleased, and desire (trsna) arose within it. Other beings following
the idea (drnti, 'opinion') of that being tasted the enjoyment earth
with their fingers. As they tasted it they were pleased and desire
arose within them. Then those beings fell upon it, breaking it in
pieces with their hands in order to eat it. Because of this their selfluminosity disappeared.
'When self-luminositydisappeared the Sun and Moon appeared,
the constellations of stars appeared and day and night were
discerned. As the months and fortnights were discerned, so were
the year and the seasons. To this extent, Viisisfias, this universe
is evolved again.'
These beings continued for a long time feeding on the
'enjoyment earth', and as they did so 'roughness' appeared in their
bodies. Colour and 'discolouration' were also discerned, so that
some were beautiful and some ugly. The beautiful ones despised
the ugly, and in consequence of this pride and arrogance the
enjoyment earth disappeared. Afterwards a fungus appeared on
the ground, like a mushroom, which had a similar delightful taste
to the enjoyment earth, and beings fed for a long time on that.
As they did so their bodies became still rougher and more various
in colour (beauty), and the beautiful ones became more proud
and arrogant until the fungus disappeared. Then a creeper
appeared, with the same delicious taste. The same process continued
and it too disappeared.
'Then, Vikisfias, when the creeper disappeared, a rice plant
appeared for those beings, which ripened without cultivation, was
without any husk or coating on its grains, was sweet scented and
produced rice. If this was collected m the evening for the evening
meal, it had grown again and was ripe in the morning. If it was
collected in the morning for the morning meal, it had grown again
and was ripe in the evening. No reaping was discerned. Then those
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beings fed on the rice which ripened without cultivation . . . their
bodies became still rougher and more coloured and discoloured,
and the characteristic of the female appeared in woman, and of
the male in man. And a woman thought about a man excessively,
and a man about a woman. Thinking about each other excessively,
passion occurred in them and lust arose within their bodies.
Through the condition of lust they indulged in the principle
(dharma) of sex. When other beings saw them indulging in the
principle of sex, some threw mud, some threw ash, some threw cow
dung, crying: "Perish! Dirty!" "How could a being do that sort
of thing to a being?" Now at present, too, in some countries, when
a bride is led out some people throw mud, some ash, some cow
dung. So they follow ancient tradition, a primeval expression, but
they do not grasp its meaning.
What was agreed to be bad (adham, bad principle, unlawful)
at that time, Vssisthas, is at present agreed to Ge good (dharma,
principle, lawful; in these expressions dharma may have its legal
sense, which we have not met before in this survey, except
implicitly when referring to the 'laws' of the Brahmanical tradition
in Chapter One). At that time those who indulged in the principle
of sex were not allowed to enter a village or town for a month or
two months.
'Since those beings indulged excessively in (that) bad principle,
they went into houses to do it secretly. Then a certain being, being
lazy, thought: "Sir ! Why should I be troubled with collecting rice
in the evening for the evening meal and in the morning for the
morning meal? Supposing I were to collect rice once only for the
evening and morning meals?" Then that being collected rice once
only fdr the evening and morning meals. Then another being
approached him and said: "'Come, sir, let us go to collect rice."
"Enough, sir, I have collected rice once only for the evening and
morning meals." Then, Vgsisthas, the other being, following that
being's idea, collected rice once only for two days, thinking that
would be good.'
This idea spread, and they collected enough rice for up to a
week at a time, but: 'Because those beings made a store of rice and
relied on it for eating, a coating and a husk enveloped the rice
grain, when it was plucked it did not growr again, reaping was
discavered and the rice stood in clusters (i.e. presumably was
grown in fields).' The beings then assembled and lamented their
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gradual decadence from bodies of mind feeding on joy to their
present state: 'Bad principles have appeared among the beings.'
But they decided to divide the rice plants and establish boundaries
(in other words they invented private property).
Then a certain being, being wanton, guarding his own share,
took another share, which was not given to him, and ate it. So they
seized him and said: "Sir, you do badly, in as much as you take
another share not given to you, guarding your own, and eat it. Do
not do that sort of thing again." He agreed, but did it again a
second and a third time. He was seized and rebuked again, then
some hit him with their hands, some pelted him with clods, some
beat him with sticks. Since then taking what was not given, blame,
false speech and resorting to force (or to punishment) have been
known ('discerned').
The beings assembled again, discussed these bad principles that
had been discerned among them, and proposed: "Supposing we
were to elect one being, who would become indignant with us
when it was right to be indignant, would blame when it was right
to blame, would banish when it was right to banish? We will grant
him a sh;re of rice."
'Then those beings, Vasisthas, approached that being among
them who was most handsome, most beautiful, most lovely, most
superior, and said to him: "Come, sir. Be indignant when it is right
to be indignant, blame when it is right to blame, banish when it
is right to banish. We will grant you a share of rice."' He agreed,
and started to perform these duties and to receive the share of rice.
'Because he was elected by the people, VSsisfias, he was called the
Great Elect. Thus the first expression applied to him was derived.
Because he was the lord of the fields (or lands) he was called
Warrior (the words 'warrior' and 'field' sound similar in the
original language: this is not historical but only fanciful). . . .
Because he delighted others with principle (dharma) he was called
King ('king' could be derived from the verb 'to delight'). . . .'
In this way the 'circle' or class of warriors, the aristocracy,-issaid
to have originated, but the Buddha adds that it is good principle
or justice (dhanna) which is the best thing among the people, both
in the visible world and with reference to a hture state.
Next the Buddha accounts for the origin of the priesthood, the
brahmans. 'Among those beings some thought that bad principles
had appeared among the beings, in that taking what was not given,
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blame, false speech, resorting to force and banishment will be
discerned. Suppose they were to keep off bad, evil principles?'
They did so and consequently the name brahman (hZhmana) was
first derived for them (in the vernacular languages of the Buddha's
day the name might look as if it could be derived from the verb
'keep off; this again is pure fancy). These brahmans went to the
forest and lived in leaf huts, meditating. They did not prepare or
cook their own food but went morning and evening to a village
or town to seek, it. On account of their meditating they received
as a second name that of 'meditators'. Some, however, were unable
to meditate, so they spent their time making books. As they did
not meditate they were called 'non-meditators' (= 'teachers', this
is a pun in the original language). At that time they were agreed
to be inferior, but now they are considered the best. (The books
they made are of course the books of the Vedic Canon.)
A third class of the beings took to various kinds of business and
formed the mercantile and productive class (the vaiiyas, supposed
to be connected with viSva, 'all', i.e. all kinds of business, all trades,
and in this case the derivation is etymologically respectable).
Those beings who remained became hunters, the lowest occupation of all, and were called Siidras (which in the vernacular
rhymes with 'hunter' and with 'minor', i.e. low, but the historical
origin of this class seems to have been that they were conquered
peoples reduced to the position of helots which they really for the
most part occupied in the Buddha's day; all inferior groups,
together with forest and mountain tribes living by hunting, were
lumped in by Brahmanical theory as the fourth and lowest class).
Thus all four classes came from the same common origin and
the distinction was at first purely occupational (and the brahmans
lived a praiseworthy life of meditation and simplicity, retired from
the world, very like the life of the wandering Sramanas of the
Buddha's day). Lastly those of any of the four classes who were
dissatisfied with the life of their class became Sramanas, going forth
from home to homelessness.
Finally bad conduct, bodily, verbal or mental, leads to a bad
destiny, good conduct to a good destiny, regardless of whether the
agent belongs to one class or another. Mixed conduct leads to a
mixed destiny, a mixture of happiness and unhappiness. By
restraint and by developing the seven principles 'siding with'
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enlightenment (presumably the seven 'factors of enlightenment')
anyone, regardless of class origin, can attain niwcina.
This text is one of many in the Tripitaka directed against the
claims of the brahmans to be of different origin from the rest of
humanity, born from the mouth of Brahmfi, having a hereditary
prerogative to teach, guide ana spiritually govern the rest of
society. It should be noted that the Buddha's opposition is not
total: rather he seeks to conciliate a i ~ dwin over the brahmans of
his day to his new way of thinking. He flatters them that their class
formed originally from good motives and had good traditions.
It is only more recently that it has become degenerate and its way
of life harmful, in that the sacrifices of their ritual are harmful as
well as futile, are a travesty of the original sacrifice (we shall discuss
this below), their Vedic canon is now corrupt and perverted,
though originally it may have contained sound moral injunctions,
and the advice and guidance they give to others, claiming supernatural authority, is often misleading and harmful. It is an essential
part of the Buddha's aim to substitute purely moral standards for
all hereditary privilege, to assert the equality of all beings before
the laws of nature, their equal freedom to shape their destinies
within the conditions and causality of the universe as discovered
by him. The brahmans are now ignorant of the truths of the
universe, but they can learn them (as many did, becoming
followers of the Buddha) and then join in spreading them ad'in
exemplifying and teaching good conduct. Originally a man was not
a brahman by birth, but by a high standard of conduct, and this
state of affairs should be restored in society.
Before considering any more texts concerned with the brahmans
and class, however, we have others to look at which discuss social
evolution further. So far we have seen what amounts to a Buddhist
version of the traditions of the P u r Z v (cf. Chapter One), with the
evolution of the universe out of darkness, the origin of mankind,
the first king (later Buddhist commentators identify the Great
Elect with Manu, the founder of the Solar dynasty). It was probably
intended to look like a corrected version, acceptable as such to
those accustomed to the PurZnus (which may have been less
theistic then than they are today), or even believed to be a
successful restoration of the true facts from garbled Brahmanical
tradition in the light of 'modern scientific' investigations (i.e. the
doctrines reported in the preceding chapter). There is no prime-
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val One Being, i.e. Brahma or brahman, which somehow wishes to
become many and becomes the universe: in the natural process
of evolution Brahma is one among many 'beings', or sequences
of conditions, and his idea that his wishing for company resulted
in creation is an absurd error. Mankind means other but similar
beings, not inferior or different in kind except to the extent that
their conduct may vary. All men are born equal, and born equal
to the gods, to 'God' Himself. What they become depends on their
own conduct. The Brahmanical myths about the origins of the
different races and classes of men are nonsense. The first king was
not of divine origin, in any sense in which all men are not divine;
he did not rule as of right but was elected. We have noted in
Chapter One that the Puriinas themselves preserve legends of an
original anarchy in society ended by the election of the first king:
here at least the Buddha could find some suggestion among the
conflicting tangles of ancient tradition that what he believed to
have been the true facts had once been recorded and only later
were submerged in mythology.
Buddhist sources take little interest in the dynasties of kings
supposed to have followed after the Great Elect. The Tripitaka
shows interest in the theory of government, in basic principles
which might be illustrated from history, but not in detailed records
of the past. The MahiiparininGna SGtra, which tells us the last
events in the life of the Buddha, shows the Buddha discussing the
principles of republican government, so important for the Buddhist community, bearing moreover on current affairs. Other
sutras discuss the deeds of great kings or emperors (cakravartins)
of the past.
A Dirgha siitra' gives an account of the reigns of three successive
emperors who attempted to rule justly, presumably in the tradition
of the Great Elect, but eventually failed, whereupon society
plunged headlong down the path of degeneration, or more
precisely of violence, which has brought it to its present perilous
state. The reign of the first,2which lasted for thousands of years
(for human life was much longer when social degeneration had
not gone very far), was illustrated by the presence in the sky of a
'wheel gem', perhaps a comet, or a nova, which circled like the
1.
2.

D No. 26. T 1 No. 6.
Drdhanemi; in Mithila , MSV, SOR I p. 20. cf. D I11 59.
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Sun and Moon. The emperor knew, it seems, that this celestial
phenomenon marked his reign of principle, and after some
thousands of years he posted a man to keep it under observation
and report if it retired or fell from its place (the Sthaviravada
commentary explains that he did this by setting up a kind of
astronomical instrument at the gateway of the citadel). When told
that this had happened he knew his reign had come t end and
he must abdicate, become a homeless wanderer and seek Celestial
pleasures instead of human ones.
He installed his eldest son as ruler andwent forth as a homeless
seer (r~i).A week later the 'wheel gem' disaipeared. The new ruler
was disturbed at this and went to consult his father. The royal seer
told him that the celestial 'wheel gem' was not part of his paternal
inheritance. If he conducts himself according to the Aryan (or
'excellent') imperial conduct (or 'government') it is possible that
the wheel gem may appear. Asked what this conduct is, he says that,
depending on principle (dharma), respecting and honouring
principle, under the banner of principle, etc., his son should
organise safety, shelter and protection among the people, for
warriors who had submitted, for brahmans, householders, townspeople, country folk, Sramanas, beasts and birds. No unjust action
should start in his realm. If anyone.in the realm should be poor,
money should be granted to them. He should regularly approach
those Sramanas and brahmans in the realm who had abstained
from excess and negligence, who were established in tolerance and
gentleness, who tamed, calmed and extinguished themselves, and
ask advice from them: what is good, what bad, what is to be
reproached, what irreproachable, what is to be indulged in (or
'pursued'), what not? By my doing what, would there long be
hardship and unhappiness, or on the o t h e ~hand by my doing
what, would there long be benefit and happiness? Listening to
them he should avoid the bad and conduct himself conforming
to the good.
He acted accordingly, and the wheel gem appeared; he knew
he was a (true) emperor. The wheel gem moves round to the four
quarters and the emperor follow9 it with his army. Everywhere the
hostile kings submit and ask for instruction. He tells them living
beings should not be killed, what was not given should not be
taken, misconduct in pleasures should not be carried on, falsehood should not be spoken, intoxicants should not be drunk, you
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should rule (collect taxes) in moderation (literally 'according as
it has been ruled/collected') .
After some thousands of years the wheel gem retires, falls from
its place, and he in turn knows his reign is ending. He insblls his
eldest son and goes forth to homelessness. The wheel gem
disappears, but this time the son does not go to the royal sage to
ask him about the Aryan imp&-1 conduct. Instead he governs
according to his own opinions (mata) and the countries do not
afterwards flourish as they did before. he privy councillors,
councillors, ministers of the treaswy, soldiers, gateway priests (IKL 6707)
and learned men assemble and complain. They inform the king that
they, and others like the& in the realm, remember the Aryan
imperial conduct and can explain it to him. He agrees and holds
consultation in assembly with them, and organises safety, shelter
and protection.
The king fails, however, to grant money to the poor. As a result
poverty becomes widespread. Then a man takes what was not
given, commits what is called 'theft'. He is seized and taken before
the king. The king asks him whether it is true that he has
committed theft and he admits it. When asked why he says he could
not make a living. The king grants him money and tells him to
make a living with it, look after his parents and family, undertake
business and set up uplifting donations to Sramanas and brahmans,
which would lead to heaven, result in happiness. The man agrees.
Others hear that the king rewards thieves and proceed to imitate
this man. Eventually the king reflects that if he grants money to
whoever takes what was not given, to thieves, in that way this
steaf ng will increase. He decides to take preventive measures, and
orders the next thief to be executed, with due ceremony.
This does not have the effect intended. In future thieves carly
sharp swords and murder their victims. They band together and
raid villages and towns, even cities, and commit robbery on the
roads. Thus because the king did not grant money to the poor
poverty became widespread, followed by stealing, violence, murder
and false speech (explained later). As a result of the prevalence
of falsehood human life became shorter.
At this point the origin of false speech is explained. A man who
committed theft was taken before the king to be tried and
sentenced. He denies stealing, speaks a conscious falsehood. Later,
malice originates in people denouncing others for theft.
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As the process of degeneration continues, human beings lose
their beauty as well as having their lives shortened. They are not
all equally ugly, however, and the result of that is that some of them
misconduct themselves with others' wives. Thus 'misconduct in
pleasures' becomes widespread.
From this point on various other principles become widespread
and life gets shorter and sborter as a result. Details of the origin
of the principles are not given, but the principles are, in order of
occurrence: harsh speech, nonsensical chatter, coveting, malevolence, wrong theories, unlawful passion (incestuous), inordinate
desire (greed), unnatural (homosexual) conduct, unfilial conduct
towards mother or father, disrespect towards Sramanas, brahmans
and elders. By the time all these have become widespread human
life is reduced to two hundred and fifty years and will decrease
further to one hundred years. We have now presumably reached
the Buddha's own day, when the maximum was supposed to be a
hundred years.
The Siitra continues with a prediction about the future, which
is optimistic, although the Buddha believed that things would hqve
to get very bad indeed before men came to their senses (two and
a half millennia later history has surely endorsed this conclusion).
Life will be reduced to ten years (sexual maturity at five). Only the
most insipid food will be available. Good conduct will disappear
completely, even the word 'good' (or perhaps more accurately 'the
idea of the good'-neuter) will not exist among men, let alone any
one who does a good action. Those who are unfilial and disrespectful (as above) will be honoured and praised,just as at present those
who are filial and respectful are honoured and praised. No family
relationships will be recognised and men will live like goats, dogs,
etc.
Human beings at that time will bear sharp hostility, malevolence, angry and murderous thoughts towards one another, such
as a hunter bears towards beasts. They will hold 'sword interval'
weeks when they look upon one another as beasts and go around
with sharp swords taking each others' lives.
Then some of them will think: 'Let us not take . . . let no one
take my life . . . suppose we withdraw to a thicket, or rugged
mountains, and live, eating fruit and roots.' They will do so for
the 'sword interval' weeks, coming out and embracing one another
afterwards, assembling singing and encouraging each other: 'It's
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wonderful, sir, you are alive!' In this way a good principle is
rediscovered among men: abstention from taking life. As a result
they find their lives increase and their appearance improves, so
they look for more good principles. Gradually they will rediscover
all the good principles opposed to the bad principles which had
become widespread before. The whole process of degeneration
will be reversed until 'this Rose Apple Continent' (i.e. India, the
Southern Continent of the land-mass of Eurasia) will be powerful
and prosperous, with a vast population ('like purgatory', the
Buddha remarks ambiguously, thinking probably of his preference
for seclusion). Varanasi will be the capital, but it will then be called
Ketumati. An emperor named ~ a m k h a('Conch') will rule there
and the wheel gem will appear again. Samkha will conquer the
whole Earth without force, without the sword, by principle (dhanna).
To complete the well-being of mankind the- next Buddha,
Maitreya, will then occur in the world, will teach the doctrine and
show the 'best life' (and will have many more followers than the
present Buddha). At its conclusion the Siitra summarises the
doctrine, including self-possession, meditation and the exercise of
pervading the whole universe with thought charged with benevolence, compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity.

The Ideal Society
The texts.in the preceding section show us the Buddha's idea of
the perfect ancient society before degeneration took place, which
is also of interest as the happy society of the future, restored after
the abolition of war and violence. The conception of evolution is
characteristically Buddhist in that the loss of the original innocence to6k place through the operation of the causal laws concerning attachment, desire and so'on. Someone became 'wanton' (lola)
and tasted the Earth, as a result feeling (sensual) desire (trsna).
Of all this we have had a detailed account in the last chapter. Here
what interests us is the nature of the society of happy beings,
beautiful, radiant, feeding on joy. Even when beings had become
more like human beings, living on the Earth and. enjoying
delicious plants growing on it, there was for a long time no
essential social change.
The most important feature of this society was that it was
classless. The object of the first discourse is to show that the claims
of the brahmans are baseless and to maintain that all beings are
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equal before the moral law (good conduct will lead to a good
destiny, etc.). There was no priesthood, also there was no aristocracy and no king. As a kind of government there was simply the
assembly of all the people, which eventually established private
property and thereby ensured the doom of the ancient society.
There was no work, but only food gathering at need, for each meal.
The food plants were abundant and prolific, so that all needs were
easily satisfied and the question of private property could not arise.
Equally there was no basis for any violence or use of force, just
as in the absence of property there could be no theft. It would
seem also that there was no religion, since there were no priests.
Moreover in the absence of immorality there would seem to have
been no ideas of good conduct until at the end of this period sex
and property originated. If there were no Sramanas there was
presumably no philosophy. Only in the happy society of the future,
which will be happy not because it is innocent but because of moral
progress, there will certainly be a code of ethics and finally a new
Buddha will restart the doctrine of Buddhism (it appears to be
implied that in the lowest phase of degeneration when any idea
of 'good' disappears Buddhism must disappear too along with any
other philosophies or religions which teach about the good; the
regeneration will apparently take place without benefit of any
systematic teaching, through the discovery in practice of the
essential social principle of non-violence).
If a happy society is to be restored, then, with or without
Buddhism, the following are the moral principles which must
prevail. (1) The primary principle, the first which must be
established and from which the others would seem to follow or
derive, is 'abstention from taking life'. In a time when 'sword
intervals' (= wars?) are frequent, social regeneration will be begun
by people who withdraw from society, boycott the fighting. This
will increase the expectation of life, and it seems to be assumed
that its advantages will be so selfevident at that time that the
majority will come to follow the principle. Before that time, in the
phase of degeneration, its advantages will apparently not be selfevident to very many people. A little warfare is not enough: only
a massive general slaughter can produce the requisite impression.
With this principle it is natural to group its more general statements found in these texts: non-violence and non-malevolence. In
addition those who withdrew from war lived on fruit and roots, i.e.
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were vegetarians. (2) Property is represented as an evil, as a basic
evil from which many other evils flowed, but it seems that under
present conditions (lack of abundance of food) it is a necessary
,evil. Consequently it must be respected and the second principle
is 'abstention from taking what was not given'. Another expression
for this in our texts is noncoveting. (3) The family and marriage,
though also unknown in the happy society of the past, have also
to be respected. 'Abstention from misconduct in pleasures', which
is equivalent to abstention from adultery in contexts like these, is
the main principle. Filial respect, which is stressed in the second
text, could be regarded as associated with this principle, or as a
separate principle. 'Respect for the eldest' probably means conceding precedence to an elder or eldest brother. (4) The last of the
main principles is truth: 'abstention from false speech'. With this
are associated avoiding all kinds of harmful speech: malicious,
harsh, etc. A few other principles are mentioned occasionally, are
presumably good but not basic: the bad principles prevalent in the
phase of degeneration included wrong theories and disrespect
towards hamanas and brahmans (these might be included with
false speech). Finally the emperor when instructing his vassals
included not drinking intoxicants among his precepts (the reason
for this, we find in other texts, is that in a state of intoxication
people are liable to perpetrate bad actions). Moderation in
taxation belongs rather to the principles of government.

Good Government
Before we review the principles of good government from the texts
so far considered we may add a further text from the Dirgha' which
discusses the duties of a king. The Buddha is here talking to a
brahman about the requisites of the 'sacrifice', requisites which
bear on the question of the r6le of the brahmans in society and
may be considered later, but he illustrates his views with the
following story.
Once upon a time, brahman, there was a king named Great
Realm. He was rich, had great wealth, great property, much gold
and silver, many resources for pleasure, much money and grain,
full treasuries and storehouses. Then the following idea occurred
in the mind of King Great Realm when he was alone and secluded:
1.
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"I have acquired abundant human property. I have conquered and
exploit a large circle of the Earth. Suppose I were to perform a
great sacrifice which would be for my benefit and happiness for
a long time?" (He is of course thinking of a future, non-human,
life; of the Brahmanical doctrine that one can attain heaven by
performing particular sacrifices.) Then, brahman, King Great
Realm addressed the brahman who was his chaplain . . . (told him
of his idea, and that he wished to perform a great sacrifice, and
added:) "Advise me, sir, what would be for my benefit and
happiness for a long time."
'When he had said this the chaplain said to King Great Realm:
"The country of His Majesty the King is full of oppression and
subversion. We see bandits attacking villages, towns and cities and
committing robbery on the roads. If His Majesty the King collected
the tithe when the country is full of oppression and subversion,
that would be doing what should not be done. It might be that
Your Majesty would think the revolt (literally the 'standard') of the
brigands could be suppressed by means of executions, imprisonment, confiscations, threats or banishment. However, this revolt of
the brigands will not be suppressed perfectly in that way. Those
who survive th,e killings will afterwards harass the King's country.
However, depending on the following policy this revolt of the
brigands will be suppressed perfectly: Now, let His Majesty the King
grant seed and fodder to those in his country who take up
agriculture and cattle breeding. Let His Majesty grant capital to
those in his country who undertake commerce. Let His Majesty
dispense wages and food to those in his country who undertake
the royal service. Those people, being intent on their own work,
will not harass the King's country and at the same time there will
be a great accumulation for the King (we have to understand that
'moderate' taxation will continue on the incomes of the people').
Through the country remaining secure and without oppressio5 or
subversion I think men will live with open houses, glad and
rejoicing, making their children dance."' Great Realm is said to
have agreed and to have implemented this policy with complete
success.
We can now summarise the principles of good government, not
forgetting those of republican government recommended by the
Buddha in connection with the VFjis. These principles could easily
be extended by considering the government of the Buddhist
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community, which was organised as a republic (see Chapter
Three) and offers elaborate procedures for the functioning of
local democratic units of administration, but it will be enough here
to state the principles directly formulated for secular governments.
It may be asked whether the Buddha favoured republican or
monarchical government. Since he formed his own community in
imitation of the former, refused to appoint a 'successor', even
denying for himself the prerogative of leadership in any sense of
exclusive guardianship, we must conclude he preferred a republic.
However, he seems to have accepted monarchy also, perhaps as
a necessary evil in a degenerate period of history, in that he was
ready to discuss how to make it a success. He perhaps thought
democracy could not function effectively in an age of violence, that
republican governments like the Vrjis were not likely to withstand
the forces of more strongly centralised powers, or the corrupting
influence of money, so that the irresistible strength of an autocrat
would be needed to maintain order and some degree of justice.
In this case he would be concerned to give his advice that the
autocrat should be benevolent, which would redound to his own
good as well as the people's, and should be so far democratic as
to heed the recommendations of the assemblies of his subjects.
The Buddha's recommendations for republican government
were that the Assembly should be held frequently and should aim
at unanimity in its proceedings, that the republic should conform
to the principles authorised in ancient tradition, that elders should
be honoured and listened to, that women and girls should be
protected, that shrines and tithes to support them should be.
respected, and that 'worthy ones' (arhant~)should find shelter in
the republic to encourage them to live there. On conformity to
tradition we might observe that, since the society of the past,
before degeneration had gone so far, was happier, better governed, more moral than that of the present, it would be well to
follow its laws. Presumably this conservatism would not apply in
a period of regeneration, unless the principles of the remote
ancient society before degeneration were those to be conformed
to. The significance of the 'shrines' (caitya) is not clear. Later they
were assimilated to the monuments or pagodas (stiipa) of the
Buddha and sometimes of Buddhist monks.
The recommendations recorded for monarchies are rather
different in character. There is no question of unanimity, but the
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policy of conciliation recommended to King Great Realm is
intended to produce a similar harmony. The regular consultations
with Sramanas and brahmans of good conduct advised by the royal
seer to his son are the nearest equivalent to the frequent meetings
of the assembly. For conformity to ancient principles we have what
seems to be the primary duty of a king, for which the first king
was elected, namely the upholding of principle. For the honouring
of elders and seeking of their advice, and possibly for the
encouragement of 'worthy ones' (who would be Sramanas, possibly
brahmans) to settle in the country, we have again the seeking of
advice from abstemious and diligent Srama?zas and brahmans, who
w.ere tolerant, gentle and calm. Like Great Realm's chaplain, they
would explain what is good and what bad, what should be done
and how to produce benefit and happiness. As to protection,
instead of the specific mention of women, and worthy ones, we find
the organising of safety, shelter and protection for the whole of
society, and even for beasts and birds. There is nothing in these
texts about shrines.
There are, further, several additional pieces of advice for kings.
In upholding principle, wrongdoers are to be rebuked and if
necessary banished: such at least were the instructions given to the
first king. This, taken in conjunction with the teaching of all these
texts, and particularly with the policy of conciliating a rebellious
society, suggests that punishments should be as mild as possible.
In fact this is an obvious corollary of the Buddha's whole doctrine
and attitude, and reminds us of the methods of discipline prescribed for the communities of monks and nuns. For his own
support the king is to receive a share of the produce of the countiy,
that is, he imposes taxes, which are recommended to be moderate.
This last recommendation is given to his vassals (local rulers, kings
of the several countries) by an emperor who commends to thern
also the four main moral or social principles we have already
discussed (non-violence, non-coveting, abstention from misconduct in pleasures, truthfulness), and not drinking intoxicants. This
implies that it is the duty of a ruler to teach his subjects these
principles of good conduct. The emperor who gave this advice is
supposed to have conquered the whole Earth without the use of
force. The future emperor Samkha will do the same: he will
'conquer by principle (dharma)', without the sword. The idea is
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that all mankind will wish to live under a just government and will
freely and readily submit to it.
There are in addition recommendations of an economic character which are of the utmost importance and interest. Though
they are primarily economic, in fact the well-being of society
depends on this sound economic basis, according to the Buddhist
system. It is economic prosperity and expansion which conciliates
the subjects of Great Realm, is the only effective means of ending
their revolt, and at the same time enriches the king himself, since
his investment in his country brings a return (through taxation)
and his wealth in Eact accumulates. The pacification and economic
well-being of society are moreover essential for the success of
Buddhism itself, for its communities and their 'best life' to flourish
and spread, for its doctrines to be studied. The Buddha did not
expect his doctrine to survive the ultimate decadence and all
engulfing violence of the phase of degeneration of civilisation
which was to follow his own time: on the contrary it would need
another Buddha, when not only peace but also prosperity was
restored, to start the doctrine again, to re-establish the best life,
i.e. the Buddhist communities. It is self-evident thtit if the Buddhist
communities depend primarily on alms given by laymen and
village and town dwellers at large, the monks going round every
morning with their bowls to collect food, the society must be fairly
prosperous to support them. But it is also clear from the Buddha's
theory of history, as we have reviewed it, that it is people who are
in a reasonably prosperous state, in a favourable phase of the
evolution of society, who can be expected to reflect on the realities
of happiness and unhappiness, to find that even the much sought
pleasures of a prosperous life (or a life of luxury such as the
Buddha reported he had led himself before the renunciation) are
still forms of unhappiness in the ultimate analysis, and to give up
the worldly life and lead the 'best life' as Buddhist monks or nuns.
It is the duty of a king, then, to prevent poverty-the root of
so many evils, as we have been shown-by grants to the poor. This
principle of the ancient emperors, which maintained both prosperity and morality until one of them failed to continue it, is
elucidated by the advice to-Great Realm. Three productive (economically) classes of society are envisaged. The peasantry or
farmers are to be supplied with seed to expand their agriculture
and with fodder if they take up cattle breeding. Traders are to be
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supplied with capital to undertake their operations. The third class
probably (to judge from Indian society as described in the
Tripitaka) included a great variety of wage earners working in the
royal service, not merely officials, soldiers and the like. It was usual
in that period for various industries, such as mining, the metal
industries and the textile industry, to be organised directly by the
government (the ArthaSStra, c. 300 B.c., recommends a state
monopoly in several industries, especially mining). Some industries were carried on by merchants, more by guilds of craftsmen,
but the Buddha's advice to kings to dispense wages and food to
those in the royal service certainly means that the basic industries
of the country are to be expanded by the ruler increasing his
labour force. Other industries would be expanded by part of the
capital grants to merchants, as well as indirectly encouraged by
successful trade.
The implementation of this economic policy is said to have
brought security (so that people left their doors open) and
rejoicing.

Class and the Priesthood
In the texts we have read in this chapter we have found several
discussions on class and arguments against any special position and
privileges for the brahmans. Some of the essential points of the
Buddha's teaching on this were summarised above (pp. 158f.).
Classes were originally occupational, not hereditary, and ought to
be so again (they would then cease to be classes in the Brahmanical
sense). Any person could become a Sramana, regardless of his class
origin: on this there is another sutra' which insists on the point
that persons of any of the four classes could attain enlightenment
and niwina, if they are intelligent. Equally people of any class are
reborn according to their actions, without discrimination on
grounds of class.2Another text" observes that hereditary privilege
is at present so far unreal that in practice who is master and who
is servant depends on wealth (this observation, however, is not
ascribed to the Buddha himself, but to one of the monks after his
final extinction).
1. M No. 90 (I1 128), T 26 No. 212.
2. For another sGha emphasising this see M No. 93, T 26 No. 151.
3. M No. 84, T 99 (Sam@&) section 20 No. 12.
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The Buddha's views on service are given in another siitra.' A
brahman once explained to him that the brahmans declare that
there are four kinds of service: of a brahman, of a warrior, of one
of the agricultural-mercantile class (vai$a) or of a helot (Siidra).
The distinction is that a person of any of the four classes may serve
a brahman, a warrior may be served by another warrior or by either
of the lower classes, a vaiSya may be served by a vai$a or by a helot,
a helot may be served only by another helot. (Thus there is a
hierarchy from the brahman down to the helot.) When the
Buddha asks whether all people concede this preeminence to the
brahmans, the brahman admits they do not. The Buddha then
objects that the brahmans are acting as people who thrust disagreeable food on others and then make them pay for it. At the same
time he does not hold that everyone'should be served (by anyone)
or that no one should be served. If the service will muse the person
served to be better (morally), he may be served, if it will make him
worse he should not be served. This applies to all regardless of
class. Whether a person is a better person or a worse person does
not depend on high birth, nor on superior colour (?-varpa,
which also means 'beauty' and 'class', so here the last may well be
intended), nor on superior property. If one of high birth, etc.,
takes life, steals or commits other bad actions his high birth will
not make him 'better'. If he abstains from such actions his high
birth will not make him 'worse'.
The brahman continues that there are four kinds of wealth,
according to the brahmans, four kinds of wealth proper to the four
classes: alms for brahmans, bow and quivel' for warriors, agriculture and cattle breeding for vai$yas, the sickle and the carryingpole for helots. It is improper for any of them to despise their
proper wealth, as it is (especially) improper for a watchman to
steal. Again the Buddha asks whether all people concede this, and
makes the same objection when told not. The difference of class
by birth tells us merely a person's origin, it means n o more than
the difference between several fires as 'wood fire', 'grass fire', etc.
A person may leave home for the homeless life from a brahman,
warrior, vaiSya or helot family and be successful in following the
doctrine and discipline of the thus-gone. Cannot persons of all
1 . M No. 96, T 26 No. 150.
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four origins develop thoughts of benevolence, without hatred,
without malevolence? The brahman admits that this is so.
In a discussion with some brahmans' the Buddha is told that
they declare there are five characteristics which distinguish the
brahman class. A brahman should be (1) well-born (he should be
able to trace back his brahman ancestors for seven generations on
both his father's and his mother's sides), (2) a teacher (of the
Three Vedas, the ancillary lexicons, books on ritual, grammar, etc.,
and the historical traditions) (3) handsome, of the brahma-colour,
etc., (4) virtuous and (5) wise (in the performance of the ritual).
The Buddha asks one of them whether the list can be reduced,
and it is agreed (by this one, at least) that colour is unimportant
and could be left out, that the Veda and birth could be left out,
but virtue and wisdom are essential (from the Brahmanical point
of view, perhaps, a brahman need not teach but must be able to
perform the rituals). The Buddha then goes on to redefine these
essentials, virtue and wisdom, on Buddhist principles. Virtue
should be following the moral principles of Buddhism. For wisdom
in the ritual he substitutes Buddhist 'understanding', and explains
it as the four meditations and the 'three sciences' of the enlightenment (the three sciences are of course to be substituted for the
three 'knowledges', vedus, of Brahmanism).
We have seen already that the theology of the brahmans was
incorrect, and should be replaced by the science of causation. As
to the ritual, the sacrifice, the Buddha recommended to kings the
substitution of economic investment, as in the story of Great
Realm. However, the story continues that when Great Realm had
carried out this policy, ended the revolt, brought about great
prosperity and accumulated his own treasure he still wished to
perform a great sacrifice of the traditional kind. Under his
chaplain's guidance this became a great festival for the whole
population. It was paid for entirely by the king, without levying the
tithe or accepting contributions from his subjects. No animals were
sacrificed, even plants were not cut down for sacrificial purposes;
only butter, sesame oil, curds, honey and the like were used as
offerings. No violence was used on slaves, labourers, etc., in the
preparations: all the work was on a voluntary basis and what was
not done voluntarily was not done at all. This, the Buddha adds,
1.

D No. 4,T 1 No. 22.
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was an inferior kind of sacrifice, which might satisfy those anxious
to perform a Brahmanical sacrifice, though it was reformed to
exclude violence. A far superior sacrifice is to establish perpetual
donations to those who have 'gone forth', and are virtuous, a still
better one is to build a dwelling for the community (of monks),
still better are becoming a lay Buddhist, following the Buddhist
moral principles (as a layman), becoming a monk and attaining
nimina.
In the Buddha's time, to judge from his remarks in another
Dirgha sfitra,' the brahmans, or some of them, lived a luxurious life,
were well dressed, well fed, had many servants, lived in mansions,
and so on. This he thought was in striking contrast with the ancient
brahman seers who had composed the Veda (cf. also the original
brahmans in the account of social evolution above). Now, brahmans
lived like aristocrats, in fact some of them were endowed with lands
out of the royal domains by kings, as fiefs (there is one such in
the present sutra, another in that last referred to, another in that
on Great Realm, and yet others). The ancient brahmans may have
been genuine seers, but the modern ones cannot become seers
merely by learning the verses and prayers of the Veda (the mantras)
the ancients had composed.
The main point on the brahmans is, however, that they were
no different in nature from other people. Their claim to 'purity'
(Suddhi) is nonsense,? as is their claim to be the 'white' (Sukla)
colour whilst the other classes are 'black' (knna). According to the
Buddha all four classes are equally 'pure', and what matters is their
conduct. Although the Buddha thus rejected their special claims
and sought to reform their entire ideology, he wished to do so by
conciliating the brahmans, by restoring them, according to h%
version of history, to their original condition. In effect his idea was
to assimilate the brahmans to the Sramnnus to establish that anyone
could become a brahman by adopting a simple life of meditation
and virtuous, tolerant and gentle conduct. The name 'brahman'
would be retained and other terms such as 'sacrifice' might
continue to be used, but they should have reformed meanings
consonant with Buddhist principles. In future 'brahman' and
'iramana' should be synonymous, and all those who joined this
1. D No. 3, T 1 No. 20. Sanskrit fragments TuTfan 495, 885, 978.
M No. 93, T 26 No. 151.
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class of people, devoted to high moral aims and the quest for
enlightenment and niruana, should follow the 'best life' (brahmalife) as described by the Buddha.
It is almost superfluous to add that the Buddha did not have
in mind here any administragve measures or other methods except
that people would be persuaded by their own experience and
observations that his discoveries were true and his recommendations good. If emperors were to expand their realms only by
principle and without the use of force, then the great debate as
to what doctrines were true would proceed under conditions of the
most perfect intellectual freedom. There is plenty of evidence for
the Buddha's tolerant attitude in practice in these dialogues with
brahmans, more in similar discussions with Sramanas or lay followers of other schools, such as the Jainas.'

The Buddha's Teaching to the Laity
Having considered the Buddha's views about society and his
recommendations to governments we may now ask what teaching
he offered to the laity, the ordinary people who were unlikely to
leave the worldly society, to 'go forth', and to those who became
his lay followers, Buddhist laymen (up&akas) and laywomen
disciples (upkikGs).
The Dirgha contains a siitra? in which the Buddha admonishes
a layman following the morning ritual of the Brahmanical religion.
When staying near Rajagha the Master once when entering the
city for alms saw a householder hailing (worshipping) the six
directions (the four quarters and up and down), his hair and
clothes wet (after the ritual bathing). The Buddha asked him why
he did this, and was told that his father had enjoined the ritual
on him as his dying wish. The Buddha then says that, in the
'discipline' (vinaya) of the Aryans (i.e. the excellent ones, as
understood by the Buddha) this is not the way in which the six
directions should be worshipped.
The Aryan pupil (ir&vaka,here the Buddhist layman; the term
is sometimes applied to monks, but the Buddha appears normally
1. M No. 56, T 26 No. 133 (aJaina layman persuaded to follow the Buddha should
not discontinue his donations to the Jaina monks) ; M No. 101, T 26 No. 19;
M No. 35, T 99 section 5 No. 8.
2. D No. 31, T 1 No. 16 (also T 26 No. 135 and other Chinese versions).
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to have used it for lay disciples in training and to have referred
to the monk in training as bhibu, 'monk') should regard his
parents, teachers (aciilya), wife and children, friends, servants
(slaves and wage labourers), Sramanas and brahmans, as respectively the six directions (East, South, West, North, Down, Up.) In order
to prepare himself for these six relationships he should observe
the following (discipline), which will also lead him to 'victory' in
both worlds (this life and the next), and to rebirth in heaven after
death. First he must give up the four kinds of defilement in action.
Secondly he must not do a bad action through any of four
circumstances (sthanas). Thirdly he must not indulge in the six
openings to loss of property. Thus he should be without fourteen
evils. The Buddha now explains all this in detail.
The four kinds of defilement in action are infringements of the
four main moral or social principles we found in the Buddha's
recommendations for society: not taking life, or what was not
given, abstention from misconduct in pleasures, truthfulness.
The four circumstances through which a bad action may be
done are taking a wrong course through (1) 'will' (chandas, i.e.
through one's wish or desire; the word is possibly here an
abbreviation for kiimacchandas, the will to pleasure), (2) aversion
(or 'anger1,-dosa in 'Buddhist' Sanskrit, equivalent to 'Classical'
dvesa), (3) delusion (moha-the opposite of understanding) or
(4) fear (bhaya).
The siitra goes into the six openings to loss of property in more
detail. The first is the habit ('practice', anuyoga) of taking various
kinds of intoxicating (alcoholic) drink as a circumstance for
negligence (pramada). There are six disadvantages in this: visible
(i.e. direct, immediate) loss (literally 'confiscation', but it may not
here ,mean a fine) of money, increase of quarrelling, liability to
illness, fn-oduction of ill fame, indecent exposure and weakening
of the understanding. (In other words there may be negligence in
any of these ways, the first resulting in direct loss and the others
indirectly in loss of property; the first may mean simply reckless
expenditure).
The second opening is frequenting the streets at inappropriate
times. This also has six disadvantages: one is oneself unprotected
and unsafe, so are one's wife and children, so is one's property,
one may be suspected in some criminal case, untrue reports grow,
one meets unhappiness in many (unforeseeable) forms.
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The third opening is addiction to festivals (abhi-carmeans acting
wrongly, being possessed by, misconducting oneself, hence
abhicarana 'addiction'; the festival assemblies samajas themselves
need not be harmful). This also is said to have six disadvantages,
perhaps merely for the sake of symmetry. They are merely that one
is (constantly) asking where is there dancing, singing, instrumental
music, epic recitations, clapping (as rhythmic amusement), drumming (of a particular kind, kumbhatiina, perhaps the single big
drum played by many people together which is still found in
Ceylon). The Sthaviravada commentary explains here that one
goes off to whichever village or town has a festival the next day,
spending the whole day preparing clothes, scents, garlands, etc.,
for the trip; the festival may last several days, so that one's work
is seriously interrupted. In other words there is no moral objection
to the festivals themselves here, for laymen (whereas it is considered inappropriate for a monk or nun to attend them), but
overfrequent excursions will lead to financial loss.
The fourth opening is the practice of gambling, as circumstance
for negligence. Its six disadvantages are, that in winning one
generates hatred, when losing one regrets one's lost wealth, there
is the actual loss of money, one's words are not heeded in
assemblies, one is despised by one's friends and advisers, one is
not desired for marriage on the ground that a gambler is not
adequate to support a wife.
The fifth opening is association with bad friends. Its six disadvantages are six kinds of bad friend: gamblers, wantons, drunkards,
dishonest men, deceivers (the distinction between these and the
last is not clear), violent men. Afterwards the Buddha expands on
the subject of bad friends, enemies posing as friends, and divides
them in four classes: the one who takes everything, the one who
only talks, the flatterer, the fellow waster. The first of these is an
enemy posing as a friend through four dircumstances: he takes
everything, he wants much for little, he does what should be done
only from fear, he pursues only wealth (for himself). Likewise the
one who only talks about the hospitality (he would have given you,
says he had had prepared for you--commentary) in the past, his
future hospitality, he favours you with (kind but) meaningless talk,
and when somethhq ought to be done at the present moment he
explains that he has jbst met with a disaster. Likewise the flatterer
approves evil, disapproves of good, speaks praise in one's pres-
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ence, speaks dispraise in one's absence. Lastly the fellow waster is
a companion in drinking, in frequenting the streets at inappropriate times, in addiction to festivals, in gambling. Contrasted with
these bad friends, enemies in disguise, are the true friends, whom
we may consider later.
The sixth and last opening to loss of property is the habit of
laziness. Its six 'disadvantages' are six excuses for not doing any
work, so that one exhausts the property one has and does not get
any more. One says: It is too cold. It is too hot. It is too late. It
is too early. I am too hungry. I am too full.
These fourteen evils are further paraphrased in verses, perhaps
to make them easier to remember. The importance here attached
to wealth, apparently as the indispensable basis for all good
conduct, is most remarkable, and deserves to be stressed, along
with the recommendations we have read concerning economic
development and the consequent well-being of society, in order
to refute the view often expressed that Buddhism is concerned only
with renunciation, is only for ascetics, is wholly unworldly and
irrelevant to social problems, and so on, a view equally false
whether intended as praise or dispraise of its subject. Summarising
this discipline, we find it covers (1) the principles of ethics, which
have been elucidated in other siitras and are entirely social
principles; (2) the circumstances of bad conduct, which are largely
similar to the main 'bad principles' which obstruct the way to
enlightenment and nirorZna (primarily desire and aversion, and
delusion; fear was spoken of in a different connection above:
solitude in the forest in the narratives about the enlightenment of
the Buddha), and which are on the other hand individual ethical
principles (though here applied to the lay or worldly life they seem
more directly inspired by the way to nirvana and the training of
a monk, and might be seen as a possible preparation for the way
of non-attachment); (3) the maxims of prudent worldly conduct
leading to (individual and family) prosperity, which are maxims
of wealth (artha), not of principle (not of dhanna in the sense of
justice, virtue, ethics).
Coming now to the six kinds of human relationship to be
substituted for the direction's, there are five circumstances through
which each group of persons is to be set up as a 'direction'.
Thinking that he was supported by them a son should support
his parents, should do things which ought to be done by them,
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should establish the family (as regards wealth--commentary),
should engage in the family heritage (keep up its tradition),
should grant donations for his parents (on their behalfSthaviravida commentary) after their deaths.
As an apprentice one should 'set up' one's teachers by rising
(on seeing them coming), by attending on them (i.e. visiting them,
seeking audience), by listening to them attentively, by serving
them, by learning the trade thoroughly.
One's wife should be 'set up' by respect, by avoiding disrespect,
by faithfulness, by handing over authority, by giving her adornments.
Friends should be 'set up' by gifts, affectionate speech, helpfulness, treating them like oneself (sharing their happiness and
unhappiness) (='friendliness') and not going back on one's words.
Slaves and servants should be 'set up' by arranging the work
according to their ability, by granting food and wages, by attending
to them in illness, by sharing special enjoyments with them, by
releasing them (from work) on time.
~ r a m a ~ aand
s brahmans should be 'set up' by benevolent
actions, speech and thoughts, by keeping one's house open to
them, by providing for their physical needs.
The six groups should reciprocate by exercising their compassion (anu-kamp), and again there are five circumstances for each
relationship, except the last.
Parents should keep one away from evil, introduce one to good,
have one trained to a trade, unite one with a proper wife and hand
over the inheritance in time.
Teachers should discipline one well, teach one thoroughly, pass
on the whole trade, give (good) references to their friends and
colleagues, ensure one's security (a secure livelihood through the
trade) wherever one goes.
A wife should arrange the work (of the household) well, treat
the servants well, be faithful, look after the income, be skilful and
diligent in everything that ought to be done.
Friends should save one from being negligent, save the property
of one who is negligent, be a refuge to one who is afraid,-not
abandon one in misfortune, cherish the other's children.
Slaves and servants should rise before the master (alya), go to
bed after him, take only what he gives them, do their work well,
spread his fame and praise.
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ram an as

and brahmans are distinguished by reciprocating in
six circumstances instead of only five. They should keep one away
from evil, introduce one to good, be compassionate towards one
with their minds benevolent (literally 'good', kalyana) , let one hear
what one had not heard, clarify what one has heard, describe the
way to heaven.
Balancing the four principles underlying the well being of
society in the most general way, which are negative in formulation
although positive recommendations are implied by them, we find
in this system of relationships a detailed and specific positive code
of social behaviour. It is surely worthy of remark that there is
nothing here of any relationship to the government or the king
(since these admonitions were delivered in' Magadha, moreover in
the capital). We are remote from the atmosphere of, say, a
feudalistic society with its loyalties and obligations. In fact the
outlook seems to be the democratic life of a city state or republic
such as the sakyas or Vrjis, or even of the more perfect society
supposed to have existed before the election of the first king
(before the institution of government?). In this scheme the
government is presumably to be concerned only with the upholding of the four general principles, i.e. the administration ofjustice,
in return for being supported by taxes.
To complete our review of this sutra for the individual in the
lay or worldly society we have to consider the four classes of real
or good friends (suhyd) whom the Buddha opposes to the 'enemies
posing as friends' described above. The four are the friend who
is a helper, the one who shares the same happiness and unhappiness, the one who tells you what is for your welfare, and the one
who is compassionate. Each is a good friend through four circumstances. The helper saves one from being negligent, saves the
property of one who is negligent, is a refuge to one who is afraid
(so far like the friend above reciprocating the relationship of
friendship), on an occasion when there is business to be done h e
grants one double the outlay asked for. The one who shares the
same happiness and unhappiness lets you into his seci-ets, keeps
your secrets, does not abandon you in misfortune (cf. above),
sacrifices even his life for the sake of his friend. The one who tells
you what is for your welfare (like a Sramana or brahman) keeps
you away from evil, introduces you to good, lets you hear what you
had not heard, describes the way to heaven. The compassionate
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friend is not pleased through your bad fortune, but is pleased
through your good fortune, checks others from speaking dispraise
of you, praises those who speak praise of you. As in the other parts
of this siitra this text is partly paraphrased, with appropriate similes,
in verses.
As good friendship is said by the Buddha to be the whole of
the 'best life' of the monks (p. 103 above) so here friendship
receives the greatest stress in the life of the householder. Especially
in the maxims of friendship we notice the working out of the basic
social standard of considering all beings as like oneself ('all-selfness') inherent in all the Buddha's social teaching (cf. p. 103
above).

The Lay Disciple
At the conclusion of the admonitions to a layman which we have
just read, we are told the householder asked to be a lay disciple
(upasaka) of the Buddha. He says that he goes to the Master
(Bhagavant, i.e. the Buddha) as a refuge (Sarana), likewise to the
Doctrine and to the Community of Monks as refuges. Going to
these three 'refuges' constitutes formally becoming a lay disciple
in Buddhism. The foregoing admonitions are of course wholly
applicable to the lay disciple, but they are equally applicable to any
layman, to society at large. For the actual Buddhist lay disciple
there is a further systematic course of instruction (Gnupfiwikatha) ,'
which, however, could be regarded as abstracted from these
admonitions. In the Sthaviravada version the summary of this runs:
discourses on donation (dana), virtue (Sila) and heaven (svarga);
the disadvantage, meanness and defilement of pleasures; the
benefit in renunciation. The Mahasamghika version substitutes
'merit' and 'the result of merit' for the last two items. The
essentials, however, are donation, which means primarily giving
alms to monks (equivalent to providing for the physical needs of
Sramanas),virtue, which means primarily observing the four main
social principles (not taking life, etc.) and heaven. As to heaven,
we saw above (p. 69) that the way to it is virtue or good conduct.
It is implied, therefore, that besides the natural laws of the
sequence of conditioned origination, whereby, as we saw, desire
1. D I 110, M I 379 (in sctra already referred to above: D 3, M 5 6 ) , Mahriuastu I11
257 with variant ending.
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(for the pleasures of the senses) leads to continued involvement
in transmigration and (in the Samyukta, at least) the forces, that
is actions, lead to rebirth, there are further laws according to which
various kinds of action lead to particular kinds of rebirth. Although
the monk who aims direct for nzrvcina is not concerned, perhaps,
with any kind of rebirth, and such details find no place in the
theory of his training, the layman who is not ready for this supreme
aim is very much concerned with rebirth and is assuyed to wish
to go to one or other of the heavens of the gods. There are two
siitm in the Madhyama' which tell us a little about this doctrine
of precise retribution. It is a doctrine on which the authentic
Tripitaka has very little to say, and which perhaps had not been
elaborated in more than a very general way by the Buddha himsdlf,
but which the schools of Buddhism later worked out in much
detail, seeking no doubt to make their teaching to laymen more
forceful by the inclusion of circumstantial particulars of the
destinies attending every kind of action.
In the first of these siitrar the Buddha is asked why men are seen
to live in such a variety of circumstances, inferior and superior,
short lived and long lived, suffering much or little illness, having
little o r great wealth, having understanding or poor understanding, and so on, His answer is that all this depends on action
(kannan),it is action which divides beings in this way. Asked to
elaborate this he says that if, for instance, a man or woman takes
life, say as a hunter, he or she will be reborn in misery, an evil
destiny, ruin, purgatory. Or, failing that, if he or she is again born
as a human being it will be as a short lived one. In the opposite
case of one who abstains from taking life, is compassionate for the
benefit of all living beings, the rebirth will be in heaven or, failing
that, as a human being &th long life.
One who harasses other beings with violence, short of actually
taking life, will be reborn, if not in purgatory then as a human
being suffering from much illness, and the reverse in the opposite
case. Similarly anger and malevolence result in ugliness, the
opposite in loveliness. Envy (ir;ya) leads to an inferior birth, lack
of it to a superior one. Lack of generosity leads to poverty,
1. M Nos. 135 and 136, T 26 Nos. 170 and 171. A Sanskrit version of the first in
Hoernle, Manuscript Remaims of Buddhist Literaturefound in Eastem Turkestan. See
also Mahiihannauibhanga (ed. S. Levi).
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generosity to wealth. Pride and arrogance leads to a socially low
(despised) birth, the opposite to a high one. One who frequents
Sramanas and brahmans asking them about the good, the bad, etc.,
will be reborn with understanding, one who does not will have a
poor understanding.
The next szitra first clarifies the point whether actions of body,
speech and mind are all equally significant, or whether only the
latter are significant (the Buddha always stresses the mental part
of action, the intention, in contrast particularly to the Jainas, and
consequently was misrepresented as denying any significance to
bodily or vocal actions). All are significant and may have happy,
unhappy or neutral results, but only if they are voluntary
(samcetanika), i.e. accompanied by volition.
It continues with an explanation that the working out of rhe
results (vipaka) of actions may be very complicated, so that one
who takes only a short view may be misled. It is even possible that
one who has taken life may be reborn in heaven-because of some
good action done before or after the bad one-or that one who
has done a good action may go to purgatory. Some Sramanas and
brahmans, the Buddha says, have been misled by such cases into
concluding that there is no such thing as good action, or a result
of good conduct.
The precise mechanism of rebirth as result of past actions is
hardly made clear in the Tripitaka. We may suppose that the
Buddha believed that a bad action, such as harming another
person, has an effect also on the person who does it. It may dispose
him to have bad principles in the series of his thoughts, a
continuing viciousness of nature. This viciousness may at death
lead him to appropriate surroundings; it is also a form of strong
attachment to the world, perhaps therefore disposing him towards
the grossest spheres of existence as opposed to the lighter realms
of the gods. A good action would have the opposite kind of effect
o n the person who does it, as it were an uplifting effect, conducive
to detachment as well as less gross existence.
We can further illustrate the talk on heaven when teachlng
laymen from the following interesting siitra in the Madhyarna.'
s5riputra receives news that a brahman layman of Rajagrha has
become 'negligent' (p-amatta, or 'careless'): he is using ('leaning
1. M No. 97, T 26 No. 27.
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on') the king to rob the brahman householders, and using the
latter to rob the king. (An interesting sidelight on the kingdom
of Magadha; it seems this brahman was a tax collector.) The siitra
notes that his former wife had been 'confident' (presumably a
Buddhist having confidence in the Buddha, Doctrine, etc.), but
she had died and his present wife was not.
~ f i r i ~ u tgoes
r a to meet the brahman, as if by chance, passes the
time of day with him and then enquires whether he is 'careful'
('diligent', apamatta). The brahman asks how he can be when he
has to support his parents, wife and children, slaves and labourers,
do his duty to friends, relations, guests, departed spirits (his
ancestors), the gods, and the king, besides looking after his own
r a whether he thinks a man who had been unjust
body. ~ f i r i ~ u tasks
and dishonest (visama) but alleged his parents as the cause would
be spared by the guardians of purgatory, likewise if he alleged any
of the brahman's other excuses as the cause. The brahman agrees
that such a man would be consigned to purgatory just the same,
regardless of his excuses. sariputra concludes that it is better to
be just and impartial (sama): there are other ways to support one's
parents, etc., which are meritorious and do not require bad
actions. The brahman expresses his appreciation of sariputra9s
discourse and goes off.
On a later occasion the brahman is very ill and thinks he is
about to die. He sends a message for sariputra to come and see
him, out of compassion. ~ f i r i ~ u t finds
ra
him in a bad way, and
discusses future possibilities: which destiny would he prefer, purgatory, to be an animal, a human being, or any of the various
classes of gods? The brahman is intent on the heaven of Brahmfi
(as are all brahmans, sariputra thinks). sariputra tells him the way
to union with Brahma is to practice the exercise of pervading the
whole universe with thought immeasurable, without hatred, etc.,
and charged with benevolence, compassion, sympathetic joy and
equanimity, considering all beings as like oneself (the exercise
used by monks to get rid of the 'obstacles', as we saw above). The
brahman asks sariputra to convey his respects to the Buddha, and
the monk leaves. Soon afterwards the brahman dies, and the siitra
tells us he was in fact reborn in the world of Brahma.
This seems rather easy for a dishonest tax collector; however,
he would presumably meet the results of his injustice eventually,
for heaven is far from being a final state. Or perhaps his change
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of heart had been so real and effective that he had balanced out
his wickedness already, and his non-violent and benevolent meditation was powerful enough to overcome all trace of it.
As a further elucidation of the systematic instruction of lay
disciples we may proceed to another Madhyama siitra,' which is
curious in that it is a story told by the Buddha about a forher
buddha named K2Syapa. This buddha had an outstanding lay
disciple who was a potter named Ghatikara. Ghafik&ra abstained
from taking life, taking what was not given, misconduct in pleasures, false speech, and moreover from intoxicating drink as a
circumstance for negligence. We may note here that these five
principles of conduct, rather than the presumably more original
and essential group of four, were generally taken by the later
schools as indicating the essential minimum of virtue (Sila) required in order to be a lay Buddhist, and known as the 'five
precepts' (pafica Sik+kpadcZnz) or 'five virtues' (pafica6hZng. GhaflkFtra
has the further virtue (required of monks, but not of laymen, for
whom like all the other rules for monks it is optional, though of
course good) that he does not use gold and silver, moreover as
a potter he avoids harming animal life when collecting his clay
from the earth. The different recensions of this text add further
virtues, but agree only in these six. They also agree in praising his
extraordinary generosity, particularly to the buddha.
As a further note on 'donation' (dkna) we may add from the
conclusion of another Madhyama siitrd that this might consist of
feeding, clothing monks, and having dwellings (vihkra) built for
them. Much more elaborate rules about this are contained in the
Vinaya, with reference to what kinds of gift the communities of
monks and nuns may accept, and were briefly touched on in
Chapter Three.
Since the 'disadvantage of pleasures' was mentioned in at least
the Sthaviraviida version of the systematic instruction its explanation may be added from a Madhyama siitra on unhappiness.'For
the sake of pleasures people work hard at various trades (to earn
the requisite wealth), putting up with many kinds of discomfort
such as cold, heat, flies, hunger, thirst, etc. If they nevertheless fail
1 . M No. 81, T 26 No. 63, Mahriuastu I 326ff.
2. M No. 52, T 26 No. 217.
3. M No. 13 (M I 85ff) , T 26 No. 99.
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they grieve, lament, complain, etc. If they succeed in gaining
wealth they are still unhappy and melancholy when they think of
the possibility of losing it, through kings, thieves, fire, flood or
heirs they dislike.
Then for the same pleasures people dispute with one another,
fight, go to war, get killed and wounded. Or they commit burglary,
robbery, adultery, etc., and if caught are violently punished. Finally
as result of bad conduct for the sake of pleasures they are reborn
in purgatory.
A fuller discourse to Buddhist lay disciples is given in the
Sthaviraviida MQdhyama by k a n d a to the Sakyas,' in the presence
of the Buddha and with his approval. The Aryan pupil (Sravaka),
says h a n d a , is virtuous, guards his senses, knows the (proper)
measure in his food, is watchful, is endowed with seven' good
principles and practices the four meditations. Explaining these
points he is brief on virtue, inculcates detachment through
guarding the senses, suggests food should be taken so that the body
may endure and not for ostentation, etc., and under watchfulness
indicates purifying the thoughts on all occasions and a habit
similar to self-possession, though without using this term. Coming
to the seven good principles, he states these as being confident,
having self-respect, fearing blame, being learned, energetic, selfpossessed and having understanding.
The first of these is having confidence in the enlightenment of
the thus-gone: the Master is perfectly enlightened (this is actually
part of a formula which occurs more fully else~vhere:~
the Buddha
has himself discovered and made known the nature of the
universe, teaches the doctrine; the doctrine is visible, timeless,
verifiable, fruitful, to be experienced individually by discerning
persons; the community of pupils [sic: SrcZvakas, so apparently nol
restricted to the monks but the entire community of Buddhists]
has practised well, practised straight, practised the method, practised the proper course . . . is worthy of gifts . . .).
1. M N a 53. T 99 Section 43 No. 13.
2. See above pp. 100f.; for the fullest form see references under ujupappanno
PTC 1373. Similar ( but not identical, especially as concerns the ' community',
which may be a later elaboration of the Sthavira6da school) formulae in
Mahcivattu 111 200 and Dharmasakgiti Siitra as quoted in the ~ik+c~sarnucca~a,
322
ff. cf. D I 87.
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Self-respect and the fear of blame check one from bad conduct.
Being learned means remembering what one has heard of good
doctrines relating to the best life and comprehending them. Being
energetic corresponds to the principles of exertion (Chapter Four
above), for abandoning bad principles and entering into good
principles, also being firm in courage, etc.
Self-possession here is described in a cryptic sentence which has
puzzlecHhe commentators of the schools,' and might be read as:
having constant self-possession and a good memory . . . (following
q e Chinese interpretation; the Sthaviraviida substitute 'self-possession and wisdom', in Pali satinepakka, for 'constant self-possession'). (cf. p. 89 above.)
Understanding means the understanding which penetrates
origination and cessation and leads to the perfect exhaustion of
unhappiness (i.e. understanding of the Four Truths and the Way).
These seven good principles have some resemblance to the
'faculties' (Chapter Four), moreover they are immediately followed here by the meditations, in other words the use of (the
faculty of) concentration. Here then we have a course of training
for the lay disciple, broadly corresponding to that for the monk.
In fact the Aryan pupil who is all these things just set out, says
h a n d a , is capable of being enlightened, of attaining the unsurpassed (i.e. niwcina), which is safe from the yoke (of the influence
of pleasure, etc.).
h a n d a concludes his discourse by elucidating this last point.
The Aryan pupil capable of being enlightened, as a result of his
purity of equanimity (attained through meditation) and selfpossession recollects his former lives, understands the transmigration of beings according to their actions, enters into uninfluenced
freedom of thought, freedom through understanding, even in the
visible world, through the exhaustion of the influences, himself
ascertaining and experiencing it, and remains in it. In this way he
has both good conduct and science (vidyci), good conduct being
his virtue and science his attainment of enlightenment.
A lay disciple is thus stated here to be capable of acquiring the
'three sciences' which constitute enlightenment and of attaining
1. Sthavirav2da MA 111 30 (kasM...),
for the Chinese reading see Edgerton BHSD
under nipah.
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nirviina. That a lay disciple (upasaka) can attain nirvana, or
freedom, is also stated by the Buddha in the Samyukta' and in the
Madhy~rna,~
but there was some discussion about this question.
The Buddha appears often to have hesitated to teach laymen more
than virtue, along with generosity and heaven. For example there
is a siitra in the Madhyamd in which a novice monk is asked by
a prince in Riijagrha what the doctrine is. After some hesitation
he expounds the training of a monk, but the prince remarks that
it is impossible that a monk could have the concentration of
thought described. The novice tells the Buddha of this, but the
Buddha asks how one could expect anything else: it is impossible
that such a prince immersed in pleasures could learn about
renunciation.
Evidently, then, teaching should not be indiscriminate but
should be restricted to what the person spoken to could be
expected to understand. Hence the stress on virtue and heaven
when addressing laymen, even Buddhist laymen, despite the fact
that all this is still a matter of involvement in the world, in
transmigration, is only relatively good, as contrasted with evil and
purgatory, is far from the supreme good of non-attachment and
n i r v i i ~At
. best, the practice of this relative good was a preparation
which brought the understanding of the supreme good nearer, so
that a virtuous layman might eventually be ready to benefit from
hearing the whole of the doctrine.
There is a remarkable siitra in this connection in the M~dhyarna.~
Of all the Buddha's lay disciples the wealthy householder
Anathapindada is one of the most famous. Early in the teaching
career of the Buddha he bought a park near Srgvasti, the capital
of KoSala, from Prince Jeta and donated it to the community of
monkse5He had a residence built in it for the use of the Buddha
and gradually added many other buildings. The Buddha in fact
seems to have spent more time here and in Sr~vastithan anywhere
else: he is recorded to have spent most of his rainy seasons there,
and far more siitras give this as their place of origin than any other
-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

-

S V 410, T 99 section 41 No. 2.
M I 490 ff, T 99 (Sampkla) section 34 No. 26.

M No. 125, T 26 No. 198.
M No. 143, T 26 No. 28.
%n I1 154 ff., Av&nuiatako

I 313, MSV 111 134 ff.
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place. Anathapindada thus provided the Buddha with his favourite
residence and the main base of his organisation. The Buddha gave
him the usual systematic instruction on generosity, virtue, heaven,
etc., adding the Four Truths when he saw that the householder's
thoughts were ready for this. But the Madhyama sLtra just mentioned tells us of the death of Anathapindada many years later as
follows.
In his last illness Anathapindada sends a messenger to convey
his respects to the Buddha, then resident at Jeta's Park, and to
~ a r i ~ u t rasking
a,
the latter to have compassion and come and see
r a with k a n d a , and speaks to Anathapindada
him. ~ a r i ~ u tgoes,
of non-attachment to the senses (in order to gain relief from pain),
of non-attachment to all contacts (stimuli), experiences, to the
bases (dhcltus), non-attachment to the five groups, even to the
entrances of infinity of space, infinity of consciousness, nothingness or neither perception nor non-perception. He should not be
attached to this world or have consciousness depending on it. Nor
should he be attached to another world or have consciousness
depending on it. He should, in short, train himself not t 0 - k
attached to anything that could be seen, heard, sensed, cognised,
sought or reflected on by the mind, to have no consciousness
depending on any of these.
After hearing this Anathapindada wept. He had attended on the
Buddha so long, and on monks with well developed minds (i-e.
advanced in the doctrine), but had never before heard a doctrinal
discourse like this. S5riputra explains that such discourses are not
clear to those living in the world ('house-dwellers'), but only to
those who have gone forth. Anathapindada objects that such a
discourse can be clear to those in the world, there are some who
have 'little dust in their eyes', who are lost through not hearing
the doctrine but will be able to grasp the doctrine.
Soon afterwardsAnathapindada died and was reborn as a Tusita
god (which seems pretty poor, considering that a rapacious tax
collector could reach the superior world of Brahmfq however, we
have learned'that the working out of actions is very complicated,
and may presume also that Ansthapindada still retained his
's
attachment to sensual existence despite ~ a r i ~ u t r aadmonitions).
That night he appeared before the Buddha in the Park as a radiant
divinity and uttered verses praising the Park which produced his
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joy, the doctrine and ~ f i r i ~ u t rThe
a . Buddha approved and so the
god departed, satisfied.
This text does not make it clear whether the Buddha agreed to
the request that lay disciples should hear all the doctrine. Presumably he adhered to his position of judging what his hearers could
grasp. There is a siitra in the Sam~ukta'in which a layman, the
mayor of a village (of Nalandii, it appears)--takesup the same point
with the Buddha, asking whether he has compassion for the benefit
of all living beings. If so, why does h'e teach the doctrine to some
thoroughly but to others not so thoroughly? The Buddha replies
with a simile of a peasant having fields of differing qualities, who
would sow the best one first. In the same way the Buddha regards
the monks and nuns as his best field and the lay disciples as the
next best, and proceeds accordingly.
We find, then, that at different places in the Tripitaka lay
disciples are differently taught: sometimes virtue and heaven,
sometimes the Four Truths, sometimes the law of conditionality
('whatever has the principle of origination, all that has the
principle of cessati~n'~),
sometimes non-attachment. Their attainments are equally various. One lay disciple, the householder Citra,
was so learned (one of the 'seven good principles', p. 186 above)
that he taught the doctrine to monks.3 In doing so he referred to
the Brahmajcla Siitra (see Chapter Five) and explained a variety of
advanced doctrines.
In mentioning the varieties of the Buddha's teaching and
reviewing the discourses on heaven, etc., of the present chapter
we ought to recall the two levels of statement discussed above
(pp. 146 ff.). Generally in this more 'popular' teaching people are
encouraged to believe that they themselves will somehow continue
and transmigrate, as if they were permanent beings. In elementary moral teaching the Buddha does not mention the essential
impermanence, the discontinuity, of the 'being' or 'person'; that
there is a sequence, or a stream of consciousness stationed in
1. S IV 314 ff., T 99 section 32 No. 11. Elsewhere in the Samydta (S V 407, T
99 section 37 No. 11) a lay Buddhist objects when the Buddha recommends
regular study of profound stitrm that this is diff~cultfor laymen, so he is
recommended, besides the-five precepts, to have confidence in the 'refuges'
and virtue instead.
2. D I 110, end of T 1 No. 20.
3. S IV 281 ff., T 99 section 21, MSV 111 21.
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sentient bodies, but no entity that endures, no real ego or soul.
The unsophisticated were not expected to understand this new way
of looking at experience, this critical philosophical analysis of the
data. It was better, apparently, that they should believe in the crude
picture of the universe generally current in the world, and not be
confused by hearing the doctrine of impermanence and no soul
which might lead them to assume the opposite extreme of
annihilationism, that there is no sequence even, no continuity at
all in existence and no working out of the moral results of actions.
One or two points of major significance remain in the teaching
ra
a brahman, above, to attain the
to lay Buddhists. ~ Z r i ~ u t taught
world of Brahma by means of the exercises with 'immeasurable'
thought (in the later schools known for short simply as the
'immeasurables': i.e. the immeasurable thought charged successively with benevolence, compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity as four immeasurables). Lest this should be thought to
debase the exercise we may glance at a discussion' between an
architect of ~ r ~ v a sand
t i four monks whom he invites to a meal
with him. When they have eaten, the architect asks one of the
monks, Aniruddha, about some admonitions given him before by
monks. He has been recommended to develop the 'immeasurable
(apam&za)freedom of thought' by some monks and the 'sublime
(mahadgata, literally 'gone large', 'magnified') freedom of thought'
by others. Are these the same or different? He himself thinks they
are the same, only the words are different. Aniruddha then
explains that they are in fact different. The immeasurable freedom
of thought is the exercisejust mentioned (which we remember was
used by monks to get rid of the obstacles to freedom from
attachment, and find here recommended to a lay disciple for the
same purpose of freedom). The sublime (magnified) freedom of
thought is a different type of exercise consisting in concentration
on a particular material object, such as the root of a tree, a field,
and eventually the whole Earth, thinking 'it is sublime (or
magnified)' and remaining pervading it, intent on it, with that
thought. This latter type of freedom of thought varies in sublimity
(magnitude) according to the size of the object contemplated. It
is meant to develop the thought, to enlarge it. (The former
1. M No. 127, T 2 6 No. 79
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freedom is on the other hand immeasurable, though the word
infinite is not actually applied to it.)
We have read of visits to dying laymen by monks, with appropriate discourses to prepare them for death, or rather for a good
destiny. It is of interest to find that lay disciples too were expected
to perform this important task, and that the Buddha instructed
them in how to admonish (ava-vad) another lay disciple who is ill,
afflicted, seriously ('excessive1~'-bcZdha) ill. He gives the following
instructions to the sakya lay disciple Mahanaman ('Nandin' in the
Chinese), who asks how a lay disciple 'with understanding' should
admonish another, also 'with understanding', under these circumstances.' (The Sthaviravada commentary interprets 'with understanding' as meaning simply that he really is a Buddhist.)
First he should be reassured in four ways by speaking of
confidence in the Buddha, the Dbctrine, the Community (and
virtue) . T h e formulae noted above are to be tised. (Fot virtue
there is a similar one which says it is liberating, etc., and leads to
concentration.) Then he should be asked whether he is thinking
of his parents or of his wife and children. If he is, he should be
told that he is subject to dying ('has the principle of dying')
whether he thinks of them or not, and that it will be good to give
up thinking of them. If he does this he can be asked whether he
is thinking of (this can also be translated 'expecting', 'intending'apekG) the five kinds of human pleasures of the senses (the
implication is that he is seeking rebirth such as will provide
enjoyment of them). If he is, he should be told that divine
pleasures are superior, and that he should set his thoughts on the
(various classes of) gods, successively, each being superior to the
last. Hqving eventually set his thoughts on the world of Brahmfi,
he should be told finally. that that is impermanent, unstable,
included in (or involved in, pa~Gpanna)an 'existing substance'
(satkGya),3 so that it would be good to bring his thought out of the
world of Brahma and imagine (or visualize, upa-sum-hr) it as in the
cessation of an 'existing substance' (i.e. nirucina). If he does this,
the Buddha adds, there is no difference in freedom between him
and a monk who frees his 'thought from the influences.
1. S V 408 ff., T 99 section 41 No. 2.
2. 'Virtue' is added only in the Sthaviravada version
3. The false opinion that there is an eternal soul.
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Little or nothing is said in the Tripitaka of any regular ceremonies to be observed by lay disciples. Thus there seems to be no
record of any regular meeting and confession of offences against
the discipline or virtue discussed in this chapter, such as the
communities of monks and nuns held. On the other hand
occasional confessions were certainly in order, for example that
of Aj5taSatru (above, p. 66). The Vinaya,' incidentally, lists eight
offences against the community of monks for which a lay disciple
may be punished by the monks' refusing to accept alms from him
(defaming a monk without foundation, etc.). If a layman so
punished afterwards confesses his offence he may be rehabilitated
by a vote of the community of monks concerned. As to regular
ceremonies, however, it should not be overlooked that observing
the posadha, or 'sabbath' night, is sometimes praised in laymen in
, ~ it seems almost to be taken
the Tripitaka as one of the ~ i r t u e sand
for granted a s a traditional ceremony. In later times it has certainly
been observed by Buddhist laymen, who moreover may undertake
to fulfil additional precepts, or fasts, for the occasion. The
Sthaviravada tradition records4that seven lay disciples (including
Anathapindada and Citra) had regular 'retinues' of lay disciples
(five hundred each), implying an organisation of lay communities,
but there is hardly any hint of such organisation in the Tripitaka.
To conclude this chapter it is worth noting a discussion between
the Buddha and a brahman4concerning the relative merits of the
household life and going forth as a wanderer (or monk). The
brahmans favour (as they have always done) the household life as
being most fruitful, this brahman says, and consider going forth
less fruitful, what does the Buddha say? The reply is that one
cannot be categorical (ekamia, definite) about this hut must make
distinctions (vibhajya, dividing, differentiating). One may be successful or fail in either way of life, for example in agriculture or
commerce just as in going forth. However, after some discussion
on the good principles recognised by brahmans (to which the
Buddha adds compassion), it is agreed that they are found more
1 . Vin I1 124ff.
2. D 111 145 (in No. 30= T 26 No. 59). The emperors in D No. 26 (T 1 No. 6)
observe the wheel gem from the terraces of their palaces on the pasadha night
(D I11 60). Vv A 51 laity go to a vihZra to hear the doctrine.
3. SAIII 291.
4. M No. 99, T 26 No. 152.
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frequently among those who have gone forth than among householders. Householders engaged in business do not constantly tell
the truth, for example, whereas one who has gone forth may do
so, being little concerned. However, the Buddha then concludes
this discussion by saying that the purpose of such virtue in one who
has gone forth is to produce that kind ofjoy in the good life which
enables him to develop thought which is without hatred or
malevolence (which is a preliminary to his further training).

COLLECTING THE TRIPITAKA
The First Rehearsal of the Tripitaka-The
Empire of Magadha-The
VaiSati Affair and the Assembly of 700 Monks-The
First Schism-The
A bhidharma

The First Rehearsal of the Tripitaka
After the Final Extinction (parinirvcZna) of the Bpddha, and the
cremation of his body, the community of monks chose five
hundred arhants ('worthy ones', 'perfected ones') to work together
to compile the doctrine and the discipline, in order to prevent the
true doctrine from being submerged in false doctrines. Each of the
recensions of the Vinaya now available contains an appendix which
narrates how one of the senior monks, Giyapa (usually distinguished from others of the name by the epithet mahant, 'great',
thus MahiikiGyapa), presided over this assembly, which worked
systematically through everything the Buddha was remembered to
have said and produced an agreed canon of texts embodying it.'
The versions differ over the details but agree in broad outline. The
arhants met in Ejagrha, since that great city could most easily
support such a large assembly for several months: we notice once
again how the organisation of the Buddhists centred on great
cities; it was apparently not possible in any other way to convene
a meeting large enough to be authoritative for the entire community, given its democratic constitution.
The 'doctrine' (dharma) was first recited by h a n d a , who being
the Buddha's personal attendant had heard more than anyone
else. G y a p a asked him about all the dialogues, etc., he remembered, and the assembly endorsed his versions as correct. The
doctrine thus compiled became known as the Siitra Pitaka, the
collection of siitras (the term pitaka probably signifies a 'tradition'
of a group of texts).
1. See Lamotte HBI 136ff., with his note on the bibliography.
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The discipline was similarly recited by Upali, a specialist in that
subject, and codified as the Vinaya Pitaka (the contents of this have
been incidentally reviewed in Chapter Three above).
On the third pitaka which should make up the Tripitaka ('Three
Pitakas') there is disagreement. T h e Sthaviravada a n d
Mahasamghika versions do not mention its recitation, and since
the agreement of these two schools should establish the oldest
available textual tradition it appears that originally there were only
two pi?akas. However, even the Mahasamghika account mentions
the Abhidharma as among the texts handed down after the rehearsal. The Mahiiasaka version makes no mention of a third pitaka.
The Sarvastivada and Dharmaguptaka Vinayas on the other hand
have h a n d a reciting the Abhidharma as well as the Siitra. The
Kiiiyapiya (=Haimavata) mentions the Abhzdharma Pitaka without
saying who recited it. A later text of the Sarvastivada School, the
Aiokcivadcina, states that Kiiiyapa recited the Mcitrkci or McitrkC
Pitaka (two versions of the text). The same tradition is found in
the Vinaya of the Mula Sarvastivada School, a late offshoot of the
Sarvastivada which thoroughly revised and enlarged its Tripitalta.
Whether a McitrkZ or Abhidharma was actually recited at the First
Rehearsal or not, all the early schools were equipped with a third,
Abhidhanna, Pitaka, as we shall see when we come to discuss them.
According to the consensus of the schools the Siitra Pitaka was
arranged in five Cgamm, 'traditions' (the usual term, but the
Sthaviravadins more often call them nikzyas, 'collections'). The
order also is generally agreed (Sthaviravada and Mahasamghika,
also Mahiiasaka) to be as follows: (1) Dirgha Agarnu ('Long
Tradition', about 30 of the longest siitras); (2) Madhyama Agarnu
('Intermediate Tradition', about 150 szitras of intermediate length;
the short siitras, the number of which ran into thousands, were
classified in two ways as) (3) Samyukta Agarnu ('Connected Tradition', siitras classified by topic, for example the siitras on conditioned origination which we studied in Chapter Five); (4) Ekottara
Agama ('One Up Tradition', siitras on enumerated items classified
according to the numbers of the items in sections of ones, twos,
threes . . . up to elevens); (5) W d r a k a Agama (outside the first
four cigamm there remained a number of texts regarded by all the
schools as of inferior importance, either because they were
compositions of followers of the Buddha and nok the words of the
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Master himself, or because they were of doubtful authenticity,
these were collected in this 'Minor Tradition').
This order of the five 'traditions' happens also to be the order
of-their authenticity, probably because it was easier to insert short
texts among a large number or to get a composition of doubtful
origin admitted to the already doubtful Minor Tradition of a
schwl. This is soon ascertained by comparing the various available
recensions as we have in the preceding chapters. It has been
suggested that some schools did not have a Minor Tradition at all,
though they still had some of the minor texts, incorporated in their
Vinayas, hence the 'Four Agamzs' are sometimes spoken of as
representing the Sfitra.
The most noticeable feature of the Minor Tradition is that its
texts are for the most part in verse, as opposed to the prevailing
prose of the rest of the Tripitaka. In other words, whatever else may
be said about their authenticity, they are poetic compositions
which may stimulate interest in the doctrine but are as remote as
possible from being systematic expositions of it. We have naturally
ignored them in investigating the teaching of the Buddha, but they
are of much interest in themselves, as literature, and in connection
with the popularisation of Buddhism in the centuries following the
parinilviina, when in fact many of them were composed.
The original nucleus of the fiudraka common to all the schools
may have contained the following parts: (1) Khadgauisiinagiithii
('Rhinoceros Strophes', a poem by a sage living alone in the forest,
usually explained as by a pratyekabuddha, an 'isolated buddha', or
'private buddha,' meaning one who has attained enlightenment on
his own in the forest, without being taught by a buddha, and who
also does not venture to teach anyone else after his enlightenment); (2) Munigiithii ('Recluse Strophes' on the same theme as
the preceding poem); (3) SailagiithZ ('~aila'sStrophes', a dialogue
in verse between the Buddha and a brahman named ~ a i l a ) ;
(4) ArthauargfyZni Sfitriini ('The Sfitras of the Welfare Group', but
the title given here may be a 'wrong Sanskritisation' of the original
Prakrit title, the Sthaviravada Pali version reading A t t h a k e a n d
being interpreted as Astaka, which would mean '. . . of the Groups
of Eights'-sixteen short poems on the doctrine, ethical or moral
in content); (5) PZrZyana ('The Way Across', sixteen brief verse
dialogues between the Buddha and brahmans on the doctrine,
mostly consisting of a bare question and answer); (6) SthauiragZthZ
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('Strophes of the Elder Monks', autobiographical lyrics);

(7) SthavingZthZ ('Strophes of the Elder Nuns', similar to the last);
(8) Ityukta ('It was Said Thus', a collection of short discourses in
prose with verses which purport to be by the Buddha; the
Sthaviravada commentary on them states that they were remembered by a slave girl in KauShbi who became a lay disciple and
used to listen to the Buddha teaching the monks, and were
circulated by her in the Paurava capital until they came to the
knowledge of the monks in time for the First Rehearsal-the
monks having apparently forgotten their lessons).
Three other parts of the collection seem at least in origin
to have been nothing but anthologies from the Tripitaka of
(9) UdZnas ('Exalted Utterances', we have had an example of such
a verse above, p. 70), (10) Dharmapadas ('Verses on the Doctrine')
and (11) JZtakas (stories of previous lives of the Buddha, for
example the brahman who was Great Realm's chaplain in the story
told above, pp. 166 f., is said to have been the Buddha in a former
life, consequently the story is a jZtaka; however the JZtaka available
as a separate work consists almost entirely of verses, some of these
being mere memorial verses as a device to recall a story). The
latest part, if it was part (see p. 200), of this nucleus would be the
(12) AvadZnas (stories of monks and nuns, mostly of their previous
lives) .'
The First Rehearsal is recorded to have taken place during the
rainy season of the first year after the parinirotzv, the latter event
being the era from which the Buddhists have reckoned their
chronology. It does not now appear to be possible to determine
the exact extent and contents of the Triptaka thus collected, in fact
as we have seen it may at first have consisted of only two pitakas,
not three, namely the Doctrine and the Discipline. It is clear that
some texts were subsequently added, even before the schisms of
the schools, for example the account of the First Rehearsal itself,
an account of a second such rehearsal a century later and a
number of siitras which actually state that they narrate something
which took place after the parinirvtzna or which refer to events
known to have taken place later. It is interesting that the account
in the Vznaya records that at least one monk preferred to disregard
1. On the (13) Petakopadeia as a probable original fiudraka text see pp. 213,
216, 267f., 302f. below.
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the version of the Buddha's discourses collected at this rehearsal
and remember his own, as he had received it from the Buddha.
This was Purana, who returned from the South after the Rehearsal.
Th'e elders invited him to possess himself of the collection
rehearsed but he politely declined. If there were a number of
monks in distant parts who missed the First Rehearsal it is likely
enough that quite a number of discourses remembered by them
and handed down to their pupils existed, which were missed at the
Rehearsal though perfectly authentic. Under these conditions it
would seem reasonable to incorporate such discourses in the
Tripztalza later, despite the risk of accepting unauthentic texts. The
Mahiipannirmina Siitra, as we read above (p. 75), makes the
Buddha himself lay down a rule to cover just this situation: if
someone claims to be in possession of an authentic text not in the
Siitra or in the Vinayaiagain two pitakas only-it
should be
checked against the Siitra and Vinaya and accepted only if it agrees
with them. Such agreement or disagreement may have seemed
obvious enough at first. Later it was far from obvious and
depended on subtle interpretations; thus the schools came to
accept many new texts, some of which surely contained new
doctrines.
It appears that during the Buddha's lifetime and for some
centuries afterwards nothing was written down: not because writing
was not in use at the time but because it was not customary to use
it for study and teaching. It was used in commerce and administration, in other words for ephemeral purposes; scholars and
philosophers disdained it, for to them to study a text presupposed
knowing it-by heart. To preserve a large corpus of texts meant
simply the proper organisation of the available manpower. Few
monks at any period seem to have known the whole Tripztaka. The
original division of the Siitras into several iigamas, 'traditions',
seems primarily to have reflected what monks could reasonably be
expected to learn during their training. Thus in Ceylon, at least,
in the Sthaviravada School, it is recorded' that the monks were
organised in groups specialising in each of the Zgamas or the
Vinaya or the Abhidhanna, handing these texts down to their pupils
and so maintaining the tradition. In fact even ten years after his
1 . In the commentaries of the school. See Adikaram's Early Histoly of Buddhism in
Ceylon, 24 ff.
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full 'entrance' into the community a monk was expected to know,
besides part of the Vinaya discipline obligatory for all, only a part,
usually about a third, of his agama, and these basic texts are
pointed out in the commentary on the Vinaya. A monk belonging
to the Dirgha tradition, for example, should know ten of its long
sutras, including the Mahciparinirvcina, the Mahcinidcina and the
MahCsmrtyupasthcina which we have studied in earlier chapters. He
was then regarded as competent to teach. Among the Sthaviravadins
there were even slight differences of opinion on certain matters
between the several traditions of the sutras. Thus the Dirgha
tradition did not admit the Auadcinas to have been a text authenticated by recital at the First Rehearsal, whereas the Madhyama
tradition did: they thus differed as to the extent of the Tripitaka.
If there were a standard Tripi?aka as established at the First
Rehearsal one might expect its texts to be fixed in their actual
wording, and therefore in their language. This, however, does not
appear to have been the case. The followers of the Buddha were
drawn even during his lifetime from many different countries and
spoke, if not completely different languages, at least different
dialects. It has been shown' that the early Buddhists observed the
principle of adopting the local languages wherever they taught.
Probably they owe much of their success in spreading the Doctrine
and establishing it in many countries to this. The Buddha himself
is recorded to have enjoined his followers to remember his
doctrine in their own languages, not in his language, nor in the
archaic but respectable cadences of the Vedic scriptures of the
brahmans. The recensions of the Tripitaka preserved in different
countries of India therefore differed in dialect or language from
the earliest times, and we cannot speak of any 'original' language
of the Buddhist canon, nor, as it happens, have we any definite
information as to what language the Buddha himself spoke.' At the
most, we can say that the recension in the language of Magadha
may have enjoyed some preeminence for the first few centuries,
since 'Mfigadhisms' have been detected even in non-Mvlagadhi
Buddhist texts. This may have reflected the political supremacy of
Magadha.
1. By Lin Li-kouang: L'azde-mimozre
2.

dr la uraze 102, 21 6 ff
Presumably the dialect of KoSala, p. 45 above.
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The Empire of Magadha
During the Buddha's lifetime Magadha was merely one of numerous rival states. The Buddha taught in it and is recorded to have
met its two successive kings who were his contemporaries. It is
probable that these meetings are historical, for Indian kings at all
times have generally been amused to meet philosophers, whatever
may have been their policies. Nevertheless the attitude of the kings
to the Doctrine seems ambiguous: at best they may have thought
some of the Buddha's ideas politically opportune rather than
absolutely desirable. In fact the Buddha spent relatively little time
in Magadha, teaching in at least half a dozen other states. It is most
unlikely that the Buddha sought any,special relationship with the
kings of Magadha. Any suggestion of such a relationship may be
suspected of having the needs of a later situation i n the political
history of India in view. Buddhism thus spread at first for the most
part outside the frontiers of Magadha. It reached the majority of
the countries of India before the Magadhan supremacy, and it did
so as a strictly non-political and non-worldly organisation. However, in a century and a half the spread of Buddhism was overtaken
by the expansion of Magadha, so that for a time hardly a single
community of monks could be found outside the frontiers of the
empire. A special relationship did develop then, as we shall see in
the next chapter.
In 483 B.c., three years after the parinirvcina, King Ajiitaiatru of
Magadha conquered the Vrji Republic (his minister Varsiikiira,
whom we met in Chapter Three, having sacceeded in spreading
internal dissension in the Vrji state and the Magadhans having also
developed improved chariots and new war engines for hurling
missiles) and thus started his country decisively on its imperial
career.' The conquest of KoSala soon followed. It was the next
king, Ajataiatru's son Udayibhadra, who made Papliputra (see p.
69 above) the capital. By about 410 B.C. there was a revolt of the
'citizens' (ncgaras) against this Haryanka Dynasty. They deposed
the tyrannical king and elected the minister siiuniiga to i-ule, who
founded a new dynasty. This siiuniiga was himself of aristocratic
Vrji (more specifically of Licchavi, one of the clans confederated
1 . See among other sources DA 522.
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in the Republic) ancestry, his father being a 'warrior' (riijan) and
his mother a geisha,' and his dynasty is variously known as the
Licchavi Dynasty or the SiSuniiga Dynasty. We might perhaps speak
of a 'revenge' of the Vrjis at this time, though it was far from
/
leading to the re-establishment of the Republic. It does, however,
seem to have resulted in a period of restored prosperity for VaiSiili,
the former capital of the Republic. About 410 B.C. siiuniiga
conquered the powerful kingdom of Avanti, in Western India
(capital Ujjayini), and so consolidated an empire 'from the
Western to the Eastern Oceans' across northern India. It seems to
have been his predecessor DarSaka (the last of the Haryaxika
Dynasty) who had finally absorbed the Paurava kingdom round
KiuSiimbi (then known as the Vatsa kingdom, the name of the
country round KauSiimbi) by taking the Pauravas under his
p r o t e c t i ~ nThe
. ~ kings of Avanti had been equally trying to bring
the Paurava kingdom under their protection, and were probably
Magadha's most serious rival for the empire of India. Thus the old
quarrel was ended by ~ i i u n i i ~who
a , finally settled who was to
inherit the Empire of the Pauravas.
If we suspect a closer relationship of the Buddhist community
with the Vrji Republic than with the kingdom of Magadha, given
the Buddha's approval of the Vrji constitution, we certainly find
evidence of patronage of the community by the Licchavi Dynasty,
particularly by siSuniiga7s son and successor Aioka the Black
(K2lGoka).

The VaiSa- Affair and the Assembly of -700 Monks
During the reign of Aioka the Black, one hundred years (or a
hundred and ten in some versions) after the parinirotzna (386 or
376 B.c.), the monks living in VaiSiili had relaxed certain rules of
the discipline. In particular they collected gold and silver and
money from the lay disciples. A monk arriving from elsewhere
protested against thi.s infringement of the discipline, and thus set
in motion an interesting series of legal proceedings among the
Buddhist communities, which were recorded in the Vina~a.~
The
1. Vawtthappakrisini I 155 f.
2. See Bhasa's play Svapnavcisauadatta, though its synchronisms of kings are difficult to reconcile with those of the Tripztaha.
3. See Lamotte HBI loc. cit and 143 ff.
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extant recensions of the Vinaya agree on the main point, that the
Vaiiali community was out of order, and thus indicate that the
Buddhists at this time remained united and overcame the threat
of a schism. Perhaps the most important part of the affair is that
it shows with greater clarity than any other ancient document how
the democratic organisation of the early communities worked, in
particular what happened if there was disagreement between
independent communities, not within one legally constituted
community; how the Buddhist community as a whole, which had
no single head'or central authority, could settle such a case.
All the versions of the Vinaya agree that the chief ground
disputed was the question of cash donations to the monks. The
MahZsamghika version mentions only this, but the Sthaviraviida
account and all the others available (which are of schools related
to the Sthaviravada rather than to the Mahasaqghika) add nine
seemingly minute grounds. It is uncertain whether the Mah-ghikas
have suppressed these as trivial, or because they themselves later
relaxed on them, or whether they were instead added afterwards
by the Sthaviravidins. Five of the grounds concern food and drink,
one seats, two the procedure for meetings of communities, one
whether one should conduct oneself in conformity with one's
teachers' conduct (regardless of the Vinaya code). In fact the
Mahasqghika version is very brief in its account of the entire
proceedings, and there is reason to suspect that it is a tradition
handed down by monks sympathetic to the Vaiiili community,
who were unable to ignore the episode completely but wished to
pass over it as lightly and discreetly as possible. The position of
the Mahqaqghikas will be discussed further later in this chapter;
the point here is that it is worth mentioning details not found in
their account, but present in other intact Vinaya accounts, and to
suggest that there are grounds for holding that the balance of
probabilities is against their version of this affair being more
authentic than that of the Sthavira group of schools.
In protesting against donations of money the monk visiting
Vaiidi, whose name was Yaias, urged the lay disciples not to make
such contributions. Later the Vaiiali monks offered him his 'share'
of the contributions collected, which he refused. Indignant at his
behaviour, the Vaiiali community then carried out an 'action of
reconciliation' (pratisamharaniyakannan)against him, a legal act
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which required that he confess his offence of abusing and defaming the lay disciples (by objecting to their contributions) to the
said lay disciples and ask them to forgive him. Since they were
apparently perfectly within their legal rights in carrying out this
action Yaias submitted to their decision and acted accordingly,
taking another monk with him as witness (as was legally correct).
However, he repeated to the lay disciples a discourse of the
Buddha which enumerated various faults of Srama?zasandbrahmans,
which included accepting gold and silver. Thus he convinced them
that his position was correct and that the Vaiiali monks were
neither Sramanas nor Buddhists.
The witness duly reported the event to the community. They
then charged him with another offence, that of revealing confidential business of the community (i.e. the discussion whether money
contributions were permitted by their discipline) to outsiders
without their permission. They assembled, and by way of punishment carried out an 'action of suspension' (ut&paniyakannan,
temporary suspension of membership of the community) against
him. This was the standard punishment for such offences as not
seeing an offence, not mahng amends for one or not giving up
wrong opinions.'
Yaias immediately left Vaiiali and went to seek support among
the communities of the West. The versions disagree on the precise
details of his movements but agree that he found support in
KauSkbi and Mathura (the latter a rising city further up the
Yamuna) and also in Avanti. Great trouble was taken to seek out
elder monks whose opinions were likely to be respected and to
enlist their support for the strict observance of the Vinaya discipline, but it is clear that there was no central or individual
authority to whom an appeal could be made to lay down the law
or decide the issue.
The Western monks saw that it would be futile to carry out any
legal action merely in one of their own communities. There would
be nothing to prevent the VaiSali monks from adhering to their
position and continuing to produce legislation in favour of it. Also
it would not be sufficient for just one of their communities to take
any kind of action, such as going to VaiSali to oppose the offending
community. It was necessary, especially against such a strong
1. See I. B. Horner BD 111 28 footnote.
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community as that of Vaiiali, to convene, if not all the Buddhist
communities of India, at least an impressive representation from
them. To this end messengers were sent out in all directions and
the monks were asked to assemble in VaiSali. The VaiSali monks
likewise, when they heard what was happening, attempted to enlist
support from elsewhere. Altogether seven hundred monks gathered in Vaiiali. They then assembled as a community (legally they
would now constitute the community of monks resident within the
boundaries of Vaiiali, but 'morally'-perhaps
legally also-they
might be held to represent Buddhism as a whole; their number
is carefully recorded in all the accounts and was obviously thought
to carry great weight), wishing to decide the affair.
The debate went on endlessly (the Sthaviravadaversion says that
there was not a single speech of which the meaning was clear, but
is alone in this not very flattering exaggeration of the disorderly
proceedings of the seven hundred : a filibuster is perhaps implied).
One of the most senior monks, who was respected by the Vaiiali
monks as well as those from the West, then proposed that a
committee (*udvahika) be appointed to investigate the matter,
with equal representation from both sides: four monks chosen by
the Easterners (i.e. the Vaiiali party) and four by the Westerners.
This referring of a matter to a committee is standard practice,
according to the Vinaya, when a debate becomes endless and
'there is no speech of which the meaning is clear'-hence the
expression of the Sthaviravadins above is merely a stock phrase.'
The proposal is agreed unanimously, a committee is elected and
withdraws to deliberate quietly. The elders representing the
Western party on the committee are able to convince the others
by reference to the Vinaya that the ten grounds maintained by the
Vaiiali monks are contrary to the discipline, and finally they report
unanimously in that sense. The committee presents its report very
carefully, ground by ground and referring to the appropriate
Vinaya rules for each, so that it is impossible for anyone in the
assembly to controvert its findings. The monks are convinced and
the community accepts that the ten grounds are contrary to the
discipline. At this conclusion of the affair, the accounts agree that
the Vinuya was rehearsed again, as at the First Rehearsal, by the
1. Sthavirav2da vin I1 95 ff. Qualifications of a committee member also at A V 71 f.
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seven hundred monks. The Dharmaguptaka version states that the
Doctrine (i.e. the Sfitra) was rehearsed as well, and several later
accounts maintain that this was a 'second' rehearsal of the
Tripitaka, reaffirming or settling the extent of its texts. Among
these later accounts, the Sthaviravada commentary notes' that
Aiioka the Black was of the party of the Vaiiali monks. The
Mah5vawa adds2 further that his sister persuaded him to transfer
his support to the orthodox party, and that the assembly was held
under his patronage. This royal interest is not impossible, but may
be suspected of being a mere reflection of later relationships
between kings and the Buddhist community. The Mahkamghika
recension of the Vinaya, which we noted above deals very briefly
with the Vaiiali affair, lays greatest stress on the rehearsal of the
Vinaya.

The Fist Schism
According to the calculations of Eggerm~nt,~Aioka
the Black (also
known as fikavarna, 'Crow-colour', and apparently in some
records as Nandivardhana4 or Nandin5) reigned from 396 B.C. to
360 B.C. One source states that his death was ~ i o l e n tand
, ~ in any
case it appears there was a revolt and his sons were put under the
protection of its leader, Mahapadma Nanda, who made himself
king and thus founded the Nanda Dynasty. Mahapadma further
extended the Empire of Magadha, mainly, it would seem, towards
the South.' According to the Pur5na.s this ruler of low (SGdra,
helot) origin exterminated the ancient noble families of warriors
(katriyzs), and all the sources agree that he amassed incredible
wealth. We may suppose a highly centralising tendency in his
policy, the abolition of local autonomies which may well have
s,
of the Vrjis and other
remained under the ~ i i u n a ~ awhether
republics which had submitted, or of .princes of conquered
1. Samantapriscidikci 1 33.
2 . N 31 ff.
3. The Chronology of the Reign ofAsoka Moriya pp. 161-63.
4. Eggermont op. cit. p. 154.
5. Taranitha (Schiefner) p. 41.
6. BPna, Havacarita, noted by Lamotte HBI 105; cf. Majumdar: Chsiurl Accounts
ofIndia pp. 129 and 172 (Mahapadma would be the barber).
7. K A. Nilakanta: A I l i s t q of South India, OUP 1958, 79ff. IKL VI p. 30.
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dynasties who may still have ruled as vassals in their ancestral
domains.
It was during his reign, it would seem, that the first schism in
the Buddhist communities occurred. The exact date has been
much discussed, since the various schools differ in their chronologies. The Vinaym d o not continue their historical records beyond
the Vaiiali Assembly, so we have to turn to a variety of historical
records, accounts of the opinions of the schools and incidental
information in commentaries. One history which preserves some
ancient and authentic records, the DTpavamsa of the Sthaviravada
school, states that after the Vaiiali affair the monks of Vji were
not reconciled to the decision of the assembly and held a new
'rehearsal', which they called the 'Great Rehearsal' (Mahasam@ti),
at which they altered the Tripitaka to suit their own views and
added new texts. Thus a schismatic school arose. Professor Lamotte
has suggested' that later the Sthaviravada school departed from
this account and dated the first schism later, but in fact the
Mahciva?gsa, to which he refers. still gives its account of the
schismatic schools immediately after the Vaiiali affair, whilst the
Nikciymamgraha in its account of the supposed Papliputra Assembly
of 250 B.C. presupposes the existence of seventeen schismatic
schools by that date. However, it would seem unlikely, indeed
impossible, that the 'Great Rehearsal' was held immediately after
the Vaiiali settlement. It is this Great Rehearsal which is supposed
to be the origination of the Mahasamghika school, yet the Vinaya
of that school, as we have seen, agrees with the opinion of the
orthodox party in condemning the Vaiiali monks. Thus the
communities remained united for some time after the VaiSali
affair, all concerned, it appears, accepting the decision arrived at,
and if any dissident feeling remained it awaited-as has been
suggested in the Introduction above after reviewing the disputes
between the schools (p. 11)-the arising of questions which did
not seem to be directly answered by anything in the Tripitaka.
The most probable date is thus some time after Vaiiali and some
time before the period of ASoka Maurya, and there is in fact an
account of the First Schism which gives just such a date, namely
the tradition of the Sammitiya school recorded by Bhavya
(Bhavaviveka) and the Tibetan historians (probably following
1 . Lamotte HBI 312 ff.
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him) .' This account places the event in 349 KC., 'during the reigns
of Nanda and Mahapadma'. If this is not simply a mistake for
Mahapadma Nanda we must suppose that 'Nanda' here represents
one of Aioka the Black's sons still nominally reigning under
Mahapadma's protection (or Mahapadma's own son Dhanananda) .
On this occasion a monk, about whose name there are disagreements in the various accounts of the schism, put forward five
grounds, of which four concern the question of the nature of a n
arhant (perfected one, worthy one) and none have any direct
bearing on the discipline. An assembly took place at Pataliputrasome accounts say with the support of the king, or the two kings,
or even under their arbitration-and the majority, it would appear,
voted in favour of these grounds. This majority constituted itself
into the Mahasmgha, the 'Great Community', or Mahasamghikas.
The minority which rejected the grounds, and which apparently
included a number of the most senior monks ('elders', sthaviras),
refused to submit to this decision and constituted themselves into
the School of the Elders, the Sthaviravada. There is a good deal
of evidence that the Sthaviravada was very strong in the Western
countries of north India, in the same communities which formerly
rallied round Yaias, and rather less evidence that the Mahasamgha
represented to some extent the Eastern party.2If this is so it might
explain the relative weakness of the Sthaviravada at Papliputra,
which is in the East,.and their being outvoted there. At the same
time, though there does seem to have been a tendency to
geographical distribution of the schools these groupings are not
clear cut: most of the schools maintained some representation in
the old regions of the Buddha's activities in the East, and particularly at the imperial capital, Papliputra, whilst the Mahasamgha
was represented at scattered places in the West and the far NorthWest. Moreover, the divided schools do not seem to have tieen
estranged by unbuddhistic feelings of bitterness and hostility, for
all that they denounce each other's propositions in their theoret1. See Lamotte HBI 308 and 315 and the references there given. This account
seems the most trustworthy and independent.
2. The primary discussion of this geographical distribution is in Przyluski: La
& 1' empcmcr A& Paris 1923, but there has been some criticism of his
conclusion. We may leave details until we come to the individual schools.
Lamotte HBI 578 ff.
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ical works; on the contrary monks of different schools are found
later to live side by side in the same dwellings (viharas) in apparent
harmony, and wandering monks were not troubled by questions
about their affiliation to a school when seeking lodgings among
distant communities.'
As to the founder of the Mahasapgha, the Sammitiya tradition
calls him Bhadra, who enunciated the five grounds 'which afterwards were adopted by Naga and Saramati'. Other sources,'
however, call him Mahadeva and say that his grounds were adopted
by the assemblies of the Nagas (plural), of the Easterners (variant:
'Borderers') and of the BahuSrutas (the Learned-afterwards the
name of a school of the Mahfisamgha). Evidently Bhadra equals
Mahadeva, whose grounds were accepted by certain schools (assemblies, rather than persons), which would be the Mahasqgha
and/or some of its later offshoots. Some confu_sion rnay.have
arisen because there is another celebrated Mahadeva among the
Mahgsamgha schools, who later produced further schisms within
them. As to the other names, they are all restored from Tibetan
or Chinese translations and are conjectural. It would probably be
better to read Nagara ('of the cities') for Niiga, understanding the
communities of certain cities (in Magadha and Vrji ?) as opposed
to the 'Borderers'.
The five grounds are (1) that an arhant can be seduced by
another person, (2) that an arhant may be ignorant of some
matters, (3) that an arhant may be in doubt, (4) that an arhant
may receive information from (be instructed by) another person,
( 5 ) that one may enter the Way as the result of spoken words.
The explanation of the first ground is that an arhant may have
erotic dreams due to visitations by deities. The next three grounds
are really different aspects of a single point, which is the same
question which we discussed in Chapter Five: did the Buddha claim
omniscience? If arhants (of whom the Buddha was of course one)
were completely omniscient they would not have to ask the way
when travelling, and so on, would have no doubt whether they
a h a l l y were arhants. Bhadra (Mahiideva) thus maintained that
they were not omniscient in this sense, although they were freed.
The last ground perhaps means that one can enter the Buddhist
1. Lamotte HBI 573.
2. Lamotte HBI 302 ff. from Vasumitra, etc.
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way merely through words, rather than through one's experienqe.
It might even refer to ritualistic formulae used to 'induce' the way,
as opposed to meditation.
The whole trend here is evidently to make the state of being
an arhant more easily attainable than Bhadra's opponents believed. At the same time it is clear that these opponents were
alleged to be setting a higher standard for the arhant than the
Tripitaka, according to our reading of it in Chapter Five, warrants.
The Buddha himself, we were there led to believe, did not claim
complete omniscience such as would enable him to know the
name of every person he met without being told and to find his
way anywhere in the world with no guide. Enlightenment to him
did not mean this kind of magical performance, but the understanding of certain truths and consequent mental freedom.
It is, as we saw, the canon of the Sthaviravadinsthemselves which
contains the most categorical repudiation of the kind of omniscience a magician or conjuror might pretend to,' and in fact in
their critique of the five grounds2they do not seem to have gone
so far as their opponents suggest. They were, however, uncompromising on the first ground: a real arhant was of such a nature that
he was beyond any influence at all, moreover the attainment of
this state was definitive and final. On the other hand in dealing
with the second and third grounds3they carefully limit the question
to knowledge of the truths of Buddhism, the three sciences, etc.,
and set aside as irrelevant to knowledge, in the sense of progress
on the Buddhistway, the 'knowledge' of names, geography, species
of plants and the like.4They maintain the same distinction on the
fourth ground :5 an arhant may be informed of people's names and
so on by another person, but cannot be instructed in the Buddhist
doctrine and way, which he understands perfectly. It is clear that
hab bra and the Mahasamgha went further and admitted other
limitations of an arhant's knowledge, even in regard to the truths
and the way of Buddhism, but our sources do not seem to give us
information on how far they went. Perhaps both parties exagger1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

M N o . 71.
Kvu I 163 ff.
Kvu I 173 ff.
Kvu .I 179 f.
Kvu I 187 ff.
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ated each other's positions in order to make them obviously
contrary to the Tripitaka. On the fifth ground the Sthaviravadins
suggest' that their opponents held that the use of speech was
necessary to entering into the meditations, which would clearly be
contrary to the Tripitaka, or to entering on the way, which is less
clearly so but which they interpret as meaning that by uttering the
correct speech one enters the way regardless of one's actions, such
as murder.
We seem led to the conclusion that the two parties were less far
apart than at first sight they appear to be, except on the first
ground. The Sthaviravada were categorical that an arhant was by
nature beyond the reach of any possible seduction; the Mahasamgha
allowed an arhant to be seduced in a dream. Between these
opinions no compromise could be found, despite all the Buddha's
injunctions (in the Vinaya) on the reconciliation of dissident views.
The majority of the assembly held that an involuntary happening
was no indication of whether one was an arhant or not, and thereby
n o doubt made it possible for more persons to be recognised as
arhants. The minority, which included, apparently, most of the
elders, refused to countenance such a weakness, such an evident
attachment to the world.
No compromise having been reached, the two parties separated
and became two schools of Buddhism. Afterwards they gradually
came to disagree on several more grounds, partly through working
out the implications of their positions. In particular the nature of
the Buddha was reconsidered. In the Tripitaka he is not apparently
distinguished from any other arhant, except that he had the
exceptional genius necessary to discover the truths unaided whilst
the others were helped by his guidance. The Sthaviravsda remained closer to this conception, though gradually they attributed
a higher status to the Buddha, eventually complete 'omniscience'
(~aruajfiatC),~
especially in their more popular propaganda. The
Mahasamgha, on the other hand, having relaxed or at least not
made more stringent the conditions for an arhant, found it
desirable to make a clear distinction in the case of the Buddha:
he was a being of quite a different nature, far above other human
beings or perhaps not rea1ly.a human being at all. They thus began
1. Kvu I 195ff.,also 203 f.
2. Ps I 131 ff.
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that transformation of the Buddha, and his doctrine, which led
step by step to the Mahayfina, from the humanism of the original
Tripitaka to the supernaturalism of most of the Mahayana siitras.
The first schism was followed by several others within each of
the two schools it produced. A more comprehensive summary of
the eventual doctrinal positions of each school can conveniently
be given after these later schisms have been traced.

The Abhidharma
It is doubtful, as we saw above, whether any Abhidharma texts such
as we find current in the schools were recited at the First Rehearsal.
Perhaps nothing more than a MGtrkZ then existed, the extent of
which it is very difficult to determine. By comparing the available
Abhidhanna texts, however, we. are led to the conclusion that
already within the first two centuries after the pariniruana, and in
great part before the First Schism, a substantial development had
taken place. It is true that among the available texts of the schools
there is not a single work which can be shown to be common even
to two schools, let alone to all. Perhaps if we had a Mahasamghika
text (apart from the very late Tattuasiddhiiastra of the Bahuirutika
school) our picture would be different, but since we find even two
branches of the Sthaviravada (the Sthaviravada proper and the
Sarvastivada) differing widely in their texts it is not probable
(though not absolutely impossible) that the Mahasamghika
Abhidharma agreed closely with either of them. That both these
9haviravadin schools count seven treatises as constituting their
Abhidharmas seems to be mere coincidence, unless we suppose that
the united Sthaviravada already had seven treatises, which the
schismatic Sarvastivada rejected and replaced by new works. However, if no texts agree as closely as the Vinayas or the Siitras of
the schools, there are some major agreements in the matter of the
texts from which we can infer the nature of the earliest Abhidharma
tradition. The SamgZtiparyaya of the Sarvastivadins is a special case,
being simply a recension of the SamgZti Siitra of the Dirgha with
commentary added.
What is an Abhidharma text ? A matrkci is a set of headings serving
as notes on the doctrine. Thus in Chapter Four we took a m&tTk5
from Chapter Three and elaborated it. An abhidharma is such an
elaboration (most Abhidharma texts propose such a matrka at the
beginning and then proceed to elaborate it), but as a rule it is
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rather more than that, more than a selection of appropriate Sutra
texts supplying the required details. An abhidhama analyses the
materials it collects from the SGtra, poses questions and answers
them, works out a systematic treatise. In a sense then it explains
the Siitra, but naturally it tends to go beyond this in systematising
the doctrine. Most, perhaps all, schools of Buddhism agree that
this work of systematisation began already during the lifetime of
the Buddha. The Master himself, apparently, did not undertake it
beyond sometimes proposing matrkas, but continued giving discourses on aspects of the doctrine in his day to day teaching activity
and producing dialogues of very varied kinds in discussion with the
very various people he met. It is certain of his leading monks,
a , were charged with 'research' or elaboraabove all ~ a r i ~ u t rwho
tion on abhidhama lines.' In the ~am$tiszitra and in the Sarv2stiv2da
Samgitipaly6ya, in fact, it is S%riputrawho expounds a systematic
treatise to the monks in the presence of the Buddha, the latter
merely approving it at the end. Other traditions associate an elder
named Gtyiiyana with this type of work. The Ekottara Agama2 has
the Buddha praise him for being the best at analysing in detail
what has been stated briefly. According to the Prajiiaptivsda school
of the Mah2samgha3he composed a treatise which in particular
discriminated between the two levels of statement (see pp. 146ff.)
in the sutras, the 'ultimate' and the 'concealing'. It appears that
a version; probably apocryphal, of this treatise was handed down
in that school. The Sthaviravada has a text on interpretation
ascribed to Etygyana, the Petaka-upadesa. The Mahiiasakas also
had a Petaka (Ps Ganthipada p. 106). The Vznayas of the
Dharmaguptakas and &iyapiyas state that an Upadeia was recited
at the First Rehearsal, in the &udraka.'
The Samgitipalyaya may be taken as the most primitive Abhidhama
text now available. In fact it is an enormous matrka, lists of
principles mentioned in the sutras grouped somewhat arbitrarily
in ones, twos, threes, etc. up to tens. Altogether there are more
than two hundred headings, each containing from one to ten
1. Lamotte HBI p. 209 notes the agreement of the Vatsiputriya tradition with the
Sthaviravada.
2. Sthaviravada recension A I 23.
3. Lamotte HBI p. 208.
4. HBI p. 276 ; Przyluski, Concik p. 179.
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'principles'. Most of them are explained by quoting the Siitra, i.e.
by the 'sutrmanalysis' or 'without questions' ( a w n a k a ) method.
As the Tattvasiddhi presupposes a very similar rnatrka it appears
that the Bahuirutiyas had a similar Abhidhanna text.
The matyka which we studied in Chapter Four served as the
kernel of a very different type of text, which was abhidhanna in the
full sense of discussio~bonthe doctrine (dhanna). The Vibhanga of
the Sthaviravada, the Dhannaskandha of the Sarvastiv%da, the
S~riputrcibhidharmaiiistra (which seems to belong to the
Dharmaguptakas, known from the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya to have
had an Abhidhanna in four sections, as this is-Przyluski and
Lamotte have gone astray in reading the Vinaya reference as giving
five sections') are three texts of different schools which are
nevertheless akin, though very far from identical, or even recensions of one archetype, and appear to have grown out of this
kernel. In each of them a dozen or more other headings were
added to the presumed original seven, so that the five groups
(skandhas), the entrances (Gyatanas) of the senses and the bases
( d h c i t u ~which
f
there are various sets) on the one hand and the
Four Truths and the sequence of conditions (patyayaC)on the
other were covered, thus making the treatise more comprehensive
(the four meditations and other topics were also supplied). There
is evidence that several other schools had similar texts, for the
~Gripltrcibhidhannai&trais a work in four sections2called Saprainaka
('with questions'), Aprainaka ('without questions'), Samyuktasamgraha ('conjoined and inclusion', i.e. principles occurring
together and inclusion in classes as two basic kinds of relation
between principles) and Nidana ('source', causation), and some1. Lin, Aade-m'mmre, p. 45, suggested the MahiSasakas, whilst the MahPsqgha also
is a possibility. That the school is doubtful reflects partly our unfortunate
ignorance of the Mahasamgha and partly the great antiquity of this text, which
does not make clear any position in regard to the main controversies pf the
schools (further study may shed a little more light: thus the text recognises nine
unsynthesised princ.iples). One might possibly infer the MahBsagha G t r k i
from certain lists in the Prqiiiparamiti, since this appears to derive from the
~aitika/~aila
school of Mahasamgha. For example the 10,000recension (Konow,
10 ff.) lists the groups, entrances, bases, Truths, conditions, self-possession,
exertion, (etc. up to) the way, three entrances to freedom (emptiness, the
signless and the uncommitted-see below Chapter Nine, p. 300, for the
Sthaviravada equivalent), meditation, the immeasurables (see p. 191 above),
etc. See now 'The Ghosts of NiMna'.
2. Lamotte HBI pp. 208 f.
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what similar sections have been noted by Lamotte' in the
Abhidhannas as described in other schools. The Giyapiya
(Haimavata) in particular had Saprainaka, Aprainaka, Samgraha
('inclusion'), Samyoga ('conjunction') and Sthana ('place', 'case',
'circumstance', a word which also came to mean 'cause', 'basis'),
which seems to be the same four sections arranged as five. The
Dharmaguptakas had four sections with partly different names, which
may yet have been similar in content.
Of these four or five sections it is the first two only which parallel
the Vibhanga and Dhannaskandha and elaborate the score or so of
headings we havejust referred to. The Sthaviraviida and Sarvastivada
had separate treatises on the subjects of the remaining sections:
the DhatukathcZ and Dhatukaya on classification and conjunction of
principles; the Patthana and part of the Vzj'fiiinakciyaon conditions
('cause', etc.). Both these latter works, however, are relatively late,
and we might suggest that the elaborations on the conditions in
the Vibhanga and Dhannaskandha were sufficient parallel, but for
the fact that the ~~ripltr6bhidhamaiiistra(perhaps the oldest
Abhidhama extant) has some elaboration going beyond those texts
(33 * h t u s including 10 *p-atyayas, *sawatraga, etc.) .2 The Patthcina
operates with twenty-four kinds of p-atyaya (the Sarvastiviidins were
satisfied with only four, though they added six kinds of cause, hetu) .
The Tattuasiddhi of Harivarman, representing the Bahuirutiya,
whilst presupposing a text very similar to the Vibhanga,
Dhamaskandha and Saprainaka-Aprainaka, including the topic of
the 'persons' pudgalas, rejects inclusion and conjunction (see the
Thesis of the author's student, Professor S. Katsura, 1974, p. 77,
which at last has fully clarified this important work, the only
abhidhama treatise known of any of the Mahasamgha schools).
According to the Sthaviraviida Kathciuatthu Commentary (p. 94)
other schools rejected inclusion and conjunction, such as the
Rkjagirikas and Siddharthikas, both of which belong to the
Mahasamgha group (see p. 279 below). It is not clear whether the
Mahasamgha group as a whole rejected this part of the Abhidhanna
and whether it was an innovation of the Sthaviravada and its
offshoots.
1 . HBI p. 198.
2. The twelve conditions in the sequence are expanded by taking ageing, dying,
grief, etc., and matter, sentience, as separate items; 'food' is another 'cause'.
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From this evidence we may conclude that the earliest form of
Abhidhanna we can reconstruct, and which was probably elaborated
during the first two centuries after the pariniwcina, consisted of the
following sections : (1) Samgltiparyiiya; (2) Apainaka (of which the
Sam@-tipalyayamay simply have constituted the first part) based on
the rnatrka of the practical doctrine, self-possession and other
topics, explained by quotations from the Siitra; (3) Saprainaka
developed from the theoretical matrkiis of the groups, senseentrances, bases, Four Truths, etc., defined and then explained by
the abhidhama-analysis which consists in the application to the
principles concerned of certain dichotomies (contradictories) and
trichotomies (contraries); (4) a study of conditions, perhaps called
Prasthana, dealing with the four conditions 'cause' (hetu), 'support'
(iilambana), 'immediate' (anantara) and 'dominant' (adhipati)
(the Sarvastivada, Harivarman and Nagarjuna, p. 362 below,
confirm that these were the original four conditions discussed
here, the Sthaviravsda and ~~riputriibhidhamai~tra
also accept.
them, though they add many more conditions by subdividing the
first). To these sections the Sthaviravada group at least added the
classification (inclusion) of principles into the groups, senseentrances, bases, etc., and the conjunction of principles which can
occur simultaneously (at the same point in a sequence). The
Petakopadeia on the interpretation of the Siitra was probably
originally part of the fiudraka, in other words an appendix to the
~iitrapitaka.However the Prajfiaptivada a n d possibly the
Mahasamgha group in general included it in their Abhidhanna. As
for the Sthaviravsda Abhidhamma extant in Pali, the school replaced the Sam@tiparyiiya by the Dhammasamgani (pp. 290 ff.
below). The Ap-aSnaka and Saprainaka were combined in the
Vibhaliga (as the SanZistiVada combined them in the Dharmaskundha),
but the chapter on the 'persons' pudgalas was removed as dealing
merely with concepts, not with ultimate reality, and kept as a
separate book (the Sarvastivada appear to have suppressed the
persons completely).
The Apainaka seems originally to have included self-possession,
exertion, power, the way, meditation, the sequence of conditions
in conditioned origination, miscellaneous 'knowledges' (jr26nar),
persons and perhaps actions and defilements and other topics. The
Sap-aSnaka included the groups, sense-entrances, bases, truths,
faculties (which though from the piactical doctrine consisted of
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a set of principles amenable to the abhidhanna-analysis) and the
factors of enlightenment. Both these sections consisted mainly of
systematic restatements of the contents of the Siitra,of collections
of material on a given topic scattered throughout the Siitra Pitaka.
Some further explanations were added and the aim set, and no
doubt largely realised (it is completely realised in the extant
Sthaviravfida Abhidhamma), was to produce a precise definition of
evej term in the system, assuming of course that the doctrine was
a single consistent system. This included the identification of
synonymous terms and sometimes the distinction of different
meanings of the same word in different contexts. Under the
abhidhanna-analysis, the dichotomies or 'dyads' applied included
thought and non-thought, a cause and not a cause, internal and
external and many others. The trichotomies or 'triads' began with
good, bad and indeterminate. This analysis clarified the position
of every principle in the total system and its relation to all the
others.
The study of conditions appears to carry the doctrine beyond
what was taught by the Buddha, since there seems to have been
no s3tra1which enunciates these four, though the terms are used
separately in different contexts. Whereas the conditions in conditioned origination are restricted to the question of transmigration,
the origination of unhappiness, these four conditions are more
general. The 'cause' was the most general of the four, covering
such different cases as an action as condition for its result and a
sense object as condition for the functioning of a sense-organ. The
'support' as we have seen above is any condition for the occurrence of consciousness (p. 125). The 'immediate' is each moment
in the stream of consciousness as condition for the next, the basic
continuity of consciousness. The 'dominant' is a 'force' directing
thought.
This activity of systematisation developed vigorously during the
early centuries of Buddhism. As its implications were pursued
further, disagreements sometimes arose and produced schisms
among the Buddhists when they could not be resolved. The activity
then continued with equal or greater vigour in the resulting
schools, which consequently produced their independent
Abhidhanna treatises subsequently preserved in their separate
traditions.
1. But cf. pp. 424f.below.

THE POPULARISATION OF BUDDHISM
Pagodas and Pilgrimages-Poet?
and Stmy-telling-The Personality
Schism-ASoka: Buddhism to be Zmphented-The 'All Exist' and other
Schisms-Buddhist Poetry in the Time of ASoka-The Results of the Great
Expen'mat.

Pagodas and Pilgrimages
The Buddha was fond of shrines. When speaking of the hard life of
a wanderer in the forest, such as his own life before the enlightenment (p. 47 above), he mentioned that on the posadhanights (see p.
57) of the wanderers it was his practice to frequent forest shrines and
meditate there.' These places, it seems, were especially awe-inspiring
and fearful. Most of them, probably, were sacred trees, which the local
people in some remote settlement, or even wandering tribes of
hunters, had for some reason selected as the abodes of spirits, gods
and goddesses. It was probably customary for wandering Sramanas to
frequent these shrines: some of them very likely with the object of
communicating with the spirits, but perhaps also because they too
might receive offerings and respect from the local people, whom they
might also teach on occasion. For the Buddha, however, the purpose
of visiting shrines was meditation at night, when the local people
would not disturb him and the only distraction might be animals
coming to eat food offered to the spirit during the day and left under
the sacred tree. At night this would be terrifying except to one who
had attained great concentration and detachment, and so the future
Buddha might have considered it a good exercise to practice selfpossession and meditation under these conditions. By day on the
other hand many of these shrines were 'delightful' places, as the
Buddha remarked to h a n d a during his last visit to Vaiiali (p. 74
above), at the CapPla shrine, of that shrine and several others near
the city.
1.

M I 20 mentions this.
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Perhaps the Buddhathought of instituting specifically Buddhist
shrines, or of assimilating the existing shrines to the observance of
the po~adha(by laymen as well as monks) reformed into a specifically
Buddhist ceremony. There is little more than a hint of this in the
Tripitaka (p. 193 above), but in the MahZpariniruZna Siitra we have a
rather different proposal put in the mouth of the Buddha (p. 76
above): after his cremation his ashes should be collected and a
pagoda erected over them. The same text goes on to mention, besides
this pagoda, three other places where those trusting in the Buddha
might find inspiration: his birthplace, the place of his enlightenment
and the place where he started the wheel of the doctrine. It is
impossible to say whether the Buddha himself made these proposals,
or whether the custom of visiting his tomb and other places connected with him grew up spontaneously after the Pan'niwZna and was
afterwards authorised by the Buddhist communities by the addition of
this passage to the Siitra. The latter seems more credible, the former
not quite in character with the Buddha as we have otherwise found
him, but this is a purely subjectivejudgment.
The place of the enlightenment was a tree under which the
Buddha sat in meditation on the night of the enlightenment. In fact
this tree, or its successor, is still there, at the place now called Bodh
Gays, surrounded by throngs of pilgrims. It is a beautiful tree, though
not nowvery large, its leaves a bright and translucent green. It is now
flanked bya large temple (i.e. a 'shrine house'). The place where the
wheel of the doctrine was started, in the park near Vfirsnasi, is marked
by a pagoda, now a ruinous stump, surrounded by modern temples
and uihZras (dwellingsfor monks). (The old monuments and buildings of the site, like those of Bodh Gays and all the other Buddhist
shrines, uiluZrasand the later universities of northern India were razed
to the ground by the Muslims after the Turkish conquest, the monks
were massacred, libraries burned and Buddhism obliterated from the
countries of its origin. Since the ending of Muslim rule Bodh Gay2
has been restored and new uihZras and temples have been built at
some of the other places.) The birthplace of the Buddha was also a
park, and in fact a tree according to the tradition, against which his
mother supported herself at the time of the event. The Emperor
&oka, whom we shall discuss later in this chapter, has marked the
site (now in Nepal and called Rummindei from the ancient Lumbini
Park) by a stone column surmounted by a horse standing on an
inverted lotus as the capital. (The horse has nothing to do with the
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birth, but probably symbolises the renunciation and legendary escape
from Kapilavastu on horseback.) He erected a similar column in the
Varwasi park, but crowned with four lions standing appropriately on
wheels and bearing a single larger wheel on their backs.
As for the pagoda to be erected over the Buddha's ashes, according
to the MahGPannimGna SGtra the surrounding states as well as the
Northern Malla Republic laid claim to the ashes and a considerable
quarrel arose. The claimants were pacified by a brahman who gave
them a share each, thus eight shares were distributed and eight
pagodas were built in different countries: Northern Malla, Southern
Malla, Vyji, Magadha (at Rgagrha, for AjataSatru claimed his share),
&i!cya, Kraudya, Bulaka and V i ~ ~ u d v i pIn
a . addition the brahman
made a pagoda in his own village over the urn in which he had
collected the ashes and the (?) Mauryas, who arrived too late with
their claim, made a pagoda over the charcoal embermf the Buddha's
pyre (the Sarvastiviida version calls these last m6navas, 'young
brahmans', but the Sthaviravada text has them warriors, like all the
other claimants except the Visnudvipa brahmans) . Thus there were
at first ten pagodas, of which eight were believed to contain actual
physical re1;cs of the Buddha. A festival was held at each of them, after
which they continued to be honoured. These early 'pagodas' were
probably nothing but hemispherical mounds, not unlike prehistoric
tumuli, very different from the later constructions of brick and stone
and the tall towers which gradually developed out of them and became
the typical 'pagoda' shape now called to mind by that word. The
Kuiinagari pagoda thus had several rivals, and in fact the Kraudya
pagoda at fimagrama was the most celebrated in legend, since itwas
believed to be guarded by dragons. Later, a shrine (temple) was built
at the sit; of the pafinimana.
Several other places connected with the life of the Buddha were
gradually added to these centres of pilgrimage and adorned with
suitable monuments. In addition, more remote cities and other places
laid claim to similar fame, without benefit of authority in the Tripi@ka
until apocryphal texts could be manufactured to encourage the local
enthusiasts, so that by the third century after the pa~njm6nathe
wanderings of the Buddha seemed to have extended as far as the
Hindu Kush to the North-West and the Tamil country (Giici) and
Ceylon to the South. In this way the Buddha was as it were brought
in person to inspire the people of many countries of the Indian
continent. The monuments at the places of pilgrimage were deco-
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rated with reliefs depicting the popularly celebrated events in the life
of the Buddha, many of which can still be admired either in their
original places or in museums, and without doubt the pilgrims
listened to the stories of the same episodes narrated by their guides.
Perhaps they took away with them carved wooden souvenirs of their
pilgrimage:.a lotus from Kapilavastu, a tree from Bodh Gay& a wheel
from Varfinasi, a pagoda from Kuiinagari, for as yet it was not the
custom to represent the Buddha directly as a human figure. With
these the pilgrims might set up their own household shrines on their
return home.
Poetry and Story-telling

Let us now turn to the evidence of the literature paralleling this great
movement to spread and popularise Buddhism. Here we may notice
two distinct lines of development. Firstly the Buddhists participated in
a new trend in poetry which originated in Magadha in about the same
period as the Buddha and during the next three centuries or so
created many new techniques of metrics and poetics.' Secondly in
order to satisfy the popular demand for stories, legends and what is
sometimes known as 'edification' many narratives were elaborated
and appended to the mdrakaAgama, or in some schools to the Vinaya
(in the latter case the episodes from the life of the Buddha were
greatly expanded and all kinds of stories and poetry inserted among
them).
Some of the monks who followed the Buddha had been poets, or
even actors, before they 'went forth', according to the Sthaviraviida
tradition, and certainly their achievements are considerable, and
professional, in the service of the doctrine. To the probably small
kernel of verses by monks and nuns originally collected in the
e u d r a k a more were gradually added through the centuries by poets
of varying capacities. Probably the most famous poet among the
followers of the Buddha was Vagiia, to whom the following verses
(which belong to the earliest phase of Buddhist poetry and therefore
are most likely to belong to the Buddha's lifetime) are ascr:bed.
1. Pali Metreis a study of this new movement in metrics. Here we shall follow its
conclusions as regards the chronology of this SthaviraxSda poeuy, except that
in the light of our comparative study of the literature of the Buddhist schools in
this' book we are now able to be less cautious in dating and place certain poems
earlier. See also IKL Vol. 11, Chapters XI and XII.
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VSgiSa had been a professional poet, and a specialist in improvised
lyrics. Here is the first verse of an autobiographical poem:
Intoxicated with poetry we wandered from village to village,
from city to city,
then I saw the Buddha who had gone beyond all principles.'
Here is a short poem on the Buddha:
More than a thousand monks attend on the Well-gone
as he teaches the clear doctrine, niruZw which knows no fear
from any source,
They listen to the abundant doctrine taught by the Perfectly
Enlightened One,
-how glorious the Buddha is, facing the community of monks!

0 Master, your name is 'Dragon', best of sages,
for like a great cloud you rain on your pupils.
Leaving the afternoon rest from a wish to see the,teacher,
0 great hero, your pupil VSgiSa salutes your feet.2

Profound and wise, learned in the Way and the wrong way,
~ i i r i ~ u t rofa great understanding teaches the monk the
doctrine;
He teaches briefly, also speaks in detail,
pours out his improvisation like the song of the mynah bird;

By his beautiful voice, soft and exciting,
the thoughts of the monks are elated and gladdened as they
listen intently."
Our translations are literal only, making no attempt to replace the
poetic characteristics of the original. It can be seen, however, that
VSgiSa is applying the similes and some of the vocabulary of lyric
poetry to his new subject. In another poem he likens the Buddha's
words to cool rain which relieves us from the overpowering heat of
summer (which makes clearer the comparison with a 'dragon' above;
'cool' implies leading to nzruana, from the unhappiness of transmi1. Thag. 1253, also S I 196.
2. Thag. 1238-41, also S 1 192-3.
3. Thag. 1231-3, also S I 190.
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gration) . Also the voice of the Buddha is compelling, like that of the
wild goose.
The following poem is ascribed to GSyapa (apparently the president of the First Rehearsal), and is very much more poetic since he
is describing the mountains. Though it is practically impossible to
reproduce this in translation, we may note that the vocabulary of this
piece is highly poetic: the ordinary everyday words for 'elephant',
'waters', 'clouds', 'peacocks', 'full o f , 'places', etc., are avoided, and
if they would be repeated synonyms are substituted (except in the
refrain, which is an archaic touch):
Spread with garlands of Karen' creeper, these are the places
which delight the mind,
with the sounds of elephants delightfully resounding, these
crags delight me.
Splendid with the colour of blue clouds, with cool clear waters,
covered with 'Indra's herdsmen' (ladybirds) these crags delight
me.
Like ridges of blue clouds, like a fine barrel-vaulted house,
with the sounds of elephants delightfully resounding, these
crags delight me.
Mountains whose surfaces, delightful, are rained on as the sages
seek them out,
echoing the peacocks' cries these crags delight me.
Perfect when I wish to meditate, for exertion, self-possessed,
perfect for me, wishing for well-being, for a monk exerting
himself,
Perfect when I wish to be comfortable, for a monk exerting
himself,
perfect for me, wishing to concentrate, for such a one exerting
himself.
Clothed in ummii flowers, like the sky covered with clouds,
strewn with various flocks of birds these crags delight me.
Not full of worldly people, but sought out by herds of wild
animals,
strewn with various flocks of birds these crags delight me.
With clear waters and broad rocks, full of yaks,
their pools covered with seuZla weed, these crags delight me.
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I do not get such pleasure from the five kinds of musical
instrument,
as when, with concentrated mind, I gain insight rightly into the
doctrine.'
If not intended merely for circulation among the monks themselves, poetry such as this was aimed at an elite who might find a
vocation for solitude, might join the community of monks, rather
than at the masses. More popular, probably, were pieces in the epic
style like this early poem on the future Buddha, on the renunciation:
I will sing the famous going-fo;th, how the man with insight
went forth,
how, investigating, he made the going-forth splendid.
'Confined is this household life, a dusty entrance', he said,
'Rut going-forth is open'-seeing this he went forth.
And having gone forth he avoided bad actions,
abandoning bad speech he purified his way of life.
(the narrator plunges straight into an episode, famous later, of the
future Buddha's meeting with King Bimbisara of Magadha:)
The Buddha (but he is not yet the Buddha!) went to RFijagyha,
the Mountain Capital of Magadha,
to gather alms, he who was strewn with excellent marks;
Bimbisara saw him from his palace,
and seeing him with those marks he spoke like this. . . .
(the king comments on the noble appearance of the wanderer, and
orders messengers to go and ask him where he is going; told he has
gone to Mount Piindava, one of the five mountains flanking the
Mountain Capital, after collecting alms, the king drives out in his
chariot to see him, and after some polite talk to start the conversation
continues:)
'You are young, youthful, newly fledged,
handsome and tall like a well-born warrior
making the vanguard glorious, leading a troop of elephants!
-11
' 1 give you lands, enjoy them!-Now tell me who you are'.
'In truth, 0 king, my country is on the slopes of the Himdaya,
endowed with wealth and energy, in Koiala,
1. Thag. 1062-71.
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My clan is the Solar one, by tribe I am a ~&ya,
-from that tribe I have gone forth, not yearning for pleasures.
Having seen disadvantage in pleasures, security in renunciation,
I am going for exertion-it is this which excites my mind."
Another similar piece describes the 'exertion' to attain enlightenment, on the banks of the River Nairafijanii (near Uruvilvs and Bodh
Gay&,but the latter is on rising ground some distance from the river).
This scene develops into a dialogue with Death, who urges the future
Buddha to give up the hard struggle, the asceticism and fasting, and
make the most of his life-by all means dol-g good, but not exerting
himself like this. The future Buddha rejects these words of temptation
and hypocrisy, since the life recommended is only death postponed,
and continues with his asceticism,with the drying up of his flesh and
blood (likened to the nearby river, since it is the dry season), which
makes his thought clearer and strengthens his self-possession, understanding and concentration. He repels the 'armies' of Death-pleasure, loneliness, hunger, thirst and others. The god goes off dejectedlike a crow which mistook a stone for a piece of fat-letting his ME
(lute) fall from under his arm in his depressi~n.~
This 'temptation
by Death' just before the enlightenment became a most popular
subject among the Buddhists, depicted through every medium of art
and a typical episode in the legend of the Buddha which was gradually
elaborated as a main part of the presentation of Buddhism to the
masses.
Here is an autobiographical piece ascribed to the monk Sunita:
I was born in a low family, poor and starving,
my work was low-I was a sweeper
disgusting to men, despised, treated with contempt;
humbling my mind I would pay respect to many people.
Then I saw the Buddha leading the community of monks,
the great hero, entering the capital of Magadha.
I put down my carrying pole and approached to pay respect
-the highest of men waited, through compassion for me
-I saluted the teacher's feet, then waiting on the side
I asked the highest of all beings to let me go forth.
1. Sn 405-9 and 420-4. cf. MSV, SOR I pp. 945.
2. Sn42549.
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'Come, monk!' he said to me-that was my 'entrance'
(to the community) (Sunita follows the admonitions of the teacher
and attains enlightenment and freedom, meditating at night, then:)

As the night ended and the sun rose,
Indra and Brahma came and bowed to me with joined hands:
'Hail to thee, learned among men! Hail to thee, highest of men!
As the influences are exhausted in you, dear sir, you are indeed
one worthy of gifts. . .'
In other words he is a true brahman, as good as any high class
brahman by birth. He is also the superior of the gods, and God
Himself, who come to pay'their respects. At the end of the poem
Sunita tells us that the Buddha explained to him that the real
brahman is one who lives the 'best life', with restraint and selfcontrol.' Here then is another kind of popular expression of Buddhism: the levelling of class distinctions, or rather the substitution of
merit for birth, the Buddha's complete lack of prejudice, and the idea
that a monk may mix with the gods and even be their superior.
All the poems quoted so far seem to belong to the earliest phase
represented in the extant Buddhist literature. The following is possibly as much as a century later, and may be dated to about 400 B.C. Here
the ethical and social teaching of the Buddha is put into metrical
form, and the poem is certainly for circulation in society, not merely
for private recitation by monks:
One skilled in welfare should act, having understood the calmed
state;
he should be capable, straight, very straight, using good words,
soft, not arrogant,
And contented, easily satisfied, with little business and frugal
habits,
calmed faculties, and wise, not proud or covetous among the
people,
He should do nothing at all which is mean, which others, being
discerning, would blame.
Let all beings be happy and secure, let all be happy!
1. Thag. 620 ff.
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Whatever living beings there are, timid or strong, ,without
exception,
the tall or large, medium or small, minute or gross;
Those seen or unseen, living far away or nearby,
those born already and those yet seeking birth, let all beings be
happy!
None should deceive another, or despise any, anywhere,
or, being angry, feeling repulsion, wish unhappiness for
another.
As a mother would look after her only child, with her life,
even so should one develop one's thoughts, without limit,
towards all beings.
Benevolent thoughts towards the whole world one should develop without limit,
above, below, all round, unconfined, without hatred, without
rivalry;
Whether staying or going, sitting, lying down, one should be
without stupidity,
one should resolve on this self-possession (through benevolence)-this, they say, is the best way of life.'
Amongst the more popular poetry of the Buddhists we find some
pieces which appear to go outside the circle of strictly Buddhist ideas
into the field of popular legends and stories.They may bear indirectly
on Buddhist conceptions, or even show signs of assimilation and
adaptation for didactic purposes. Going back for a moment to the
earliest period we find these curious verses in a siitra of the Dirgha of
the Sthaviravada (No. 32), possessed also by the Sarvastiviidins2and
the Chinese Tripitaka. They appear to belong to the same circle of
ideas as the stories of the ideal society which we read in Chapter Six,
but here this society is supposed to exist in an inaccessible part of the
Earth at present, instead of the remote past or future:
In delightful Uttarakuru, near beautiful Mount Meru,"
men are born unselfish, without any possessions;
1. Sn 143 ff. The last strophe is omitted, its metre indicating that it is a later addition.
2. Atanatika Siitra ( Hoffmann) .

3. The central mountain of the Earth, i.e. the north pole. Pali Neru.
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they sow no seed, draw no ploughs;
men enjoy rice growing wild, uncultivated.
The rice grains have no husk or coating, are clean and fragrant,
-they cook them in a gourd and then enjoy a meal. . . .

. . . There the trees are always in fruit, full of various flocks of
birds,
resounding with peacocks and herons and soft cuckoos. . . . I
The greatest collection of stories, at least in the Sthaviravada
Tripitaka, is the Jataka section of the Budraka. At present this collection contains about 550 stories, but these were brought together
gradually round a much smaller kernel. This section of the fiudraka
is in verse with the exception (which is mixed prose and verse) of
only one story. For some stories, however, there is only one verse,
whilst others are true epic pieces with up to nearly a thousand verses.
Some, then, are complete epic narratives, whilst others merely assume
the story instead of narrating it, are either memorial verses to recall
it to a narrator who knows it and will retell it in his own words, or
the 'highlights' of a story, such as the decisive exchanges in dialogue,
serving in fact the same purpose. The stories were not written out in
full by the Sthaviras for many centuries (when some of them seem to
have been half forgotten), when they were given the form of a
'commentary' on the verses written (as we now have it in Pali) in
Ceylon. A fewJEtaka poems are as old as the earliest period, but tne
composition went on for several centuries. The following episode
from one of the long epic pieces belongs to about 400 B.c., like the
poem on benevolence above. The Buddha in one of his previous lives
was a minister named Mahausadha,.whosebrilliance at court arouses
deadly resentment from four other leading ministers. They insinuate
to the king that he is a traitor, and suggest that he can be tested and
found out by an apparently innocuous question about secrecy. If he
says a secret should never be revealed to anyone at all, they suggest,
he should not be trusted. The following dialogue ensues:
King :

1.

The five wise men have met-a question occurs to me,
listen to it:
whether a blameworthy matter or a praiseworthy one, to
whom may a secret be revealed?

D 111 199 ff.
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Senaka :

Even you must reveal this, protector of the Earth, lord and
endurer of burdens, tell us this;
reflecting on your will and pleasure, 0 king of men, the
five wise men will speak.

King :

A secret may be revealed to a wife, whether it is
blameworthy or praiseworthy,
if she is virtuous, inaccessible to others, controlled by her
husband's will, pleasing.

Senaka :

A secret may be revealed to a friend, whether. . . .
if he is a refuge to one in difficulty and afflicted, a
resource, a support.

(The other three ministers who are party to the plot say respectively
that a secret may be revealed to a virtuous brother, a good son and a
loving mother, then:)
Mahausadha :

The secrecy of a secret is good, the revealing of a
secret is not praised,
a wise man should bear it whilst it has not borne
fruit,
but when the matter is accomplished he may speak
at pleasure.

(The king draws the intended conclusion and afterwards issues a
secret order for Mahausadha to be executed, but this worries him
when he thinks of the minister's former services, and he confides in
the queen:)
Queen :

Why are you perplexed, 0 king? This that we hear is not
the speech of the king of men!
thinking of what are you depressed? 0 king I am not at
fault (for asking).

King :

'The wise Mahausadha must be executed': because I have
ordered the execution of the sage,
I am depressed thinking of it. 0 queen you are not at fault.

(Despite the secrecy of the order Mahausadha disappeared before he
could be arrested. According to the 'commentary'-for these connecting links are mostly found only in the prose commentary, the actual
verses giving the dialogues-he seizes control of the capital the next
day and then faces the king. However, what follows does not confirm
that he went as far as this, but only that he somehow secures another
meeting with the king, with the other ministers present; we may
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suppose he emerges from hiding when given a guarantee of safety:)
King :

Mahausadha :

You disappeared in the evening and now you come,
hearing what was your mind apprehensive?
Who said what to you, 0 wise one? Now we shall hear
those words, tell me that!
'The wise Mahausadha must be executed':
if, 0 king, in the evening you discussed thjs
confidentially,
privately told it to your wife, this secret, being revealed, was heard by me:

(The king sees the point and feels angry with the queen, but
Mahausadha presses on with the following:)
The wicked deed of Senaka in the SrZlawood, the low
thing he did,
he told in private to a friend; this secret, being
revealed, was heard by me.
(Senaka admits this and is arrested)
Your man Putkasa, 0 king, has a disease which
makes him unfit for the royal service,
he told this in private to his brother. . .
(Arrest of Putkasa. Similarly the other two ministers are one unfit and
the other in possession of a jewel which was missing; they had told
their son or mother. Both are arrested, and Mahausadha concludes
the proceedings by repeating his first verse about the secrecy of a
secret being good. . .)

.'

It is hard to see what this had to do with Buddhist ethics, except
to underline the fact that telling the whole truth is a virtue attainable
only by Sramanas who have 'left the world'. The point of the story,
however, is really to glorify the Buddha in his past life for his wisdom.
Its interest is also the dramatic presentation which it seems to imply,
to need. Though there are no actual dramas in the Tripitaka (not
counting late additions to the Tibetan Tripitaka, of course) there is
evidence, as we shall see, that certain dramatic episodes in it, particularly in the Samyukta, were presented on the stage at festive assemblies.
No doubt it was considered inappropriate for monks and nuns to go
to the theatre, but this has led to misunderstanding and confusion
among modern scholars. As we saw above (p. 177), festivals do not
1. Jitaka VI 379 ff.
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seem to have been considered harmful for laymen, though 'addiction'
to them could be. The point surely was the nature of the festivals, and
so the Buddhists gradually elaborated a repertoire of dramatic pieces
as well as other types of literature, and we shall find in due course that
they produced a range of full scale plays. A number of other dramatic
dialogues, which unlike this one are Buddhist in content, may be
dated in the same period and in the fourth century B.C.
Probably to the second half of the fourth century B.C. or later
belongs a poem ascribed to the famous h r a p % l i(p. 71 above) after
she became a nun, which teaches impermanence. Here are some
verses from it:
Black like the colour of bees, and wavy was my hair;
through age it's like coarse hemp: truthful are these words, not
false!
Smooth like a conch shell well polished, my throat was once
lustrous;
through age it's ruined, destroyed: truthful are these words, not
false!
Full and round, firm and high, my breasts were once lustrous;
in age which is like a drought1they hang dry: truthful are these
words, not false!
Like two elephant's trunks, my thighs were once lustrous;
through age they're like bamboo stems: truthful are these words,
not false!

. . . Such was this body-shattered, the home of much suffering,
it's become like an old house with falling stucco: truthful are
these words, not false!'
The Personality Schism
B,efore we trace the literature and the popularisation of Buddhism
further we must bring our history down to the third century after the
parinimcinaand the third century B.C. The Emperor Dhanananda, son
of Mahapadma, was extremely unpopular on account of his oppressive
and arbitrary rule. He insulted one of his ministers, K a u ~ l y awho
,~
1. Reading iti.

2. Thig 252-70 (the Sthaviravada version of Sthavingritha).
3. This is the correct spelling according to the manuscript evidence ; it was used
in the 'copy' of REBCS but altered by the editor before publication on the basis
of 'popular etymology'.
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happened to be a man of genius and subtlety. Kauplya went 'underground' and laid plans with Candragupta, a prince connected with
the royal family of Magadha and perhaps having as good a claim to
the throne as Dhanananda. Eventually they succeeded in leading a
revolt which ended the rule of Dhanananda, and in 317 B.C.
Candragupta became emperor of Magadha and most of India. The
dynasty descended from him is known as the Mauryas, this being
presumably his family name, and some sources (Sthaviraviida) trace
his descent from the Maurya Republic which took a share of the
Buddha's ashes (p. 221 above). Either very early in his reign or even
before his rebellion was carried to its successful conclusion
Candragupta eliminated the Greek garrisons along the Indus and
liberated that part of India from foreign rule. It was during the
lifetime of the Buddha that the Persian emperors Kurash (Cyrus) and
Darayavus (Darius) I had conquered Gandhiira and Sindhu (Sindhu
being the country of the lower Indus and Gandhiira including a
section of the middle Indus with its tributary the Kubhii, modern
E b u l , the latter country being the most ancient centre of the Vedic
tradition-Udaaka worked out his philosophy there). When Alexander
overthrew the Persian Empire he laid claim to these territories of
India and the allegiance of their Persian garrisons, and even tried to
extend them further east,where he found (in VZhika, modern Panjiib)
a mixture of small Indian republics and monarchies not unlike that
of eastern India in the Buddha's time. The attempt proved abortive,
but the weakening of some of these small states perhaps made it easier
for Candragupta to incorporate them into the empire of Magadha.
Even so some of the republics, particularly those not overwhelmed by
Alexander (Yaudheya,Audumbara, &junayana, etc.) retained some
degree of autonomy and continuity of their institutions, and became
independent states again later. About 305-3 B.C.Seleucos Nikator as
Alexander's successor reasserted his claims in India and marched to
enforce them. He was decisively defeated by Candragupta and forced
not only to surrender the disputed territories but also to surrender
part of Iran (Aria,Arachosia, Gedrosia as well as the whole region up
to the Hindu Kush). An alliance was then concluded between the
Indians and the Greeks. Candragupta became the ruler of an empire
twice as large as that of the Nandas, embracing almost the whole
Indian world and with it probably all the communities of Buddhists.
It was during the reign of his son and successor Bindusara ( 2 9 3
268 B.c.) that the Sthaviravada underwent a further schism, and the
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Mahaamgha likewise divided at an unknown date in about the same
period. Two hundred years after the panhirvEna,' therefore in 286 sic.
if the date is precise, an elder named Viitsiputra appears to have
prepared a new recension of the Abhidhanna in nine sections (it is a
matter of speculation what these were), which he claimec! to have
received from ~ i i r i ~ u tand
r a E h u l a (and presumably intermediate
teachers) .2 It was presumably in this, which seems to be irretrievably
lost, that he formulated his special doctrine about the 'person'
(pudgala):very likely one of the sections was devoted entirely to this.
The Sthaviraviida school divided over the question whether this
concept, the 'person', should be reckoned as a real principle among
those listed in the Abhidhanna and at the ultimate (pararntirtha) level
of statement, or whether it is merely a word used in conventional
language, like 'self or 'soul', 'life-principle', 'being'. The Buddha
uses the word in some of his discourses, as he uses 'being' in others:
the question was whether he was just using everyday language in
speaking to hearers who would not understand a philosophical
statement, or whether he assumed any sort of reality apart from the
groups, the senses and the various mental principles counted in the
Abhidhanna. Is 'person' no more than a kind of pronoun, a demonstrative like 'this' used when referring to a particular (philosophically
speaking) collection of the elements or principles combined in a
living body with consciousness?
The orthodox Sthaviraviidins thought that this was so, that this
popular conception comes under the rubric in which the Buddha
rejects such questions as 'who touches', 'who desires', 'who eats the
consciousness-food', and so on (see pp. 116 ff. above). In their
A b h i d h a d they afterwards included an elaborate formal refutation of
the proposition that the 'person' exists in the ultimate sense.
The followers of Vatsiputra, who came to be known as Vfitsiputriyas
after him, accepted the 'person' as in some sense, at least, a reality.
Like all Buddhists at all times they rejected the Brahmanical concept
of an eternal soul. On the other hand they rejected the orthodox
Sthaviravada theory (which is also that of all schools of Buddhism
other than the Vatsiputriyas and their later offshoots) that a living
1. Bu-ston, Obermiller Vol. I1 p: 96; Bareau, L e s p a i m wnciles bouddhiques, Paris,
1955, p. 116. HBI 308.
2. Lamotte HBI 209, 587. See Intro. to ~anamoli'sPs trans., p. xxxii.
3. Kvu 1 ff., very similar (but shorter) refutation in the Sarvistiviida Abhidharma,
fijianakrfya Chapter 11. See F. Watanabe, 1983.
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being is nothing but the five groups with the senses. Between these
two alternatives, however, they appear to have found it difficult to
define what a 'person' could be, as a subject which continued and
transmigrated. In fact they decided that it could not be said what it
was, it was like the undetermined questions to which there was no
categorical answer. Nothing could be predicated of the 'person'. They
admitted, it appears,' that the person could not be regarded as
different from the five groups (as another quite separate group), but
held also that it was not the same as the group^.^ No predicate could
be applied to it, for example it could not be said that it was eternal
or that it was noneternal. Yet it could be cognised by the six kinds
of consciousness (of the six senses), and it (alone) transmigrated
from one body of the five groups to another, could enter nirvdna.
At an unknown date, but within fifty years of this schism among
the Sthaviravadins, the MahLaxpgha also split and produced two new
schools (it appears that we should reckon the 'Mahasaxpghikas' as a
third continuing to exist alongside these as two offshoots--which
would seem to imply two successive schisms, as in fact Paramartha
states: first the Ekavyavaharikas).At present scarcely any information
about the history of the MahLamgha schools is available:,all we
possess is accounts of a few of their special doctrines alongside fuller
general accounts of doctrinesapparently held by all the Mah-gha
schools collectively. The two schools which now appear were called
the Ekavyavaharika and the Gokulika (there are variants for the latter:
Kukkueka, Kukkulika, Kaukkue~Kaurukullak~
etc). The latter are
believed to have been in some sense specialistsin abhidharmu,but the
account of their doctrines in the Sthaviravadatradition ( ~ a t h ~ v a t t i u
208 ff. and its commentary) says that they exaggerated a statement in
the Samyukta4that the five groups are nothing but cinders (kukkubjn
Pali), as if it meant that there is no happiness whatever, of any kind,
in the world, but only unrelieved unhappiness. Of the Ekavyavahkikas
it is said by the very late authority Bhavaviveka in his TarkajvEZii that
they held that thought is by its nature pure and.radiant, inaccessible
to defilement. He also says they held that 'all principles are cognised
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lamotte HBI 673 f.
Like fire (person) and fuel (groups), Harivarman; AK B h e a p. 461.
Named after the monk Kurukulfa?- Malij-mtilakalpa p. 9.
S 111 177. ParamFutha on the other hand says (Demicville MCB I 42 f; 45 ff.)
that they held that the Abhidhatmu was the real teaching, whilst the Scha was
adapted to circumstances. Also they practiced especially the faculty of energy
(viva).
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in one moment' (in enlightenment, presumably?). Other sources
state that they held that all principles are mere names or concepts.'

ASoka: Buddhism to be Implemented
According to Jaina tradition Candragupta was a follower of their
doctrine and at the end of his reign abdicated and became a Jaina
monk. Bindusara on the other hand, or at least his queen Dharma,
apparently were better qualified for the
patronised the &ivaka~,~who
interpretation of omens than the brahmans (cf. pp. 38f. above). When
the queen was pregnant one of them predicted that she would have
a son (Aioka) perfectly endowed and wealthy (? text corrupt) adding
confidentially to the queen afterwards that he would be king also. In
the event, and contrary to Bindusiira's wish that another of his sons
(by a different queen) should succeed him, the ministers made Aioka
emperor in 268 KC.? Prior to that he had served as 'prince' (kumzra,
in effect governor) of the provinces of Gandhiira and of Avanti at
different times (the system of provinces governed by princes is a
characteristic part of Magadhan administration: in Aioka's time there
were at least four such provinces in addition to the metropolitan
province of Magadha itself).
The Buddhist sources4indicate that Aioka favoured the &ivakas
after his consecration as Emperor, and in fact we shall see that he
continued his donations to that sect through most, perhaps all, of his
reign. The various Buddhist chronicles and legends (as time went on
the narratives of old chronicles tended to be retold and embellished
as edifying legends) suggest that at first Aioka was a harsh and
ruthless ruler, until he was convinced of his error by a Buddhist monk
and became a lay Buddhist. His character was then transformed and
he became a model emperor, 'Aioka the Just'= (Dharmiiioka), as the
tradition often calls him, distinguishing him from Aioka the Black.
It is the more 'embellished' legends which lay the most stress on this
change, for obvious reasons of edification. What underlies the tradition is the real change of policy from one based probably on the
1. Kegon tradition (Takakusu, Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy, 118) and
MCB 1 45.
2. Va~atthappahcisini
I 189 ff.
3. Di9iuadCna372 f., Przyluski :U@pp, 234 f. (below we give the years B.C. which
mainly overlap ASoka's current regnal
years).
,
4. Mostly gathered in Eggermont, Chronology and further reviewed by Lamotte, HBI
261 ff.
5. Or 'of Principle'; cf. pp. 157, 161 above
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amoral maxims of power worked out by KauMya in his ArthaSiistra
('Science of Wealth', i.e. politics and economics) to the ethical social
programme proposed by the Buddha.
We are in the fortunate position of being able to go back beyond
the chronicles to Aioka's own autobiographical record of his policies
and struggles. Having decided to implement the principles of Buddhism in his vast empire he incorporated these principles in the
imperial edicts issued from time to time to the provinces and districts.
There was of course nothing new in the regular circulation of
imperial commands through the Magadhan Empire, but in his determination to achieve the maximum publicity for the new policy, and
to ensure that its implementation would continue long after his own
time, ASoka caused many of his edicts to be inscribed on stone
columns and on rocks at all the principal centres of his realm. No
doubt he used more ephemeral media as well, but to us he has
bequeathed his ideas in lasting form, many of his inscriptions remaining in their original places or in museums.' About twenty of
these edicts are presewed in multiple copies set up in different places.
A dozen more inscriptions primarily of local interest are now known
in single copies. Besides the three or four main Prakrit dialects used
in different provinces of the Empire, Aioka used Aramaic (for the
Persian or Iranian speaking population accustomed to this official
language of the Persian Empire) and Greek (for the Greek colonists
in Arachosia, etc.).
In what seems to be the earliest of these inscriptions or edict^,^
issued in 258 B.F.,ASoka tells us he had been a lay disciple (up6saka)
for more than two and a half years, consequently that he became one
in 261 B.c.,we may conclude, in the eighth year (current) of his reign.
The Buddhist traditions, in fact, say that he met a Buddhist monk who
convinced him so that he went to the refuges (the Buddha, the
Doctrine and the Community), in other words became a lay Buddhist
(they disagree over the name of the monk, since more than one
school .of Buddhism claims the credit for this achievement). Soon
afterwards, however (261-0 B.c.), ASoka was engaged in a war of
1. The most convenient edition is Bloch's : Les rwm$tions d' Aioka, Paris, 1950, but
this has to be supplemented by some inscriptions discovered since then:JA 1958
in particular; Lamotte, HBI 789 ff.
2. Bloch 145 ff. inscribed at Brahmagiri, Rtipnath and several other places, often
called the 'Minor' Rdck Edict.
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conquest against the country of Kalinga (the modern state of Orissa),
on the East coast of India South of Magadha. It appears this country
had formed part of the Magadhan Empire before but had regained its
independence: Aioka apparently was consolidating his empire at the
beginning of his reign.
In an inscription of 256 B.c.' Aioka himself describes this war,
which was the turning point in his life; a description of a victory by
the conqueror himself which is perhaps without parallel: 'When
DevaKampriya Priyadariin (the names or titles generally used by
ASoka in the edicts) had been consecrated (king) eightyears, Kalinga
was conquered by us. A hundred and fifty thousand living beings were
carried off (presumably as slaves, etc.) from there. A hundred thousand were injured there. Many times that died (including from famine
or disease caused by the war). After that, now that Kalinga is taken,
Devanampriya ('Dear to the gods'-a royal title) is intensely concerned with principle (dharma,which may be assumed to have here a
sense similar to the sense it has in connection with the 'just'
emperors of the Tripitaka, pp. 157, 160 f. above, but which will be
discussed' below), loving principle and instructing in principle.
Dev%n%mpriyais grieving over the conquest of Kaliriga; for the
conquering of an unconquered realm, where people are injured, or
die, or are'carried off, is a thought which is strongly experienced, a
heavy thought, in DevFmiimpriya. Moreover DeMniimpriya has a heavier
thought than that: the brahmans and Sramanasand other sectarians
(PrZ~anda,
followers of the various schools of religion or philosophy),
or the householders among whom listening attentively to superiors,
parents and elders is carried on, and right behaviour towards friends,
acquaintances, companions, relatives, slaves and servants, and firm .
devotion (these are important virtues in Aioka's system, see below)some of them are insulted or injured or separated from those dear to
&em. Or if they themselves are fortunate, they are yet insulted in thatif they have any affection-their friends, acquaintances, companions or
relatives meet with disaster. This likeness (patibhagya) of all men
(more idiomatically 'common humanity', presumably related to the
Buddhist standard of considering all beings as like oneself) is a heavy
thought in DeWZmpriya. And there is no count~ywherethese groups
are not found, except among the Greeks,where there are no brahmans
or Sramanas, and nowhere is there a country where there are no men
1. Bloch 125 ff., 'Rock Edict 13.'
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with confidence in one of the sects. However many people were
injured, or died, or were carried &when Kalinga was taken, even one
hundredth or one thousandth part of that would be a heavy thought
in De-funpriya
today.
Thus ASoka as a Buddhist of some conviction had at first continued
the traditional imperial policy of Magadha, only to find his practice
in inescapable conflict with his theory: his war multiplied the evils
which Buddhism denounced, especially violence and taking life;
moreover it damaged Buddhism itself, as well as other religions or
philosophies (and ASoka thought these were good too), by insulting
the Srama?zas(especiallyBuddhist monks) as well as lay disciples (the
virtuous householders) in countries ravaged by war. His Buddhism
was put to ihe test: was it sincere and practical, orjust a diversion in
leisure hours (as it had been for Ajataiatru) , or a crafty piece of state
policy like religion according to Kautalya-useful in that it causdd
restraint and fear in others and therefore to be given lip semice, only,
by the king? He found he was sincere: whatever problems he faced as
emperor, he believed Buddhism offered what was needed to solve
them; overriding everything is his evident and deep conviction that
non-violence is the primary principle of conduct, the greatest moral
value. This was precisely the primary moral principle of Buddhism:
'abstention from taking life', realised in his individual experience
and directly related by him to the 'likeness of all men', which is
nothing but the underlying social standard of Buddhist ethics, considering all beings as like oneself. It seems very likely that he learned
these principles from his Ruddhist teachers; what is much more
certain is that he ascertained the value, or the truth, of them in his
own experience and restated them in his own words, for his own time.
Let us now follow Aioka's career primarily through his own words,
returning to the early inscription with which we began. He does not
mention the war there, but he does say that a year before issuing the
edict, and therefore in 259 B.C. and soon after the war, he had visited
the Community (of Buddhist monks) and undertaken (Buddhism)
strongly-(bc$hamfn-akrgnta). The result of that is, he continues, that
gods have mixed with men in this Rose Apple Continent (India, see
p. 164 above), which was not the case before. The meaning of this is
not evident to us, since we have no information on the situation to
which it refers. The most likely reference would appear to be to divine
portents seen by men, indicating the presence of gods, such as the
light and radiance said to precede an appearance of Brahma (p. 150
above). Perhaps ASoka was watching hopefully for the 'wheel gem'
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(p. 160) to appear in the sky, and he may have been encouraged by
celestial phenomena, such as the appearance of a comet, a nova, or
an exceptional display of meteors, to believe that his change of heart
and of imperial policy had begun to make itself felt in the universe.
That gods might appear to men was widely believed in India in this
period, and we have seen an example of snch an apparition accepted
into the Tripitakaof at least one school of Buddhists, in Sunita's poem
(p. 227) in which Indra and Brahmft come to pay their respects to the
newly enlightened monk. A number of parallels to this incident can
be found among additions made to the Sthaviravada Tripitaka probably in the Mauryan period itself, as we shall see later in this chapter.
The popularisation of Buddhism which had such great successes in
this period is shown by contemporary Buddhist literature to have
made much use of 'edifying' stories bringing in gods, and it is not
at all improbable that when ASoka visited the Community he was
treated to this aspect of popular Buddhism as well as to the more
serious instruction appropriate for a Buddhist lay disciple. There is,
it should be added here, no evidence that ASoka ever concerned
himself with the properly philosophical doctrines of Buddhism, such
as conditioned origination and the real mechanism of transmigration, the question of a 'soul' and the attainment of nimina. If he did,
he did not see fit to complicate his edicts to the people at large with
them, and when we recall the Buddha's attitude to such an eminent
lay disciple as Anathapindada (pp. 189 f. above) we may easily suppose
either that the monks of Aioka's time followed his example or that
ASoka himself did.
Aioka's teaching, which follows in this inscription, is in fact
similar to the Buddha's teaching to the laity. First he says that this
(the undertaking of Buddhism) is not restricted to the great (or
eminent-mahitman) ,but that the small (or lowly-wraka) also could,
by this undertaking, gain heaven (svarga). (We might almost suggest
that the gods' mixing with men above means going to heaven, but
there it clearly seems to be the other way round-the gods come to
Earth.) Coming afterwards to the actual content of this 'undertaking'
ASoka enumerates: listening attentively to parents, to elders (gum,
which includes teachers) ; compassion towards living beings; speaking the truth. These are the 'strands' (guna) of principle (dhanna)
which should be started (i.e. undertaken).*ASokaadds that apprentices should honour their teachers as they would relatives, this is an
'old principle'.
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We note that of the four main moral principles laid down by the
Buddha Aioka concentrates on the first and the last: non-violence (or,
positively, compassion) and truth. He has nothing to say about
'abstention from taking what was not given' or 'abstention from
misconduct in pleasures'. The first of these he perhaps thought
sufficiently covered by established law, or even by the first principle
(i.e. not harming others). The second is partly covered, from different
view-points, by respect for parents (hence for family life) and by
concern for the happiness of others and self-control, both of which
are advocated in other edicts. Aioka amalgamates with the moral
principles parts of the code of social behaviour, of the theory of
human relationships, namely filial piety (honouring parents) and
honouring teachers (he touches on other parts of this Buddhist code
elsewhere).
The remaining part of this edict is concerned with its manner of
promulgation and the method of carrying out of this royal 'command'. The edict is to be written on rocks and on stone columns. The
local administrators (rEjUkas: inspectors or commissioners) are to
have it 'commanded' through their countries or districts by means of
the drum (the usual way of making a royal proclamation).
In the same year of his reign Aioka issued brief versions of a
somewhat similar inscription in Greek and Aramaic, and special
edicts for conquered Kalinga.
The Greekversion' says that Aioka has instructed men in rectitude
(? eu'siba'a, which requires discussion) and made them more upright
(?), and everything is prosperous in all the world. He abstains from
taking life and has abolished hunting and fishing and encouraged
self-control and obedience to parents and elders. In future, acting
accordingly, (men) will be happier and better off (Lamotte, following
Tucci, would like to understand this as 'happier in this world and the
next', conformably to other edicts issued later, but the evidence before
us is rather that in the translation the edicts were handled very freely).
The Aramaic version2says that Aioka has instructed men in truth
(? qiyt', probably to be vocalised as qaSSitG), since when evil has
diminished for all men and unhappirless (?) has disappeared: happiness (Sty,corresponding to Avestan *SCti ?) and peace (r'mcorresponding to Avestan r6man?) exist in the world. In food even, the king
1. JA 1958 pp. 2-3.
2. JA 1958 pp. 20-1.
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abstains from taking life and prohibits hunting and fishing. He has
taught self-control and obedience to parents and elders. There are
now no more hardships(?) for true men. Truth is ofvalue to men and
will continue to be so.
These versions are here freely paraphrased from those of
Schlumberger, Carratelli (Lamotte HBI Addenda), Dupontsommer
and Levi dellavida, the author not being competent in either Greek
or Aramaic. It seems clear that the words here translated 'rectitude'
and 'truth' were intended as equivalents for d h a m , which we have
preferred to render in these contexts as 'principle'. 'Truth' in the
sense of 'uprightness', the ethical sense, is close enough, but the
Greek word eu'sibeia, according to Liddell and Scotts' Dictionary,
means rather 'reverence to gods and parents', 'loyalty', 'character for
piety'. If we take it as an equivalent for 'principle' we apparently have
to understand the archaic, even Vedic, and literal sense of 'maintaining', as rectitude or uprightness. The original dharma has many
meanings, as we have seen, and differs as between Buddhism and
Brahmanism. Perhaps Aioka did not mind this ambiguity and would
not object to brahmans taking the term more or less in their own
sense, provided it harmonised sufficiently with his ethical ideas.
DupontSommer has suggested that the Aramaic version is closer to
the Indian original than is the Greek, and also that it has been
adapted in terminology to the religious ideas of a Zoroastrian community. We may presume this is still more true of the Greek version,
and avoid drawing rash conclusions from it to the meaning of Indian
terms. It is worth noting that in later bilingual Indian and Greek
inscriptions, mostly on coins, dharma is equated with dike,' 'right' or
'justice'.
The Kaliliga edicts2 are addressed to Aioka's high officials
(mahamatra, which often means minister) and magistrates
(uy~uahEnkas)there. They are responsible for many thousqnds of
living beings and should seek to gain the affection (panaya) of the
people, 'my children' ( p a j k this may mean simply the people, the
subjects, but elsewhere Aioka clearly uses it in another equally common sense, 'children'). 'I wish them all benefit and happiness in this
world and the next (para - 'beyond') world. We must be impartial
(madhya);for example a man may be imprisoned and harassed, and
1. Examples given by L.amotte HBI pp. 421,423
2. Bloch, 136 ff.
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kept in prison, for no reason, and many others may be unhappy on
account of this. . . . One must not fall into spite (irgE,which more
often means 'envy'), haste, cruelty, oppression, lack of attention,
lassitude or weariness. . . . One should think of getting free from debt
(i.e. to the King) and thus gain two results: heaven and not being in
my debt. This text (lip9 must be read aloud regularly. . . and put into
practice by the magistrates (in one version; in the other 'high
officials'). . . . For this purpose I shall send out every five years a nonirascible inspector (reading aksaka?-but in the other version 'high
official'). . . so know the purpose of this. Similarly the Prince at
Ujjayini (Avanti) will go out every three years, and he at ~ a k s a ~ i l a
(Gandhara). . . .'
The policy of conciliating a conquered country is clear, and the
Emperor shows his seriousness and even anxiety by sending special
inspectors and ordering the governors of other provinces (probably
his sons) to check, evidently an extraordinary measure. The other
Kaliliga edict is similar. One version was at Tosali, the provincial
capital, and is consequently addressed to the 'Prince' there as well as
the high officials. Again he says all men are his children and he
wishes all benefit and happiness for them. Here he adds a reference
to those outside his realm, the borderers, that they should be reassured that they will get only happiness, not unhappiness, from him
and should therefore not be agitated on his account. (Apparently
there were unconquered people, probably tribes in the 'Great Wilderness' (Mahaantara) of the mountainous and then inaccessible region between Kalinga and Avanti.) If possible he will 'tolerate' (or
forgive, kam) them and they should understand this, practice principle and gain this world and the next. . . . He is appointing agents
(yuktaka) at different points for this. . . (Clearly there will be no
further military expansion of the Empire, and ASoka hopes this will
be understood and the reason for it understood: he also seems to
imply that he hopes to be able to tolerate the actions of the borderers
but that there is a limit to this, beyond which he might have to resort
to force. If they were uncivilised tribes in the forests and in the habit
of raiding settlements or ambushing roads the position would be
clear enough.)
In a later edict' ASoka refers to another event of this same year (the
tenth after his consecration, i.e. 259 B.c.): In the past kings used to
1. 'Rock Edict 8'. Bloch 11 1 ff.
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go out on journeys (yatra) for pleasure, for instance hunting and
similar enjoyments. But Devanampriya Priyadariin ten years after his
consecration went out to the Enlightenment (Tree, i.e. he made a
pilgrimage to Bodh Gays). This is a journey for principle (dhama),
on which there is the seeing of brahmans and Sramanasand donations
to them, seeing elders and assisting them with money, seeing the
people of the country and instruction in principle and discussions
about principle. There is greater pleasure by that means for King
Devanampriya Priyadariin, another 'share' (i.e. additional to the
'share'= taxes received by him from the people).
The later Buddhist histories refer to the same event, it appears,' but
in a legendary manner: Aioka held a great festival after building
numerous dwellings (viharas) for the monks. Taranatha actually
mentions the visit to the Enlightenment Tree.
In the twelfth year (257 R.c.) we find another series of edicts
i s s ~ e d(1)
: ~ No votive offerings are to be made with living beings (i.e.
animal sacrifice is prohibited). With some exceptions, festivals (saMja)
are bad (cf. p. 177 above). The killing of living beings for food has
been restricted and will henceforth cease so far as the royal kitchen
is concerned. (2) The King has everywhere established medical
services for men and animals. Medicinal herbs have been distributed
and planted everywhere for this purpose. Roots and fruits have been
distributed and planted wherever they were lacking. Wells have been
dug and trees planted along the roads for the enjoyment of men and
animals. This has been done everywhere in the realm and among the
borderers, including the Codas (Colas),Pii~dyas,Satyaputras,Keradas
(four countries of the extreme South of India: the states of Tamilnadu
and Kerala with Southern Karnawka) as far as Tamraparni (Ceylon)
and the Greek King Aytiyoka (Antiochus I1 Theos of Syria) and his
neighbours. (3) Everywhere in the realm my officers (yukta,officials),
inspectors (rGjuka) and district commissioners (pradesfr)wig go out
on tour every five years with the 'instruction on principle'
(dhamcinuSasti) as on other business. (What follows appears to be a
summary of this 'instruction'.) Listening attentively to parents is
good (sadhu), so is generosity to friends, acquaintances, relatives,
brahmans and Sramanas, also not taking life, little expenditure and
little wealth. (4) For many centuries taking life has increased, and
violence to living beings. So has lack of sympathy (sampratipattg
1. On this see Eggermont 90 ff.

2. Rock Edicts 1-4, Bloch 90 ff.
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concurrence) for relatives and for brahmans and Sramanas. Now the
sound of drums is the sound of principle (dhame--and not of war).
Now various divine sights (riipa) are shown to men: mansions (vimha,
palaces of the gods), elephants, masses of fire, and others. This is
because of the 'instruction in principle', which had not been known
for many centuries, of the King: not taking life, non-violence to living
beings, sympathy for relatives, sympathy for brahmans and Sramanas,
listening attentively to parents, listening attentively to elders.
This practice of principle will increase in these and other ways. . .
moreover the sons, grandsons and great-grandsons of the King will
increase it still further, until the universe involves. . . instruction in
principle is the best action. . .
This group of four edicts seems very closefyrelated to the Buddhist
texts we read in Chapter Six. There had been an ideal society in the
past, which remained more or less intact until the emperors failed to
maintain principle. It can be restored in the future until eventually
the universe involves (and all beings go to the heaven of radiance).
The main guiding principles there were non-violence, generosity
(including grants to the poor in the siitra on the emperors), learning
what is good from Sramanm and brahmans and finding out how to
achieve benefit and happiness. Aioka's remark about festivals is no
doubt to be understood in the light of the siitraon 'discipline' for the
layman: addiction to festivals is harmful, but there are some festivals
which are good, probably because they illustrate principle or other
good things. The performance of dramas was already a prominent
feature of such public festivals in India. The scantye<idence suggests
that the dramqgrew out of dancing which represented myths and
legends of the Brahmanical tradition, sometime before the 4th century B.C. (substantially earlier because we have a reference' from the
time of the Nandas to textbooks on acting). Alongside the religious
and heroic drama, comedies and satirical plays existed from an earlf
period. Aioka probably would not find much to his taste in the myths
of the Brahmanical gods, or in the heroic episodes from the epic, or
in comedy. On the other hand we have seen in this chapter that by
this period the Buddhists too were beginning to develop, if not yet
drama proper at least dramatic dialogues apparently meant-to be
performed. The Buddhists substituted stories from theJGtakafor those
of the epic, and adapted the mythical episodes, such as the wars
1. In PPnini's Grammar (IV. 3. 110), cf. IKL I pp. 18, 20, 123f., 133, I1 110 ff.
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between the gods and the demons, to illustrate Buddbist ethical ideas
(as we shall see below); they also showed gods visiting the Buddha
and popular episodes from the life of the Buddha. The allusion to
'good festivals' therefore might well refer to these Buddhist performances of the period.
The 'divine sights' mentioned by Aioka here are more difficult to
explain. The most obvious possibility would be that this is another
reference to divine portents seen by men in India as a response to the
institution of principle by the emperor (but in so interpreting the
earlier edict we were simply following a conjecture which seems
probable). The present edict i$ more difficult because thq whole text
is obscurely constructed and can be read in different ways. We have
no space here for discussion of textual problems, so it must suffice to
say that the main alternative explanation is that the sights in question
were not actual portents but shows put on by men, that Aioka refers
to processions or performances in which figures of the gods, or actors
appearing as gods, were shown in their starry mansions, mounted on
the celestial elephants (well known to Brahmanical mythology) and
accompanied by heavenly fires (the element of fire and light prevails
in the heavens).
To the same year (twelfth of the reign, 257 B.c.) belong two short
inscriptions' bestowing excavated dwellings and shrines (or temples)
on the &ivaka Community (the excavation of dwellings, viharas, and
temples out of the living rock of hillsides was regularly practised from
this time oh, particularly by the Buddhists; in fact little else survives
from such an ancient period in India, structural buildings on the
surface of the earth having nearly all disappeared except for a few
columns and the foundations which have in rare cases been identified; the reason for their popularity in India is immediately obvious
toanyone who enters them: th,ey remain delightfully cool and fresh
on the hottest days). These 4ivaka donations (another has been
found from Aioka's nineteenth year) continuing after the Ring had
become a 'strong' Buddhist are important confirmation of his policy
of toleration and support for all the 'sects'.
Probably to the same period belongs the inscription2 at Bhabra in
the Matsya country (in north-east Rajasthan, corresponding roughly
to the state of Jaipur). This is written in the form of a letter (there
are siinilar letters in the T7i.piitalza,for example from Ajataiatru to the
1. Bloch 156.
2. Bloch 154 f,
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Buddha, but conveyed orally by messengers) from Aioka to the
Community of Buddhist monks : 'King Priyadariin of Magadha, having greeted the Community, says (may you be) having little illness
and living comfortably (this is purely conventional, like 'best wishes').
Sirs! You know how great is my respect for and confidence in the
Buddha, the Doctrine ( d h a m ) and the Community (in other words
that I am a Buddhist layman). Whatever has been said by the Master,
the Buddha, all that is well said. Sirs! It seems to me that in order that
the True Doctrine (saddhanna) may remain long I ought to say that
these discourses on the doctrine: Vinayasamukkasse, Aliyavascini,
Ancigatabhay&ni, Muniggthci, Monqrasiitte, Upatissapasine and the
Liighulovadeconcerning false speech, spoken by the Buddha,-I wish
that many monks and nuns, likewise the laymen and laywomen,
should hear frequently and consider these discourses on the Doctrine.
I have had this written so that they may know my intention.'
As can be readily imagined, the naming of seven actual texts has
led to repeated investigations by modem scholars in the attempt to
identify them in the Tripitaka, with the usual contradictory conclusions which scholars are fond of arriving at, namely either that they
are all to be found in the Tripitaka as known to us or that none of
them can with any certainty be identified in it. Here, contrary to the
usual method of this book, we give the actual words of Aioka in
Magadhi, not in Sanskrit. It may be assumed that he was using a
Magadhi recension of the TriPz@a, still in the unadulterated Magadhi,
of which nothing appears to survive (the Sthaviravada texts are in a
western dialect which seems to be vant ti, the Sarviistiv2da texts are
more or less in Sanskrit, the Lokottaravada texts are in a partly
Sanskritised Prakrit of uncertain dialect but central north Indian~auraseni,or the dialect of Koiala?-and not Magadhi, there is one
Qudraka text, possibly Dharmaguptaka, in Gandhari;* at present no
other Tripitaka texts seem to be available in Indian languages, and the
Chinese versions do not give us a very precise idea of the language
of their originals or bf the names of their constituent discourses). We
know that even within the same school and dialect the same text may
be referred to by different titles, still more so between different
schools and dialects, hence the difficulty of identifying some of
Aioka's texts need cause no surprise. Some of them at least seem
that a monk should be
clear: the Aliyauasani are the four a?yava~as,'
1. A s a t A I I 2 7 f f .
2. Also see J.C. Wright, Anusa~dhcina 18, 2001, p.1
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contented with whatever he gets in the way of robes, (ood and resting
place and should find pleasure in 'development' and abandoning.
The An@atabhayas' are probably the five 'fears for the future' of monks
in the forest, that they may meet with a premature death at the hands
of men or animals, through accidents or bad food, etc., and thinking
of this danger they should therefore be energetic to acquire and
experience what they have not yet attained (i.e. in meditation, etc.) .
The Munigatha is presumably the Gudraka text2 listed in the last
chapter, the 'Recluse Strophes' in praise of the recluse who goes
alone to find calm, annihilating the production of further existences,
who is strong in understanding, virtue and concentration, finds
pleasure in meditation and self-possession,is fearless as a lion, clean
as a lotus and so on. The Moneyasutte is probably a version of a very
early Sthaviravada poem,gnow embedded in the later additions of a
prologue and preliminary dialogue (easily distinguished by the difference of metre), on the same subject of 'recluseship' (mauneya),
praising calm and detachment, considering others as like oneself and
hence abstaining from violence, freedom from wishes, meditation in
the forest, and the like. The LCghulouZde specified to be about false
speech must be the sutra in the Madhyama4where the Buddha admonishes Riihula (Magadhi Laghula) against 'conscious false speech.'
The Upatissapasine, i.e. 'Question of Upatisya (=Sariputra)' is a matter
of guesswork because siiriputr-a asks many questions in the T@ifaka.
Lamotte suggests5the so-called ~ ~ r i p u tSutra,
r a one of the Arthauargfya
Sutras in the &udraka,%here ~ a r i ~ u tasks
r a about the life of the
monk and is told by the Buddha that he should have no fears, should
be energetic, should not steal or speak falsely, should cultivate benevolence, etc. Finally the Vinayasamukkassemay be either the 'exalted'
Vinaya itself or, which comes to the same thing, a text 'exalting' the
Vinaya, such as one in the Sthaviraviida Ekottara.' There are other
possibilitie.4for some of the texts mentioned, but these identifications
seem probable. There is at least no question of having to look outside
the Tripitakaas we now know it for Aioka's selection, although he was
using a version inaccessible to us.
1: E. g. at A 111 100 ff.
2. Sthavira~daversion at Sn verse 207 ff.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sn701ff.
M No. 61, T 26 No. 14.
HBI p. 257.
Sn955ff.
A I98 &
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Though he mentions lay disciples in his letter, the texts favoured
by Aioka all bear on the life of the monks (except in that that on false
speech is of general application, though it too was an admonition to
a monk-the Buddha's son E h u l a ) . They also, however, mention the
ethical standards to which Aioka was devoted. As elsewhere, Aicka
does not concern himself with the philosophy of Buddhism, except
in this,ethical and practical application of the standards of nonattachment and of considering all beings as like oneself. It is the Way,
not the theory, on which he concentrates, or rather on which he
would have the monks, nuns and lay disciples concentrate. The
Buddhist Community should perfect itself according to its standards
and recommend itself to the laity in this way.
A further series of ten edicts was issued in 256 B.c.' ASoka here
shows himself pleased with his achievements so far and taking pride
in them-as we shall see there were new developments in this year
which show the Emperor optimistically realising his grand plan and
having at least one major success in the internatio~alfield. He
begins: 'The good (kalyrZna) is difficult; to initiate good is difficult.
Now I have done much good. Now, my sons, grandsons and posterity,
until the involution, continuing thus, will do good actions. But he
who in this case lets even one point be abandoned will act badly, for
bad is easy.'-We may think that here he is actually addressing his
successors, urging them to continue the work he has initiated.-'In
the past there were no "high officials (or ministers, mahrZmCtra) for
principle (dhama)." They have been created by me thirteen years after
my consecration. They are engaged with reference to all sects, for
attention to principle and increase of principle, for the benefit and
happiness of those connected with principle among the Greeks,
Iranians, Gandhiirans, FGstrikas (of the Sindhu region?), Pitinikas
(of the country now called Gujariit?)and other Westerners. And they
are engaged among servants and masters (? reading as bhata + aTya),
the brahmans and the wealthy, the poor, old people, for benefit and
happiness, for the prevention of obstacles to those connected with
principle. Also for the prevention of obstacles to the assisting of
prisoners, for freeing them in certain circumstances. . . .'
Thus a new high office has been created, a ministry of 'principle'
in the special sense of Aioka's system of ethics (distinct from the
ordinary law). It is concerned with all sections of society, but particu1. 'Rock Edicts 514'. Bloch 101 ff.
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larly with the poor and otherwise needy. Its work concerns particula*.
the Western regions not long incorporated in Magadha and perhaps
not yet reached to any appreciable extent by the Buddhist monks with
their teaching (Gandhara, probably Sindhu, the Greek and Iranian
subjects of Arachosia, etc.) .
In the second of these edicts Aioka says that in the past there has
sometimesbeen delay in actionsfor welfare, consequently he has now
arranged that he can be reached at all times and in all places through
persons stationed to inform him about the welfare of the people. If
he gives orders for a donation or announcement orally, and the
officials delay, or there is a dispute or 'intercession' (nzdhyiptz] in the
assembly (par+at), he should be informed immediately,everywhere,at
all times. 'I have ordered this because I am never satisfied in undertakings and in the investigation of welfare, and because I consider
that the benefit of all people is my business, and that can be done only
in this way, and because there is no better action than the benefit of
all the people. Whatever 'valour' (parakrama) I have is for getting free
from debt to living beings. In this world I make them happy and in
the next may they gain heaven. . .
Next k k a expresses the wish that all sects should live everywhere,
for they all wish for self-control and purification of emotions. People
have varying wills and passions. They will do everything or only one
point. For him who is not abundant in generosity or selfcontrol or
purification of emotions or gratitude, firm devotion is always strong.This is rather cryptic in the latter part, but the meaning of the first
and the general idea seems clear: all sects are to be tolerated and
encouraged to spread everywhere in the world, for all aim in some way
for two essential points in self improvement. People vary greatly;
perhaps, then, different sects' teachings suit them accordingly? For
the weakest of all, it seems, mere devotion (bhakti) is better than
nothing, if it is 'firm'. The most interesting point, besides toleration
(more fully discussed by Aioka elsewhere), is that Aioka wishes to
spread all the sects, to encourage 'missionary' work. We shall see that
he did this for Buddhism: we have no knowledge whether he also tried
to spread Brahmanism, 4ivakism and Jainisrn (the Lain sects he
mentions in his edicts).
The next of the series is the one on the 'journey for principle'
translated above (p. 244). Then &ka says: '. . .people perform varied
blessings (mangah), in illnesses, at weddings, on the birth of children, when going abroad, etc. In these cases women perform many
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and various blessings which are trivial and futile. These blessings have
little result, but the blessing of principle has great result. It consists
in right behaviour towards slaves and servants, honour towards elders,
self-control (samyama) towards living beings, generosity to brahmans
and Sramanas, and other things of this sort. Then father, son, brother,
husband, friend or acquaintance will say that this is good, this is the
blessing which should be made-to the extent that his welfare (artha)
is completed.' After this there are two alternative continuations in
different inscriptions of this edict: (1) 'It is said that generosity is
good, but there is no generosity or favour (anugraha) which is like the
gift of principle or the favour of principle. One should be admonished by a friend, a true friend, a relative or a companion in every
affair: this is what should be done, this is good. Through this one can
attain heaven for oneself. And what is more worth doing than
attaining heaven?' (Again, as in the Buddha's 'systematic course of
instruction' to lay disciples (see p. 181 above), the higher aim of nonattachment even to the next world, of nirvcina or freedom, is not
mentioned. The edict is for the masses of the people: those who know
of higher things do not need the Emperor's instructions.) The other
continuation is (2) 'When it is completed one will say: I will do this
(blessing of principle) again, for other blessings are doubtful. It may
be that welfare will be produced (by the latter), but it may be not. In
any case it is (in the latter) this-worldly, whereas the blessing of
principle is timeless: if welfare is not produced in this world, infinite
merit (punya) is generated in the next world; or if welfare is produced
in this world then both are gained, welfare in this world and infinite
merit in the next. . .' (One is reminded here of the 'unseen' result
generated by the orthodox Brahmanical ritual, which bears fruit
especially in heaven; the second continuation is in fact found in the
North (North-West) of India where Brahmanism had its original
home, and Aioka might deliberately have expressed himself in a
manner which would seem familiar in Brahmanical circles.)
The next edict, the sixth of the series, reads: 'King Devaniimpriya
Priyadariin does not think that reputation or fame are of great
significance5except that he wishes for the reputation and fame that
now and in the future his people should listen attentively to principle
and act in Qonformity to the conduct of principle. . . .Whatever effort
King Devanampriya Priyadariin makes is all for the next world, so
that there may be wholly 'nondanger' (aparisrava).Now this 'danger'
is lack of merit. But this is difficult for small people or great people,
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except through the highest 'valour', renouncing everything,which is
more difficult for the great.' Since in <he Buddhist conception the
'next world', being the next life in transmigration, may be on this
Earth as well as in heaven or purgatory, and likewise 'this world' is
really just this (present) life, we shall probably be right in taking
Aioka's effort 'all for the next world' to refer to the future as a whole,
embracing living beings reborn as men on Earth as well as the others.
Alternatively he isjust speaking of his personal hope for merit in his
next world, to the exclusion of any desire for advantage in this present
life, and then taking this as an example.
The seventh edict is little but a repetition of the first continuation
of the fifth, connecting it with both the other continuation and the
preceding part. It is worth looking at to see how Aioka's wordings
vary slightly and how he recombines his ideas: '. . .there is no
generosity like the gift of principle, or the praise of principle, or the
sharing of principle, or relationship in principle. In this connection
it consists of: right behaviour towards slaves and servants, listening
attentively to parents, generosity to friends, acquaintances, relatives,
brahmans and irama?zas,not harming living beings. It should be said
by father, son, brother, husband, friend, acquaintance, relative, as far
as neighbour: this is good, this should be done. Doing thus one gains
this world and the next. There is infinite merit through this gift of
principle'.
The eighth edict explains toleration towards all sects, continuing
the thought of the third: 'King Devanampriya Priyadariin honours all
sects, those who have gone forth and householders (i.e. lay followers
as well as iramanas, brahmans may be either). He honours them with
generosity and with various honours. But Devanampriya does not
think that generosity and honour is like (as good as) increase in
worth (in the essential part of a thing). Increase in worth takes many
forms, but the root of it is guarding one's speech, so that there may
not be honour of one's own sect but blame of others without any
connection (i.e. reason). When there is any connection it should
always be done lightly. Others' sects should definitely be honoured in
all connections: acting thus one increases one's Own sect strongly
and also helps others' sects. Acting otherwise one harms one's own
sect and injures others' sects. For whoever honours his own sect or
blames others' sects entirely (i.e. merely) through devotion to his own
sect, thinking he will illuminate his own sect, acting thus he instead
more strongly afflicts his own sect. Now only combination (samavZya,
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'combination', 'union') is good, so that one may hear one another's
doctrine (dharma) and listen attentively. Such is the wish of
Devanampriya, so that all sects may be learned and may have good
traditions (or good texts: kalyCna Cguma). The sectarians in all places
should be told: Devanampriya does not think generosity and honour
are like increase in worth of all sects. Many are engaged in this
matter: the high officials for principle. . . and other bodies. The result
of this is increase of one's own sect and the illumination of principle.
The next edict is the one describing the conquest of Kalinga
(p. 238 above). It has, however, an important continuation. First
Aioka recalls his policy, stated in the second 'Kalinga edict'
(p. 243 above), of tolerating, as far as possible, injuries inflicted by
others: 'Whoever may cause injury, Dev%nampriya thinks he shauld be
tolerated (or forgiven) if possible. Even the forest tribes in his realm
Devanampriya conciliates and intercedes with. He tells them the
origin (of his attitude) is remorse (evidently for the conquest of
Kalinga), so that they (too) may be ashamed and may not kill.
Devfinampriya wishes in impetuosity non-injury for all beings, selfcontrol, impartial conduct (samaca7yZ).Devanampriya thinks this is
the principal victory: the victory of principle. He has gained this here
and over all the frontiers for six hundred leagues (roughly 2,700
miles, measured from the western frontier this would easily cover the
Greek states in 'Africa and Europe mentioned below), where are
Antiochus (of Syria) the Greek king and beyond him four kings
called Tulamaya (Ptolemy I1 of Egypt), Amtikini. (Antigonus of
Macedonia), Maga (Magas of Cyrene) and Alikasudara (Alexander of
Epirus),and in the South Coda, Pwdya, as far as Tamraparni (Ceylon),
as well as here in the King's realm among the Greeks and Iranians,
Nabhakas and Nabhapamtis (not certainly identified, perhaps the
people of Uddiyana and their neighbours, north of Gandhara-valley
of the river Suvastu), Bhojas and Pitinikas (of southern Rajasthan and
Gujarat), h d h r a s (of modern h d h r a , but probably extending further to the west) and Paradas (there seems to have been a Parada
north of Uddiyana, but in the context of h d h r a an unknown
southern people may be referred to), everywhere they follow
Devanampriya's instruction in principle. Where the ambassadors
(diita) of De-ampriya
do not go, they too hearing of Deviinmpriya's
conduct of principle, of the organisation of instruction in principle,
act, or will act, in conformity to principle. What one gains by this is
victory everywhere. Now everywhere victory has the taste ofjoy (pntz) .
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Thisjoy is obtained by the victory of principle. But this is a lightjoy.
Deviinampriya thinks a great result is only that which is connected
with the next world. This writing of principle has been written for the
purpose that my sons and grandsons should not think new victories
are to be won. In their own (?) victory (in maintaining the Empire?)
only toleration and light punishment must please them, so that they
should think only the victory of principle is a victory in this world and
the next. Let all their pleasure be pleasure in principle, for this is for
this world and for the next world as well.
The last edict of this series is merely a postscript saying that this
writing on principle exists in brief, medium and detailed form; that
not everything has been composed everywhere. . . . Some matters
which are 'sweetness' (mEdhu7ya) are repeated so that people may
practice them, also there may be mistakes in the writing (hence
presumably people should compare different copies).
Taking up the most important 'victory of principle' edict we find
in it Aioka's clearest statement of his imperial policy. To follow the
old policy, and that usual in the world at large, he ought to have set
about the conquest of Syria and the other fragments of the former
Persian Empire now under Greek rule. =ven his resources and the
commanding position already established by Candragupta in the west,
as well as the divisions among the Greeks, this should not have been
very difficult. The Greeks doubtless saw this and sought to maintain
cordial relations, just as Aioka was instructing his ambassadors to
expound his 'principle' to them. Getting a seemingly favourable
response Aioka would attribute it to their understanding of his
instruction in principle and rejoice in his 'victory of principle'. In
actual fact the Greeks were pursuing their illusions of imperial glory
by fighting amongst themselves, but ASoka was either unaware of this
or, more probably, expected them to learn gradually to do better.
Whatever the success of his ambassadors among the Greeks, the
ambassadorial or other missions in the south had more permanent
results. The most notable success was the 'victory of principle' in
Ceylon. King Tisya of Ceylon welcomed Aioka's son Mahendra, wha
had become a Buddhist monk, as ambassador, accepted the 'instruction' and became a Buddhist. This we learn from the Sthaviraviida
histories preserved in Ceylon: in fact that school then became permanently established in the island, and has flourished there ever since
(as it still does) with only momentary setbacks. The school there
traces its tradition of texts and commentary on them from Mahendra
himself. As ASoka's son is held to have founded the community of
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monks in Ceylon, so a daughter of his is said to have established the
community of nuns there. Many Sinhalese of aristocratic families
(including the royal family) joined these communities and thus
established them firmly among the local people. To seal the introduction of Buddhism, a cutting of the enlightenment tree was brought
from Bodh Gay%and planted in Ceylon. King Tisya was reconsecrated
as a Buddhist monarch; perhaps he also took the title Dev%nampriya
at this time, which in the histories of Ceylon is the dynastic name of
.the long line of kings descended from Tisya.
Ceylon is the perfect, and the only known, example of a successful
'victory of principle'. In effect Ceylon became a close ally of Magadha,
presents were exchanged and the ally adopted the ideology of the
'conqueror' completely,yet remained entirely independent politically.
We do not know whether any king in south India (Coda, etc.) became
a Buddhist, but it is certain that Buddhism became strongly established there too from Aioka's time onwards.
The Sthaviravada histories' record a systematic sending out of
Buddhist missions to all parts of India, as well as Ceylon, at this time.
They represent the whole operation as the work of their own school,
just as they represent Aioka himself as following their school. There
may be some truth in this, but at least in view of Aioka's professed
support even of non-Buddhists and his general toleration we cannot
follow the accounts of the school in making him become the exclusive patron of the Sthaviravada. We notice, however, that the missions
recorded refer to those regions in which the Sthaviraviida,as opposed
to the Mahasapgha (and the V%tsiputriya),is known to have flourished. In each case, as in Ceylon too, the mission consisted of a group
of five monks, that is to say a community competent to perform most
actions, including the 'entrance' of new monks into the community
provided they were outside the 'middle region' (of north India) where
monks were numerous and a minimum of ten was required to perform
the e n t r a n ~ e . ~
The histories describe the sending of missions to nine couniries:
Ceylon, Gandhka (with KaSmira, Kashmere), the 'Greek people',
Himavant (Himdaya, but apparently restricted to the upper ~ a t a d r u
valley, which leads to the heart of the mountains), Apariintaka (the
west coastal region, in a restricted sense that of modern Mah%r@@,
in a broader sense including also GujarSt and Sindhu), Mahi- (the
1. Summary in Lamatte $1
2. W n I 197,319.
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central Narmadii valley), MaharaJpa, Vanavasa (the northern part of
the state of Karnii~ka)
,Suvarnabhumi (lower Burma, strictly the M6n
country).
It is noteworthy that Mahendra leading the Ceylon mission is
stated to have set out from Vidiia or from the Caityagiri ('Hill of the
Shrine' now known as Safici) a few miles from that city, capital of the
D&%-nacountry between Avanti and Vatsa. This is in the heart of the
region where the Sthaviravada is known to have had its greatest
strength in this period. He probably travelled via K2fici in the north
of the Coda country, which later was a stronghold of the school.
Although the histories do not mention this, it seems that Madhyama
and JGiyapa who led the mission to Himavant also started from
Caityagiri, for inscriptions there record that their ashes were preserved in urns in one of the pagodas.
The mission to Gandhara was led by Madhyantika, known also to
other schools of Buddhism, who preserve stories of how he established not only Buddhism but civilisation in Kaimira, till then a land
of dragons. He is supposed in particular to have introduced the
cultivation of the valuable saffron plant, source of prosperity to the
valley. We may note that the Kashmiri historian K a l h ~ records
a
that
ASoka founded the old capital of Kaimira, ~ r i n a ~ anow
n , ruins on the
outskirts of modern ~ r i n a ~ a rKaimira
a.
was long to be a stronghold
of Buddhism.
The 'Greek people' were probably those of the colonies within the
empire, particularly in Arachosia. Aparantaka, Mahisa, Mahiras.ra
and Vanaviisa form a continuous stretch of country down the western
side of India, carrying Buddhism beyond Avanti, which had perhaps
been till this time the south-western limit of the spread of the
Doctrine. There is no other record of Buddhism spreading to Burma
so early, though there is nothing impossible in this. It is curious,
however, that Eastern India is not mentioned here, for a mission to
Burma must have started from there (not yet from Ceylon!). The
Burmese histories naturally accept this agreeable story of the antiquity
of Buddhism in their country. (From JGfici? p. 331 below)
As to the East, it is likely that missions to Vamga (Bengal) and
Kalinga (and aftenyards h d h r a ) were organised by the Mahamgha.
It is strange that Coda finds no place, but it was always closely
associated with Ceylon in its Buddhism.
Thus we see Buddhism spread over most of the empire, and in the
south well beyond it. Part of this expansion may have begun before
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Aioka's reign, but such a grand strategy of missions is likely to have
required the enthusiastic support of the Emperor who dominated the
whole continent of India, to be successful. Whatever had been done
before, we know from Aioka's edicts that this support, especially for
the popularising of Buddhism among the masses of the people, was
richly bestowed on the Buddhist Community. At its origin Buddhism
was international to the extent that the Buddha taught in at least half
a dozen different countries and established a movement above political boundaries. Now that movement was momentarily enclosed in
one Empire, with its allies to the south, but it was becoming more
fully international in that it was established among non-Aryan peoples (Dravidians, Greeks, and probably others, if not yet the M6ns of
Burma) in addition to every Aryan country, including distant Ceylon.
According to Eggermont's rectified chronology' the mission to Ceylon
arrived there in the twelfth year of Moka's reign (November, 257
R.c.).
In this same period, according to the inscriptions and the Buddhist histories, Aioka was engaged in another method of spreading
Buddhism: the erection of pagodas in all parts of his empire. An
inscription2 of the year 14 (255) finds him at Nigalisagar in Nepal,
enlarging the pagoda of -not 'our' Buddha but the last but one hefore
him (Kondcamana), for by now the idea that the Buddha was one of
a series was well established (see the Mah6uadZna SCtra on some of
them, p. 114 above). The year 20 (249) brought him on pilgrimage
to Lumbini Park, the birthplace of 'our' Buddha, ~iik~arnuni
as Moka
calls him in the inscription%here, where he announces a reduction
in the tax paid by the village 'because the Master was born here'.
According to the histories, however, which seem substantially confirmed by archaeology,he did far more than erect a stone column and
double the size of Konikamana's pagoda. He opened up most of the
original pagodas and took from them the relics of the Buddha. These
he divided into 84,000 parts and built as many pagodas in order to
distribute them all over his empire, to consecrate it, as it were, for
Buddhism. According to the Sawiistiviida tradition the monk Upagupta
led ASoka to all the most important places connected with the life,
records the erecting
or legend, ofthe Buddha. The Mufii-~ubimfilaJza~a~
1. Chronology,99 ff.

2. Bloch 158.
3. Bloch 157.
4. Lamotte has translated the relevant passage, HBI 263 f.
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of the stone columns to mark some of the sites. In this way Buddhism
was made into something physically accessible to the entire population. At the same time there was a movement to teguce its teachings
to stories and to artistic presentation in sculpture and painting, along
with the symbols such as lotus, tree, wheel and pagoda representing
the life of the Buddha.
According to the tradition' all Aioka's pagodas were built simultaneously, and so that this could be done (and presumably so that they
could all be inaugurated simultaneously) the monk YaSas at the main
uiharain Piipliputra, the capital, is said to have covered the Sun with
his hand (as a signal). Eggermont takes this as a reference to the total
solar eclipse visible in India on May 4th 249 B.C. The monks might
in fact have predicted this eclipse and arranged for the completion
of certain important pagodas in time for it, after which the Po;&
night ceremonies (it being new moon) would follow at all the places.
In 243 B.C. a new series of edicts was issued and engraved on stone
column^.^ In this twenty-sixth year of his reign one wonders whether
any change in attitude will be reflected in the edicts, any development
of thought reflecting Aioka's experience so far in implementing his
'principle'. On the whole, however, these edicts reaffirm the earlier
ideas with small adjustments of detail and perhaps here and there an
added note of urgency or impatience, even anxiety about his administrative machinery.
'. . . This world and the next world are difficult to "concur in"
~~~~~~~~~~harmonise with, or gain?) except through the highest
love of principle, the highest examining, the highest listening attentively, the highest fear, the highest energy (utsaha). But through my
instruction with the intention of principle the love of principle has
increased and will increase from day to day. My officers, high, low and
intermediate, act in conformity and "concur" enough to exhort (or
"make conform"?) fickle persons (capala; this is a new note). Likewise the frontier high officials. This is the means (vidhi, or perhaps
"injunction") : maintaining by principle, organising by principle,
making happy by principle, protection by principle.
'. . . Principle is good. But what is principle? It is little evil (or
disadvantage,if rZsinauais equivalent to dinava) ,much good (ka@ina),
1. Rlo&uaddna, Lamotte HBI 262, Eggermont, C h r o n o b , 123. Divy 240.
2. Bloch 161 ff.
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compassion, generosity, truth, purity. The gift of insight also has been
given by me in many ways. I have done various favours to bipeds and
quadrupeds, birds and fish, up to saving their lives, and many other
good things have been done by me. . .
'One will see only the good (in one's own actions): I have done
this good. One will not see the bad. . . . -For this is difficult to look
at. But this is to be seen thus: if it is ferocity, cruelty, anger, pride
(conceit), envy (spite), then it is called "going to evil (or to disadvantage) "-let me not give way for this reason. It is to be seen strongly:
this is for my welfare in this world, or rather this is for my welfare in
the next world.
'. . . My inspectors are responsible for hundreds of thousands of
living beings among the people. I have given the inspectors authority
to take action and to punish, so that they may continue their work
encouraged and fearless, may bring and favour benefit and happiness
to the people and the country. They will know what makes happy and
unhappy, and with the officers (yukta) of principle (or perhaps simply
those connected with principle as on p. 249, which may mean persons
in official positions, locally, or even no more than those who are
sympathetic to Aioka's programme) will strongly (ui-) admonish the
people and the country, so that they may gain this world and the next
. . . It is to be wished that there should be impartiality (samatG) of
practice (especiallyof legal procedure) and of punishment. So far this
has been my practice: men in prison who are condemned to death
have been given three days' grace; relatives will intercede (ni-dhyai
causative) for their lives, or in the absence of these they will give
donations for the next world or will fast. . .'
The fifth edict of this series gives a list of animals which are not
to be killed (mostly wild animals not used for food: those which are
so used have been the subject of earlier edicts urging abstention from
animal food) and adds other laws protecting animal life from harm.
The series concludes with a reaffirmation that the benefit and h a p
piness of the world is Aioka's concern, whether people are near or
far he regards them as if they were his relatives, he has honoured all
sects in various ways but he thinks the chief thing is to go to them
himself.
We notice here that the general policy of non-violence does not
exclude stern legal measures and the enforcement of law, with the use
even of the death penalty. It is hard to say whether this was a new
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development in Aioka's policy, following, perhaps, experiments in
gentleness which failed to produce the desired results. Certainly we
see that Aioka was not as utopian and unrealistic as is sometimes
supposed, but discriminated very carefully between his ultimate ideal,
however impatient he was to attain it, and the practical situation
which confronted him. Thus it has been thought that he was responsible for the decline of the Magadhan empire which began within
half a century of his death: that he had undermined its military power,
having renounced war altogether, and left the frontiers open to the
Greek barbarians, who speedily took advantage of the situation, whilst
various provinces were seized by local adventurers. It has been suggested in an earlier publication' that, on the contrary, ASoka's policy,
his acceptance of Buddhism and attempt to apply it, was not the cause
of an imperial crisis but rather the effect of the problems which
confronted him. It is true that he himself expresses his horror at a
slaughter in war which seems trivial by our modern standards, but at
the same time he does not renounce what he calls 'victory'. Convinced that war is the wrong means, perhaps seeing further that war
is not a means at all to any final and permanent victory over the whole
known world (the recent history of Persia and Macedonia might have
shown him this), he sought a better and more effective means to the
same end, or at least to the modified end of a universal rule by
principle, if not by a single emperor.
In the following year (242) is dated another series of general
edicts2 (but usually numbered merely as No. 7 of the preceding
series), the last such series at present known, which, however, has so
far been found on dnly one column, appended to the previous series.
In the first of these Aioka says that in the past kings had wished to
increase principle but it had not increased. Wondering how he could
make the increase of principle 'spring up' (abhi-ud-nam)
he himself
had thought of causing recitations of principle to be heard, and of
various ways of disseminating instruction in principle. He had also
created the columns of principle and the high officials for principle.
In the second he says that he has had banyans planted along the
roads to give shade to animals and men, and has had gardens of
mangoes planted. He has had wells (or cisterns) dug at the half kroi'ar
(which would be at intervals of a little over half a mile) and resting
1. REBCS 46, footnote.
2. Bloch 168 ff.
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places (?) made. Many wells (or more generally drinking places) have
been constructed everywhere for the advantage (or profit) of animals
and men. But the advantage of this is 'light', for former kings and
himself have in various ways made the world happy with ways to
happiness. He has done this rather so that they (people) shall follow
the practice of principle (i.e., presumably, by giving material security
he expects to provide a basis for principle in behaviour) . In the third
he refers again to the high officials for principle, who are engaged
among all the sects, among their lay disciples as well as those who
have gone forth. He has ordered them to be engaged with the
Community (of the Buddhists), for its welfare, and with the brahmans,
4ivakas andJainas, and amongvarisw sects (here we see that Aioka
regards those four sects as the main ones, probably in that order of
importance; in fact these are the only sects named in any of the
inscriptions so far known). There are high officials for each sect.
These and other officials are engaged in distributing his gifts and
those of his queens and sons, who have been encouraged to give
donations and follow the practice of principle so that the compassion,
generosity, truthfulness, purity, mildness and goodness (sadhccva) of
the people shall increase.
Next ASoka says that whatever good things he has done, he has
done that people, following the practice (following his example?),
will act in conformity to it and so make increase of: listening
attentively to parents, listening attentively to elders, following the
practice of seniors in age, sympathy for (or concurrence with)
brahmans, Sramanns, the poor, the unfortunate (or weak), down to
slaves andservants. Finally, there are only two ways of increasing the
principle of men: by regulations of principle or by intercession (or
appeal, nidhyapti; the idea is causing people to consider their
behaviour). But in this connection regulations of principle are 'light',
intercession is greater. He has made many regulations of principle,
such as that such and such species are not to be killed, but it is
through intercession (persuasion) that there is greater increase in
principle of men, for harmlessness (avihimsa) towards beings, not
taking the lives of living beings. He adds that he has done this so that
his sons and descendants may follow the practice as long as the Sun
and Moomexist. . . and that this writing of principle should be made
where there are stone columns or stone tablets so that it may endure
long.
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The 'AU Exist' and other Schisms
There is an undated edict' of a special kind which Eggermont
suggests is later than the one we have just read (which otherwise
would be the last now known, with the possible exception of an
obscure undated inscription commemorating a donation by a 'second
queen' not otherwise known). It concerns schisms in the Buddhist
communities of monks and nuns. Moka expresses the wish that the
Community remain in unanimity for a long time and lays down that
any monk or nun who would split the Community should be made
to dress in white clothes (the lay dress) and to live outside the
dwelling (of the Community),in other words should be expelled. The
high officials are to promulgate this in their districts, among the
monks and nuns and also among the lay disciples.
Apparently the intention is that the secular authorities should
force schismatics to live as laymen: clearly there was no power in the
Buddhist communities themselves to prevent a schismatic group from
going off, even if expelled by them, and continuing to live separately
as a community of their own. This is evidently what happened at the
several schisms which have been recorded. Moka's measure, however,
would appear to be dangerous in that it might seem to give his
officials (or himself) power to intervene between two parties in an
iniernal dispute in the Community, and to decide which should be
expelled if they could not be reconciled. In fact the Buddhist histories
record interventions by Aioka's ministers with disastrous results, of
course through exceeding their instructions.
It is not known what Aioka proposed to do about the fact that the
Buddhists were already split into at least five schools. In view of his
tolerance for a variety of sects outside Buddhism would he not tolerate
schools within it? Apparently his idea of 'increasing the worth' of
each sect included preventing internal dissension, and probably he
thought he was carrying out the wishes of the Buddha himself in this,
since there is much legislation in the Vinaya designed to prevent
schisms. Can we discover which of the existing schools, if any, he
preferred? Among the schools it is the Sthaviravadawhich claims the
closest association with the Emperor and records his direct intervention in the affairs of the Community, at first clumsily through a
1. Bloch 152 f. All three copies are mutilated near the beginning. Adate could have
been effaced.
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minister, later with the satisfactory result for the school of supporting
them against groups holding false opinions, who were then expelled
and made laymen. This affair, they say, was concluded by a 'third'
rehearsal of the T@itaka. The Sarvastivada school also claims a
special association in that Upagupta, who led Aioka on his great
pilgrimage, was the leader of their school. Of other schools we seem
to have no direct records, but only accounts perhaps partly derived
from them in later Mahayana histories such as that of Taranatha,
These. accounts do not record any schism or expulsion or rehearsal!
but only that ASoka instituted a quinquennial festival (paiicavarsa)for
the Community.There is considerable confusion in the records of the
Sarvastivada and Mahayana writers, especially in that they have generally identified Aioka the Just with Aioka the Blackwhen compiling
accounts from earlier sources. The Sarvastivadins have then recorded
a schism with a decision by the Emperor against themselves, their
expulsion and retirement to Kaimira, which afterwards with Gandhara
became their stronghold. This schism, however, would appear t o be
nothing but the first schism when the majority of monks, with Nanda
support, constituted themselves into the MahZsamgha.' Thus all the
events from the Vaiiali affair in the time of Aioka the Black down to
those of the reign of Aioka the Just have been condensed into a single
reign.
The most probable interpretation of the confused evidence is, as
Bareau concluded, that Aioka was closely associated with the
Sthaviravada school (not the Mahasamgha schools or the Vatsiputriya)
and that itwas this school which during his reign was threatened with
a schism. This schism was that of the Sarvastivada, the All Exist
School, which at this time seceded from the Sthaviravada. As to the
date of the schism, we may follow Eggermont in placing it not,as
given by the Sthaviravada tradition (year 18 ofAioka) but towards the
end of the reign, probably in 237 B.c., which would also be the date
of the schism edict. The Sthaviravada tradition, we must note, does
not record the affair as a schism, but simply as the expulsion of
persons who were not Buddhists, followers of other sects who had
joined the favoured Community. They were expelled not for reasons
of discipline but for holding false (non-Buddhist) opinions about
metaphysical questions. Now it is in fact the Sarvastivada school
which has quite often been accused of holding a view indistinguish1. We follow Bareau in all this, Les premiers conciles
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able from the Brahmanical Sanlkhya philosophy (a form of
'eternalism'). If ASoka carried out his threat of expulsion and reduction to the status of laymen against them then the Sthaviravadawould
not record a schism within their community, although in fact the
expelled monks evaded reduction to the laity by retiring to a remote
part of the Empire and continuing their own community there. As
they had themielves formed part of the united Sthaviravada school
favoured by Aioka earlier in his reign they preserved a tradition that
it was a monk of their own school, Upagupta, by whom the Emperor
was guided in his good work of popularising Buddhism. The orthodox Sthaviravadinson the other hand have, according to Eggermont,
invented an apocryphal 'third rehearsal', reaffirming their perfect,
orthodoxy and continuity, and at the same time backdated it to the
time of the mission to Ceylon and made their school in the island
stem directly from this orthodox rehearsal.
The peculiar doctrine of the Sarvastivada school, which gave it its
name, is that all principles (all the elements or natural principles,
dhamm, which by now had been carefully enumerated and classified
in the Abhidhanna) exist, and moreover this 'existence' embraces also
the existence of past and future occurrences of the principles. Against
this the orthodox Sthaviravada maintained that as to past principles
only those past actions which had not yet produced their results could
be said in any sense to exist (being still in a sense effective), but even
these could not be considered as existing themselves in the same way
as present principles. No future principles could be said to exist. All
those schools of Buddhism which make this distinction of principles
in time into two categories, those which 'exist' and those which d o
not 'exist', are sometimes called vibhajyav5dins, 'distinctionists', as
opposed to the Sarvastivadins (the Mahasamgha and Vatsiputriya
schools were distinctionists, like the Sthaviravada). The critics of the
Sarvastivada somefimespointed out that if past principles continue to
exist this implies eternalism, and is tantamount to the Samkhya
doctrine which by this time had been worked out among the brahmans,
that the universe consists of eternal souls and eternal matter, all
effects being preexistent in their causes and all causes continuing to
exist in their effects, so that the original, primeval matter existed
eternally in all the modifications or effects arisen from it (this
doctrine derived originally from the theories of Uddalaka, the original 'being' and everything evolved from it). It is perhaps remarkable
that a doctrine of this kind should have led to a schism among the
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Buddhists: we can merely point out that this was the period of the
elaboration of the Abhidhanna as a comprehensive statement of the
nature of the universe, of what exists as well as the causal processes
which are the essence of Buddhist doctrine. Consequently a somewhat
metaphysical disagreement could loom large in debates among the
Buddhist communities at that time. The schools were now going
beyond the doctrines as stated by the Buddha and raising points not
clearly covered, even by implication, in his dialogues and discourses.
The Mahkupgha and Viitsiputriyas experienced similar disagreements and resulting schisms in this period.
No evidence seems to be available indicating the precise dates of
the schisms in other schools in the period after the 'personality
schism' and the roughly contemporary schisms in the MahZsamgha.
After Vgtsiputra had given his school the Abhidhannu in nine sections,
his followers set to work to develop this further by studying the Siitra.'
The result of these studies in abhidhannu, however, was the production
of no less than four new schools: dissatisfied with the Abhidhanna in
nine sections each of these added its own new texts to complete the
statement of its doctrines.' The four new schools were called
DharmottaITya, BhadrayMiya, Sarpmitiya and S~nggarika.Little is
known of them except for the Sarpmitiyas,whose special abhidhanna
text, the *Airaya@ajiiaptiS6stra(or *SammitiyyaS6stra),happens to have
been presexved in a Chinese tran~lation.~
No other text of any of these
schools, or of the V%tsiputriyaitself, appears to have survived. The
special subject of the extant Sammitiya text is a particular explanation
of the doctrine of the 'person' (as a 'concept based on the groups',
i.e. not different from them). Very likely the corresponding special
texts of its rival schools also dealt with this question, each in its own
way. The traditional date for the schisms which produced these four
schools is the middle part of the third century after the panniru&na,4
which would cover approximately the reign of Aioka. In later centuries the main centres of these schools seem to have been in Western
Mah%r%spa, GujaxSt and Sindhu.
In roughly the same period the MahZsamgha produced a new
offshoot (from the Ekavyavahiirikas?),the Lokottaraviida, of whom at
1. Lamotte HBI 587.
2. Lamotte HBI 209.
3. Translated into English by R Venkataramanan in Vij,abkir&AndVol. V, 1953.
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least four Vinaya texts have survived in Indian languages and been
used in our earlier chapters, particularly for the life of the Buddha,
as representing the MahLciqgha tradition (Mahivastu,PrrZtimobasiitra,
etc.). The name of this school means 'transcendent' school, and
refers to the nature of the Buddha as a being transcending the world.'
In attaining niroina he would be agreed to be transcendent by all the
schools, but the question at issue here was whether in some sense he
was a special kind of being, a transcendent being, already before this,
even before the renunciation, even at his birth. We do not know how
far the Lokottaravada school went along this line of speculation: the
ultimate result of it was to lead to the transcendentalist views of the
Mahayana on the nature of the Buddha. The chief contribution of the
Lokottaravada appears to have been their unorthodox Vinaya text, the
Mahivastu, as perhaps the first full scale attempt to collect all the
traditions concerning the biography of the Buddha, including a good
many jcitakas, into one great book (even so it carries the story no
further than the Buddha's visit to Kapilavastu and the going forth of
Rahula-see p. 56 above; evidently it was in fact an expansion of the
original Vinaya narrative of the foundation of the Buddhist Community). That this book has come down to us is due to the fact that it
found favour among some of the Mahayanists and was preserved in
Nepal in Mahayana libraries. The text of the Mahiuastu as now extant
may be the work of several centuries of gradual elaboration of
doctrine. It states that even the body of the Buddha is not of this
world, is transcendental (I 167f.),and his actions, though seemingly
those usual among men, are done merely for the sake of convention,
not through actual need. He, or rather in this case Buddhas, plural
(I 168), never feel fatigue, though they conform to the practice of
lying down, they wash their feet, though no dust can stick to them,
and so on, everything about them is transcendental (I 159).
Some time after this 'transcendent schism' apparently in the
Ekavyavaharika school, the Mahfisamghika's other offshoot the
Gokulika (or KukkuGka or Kaurukullaka) school threw out two
further branches, the Bahdrutiya (probablyfirst) and the Prajfiaptiviida
(which seceded from the Bahuirutiya, according to Paramartha).
1. Paramartha (Demi6ville MCB 145) says that (opposing the Ekavyavah%ikas) they
held that only transcendentprinciples
(which included the way) were real;worldly
.
principles being mere concepts resulting from error (delusion), cf. Takakusu,
EssentiaLr, p. 118.
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Both these seem to have arisen through the abhidhanna type of
discussions (in which the Gokulikas are believed to have specialised).
The dates of their origin most probably fell towards the end of the
third century B.C. The Bahuirutiyas, whose name means 'learned',
were founded by a monk named Yajxiavalkya' and the Prajiiaptivsda,
the 'concept school' (on pajfiapti cf. p. 108 above), by a certain
Mahdcsty2yana (but this latter may represent only a claim to derive
from one of the Buddha's leading disciples, of that name, cf. p. 213,
and therefore to teach the original doctrine of Buddhism). Like the
Gokulikas, the Bahuirutiyas hold2 that all experiences are really
unhappiness and all principles have the principle of falsity, only
extinction is non-false and ultimately real. The five groups are real
but are unhappiness, which also is ultimately real. But the groups are
impermanent and perceiving this is knowledge of emptiness, their
cessation is their non-soul-ness. The thought even of emptiness
ceases in final extinction. The special doctrine of this school, according to Vasumitra, was that the Buddha had a 'transcendent' teaching,
having the power to produce the way, indicated by the five words
'impermanence', 'unhappiness', 'emptiness', 'non-soul' and 'extinction'. The rest of his teaching was 'of the world'.
No Prajiiaptivgda text seems now to be available. From the account
of Vasumitra and the commentary of Paramartha and Ki-tsang on it3
we find they had a special abhidhanna Sistrawhich explained the Siitra
by distinguishing various kinds of statement in it, and various statuses
of object referred to. They applied the distinction of 'ultimate'
(paramZ&ha) from 'concealing' (samwg statements (see pp. 146
above), i.e. of philosophical truth from everyday 'truth'. Their characteristic doctrine, on which, presumably, they seceded, was evidently
the distinction of real (*tattva) principles (dhanna) referred to in the
Buddha's teaching from mere 'concepts' (pajiiaptz] ,i.e. words which
did not refer to ultimate realities (but presumably only to superficial
1. According to Paramatha (Demieville MCB I 48) Bjfiavalkya was supposed to
have been a personal pupil of the Buddha who had heard all his teaching but
at the time of the pariniruci?za was in deep beditation, from which he emerged
two centuries later. Finding the old MahLaegha understood the Triipi*
only
superficially he expounded its 'profound'meaning, thereby producing a schism.
Agreeably to this legend the schooi of Yajfiavalkya held as a special doctrine that
life could be prolonged indefinitely by meditation (probably by the 'bases of
power').
2. Harivarman's T a t t v d h i , Thesis, Katsura, 1974.
3. Vasumitra, Samayabhedoparacadra, translated by Bareau, JA 1954,247f.; the
commentary quoted by Lamotte HBI 208.
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appearances). Thus the twelve entrances (ayatana), i.e. the six senses
and their six kinds of object, are not 'real' but 'conceptual' -likewise
the 18 'bases', dhatus. On the other hand the five groups (skandha)
are real, so is unhappiness. Appareptly they set up as a separate
category of statements in the Siitra those about causation.

Buddhist Poetry in the Time of Aioka
The Sthaviravada Tn$taka preserves a poem1 ascribed to one of
Aioka's brothers, Tisya, who became a monk. The metre seems to
confirm this date. Here are some extracts:

. . . Alone

and master of my welfare I'll quickly enter the
delightful grove
which createsjoy for ascetics and is frequented by wild elephants.
Having splashed my limbs in the cool mountain ravine
I'll walk about alone in the Cool Wood full of flowers...
I'll pierce through ignorance, sitting on the peak of a mountain,
as the cool fragrant wind blows by. . .
More closely connected with the ideas of ASoka himself is the
poetry of the Dharmapada, included in the Qudraka. This is an
anthology which drew on the more original parts of the Sfitra and
added further verses to it. Most of it consists of single quatrains,
sometimes a pair of them go together. These are probably of widely
varying dates but the average metrical structure of the Sthaviraeda
recension2indicates the early 3rd century B.C. as the average date. The
important point about this anthology is its popular and non-technical
character, expressing the social ideals of Buddhism and very much in
harmony with the policy and 'practice' ASoka was trying to implement. Here are a few quatrains:
Hatreds are never settled by hatred in this world,
by non-hatred they are settled-this
is an eternal principle
(dhanna).5.

As one may make many garlands from a heap of flowers,
so in human life one should do much good. 53.
1. Thag 537 ff. cf. Mahivatpa V. 154 ff.
2.- Dh. The verse numbers are given below.
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The scent of flowers doesn't go against the wind,
-not
that of sandalwood nor tagaranor white jasmine,
-but
the scent of the good goes against the wind,
the good man becomes known in all regions. 54.
Don't despise evil-'It
won't happen to me'a water jar is filled by tiny drops,
so a fool is gradually filled with evil. 121.
Who harms a harmless man,
a man pure and blameless,
the evil comes back to that fool
like fine dust thrown against the wind. 125.
Everyone dreads violence, life is dear to aI1:
comparing others with oneself do not kill or cause-to kill. 130.
This ignorant man grows old like an ox:
his flesh increases but not his understanding! 152.
Tolerance is the highest asceticism, and forbearance;
the Buddhas say niruzna is the highest (of all things):
he has not 'gone forth' who harms others,
he is not a iramana who harasses another. 184.
Let us live very happy, not hating among the haters!
among hating men let us live not hating! 19'1.
Let us live very happy, who have no possessions,
let us feed on joy like the radiant gods! 200.
Conquering one generates hatred, the conquered remains in
misery,
the calm one remains happy, having abandoned victory and
defeat. 201.
Health is the highest gain, contentment the highest wealth,
trust the highest kinsman, nirucina the highest happiness. 204.
Good men can be seen from afar like the HimPlaya mountain;
the bad cannot be seen even here like arrows shot in the.night.
304.
As water on a lotus leaf, as a mustard seed on the point of a
needle;
who does not cling to pleasure-him
I call a brahman. 401.
The following significant verse which seems to belong to this period
o r later found a place in a JZtaka story (J V 483):
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The sky extends far, far too spreads the earth,
the other side of the ocean they say is far,
yet farther than these they say, 0 king,
extends the influence of doctrines, whether true or false.
In this period can be dated probably the bulk of the dramatic
dialogues in the Samyukta (according to the Sthaviravadarecension),
which appear to present dramatically the contrast between Buddhistideals and inferior ones. Perhaps these were for the good festivals to
which Aioka alludes in one of his edicts (see pp. 244 ff. above). The
first volume of the Samyuktacontains about 300 pieces in mixed prose
a d verse and therefore assigned to the genre called geya, literally 'to
be sung', by later commentators. Given the nature of these pieces
'sung' does not seem specially appropriate, so perhaps we should
understand that these were meant 'to be performed', in a manner
which would be appropriate (this is a conjecture,' the tradition does
not seem to record such performances of these pieces and the
commentary explains them without suggesting that they differ from
other poetic texts). Nearly all these pieces are in dialogue form,
especially with reference to their verses, which are uttered by different
characters. In the majority of them a god utters a verse and the
Buddha then caps it with a better one. About 60 of these pieces are
much more dramatic in presentation: instead of the god quietly
bowing to the superior ideal expressed by the Buddha an actual
conflict is represented between the ideals of non-violence, forbearance and so on and the standards usually current in the world.
The wars between the gods and the demons were a popular theme
of the old Brahmanical mythology. Some of the Sampktapieces adapt
tJlese to Buddhist ends. For example in one of them2 a battle takes
place in which the gods are victorious and the king of the demons
is captured and bound and brought before ~ a k r a(Indra), the king of
the gods. As he is dragged into Sakra's palace and then out again the
demon shouts abusive words at the king of the gods (the actual words.
are not given in the text, .this prose part of which merely summarises
the action, but the commentary supplies examples: 'Thief! Fool! Ox!
Donkey! We'll win next time!'). ~ a k r remains
a
silent in the face of
this abuse, for which his charioteer Matali upbraids him, and a verse
dialogue takes place between these two:
1. But see now IKL I p. 156 and I1 p. 57.
2. S I 2 2 1 f.
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M. Is it from fear, ~ a k r aor
, rather from weakness that you forbear,
hearing harsh words from Vemacitrin (the demon king)?
S. Not from fear nor from weakness do I tolerate Vemacitrin,
how could a discerning person like myself bandy words with a
fool?

M. Fools get angrier if no one stops them,
therefore a wise man should check a fool with violent punishment
S. I think just this is the way to stop a fool:
that one'who knows the other is enraged should be self-possessed
and calm.
M. This forbearance seems to me a fault, 0 Vgsava (Sakra):
when a fool thinks: 'From fear he forbears with me',
the blockhead will bully you more, like a bull if you run away.
S. He may well think so, or not, 'From fear he forbears with me',
-there is no advantage greater than toleration, the highest of all
good advantages;
Who indeed, being strong, forbears with one who is weak,
-that is called the highest toleration; the weak always forbear!
That strength is called weakness,whose strength is the strength
of a fool;
there is no denier of strength which is guarded by principle.
The worse of the two, therefore, is he who counters anger with
anger;
he who does not counter anger with anger wins a battle which
is hard to win.
He brings about the advantage of both, his own and the other's,
who knows the other is enraged and yet is self-possessed and
calm.
This is the healing of both, of oneself and the other;
people think: 'He is a fool'-if they know nothing of principle.
This is really rather out of character in the king of the gods, the
old Aryan war god Indra, but in Buddhist texts he always appears as
a good Buddhist: the Buddhists held that the brahmans misrepresented him in their Veda.
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Another piece' is a variation on the Brahmanical myth of eclipses
caused by a demon trylng to swallow the Sun or Moon. In the original
myth the attack is harmless because the demon had previously had his
head cut off (though it remained immortal), so that the swallowed
god immediately reappeared. In the ~uddhTistversion the Sun God (or
Moon God) instead appeals for help to the Buddha, in a verse. The
Buddha then upbraids the demon (with a verse on compassion) who
is unable to resist his words and releases his victim.
Even niruEna can be shown dramati~ally:~
Death approaches the Buddhist nun Upacda and asks her: 'Where do
you wish to be reborn?' She replies: 'I do not wish to be reborn
anywhere, sir.' Death utters this verse:
'There are the Thirty Three Gods, the Yamas and the Tusitas,
the Nirmanaratis and the Vaiavartins;
let your mind aspire there, where you will experience love.
Upacda:
'The Thirty Three Gods, the Yamas and the Tusitas,
the Nirmanaratis and the Vaiavartins,
are bound by you with the fetters of pleasure and come again
and again into Death's power.
The whole universe is blazing, burning,
the whole universe is flaming, shaking:
The unshaken, immovable, not pursued by many people,
where Death cannot go -my mind is devoted to that.'
Then Death, the evil one, was unhappy and depressed, thinking:
'The nun Upac%laknows me!' and he vanished.
The popular scene of the 'temptation' of the future Buddha by
Death's daughters, Desire, Discontent and Passion, is also found in
this collection.~heyreproach him for being unfriendly, but he tells
them his aim is to defeat 'the army of dear and sweet a p p e a r a m ' and
attain welfare, peace of heart, understanding and wue happiness.
The Results of the Great Experiment
There is evidence that Aioka met with serious difficulties during the
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last years of his reign, apart from the schisms in the Buddhist
communities. Here we have only the much later Buddhist histories to
guide us, chiefly Sthaviravida and Sarvastiviida, and at the least they
tend to exaggerate.' In 244 B.c., or possibly 240 (therefore eitherjust
before orjust after the last two series of inscriptions), his chief queen
Asamdhimitra died. She had been a staunch friend, devoted to the
Buddhist cause, and her loss was a disaster for the Emperor. In
240 B.C. (or 237 on the other system) he raised the ambitious and
jealous Tisyaraksa, who had gained influence over him by curing him
of an illness, to the position of chief queen. Jealous of Aioka's
devotion to Buddhism she caused the Enlightenment Tree to be
damaged three years later, though it was soon restored. She is said to
have fallen in Iove with her stepson, Kunala, the heir apparent, and
then persecuted him when he rejected her, causing him to be blinded.
This injury would disqualify him from ruling, thus had also the motive
of removing him from the succession so that her own son could
become emperor. However her scheme failed and was exposed, and it
seems that during Aioka's final illness it was Kunala's son Sampadin
(or Samprati) who was really in power. The main Buddhist source
extant for the story of Kunala, the Diy ~ v a d C n ain
, fact says Sampadin
became heir apparent and actually succeeded ASoka when the latter
died (in 232 B . c . ) . ~ Other sources, however, which include the
Brahmanical histories, give various conflicting accounts of the succession, some saying that Kunala in fact reigned for eight years, others
that another grandson, Daiaratha, succeeded Aioka. This latter actually records having reigned in an inscription in which he bestows
excavated dwellihgs on the 4ivakas. It is this final complication
which suggests that the Empire was divided, Kunfila ruling in Gandhara
and the north west (with which he is especially connected in the
literature) and Daiaratha in the east. Another possibility would be
some kind ofjoint rule by the sons and grandsons of Aioka.?In either
case the later historians, particularly in the puranm (our main source
for dynastic history after Aioka), failed to understand the situation in
the records before them and came to arbitrary and conflicting conclusions in the lists they eventually worked out.
1 . See Eggermont's various discussions; Lamotte. HBI 269ff.
2. Divy 430,433.Jaina tradition (Hemacandra: Panjzstuparuan IX 49-54) also makes

Sampadin the successor of ASoka.
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Kunala according to Buddhist sources suppressed a revolt in
Gandhara and later, apparently after Aioka's death, fought a victorious war against the Greeks: it has been suggested against the Greek
colonists of Bactria who revolted against the Seleucids of Syria,
therefore as an ally of the latter. More doubtful tradition makes him
responsible for the establishment of the Indian (Gandharan) colony
in Gaustana (Khotan, in Sinkiang), either directly, or indirectly by
exiles who fled when he suppressed the revolt in Gandhara.
If not immediately on Aioka's death then at least eight years later
sampadin appears as ruler of the entire Empire. The Divy6uad6nasays1
that ASoka's successor (as Sampadin was according to it) was not a
Buddhist. In fact he was a Jaina and Jaina tradition2 (which also
makes him the direct successor of ASoka) says that he built dwellings
for the Jaina community 'even in non-Aryan countries', implying that
he supported Jaina missions at least to south (Dravidian) India. In
this way he was in some sense a continuator of his grandfather's work,
but he may have restricted his support to one sect only. Certainly he
did not please the Buddhists.
In 2 15 B.C.Sappadin was succeeded by ~ a l i ~ i i kwho
a , according
to Brahmanical traditionSwas an evil ruler opposed to dhama as
understood by them though pretending to be dh5rmika, 'just', and
establishing what he called the 'victory of principle (dhanna)'. Evidently he continued the policy of Aioka, or claimed to do so, and very
likely he was a Buddhist also. Unfortunately nothing more seems to
be recorded of his reign (215-202 B.c.) except a somewhat obscure
expedition of Antiochus I11 of Syria, who after suppressing the
Bactrian colonists again (c.206 B.c.) crossed into India (i.e. the upper
Kubha valley, anciently called G p i i a ) and 'renewed his friendship'
governor or 'prince'
with a certain Subhagasena (probably ~%liftika's
in Gandhara). This seems to imply that an Indian governor again
assisted the Seleucid ally against rebels (supplying him with elephants), but it has been suggested that we should see here the
beginning of Greek aggression against the unmilitary empire of
India, as also the rising movement of Brahmanical reaction against
the impractical 'victory of principle' which left the frontiers insufficiently guarded.
1. p. 418.
2. Lamotte HBI 284.
3. Lamotte HBI 284 f.
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Three more Mauryan emperors reigned after ~diifika,
but only for
short periods, of seven or eight years each, which suggests their
insecure position. The last of them, Brhadratha, was deposed in 180
B.C.by his commander-inchief Pusyamitra, who then ruled under the
title of 'General' (senZpatz]. Pusyamitra supported Brahmanism and
revived the ancient rituals. Buddhist tradition speaks of apersecution
of Buddhism by him, but it seems to be exaggerated. However, the
victory of principle was ended.
The rebellious Bactrian Greeks succeeded in establishing their
independence from Syria about 197B.C. They foughtwith the Indians
as well as the Seleucids and about the time of Pusyamitra's revolt in
India they invaded the north west and Gandhara. Perhaps the revolt
of the army in India was a result of its inability to stem this invasion,
attributed to its great weakness under the Mauryan policy of principle.
Pusyamitra claims to have decisively defeated the Greeks, but they in
fact consolidated their rule in Gandhara during his reign. At the end
of it (151 B.c.) they advanced further and conquered Vahika (the
modern Panjab). We now find the interesting phenomenon that
whilst Pusyamitra had restored Brahmanism as the ruling ideology of
his Empire the Greeks came to adopt Buddhism. This confusing
situation makes it extremely difficult for us to arrive at any simple
generalisation concerning the result of ASoka's great experiment. It
is thought that ~5liifikaand his successors practically disarmed the
Empire by applying ASoka's policy (but it may not have been partef
his policy at all to leave the frontiers insufficiently guarded) and so
brought about the Bactrian invasion and the revolt of the General. Yet
these Greek invaders, or some of them, supported Buddhism and
'principle' and seem to have facilitated the further spread of Buddhism into Bactria and beyond it to other parts of central Asia. One
thing we can say: that Buddhism showed its truly international
character. It could not serve as an Indian 'national' (if there can be
such a thing) ideology to consolidate an Indian empire against nonIndians. It could serve only for an international empire uniting, not
dividing, all mankind.
Yet there could be n o 'Indian' ideology in a nationalistic sense.
There was no Indian 'nation' unless we seek to restrict this to, at
most, the Aryan speaking population-and even this was and is a series
of countries with divergent languaes. It was this problem of cultural
unification in India and even beyond which Buddhism met, and
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which even Brahmanism in this period sought to meet.' It may have
been intended by rulers to serve as the basis of permanent political
unification. It failed in this because it failed to set up any boundary
between India and non-India, but the cultural unification itself
brilliantly succeeded throughout the wst area of Indian civilisation.
The diffusion of ideas through all the countries of that area became
the permanent foundation of a common culture, infinitely complex
and hard to define, which we now call 'Indian'. Political disunity and
cultural unity accorded well with the outlook and needs of Buddhism:
India became, at the cultural level, a kind of republic providing
intellectual freedom for her philosophers and poets. As for dharma,
variously understood by the orthodox Vedists (Mimamsakas), or by
the tradition of the fimayana (the ideal empire of Riima) or that of
the still developing Great Epic (Yudhisthira the 'just'), it remained
the ideal of Brahmanism as of Buddhism. The name of ASoka was not
honoured by the brahmans but in many ways his ideals were, only they
were ascribed to the idealised emperors of Brahmanical tradition,
Yudhisthira and &ma, who in the Mahabhiirataand Riiwuiyana as they
have come down to us stand respectively for the Buddhistic ideals of
renunciation and compassion.

1. The Mimcirpi stitra of 'Jaimini' insists on the universality of Brahmanism. The
injunctions of the Veda are of universal application and local customs have no
authority. I. 3.15 ff. with ~abara'scommentary. Badari held that all (including
hidras) could perform Vedic sacrifices (quoted by Jaimini VI. 1. 27).

THE EIGHTEEN SCHOOLS
The Schism and Geography--The SthaviravGda-Ceylon-The
Commentaries-The
Caitikas, Andhra and the SGtauGhana Empire-The
Lokottaraviida and Bahuirutiya: The Legend of the Buddha and
Abagho~a-The SarvCstivda, Proto-SautrGntika and the KusGna Empire
-South Emt Asia-Art.

The Schisms and Geography
So far we have accounted for the existence of thirteen schools.
Traditionally the eventual number, at least of the early schools (i.e.
excluding the Mahayana schools), is eighteen. In fact since there
are slight differences in the histories of them given in our various
sources it is possible to raise the number to twenty-five or twentysix, although some of these were recognised to be additional to the
eighteen and to have arisen later (the last of these schools was
founded in the 4th century A.D.). To arrive at the number eighteen
we have to draw the line at about 50 B.C.Three important schools
broke away from the Sthaviravada after Aioka's time. Probably
towards the end of the 3rd century B.C.the school generally known
as the Mahiiasakas seceded over some points in abhidharma (in
which they agreed with the Sarvastivada: there are two kinds of
'cessation', spice is not 'synthesised', s a q k f l a - or 'activated', cf.
pp. 119 and 126 above); the name by which they are generally
known seems to be a corruption of an original name indicating
their origin in the Mahisa country (see p. 255 above). Somewhat
later (c. 190 B.c.?) the Sthaviras of the Himavant country (after
which they are called Haimavatas) became an independent school
often called the K;Tiyapiyas after one of the original leaders of the
mission to their country, m y a p a (p. 256). They represent another
(but different) compromise between the Sthaviravada and the
Sarvastivgda: the Sthaviravgda (and the Mahiiasaka) adhere to the
view that an arhant is beyond the reach of any seduction, cannot
relapse, whereas the Sarvastivada and a i y a p i y a adopt the
MahPsamgha opinion that his perfection is not so absolute. The
third school seems to have seceded at about the same time; it is
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known as the Dharmaguptaka, after its founder Dharmagupta, and
apparently originated in the Aparanta country. This school seems
generally to agree closely with the Sthaviravada (e.g. on the arhant) ,
except that it had some leanings towards the Mahasamgha: according to Vasumitra' it attached special importance to gifts 'to the
Buddha' rather than to the Community and also to the honouring of
pagodas, this latter point being confirmed by extant Dharmaguptaka
texts.Vhis school made greater efforts than any other in spreading
Buddhism outside India (to Iran, Central Asia and eventually China),
with brilliant success; in this, besides the 'cult' of the pagoda it
appears to have devised some other means of popularising Buddhism
among the 'barbarians' who preferred the mysterious to the philosophical."n
the middle of the 1st century B.C. a section of the
Mah%samgha, led, according to Vasumitra, by a certain M a h a d e ~ a , ~
broke away (over a legalistic Vinayapoint : 'entrance' to the community) in the h d h r a country and formed the Caitika school. This was
soon rent by further schisms, producing the Apara ~ a i l aand the
Uttara (or Piirva) ~ a i l aschools. The Sthaviravadins record a large
number of grounds maintained by these schools, but it is difficult to
distinguish which of these were not shared with other branches of h e
Mahasamgha (the Sthaviravada tradition being handed down in
south India and Ceylon was directly interested in the 'errors' of these
close neighbours, tending at the same time to ignore the other
Mahasamgha schools apart from the general condemnation of their
grounds enunciated at the time of the first schism).5 Thus we arrive
at nineteen schools, unless we do not take the Caitika as remaining
alongside its two offshoots but as simply split into them.6
To complete the roll of recorded schools we may briefly add here:
(1) The Sthaviravada underwent two schisms in Ceylon, producing
the Abhayagiriviisins (or Dharmarucis after their founder) in 28 B.C.
1. See Bareau's translation, JA 1954 pp. 263 f. Vasumitra adds that most of their
other grounds were similar to those of the Mahaamgha, without, unfortunately,
giving any more precise indication of them.
2. See Pa-chow, A Comparatave Study of the Prcitimoba, pp. 42 and 51 f.
3. Lamotte HBI 549.
4. See Lamotte HBI 309 f.
5. Kvu A passim; the grounds have been collected for reference in Points of
cmhoversy; xx ff.
6. So Paramath? seems to say (Demikville MCB I 51) : 'Pfirva' could mean the
'Old' Caitika/Saila school.
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and the Jetavaniyas (or Sagallyas after their founder) c. A.D.300,
(2) the Caitikas in h d h r a during this period produced the Rajagirikas
and the Siddharthikas, and (3) the Sarvastivadins in the north west
produced the Samkrantikas (a doubtful school which may be a mere
corruption of the name of the next), the Sautrantikas (a trend which
began about 50 A.D.and was consolidated into a school probably early
in the 2nd century A.D.)and the Miilasarvastivada (still later, in the
3rd or 4th century A.D.).
The schisms as they are recorded are based primarily on matters
of doctrinal principle, though in certain cases rivalries of a more
personal nature may have been involved, at least in bringing things
to a head. At the same time from the VaiSali affair onwards there is
a certain agreement between the geographical dispersion of Buddhism and its resolution into schools. The first serious differences to
make themselves felt found the Buddhists tending to separate into a
western and an eastern school, the great triangle of KauSZmbi Mathurfi -Ujayini marking the west and Vaiiali the centre of the east.
At first it was still possible to prevent a schism, because it was still
possible to hold a general assembly atwhich, apparently, all the local
communities were satisfied that they were properly represented. Thirty-seven years later, when the first schism occurred, this condition
could perhaps no longer be satisfied. The Sthaviraswere outvoted in
the east, but may well have felt that if all the monks of their far flung
establishments in the west had been counted they would have had the
majority. There is evidence that most, perhaps all, of the schools were
careful to maintain some representation at the imperial capital
(PgHiputra) and that some of them were at times widely scattered, but
on the whole we find each school having its main strength in a
particular region, even in a particular place. In the period of the great
missions, when the area covered by the communities of monks grew
Gost rapidly, we notice the greatest number of schisms occurring,
.several of these in the newly established communities.
If Viitsiputra had anything to do with the Vatsa country (which is
conjectural), and if he led the monks in that country in the 'personality schism' (which is still more conjectural), then the Sthaviravada
in this second schism divided again along the east -west axis, the
eastern point of the 'triangle' seceding. This is doubtful, but it is
certain that when the school divided again it was the northern point,
Mathura, which seceded and became, with the countries still further
north (Gandhiira and G m i r a ) , the 'territory' of the Sarvastiviida
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school. In a similar manner the Mahiiasakas, Eiyapiyas and
Dharmaguptakas are found to break away respectively to the south of
the southern point (in Mahlsa), north and northeast of Mathura
(Himavant) and west of the southern point (in Aparanta, but especially Gujarat and Sindhu) .The Eiyapiyas in fact were a group of the
Sthaviraviida cut off from the main Sthavira 'territory' in Avanti by the
seceded Sarviistivadins at Mathura; for a long time they kept in touch
with their original base near Vidiiii (Caityagiri, Siiiici, where their
inscriptions are found), and sometimes their opponents refer to them
as simply Sthaviras, but they modified some of the Sthaviravada views.
The Sthaviraviidinsthemselves spread rapidly south from Avanti into
Mahiirastra and h d h r a and down to the Cola country ( E i i c i ) , as
well as Ceylon. For sometime they maintained themselves in Avanti
as well as in their new territories, but gradually they tended to regroup
themselves in the south, the Great Vihiira (Mahfivihara) in
Anuriidhapura, the capital of Ceylon, becoming the main centre of
their tradition, E i i c i a secondary centre and the northern regions
apparently relinquished to other schools. The Mahiiiisakas also estab
lished themselves in Ceylon and lived beside the Sthavirasin apparent
harmony: eventually the Mahiiasakas of Ceylon seem to have been
quietly reabsorbed into the Sthaviraviida. The two new schools formed
in Ceylon were the communities in two other viharas at the capital
(Abhayagiri and Jetavana), who broke away from the Great Vihara.
In the movement north and west the Sarvastiviida maintained
establishments in Koiala (~riivasti)and Vfira~asias well as Mathurii
(their main centre at first), but tended to concentrate in Gandhiira
and Kaimira. The last two countries eventually became the centres of
the new Mdasarv%stiv%daschool. In a relatively late period we find the
Sarviistiv?idins in Central Asia and China. It was the Dharmaguptakas
who were the first Buddhists to establish themselves in Central Asia.
They appear to have carried out a vast circling movement along the
trade routes from A p a r i t a north-west into Iran and at the same time
into Uddiyiina (the Suvastu valley, north of Gandhiira, which became
one of their main centres). After establishing themselves as far west
as Parthia they followed the 'silk route', the east-west axis of Asid,
eastwards across Central Asia and on into China, where they effectively established Buddhism in the second and third centuries A.D. The
MahiSkakas and KGyapiyas appear to have followed them across Asia
to China. We have evidence of a north western Mahiikaka establishment in western Vfihika (in the Salt Range) and of W a p i y a v i h i r s
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in Gandhara. For the earlier period of Chinese Buddhism it was the
Dharmaguptakas who constituted the main and most influential
school, and even later their Vinaya remained the basis of the discipline there. Alongside it the other schools recognised as of importance (and whose texts were also studied) were the MahiiPsakas,
fiiyapiyas, Sarvastivadins and Mahasamghikas (sometimes the
Vfitsiputriyas are mentioned as a sixth school). The Mahasamghika
are found to have had at least one establishment in f i p i i a , the
Lokottaravada one in Bactria and the Bahuirutiya one in &ndhara,
but the main contact of the Mahasamghikas with China was probably
by sea from Tamralipti at the mouth of the Ganges to the east coast
of China.'
Among the schools which seceded from the Vatsiputriyas the
Dharmottariyas are found in Aparanta in its restricted sense, on the
coast of Mahar?i$ra (at the great port of ~ u r ~ a r a kthe
a , capital of the
Aparata country proper, and places nearby), and the Bhadrayaniyas
on the edge of the Mahariistrian plateau behind them (Nasika), but
each had at least oAe vihara in the other territory. Much more
widespread and vigorous were the Sammitiyas, who spread across
Avanti and Gujarat to form their main centre in Sindhu, though they
also maintained themselves in the east. The original Vatsiputriyas
seem to have remained in the east, settling in Koiala and VSranasi
and being (as were the Sammitiyas) one of the early schools which
still flourished in the homeland of Buddhism in the time of the Pala
empire (8th-12th centuries A.D.) .2
The MahLamghikas remained in and around P a ~ l i p u t r as
a their
main centre3 but had establishments also in distant places such as
GpiSa, Mathura, Aparanta and h d h r a . The Ekavyavaharika are
hardly known in later times and perhaps were reabsorbed into the
Mah-ghika.
The Gokulika (Kaurukullaka)seem to have remained
in the east, probably at Viiranasi. The extant Lokottaravada texts
declare they are works of the Lokottaravada 'of the middle country',
1. See Ziircher, The Buddhist Conpert of China,for the arrival of the Buddhists in
China, simultaneously by land from the west and by sea from the east.
2. Tiranitha p. 274.
3. ParamPrtha ( Demiiville MCB I 41,43 ) restricts them at first to N. M g a ( ' b g a
North of the Water (Ganges)'= Ahgottarapa), i.e. the country adjacent to Vji in
the east (the NE comer of the modem state of Biha), which perhaps was their
primary centre.
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which means the central region of northern India, but the school had
a branch as far away as Bactria. The Bahuirutiyas probably had their
centre in Koiala, but were settled also in Gandhara a n d k d h r a . ' The
Prajiiaptivada are not known to have spread outside the original
eastern territory of Buddhism. Of the Mahasamgha the four ichools:
Mahiisamghika, Gokulika (Kaurukullaka), Lokottaravida and
Prajiiaptivada, continued to flourish in the east under the Palas.*The
Caitikas from their centre in h d h r a spread north-west up the G o d i m valley as far as Nasika and elsewhere on the edge of the plateau in that
direction. Their four offshoots, the Apara ~ a i l aUttara
,
(Piirva) ~ a i l a ,
Rajagirika and Siddharthaka seem all to have begun as the communities of particular vihciras around the k d h r a city of Dhinyakapka,
where the Caitikas originated.
Such is the rough outline%f the spread of the schools; it could
be complicated by further details of their strengths in various places,
and more of their vihEras, noted by Chinese pilgrims in later centuries, but we need not go further into the mass of details. We leave
aside the Buddhists in southeast Asia, where the Sthaviravada was in
the long run the most successful school but far from being the only
one to have flourished there. The Sthaviravada continued also from
time to time to establish new contacts and communities in northern
India, on the east coast in Kalinga and further north, on the west
coast in Gujariit, and in Magadha, especially at Bodh Gaya.
We have seen the main points of doctrine on which the schools
disagreed, but we still have to make a brief survey of their special
literature, which they added to their several recensions of the Tripitaka,
in so far as it is accessible to us. In doing this we can add a few
historical notes to continue the thread of the history of India (and
now of Ceylon as well).
One further general point may be made first. According to the
Tibetan historian Bu- ton,^ either in the. 1st century.4.D. or earlier the
Tripitakasof the 'Eighteen Schools' were written down, on account of
the danger of faulty memorising. The memorising of texts continued
long to be the main means of studying them, but the currency of
written manuscripts seems to have encouraged whatever trends exist1. Harivarman seems to have written near Pawiputra.
2. Tknatha p. 274.
3. Many of the details given here are taken from Lamotte's collection of data from
the early inscriptions, HBI 578 ff.
-1. I1 101.
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ed towards the study of texts as opposed to the practice of their
teaching. Bu-ston's record is confirmed for the Sthaviravada at least
by their histories written in Ceylon, which state that their Tripitaka
was written down in the 1st century B.C. The Tibetan writer adds,
following earlier Indian sources (Vinitadeva, A.D. 700, and
Padmakaraghosa), that four different languages were used: PaiSaci
(of which Pali is evidently a dialect) by the Sthaviravada group of
schools, Prakrit by the Mahkamgha, Apabhramia by the Sammitiya
(V%tsiputriya)group and Sanskrit by the SarviistivPda. In fact this
certainly represents only a later situation. More different dialects were
certainly used in the different countries of India in early times, whilst
Sanskrit,not being a vernacular language,was adopted only later and
Apabhramia is a form of vernacular which developed only by perhaps
the 5th century A.D. some text survive in Gkdhari, for example. We
might consider this a mere provincial version, of course. Probably by
the 7th century A.D. the main versions in use in the Buddhist centres
of north India were in those four languages, but it is not certain that
each of the eighteen or more schools had a recension in one of the
four. The Samisti-da had earlier used Prakrit but put their texts into
standard literary Sanskrit during the early centuriesA.D. The Sargmitiya
group must have put theirs into the then current vernacular of
northern and western India only between the 5th and 7th centuries.

The Stha-da
The Sthaviraviida as it spread through western and southern India
and eventually to Ceylon remained very close in doctrine to the
positions it took up in opposition to the Mahasamgha at the First
Schism. In otherwords the claim of the 'Mah%vih%mviisins'in Ceylon
to be the original Sthaviravadaof the First Schism, as opposed to the
Vatsiputriyas, SanGstivfidins and others can be upheld. Their characteristic doctrine originally was that of the incorruptible nature of the
arhant; this they adhered to (as did the Mahiiasaka and
Dhafmaguptaka),whereas the Vatsiputriyas and SamistiVadins went
over to the position of the MahPsamgha. The Dharmaguptakas, we
have seen, had leanings towards the Mahiisamgha on other grounds
though not on this. The MahiSasaka are the closest rivals to be
regarded as the original school, but they are generally supposed to
represent a 'compromise' with the Sarvktiv%da,so that where they
differ from the Sthaviravada they are not preserving more original
doctrines but borrowing from a different school (the doctrines in
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question are for the most part fairly recondite points of abhidhannu; if
anything they are less likely than the alternative Sthaviraviida points
to represent a more original doctrine). Another characteristic doctrine found in the Sthaviravada is that progress in understanding
comes all at once, 'insight' (abhisamaya) does not come 'gradually'
(successively- anupiima).' Here again only the Mahiiiisakas shared
their view,? all the other schools holding that insight was gradual
(with the doubtful exception of the Ekavyavahiirikas,who held that
'all~rinciplesare cognised in one moment', which could possibly be
related; it is remarkable, however, that the Mahiiyiina Dhyiina school
in China have a similar view of 'sudden' progress in understanding).
Among the other grounds disputed between the schools (see pp.
9f. above) the Sthaviraviida hold that besides mental principles
which are good and bad there is a third class which are morally
indifferent (with the Sarvastiviida and against the Mahiisamgha : the
view entails that some actions have no moral result whereas the
MahFsamgha held that eve17action has a moral result3).The 'person'
is not a real entity (against the Vatsiputriyas,who seceded from them
on this ground, as we saw above). Past and future principles (with the
possible exception of past principles which have not yet produced
their results the school is not quite clear on this: the Mahiiiisakas
reject the exception, the KGyapiyas accept it) do not exist (against
the special doctrine of the SarvFstivada).Buddhas are not transcendental. Good conduct cannot grow unconsciously (with the
Mahiiiisaka, against the Mahiisamgha4).
Of the eighteen or more recensions of the Tripitaka handed down
in the schools the Sthaviraviida Triipitaka, now preserved in the Pali
language (a west Indian language, apparently that of Avanti when the
school had its main centre in that country), is certainly one of the
most authentic, in the sense of preserving the discourses of the
Buddha in their wording as recognised before the schisms. Unfortunately no other recension is intact, so that we cannot carry very far
the comparisons which would show which one preserved the most
original tradition (as we can for the disputed grounds5of doctrine,

-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kvu 212 ff. refutes the opposite view.
Vasumiva ( Bareau JA 1954 p. 259).
Kvu 464 ff.
Kvu433ff.
Above, pp. 11 ff.
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except that we would like more information about the differences
within the Mahasamgha to complete the enquiry). It is most significant that where the comparison can be made, and has been made,'
a Sthaviravsda text agrees most closely with the corresponding
Mahikamghika text: the Prcitimo~asinthe Vinayasof these two schools
agree in being considerably shorter (having fewer rules) than any of
the others extant (only the Upcilzparipycchci Siitra version is equally
short - it is not established which school this belongs to). The
Sarvfistivada versions are the longest of all and have, therefore, the
greatest number of unauthentic additions. The MahiSPsaka version
also is substantially longer. In other words the two most original
schools have here preserved the most original texts and the schools
which seceded from them have made substantial additions to these.
On the other hand in the comparison of those Vinaya texts (admittedly additions to the actual discourses of the Buddha) which deal
with the early history of the Community after the parinimci~Przyluski
and Hofinger have shown (in their studies on the First Rehearsal and
on the VaiSdi affair) that the MahiSasaka recension is closest to the
Sthaviravada and the Mahasamghika recension more remote (which
is just what we should expect if these narratives were added close to
the time of ~e First Schism or even after it and tend to show the early
history of the Community as suggesting the integrity of the tradition
of their respective schools).
If they preserved a very authentic body of original Tripitaka the
Sthaviravsda certainly made substantial additions to this : these,
however, took the form of new books rather than of insertions in the
old ones, with the probable exception ofsome of the w d r a k a texts
which in all the schools seem to have grown gradually during a much
longer period than the rest of the Siitra. In fact it is likely that this
'Minor Tradition' was for a long time not regarded as strictly canonical (in the sense of words of the Buddha himself), was thus a
supplement to the Tri@@ka in which interesting or useful texts which
had been produced from doubtful sources, or composed by monks
and nuns recently, could be handed down. Even so where we can
make a comparison we find the Sthaviravada has the shortest recension of a text, consequently ceased to make additions to it earlier than
other schools :the Dhumpada of their IQudraka contains 423 verses,
1.

By Dr. Pachow: A Comparative Study of t h A-citimOksa, p. 11.
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the corresponding Sarviistivada text (called Udiinavarga) has nearly
1,000verses, the version in Giindhiiri which perhaps belonged to the
Dharmaguptaka school (this is only a guess based on the fact that the
text was found in Khotan and does not seem to be Sarvastivadin : the
Dharmaguptaka school were the pioneers of Buddhism in that country and the Sarvastivadins become strong there in a later period, but
other schools, for example the KiGyapiyas, are likely to have been
active there as well) has been estimated by its editor' to have contained, when intact, about 540 verses. The Sthaviraviida text called (in
Pali) Suttanipata, on the other hand, though having parallels in other
schools for several of its constituent parts (namely the KhdgavwiiWthr7, Munigiithrt,sailagiit~Arthavarglyii@%&&i and Piirqapa) ,
is not known to have had any corresponding text as a collection, so
that many of the poems in it may have been composed in the school
after the schism^.^ Of possible additions to its fiudraka the (Pali)
VimrZwpetavatthu texts as well as the Apadiinaproper correspond to the
texts dalled A v d n a in other schools. Our metrical analysis dated the
whole of these later than 200 B.C. The average date of their materials
might be as much as a century later than this date. Slightly later still
appears to be the Pali CariyEfi.taka,a small collection ofjiitakaswithout
known parallel except the BodhisattvapiJakaof certain schools, which
the Mahsyiina developed into a special'collection of siitras on their
new ideal. A related narrative text is the Pali Buddhava~a,which is
perhaps to be dated in the 2nd century B.C. (it has not yet been fully
analysed metrically). All these narrative texts belong to that phase of
popularisation of Buddhism to which the convenient word 'edification' may be applied (cf. p. 222 above),and which seems to have been
common to all the schools. That the Sthaviraviidins had additional
stories in their Jiitaka is suggested by their own t r a d i t i ~ nwhich
,~
says
that the Mahasamgha 'rejected' part of 'the'Jiitaka (since the school
claimed that the whole of its own JZtakawas nothing but the original
pre-schism text). Metrically, however, their Jiitaka is substantially
older on the average than the group of narrative texts we have just

1. Brough : The GiindhiIiDhannapada,London, 1962,18 ff.
2. In Pati Mehe it was concluded that at least one part of it (Sn 679-98) may have
been as late as about 200 B.c.; this is fact is an introductory narrative added to
a more ancient poem.
3. Dipavawa V 37,
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referred to :its average date seems to fall in the 4th century B.c., two
centuries earlier, which of course does not exclude a wide range of
dates on either side of this for a minority of its nearly 550 poems.
Another substantial addition to the Sthaviraviida &udraka is the Pali
Niddesa, a collection of commentaries on some of the poems in the
SuttanipZta. There remains one other substantial addition, which will
be discussed in connection with the Abhidhanna texts, which it resembles (in Burma certain other texts are regarded as canonical
which are not so accepted in Ceylon, they will be referred to below).
It is their Abhidharmawhich is the glory of the Sthaviraviida school.
It consists ofseven treatises in the Abhidhanna Pitaka, with which we
can associate the Pali PatisambhidCmagga (or -pakarana) included in
the W r a k a of the Siitra (on purely formal grounds: part of it
contains a brief opening statementwhich makes it a discourse by the
Buddha like the siitras) and two texts which in the earlier history of
the school and even today in Ceylon are not included in the Tripitaka
at all (though they are in Burma, in the Siitra), being ascribed to a
monk (Mah&iity$iyana, supposed to be the direct disciple of the
Buddha and -significantly for the Sthaviraviida-the pioneer who
established Buddhism in Avanti) : the Pali Pe?akOpadesaand Netti (or
Netti@akarana). Of the latter two the second is little but a rewriting
and rearrangement of the first, so that as regards content we are
concerned practically with a single book. Of these (effectively) nine
treatises the VibhaTiga and the Dhcitukatha have been discussed above
(pp. 214 ff.) in connection with the most original Abhidhannacommon
to all the schools. What little in them may be innovations of treatment
due to the studies of the school is more fully elaborated in the other
treatises (cf. our Introduction to ~ a ~ a m o l iPs' stranslation).
We have several times referred to the KathGvatthu to elucidate the
grounds on which the schools disagreed. This treatise is in fact a
polemical one, consisting of the refutations in strict logical f o p of
inore than two hundred propositions maintained by the other schools
of Buddhists. We should stress the point of the strict logical form :
though in the Siitra the general method of discussion is that of an
empirical and rational enquiry all the emphasis there is on the
empirical aspect, there are many arguments and debates with opponents but not, apparently, an overt awareness of what constitutes a
valid proof. In the KathrEuatthu,on the other hand, we have the earliest
known Indian philosophical work which proceeds on the basis of a
set of established logical techniques: definition, distribution of terms,
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classification, relations between propositions as biconditionals or
ponentials, quantification, the use of 'logical words' to give a standard
formal presentation of all the arguments, and so on.' In fact the
whole of the AbhidhannaPi.@/zafrom its beginnings was a restatement
of the doctrine of the Buddha in strictly formalised language, given
however, as content, a large number of propositions fiom the Siitra (of
which the terms were then defined and classified) assumed to constitute a consistent system of philosophy. The distinction of two levels
of statement is naturally fundamental to this restatement and with the
exception of one book the whole of the Sthaviraeda Abhidham may
be taken as at the 'ultimate' or philosophical level, as completely
objective and definitive and not taking account of the person to whom
it might be addressed (as the Buddha was supposed to have done in
many of the sutras) .
The Buddha himself had insisted on empirical verification of his
statements. The internal consistency of his 'system' should be the
result of congruence with objective fact and the universality of natural
laws. In the Abhidhannaon the other hand there is little concern with
empirical reality (it would be incorrect to say no concern, for there
are additions to the SCtra system resulting from empirical observation). The aim of the study is to set forth the correct interpretation
of the Buddha's statements in the Siitra and to restate his 'system' with
perfect accuracy. In the Kathrivatthu (and in similar works of other
schools) we see further the study of logic applied to the question of
the new propositions setting forth the grounds disputed between the
schools. Most of the refutations in the Kathrivatthu turn on the
question of consistency of new propositions with statements which all
the schools agreed to be those of the Buddha. Since both sides as
Buddhists accept the latter as true they try to prove that their own new
propositions are consistent with them and that the new propositions
of other schools contradict them. The Sthaviravadin debater (for the
Kathrivatthu is cast in the form of public debates, not of private
deductions) analyses the propositions of his opponents by substitut1. A sample of the Kat&vatthu has been analysed to show its strictlyformal character
in the paper 'The Earliest Indian Log~c',published in the TnuliXXV Mqdumrodnogo
Kongressa Vostokovedov, Moscow, 1963, Vol. IV pp. 5668 ( 62-3 read 'ponential'
passim and p. 63 under 'Type 11 ' read ' [ ( bis) is ponential of (a is)] ', p. 64
read q=p both times-biconditionals, p. 65 line 34 read 'by you by this
assent', p. 66 read 'eye-entrance').
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ing biconditionals, ponentials, etc., for them, or synonyms for their
terms, or by bringing in a causal relation or the relation of membership of a class. He invariably finds two propositions which are so
related (through these various relationships) that to be consistent
one must either affirm them both or deny both, but his opponent has
affirmed one and denied the other and is therefore refuted.
The Kath&vatthuis supposed to have been composed by an elder
named (in Pali) Moggaliputta Tissa, a contemporary of Aioka who
instructed and guided the Emperor, organised the missions (Mahendra
who went to Ceylon was his own pupil) and led the Sthaviravadinsat
the All Exist schism. The work in fact begins with the refutation of
the theory of a real 'person', and continues with the 'all exist', the
propositions of the Mahasamgha, and others. The nucleus of such a
set of refutations of rejected grounds may have originated in the
original Sthaviravgda school after the First Schism and have had
further refutations added to it as more controversies occurred. The
Sarv%stiv%da
share a basically similar refutation of the 'person' theory,
for example, which could have been common property of the two
schools before the 'All Exist' schism divided them. The additions to
the Kathcivatthv undoubtedly continued long after that division, so
that if Moggaliputta Tissa did in fact redact the refutations as they
stood at the end of Aioka's reign, his school later added many more
to them.
Already in the earliest Abhe'dham Pitaka we can now reconstruct
(see the end of Chapter Seven) one of the main objects of the
discussions was to define all the terms in the system, pair off synonyms, classify all the principles under the several classes recognised,
and exclude from consideration anything which was not accepted as
a real, 'ultimate' principle (such as mere words used in everyday
language and therefore by the Buddha on occasion but not corresponding to any reality). The KathcZvatthu shows the techniques for
this systematisation further advanced. Firstly there is the 'checking'
(sawandana) of any term presented for discussion against all the
accepted terms of the system : how does it fit in? Several subsidiary
techniques are applied here, for example the checking by the 'tetrad
scheme' (catzqkanaya) :is the term identical (in fact if not in name)
with another in the system, with which the check is being made, or
is it part of that other, or is it different from that other, or is that other
part of it ? (a controversial term would be checked thus against all the
terms in the system). With elis method we may compare that found
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in the Samyukta (p. 121 above), where the supposed 'soul' is being in
effect checked against the groups. Several other techniques are set out
in the KathGuatthu (they are reviewed in the paper mentioned in the
preceding footnote).
It is one of these logical techniques which gave birth to another
of the Sthaviravada Abhzdharma treatises, the Yamaka, which may
therefore be described next. It is called literally 'clarification of
expressions' (or 'number', uacandodhana) but refers in logic to
checking whether a term is distributed in a proposition, i.e. whether
all (sama) instances of the term (principle) are covered by it or only
some (ekatya) of them. The Yamaka is not a polemical work but a
manual for the student of abhidharna (like the DhGtukathG)-for the
advanced studentwho has already studied the 'system', but to become
fully competent in it (and especially to be ready to take part in debates
without being caught out by the use of words in varying senses, or
figuratively, which an opponent might use to 'fault' his logic) requires exercise in the exact extension of the terms used. This book
is perhaps the latest of those included in the Abhzdhanna maka of this
school.
The only Sthaviravgda Abhidhanna text which is not at the philosophical or ultimate level of statement is a short treatise on the
concept of the 'person', the Pug-alapaiiiiatti, which in the standard
order of the books immediately precedes the Kathiuatthu and therefore immediately precedes the refutation of the 'person' as a real,
ultimate principle. This treatise collects most of the statements about
'persons' made in the Sfitra. In effect it defines 'them' as particular
states or stages in the sequences of conditions, when there is a
sentient body with consciousness, which give rise to the concept of
a 'person'.'
The book which stands first in the standard order of books, the
Dhammasamgani, is infinitely more original and interesting than the
~ollectionof excerpts on the 'person','and shows the Sthaviravada
philosophers at work at the ultimate level, perfecting their system as
a statement of what there is in the universe. The form of this work
is extremely complex, since it is a combination of several different
systems of terms which overlap one another to varying extents. The
1. The &ripuh-cibhidharmnjc~straincludes a chapter on 'persons',which is generally
similar to the PuepahMriiurtti but somewhat fuller. Since Harivarman includes
f4) it seems to be an original ApmEtda text separatedfrom
this topic &aGp.
the rest as not 'ultimate'.
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heart of it is the list of 'principles' (dhamas) recognised in the
school, which had been collected from the Siitra and classified. This
enumeration of principles was supposed to cover everything which
really exists, the 'elements' (another possible translation of dharma)
of which the universe is constituted. In the Dhammasamganiitself the
enumeration is admittedly not complete, though the essentials are
given, for 'others' are mentioned but not specified. Afterwards the
school worked out all possible 'others' and produced a complete
enumeration, which is given in their commentary on this text.
Collecting 'what there is' from the discourses of the Buddha the
Dhammasamganihas arrived at about two hundred principles, or rather
two hundred names of principles which are real. However, there are
many synonyms (since the Buddha had described the same principles
in different terms in different contexts of discussion), so that this list
reduces to well under one hundred when the synonyms are identified.
It is convenient to review these principles under the headings of the
five groups (skandha) into which they are classified (p. 86 above).
(1) matter (riipa, i.e. physical principles)
earth
water
heat
air

sight
hearing
smell
taste
touch

femininity
masculinity
life oivita)

gesture
speech
space

material-food

visible object
sound
scent
taste object
[tangible not distinct,
reduces to earth, etc.]
lightness of matter
suppleness ...
malleability ...
accumulation ...
extension ...
ageing ...
impermanence ...

(the Dhammasamgan&p. 1'77--defines 'earth' as the property of 'hardness', 'water' as 'cohesion' and 'air' ?s 'agitation', thus all these
principles are of the nature of properties or qualities rather than
substances; this may be regarded as in accordance with the idea of
dharna, which seems originally tq have been 'maintaining')

(2) experience (vedana)
happiness (or pleasantness, sukha)
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elation (but the definition indicates that this reduces to 'happiness')
unhappiness (unpleasantness)
depression (again this reduces to unhappiness)
equanimity (upek@)
(3) perception (samjrZa)
perdeption (itself, which is the only member of this group)

(4) forces (sawkCra)
contact (stimulus)
volition
reasoning
reflection

concentration (of thought, and the 'faculty')
energy (the faculty, and 'exercise')
confidence
self-passession
JOY
understanding (includes 'right theory')
(the right hand column here is basically the five faculties, but four
of the factors of the way reduce to four of these, so do the five
strengths, bala, reduce to these five; 'right intention' as factor of the
way reduces to 'reasoning': from the moral point of view, however,
energy- and exercise-may be either good or bad, there is a wrong way
as well as a right way; concentration also may be good or bad, but
confidence and self-possession are only good)
life (this principle is twofold, as matter and as force)
right speech (as factor of the way, and moral, not merely physical)
right action
right livelihood
wrong theory (wrong opinions)
wrong intention (reduces to reasoning)
self-respect (hri, a 'strength')
fear of blame (apatrcipya, also a 'strength', cf. pp. 186f.)
lack of self-respect
lack of fear-of-blame
desire (in bad sense, 'greed' - lobha ; various synonyms are listed)
aversion (malevolence, repulsion, etc., reduce to this)
delusion (wrong theory reduces to this)
non-desire (the cause of generosity)
non-aversion (reduces to benevolence, its positive aspect)
nondelusion (reduces to understanding)
(the last six above are prominent in later theory as the basic 'roots'
of action, three bad and three good)
vanity
uncertainty
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assurance (of the sentient body, and of thought)
lightness (of the above)
suppleness. . .
malleability. . .
efficiency. . .
straightness. . .
being conscious (alert, deliberate, aware - sal72pajanya, reduces to
understanding)
calming (Samatha, reduces to concentration)
insight (uip@yanci,reduces to understanding)
intending to find out something unknown (a 'faculty')
the four influences (opinion is added to the original three, but it
reduces to delusion, as does ignorance; pleasure reduces to desire,
of which desire for existence is a form)
(there are numerous other 'forces', including the obstades, th'e
connections, the defilements, the attachments, and others, but all of
them reduce to one or other of those given above, as do further
synonyms for energy, concentration and understanding)

(5) consciousness (vijfiina)
thought (n'tta)
mind (a faculty or a base, dhatu, but it reduces to thought)
consciousness of sight (i.e. of the sense of sight)
consciousness of hearing
consciousness 'of smell
consciousness of taste
consciousness of touch
consciousness of mind (i.e. of the mind/thought of the previous
moment)
(these last seven principles are all called 'bases', dhGtu; they make up
a set of eighteen such 'bases' with the five senses and the six objects
of the senses and of mind, known to the original Abhidhannacommon
to all the schools: the mental object, 'principles', dhannm, cuts across
the classification into the groups, but excludes consciousness and
those material principles which are objects of the other five senses)

(6) unsynthesised base (asamskyta dhatu, unactivated base)
extinction (nimina, which cannot be classified under the groups)
Apart from a supplement presumably added later (which adds
further notes under the same headings) the matter of the
Dhammasamgani is set out under 164 headings. These headings are
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triads or dyads of classification into which the principles can be
divided. It was found that when classifying principles (by dichotomy),
if one took a simple class and its contradictory -for example those
principles which function as causes and those which do not - one
arrived at a 'dyad', a pair of classes into which all the given principles
could be listed. On the other hand there are certain interesting
classifications where one meets a pair of contrary classes (not simply
a class and its contradictory) which in the nature of things admit of
a third class between them, for example good, bad and indeterminate
(avyakyta, 'undetermined'). Of course, these can be reduced to pairs
of contradictories (good and not good, etc.) , but in a number of cases
the Sthaviravadins found it more convenient to set up 'triads' of
classes into which the principles could be classified. The properly
abhidhanna system thus elaborated contains one hundred dyads and
twenty-two triads (into which principles can be exhaustively
dichotomised or trichotomised) .A further forty-two dyads were considered which were time-honoured pairs from the Siitra butwere of a
miscellaneous character (some of them not strict contradictories),
relevant to some principles only and not accepted into the abhidhanna
system of the school.
By far the most important of these headings is the first triad, that
of good, bad and indeterminate. This is expanded to a very large
treatise on its own by the introduction into it of further sub-classifications. The whole of it falls naturally into three parts: the lists of
principles which are (1) good, (2) bad and (3) indeterminate. As a
sub-classification,however, the school has introduced the distinction
between those principles which occur in the sequence of thoughts
and those which are 'matter' (occur in physical sequences), to which
extinction (niroana) is appended as a separate 'base'. In the Buddhist
system, or at least the Sthaviravada system, only the principles of
thought can be good or bad, so in effect it is simply the class of
indeterminate principles which is subdivided into those of thought,
of matter and extinction. Proceeding to the analysis of thought wefind that the school has distinguished eighty-nine types of thought
(citta) within this triad. These might be called 89 mental states (but
they are not strictly states, they are active, they are 'occurrences')
distinctive for the purposes of the system: the unreduced list of
principles, minus of course the physical principles and extinction, is
then checked against these 89 classes, which themselves fall into the
three greater classes of good, bad and indeterminate.
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It is impossible within the scope of this book to enter into all the
details of this fascinating analysis of the stream of consciousness.The
classes of thought cover the experience of living beings primarily with
reference to the Buddhist way (or the lack of it) and with special
attention to the various stages of meditation. Having listed and
defined the principles which occur in different types of thought in
the 'sensual' entrance we proceed to the 'imponderable' entrance of
the four meditations and the 'immaterial' entrance which includes
the infinity of space, the infinity of consciousness, nothingness and
neither perception nor non-perception. Again the principles of the
successive sfages of the way are noted. The bad classes of thought are
grouped according to their three 'roots': desire (pleasure, greed, bad
desire), aversion (malevolence, anger, etc.) and delusion. Whether
good or bad, thoughts may be the result of deliberate effort or direct
responses without effort or reflection. Again they may be conjoined
with opinion (theory,right or wrong) orwithout it. Good or bad, they
may be charged with elation, or instead with equanimity. The two
main sub-classes of indeterminate thoughts are those which are
simple 'results' (vip&) producing no further moral effects and those
which are still 'acting' (kriyi) but whose acting is of no moral
consequence.
As regards 'matter' the Dhammmamgani distinguishes the four
great elements (earth, water, heat and air) or 'great realities' as
primary from all the others as secondary, as-existing only in dependence on (uprzdiya) these four. It is worthy of special remark here that
the Sthaviravada classify space under matter and as one of the
secondary varieties depending on the four great realities. Its definition, for them, is simply that it is the interstices between pieces of
these four: it has no intrinsic nature of its own and it cannot be
conceived except in relation to these. All the other schools of whom
we have any record of their opinion on this subject, however, classify
space under 'unsynthesised base', with extinction. For the Sthavirieda
extinction (niroina) is unique and utterly transcendent, whereas
some of the other schools listed as many as nine principles under
'unsynthesised base'. This is one of the rare points where the
MahiSasaka part company with the Sthaviravadins, as they too classify
space as unsynthesised (in fact they have nine unsynthesised principles, as also do the Mahasamghikas, or some of these, though the
nine are only partly the same). Such a difference of opinion may seem
exceedingly abstract and technical and without practical consequence,
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yet in fact it indicates a strikingly different view of the nature of the
universe and of niruana. (See 'The Ghosts of Nirvana'.)
Closely related to the Dhammasamgani is the remaining and
seventh of the Abhidharma treatises of the $thaviravfida, the Putthinu.
This immense work is a study of conditionality and so appears to have
grown out of the last section of the 'original' Abhidharma which we
tried to reconstruct above (p. 216). In the Dhammasamgani it is noted
that all the principles which occur in each of its classes (except
extinction) are originated through conditions. The Patthina then
undertakes to give a full account of this conditioned origination. It
does not, however, concern itself with the old sequence of conditions,
which has been sufficiently discussed in the Vibha?iga.Its subject is the
nature of the conditional relation itself. The Vibhanga has anticipated
this to a very small extent, but the Patthina is exhaustive. It is not
confined to the special case of the sequence of conditions in transmigration, but aims to give a general theory covering all kinds of
conditional or causal relation.
The Patthina is set out under the same headings of 22 triads and
100 dyads as the Dhammasa?ngani,but with the complication that the
headings are also combined with each other in various ways. The
whole work consists of twenty-four books in four sets of six each. The
first set conforms to the formulation: 'a occurs conditioned by b
through the x condition', in which any of the items ('a good
principle', 'a bad principle', and so on) given under the headings
may possibly be substituted for a and b and any kind of condition may
be substituted for x. The second set substitutes the negative formulation: 'non-a occurs conditioned by non-b through the x condition'.
The third set has : 'a occurs conditioned by non-b through the x
condition'. The fourth set has : 'non-a occurs conditioned by b
through the xcondition'. The six books in each set are (1) the triads
alone, (2) the dyads alone, (3) the dyads combined with the triads (in
that order), (4) the triads combined with the dyads, (5) the triads
combined with the triads and (6) the dyads combined with the dyads.
By feeding all the items into the available combinations within these
basically simple structures of statement, substituting 24 different
possible conditions (see below) in each case, and again the negations
of these 24, substituting further six other formulations for 'conditioned by' in the above, one of the most amazing productions of the
human mind has been elaborated. In it, all the permutations which
might occur have been checked off if they can in fact occur in the
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universe according to the Buddhist analysis of the 'origination of
principles from causes'. We have then a description not ofwhat there
is but of what happens: this is entirely in accordance with the
Buddhist conception of the universe, that nothing 'is' (as enduring
a d permanent) but that there occur forces (or 'energies', sa~kiiras)
which act as conditions for one another according to certain natural
laws, producing sequences of matter and of thoughts (cf. pp. 13 1f.
above).
Prefixed to the 24 books of the Pat!hiina is a mat~kalisting the
24 kinds of condition recognised in the work, followed by definitions
pf them. They are as follows:
(1) 'cause'-but the word (hetu)is used here in a special restricted
sense, not any cause but only the six 'roots' of action, three good and
three bad (nondesire, non-aversion or benevolence, nondelusion or
understanding, desire, aversion and delusion); 'root' (mula) is a more
usual synonym in the Abhidhama (cf. p. 217 above and 292).
(2) 'support' (Elambana), of consciousness (p. 125 above), any
mental object.
(3) 'dominant' (adhipati), such are the 'powers' (yddhi, p. 88
above) of 'will', 'thought', 'energy' and 'investigation' which are
capable of strengthening some principle in the sequence of thoughts.
(4) 'immediate' (anantara), such is the relation of successive
states of consciousness, or thoughts, for example 'mind' (thought)
and the 'consciousness of mind' which immediately follows it.
( 5 ) 'quite immediate' (samanantara) is a mere synonym for 'immediate' (the word is used in the Vibhanga, which presumably is why
it is listed here only to be reduced to its synonym).
(6) 'simultaneous origin' (sahajata) is the relation between principles which occur together in the same sequence, for example the
four groups consciousness, forces, perception and experience which
originate together in a living being, similarly the four 'great realities'
(elements), which in this system are no longer the simple old
concepts earth, water, etc., though called by the traditional names, but
(as the Dhammasamgani defines them) the properties of hardness,
cohesion, heat and agitation which are held to occur in all matter in
varying proportions; examples of simultaneous origin are very numerous in the sequences of the system.
(7) 'reciprocal' (anyonya),this covers part of the preceding one,
since the relation of reciprocal dependence obtains between principles which can occur only together.
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(8) 'dependence' (niirayu),e.g. of secondary matter on the four
great realities, of consciousness of sight on the sense of sight, of mind
on the matter on the basis of which it proceeds.
(9) 'immediate dependence' (upaniiraya) is similar to 'immediate' but of wider extension, in fact it would seem to obtain'between
any member of a sequence and that immediately preceding it.
(10) 'produced before' (*puro$ita) is similar to 'dependence';
matter and sense objects for consciousness.
(11) 'produced after' (paScG~jGta)considers principles which are
going to occur later as conditions operating on those which are
going to produce them, for example future experience operates on
the body (acts as a stimulant or incentive, we might say).
(12) 'habit' (asmana, 'practicing') -repetition strengthens mental principles, this is therefore an important condition relating
similar principles in the same sequence.
(13) 'action' (kaman) as condition for its result, i.e. moral action,
which is always conjoined with volition.
(14) 'result' (uipaka); a result does not produce any direct moral
effect, assuming, as appears to be the case, that what is meant here
is simple results, morally indeterminate; nevertheless the results
attained on the Buddhist way (and perhaps in other connections),
which have the nature of effortless calm, are conducive to the attainment of other similar results (such is the commentarial explanation).
(15) 'food' (ahara), the 'four foods' (pp. 115f.above).
(16) 'faculty' (indriya),including the senses and the other 'faculties', 'life', etc., as specific conditions.
(17) 'meditation' (dhyrZna) as condition for the principles occurring in it.
(18) 'the way' (marga) likewise for the principles occurring on it.
(19) 'conjoined with' (samprayukta) : principles occurring together; hardly distinguishable from simultaneous origin', but a
much used older abhidhama term (cf. pp. 214ff. above).
(20) 'disjoined from' (uiprayukta) is the relation between material
and immaterial principles as conditions for each other.
(21) 'existing' (arti),i.e. existing at the time, appears to reduce to
'simultaneous origin' or, if wider, to 'dependence'.
(22) 'not existing' (nasti) is the cessation of an 'immediate'
condition operating on principles present at the same time.
(23) 'without' (vigata, 'free from') is a synonym for 'not existing.'
(24) not without' (auigata) is a synonym for 'existing'.
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The Patisambhidcimaggais in content a supplement to the Vibhanga.
Of the thirty discussions (kathci) in it ibout one third appear under
various of the eighteen headings of the Vibhanga. As a rule they do not
conform to the abhidharma type of analysis of the Vibhanga : they take
up various points from the Siitra and the Abhidharma and add miscellaneous discussions on these. The PatisambhidGmagga might even be
regarded as a record of various discussionswhich had taken place in
the Sthaviraviidaschool, in which agreed doctrine, supplementary to
what was found in the Tripitaka at that time, was noted and handed
down. It may be dated from 237 to c. 100 B.C.
The overall form of the work, however, as well as the title ('The
Way of Comprehension'), suggest that at least the present arrangement of the discussions is not entirely casual, and that the work sets
out in systematic order the way to enlightenment. The commentary
of Mahiinsma affirms that this is the character of the work and
attempts to introduce each discussion as following on naturally from
the last one, along this 'way'. We would thus have a detailed account
of the way originally taught by the Buddha, built up in much the same
manner as our own much briefer attempt in Chapter Four, except that
we were there of set purpose confined to the earliest phase of doctrine
only, whereas the Patisambhidcimagga adds much that is new.
The central discussion which gives its name to the whole work,
that on 'comprehension' (Pali patisambhidci, but Sanskrit patisamvid
from a different root is the equivalent which occurs in similar
formulae of other schools), would appear to be meant to expound the
school's special doctrine that insight does not come gradually but is
a sudden flash of enlightenment. The matter is not put in such a clear
cut manner, using these terms, but instead is presented as a discusi o n on what happened when the Buddha first taught the Four Truths
and at least one person (Kaundinya) understood them, 'insight
(cabus) into principles (or conditions, dhanna) occurred', as the Sfitra
%ays,- how did it occur, what does this mean? It is the knowledge
which occurred in Kaundinya which is called 'comprehension', and
it had four aspects: comprehension of principles, of the objective
(artha, effect, meaning), of the language (nirukti) and finally of the
'intuition' (pratibhGna, 'inspiration' -the same word is used of the
genius which enables a poet to improvise verses) .The last of these is
explained as that kind of 'knowledge' (jficina, or 'knowing') which
makes possible the first three aspects of comprehension, a sort of
'meta-knowing' or underlying power which inspires the others. (It
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should be added that there is so far, probably, no new wording
invented by the Sthaviravsdins:they have used an old formula known
to the other schools-but are putting it into a new context in this work
and understanding it differently from other schools.)
Leading up to this discussion (which is in the sixteenth kathE) the
PatisambhidEmagga begins with a large miscellaneous collection of all
kinds of 'knowledges' (or 'knowings') -since, says the commentator,
right theory stands at the beginning of the way. This includes some
preliminary explanations of the four kinds of comprehension (we
may note here that 'knowledge' or 'knowing' as used in these
discussions is practically a synonym for the older word 'understanding'). There follows a collection of the wrong theories, the (false)
opinions (drsfis),mentioned in the Siitra. Next is an account of the
exercise of self-possession with reference to breathing, a favourite
exercise among the Buddhists of this period (but having authority in
the Tripifaka).A discussion on the faculties, supplementary to that in
the ~ibhahga,follows, stating their purposes and when they should
occur on the my. Next we have a collection of the 'freedoms'
(vimo@as),where we may note three of significancefor future developments: the 'empty' (Siinyata), the 'signless' (animitta) and the
'uncommitted' (apranihita, 'not held', 'undirected'- towards any target or aim, as, particularly, with hostile intent) freedoms. Short notes
follow on how consciousness is 'reborn', on action as offour kinds
according to the timing of the result (perhaps a response to the
Salviistiviida) and on 'error' (vipary&a), this last briefly stated but
of very great significance for the future workings out of the system.
There are four 'errors': perceiving, thinking or having the opinion
that there is permanence in the impermanent, happiness in u n h a p
piness, a soul in non-soul, beauty (Subha) in the ugly. In effect these
'errors' are the basis of delusion and 'ignorance'.
The ninth discussion, on the way, interrelates the factors of this,
as the way to enlightenment, with the 'factors of enlightenment',
strengths, faculties, powers, truths, 'calming' (Sumatha) and 'insight'
(vipaSyanG), the freedoms, 'science', freeing (vimukti), knowledge
(knowing) and extinction. Thus we have a note (little more) for
systematising the way. The next discussion isjust a coda to this; then
the pair 'calming' and 'insight' are taken up. Discussion twelve
expounds the view that all Four Truths are penetrated (comprehended) at once (ekapatzvedha).The next discussions are on the 'factors
of enlightenment', on freeing of thought by benevolence (p.94f.
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above), and on dispassion (virea) as the way to freeing as the result.
This brings us to the central discussion on 'comprehension' already
referred to. The one that follows it is a continuation of it, on 'starting
the wheel of the doctrine' (i.e. the occasion when someone first
understood or comprehended it).
The remaining discussions are more miscellaneous,less easy to see
as a regular exposition of the way following what has preceded, yet
contributing to its theory. The seven topics of the 'VaiiPli summary'
(Chapter Four) are 'transcendent' (lokottara) - which for the
Sthaviraviida means leading to extinction, so are the stages on the way
and the results of those stages and extinction itself. Discussion
k e t e e n is a useful and necessary addition to the Vibhariga in that
it is devoted to the strengths (bala),unaccountably missed out of the
Abhidhamwork. They are in fact mentioned in several other discussions in the Patisambhidiimagga besides this one, always with the
simple function of making unshakable whatever thought is being
developed (cf. p. 92 above). Discussion twenty is on the topic 'the
universe is empty (Siinya)', explained as meaning that it is empty of
any 'soul' or 'self (iitman), empty of anything 'belonging to a 'self '
(iitmaniya, or 'having the nature of a self/soull). The theme of
'empty' is then developed under twenty-four headings (a favourite
number in this school), all aspects of the same point : everything is
empty of a soul/self (which means empty of anything permanent,
eternal). This leads to discussion twenty-one on understanding
(pajfiii), explained as observing impermanence, unhappiness, nonsoul and so on. 'Intuition-understanding' (patibhiinu+rqa3fiii)
is called
'smiling (hka) understanding', where 'smiling' is explained as 'joyous' : evidently the true happiness of one who understands the
universe in its true reality and is freed from the unhappy pursuit of
error. The remaining discussions are brief supplements of less importance (22 : power, rddhi; 23 : 'insight', abhisamaya;are worth noting).
Most (but not all) of the ideas in the Patisambhidiimagga may be
found in the Tripitaka, though a proportion of these may belong only
to a slightly later stratum than the texts we studied in Chapter Four.
Some of the terms used are practically synonyms for what seem to have
been the more original expressions (no doubt the language, the
current vocabulary, was changing as fashions in vocabulary change in
all languages). What is really new in the Sthaviraviida book is that a
considerable step has been taken from the short and apparently
simple description of the way given by the Buddha, though repeated
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in varying manners, with varing aspects and stresses, on countless
occasions in the different dialogues and discourses, towards a single
all embracing account in which, ideally, everything he was recorded
to have said should find its proper place. The Buddha had taught
orally and spontaneously, suppose now he had instead retired to some
quiet place and written a book, a single book setting out his doctrine
fully, then it might be thought he would have produced some such
book as this (which the school later ascribed to Siiriputra).To answer
the need in an age of highly organised 'monasteries' and 'schools'
for a more academic type of textbook than the old Tripifaka Siitra,
works such as the PafirambhidZmaggawere compiled. Later writers of
the Sthaviraviida school made several more attempts to produce this.
'book of the way', which should include everything and interrelate
everything,until the ideal was practically achieved (in the 5th century
A.D.). Other schools made similar attempts in accordance with their
own views. New systematisation is most conspicuous in knowledges 5
-9 of the first Kathii, from grasping the universal characteristicsof the
principles to equanimity about the forces, later known as the 'ten'
insight knowledges. New ideas include the conduct or behaviour
(caly6 or c&a) of consciousness, later called the thought-series (see
p. 310 below), and the technical terms 'own-being' (wabhZva) and
'function' (rusa). Knowledge 1 takes its nuZt&i from the Ddottara
The Petakopadesa 'Instruction (Directions) about the (3) Traditions', is a work quite different from anythingwe have met so far (but
cf. p. 213 above, Prajiiaptiviida, etc.). It is not concerned with the
doctrine as such but with scholastic methodology. As distinguished
from the study of logic, which overlaps with it in part in that it aims
to determine what statements can be deduced from, or are compatible
with, certain given statements and what are the relationships between
given terms in a system, this 'methodology' (Pali netti, Sansk~itnetri
if used in this sense -cf. p. 382 below, Chapter Ten) is concerned
with all aspects of interpretation, including the reexposition or
paraphrasing of doctrine for teaching purposes. It should be compared with parallel developments in the same period in the Brahmanical
tradition of Vedic exegesis and of the organisation of knowledge
generally : mim&wi ('investigation', 'exegesis') with its elaboration of
rules of interpretation of Vedic texts; tantrayukti ('combination',
'scheme', 'congruence' -yukh- of the 'system' - t a m ) , the methodology of constructing a branch of science or a treatise on it, the
earliest discussion on which, now extant, appearing to be the appendix to Kauplya's ArthaSctEtra
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The methodology of the P e ? a k ~ a . soperates
a
at two levels, with
reference to (1) the wording of a statement and (2) the meaning.'
The Tripitaka is vast in extent : suppose now one wishes to expound
its doctrine, or part of it, how can one proceed in such a way as to
restate this (as a commentary on a particular text from it or as an
independent exposition) without misrepresentation or falsification
(unintentional, of course)?How can one guard against mistakes and
misunderstandings ? By following this method attributed to
Mah%k%ty%yana,
which considers the whole Tripitaka in its aspects as,
wording and as meaning and shows how the extremely various
wordings Eound reduce to a simple yet all embracing scheme of
meanings. Many examples are given, particularlyfrom the poetic texts
of the IQudraka, to show how with all their varied imagery and
metaphor every one of them in fact expounds the teaching of the
Buddha. If these poetic texts are used in teaching, therefore, these
fundamental meanings are to be drawn from them and pointed out.
When scrutinising the wording one should look for such points
as whether a word (or phrase) states the 'characteristic' ( w a n a ) of
some principle (indicating its class), or its immediate cause, or
whether a word is actually a synonym for the standard name of a
principle in the system. We may have a 'reversal', that is a statement
of the opposed factor (such as 'wrong' contrasted with 'right') which
may be converted into its opposite for explanatory purposes. There is
of course the 'combination' or 'congruence' (yukti) of a statement
one wishes to make by way of comment, with the Siitra, by making a
citation (apudka) from the latter. One should determine whether the
text is about the Truths, groups, bases, entrances, faculties or conditioned origination, for, it is said, there is no siitrawhich is not about
one of these six (this is done by collating with other siitras). There
is also a fourfold purely linguistic analysis investigating the grammar,
etc. Altogether there are sixteen investigationsof this type which may
be applied to the wording in order to clarify it.
On the side of the meaning, according to the Petak@&sa, the
doctrine of the Tripitaka may be summed up in any of three ways. All
the teaching is (1) about either the four 'errors' (see p. 300 above)
or their four opposites (the right views that there is ugliness in the
ugly, unhappiness in unhappiness, impermanence in the impermanent and no soul in non-soul: meaning of course that one haying
1. See ~Zpamoli'sintroduction to his translation of the text, pp. xxiiif.
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right views will not seek happiness in the unhappiness which is
transmigration but will instead seek freedom from this, seeing the
unhappiness for what it is and not being attracted by its delusory
promises); or (2) about either the three 'roots' of bad action or the
three roots of good action (above p. 292); or (3) either about desire
(in the bad sense, t ~ n a and
) ignorance (auidya) or about calming
(Samatha, the basis of concentration and meditation) and insight
(vipa.$anci, the basis of understanding: these two principles were made
prominent in the Patisambhidamagga). All 'the other statements of
doctrine may be subsumed under one of these three types (this is set
out in some detail in the text), moreover the first (known as the pair
of 'tetrads' since it has four bad principles and four good) can be
reduced to the second (the pair of 'triads') and this in turn to the
third (the pair of 'dyads'). These three (1-3)are known as the three
'schemes' (ncya) of the meaning.
Having checked the wording according to the sixteen investigations proposed above (having therefore reduced it to the standard
terms of the system) there are two 'schemes' (naya) to be applied to
it in order to fit it into the above standardised meanings: (4) it is to
be classified under one of the three schemes of meaning according
as it has tetrad, triad or dyad form; (5) it is to be classified as referring
to the bad or the good and ranged accordingly under the bad or good
member of the 'pair' within that meaning scheme. These two ( 4 5 )
are known as the two schemes of the wording.
This in broad outline is the method proposed by 'Mahfikatyfiyana'
(incidentallywith some picturesque terminology: of the five 'schemes'
the first is called the 'lions' play', the second the 'trefoil' and the fifth
the 'elephant hook'). Afterwards it was put to practical use by commentators of the Sthaviravfida school in writing commentaries on all
the books of the Tripitaka Apart from this method, however, there are
a few new doctrinal ideas introduced incidentally (and ~ u i t casually)
e
in the course of working the examples used. One or two of these are
of major significance for the later history of Buddhism and must not
be overlooked.
In a discussion on conditioned origination1we find the following
distinction noted between 'cause' (hetu) and 'condition' (Fatyaya):
the cause is the 'own-being' (suabhaua) (of a principle) ;the condition
is the 'other-being' (parabhEua). The cause is internal (to the se-
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quence, series, stream of a 'person's' thoughts); the condition is
external. The important new concepts here are the 'own-being'
contrasted with the 'other-being', especially the idea that any principle has an 'own-being'. In the Petakc@adesathe idea is not further
developed and 'own-being' may mean no more than 'internal' as
opposed to external, but afterwards the school (and other schools)
put new significance into it and thereby laid themselves open to
sweeping denunciation by Nagarjuna in the 2nd century A.D.
In giving definitions the work uses in one place a threefold
scheme: the 'characteristic' (lak+ana),the 'appearance' or 'manifestation' (p-atyupusthana) and the 'immediate cause' (padusthanu).'
It appears that the school was not entirely satisfied with the
Petakopadesa, consequently we find in the Nettippakarana a complete
recomposition of the work, with some omissions and some additions.
The method is practically the same, with the introduction of one or
two refinements in the investigations of the wording and an inversion
in the order of the three meaning schemes. The chapter on the
'schemes' is somewhat enlarged and covers the reduction of a further
range of doctrinal statements to the three meaning schemes, making
the method more comprehensive or at least showing clearly how it is
to be used over a much wider range of texts. On the whole, however,
the improved work is ccnsiderably shorter and much more compact.

Ceylon
All the Sthaviraviida texts we have considered above may be presumed
to have been composed in India, probably in Avanti (there is little
tangible evidence: it is a matter of probabilities at present; Avanti with
Daisma and perhaps still the original Sthaviravsda centre at KauSambi
in Vatsa was the main territory of the school in the period when these
texts were composed; the literary activitywe find later in Ceylon shows
a fresh phase of theorising). As the Tripitaka was brought to Ceylon
in and after the 3rd century B.C. (probably piecemeal as monks who
knew the various sections of it settled in the Island and passed on
what they knew to their students) these newer texts were gradually
brought in with it.
The centre of the Sthaviravsdain Ceylon was the Great VihFirajust
outside the capital, Anuradhapura, founded in 256 B.c.* in the reign
1. pp. 128 f.
2. Year 12 of ASoka : Eggermont, Chronology, 51 ff.
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of King Devhiimpriya Tisya. The same king built other viharas and
pagodas around his capital and Buddhism became firmly established.'
Unfortunately it is not possible within the scope ofthis book to enter
in any detail into the history of Ceylon. The next important reign in
Ceylon was that of (in Pali) Dutihagiimani (104-80 B.c.?),regarded
as a national hero on account of his successful wars against the
Tamils (who had invaded the Islarid). These wars, however, are of no
significance for Buddhism, for we are told that both sides were good
Buddhists. After his victory Dutthagamani engaged in great building
works for Buddhism, including a nine storeyed Brazen Palace at the
Great Vihara for the purpose of holding the posadha ceremonies and
the vast Great Pagoda (enshrining portions of the ashes of the
Buddha which had been obtained by marvellous means). In the
middle of the 1st century B.C.Ceylon went through a period of
disasters: a rebellion dethroned King Vatpgamani and at the same
time there was a Tamil invasion from south India, years of chaos
followed and a severe famine. Many Buddhist monks died of starvation
along with many of the lay population: if the people could not feed
themselves how could they support monks ? The only recourse was to
leave the desolate country, and a good many monks succeeded in
travelling to India, where they could stay with communities in more
prosperous countries.
After fourteen years Vatpgiimani managed to regain his throne
and expel the invaders (32 B.c.?). The country was gradually restored
and the monks returned from overseas and rejoined the remnant who
had survived in remote mountain districts of Ceylon. The king built
new viharas, but one of these, the Abhayagiri (founded 28 B.c.?) at
once became the centre of a schism: the king donated it to an
individual monk with whom he associated instead of to the community. Reconciliation between the Great Vihara and this new community established by the king for his favourites proved impossible, the
recipient of the Abhayagiri was fonnally,expelledfrom the Sthaviravfida
cowmunity and the two viharas became separate schools (and remained so for twelve centuries, after which they were at last united).
It was after this final blow of the schism, as a result of which the
SthaviravZda lost the favour of the king, that the monks of the school
saw how precarious was even the survival of their tradition and of the
Tripituka itself. The texts were still handed down only by memory and
1. Mahivarya XX, verses 17 ff.
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after the famine it had been discovered that one Tripitakatext, of the
&d~aka (the Niddesa, p. 287 above),was remembered only by a single
surviving monk. Students were at once set to learn it from him, but
the warning was remembered. No doubt a text lost i11 Ceylon could
have been replaced from India in that period, but in any case the
Ceylon community sought to secure their tradition. At the a o k a
Vihiira, far from the dissensions of the capital, they set to work (c. 20
B.c.) with materials provided by local patronage and wrote down all
their texts on prepared palm leaves. They wrote their Tripitaka in Pali
and, we are told, the commentaries on it in the language of Ceylon
of that period (wfeshall have to say more of these commentaries later).
This is sometimes reckoned as the 'fourth rehearsal'.
Henceforth the Sthaviravada was sometimes in favour, sometimes
out of favour, with the kings of Ceylon, but on the whole they
flourished and developed their studies and literary work, which now
entered a new phase. The Abhayagirivasinswent their own way, which
proved to be less conservative and orthodox, receptive to the ideas of
the Mahayiina and so diverging in doctrine from the Sthaviravada.

The Commentaries
According to the Sthavirav%datradition1commentaries (Pali aEhakuthE,
literally 'discussions on the meaning') were brought to Ceylon by
Mahendra along with the Tripitaka when Buddhism was first introduced into the island. Whereas the Tripitakaitselfwas kept in the Pali
language of India, these commentaries were put into old Sinhalese to
enable the islanders to understand the texts. The history of these
commentaries has been carefully studied by Dr. Adikaram2 in a
remarkable pioneering work which has been strangely neglected b
students of the history of Buddhism (probably because it was pu
lished in Ceylon and few people outside the Island have been aware
of its existence). To summarise his findings very briefly : (1) none of
these Sinhalese commentaries is now extant, for they were eventually
replaced by the Pali versions of them which we now use (made in the
5th century A.D.); (2) nevertheless these Pali versions reproduce the
contents, or part of the contents, of the Sinhalese commentaries,
apart from introductory and concluding remarks by the translators,
and on rare occasions a comment added by a translator (and stated

d

1. DA I 1, MA I 1, SA I 1, AA I 1, Dhs A I 1.
2. Early Histmy of Buddhism in Ceylon, Migoda ( Puswella), 1946.
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to be his own) on a point not clarified in his Sinhalese sources: they
are not word by word translations of specific texts, for there was a
plurality of old commentaries which was reduced to a single Pali
version for each Tripitaka book, selecting what the translator considered necessary, but despite this 'editing' and the exceptions noted
above they are in effect translations of material much older than
themselves, not, as is widely assumed, new compositions of the 5th
century A.D.;(3) the period of composition of the Sinhalese originals
ended in the 1st centuryA.D., practically nothing is known -or likely
- to have been added later; (4) despite additions down to the 1st
century A.D.in Ceylon the formation of these commentaries reaches
back into the older Indian tradition expounding the texts of the
school; (5) many Sthaviravada teachers are mentioned by name for
their individual views on interpretation, the majority of these lived in
Ceylon in the 1st century B.C. and the 1st century A.D.'
Whether or not, then, versions of the commentaries were written
down, as the tradition states, in the 1st century B.c., some additional
explanations were added during the century that followed, after which
this corpus of comment became closed. What interests us now is the
new ideas which appear in it, which seem to have developed in the
school between the composition of the last Abhidharma texts, and of
the Pa(isambhi&mugga, Pe@opadesaand Nettzppakara- and the end of
the 1st century A.D.For the most part we are not told who first
suggested these new ideas (it is only when there is controversy that
names are mentioned). Apparently they were already accepted among
the Ceylon monks, perhaps even in Dutfhagamani's time (when some
of the monks mentioned by name lived). Some of them were accepted
in other schools of Buddhism, in India, in which case they are not
likely to have originated in Ceylon as late as the 1st century A.D.For
our present purpose, however, it is sufficient to have this general
impression of the chronology of ideas.
The most significant new idea in the commentaries is the definition of a 'principle' or 'element' ( d h a m ): dharmas are what have (or
'hold', 'maintain', dhris the nearest equivalent in the language to the
1. Dhammadinna, Malayadeva, c. 100 B.c. (time of Dutthag2mqi); Buddharakkhita,
c. 70 B.c.; Upatissa, Mahapaduma (probably the most famous acatyctexegete),
Mahkumana, Phussadeva (11),Cfilasiva, Mahaiva (time of Vatpgamani and his
successor); Culanaga, Mahadhammarakkhita, Culabhaya, Mahabhaya (fl. c. A.D.
20-30); are among the more outstanding teachers mentioned. Only two named
teachers can be dated later than A.D. 50 (one c. A.D. 60 and one c. A.D. 130).
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English 'have') their own own-being (svabhava).' It is added that they
naturally (yathcisvabhcivatas) have this through conditions (pratyaya).
The ide; is that they are distinct, definable, principles in the constitution of the universe. This Abhidharma commentary which we have
quoted seeks to complete and finalise the statements of the
Dhammasamgani by enumerating and defining (by their respective
own-beings) all the principles, elements, which ultimately are real.
Where the original text says 'and whatever others occur. . .' the
commentary lists them all. All synonymous terms for principles are
identified (and explained as approached from different standpoints)
so that the apparently exhaustive list reduces to considerably less than
one hundred principles out of which all experience is constructed.
The additions are not numerous and are all found in the SCtra (they
include 'compassion' and 'attention').
The definitions or descriptions of all these principles are based on
the threefold scheme anticipated in the Petakopadesa of stating the
'characteristic', 'appearance' and 'immediate cause' of each, but a
fourth aspect is added (Ps), the 'function' ('essence', rasa in a
technical sense: see 'The Origins. . . Rasa') . For example 'earth' has
the characteristic of 'hardness', the function of 'supporting', the
appearance of 'accepting (a weight)'. 'Water' has the characteristic
of 'fluidity', the function of 'making increase (i.e. making swell up) ',
the appearance of 'cohesion'. 'Heat' has the characteristic of 'hotness', the function of 'maturing', the appearance of 'making soft'.
'Air' has the characteristic of 'inflating', the function of 'movement',
the appearance of 'making move'.'As to the immediate causes of
these four 'great realities', they are all the immediate causes of one
another (for every molecule of matter contains all of them and they
cannot occur independently: this is why they are no longer the old
four elements but Buddhistic properties or 'principles' not different
in nature from the mental forces,with which they arekquallymomentary) -cf. the Patthcina condition of 'simultaneous origin'.
To add examples from the forces: 'concentration' has the characteristic of 'leading', also 'nonconfusion', the function of 'combining
principles which originate simultaneously', the appearance of 'calm',
the immediate cause of 'happiness'.' 'Compassion' has the charac1. In Pali attano pana sabhauan dharenti ti dhamrmi. Dhs A 39.
2. Dhs.4332.
3. DhsA 118f.
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teristic of 'promoting the removal of the unhappiness of others', the
function of 'not enduring the unhappiness of others', the appearance
of 'harmlessness', the immediate cause of 'seeing the state of helpless
ness of those overwhelmed by unhappiness'.'
In this way descriptions are proposed for all the principles
recognised. We may note that in many cases alternative definitions
(characteristics, etc.) are suggested: we have in these ancient 'discussions on the meaning' not a dogmatic system but an enquiry carried
on by these old teachers of the school into the real nature of things.
They build on what has come down to them but they also seek to
extend and improve it, and some conclusions they offer as tentative
or controversial. That they themselves enquired into natural phenomena in order to extend the system and improve it is shown, for
instance, by some observations of physical phenomena which ,are
recorded in the commentaries, as: that sound travels more slowly than
light, which is observed when one watches a man cutting down a tree
from a distance, seeing his body move before one hears the sound.'
The study of psychological processes, particularly of perception
and cognition, is as we might expect the most detailed. Putting
together the various suggestions offered by the Abhidharma,
Patisambhid6maggaand observation, the old teachers worked out the
mechanism of the stream of consciousness, the thought-series
(cittavithi) in which mental principles occur.' For example when one
is disturbed by some outside event producing a sensory impression,
this is followed by a mental 'impulsion' and 'supports', a mental
impression, investigation, and delimitation of the object. Then a
series of mental events may occur, leading perhaps to the 'identification' of the disturbing object. If the object is of no interest the series
will then revert to its neutral state (supposing one had been sleeping
and then goes back to sleep), otherwise further mental results may
occur, which may be of moral significance also. All these events are
known as 'moments' (kana), the moment.being a discrete irreducible atom of the series in time. We thus have here an atomic theory
of processes in time, with reference to the thought-series of a living
being (only, as the commentary carefully points out, there is no
being, only the series). In the minimum case considered of a neutral
1. DhsA193.

2. DhsA313.
3. See particularly DhsA 269 ff., Ps I 79-83.
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(sleeping) series disturbed, with identification of the object and,
since it proves to be of no interest, immediate reversion to the neutral
series, there are reckoned seventeen moments, if the preceding
neutral moment at the beginning and the succeeding one at the end
are included.
A parallel development in the study of logic can be seen in the
commentaries on the KathGvatthu and the Yamaka. The interesting
distinction is pointed out1that it is not the expression (words)which
is the measure (standard, authority: pramGna), but the meaning (if
this were not so one could not escape the equivocations which
threaten the Sthaviraviida in some of the KathGvatthu controversies,
particularly that on the 'person'). The point had been worked out in
the study of distribution (the word used in the technical sense of
'term' in logic is in fact artha in these texts, which generally means
'meaning' outside this technical usage: the logical term, then, is in
this school not the words, for which synonyms could be substituted,
but the principle they refer to, the meaning; their logic is a logic of
meaning, of principles, not of words, and it is governed by the
realities alone recognised in the Abhidha~ma,
so that whatever does not
refer to such a reality has no meaning in the philosophical sense and
is not a term).
The Sthaviraviida commentaries contain much else besides philosophy. Here we may just mention the introductory narrative to the
commentary on theJGtaka, which contains the school's version of the
elaborate legend of the Buddha which by now had overlaid the few
simple episodes from his life in the authentic Trifitaka, and which is
perhaps best discussed in connection with the schools which concerned themselves most with this 'buddhology'.

The Caitikas, Ldhra and the SPtavaana Empire
As the Empire of Magadha declined the Southern part of it broke away
under a certairi~imuka(into whose controversialorigins we need not
enter here), who founded the SPtav2hana dynasty,which proved to be
one of the longest-survivingimperial dynasties in history. The date
of its origin is not yet established, but the consensus of conflicting
records appears to indicate the time of the revolt of the General
Pu~yamitra.The SStadanas generally favoured Buddhism, and also
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Jainism, and should probably be regarded as the most direct successors to the policies of the Mauryan emperors, whilst Pusyamitra
abolished these in favour of reestablishing orthodox Brahmanism.
No hypothesis is more likely than that the separation of the South
from Magadha reflected an ideological division produced by P u : v i t r a
and the Brahmanical party when they ended the policy of honouring
and supporting all the sects and sought to advance only their own.
The party of toleration rallied in the South, which refused to accept
the rule of the General, and the Empire was divided. IKL VI $4351.
The Satavahana empire was based on the countries of h d h r a and
Mah%r@.ra.Its strength increased while Pusyamitra's successors fought
a series of wars against the Greeks in Vahika and finally lost control
of most of the countries which Magadha had conquered (Koiala,
Paficala, Vatsa, Surasena, the &junayana Republic in Matsya, etc.,
became independent towards the end of the 2nd century B.c.).At this
time the Satavahanas conquered Avanti and DaSarna and other
countries. Eventually in B.C.30 they conquered Magadha itself. It is
not established which Satavahana emperor achieved this: the most
likely one is Meghasvati (or -wadi), in whose reign the Caitika school
originated, according to K'ouei-ki.' By the end of the 1st centuryA.D.
the Siitavahanas had lost both Avanti and Magadha and a new empire
had been established over northern India, as we shall see later in this
chapter.
No Caitika literature is now known to exist, unless in a modified
form incorporated in Mahayana texts. The Kathgvatthu Commenta?y
ascribes a good many grounds refuted in the Kathauatthu to the
k d h r a schools generally (which would imply the Caitikas) and some
,
and Siddharthika schools.
to the Piirva Saila, Apara ~ a i l aRgjagirika

1. Lamotte HBI 310, if Hao-yun wang=Meghasvadi (a liberal patron of Buddhism).
The Purwic chronology of the SataMhanas is doubtful for the earlier period and
not completely reliable for the later (see e.g. Gopalachari in the Compehasive
H i s t q ofIndia11 326f., though we d o not follow his theory). If we place PuIum2yi
I 105years before Gautamipuua according to the Mnqaand VayuPuranas(which
agree o n the total
though not o n all the details) then the accession of
Pujurnayi I f d s in about 1B.C. (following the usually accepted date for Gautamipuaa,
not Gopalachari's). If the Pur2gic list between Meghasvati and Pulumayi I is-then
accepted we get c. 55 B.C. for the accession of MeghasMti, but the intervening kings
are not well attested and one or two of them may be 'duplicates' produced by
confusion in comparing sources, which would make MeghasvPti a decade o r two
later. Gopalachari has suggested that 'Svati' is simply a repetition of Meghasvati,
which would eliminate 18 years.
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Many of these are grounds of abhidham and progress on the way, but
the most significant are probably those relating to the Buddha. The
k d h r a schools are said to have held that the Buddha's discourse
(vyavahara) is transcendental,' that the power (yddhi) of the Buddha
or his pupils enables them to effect whatever they wish, regardless of
the laws of nature2and that a (or the) bodhisattva (future buddha) was
(among his numerous previous lives sometimes) reborn in very
unhappy circumstances ('ruin', i.e. in purgatory, as an animal, a ghost
or a demon) of his own free will (i.e. not as a result of his previous
actions) .' They also held that the special 'strengths' (bala, but not the
usual ones) of the Buddha are all common to his pupils as welL4The
two ~ a i l schools
a
are said to have held that the bodhisattva was born
certain of attaining enlightenment.=The Ejagirikas and Siddhiirthikas
are said to have held that principles are not classifiableunder .other
principles, nor conjoined with other principles, and that 'mental
principles' (caitasikas,i.e. the 'forces') do not exist.6All these grounds
suggest that the general drift of the ideas of this group of schools was
towards making the Buddha completely transcendent, beyond the
laws of nature, and then to project this transcendence back over his
previous existence as bodhisattva. If the Buddha's strengths were
shared with his pupils, this might seem to imply that the pupils were,
though not buddhas (which no school of Buddhism ever asserted),
themselves bodhisattvas having this transcendent nature. The nonexistence of the mental principles would radically change abhidham
theory and abolish large parts of it. Limited to the two latest schools
of the group it may not be of such significance as the other grounds,
yet it suggests that what seem to be fundamental and early abhidhanna
ideas were likely to be challenged by monks in the k d h r a communities.
As we shall see in the next chapter, the Mahayana originated in
the south of India and almost certainly in the h d h r a country, among
these communities. It is here, therefore, that we have to look for the
transition which led to this new kind of schism, if it is correct to call
Kvu 221 ff.
Kvu 606ff.
Kvu 623 ff.
Kvu 228ff.
5. Kvu480.
6. Kvu 335 ff.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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it such, when the Mahayana put forward its essential new doctrine of
'Buddhahood' (not mere enlightenment as formerly conceived) as
the proper aim of the Buddhist and the conduct of the bodhisattua, the
future buddha, as therefore the proper course of training to be undertaken. The earlier Mahasamgha schools had opened the way towards
this eventual development, and indeed they are claimed as forerunners by the Mahayana.' The original school had made a sharp
distinction between the arhant and the Buddha, making it relatively
easy to become an arhant, whereas a buddha is still a rare and possibly
superhuman being. The Lokottaravada completed that process of
separation by putting forward the view that the Buddha was a transcendent being whose body was not of this world. This naturally led to
increased interest in the story of the Buddha's life, and to some extent
in his former lives leading up to this consummation. The Bahuirutiyas
held that the Buddha had a 'transcendent' teaching as well as
teaching which was 'of the world' (where 'transcendent' is clearly
connected with niwana). Probably they rejected the Lokottaravada
view, which would surely not so restrict any attribute of the transcendent Buddha. According to the Sthaviravada tradition the Caitika
school was an offshoot of the Bahuirutiyas, whilst other versions
appear to make it secede from the original Mahasqghika school. In
either case they evidently developed the transcendentalist ideas in a
new way, perhaps parallel to the Lokottaravada at first but probably
going beyond the positions of the older school. The Buddha's
discourse was transcendental (all of it), his enlightenment was already determined when he was born, he could set aside natural laws
(and so presumably produce any miraculous effects he wished). In his
previous lives as the bodhisattua he already enjoyed supreme mastery
over the principles of transmigration and was reborn in his successive
lives at his own free will, having apparently already passed beyond any
further effects of his former actions when he first became a bodhisattua.
Similarly, perhaps, his present pupils enjoyed this mastery and could
set aside natural laws, which would imply that they were now balhkuttuas
as he had been formerly: that they aimed to be buddhm in the remote
future, not simply arhants attaining final niwana now.
Surely we are here in the presence of the ideas which will form the
basis of the Mahayiina, if we can trust our source (the other sources
1. See e.g. Demieville : 'L'origine des sectes bouddhiques d'apr6sParam2rtha1,MCB
I 15 ff.
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on the schools are all confused or inadequate on the Caitika doctrines and trace their schism only to a legal dispute on 'entrance' to
the community; Ceylon would be in closer touch with h d h r a than
writers in northern India). As to their literary expression, some of the
early (short) Mahiiyiina siitraslong afterwards collected in the 'Great'
Ratnukiita group may have been taken over from the h d h r a schools,
for example the R&#rapElaparipycchi, though they may have been
modified in ways which it would be hard to trace. If attention
came to be focused on the conduct of the bodhisattva it woukl be
natural to give literary form to the theory of his long progress, not
simply to celebrate the virtues of the Buddha (as in the Sthaviravfida
CariyEptaka, see p. 286 above) but in order to lay down the practical
programme to be embarked on by new bodhisattvas. The
Bodhisattvapipitakas
of the Dharmaguptakas, Bahuirutiyas and probably
the h d h r a schools no doubt provided extensive materials for such
a reworking.

The LokottaravFda and BahuSrutiya :The Legend of the Buddha and

e o s a
We left the history of northern India with the Greek invaders
established in V%hikain the middle of the 2nd century B.C. and several
of its countries independent (under various dynasties) soon afterwards, leaving Magadha itself to be conquered by h d h r a a century
later. We noted earlier that some of the Greeks supported Buddhism
or 'principle' and assimilated themselves to their new home and a
new civilisation in this way. One Greek king deserves particular
mention: Menandros (Prakrit Menemdra on his bilingual coins,
Sanskrit Milindra, Pali Milinda), who reigned according to the latest
authority' c. 155-130 B.C. The Buddhists of the Sarvfistiviida,
Sthaviravfida and other schools preserved a celebrated dialogue between the king and a Buddhist monk Niigasena (for whom the
Sa~v&iviidinssubstituted one of their own school, Dhitika), as a
result of which the king became a lay disciple. According to the
Sthaviraviida tradition their version of the dialogue was written in
India during the early 1st century A.D. and immediately brought to
Ceylon (where it is quoted in the commentaries). The known versions in fact differ widely (e.g. the Sthaviraviida made large additions
to theirs). In form the dialogue is modelled on that between the
1. k K Narain : The I?adoGm&.
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Buddha and Ajataiatru but shows also some affinity to the (extant
examples only much later) 'biography' (akhyGyiki) form of Indian
secular literature, with stylish descriptions and narrative of the hero
(Menandros) attaining some end (in this case entering the way of
Buddhism).' The coins of Menandros show that he continued to
recognise the Greek gods, as ASoka supported all sects, as well as
Buddhism. He used the Buddhistwheel (cakra) syrnbolising the wheel
of the doctrine (and the eightfold way) or the 'wheel gem' of a
(Buddhist) universal emperor (probably both).
Greek rule in India was of brief duration. The Greeks did not
strengthen their position by dividing into two kingdoms. The Sakas
(Scythians),barbarian tribes from the north, conquered Sogdia probably during the time of Menandros and immediately pushed on
through Bactria and Aria to the western part of Arachosia, which
came to be called Sakasthana (Seistan) because they settled there in
large numbers. The Greeks in Bactria were forced to pay tribute. After
this the Sakas pushed up through Arachosia and KFipiia into Gandhara.
Their king Moga ('Maues', probably Chinese Mu-kua, with whom the
Chinese fought in central Asia in 102 B.c.) conquered Gandhara at
the beginning of the 1st century B.C.The situation becomes confused
with the simultaneous expansion of Parthia, which had regained its
independence from the Greeks (Seleucids)already in the 3rd century
B.C. The Parthians enlarged their realm to the east at the expense of
, in the case of some of the kings known to have ruled
the ~ a k a sbut
in Sakasthana and Gandhara in the 1st century B.C. the historians do
s Parthians (both were kindred
not agree whether they were ~ a k a or
Iranian peoples, which makes distinction of names difficult). Aja I
ruled after Moga in these regions, perhaps overthrowing the mysterious Vanana in Sakasthana and finally ending Greek rule in India by
conquering Vahika. Early in the 1st century A.D., his successors were
engaged in a struggle with t h e Parthian Vindapharna
a . Parthian ruler,
('Gondophernes') in Gandhara and ~ a k a s t h ~ nThis
and the earlier ones, if they were Parthians, was independent of the
main dynasty in Parthia itself. Aja (I or II?) was a patron of Buddhism,
which continued to make progress among all these peoples regardless
of which was the ruling power.
Meanwhile another power had arisen in central Asia. The westward
1. cf. IKL I1 p. 74. NPgasena seems to be a Kyapiya (p. 6).
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expansion of China in the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C. led to a
westward movement of the barbarians of Mongolia (Hunas, 'Huns')
and Sinkiang Among these the Yiiehchih (this is the Chinese name,
pronounced something like 'Yuer-ja') , later known as the Kusanas,
about 160 B.C. were driven out of Sinkiang down the Ili valley by other
tribes and themselves pressed hard on the Sakas. By about 100 B.C.
they had conquered Sogdia and Bactria from the Sakas. More than a
century later their five tribes were united under the rule of a single
king, Kujula KathphiSa, who conquered the eastern Parthian kingdom and IGpiia during his long reign ( c . A.D.15-65). On his coins
he refers to himself (in Gandhari Prakrit) as 'established in principle
(dhama)', as had some of his Greek and Parthian (e.g. ~ ~ a l a h o r a )
predecessors in these regions. It would seem, then, that the Kusana
people had during the century before his reign been assimilated to
the prevailing Buddhist ideology of eastern Iran and with it various
other elements of Indian civilisation (if Kunala had indeed established Indian colonies using Giindhari in Khotan and possibly
Bactria, and the intervening Tukhara, they may already have begun to
adopt this Indian language before the conquest of E p i i a , cf. p. 273
above). Under the next king, Vima KathphiSa, they conquered
Gandhara, Viihika and possibly countries further east and south (it is
uncertain whether Vima Kathphiia or his successor Kaniska I conquered ~iirasena,KoSala, IGSi and other countries and, apparently,
subjected Magadha to vassalage). Kaniska I (A.D.78-102') thus became the emperor of a reunified northern India embracing on the
north-west all the old Mauryan domains in Iran, including Bactria,
Sogdia and some adjacent parts of central Asia perhaps never directly
ruled by the Mauryas. The Sakas became vassals of the Kusanas, often
serving as governors of provinces of the empire (which seems to imply
they became subor'dinate allies of the stronger power against common
enemies). The empire of India was thus divided between the Kusanas
and the Siitavahanas, both upholding in general the policies set by
ASoka and diffusing the civilisation of India. See IKL VI § 4397.
The popularisation of Buddhism was by now based very largely on
the legend of the Buddha. The doctrine itself could be presented
symbolically through this legend, and however far the wandering
teachers of d h a m (in all the senses of that mightily ambiguous word)
1. This date has long been controversial, but remains the most probable.
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went in expounding the Four Truths and the eightfold way, and the
ideal society, they evidently found that itwas generally easier to make
the first impression on their diverse audiences by means of narratives
rather than the dialogues of the Tripitaka. The greatest of these
narratives was the story of the Buddha himself, and the more wonderful it could be made, the more surprising its incidents, the more
effective it seems to have been. At first sight one might suppose this
to correspond to the spread of Buddhism from the more sophisticated
and rationalistic people of India, long accustomed to philosophical
and critical thought, among less civilised peoples who loved the
irrational and the marvellous. However, this supposition would seem
to be decisively set aside by the fact that the experience of the
Buddhists appears to have been just the same in China, whose people,
though attached to a certain mystery and ritualism in the Confucian
tradition and magic and marvels mixed with science in the Taoist,
were not unaccustomed to philosophical criticism. The truth is,
surely, that all societies contain very varied strata of educated and
uneducated people, where also the educated (in our sense) do not
usually coincide to any appreciable extent with the wealthy and the
powerful. When Buddhism was popularised outside the circles of the
philosophers, the Sramanas and those influenced by them, of those
inclined to 'leave the world' in search of peace of mind and freedom,
then even in India the means of appeal to the uneducated were sought
and adopted.
We have already referred to the MahrZuastu (p. 266 above) as
perhaps the first full scale biography of the Buddha, in which around
the scanty record of the original Vinaya many new epis~des
have been
gathered. It is in a mixture of prose and verse and the metrical part
can be dated at about the end of the 2nd century B.C. on the grounds
of the history of metre. This does not tell us whether the prose is later
or earlier or contemporaneous, but as generally the two forms paraphrase one another this does not greatly affect us here. In roughly the
same period every school of Buddhism seems to have equipped itself
with a similar biography of the Buddha. The Sthaviravada version is,
as already mentioned (p. 311 above), in their commentary on the
JGtaka, where it is called the NidGnakathrT,That it is purely commentarial
suggests a date in the 1st century B.C. or later. The less conservative
Lokottaravada included their Mah&uastuin the Tripitaka itself, in the
Vinaya. The KiiSyapiya Buddhaj6takanidEna probably had the same
status as the Nidenakathi. Whether the ~cik~arnunibuddhacan'ta
or
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Abhini~kramanasTitrawas included in the Tripitaka of the
Dharmaguptakas, to whom it is said1 to belong, is uncertain. The
Mahiiiisaka Vinayapi?akamiilamay well have been included in their
commentary on the Vinaya, an extension of a historical introduction
to this commentary similar to that of the Sthaviravgda Vinaya commentary. According to the &kyamunibuddhucurituthe'Mah-ghikas'
called their biography 'MahZvastu', which would seem to mean that
not only the Lokottaraviida but the more original Mahiisamghika
school also had such a text, though it has not survi~ed.~
The
Sarviistiwida produced a more poetic work than any of these, the
Lalitavistara (afterwardsappropriated by the Mahiiyfinists and further
elaborated, in which form the Sanskrit text has come down to us).
Much later still the MiilasarvFistivadins prepared a biography more
complete than any of these and boldly placed it in extenso in their
greatly enlarged Vinaya. Several other biographies are extant in
Chinese translations, but have not yet been assigned to any schools.
All these biographies agree in their main outlines and essential
episodes, but differ completely in their actual texts, styles, and innumerable details. Whatever borrowing there was between the schools
took place not in the period of formation of their common original
Tripi?aka,in which no such biography occurs (as we saw in Chapter
Three), but much later, when the Sthaviravadinsand probably some
others had closed their Tn'fipp~against
further additions. In a sense
the legend of the Buddha belongs not to the schools but to the
popular Buddhism of the ordinary laity in which the doctrinal differences which split the schools count for practically nothing -in short
to Buddhism as a religion, not to Buddhism as a philosophy. There
is among the ordinary lay people a Buddhism of simple 'confidence'
in the Buddha, flavoured with a more or less vague knowledge of the
virtues he taught and some feeling for the renunciation, compassion
and calm he exemplifies,expressed through the quiet devotion of
offeringflowers at a pagoda or in a shrine house (i.e. a temple) where
the Buddha is depicted in painting and sculpture along with scenes
from his life. The difference is perhaps not very great even between
followers of the ancient Sthaviraviida and of the Mahiiyfma. All are
unmistakably Buddhists, only the Tibetan followersof the Mantrama

1. By Demi&ille, MCB I 61. ,
2. An episode from it which is not in the M b h c is &en

(Bed315 ff).
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are more overtly fervent, and vigorous rather than calm in their ritual
exercises.
The legend of the Buddha usually begins with an account of the
meeting of the future Buddha with a Buddha of an earlier cycle of the
universe, many thousands of millions of years ago, called Dipamkara
Buddha (as 'our' Buddha is ~ i i k ~ a m u n
Buddha).
i
He honoured
Dipamkara and thought of becoming a Buddha himself, and the
latter 'determined' (in effect predicted) that in the remote future he
would become a Buddha. It is to be noted that there is no question
of his becoming a follower, certainly not a monk, of Dipamkara or
of any of the other earlier Buddhas, some of whom he meets. By
definition a Buddha has to discover the doctrine for himself, independently, moreover if he followed the way of an earlier Buddha and
attained extinction he could not, obviously, be reborn. His way must
be different from the eightfold way. Hence, having become a future
Buddha, a bodhisattua, by forming the wish and having it approved by
Dipwkara, the 'great being' (mahrtsattva),as he is sometimes called,
went his own way, which in fact meant the countless lives some of
which are described in the jrZtaka stories. The idea here came to be
that through this hard and long way of training he gradually perfected himself, through practice established himself unshakably in all the
virtues necessary for a buddha.
After the last of these previous lives on earth the bodhisattua was
reborn among the Tusita gods (p. 149 above), where for an inconceivably long time he enjoyed divine bliss, resting and relaxing, as it were,
before his final labours. When he felt the time was right he chose a
suitable place to be born, and suitable parents, and descended to
earth. In the imperial age in which this legend was developed it would
not do to have the bodhisattua born in anything less than an imperial
family. The republican nature of the Sakya state is glossed over.
~ u d d h o d a n ais now a king, at least equal to his contemporary
Bimbisara of Magadha, and the bodhisattua is the heir apparent.
Moreover ~uddhodana'sfamily is descended from the first king, the
'Great Elect', via the great emperors who ruled justly, who are deScribed in the Tripitaka, and the Solar dynasty of the Puranic tradition.
The birth is attended by miracles: the conception of the bodhisattv/t is
an immaculate one, so is his birth. His mother experiences no pain,
only pleasure, and he is born magically through her side without even
touching her. Gods and goddesses are standing by to take him up and
streams of warm and cool water descend from the heavens to wash
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him, although there is no impurity and the action is a purely ritual
one. The babe takes seven steps in each direction (said to symbolise
the seven factors of enlightenment) and announces his greatness and
that this is his last birth. Lotuses spring up under his feet as he walks.
From now on marvellous signswill accompany the bodhisattva throughout his life, the gods will be his constant servants and there will be
any number of miracles. His mother cannot live longer as an earthly
woman and after seven days dies and is reborn among the Thirty
Three gods, where eventually her son will visit her and teach her the
doctrine.
The brahmans examine the babe and foretell a great future for
him: he wiil become either a universal emperor or a buddha. Here
occurs the popular episode of the great seer Asita ('Black'), who
predicts that he will definitely become a buddha a_nd.then weeps
because he himself will not live long enough to hear the Buddha
teach. This episode existed (separately) before 200 B.c., for a poetic
version of it is found in the Suttanipata of the Sthaviravada Tripitaka:'
'Then to Asita the sakyas showed the son,
a boy flaming like gold
In a crucible, gladdening the expert smith,
brilliant with good fortune, unequalled in beauty.
Seeing the boy brightening as a flame,
like the pure bull of stars, the sky-goer,
The Sun radiant as in autumn when the clouds have gone,
he rejoiced and was filled with affection. . .'
This is comparatively restrained and the whole poem is quite short.
When itill in early childhood, the bodhisattua is taken out to see a
ploughing ritual, but sits under'a tree and attains the first meditation.
Miraculously the tree's shadow remains without moving, protecting
him from the Sun as long as he meditates. ~uddhodana,however, is
determined that his son shall be an emperor, not a buddha, and takes
all possible steps to prevent Asi'ta's prediction from coming true. This
is primarily the responsibility of the ladies; luxurious palaces are built
and the bodhisattva is married as soon as possible as well as being
provided with innumerable female attendants skilled in all the arts.
1. Sn 679-698 (what then follows is a much older poem).
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But knowledge of the true reality of the world and human life cannot
be permanently kept from the young man. On drives through the city
of Kapilavastu and out to parks he inevitably sees four 'portents' (all
predicted by Asita in some versions): a man broken down with age,
one suffering from a filthy disease, a corpse at a funeral, one who has
'gone forth' (a wanderer or Sramana).Greatly distressed by the first
three, he is pleased by the last, who advocates non-violence and
compassion and symbolises a way other than that of the world He
sees the unhappiness of the worldly life and makes up his mind to
renounce this and 'go forth', losing all interest in pleasures (cf.
p. 114 above).
His escape from the well guarded palace, aided by the gods, is
attended by miracles. From this point there were more episodes
available from the Tripitaka (see Chapter Three), such as the Buddha's teachers and the narratives of the enlightenment and starting
the wheel of the doctrine. New episodes are inserted, such as the
messengers sent by ~uddhodanato persuade the bodhisattva to return
home, of course without success. The experiments in asceticism as the
hdh&attvatries out the methods recommended by other wanderers are
made much of, but the most celebrated episode in this part of the
story is the 'temptation' by Death and by Death's daughters : the final
'battle' leading to the victory of enlightenment.
The majority of these biographies end with the initial teaching
episodes of the Buddha's career, his beingjoined by his most famous
followers (Mah%kZ$apa,~ i i r i ~ u t rMaudgalygyana,
a,
etc.) and especially the return to Kapilavastu with its 'human interest' of again meeting
his family and the 'going forth' of %hula and Nanda. In fact they
end where the Vinaya introductory narratives ended and are themselves of an introductory character. They add miracles, such as the
Buddha's power of flight, and some of them add his visits to the
heavens. Many incidental narratives are inserted in some of the
versions, especiallyjGtdasand stories of former lives of persons other
than the Buddha (avadCnas).The doctrine is not completely forgotten. The whole quest of the bodhisattva symbolises it in an easily
understandable manner and sometimes philosophical discussions are
directly introduced.
One of the richest of these biographies is certainly the MahCvqtu
of the Lokottaraviidins, which improves the supernatural elements of
the legend with the 'transcendentalist' doctrine of the school and yet
remains more closely within the old Vinaya framework than do the
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others, being regarded as a genuine Vinaya text. It also incorporates
many incidental narratives and a good deal of poetry from the
mudraka. Its endless and disorderly riches made it popular even
outside the school which produced it.
There is little we can add to the account of the other branches of
the MahPsamgha in this period. One of them, however, probably the
Bahuirutiya,' produced in the 1st century A . n . the greatest of the
Buddhist poets, Aivaghosa, who is one of the half dozen greatest poets
of India and, for those who know him, among the first ten poets of
the world. Suchjudgments are largely subjective and are probably as
a rule strongly influenced by one's preferences and antipathies in
religion. In Aivaghosa's case, at least, his genius is so to say a
'secular' fact independent of his being a Buddhist. His works belong
to the secular tradition of Indian literature (kavya), not to the
religious tradition (a fact which worried him considerably). Nothing
is really known about his life. Legends connect the famous poet with
the nearest available famous emperor, Kaniska, as is the way of
legends, but Johnston more convincingly places the poet half a
century earlier. He could hardly have met any of the Kuswa rulers but
his poetry and dramas attained great popularity in the empire they
established not long after he had written them. He was born in
Ayodhya (Saketa) in KoSala and had a thorough Brahmanical education. In poetry and drama he was immensely learned in all the by then
highly complex techniques and theories of those arts. He loved the
rules of grammar and poetics, finding in them excellent combustible
material for his genius to work on. Equally he loved the systems and
subtleties of conflicting philosophical doctrines.
Aivaghosa's originalityis perhaps best indicated by the equal gusto
with which he enters alternately into the spirit of the world and the
spirit of renunciation. This is far from the superficial enthusiasm of
a versatile writer. For all his display of humour and lightness of touch
he cannot conceal his deep earnestness and complete involvement in
the ambiguity of life. He claims to use the attractiveness and popularity of the poetic art simply as a vehicle for the doctrine of Buddhism:
worldly people will be drawn along by the charm of art, but by
imperceptible degrees into the way of renunciation. Consequently he

1. Such is the conclusion of his editor and translator,Johnston; see especially the
introduction to his translation of the Buddhacarita.
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unites in his work joy in the pleasures of the world and their poetic
presentation, and joy in the peace and freedom attainedby renouncing them. He is most realistic in portraying the pleasures which he
afterwards dismisses as ephemeral and unreal. Surely he is writing
from poignant experience and his autobiography is hidden behind
the tension of his poetry. If he renounced the world it was not
through any natural aversion to it but rather the result of deep
entanglement in it affecting a sensitive and exceptionallyclear mind.
His best known work is his epic poem Buddhacan'ta ('Life of the
Buddha'). This is the first known complete biography of the Buddha,
from his birth to the pan'nirutzna. Its 28 cantoaare divided into four
equal parts: (1) birth and youth up to the renunciation; (2) wanderings, asceticism, battle with Death (in an epic poem there must be a
battle) and enlightenment; (3) teaching, campaign of 'conquest'
through many countries in the four directions; (4) the last journey
and pan'niruana, followed by the building of the pagodas and a
reference to Moka's establishment of eighty thousand of these. This
framework thus corresponds to the four main places of pilgrimage:
Kapilavastu, Bodh Gay5 (Gayanagari),Vsranasi, Kuiinagari.
The shorter epic Saundarananda ('The Handsome Nanda') describes how the extremely worldly Nanda was induced to become a
monk by the Buddha. He can be weaned away from the pleasures of
love only by the promise of superior pleasures of the same kind,
attainable in union with the nymphs of heaven. The way to secure
this, however, lies through the ascetic training offered in the community of monks, which Nanda therefore embarks on with the utmost
seriousness. When he has made rapid progress on the way and risen
sufficiently far above his former entanglement in the world, his
colleagues are able to make him feel the absurdity of his position as
a monk devoted to the nymphs and redirect him towards true happiness.
Unfortunately only fragments or mere references survive of
Mvaghosa's plays: ~tzriputra(in 9 acts), fi~trapGla, Somadatta and an
allegorical drama of unknown title in which there were such characters as Glory, Fortitude and Intelligence (nymphs?- Jtztaka No. 535
has some similarly named nymphs in it) Rastrapala had great difficulty in obtaining his parents' consent to become a monk. Even after
succeeding through the threat of a fast to death he has to overcome
their attempts to lure him back again. Somadatta, unlike all the above
works (except perhaps the allegorical play), evidently had a story of
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the poet's own invention, which unfortunately we can now only guess
at. Somadatta is the lover of a geisha girl, Magadhavati. Other
characters included a prince, a rogue, ajester (Somadatta's friend),
etc., and there were scenes between Magadhavati and another lover,
in a garden, and at a festival. Certainly it was a comedy of worldly
entanglements; whether it led any of its characters to renunciation is
a mere guess.
We see from this unhappily scanty evidence that there was a
flourishing Buddhist theatre in India in the 1st century A.D. From
central Asian sources we can infer the existence of further plays on
.~atukastories by unknown dramatists.

The Sarviistiviida, protoSautrZntika and the Kw@a Empire
We have seen the Sarvastivftdinsspreading from Mathura (hrasena)
into Gandhara and Kaimira, whilst keeping a foothold: in the. east
(~ravasti,
Vsrwasi) . This movement seems to have begun during the
3rd century B.C. Having separated from the Sthaviravada, this school
made its own additions to the Tripitaka.We noted (pp. 285-6) that
where comparisons can be instituted the Sarvastivada is the least
conservative of the schools in the matter of preserving the Tn$itaka
in its more original form, and this applies to the old Sarvastivada
with its
already, not merely to its later offshoot the M~llasarvastivada
wholesale revision of the Vinaya.A substantial part of their Tripitaka
is now available, in a more or less fragmentary state in Sanskrit or in
intact translations in Chinese and more rarely Tibetan. In addition
we have some works which may not have been included in their
Tripituka, some commentaries and some monographs by teachers of
the schoo!.
Presumably as part of their minor tradition (&udrakaAgama),the
Sarviistivftda, like the ~thaviratkda,prepared an Avadcna, or rather
several avad&nas,including a Vimincivadiinaand a PretZuadcina corresponding to the Sthaviravgda VimGnapetavatthu.'The divergence between these literatures of these two schools is very great, particularly
between the SthaviravadaApadcina and the Sarv%stiv%da
Av&naSataku
-which is hardly surprising since both works are centuries later in
composition than the schism between the schools2and probably have
not even a common kernel. The Sarv2stivadins seem to have possessed

1. Bechert : Anavataptagatha, 14f.
2. Above p. 286, Speyer: Auad2naEataka. Preface, p. xv.
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versions of all the more original Kjudraka texts listed above (pp. 197f.)
A new addition unknown to the old lists of these texts is the
Anauataptagiitha, in which the Buddha takes 499 monks on a legendary excursion to lake Anavatapta in the Himalaya. Each of 36 monks
recalls in the verses an action (good or bad) done by him in a
previous life and its subsequent result, so that the text is in effect an
auadiina (which should deal with previous lives, usually of monks or
nuns). The Buddha himself then adds a remarkable series of bad
actions committed by himself in past lives and their unpleasant
results, including illnesses from which he suffered even after becoming the Buddha (backache, dysentery). It seems that at one time the
Sthaviravadaaccepted this text as canonical, in a Pali version, for their
Nettippakaranaquotesit' as a siitra and the final verses of the Buddha
himself are included in their A~adEna.~
It is otherwise not now found
in their Tripitaka. In this particular case we have to do with a
borrowing, it seems, by one school from another in a comparatively
late period, not with a text shared with them before their schism. In
the middle of the 1st centuryA.D. Dharmatrata (see below) rearranged
and probably enlarged the existing Dhannapada of the SarvZstivZda
and produced the text called the UdGnauarga of which he is sometimes supposed to be the actual author.
The Sarvastiviida Abhidharma (fortunately intact in Chinese and
Tibetan versions) grew up around the Samgitipa?yGya,Dhannaskandha,
part of the DhiitukGya and perhaps part of the VijfiEnakGya already
mentioned (pp. 213 ff. above), which formed the school's version of
the original Abhidhanna. After the schism which produced their
school the SarvFtstivZdinmonks composed further abhidhanna texts to
consolidate their doctrinal position. Though these were regarded as
part of the Tripitakaand were supposed to contain nothing which had
not been promulgated in the Siitra by the Buddha, they have the
names of individual monks recorded as their authors (unlike most
of the Sthaviravada Abhidhanna). First ( c . 200 B.c.) GtyZyaniputra
composed the Jfiiinap-asthiina, which came to be regarded as the basic
abhidhanna text of this school. This shows some similarities to the
Dhammasamgani of the rival school, for example the use of some of
the same 'triads' of classes, but its rather chaotic arrangement (like
1. Ndti'l41 f., Bechert : Anauataptagcitki 81 ( metre : ua4a.sthd, which is not found
in the earlier strata of Tripitaka poetry).
2. Ap&na 299 ff.
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a notebook in which points have been jotted down from time to time)
has nothing in common with that text. Its eight sections deal with:
miscellaneous, the connections (samyojana), knowledge, iiction, tbe
great realities, faculties, concentration and opinion (drsti). It contains a refutation of the doctrine on arhants specific to the
Mahasamgha. Among its new conceptions is the principle (dhama)
'attainment' (papti), the presence of which is made to explain the
fact of the combination of various other principles in the sequence
of a living being. Then there are two kinds of cessation (nirodha) :
through understanding or through a natural process of extinction
(these two with space make up the three 'unsynthesised bases' of this
school). Also perhaps new is the principle 'unmanifest' (auzjfiaptq,
meaning the unseen aspect of an action, which is the morally potent
aspect.' The contrasted 'manifest' includes speech and gesture. Now
the same gesture, for example, may be made deliberately or accidentally. No difference is manifest, but there is a difference in fact, which
is explained as due to the presence of the principle 'unmanifest' in
the case of a deliberate gesture. Six kinds of cause (hetu) are defined:
conjoined with, simultaneously existing, similar (matter continuing
'unchanged'), universal (innate morally significant tendencies), result and instrumental (k2rana, as a sense object, corresponding to
dominant in part in the Sthaviravada system, but dominant is itself a
'condition' for the Sarvastivada).
DevaSarman a little later enlarged, or perhaps entirely composed,
the VzjfiZnakGya. This deals in part with the theory of conditions
(especially'cause', see above, and 'support'). Its first section, however,
refutes the doctrine of the Sthaviravada concerning the nonexistence
of past and future principles, thus upholding the special 'all exist'
theory of the school. It is noteworthy that this section actually refers
to the opponent as Maudgalyrlyana,who must surely be the author of
the Kathcivatthu,in which, as we saw above, a corresponding refutation
of 'all exist' is found. The second section contains a refutation of the
Vatsiputxiya doctrine of a 'person', very similar in its arguments to the
first controversy in the Kathivatthu and probably inherited from the
older school as it was immediately after the personality schism. The
proposition refuted is the same and there are common arguments
such as those beginning: is the (supposed) person a moral agent, is
1. It is found in the hn'puhcibhidhannairlsha but not in the Sthaviraaa AbhidhaHarivarman also has it, so it may be original.
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it sensed, does it transmigrate, is it synthesised or unsynthesised?
Basically the method is the same, of setting the proposition in
opposition to siitra statements, moreover the logical form in which
it is set out is the same conditional (substituting a ponential, etc., in
the opponent's thesis and producing a pair of related propositions of
which the opponent has affirmed one and denied the other). The
detailed formulation of the argument, however, is very much simpler,
leaving out what were presumably the formalities of a debate and
keeping only the logical essentials. The opponent here is called a
pudgalavcZdin and it is of interest that the orthodox protagonist is
called a SfinyatcZvcZdin ('of the emptiness school' -i.e. that principles
are empty of a 'person'). See F. Watanabe (1983).
To about the same period belongs the PrajfiaptiScZstra, in which the
cosmological concepts of the Sfitra and the school were colIected,
along with an elaborate study of action (moral, therefore beginning
with the question of free will and continuing with 'volition' etc.;
distinction between the volition itself and the action which follows it)
and a third section on the nature of the Buddha and of universal
emperors.
Rather later (probably c. 100 B.c.') Vasumitra (I, not the commentator) enlarged the DhatukEya with new discussions on the principles
(dhamas) and their classification and definitions (prefixed to the
original work), and composed a new work, the last of the seven
Abhidharma treatises of the school, the PrakaranapcZda, which consists
of miscellaneoussupplementary abhidharmadiscussions. Its main contribution is a new scheme of 5 categories of dhannas: matter (*pa),
thought (n'tta), mental principles (caitasikas), those disjoined from
thought ( c i t t a v i ~ ~ p k ,t athe
) unsynthesised (asawkyta). The fourth
category includes forces independent of the stream of consciousness,
such as 'life', 'attainment', 'birth', 'impermanence'.
Later works on abhidhannaproducedby the Sarviistivadinswere not
included in their Tripitaka but were.for example teaching manuals.
Such is the first known of these, the Abhidhamasara of Dharmairi,
who lived in Gandhara c. A.D. 50 or earlier, a concise manual.
Other works were more controversial. A little after A.D. 50
Dharmatrata (I) drastically revised the list of principles, denying the
ultimate reality of most of the mental principles. This was rejected by
1. Sometime after Dhitika (p. 315above) according to a uadition preserved in China:
Suzuki : Essays I 157 f.
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the school and his work has not been preserved, but his ideas found
others to develop them further (first Buddhadeva, probably hisjunior
contemporary, who held that the mental principles were not different
from 'thought' itself, as secondary matter was not different from the
four great realities). Thus began the trend later usually called
Sautrantika, since it rejects the special theories of the Abhidhamaand
regards only the Siitra as finally authoritative.
The Kusana emperor Kaniska I (A.D. 78-102) became a patron of
Buddhism and of the Sarvastivada school in particular. His empire
was centred on Gandharawith the capital at Purusapura in the Kubha
valley and a secondary (winter?)capital at Mathura in ~iirasena:both
countries were strongholds of the Sarvastivada school. Kaniska emulated Aioka in his support for Buddhism and also in his toleration,
for his coins display besides the Buddha the gods of Brahmanism,
Zoroastrianism and the Greek religion (especiallyZoroastrianism, it
may be noted, which presumably flourished alongside Buddhism in
the Iranian and central Asian provinces of the empire, as well as in
Gandhara itself, where it had been established in the time of the
Persian empire). His reign inaugurated a period of exceptional
prosperity for India, following a long period of invasions and wars. He
is notable for his building operations, though nothing now remains
standing. In particular he appears to have inaugurated the tall tower
type of pagoda as contrasted with the ancient hemispherical type: at
least he built one said to be the tallest in India, more than 600 feet
in height, at Purusapura.' Under his patronage the Sarvastivada
school held a great assembly or 'rehearsal' with the object ofstabilising
the doctrine, particularly with reference to the recent abhidhanna
controversies: indeed we may regard this assembly as that which
rejected the Sautrantika revisions, as a result of which the revisionists
formed themselves into a new schismatic school.
This assembly was held towards the end of the reign, therefore c.
A.D. 100, and its chief achievement was, according to tradition, the
writing down of commentaries on the Tripitaka. The most important
of these is the Ma&uibh+-i ('Great Commentary') on theJ k i n ~ p - ~ ~ t & ~
composed by ParSva and Vasumitra (11, nephew of Dharmatrata) . It is
interesting that ParSva, in setting aside Sautrantika criticisms that
certain abhidhanna doctrines are without siitra authority, proposes to
infer the former existence of sutrm now lost which contained them
1. A Compreknsive Histoty of India, Vol. 11, p. 716.
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and were available to lGty2yaniputra and other earlier teachers (following probably the Mimamsaka system of inferring the existence of
lost Vedic texts). The MahavibhC~cZrejects explanations of 'all exist'
given by Dharmatrata and Buddhadeva and upholds that proposed by
Vasumitra (11), the theory of 'change of situation' (avasthCparinama):
a principle has different designations in different situations, such as
past, present and future, though its nature does not change and exists
in all three situations. As a parallel he gives the place system in
arithmetic: the same symbol is differently designated according to its
situation as 'unit', 'ten', 'hundred', etc. This became the orthodox
explanation of the school. Vasumitra also contributed important
refutations of Brahmanical philosophical doctrines (Siimkhya,
Vaiiesika). (AK BhGsya pp. 296-7.)
Another contemporary of Kaniska and the Emperor's own teacher,'
therefore a generation or two older than the teachers at the assembly
(as is required by a tradition which places him before Dharmatrata2),
was Samgharaksa,who wrote a biography of the Buddha and a treatise
on meditation (Yog2carabhumi).His biography is a complete one like
Aivaghosa's and apparently had the same title (Buddhacan'ta- it is
extant only in Chinese), though its form is different, being mixed
prose and verse. Presumably it was a Sarvastivadin counterpart to the
other work. (T 194)
We may mention finally another younger writer of Kaniska's time
and after it, Ghosaka, whose explanation of 'all exist' is rejected in
the MahcEvibh&cE but whose manual AbhidhamCm@arasaS&trahas been
preserved in a Chinese translation. On the basic question of the
principles he is orthodox. Henceforth the 'orthodox' Sarvastiviidins
are often called the 'Vaibhasikas', since their various commentaries
These commentaries, it appears, were written in
were called vibh-s.
Sanskrit, the learned language of the brahmans, not the vernacular,
and probably it was about this time that the Sarvistiviida Tripitaka was
tianslated into Sanskrit.

South East Asia
It seems to have been during the period we have now reached that
Buddhism was established in various countries of South East Asia,
both on the mainland and among the islands of Indonesia. The
1. Lamotte HBI 726.
2. Lamotte HBI 773.
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earliest literary reference to voyages from India to these countries
appears to be that in the Niddesa (p. 287 above),a late addition to the
Sthaviravada Tripitaka (c. 100 E.c.?). In two places' this text deplores
the bad consequences of desire, and among these the exceedingly
dangerous voyages across the ocean in quest of wealth. Long lists are
given of the places which are the destinations of such voyages, a
number of which are in South East Asia: Takkola (Isthmusof Kra in
Siam, across which lay the direct trade route from the Indian Ocean
to the China Sea),Java (Java ?), Tambalinga (the country south of
Takkola), Vanka (Bangka), Vesunga (in N. or W. Borneo?),'
Su~nakfim
(Malay Peninsula),Suv;l~?nabhfimi
(the Mon country of
lower Burma and Siam), Elavaddhana (on Gulf of Siam), Tamali
(Mekong Delta?), Gumba (in Tonkin?) and perhaps others not yet
identified.) There is no evidence that Buddhism spread to these
countries so early, except for the Sthavirav2ida traditionswhich later
say that a Buddhist mission went to the Mon country (Suva~abhumi)
in Aioka's time. In fact the colonisation and Indianisation of South
East Asia seems to have begun only later, though the gradual beginnings of it are lost to history and cannot be dated. Coedb2places in
the 1st century A.D. the origins of the empire of *~ailar%ja(Khmer
Kurung Bnam, Chinese Fou-nan) on the Mekong river with its capital
at Vysdhapura. This is the earliest known Indianised state in South
East Asia, which extended its tule over Cambodia, Champa (South
Vietnam),Siam and the Malay Peninsula. The legendary traditions of
its origin are strikingly similar to those of the Pallava dynasty which
ruled a large part of south India from Kiiiici. Tamil histo4 finds a
king Tondaim%n Iiandiraiyan ruling at Eiici at the end of the 2nd
century A.D. On the assumption that Tamil tondai here=Sanskrit
palhva he was one of the earlier Pallava rulers: how far back before
him the dynasty stretched is unknown. It would appear, then, that the
main colonising effort from India was at first from E c i . It was not
long, however, before h d h r a and Kalinga, and the port of Tbralipti
at the mouth of the Ganges, joined in these enterprises.
The earliest evidence for Buddhism in South-East Asia is archaeological: statues of the Buddha found in Sumatra,Java and Celebes

1. Niddesa ( M a i d d e s a ) pp. 154 f., 414 f. AChinese source, the A n d o f t k F Han Dynusty, gives itineraries.to and from India relating to the same period.
2. Les tats Hindarisis d' Indochine et d' Indm&e, 68 ff.
3. Nilakanta : A Histmy of South India, p. 121.
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which are in the k d h r a style of the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.D.' As
for the M6n countly which should be (very likely was) the first to be
penetrated by Buddhism there is no tangible evidence until c. A.D. 500,
when we find some gold plates inscribed in Pali.2
Art
As the popularisation of Buddhism developed it naturally found
expression in painting, sculpture and architecture (three arts which
were especially closely interconnected in India and sometimes treated as one:' architecturewith its subordinate parts) as well as in poetry,
story telling and drama. The building of pagodas, placing of commemorative columns with symbolic sculptures and construction of
temples has been noted above (pp. 220 ff., 246,258 305f., 329), as well
is the use of narrative sculpture (reliefs), which no doubt derived
from narrative painting of which fewer examples survive.
There are traces of the continuation of the Mauryan style of
monumental sculpture at PI~liputraand MathurP, but the most
notable development of the period of the decline of Magadha and rise
of h d h r a is the elaboration of the ancient pagoda with its subordinate railings, gateways, terraces, stairs, etc., adorned with narrative
and symbolic sculptures (in the round and reliefs). The best preserved of these is the great complex at S z c i (Caityagirinear VidiS,
see p. 256 above), that at BhPrahat (south of KauGmbi on the road
to VididP) has vanished into the Calcutta Museum, fragments of
reliefs of the period exist at Bodh Gayii. Besides the symbols (amotlg
which the lotus, i.e. non-attachment,is prominent) and a profusion
of flowers and creepers, attendant gods and goddesses and animals,
the great feature of these sculptures is thejEtaka narratives, with a few
scenes from the life of the Buddha as well (in which it should be
noted he is not represented directly but only by symbols: his seat,
wheel, footprint, sunshade, tree, pagoda, etc., though the bodhisattua
is represented in the jEtakas). In the narrative sculptures successive
incidents are depicted in a single 'composition', preferably in long
panels which might reproduce rolls of painting on cloth: properly
speaking these are not compositions but are essentially dynamic in
style; the eye is drawn to look at each main figure in turn and the
1. Coedisp. 39.
2. Coedis p. 108.
3. See EL. Ipp. 31-2.
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leading characters are repeated. During the period the number of
.latakasdepicted is sharply reduced in successive phases, concentration
on a few of the most popular ones following, whilst the scenes from
the last life of the Buddha are multiplied correspondingly. This
strikingly confirms the trends we have found in literature: numerous
jiitakasin the Tripitakaand little record of the Buddha's life; elaborate
legendary biographies composed later.
Meanwhile newer schools of architecture and sculpture flourished
in the more original Satavahana dominions, in both Maharas~aand
k d h r a , showing the same trend. In Mahariistra, owing to the terrain,
large numbers of excavated vihrZras and temples are found (at Ellora
and AjanM on the road from Maharastra north to Avanti, at Nasika
and along the coast); in fact this is our main record of the history of
architecture in this period, since excavated buildings have survived
where structural ones have long ago been swept into oblivion except
for their fouhdations. In h d h r a we find the originally hemispherical
pagoda become higher, so that the height of its dome is equal to the
diameter at the base (the best known example, however, the Amarfivati
near Dhanyaka~ka,has been razed to the ground: some of its reliefs
are preserved in a small museum on the spot, others in the British
Museum, London). A new element in the reliefs is the showing of
perspective by varying the degree of relief, deep for the foregrcund
figures, shallower successively towards the rear.
The pagodas and sculpturesof the period in Ceylon ( D u t t h a g i h ~ i ,
his successor Saddhatissa, Vafpgamani and his successors) are very
similar to those of k d h r a . The pagodas are much better preserved:
the large one at the Mahavihara built by Dutthaghani (and
Saddhatissa?) is 300 feet high and two feet less in diameter (it has
been restored but these dimensions seem to be fairly original), that
built by Vatwgamani at the Abhayagiri is 350 feet high and 355 feet
in diameter (both were to be surpassed by that built for the schismatic
Jetavaniya school c. A.D. 300 which is 400 feet high).
Towards the end of this period the practice began of representing
the Buddha in sculpture even in his final life. The date of the earliest
known examples of this appears to be near the beginning of the 1st
century A.D.' and the place of origin probably Mathurii or KauSiimbi.
Legend has it, however, that the first such statue was commissioned
1 . For arecent discussion by an art historian see Willetts : ChinfieArt, London,
1958, Vol. 1 325 ff., also 316 ff.
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by the Paurava King Udayana ofVatsa at Kauiambi during the life time
of the Buddha: the craftsmen worked in sandalwood under the
direction of MaudgalyFiyana. Of course we know nothing of the work
in wood which probably preceded that in stone in all branches of
architecture and sculpture (except when the mason copies the constructions of the joiner, as in fact he often did) and which was almost
certainly much more plentiful at all times.
Of painting of the period practically nothing su~vivesbut the
earliest frescoes at AjanM, showing the same traditions of narrative
(j~takm,
also scenes of pilgrims at pagodas or the enlightenment tree,
who have not been identified - Aioka?) and of lyric portrayal of
flowers and animals.
The viharm consisted essentiallyof a square courtyard enclosed by
the lines of monks' cells, which might be raised in three or more
storeys. In the centre of the courtyard was a small hall constructed
with pillars of wood or stone. Usually a temple (shrine house) was
built nearby, enclosing a small pagoda (later sometimes a statue of
the Buddha) at one end surrounded by an ambulatory formed of
columns; the columns continued from the semicircle of the ambulatory
in parallel lines down either side of the temple, which was entered
either through a large doorway at the end or through two smaller
doors at the sides; a barrel-vaulted roofwas supported by the columns,
whilst on the outside was a verandah or terrace with a row of large
columns. The p o d h a hall also stood nearby, whilst the kitchen,
refectory, bathroom, etc. usually formed part of the same building as
the uihara and were grouped behind one of the lines of cells. Often
a uihiira had its own 'enlightenment tree' enclosed by a railing.
The vigorous culture of Mathura became still richer under the
&us"a emperors, in whose time the city became a great metropolis
(and notably a centre of the drama) and Buddhist and other art
flourished there. Meanwhile in Gandhiira we find a curious hybrid
school of sculpture, due apparently to Greek craftsmen who were
Buddhists (or working for Buddhists): their themes are Buddhist but
their technique has derived in great part from a Hellenistic school.
Their work shows the coldness of the Greek tradition when compared
with the warmth of Indian sculpture. During the Kuswa period some
interactions have been traced between the schools of ~iirasenaand
Gandhara, but gradually the G a n d h k art was assimilated to the main
Indian tradition, which spread out through Gandh- to Central Asia
and China.

Mahgy&na-The Bodhisattva-The Perfection of UnderstandingMadhyamaRa-NrZgcIguneFurther Development of the Madhyamaka
School-New Trends in Mah2yEna-The Ratnagotravibhxiga and the
Abhisamayiila~reDeuelqinnentsin the Early Schools a h the Rise of
the MahlZygna.

The M a h i m a movement claims to have been founded by the
Buddha himself, though at first confined to a select group of
hearers. The consensus of the evidence, however, is that it originated in South India in the 1st century A.D. There are references1
in the Mahiiyiina siitras themselves to their being known in the
South after the pan'ninMina, after which they will spread to the East2
and then the North. Several of the leading teachers of the new
doctrines were born in South India, studied there and afterwards
went to the North to teach: one of the earliest, if he was a
Mahapist, being Nagquna. Other major siitras are circumstantially connected with the South, for example the detailed itinerary
there of the Ganqhyiiha and location of the bodhisattua Maitreya
there, whilst the LankEvatEra is connected with Ceylon (both these
sii~rarare later and show a new phase of Mahayana which we shall
discuss in the next chapter, but they show that the South was then
vigorously creative in producing Mahiiyiina sutras, which may well
have been a continuation of earlier creativity). The idea that the
siitras had been confined to the South would of course have been
a convenient way of explaining to Buddhists in the North why it
was that they had not heard these texts directly from their own
1. amitrip. it rip. 225. Other references in Lamotte MPPSVO~.I25 f.
2. Variant reading: 'West'. cf. p. 356 below.
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teachers, without admitting that they were recent fabrications. An
alternative explanation recorded by Buddhist historians' was that
though the Buddha had taught them they were not in circulation
in the world of men at all for many centuries, there being no
competent teachers and no intelligent students: the sutras were
however preserved in the Dragon World and other non-human
circles, and when in the 2nd century A.n. adequate teachers
suddenly appeared in India in large numbers the texts were fetched
and circulated. This to us is as good as an admission that no such
texts existed until the 2nd century A.D. However, it is clear that the
historical tradition here recorded belongs to North India and for
the most part to Nglanda (in Magadha). The sudden appearance
of large numbers of teachers and texts there would seem to require
some previous preparation and development, and this we can look
for in the South.
When we consider the likely milieu for the development of
Mahiiyana ideas, on the other hand, we naturally look among the
Mahasamgha schools. These in fact were regarded as predecessors
by some Mahayanists, for example Paramartha,* who sought
Mah2~6nadoctrines and tradition among them. We have noted
certain trends of doctrine in the Mahasamgha schools, and particularly the Caitikas of k d h r a (pp. 313 f. above), anticipating
Mahgyiina ideas. A further significant piece of evidence is that
a
described either
certain verses taken from the Piirva ~ a i l tradition,
as 'Piirva ~ a i l averses' or as 'in the sutras of the Agamas' (therefore
as in the Tripi[aka of that school), are quoted as authoritative by
the Madhyamaka Mahayiina philosopher CandrakirtiJ in order to
justify the doctrine of his school that principles do not in reality
occur (originate) and cease, so that the Buddha expounded
origination and cessation only as a provisional teaching conforming
to .the ideas of the world (otherwise he would not have been
understood). It is possible that the Piirva sailas intended these
verses to refer only to the non-origination and noncessation of
1. Tkaniitha, Chapter 13:many teachers appear, and the greater R U M @MahSy%na
sirrmr are written down and later brought to NSlandS (period after Kaniska).
2. Demih-lle MCB I 19 ff.
3. MadhyamakZvat&a 134 f., h a n n a p a d f l 5 4 8 . See Lamotte in Asiatics, p. 387, on
Prajk?piramitZs in Prakrit among the Sailas.
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'beings' and of the 'world' in the sense of the totality of 'beings'
or 'persons', whereas Candrakirti makes them refer to all principles.
Nevertheless they were at least ambiguous enough to serve his
purpose and stood close to the border line between the doctrine
that there is no 'person' and the doctrine that there are no
'principles' (in the sense of ultimately real 'beings'), suggesting that
the Purva Sailas had arrived almost at the typically Mahiiyanist
position of making little distinction between 'persons' and 'principles' (for the background to this cf. pp. 131-139 above, but we
shall return to the Mahayiina doctrine in detail later). The conclusion seems indicated that sometime after the founding of the Purva
Saila school in the 1st century B.C. certain monks felt the need not
simply for new interpretations of the original siitras (such as, for
example, the new abhidharma texts of the schools, or the
Patisambhidiimaggn of the Sthaviravada) but for wholesale restatements of the doctrine.' For this purpose they rewrote the siitras, or
wrote new siitras, sufficiently similar in content as well as style as
to appear authentic, but differently arranged, with different etnphases and, on close checking, proving to contain here and there a new
phrase slipped into an old formulation, opening up a new avenue
of thought. It is a matter of speculation how far there was deliberate
deception in this fabrication of new siitras. At all times while there
was an oral tradition it would seem possible for new versions of old
texts to be produced more or less by accident, and for new episodes
to get inserted in older siitras, even perhaps for a commentarial
work or a manual composed by a monk to acquire the trappings
of a siitra by mere confusion. At some stage, however. if not at the
origin of the Mahiiyzina, we can protect the good faith of the
Mahiiyiina monks only by supposing that they believed themselves
to have intuitive or inspired know!edge of siitkas not handed down
in the Tripitaka known to men, though spoken by the Buddha to
a human audience which failed to hand them on or to a divine
audience. In short a monk might think himself enlightened in such
a way as to have omniscient knowledge of past events, or he might
imagine he was inspired in his meditations by a divine being
revealing a siitra preserved by the gods or dragons.

1. To clinch the evidence for the place of qrigin of the MahSySna sith-asthe Ceylon
tradition ascribes the Ratnakirta to the Andhras (EHBC 100).
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The Mahayana, 'Great Vehicle' or 'Great Carriage' (for carrying
a!l beings to nirvana), is also, and perhaps more correctly and
accurately, known as the Bodhisattvayana, the bodhisattva's vehicle.

The Bodhisattva
It is the teaching about the bodhisattva which is the characteristic
feature of the' Mahayiina or Bodhisattvayana. Thus Candrakirti in
distinguishing the special characteristics of the Mahiiyiina (which
differentiate it from the earlier teaching, which Mahayanists refer
to rather disparagingly as the Sr5vakayana, the 'Pupils Vehicle', as
if its followers were mere laymen and not true Sramanas, when they
are being polite, and as hinayana, 'inferior vehicle', when they wish
to be rude) lists seven points.' Six of these relate to the training
of the bodhisattva, only one to the nature of the universe. In
principle, of course, the theory of the bodhisattua on his way to
Buddhahood was nothing new. The conception is found in the
earliest stratum of ?iipitaka texts as referring to the Buddha before
his enlightenment, and also to other (earlier) buddhas before their
enlightenments.2 In addition jcitakm relating to his previous lives
seem to have been narrated by the Buddha himself and were at any
rate extremely popular by the 4th century B.C. among the early
schools. What is different is that whereas for the early schools
(except, perhaps, the Caitikas) the jataka stories and other accounts
of the former lives of buddhm may be said to be purely descriptive,
intended simply to inspire confidence in the Buddha, for the
Mahayana the training of bodhisattvas is prescriptive: the way of the
bodhisattva is substituted for, or at least is superior to, the old
eightfold way. The monk should not aim at nirvana directly, but at
first becoming a buddha, the highest possible attainment and one
for which there is the greatest need in the universe, for the worlds
are innumerable and time is endless so that the demand for buddhas
to start the doctrine in different worlds, or restart it when it has
been lost, can never be fully satisfied. Evidently it is a superior aim
to 'delay' one's extinction until one has been a buddha and made
this supreme contribution to the happiness of living beings.
It goes without saying that the way of the bodhisattua is infinitely
1. Madhyamakavatcira 22, the Ratnavatiquoted on p. 23 in this connection mentions
only the bodhisattua and his training.
2. The Mahivadrina SGtm in the Lkgha. See OBM 8 ff. o n these points.
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more difficult than that of the arhant, at least from the standpoint
of the Mahayana doctrines. Only the Sthaviravada maintained such
a high standard for the arhant that few among them aspired to attain
extinction in their present lives and most looked forward instead
to making sufficient progress now to ensure a better chance next
time. Meanwhile they would have plenty of time to teac,h for the
sake of others. In the Mahasamgha, on the other hand, becoming
an arhant could seem easy, given that one could be counted one
whilst still subject to some of the weaknesses of human nature. For
the Mahayiina becoming an arhant is the easy way out, evading one's
responsibilities to future generations and future worlds. The arhant
is felt to be lacking in compassion. The Mahasamgha separation of
the arhant from the buddha and subsequent raising of the buddha
to the status of a transcendental being, not merely an enlightened
being, was thus the necessary prerequisite for the development of
the Mah5yana.
The earliest Mahayana siitras now extant appear to be some of
those collected in what came to be called the Ratnakilta. Sometimes
this is spoken of as if it were one great siitra containing 49 chapters
(it is about as long as an agama). On the other hand these chapters
are independent of one another and each is a complete siitra in
itself, moreover one of them by itself bears the name Ratnakuta
Siitra. Probably the collection as a whole, as it now appears in the
(:hinese and Tibetan MahSyana Tnpitakas, was put together in a
comparatively late period and contains siitras of differing ages
(some of which had been translated into Chinese separately much
earlier). Unfortunately only four of the 49 siitrm seem now to be
;wailable in the original Sanskrit, which accounts for the neglect of
;i collection so important for the history of Buddhism and the
understanding of the Mahayana. Some of these siitras were trans
I.ited into Chinese as early as the latter part of the 2nd century A.D.
The Ratnakiita Siitra in the narrow sense is among these early
rans slat ions and it is also one of the few available in Sanskrit (the
only known manuscript of it, damaged and with some pages missing,
was found in Khotan in the 1890s and purchased by the Russian
consul at Kashgar; it is more than a thousand years old and must
have spent about a thousand years hidden in a cave or vault'. It is
1 . The K&yapapanavarta ( = RatnukCta SCtra) edited byvon Stael-Holstein,Shanghai
1926, pp. vii, xviif.
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concerned mostly with the bodhisattva and his training, but includes
important theoretical discussions on the nature of principles which
call for separate consideration (see below). It is important to note
that it refers by name to the Bodhzsattuapitaka' for the basic doctrine
of the six 'perfections' (piiramitci). The Bahuirutiya and other
schools had a pitaka so named (pp. 286,315 above), which presumably included the JrZtaka. Later M a h a y a n a e t e r s such as Asanga
(Bodhisattvabhfimipp.9,68, etc.) use the same name for the Mahayana
siitras as a whole. It appears that the oldest sfitrm of the Great
Ratnakiita in their original form were part of the Bodhisattvapitakaof
the early school from which the Mahayana arose, probably the Purva
saila (see below). The proto-Mahiiyanists changed a description of six
perfections of the bodhisattva, a variant of the ten perfections of the
Sthaviravada Cariycipitaka, to a prescription. According to the
Sthaviravadins2the Ratnakiita itself, whether as siitra or as collection
is uncertain, was composed in the h d h r a schools (and the
'Ratjhupdagajitd,which may be the R&paprZlaparipcchZof the Ratnakiita
collection, by the Piirva sailas). Here we may trace the gradual
evolution from Caitika to Mahayana. The six perfections are: generosity, virtue, toleration (brZntz), energy, meditation and understanding. During his countless lives the bodhisattva must perfect all these
qualities in himself, mostly by performing astonishing acts of selfsacrifice such as are related in many jrZtakas. The Thesis of the
author's student Professor N. Schuster, 1976, discusses the Great
Ratnakiita and shows in detail the evolution of the Ugraparipcchci, a
derivative of an old siitra on the famous lay disciple Ugra (A N 208ff.
=T. 26 No. 38), the hero being now a bodhisattva.
In the Ratnakfita we meet the term 'thought of enlightenment'
(bodhicitta) used in its Mahiipna sense. 'Enlightenment' here does
not mean simply the understanding of the Four Truths in their true
reality, the acquisition of the 'three sciences', which as we have seen
constituted the original enlightenment of the Buddha as of the
other arhants who comprehended and verified his teaching. Now
it is assumed that the Buddha was not merely enlightened in the
old sense, but literally omniscient, whilst the enlightenment of
those of his followers who became arhants was no more than that
1 . Ratnak4ta (previous note) p. 13.
2. Adik2ram EHBC p. 100 (Nzkayasamgraha)
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old specific enlightenment which sufficed to produce freedom and
extinction. The 'thought of enlightenment' as understood in
Mahiiyana siitras is restricted to the thought of becoming a Buddha,
with all that that now implied, consequently it is a thought peculiar
to the bodhisattva: when one has the 'thought of enlightenment' it
means one has set out on the long way of the bodhisattva towards
Buddhahood. The occurrence of this thought, even its first occurrence, is said in the Ratnak6ta' to make the bodhisattva surpass
('conquer') all the 'pupils', (presumably the arhants.9 and isolated
buddhas ('private buddhas', pratyekabuddhas).
In accordance with this idea the Siitra denounces2 the pupils as
not really 'sons' of the Buddha, i.e. not really Buddhists. Thus an
open breach or schism is declared with the earlier schools: the
Mahiiyana secedes from the Mahasamgha and starts out on its
independent history. Practically every. ~ a h i ~ a siitra
n a repeats this
denunciation of the 'inferior' (hina) way of the pupils in more or
less shrill tones and at varymg length, contrasting rather unpleasantly with the tolerance and understanding characteristic of most
earlier Buddhist texts.
The enumeration of things helpful to or harmful to the development of this thought of enlightenment, however, is generally
similar to the older ideas about moral progress, with frequent
reference to the 'roots' (causes) of the good (kuialamiila) as in the
abhidharma system of the Sthaviravada. Moreover we find a passage"
amounting to an elaboration of the theory of the four 'errors' and
their antidotes (cf. p. 300 above), with some additions, notably
'attention to reasoning which initiates all imaginations, constructions and imaginings (three practically synonymous terms)', the
antidote to which is 'signlessness' (or 'characteristiclessness'), and
abandonihg of the three kinds of existence, the medicine for which
is 'uncommittedness'. In what follows this is related to self-possession
and the other topics of the old VaiSali summary of the doctrine as
antidotes to the various wrong theories (that there is a soul, a person,
rtc.). Finally we have the transcendent 'knowledge-medicine' of the
Buddha, which is knowledge of causes and conditions, of non-soul
and so on.
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At the end of the Sfitrawe may note that it is said that the thoughts
of 800 monks (not bodhisattuas) are freed by hearing it. 500 'meditators' at first go away because they find it too deep for them (i.e. the
preceding discussion on the nature of thought, which we shall take
up below). Eventually they too are freed when they understand that all
principles are 'empty'. Normally to say that their thoughts were freed
would mean that they had attained the state of being arhants. either
the Sfitra is confused and we still have the conclusion of an older text
not dealing with the way of the bodhisattua (which was later inserted
into it) or we have to understand that this freedom merely allows
them to set out on the way of the bodhisattua and does not produce
their extinction as yet.
One of the other sutras of the Ratnakiita collection available in
Sanskrit, the R&straptilaparipcchti,deals somewhat more elaborately
(though still unsystematically) with the way of the bodhisattua,
referring for illustration to fifty jataka stories. There is no external
evidence for its great antiquity, but its content would harmonise
with its being even earlier than the Ratnakiita Siitra, before the open
breach with the 'pupils' (who are not here denounced), in fact a
sfitra of the P6rva ~ a i l school
a
not remodelled after the breach. The
ethical principles do not differ from those of the more original
Tripitaka except for the commendation of the way of the bodhisattva
and, in connection with this way, the additional stress on selfsacrifice (in fulfilling the perfections).
Very different is another siitraof the collection extant in Sanskrit,
the Amittibhauyiiha (or Sukhiivativyiiha, longer version, or
Amitiibhapariuarta) . It was one of those early translated into Chinese,
along with the Ratnakiita itself. In it the Buddha recalls, talking to
h a n d a , a large number of former buddhas who had successively
occurred in the universe. Going on with the story, when he comes
to the buddha Lokeivarariija he tells h a n d a how this buddha had
a monk named Dharmakara. This monk (who is a bodhisattva)
proceeds to lay down a fantastic set of conditions on which he will
become a buddha, requiring Lokeivararsja to endorse them (which
would be a guarantee, much as Dipamkara had 'determined' t%e
Buddhahood of ~ i i k ~ a m u n iThe
) . basis of this is the idea of the
buddhafield (buddhabetra), meaning the particular world (among
the thousands or rather millions of worlds in the universe as
conceived by the Buddhists) in which a given bodhisattua is going
to become a buddha. Dharmiikara was obviously a hedonist, though
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enlightened and compassionate one, and he was prepared to
.iccept an appointment as buddha only in the finest possible world.
First he asked Lokeivararaja to describe the qualities of the worlds
of many other buddhas, then he selected the best qualities among
.dl of them and laid down forty-six (in some Chinese versions fortycb~ght)conditions which would have to be satisfied in a world if he
wcre to be its buddha. When Lokeivararaja approved the conditions
1)harmakara formally made his 'commitment' (pranidhGna) to
I)ccome a buddha in a world satisfying them thousands of millions
of years later.
In general this world was to be perfect in every conceivable way
,ind all the beings in it were to be perfectly happy and gifted with
~rrsightand understanding. There would be no purgatory in it, nor
would anyone be born as an animal or demon there. All the beings
there would have 'comprehension' ($watisatpvid) when studying.
'The world would be full of radiance, jewels, incense, fragrant jewelflowers, musical clouds, etc. Apart from the general requirement
that the beings there, and especially bodhisattvas born there, would
cn-joy happiness and get whatever they wanted, there are some
articular stipulations, as that no one should ever have to wash any
c lothes, all garments becoming clean automatically. Anyone who
w~\hedto hear the Buddhist doctrine could do so immediately. No
one would have any sense of possessing anything, even his own
I)ody.
Ananda asks what happened afterwards and is told that
Oharmfikara realised his ambition and is at this very moment the
ln~ddhaAmit5bha ('Unmeasured Radiance') in a world called
Sukhavati which satisfies his conditions. It is billions of worlds away
I ~ o mthis one, in the Western direction. Arnitiibha also enjoys
il~rmeasurably long life (during which he will remain with his
~narvellousworld) and therefore has another name, Amitiiyus
('tlnmeasured Life'). Sukhgvati is then described by the Buddha
111 more detail, with for example its enormous jewel-lotuses, its
.~l)\enceof mountains, its fragrant rivers bearing jewel-flowers and
111.1kingsweet sounds, its heavenly music whose soft and lovely
counds produce happiness by suggesting 'impermanence, calm and
on-soul'. The beings there spend their time in pleasurable play
,111denjoy whatever they wish. If they bathe in the rivers the water
\c.crns to each one to be at the exact temperature he wishes; if any
(lo not wish to hear the music they do not hear it, whilst those who
,111
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wish to hear it do hear it and hear whatever music they would like
to hear, including of course the chanting of the doctrine if they
so wish, the doctrine of emptiness, signlessness, uncommittedness,
non-synthesising, not being born, non-occurrence, non-being, cessation, etc. There is no difference between gods and men there.
Now any beings who set their minds on the buddha Arnifibha,
cultivating unmeasured 'roots of good' (kuialamiila) and develop
ing the thought of enlightenment, and commit themselves to
rebirth in that world, are reborn there when they die. Even those
who have not often set their minds on Amitiibha and not cultivated
the roots of good very much can be reborn there if they imagine
('create with their intelligence') Amitiibha in front of them at the
moment of their death. Even a single thought of Amitiibha, with
yearning for his world, is sufficient: by it one can become a
bodhisattva in his world. Moreover bodhisattvas born in that world
can become buddhas after only one more birth, if they wish. Among
the bodhisattvas already in that world is Avalokiteivara (henceforth
one of the most famous bodhisattvas in popular Mahiiyiina Buddhism). The fact is that as required by Dharmiikara anyone born
in his world has sufficient intelligetlce to be able to speak o n the
doctrine 'charged with omniscience': it seems all are bodhisattvas
and practically buddhas already.
At this point we have the following remarks about the beings in
Amitabha's world, which are more in consonance with earlier
Buddhist teaching than the descriptions of the pleasures of this
heaven appear to have been. They have no sense of possessing
(which was one of the conditions). They have no thought of
pleasure or of non-pleasure. They have no thought of "all beings".
They have no sense of 'another's' or of 'own' or of 'unequal'. There
is no quarrelling, dispute or opposition. Their thoughts are all
impartial, benevolent, mild, affectionate, unobstructed, etc. and in
accordance with the conduct of the perfection of understanding.
k a n d a expresses the wish to see this world and Amitabha
immediately releases a ray of light from the palm of his hand which
lights up the whole universe and enables h a n d a to see him and
i)
out its wonders to one
his world. The Buddha ( ~ a k ~ a m u npoints
of his own bodhisattvas, and the beings being reborn there sitting
on lotus flowers. Sukhiivati is indistinguishable from the heaven of
the Paranirmitavaiavartin gods. The Buddha adds at the end that
discourses of his like this one will not be heard by those who have
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generated no merit but only by 'heroes' who have accomplished some
welfare (cf. OBM 31-2).
The Perfection of Understanding
The AmitGbhauyiiha may seem puzzling at first sight, when we come
to it after the study of earlier Buddhist siitras. What are all these
beings going to a heaven world full of the pleasures of the senses,
even if tempered with the spice of impermanence, non-soul,
emptiness, uncommittedness, non-being, etc.? The details are
insisted upon and apparently made as vivid as possible. Is this a
Buddhist text, or have we arrived at the Brahmanical conception
of eternal souls going to heaven? The answer does not clearly
appear in this Siitra, though the reader who has studied Buddhism
is likely to recall many repudiations of the idea that any soul or
being or person exists. He is likely also to have heard that though
the Buddha sometimes spoke of 'beings' and of their being reborn,
he was adopting the popular point of view and conventional
language: his real, philosophical, doctrine was that of the sequence
of conditions with no permanent entity among them (cf. pp. 146
I f : above). Is this whole Siitra at the 'concealing' level of knowledge,
~ t smeaning requiring to be 'drawn out'? Unless this text teaches
,I doctrine totally different from almost all other Buddhist siitras
(there are two similar texts, versions of the same Siitra) we must
interpret it in this way. The description of Sukhavati must be a kind
of meditation at the concealing level, contrasting with the sordid
experience of human society and in away encouraging the cultivation
of the roots of good and confidence in the doctrine, though empty.
The Ratnakiita Siitra is quite unambiguous about emptiness. All
principles, it says,' are empty. They are not permanent, nor are they
i ~ n ~ e r m a n e n(That
t . ~ they are not impermanent may be an innovation, but it is probably to be interpreted as meaning that they are
not nonexistent, just as 'permanent' may mean 'really existent'such was the trend of Mahayana ideas.) The intermediate way, or
practice, is being aware of this natwe of principles. 'Permanent'
(nztya) is one extreme, 'impermanent' is the other extreme: the
intermediate way lies between them (cf. the KGtyciyanivautZda Siitra,

1. p . 9 4
2. Ratnakuta SCtra pp. 83-92. cf. pp. 12&27 above.
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126 ff. above). 'Soul' (atman) is one extreme, 'non-soul' (nairatmya)
is the other. 'Real (existing, bhiita) thought' is one extreme, 'unreal
thought' is the other. In short all such dyads as 'good' and 'bad',
'worldly' and 'transcendent', 'synthesised' and 'unsynthesised' and
so on are pairs of extremes of the same type. At the end of this
passage the Siitra adds the original pair, 'exists' (mti) and 'does not
exist' (nkti), to which perhaps all the others are to be reduced,
and the sequence of conditioned origination according to which
principles should be regarded from the intermediate way. Thus we
arrive back at the rnore original formulation after an excursion
which seems to go significantly beyond it. The main innovation to
note is that 'soul' seems here to be no more (and no less) false a
conception than 'non-soul': the question of the soul or self or
person is apparently being placed on the same level as the existence
of 'principles' (dhamas).
Also significant are the statements that thought has no ownbeing,' because it neither exists nor .does not exist and is not
produced (ajata), and that it is unsynthesised and is what is called
the 'clan' (gotra) of the Aryans (excellent ones) because it is
unsynthesised. This kind of statement led to a variety of speculation
later about thought, but here the implication seems to be that
thought (and other principles) is not synthesised in the sense of
having no own-being, no real existence, and is therefore at the
ultimate level of knowledge extinct (in niruana). In this case it
would be 'by nature'-if
we could apply the expression to it,
t
not really involved in transmicontrary to the S i i t r ~ x t i n c and
gration. The so-called 'freeing' of one's thought, attaining extincti'on, would therefore be not a real freeing (at the ultimate level
of statement) but, at the most, a realising that one was already in
reality free, one's involvement had been imagination only. As for
the 'clan', the conception here is of all 'beings', all sequences of
thought, being as it were kindred in their original and ultimate
extinction. The 'excellent ones' are distinguished from others only
in that they are aware of this kinship. Where this 'clan' is there is
not thought, nor a mental principle, not mind, not consciousness,
no action nor its result, no happiness or unhappiness, etc., because
it is like space.'
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There is one other Mahayana sutra which was translated into
Ratnakiita Siitra, the Astas5hmdipaj'ri5p~ramit~
'Eight Thousand Perfection of Understanding'. This is the first
known siitra of a new type, called vai@lya ('abundance', 'largeness',
'breadth'), distinguished by their great length relative to all previous
tutras: they are roughly ten times the length of the -long' Dirgha siitras.
I'he 'Eight Thousand' is one of a class of 'Perfection of Understand111g'siitras, comprising a score or more (it depends how many are
I c-cognisedby a given school as 'canonical') of texts of different dates.
I'here is much overlapping of content between theni and several of
hem (especially the longer ones) may be regarded as different
I c.censions of a single work. They are generally distinguished simply
I)y their various lengths, measured in units oi thirty-two syllables
(originally a metrical unit, but applied equally to prose; the lengths
of Indian texts were usually recorded for the purpose of paying
\( ribes). Thus the Eight Thousand contains that number (we are
old) of units. There is a Seven Hundred, written later and added to
I II(. Ratnakiitacollection (exceptionally:all the others form their own
' c ollection') and so on. Of those now available the Eight Thousand
I \ ,lpparently the oldest. According to a tradition recorded in Tibet'
I I I C Pfirva and Apara Saila schools had a Perfection of Understanding
(111 'Prakrit', those extant are more or less in Sanskrit, the older ones
1)1obably'Sanskritised' and the later ones written in Sanskrit; the
I(..tstSanskritised is the only one in verse, the Ratnagunasa?pcayagcZthci,
w111chis closely related to the Eight Thousand and may preserve
11.u ts of the old ~ a i l atext, though with later additions). We have
110tedabove that the Eight Thousand itself says it will first be spread
111 the South: it is presumably a Mahaysna rewriting, probably
~ l c ~ a t lenlarged,
y
of the prose parts of the Saila text. A careful
( o~nparison
of the verse text and the Eight Thousand might enable
! I \ to carry Lhe history of the text a little further back.
I'he unwieldy mass of these siitras can be reduced to a few main
I M H n ts, much of the 'abundance' being repetition and paraphrasing
I I I discursive dialogue, although (as we shall see later) commenta101shave found entangled in the discussion about the 'emptiness'
of principles an elaboration of the way of the bodhisattva.
( Zhinese as early as the

I

I.arnotte, 'Sur la formation du?dahayana', Asiatiul (Weller), 387.
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The Eight Thousand begins in a similar way to the old siitras, the
Buddha in this case being on Mount Grdhrakiip (Vulture Peak) near
Rajagrha with a community of monks. The Buddha speaks to the
elder (sthavira) Subhiiti (whom we have not met before, but he is
mentioned in the Ekottara) and asks him to improvise something on
how bodhisattuas should 'go out to' (nir-y5, or 'be freed in') the
perfection of understanding. Subhiiti says: "As to this 'bodhisattua'
spoken of by the Master, of which principle (dhama) is it a designation (adhiuacana)?Master, I do not observe (sum-anudyS, or 'envisage')
such a principle as 'bodhisattva'. Moreover I do not observe such a
principle as 'perfection of understanding.' Not finding, not perceiving (upa-labh, active) and not observing either 'bodhisattva' or 'the
principle bodhisattva' or the 'perfection of understanding', on which
bodhisattva, in which perfection of understanding', shall I give admonitions and instructions? However, if a bodhisattva's thought is not
discouraged, etc., does not despair, if his mind does not become . .
. . frightened (etc.) when this is being said . . . . then he is surely a
bodhisattua, a 'great being' who can be instructed in the perfection of
understanding . . . . Moreover living in (or proceeding in, car) the
perfection of understanding, developing the perfection of understanding, a bodhisattua should train thus: that he should not flatter
himself (manyeta) with the thought of enlightenment (i.e., says the
commentator Haribhadra, hypostatise his 'self or 'soul' or 'being'
with it). Why? Because that thought is non-thought: the nature of
thought is translucent (or 'clear', pabhEsuara)."
So far there seems to be nothing which would not be endorsed by
the earlier schools (except perhaps the 'person' schools). From the
ultimate standpoint there is no 'being' (living being), bodhisattua or
otherwise, hence strictly speaking one cannot lecture on the bodhisattua
'Understanding' is a principle (dharma) recognised by most of the
schools in their Abhidhannas, but 'perfection of understanding' was
probably not found there (though presumably it would 'reduce' to
understanding). We shall see, however, that from this point the Eight
Thousand begins to go beyond the system of the Abhidharma. Already
the question of the nature of thought (or specifically of the thought
of enlightenment, bodhicitta) has been raised. ~ a r i ~ u t now
r a asks
Subhuti whether that thought, which he had called 'non-thought',
exists (asti). Subhiiti replies: 'In that non-thought does existence f 'itis-ness', astit&, cf. p. 126 above) or nonexistence ('it-is-not-ness',
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tt~~tlzla)
occur (uidyate), is it perceived (or does it exist-upa-labh,
I '.wsive)?' ~ a r i ~ u tagrees
ra
that this cannot be said, but asks what this
on-thought-ness' (an'ttata) is. Subhiiti replies that it is 'non( 11.inging' (auikara), 'non-imagining' (auika&a). Evidently there is a
I ) I oblem of interpretation here: it may still be possible to equate this
w ~ t l lthe position of the KGtyiiyanauauZda Siitra on 'existence' and
on-existence' as the extreme views which Buddhist doctrine avoids
wlth its intermediate teaching, but we begin to be uncertain just what
'existence' means.
A little later (p. 10) Subhuti takes a more definite stand with
r cference to the teachings of the schools. He says that matter (%pa,
I .c. the first of the five groups) is without (uirahita, 'separated from')
tile 'own-being' (suabhGua) of matter; so are the other groups
without their 'own-being', likewise the perfertion of understanding
. ~ n dominscience (sarva~CatG)are without their own-beings. This
tloes not necessarily contradict anything in the ~ p i [ a k a ,but it
certainly contradicts the commentaries of the Sthaviraviida school
(we pp. 308f. above), which define the ultimate principles as those
wtilch have own-being. The commentaries and the Eight Thousand
wern to be contemporary in origin and probably developed in
ctc.liberare opposition to one another, or at least the writer of the
I.:lght Thousand wished to attack the conceptions of the abhidhanna
commentators (other schools besides the Sthaviraviida held the
own-being theory).
On the next page Subhuti goes much further and says that all
principles are 'not produced' (or 'not born', ajiita). This sounds
,IS if it contradicts the ancient Second Truth and conditioned
origination (Chapter Five), but again it is a question of interpretiltion.
The point first made, about (living) beings, including bodhistittuas,
not belng observed (ultimately) is repeated a number of times in
I hls and other Perfection of Understanding siitras. The writers seem
to have enjoyed the apparent paradox. The Buddha says to Subhiiti
.I little further on in the discussion.' "A bodhzsattua, a great being,
ttlinks: 'Countless (a@ameya, 'immeasurable') beings should be
~ r ~ a dextinct
e
(i.e. freed in ninliina) by me, innumerable beings
\Ilould be made extinct by me. And they do not exist (nu santz),
tl~ose (bodhzsattuas) by whom these (beings) should be made
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extinct.' He makes so many (tavatas) beings extinct. Yet there is n o
being who has become extinct, or by whom a being has been made
extinct. Why? This is the principleness (dharmat5,or true nature) of
principles: that they are based on (updaya) the principleness
(dharmat5) of illusion (miya, a 'trick', 'artifice', as for example a
puppet show, clay models, or a sculpture or painting). As a
showman (mayakara) or his apprentice may produce (abhi-nir-ma)
a large crowd of people in the square and then make them
disappear: is anyone, by anyone, killed, dead, destroyed or made
to disappear?' . . . so no being makes extinct or becomes extinct . . .
because omniscience (sarnajiiatci) is not made, not changed, not
synthesised (meaning the omniscience of the bodhisattva when he
becomes a buddha) ."
That there are no 'beings' is not new and the apparent paradox
that a bodhisattva or buddha causes beings to attain extinction whilst
no beings become extinct is merely the conjunction of two statements, the first at the 'concealing' everyday level and the second
at the 'ultimate' philosophical level (cf. p. 146 above). In case there
should be any doubt about this the commentators' explain the
statements using these terms. What is entirely new is that 'principles', the elements (dhama), are spoken of in exactly the same
terms as 'beings'. The old distinction between everyday appearance
and philosophical reality has been obliterated and something new
is being put in its place. The stream of consciousness, the sequence
of conditions, is apparently no more real than the soul or person,
or if it is anything (the soul being nothing at all) it is only a puppet
show, not the principles mentimed in the Tripitaka but some more
ultimate substance (kEya).
Subhuti then takes up the argument:%he groups (matter and
the others) are not 'bound' ( b a d d h e i n transmigfation) and not
'freed' (mukta). Asked by the monk Purna which matter, etc., he
means, which 'thusness' (tathata, or 'truth', actuality, actual nature,
cf. p.132 above) of matter, etc., Subhuti replies: that of a person
shown by artifice (mGy6@ru~a,i.e. a puppet, etc.), because it does
not really exist (asadbhfitatwit),is 'separated' (viviktatvct, i.e. with1. cf. 25,000,186.
38 on the opening paragraphs of the SChq also p. 85 on
2. e.g. Haribhadra
the present passage (and cf. pp. 272, 297, 372,430, 434).
3. 8,000,Zlf.
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the own or particular being it is commonly supposed to have) and

(Ioes not (actually) occur (anutpannatviit). Later1 he says that a

'in~ddha'also is only a name, like the 'soul' (atman, self). Since all
own-being,what matter, etc., could it be which
tlors not originate? The non-origination (anabhiniwti) of all print iples (means) they are not principles. . . . The non-occurrence and
tloncessation of matter, etc., (means) it is not matter, etc. Thus when
cxamining all principles with reference to the perfection of understanding, according to all their features (sarv5kGram; Haribhadra
cbxplains this as meaning such features as having no own-being),
'matter', etc., does not apply (upa-i), one does not reach matter, etc.,
o n e does not observe its occurrence or cessation. The non-occurrence
of matter, etc. (means) there is no duality (dvaya) in it, no making
twofold; the noncessation of matter, etc., (means) there is no duality
i r i it, no making twofold.
In later chapters of the Siitra there are several variations on the
theme of all principles having no own-being. For example: 'All
principles are 'separated' (vivikta) from (any) nature (prakyti), and
the perfection of understanding is this being separated from (any)
nature. This is because all principles are not made . . . . Those
principles are by nature nothing (nu kifi cit). The nature of all
principles is non-nature and their non-nature is their nature. Their
one characteristic ( W a n a ) is having a non-character is ti^.'^
What is the 'perfection of understanding'? 'The perfection of
understanding is only a name.'' This perfection of understanding
cannot be specified (nirdii) or heard or observed . . . . according
to (-;as) the groups, bases (dhatu) and entrances. Why? Because of
Ihe separation (viviktatva) of all principles . . . . Also the perfection
of understanding cannot be recognised (or understood, ava-budh)
apart from (anyatl-a) the groups, bases and entrances. Why? Because
i t is precisely (ma) the groups, bases and entrances which are empty
(tunya), separated and calmed (Znta). Because of this the perfect ion of understanding and the groups, bases and entrances are not
a duality, not a making twofold. . . .The non-perception (anupalambha)
of all principles is called the perfection of understanding. When
there is no perception (samjfia), designation (samajfi1Z, or 'agreed
I N inciples are without
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usage'), concept or convention (vyauahCra, or 'usage'), then it is
called the perfection of understanding." This passage ascribed to the
Buddha may be compared with one quoted in Chapter Five above (pp.
108f.), where some of the same terms appear, in order to see how far
the Mahfiyana had moved away from the earliest teaching whilst
seeming to speak the same language. On page 203 of the Siitra the
gods are made to remark that this is a 'second starting of the wheel
of the doctrine.' In other words it is new, or at any rate was unknown
to the original followers of the Buddha and the early schools, though
certain privileged persons (Subhuti, etc.) and especially some of the
gods are supposed to have been allowed to hear it. In this Siitra three
'floors' (bhiimi) or vehicles (yana) are distinguished, those of the
'pupils', the isolated (private) buddhas and (public) buddhas. The
Buddha is made to attack the back-sliders from the last and highest
,dne who in future will revert from the way of the bodhisatbas to that
of the pupils, whose siitrasare merely the 'branches, leaves and straw.'P
The sixteenth chapter of the Eight Thousand deals with 'thusness'
(tathata, 'truth'). Subhiiti says the doctrine is taught as the nonperception of all principles. Nothing can obstruct (Fati-han) it. Its
characteristic is non-obstruction, because it is the same as Space and
because there is no perception of any resting place (pada, 'step',
'basis', i.e. object for perception). The gods praise Subhuti for this
as the thus-gone's (the Buddha's) younger brother (anujcita, literally 'born after'). Subhuti replies that it is because he is not born
that he is 'born after'. He is 'born after' the thusness (tathatG) of
the thus-gone. As the thusness of the thus-gone has not come and
has not gone (it is possible to analyse tathagata as either 'thus-come',
tath6Ggata, or 'thus-gone', tatha-gata), so the thusness of Subhuti
has not come and has not gone . . . .The thusness of the thus-gone
is the thusness of all principles and the thusness of all principles
is the thusness of the thus-gone, and also the thusness of Subhiiti
. . . . This thusness of the thus-gone and of all principles is one (eka)
thusness, not a duality (advaya),not a making twofold (advaidhik6~a),
a nonduality-thusness, a nowhere-thusness, a from-nowhere-thusness,
the thusness of nothing at d l (nu kasya kt).Because it is the thusness
of nothing at all this thusness is a nonduality, a not making twofold,
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IIOII-d~~ality-thusness.
This not made (a%yta)thusness is never not
~I~i~s~ic.ss,
therefore it is a nonduality, etc. . . . . As the thusness of the
tl~i~s- one is everywhere and in all principles non-imagination, withO I I ~ irriagination, so is the thusness of Subhuti . . . . Finally it is on
~l(.(.o~lrit
of this thusness that the name 'thus-gone' is applied to a
&nlhzscilh~a
when he becomes enlightened (a buddha).
At the end of the same chapter it is said that a bodhisat&awishing
to 'KO out to' the supreme, perfect enlightenment (anuttarii
mmynksnmbodhz) must remain impartial (sama, or 'equal') with
rc1cr.c-nceto all beings, his thought impartial, benevolent (maitra),
t,e~lc.ficient(hita), good (kalyCna), harmless (avihiwa), and so on,
ant1 rnmsue the six perfections. Among these, 'understanding' is
rl~~iificantly
defined as examining conditioned origination.
In the nineteenth chapter Subhiiti asks the Buddha about
krc,oming enlightened. Does the bodhisattua become enlightened by
the tirst occurrence of the thought (of enlightenment) or by the
lnnt occurrence of the thought? The Buddha replies with an
wtiitlogy: is the wick of a lighted oil lamp burned by the first onset
ol'the flame or the last? Subhiiti thinks by neither, yet agrees that
i t is in fact burned. The Buddha says it is the same with the
bnlfhisntlva becoming enlightened: it is not by the first or the last
oc,c.t~rrence
of the thought, nor without depending on (anEgamya)
I Ilc I;lst nor apart from the occurrences of the thought. And he does
I)cc~orric
enlightened. Subhiiti remarks here that conditioned origi11;1tior1
is profound. A discussion follows which is reminiscent of a
n r ~tior1 of the Yamaka (p. 290 above) which studies the occurrence
,III(Ic.c:ssation of thought. Does a thought which has ceased occur
,~g;~iri?
No! Has a thought which has occurred' the principle of
I cas;~tion?
Yes. If it has the principle of cessation will it cease? No!
'I'Ii(111 has a thought which has not occurred the principle of
I rssation? No! If it has the principle of cessation will it cease? No!
If ;I ttlouyht has the principle of not occurring and not ceasing will
i t c.r;lse? No! If a principle has by nature (p-akfli) ceased to have
.111y own-being will it cease? No! Will the principleness (dhamatii,
11 I I nature)
~
of principles cease? No! In that case it will remain as
tl~~~sriess?
Yes. If so, then it will be 'immovable' (kfitastha, 'immov;~l)lc! as a peak', cf. p.139 above; a synonym for 'eternal')? No!
A

I

So llaribhadra reads (p. 435 of Tucci's edition).
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Thusness is profound? Yes! -Is thought in thusness? No! Is thought
thusness?No! Is thought differentfrom thusness?No! Do you observe
thusness? No! He who proceeds (car) so proceeds in what is profound? He who proceeds so proceeds nowhere! . . . . As Haribhadra
points out in his commentary this discussion evidently begins at the
everyday 'concealing' level (a being becomes enlightened). It leads
round to the ultimate level by introducing 'thusness' (Haribhadra:
the thought is not the same as thusness because one is at the
'concealing' level and the other at the 'ultimate'; at the same time it
is not different from thusness, cannot be independent of it). The
position of the Siitraappears to be that thought is impermanent, like
all principles according to all schools of Buddhism, but thusness
provides the possibihty of continuity between momentary thoughts
for6ihg a series, so that they can lead to some effect, such as
enlightenment. However, thusness also is not something permanent,
because it is 'the thusness of nothing at all' (as we read in chapter
sixteen).
A few further points from the Eight Thousand: (1) beings
transmigrate because of the supposition of an ego, a self, and of
possessing; this is their 'defilement', and not having such a
supposition, not 'superimposing' it, is their 'purification" (2) principles are completely 'separate' (without own-being), therefore
neither 'it is' nor 'it is not' applies to them,' (3) 'immeasurable'
(aprameya) is a designation of emptiness, of signlessness and of
uncommittedness, and all principles are empty and cannot be
differentiated,' (4) the impermanence of matter, etc., should not
be misunderstood as the destruction (vinGSa) of matter, e t ~ . ~

The Tibetan historian Taranatha gives a detailed account of the rise
of Mahayiina Buddhism? which appears to be the only such account
now extant. Unfortunately he seems to have found considerable
confusion in his sources, and no doubt had great difficulty in fitting
his heterogeneous materials together into a consistent whole. Faced
with numerous dynastic lists relating to different parts of India he
1. p.400.
2. p. 439.
3. p. 347.
4. p. 113.

5. Chapter XI11 of Schiefner'sversion.
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~ c to~ establish
l
synchronisms between them and also with the
teachers of whom records survived. Some of his
~clc-~~tifications
and synchronisms are very wide of the mark, which
I I . I ~tended to discredit his whole work. Nevertheless a compilation
oI I his sort cannot be judged as a whole: the constituent parts must
I)c taken separately and checked with whatever other sources qxist
1i ) I their respective periods.
'I'iranatha places the rise of the MahZyiina after his account of
K.uii$ka I and his son (not named, presur4ably Vasiska known to
I I N from other sources) and some of the SarvastivZdin teachers
(V;tsumitra 11, Ghosaka) contemporary with these K ~ w empera
ots. A Buddhist teacher named ASvagupta is noted as living at
I';~(,lliputrain the time of Kaniska's son. Then 'in the West lived
kit^^ Laksaiva' who supported Buddhism (this name has not been
I( lc-ntified with any known king, and 'West' appears vague, though
wc. find a little later that it included Sauriistra: the reference may
I)c lo the successor of 'Kaniska's son', using a name - kings often
~rnt-ciseveral names - not recorded elsewhere, in which case it
worlld presumably be to Huviska, A.D. 106; an alternative would be
otir of the Ksahariita governors of Aparanta in the broad sense, who
uc.c.ln to have been ~ a k a appointed
s
by the Kusanas'). At this time
,111 c-lder named Nanda taught the Mahiiyiina in the Ariga country,
tIic.11 'suddenly' countless teachers (Avitarka and others) of the
M,lIiiiyana appeared in different places, who had learned this
lc.;u.hing from Avalokiteivara (a bodhisattva in Amitiibha's world uc-c. p. 344 above), Maitreya And other bodhisattvas. At the samc time
.I riumber of MahayZna siitras appeared, beginning with the great
IGfnakuta, most of which had been brought from the Dragon World
(~lriderthe Earth), some from the worlds of the gods. Laksaiva
t)c.carne a keen supporter of the new movement, building vihErasfor
11 imd encouraging students, and arranged for the new siitras to be
w~ittendown. These were afterwards brought to NalandZ (where
'IkranZtha's source for this part was written, it appears), celebrated as
I tic place where S%riputra lived and later the greatest Buddhist universi ty of India.
Those of us who do not believe in a Dragon World under the
Karth and have studied the evidence adduced above will prefer to
locate this source of most of th'e MahZylna siitras in h d h r a . We
II

1ii,111y Buddhist

I . e.g. Nahapba; but even a Satavihana such as Gautamiputra is a possibility.
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may see further an agreement with that version of the Perfection of
Understanding which says that that siitra will be known at first in the
South, then in the West, afterwards in the North.
TPanatha remarks that the followers of the early schools mostly
rejected the Mahgygna as not the words of the Buddha (not in the
Tri@taka) and that the small minority of Mahamists were spread
thinly among the Buddhist communities. We may add here that the
available evidence shows that the majority of Buddhists in India at
all times have followed the early schools and the M a h a m a there
was always a minority movement: it is only in certain countries
outside India (China and Tibet and the countries which derived
their Buddhism from them) that the Mahayiina completely s u p
planted the earlier Buddhism.
After this, in the time of king Candanapala of Aparantaka (who
may perhaps be identified with Kaniska 11, A.D. 119) &hulabhadra2
learned the hiahayiina from Avitarka and with other teachers
established the philosophical school of Mahayana called the
Madhyamaka. Still more new siitras appeared. Little is known of
these teachers, but after them a far greater philosopher appeared
in Ndan&, Nagarjuna (Bu-ston, I1 p. 123, makes him a pupil of
Rihulabhadra) .

,'

According to Bu-ston3Nagarjuna was born in the Vidarbha country
in Mahariispa. The same authority says he became a monk at
Nalanda and was taught by Ehulabhadra. The young Nagarjuna
was a very unusual person -expressed in the legend by his contacts
with the Dragons, who were ready to fetch whatever he needed from
their World. Eventually the Dragon King invited him to visit this
World himself. Nagarjuna accepted, but returned to earth as soon
as possible with the Hundred Thousand Perfection of Understanding, the culminating Mahayana siitra, which he found in the Dragon
World. He taught in many countries, and our sources stress also his
building activities, constructing and improving pagodas, vihiirasand
temples. Taranatha records4 that towards the end of his life he
returned to the Sataviihana domains, but to h d h r a , not Mahariis~a.
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the connection of 'Candana'and 'Kaniska' see Lkvi, JA 1936 75 ff.
Tkanatha Chapter XIV.
I1 122 ff.
p. 72.
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Many sources in Indian literature' confirm Niigiirjuna's association
with the Satavahana emperor, who became his pupil, and the
tradition seems to be confirmed by archaeology and inscription^.^
The particular Siitav5hana in question, whom the traditions identify
with the 'Hiila' famous in the history of Indian secular literature
as a connoisseur and patron, would appear to be Pulumiiyi I1
(Viisisfiiputra), who is recorded in an inscription to have improved
the pagoda at A~nariivati.~
It is fairly certain that there were several authors named
'Niigiirjuna' in Indian literature. Among the numerous works
ascribed to them it is not easy to settle precisely how many were
written by the one we are now concerned with. There is, however,
no doubt about the most important of them, the MZllamadhyaa
m
u
k
&
w
i which is the foundation of the doctrine'of the Madhyamaka
school. The other works probably his are: Vigrahauy~artani,
~Zln~atZsaptati,
Yukti~asfikci,Vaidalyasiitra and Prakarana, Suhrllekha,
perhaps the Ratniivati and some 'hymns' (stotra) in praise of the
Buddha. Among these the Suhrlkkha, Letter to a Friend, is an epistle
to the Siitav5hanaemperor, expounding traditional Buddhist morality
in no way different from that we have found in the Tri~itaka.~
This
literary genre seems to have been very popular for several centuries,
and the Buddhism thus communicated to distinguished laymen by
monks of different schools is not unlike that advocated by Aioka. The
Rutncivati is similarly a 'popular' work and also addressed to a king,
traditionally thk same Siitav%hana, but it expounds philosophy as well,
the Madhyamaka doctrine, in a poetic manner. The ~Cin~atEsaptatiand
YuktGastikciare short works summarising the Madhyamaka doctrine,
whilst the other two works named above are coritroversial writings
taking up particular points raised by other Buddhists against the
Madhyamaka and also criticizing th'e Brahmanical Ny5ya (Vaiiesika)
school of philosophy. We are left then with one basic work and a few
supplementary points added in the two controversial writings.
Tkaniitha notes5 that the 'pupils' (Srcivakas, followers of the
1. The novel LiLivai,Jaina works such as &e Pur(Itanaprabandhasamgraha,books on
alchemy (with w h i ~ hN%g%rjuna was traditionallyassociated):Rasaratnikura, etc.
2. see Lamotte MPPS XI1 f.
3. C o m ~ ~ Hirtmy
u e of India 11 316.
4. See IKL I! p. 232. The mention of AvalokiteSvaraand Amit2bha may derive from
a P i k a Saila s i i h a , the original of the Sukhivativyiiha
5. p. 71.
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earlier schools) alleged that Nagarjuna himself wrote the Hundred
Thousand Perfection of Understandingsupposed to have been brought
by him from the Dragon World. In actual fact there seems to be no
reference by Nagarjuna in the works certainly his (particularly the
basic work) to the Mahayana or Mahayana siitras.' His references to
siitras are all to the old Tripitaka, mostly to the Samyukta. He writes
simply as a Buddhist trying to establish the correct interpretation of
the Tripitaka as recognised by all Buddhists. It would hard$ be
possible to prove even that he knew of the existence of the new siitras,
whose doctrines he is supposed to vindicate in his work. The rather
intolerant and misrepresenting denunciations of the 'pupils' which
frequently appear in Mahayana siitrasand often enough in the theoretical writings of Mahiiyana teachers, doubtless a high pitched
expression of annoyance at the rejection of the new siitras by the
established schools as not to be found in the Tripitaka and contrary
to its doctrine, are refreshingly absent from N3giirjuna's pages. Confident of his doctrine, he seeks to persuade, to argue. He was claimed
by the Mahsyanists as their own, but his real position would seem to
have been not to take sides in a provocative controversy hardly
conducive to progress on the way. He perhaps hoped to reunite the
schools, old and new, in a single Buddhist doctrine agreed by all to
be the reestablishment of the originak teaching of the Buddha
himself. The name of the school he effectively founded (even if it
existed earlier), the Madhyamaka (the 'Intermediate'), suggesfi the
reestablishment of the original 'intermediate way' in all possible
senses of 'intermediate', avoiding extremes of speculative opinion, of
conduct and perhaps of the divisions of school and 'vehicle'.
Nfig%rjuna's main contention is that it was not the intention of the
Buddha to set out a list of 'ultimate' principles or elements which in
some metaphysical sense 'exist', still less to define their 'own-beings',
by implication immutable. He opposed therefore the general tendency of abhidhama discussion to hypostatise certain philosophical
concepts, to superimpose metaphysical constructions on the real
universe which did not correspond to them, and more particularly the
scholastic trend of the commentators of the schools who had introduced the conceptions of the 'own-being' (borrowed apparently from
the Lok5yata) and 'other-being' of principles along with the exeget-

1. See 'Is N2girjuna Mahgwist?'
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ical methodology represented by the Sthaviravfida Petakqadesa (pp.
302 ff. above) and no doubt found in other schools as well. The
Buddha taught, essentially, the Four Truths and conditioned origination: the Miilamadhyamak&rikapresents itself as the correct interpretation of these. The doctrine is not speculative but empiricist: the
Buddha emphatically rejected all speculative opinions ( d ~ t i and
)
propounded no such opinion himself, only an empiricist account of
conditioned origination and the way to end unhappiness. The basic
concepts ofphilosophy, even 'time', 'space', 'motion', 'causality', and
so on, are t$emselves speculative, and Nfigfirjuna shows by rigoraus
analysis that it is inconceivable how, for example, a 'motion' as
understood in philosophy could ever take place.
If Nfigfirjuna holds no such speculative opinion himself, as he
claims, if no philosophical positions or concepts at all are tenable,
then in discussing the opinions of others it is clear that he cannot
consistently take up any position himself, any standpoint in
philosophy, and argue from that against other positions. So we find,
in fact, that given any concept or opinion he proceeds to argue from
it, to work from the opponent's own position, in order to show that
it is untenable. In the debates of the early schools (e.g. in the
Kathivatthu) the method generally followed was to deduce from an
opponent's position a conclusion which was clearly contrary to the
Tripitaka. Thus a position held to be erroneous was opposed to a
position held to be true. In Nfigfirjuna's arguments, on the other
hand, the usual method is to deduce from the opponent's position
a 'necessary consequence' (@zsariga) which shows the absurdity of
that position and the selfcontradiction inherent in it. That he holds
no position, makes no 'assertion' ('statement' - philosophical pratijkG), is most clearly explained by Nfig2rjuna in one of the minor
works, the Vigrahavyivartani (29), written after the main work
(which it quotes) as a rejoinder to criticisms made especially by
other Buddhists. His doctrine of no own-being, emptiness (that
principles are empty of own-being) is not itself an 'assertion', a
speculative opinion, it is only not holding any such opinion.
NfigPrjuna could have adduced in support of his doctrine the siitra
we referred to above (p. 137) where the Buddha says that the thus
gone does not hold any opinion at all, but instead has seen matter,
etc., and their origination and cessation (i.e. the doctrine is
empiricist, not speculative), or the BrahmajGZu SEtra (p. 145 above).
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The question naturally arises whether Niigiirjuna in any way goes
beyond the Tripi&zka doctrine.
Niigiij u n a took over from the Tripitaka the dialectics of the
tetralemma (catuskofz], for example does the thus-gone exist after
death, o r not exist, or both, or neither (see pp. 120, 122 f. above),
and the other 'undetermined' questions (p. 136 above). These are
explained in Chapter 27 of the Miilamadhyamakak(5rikcZ, and
Nag5rjuna draws from them the method of the dilemma (a given
hypothetical entity, e.g. the 'soul', is either the same as or different
from some other entity, e.g. the 'body') as well as of the tetralemma.
He explains that anything eternal could not be born and
transmigrate, whilst if it were noneternal (i.e. totally destroyed) the
sequence of conditions would not apply to it. The theory of both
at once does not escape the difficulty (the entity would be partly
eternal and partly noneternal, which does not help us); that of
neither wrould make sense only if the term denied (eternal and noneternal) did. He concludes that there is no basis for any of the
speculative opinions because all the 'existents' (or beings, bh(5vac)
are empty. The term 'beings' (bhavas) is not synonymous with
'principles' (dhannas), but represents the misconception of them
as independent 'own-beings' (svabh(5vas),stressing the idea that
they are supposed to 'exist' rather than that they have a specific
character. They are empty in the sense that there is nothing
permanex?t in them, such as a 'soul', about which it could be argued
whether it was eternal or not, infinite or not, and so on. There is
perhaps a subtle difference here between the doctrine of the
Tripitaka and that of Niigiirjuna: in the sutras it is the supposed lifepnnciple or (living) being or soul or thus-gone (as well as the
'universe') about which the speculative opinions are formed, here
the 'beings' are brought into relation with them in that they contain
no such entity. Now for the Tripi?aka there are no souls or beings,
but there are principles. For NiigPrjuna there are no beings and
so the principles seem to be in question too. This will be clarified
in his Chapter 24, but first the question of 'existence' must be
examined.
We can approach this question via Niigiirjuna's refutation of the
cornmentarial doctrine of the 'own-being' of principles as contrary
to the Tn'fntaka (Chapter 15 of his work). If an 'own-being', he says,
were related to causes and concjitions it would be artificial (kflaka,
something made). This would contrpdict the conception of its 'own'
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being, which by definition should be independent of anything else
(nzrapek+a).If there is no 'own-being' then there can be no 'otherbeing' either, since this could be understood only as contrasted with
an 'own-being'. In the absence of either 'own-being' or 'otherbeing' how can there be any 'being' (bhaua)?If 'being' (bh5va) is
(thus) denied, then 'non-being' (abhava) also cannot be affirmed,
for 'non-being' is only the 'otherwise-being' (anyathiibhciva, or
otherness) of 'being'. Those who see 'own-being' and 'other-being',
'being' and 'non-being', do not see the reality (tattva) of the
doctrine of the Buddha. In the KZty6yanZuavGda Siltra (see above,
pp. 126f.) the Master, explaining (or perhaps, just contemplating
- ui-bhG causative) 'being' and 'non-being', has rejected both 'it
is' and 'it is not' . . . . These correspond to eternalism (S6ivataviida)
and annihilationism (uccfzedau&da), eternalism deriving from the
idea that what existed by its own-being could not (ever) be said not
to exist and annihilationism deriving from the idea that something
exists no more after having formerly existed.
We see from this that Nagsrjuna takes the words 'exist' or 'are'
and 'being' (the verb as and the noun bhava) as meaning 'existing
eternally' and implying the eternalist opinion. Momenta~y'existence'
will have to be described i~ other words. The object of the critique
is to show that the eternalist view is untenable and further to show
that the 'own-being' theory adopted by some Buddhists did not
really differ, when its implications were strictly worked out, from
the eternalist theory of Brahmanism (theory of an eternal 'soul' and
other eternal 'substances'). What could an 'own-being' be but
something continuing to exist eternally, ifidependent of causes or
conditions? To say that a principle has an own being which was yet
produced by something other than itself (conditions) is selfcontradictory.
Then suppose we call it an 'other-being'? This also will not do
because we have to explain 'other than what' this would be, and
could do so only by saying 'other than itself or 'other than its own',
so that we are back where we started. It is an important methodological principle with Nsgarjuna that such pairs of contradictory
statementsas 'beings exist' and 'beings do not exist', or 'beings have
own-beings' and 'beings have other-being', are interdependent.
Though they contradict one another they cannot be understood
separately. If we could give an intelligible and rational account
(applicable to the real world) of one of them (e.g. of 'being') then
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we might be able to do the same for the other (e.g. 'non-being'). It
certainly does not follow that because we reject the idea that beings
'exist' we should accept the contradictory idea that they do 'not exist',
and this has important practical implications for NZgSrjuna. He
rejects each 'extreme' view, each speculative opinion (eternal, noneternal, infinite, finite, a soul different from the body, a soul identical
with the body, etc.), precisely because he rejects also the opposite
extreme. More generally, if 'a' does not exist, then 'not a' does not
exist either.
From the above it follows that if the 'synthesised' (sawkyta)
beings do not exist then an 'unsynthesised' (asaqkyta), i.e. extinction (nimana), does not 'exist' either (Nagarjuna 7.33).
We can now read Nagarjuna's First Chapter, which deals with the
question of the 'conditions' (pratyaya) and is intended to refute the
interpretations of the doctrine of conditions which had grown up
among the early schools (along with their 'own-being' theory).
There are no beings (bhavas) anywhere, Nagarjuna begins, which
occur (ut-pad, we may also understand 'originate', usually sam-utpad) out of themselves (suatas), or out of an other (paratas), or out
of both, or without any cause (ahetutas) . . . . There is no 'own-being'
of a being (bhava) in the various kinds of condition proposed in
the schools (the 'cause', the 'support', the 'immediate', the
'dominant'). In.the absence of any 'own-being' there can be no
'other-being' either . . . . Let those things be called 'conditions';
conditioned by which things occur, but how can they be 'conditions'
before the latter have occurred? Neither a nonexisting object
(artha) nor an existing one is congruent with (yujyate) having a
condition: of what nonexisting thing can there be a condition? And
whht use is a condition for a thing which (already) exists? Since
beings (1.10) hzve no 'own-being' then they have no 'existence'
(satta, 'existing-ness'). (To them the formula : p. 111 above) 'this
being, this is' has no application (nu upa$ad). The result does not
exist in any of the conditions taken singly, nor in all of them
together. How could there be something 'from the conditions'
which was not in them? Or, if something which did not exist in them
started 'from the conditions', why should the result not start equally
well (api, 'even') from what were not conditions? . . . . We conclude
that there are no conditions and no non-conditions, since no results
of them exist.
Does this mean that Nagarjuna rejects the doctrine of condi-
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tio,ned origination? No. It is because he accepts it that he rejects
the idea that there is anything eternal, that anything 'exists' (in the
sense we found above), that anything has an 'own-being', and the
opposites of these speculative theories: What is conditioned by
something is not identical with it (tad pun) nor different from it.
That is why there is nothing which is annihilated or which is eternal
(18.10). This means that the result is not the same as its condition
(which would mean eternal existence of the condition) nor is it
different from it (which would mean that the condition was
annihilated, became non-existent). From Nagarjuna's own day
onwards his doctrine was subject to being misunderstood as nihilistic: because he rejected 'existence' of beings and spoke of their
'emptiness' (of own-being) careless students (and critics who were
either not very careful or not very scrupulous) have concluded that
he maintained that ultimately the universe was an utter nothingness. In fact his rejection of 'non-existence' is as emphatic as his
rejection of 'existence', and must lead us to the conclusion that
what he is attacking is these notions as metaphysical concepts
imposed on the real universe. Before we read more of what he has
to say of such concepts we may look at his 24th Chapter, where he
replies to a Buddhist who suggests that he has rejected the Four
Truths (and with them conditioned origination) and therefore
rejected Buddhism.
The opponent says: If everything ('all this') is empty then there
is neither origination nor cessation, from which it necessarily
follows that according to you the Four Truths do not exist . . . .
(and with them Buddhism as a whole does not exist, there is no
good and bad, etc.). Nagarjuna replies (24.7) that the opponent
does not know what emptiness means. The buddhas teach the
doctrine on the basis of the two levels of truth, the concealing and
the ultimate (p. 146 above). Those who do not discern the
'difference between these two 'truths' (satya) do not discern the
profound reality (tattva) of the doctrine of the Buddha. The
ultimate truth cannot be taught without depending on (anciin'tya)
conventional usage (yavahcira); extinction cannot be attained
without depending on (ancigamya) the ultimate truth. Like a snake
grasped in the wrong way or a science wrongly applied, emptiness
misunderstood (durdpta) destroys (vi-naS causative) those of weak
intelligence . . . . For whom emptiness is 'congruent' (yujyate)
everything (in the Buddhist doctrine) is congruent; for whom the
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empty is not congruent everything is not congruent .... If because of
the (supposed) 'own-being' you see (envisage) an 'existing (real)
being' (sadbhaua), of beings (bhauas), then you must see these
beings (bhauas) as without causes and conditions. You must reject
cause and effect (causality);agent, instrument and action; origination
and cessation; and any result (of conditions). It is conditioned
origination which we call 'emptiness'. It is a 'concept based on'
(upadaya prajfiapti, 'concept attached to') something (else, i.e. not
in itself some entity, something 'existing'), and precisely it is the
'intermediate way' (avoiding the extremes of 'it is and 'it is not')

(24.18).
Since (Nagarjuna continues) no principle (dhama) occurs
(vidyate) which is not originated by conditions, no principle occurs
which is not empty. If everything were not empty (as the opponent
would maintain) then there would be neither origination nor
cessation, from which it would necessarily follow that according to
you (the opponent) the Four Truths would not exist (20) .... (these
being dependent on conditioned origination). Nothing could originate, nothing cease .... No one would be able to do any good or bad
actions (33) ....
Thus for NFigarjuna principles are not 'nonexistent' or 'existent': it can be said that they 'occur' (uidyate, ut-pad), that thay
'originate' and 'cease', provided that this is understood only of
'empty' principles, not of 'existents' (beings, bhavas) such as were
being discussed in his First Chapter or of principles defined as
having 'own-being'. Most important of all, this is no speculative
doctrine of hypostatised concepts, it is an empiricist one: (even)
the best concepts (e.g. 'emptiness') are only 'concepts based on'
something. The concepts generally used in philosophy do not apply
to the world of conditioned origination.
The question of 'emptiness" is further clarified in Nagarjuna's
Chapter 13, where he supposes another Buddhist to take emptiness
itself as a speculative opinion instead of as it should be understood.
This opponent is supposed to argue that emptiness itself is the 'ownbeing' of existents (beings, bhavas) (13.3.). NagFirjuna gives the
answer that if anything which was not empty existed, then an
'empty' could exist; since however there exists nothing not empty,
how can an 'empty' exist? The buddhas have taught emptiness as
liberation (nihsarana) from all speculative opinions (drstis),but they
have declared that he who holds emptiness itself as such an opinion
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is beyond help (asadhya, they cannot accomplish his liberation)
( 13,7-8).
If everything is empty, then what of extinction (niruana)? In his
Chapter 25 Nagarjuna argues that it is not a being (bhaua), not a
non-being, not both being and non-being, not neither being nor
non-being (just as the thus-gone after his extinction is none of
these). But we seem to have found above that the 'principles' of
the universe are equally none of these things, is extinction then the
same as they are? Nagarjuna says: There is no distinction (vzie~ana)
at all between extinction and transmigration (sa7para). There is no
distinction at all between transmigration and extinction. The limit
of extinction would be the limit .of transmigration (but neither has
a limit) . . . . The speculative opinions about (the'thus-gone) beyond
cessation, about finite and infinite, eternal and non-eternal (concerning the universe, transmigration) are of the same kind as those
concerning extinction. Since everything is empty what is finite or
infinite or both or neither, what is identity or difference (in the
speculation about the 'soul' and the body), what is eternality, noneternality, both, neither? Happiness consists in the calming of these
differentiations (prapafica) (not in the 'cessation' of 'beings').
It remains to add some brief notes on Nagarjuna's critiques of
the various concepts used in philosophy, showing that none of them
are valid as customarily applied. He uses what may be called a
'temporal analysis' to dispose of any concept involving a process in
time, as well as of the concept of 'time' itself. In effect it is a
trilemma showing that it is impossible to give a coherent explanation of the concepts in relation to 'past', 'present' or 'future' time.
In his Second Chapter Nsgarjuna investigates the concept of
'motion'. First he formulates the trilemma as follows: (1) that which
is 'gone' (gata, i.e. past) is not 'being gone' (gamyate, i.e. present
as being moved, the 'motion' which we seek to identify, to catch
in the act of 'happening' in order to define it; (2) that which is
'not gone' (agata, i.e. future) is not 'being gone'; (3) a 'being gone'
(gamyam~na,i.e. present-here
the participle is used, not the
present tense, distinguishing the concept as subject of the proposition from the predicate intended to define it) independent of
'gone' (past) and 'not gone' (future) is not 'being gone' (gamyate,
present tense). In other words we cannot understand the motion
as 'being' what has already happened and ceased, or as being what
has not yet started. As for a 'being gone' to be understood as
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happening at present, we could understand 'present' only as being
something in between the 'past' and the 'future', not independently of these two; since, however, we have not been able to understand
'being gone' as related to 'gone' or 'not gone', the possibility of
understanding a present motion dependent on past and future is
not open to us. In the ensuing discussion the opponent is imagined
to seek to define a present 'motion' Independent of 'being gone',
in order to evade the trilemma and understand 'being gone' by
reference only to this present 'motion' and independently of 'gone'
and 'not gone', to which Nagarjuna replies that there cannot be
a 'being gone' distinct from 'motion', which could be defined by
poirfting out the relation between them. The attempt to improve
the definition merely multiplies the entities for which definitions
must be sought: we have two motions (gamanas,2.5) instead of one
and are no nearer any solution, rather we would have to look for
two agents supposed to perform the two motions. This incidentally
brings up the question of an 'agent' who or which moves, the
absurdity of which (according to Nagarjuna) offers another method
of exploding the concept of 'motion'. There are various other
methods besides these: for example the absurdity of the concept
of 'being stationary' is demonstrated, whence it follows that the
contradictory of thls (being gone, motibn), which we would have
to understand by contrast as other than stationary, is equally absurd.
The connected, or more basic, critique of 'time' is given in
Chapter 19. Suppose we try to conceive a 'present' or a 'future' time
in relation to (apek$ya) 'past' time (i.e. by contrast with it), this
relation cannot occur unless the 'present' or 'future' occurs
simultaneously with the 'past', therefore in the past. Occurrence
in the past, of course, destroys the concepts of 'present' or 'future',
yet there is no way of demonstrating their occurrence independently-@a 'past'. Therefore 'time' does not occur (nu vidyate). Evidently
the concept of a 'past' time can be exploded in exactly the same
way, but the triple analysis is equally destructive of other triads of
concepts, such as 'low', 'intermediate' and 'high'. In principle it
can be applied to any pair of contradictories also, such as 'unity'
and 'multiplicity', whence we see that it is nothing but an extension
of the principle of the interdependence of contradictories which
we met above in studying the 'own-being' and 'other-being'. The
same Chapter shows also the futility of attempting to demonstrate
a 'time' conditioned by a being (bhava), and the impossibility of
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conceiving either a 'time' which was changing or a 'time' which was
constant.
The triple method of analysis applies also to the concept of
'occurrence' (utpada) if hypostatised: neither that which 'has
occurred', nor that which 'has not occurred', nor that which 'is
occurring'; occurs, by what we may call the first 'theorem' of the
Second Chapter (7.14). If, further, there were an 'occurrence' of
that which 'is occurring', we would then be led to posit the
'occurrence' of that 'occurrence' and so on ad infiniturn ('occurrence' of the 'occurrence' of the 'occurrence' of the . . . . of the
'occurrence') (7. 18f.) - the infinite regress (anavastha) being
another useful weapon in Nagarjuna's dialectical armoury.
Nagarjuna's Fifth Chapter is directed against attempts to set up
a 'characteristic' (lahanu) of a being (bhava) which would then be
'characterised' (Zuhya) by it. Any alleged being (bhava), e.g. 'space',
does not occur before its 'characteristic' (otherwise it would follow
that it could occur without it). If, however, we suppose a 'commencement' (prawti, 'starting') of the 'characteristic' we introduce
an additional concept of which we are unable to give a satisfactory
account (the 'characteristic' alone would be sufficient, if present;
a 'commencement' is redundant). But then in the absenccof the
'commencement' of the 'characteristic', the 'characterised' has no
application (whence also the 'characteristic' has no application).
Thus the 'characterised' and the 'characteristic' do not occur. It
will follow for the opponent that his 'being (bhava)' also does not
occur, since by his definition it cannot occur independently of its
'characterised' and 'characteristic'.
In general, Nagarjuna sums up his method at the end of Chapter
4, if one argues on the basis of emptiness, then whatever argument
an opponent uses to evade the consequences (and set up his
concepts or his speculative opinions) he is begging the question
(samam sadhyenajGyate, i.e. the fallacy of srZdhynsnma of Indian logic
must occur, the opponent merely assumes his opinion, his concept,
without being able to prove it).

Further Development of the Madhyamaka School
Evidently Niigarjuna did not succeed in reuniting the old schools
and the Mahiiyfina on the basis of his interpretation of the Tripitaku,
though it is probable that he greatly strengthened the Madhyamaka.
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The Sthaviravadins and others adhered to their 'own-being' theory,'
whilst it is probable that most Mahayanists followed the tone of the
majority of their new siitras in writing off the old Tripitaka as an
inferior teaching which could be discarded by the superior bodhisatbas.
The exact position of the Madhyamakas in Nagarjuna's time in this
connection is not positively known (on his position as inferred from
his writings see above, pp. 358 ff.), but it appears that after his time
they moved rapidly towards the extreme Mahayanist position of an
almost complete break with early Buddhism.
Two of Niigarjuna's pupils first claim our attention. h a d e v a ,
who came originally from Ceylon, was his closest pupil and stands
closest to him in doctrine. Unlike Nagarjuna, however, he already
places the bodhzsattua in the foreground, presenting Buddhism as
the way of the bodhisattva. Apart from this major difference in
presentation (for Nagarjuna has nothing about the bodhisattua and
the aim of Buddhahood, but speaks of extinction and the eightfold
way) his works may be regarded (as the school regarded them) as
a supplement to Nagarjuna's. The CutuhSatnka deals in its first half
with the way of the bodhisattua, beginning wlth chapters on the 'four
errors' (pp. 300 f. above), taken over from the early schools, and
continuing with the more properly bodhzsatt71apractice. Its second
half on t h e other hand is a direct supplement to t h e
MiilamadhyamakckEnkG, which deals almost entirely with a selection
of the same concepts for criticism (the 'permanent', the 'soul',
'time', speculative opinions, etc.), whilst avoiding the repetition of
the same arguments. On the whole his critiques are aimed more
at particular doctrines of schools and less at philosophical concepts
in general. Besides the views of the earlier Buddhist schools, he
criticises the fundamental notions of the two great Brahmanical
philosophical schools of the day, the Samkhya and the Vaiiesika:
who held among other things the interesting 'extreme' opinions,
the former that an effect is identical with its cause and the latter
that it is different from it (criticised at Catuhiataka 11.15). In
m,
carries the attack
another important work, the ~ a t a i c ~ s t ~ryadeva
on the various schools much further, naming his opponents and
refuting their doctrines systematically and in detail: this is really a
polemical work rather than primarily an exposition of-the doctrine
of his own school (the schools mostly attacked are the Siimkhya,
1. But modified it to escape the critique, subsisting the innocuous expression 'owncharacteristic' which does not imply 'existent'.
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Vaiiesika,Jainas, Lokiiyata and -significantly for this period - the
two theistic schools which now rise to prominence in India from
obscure origins, the V a i ~ ~ a v and
a s ~aivas:cf. pp. 16 and 22 above).
The methods employed are those of Nagarjuna.
The other prominent pupil of Nagarjuna has often been confounded with the master himself, having had a very similar name (either
simply Naga or some such compound as Niigabodhi), easily assimilated to 'Nagarjuna'. Tiiraniitha' carefully distinguishes him as
'Nagahvaya' ('called Naga', which could be either the whole name
or an abbreviation) or more properly 'Tathagatabhadra' and as the
author of commentaries on some of the Mahayana siitras. It is in
his works that we find for the first time the connection between
Madhyamaka and the Mahayiina sutras, particularly the Perfection
of Understanding', directly shown. It is presumably this 'Naga' who
was the original author of an enormous commentary on the 'Twenty
Five Thousand' or 'Great Perfection of Understanding', which is
known only in a Chinese version.Vhe version is not apparently very
faithful, since it inserts explanations about 'Indian' words,' etc.,
thought necessary for foreign readers. The latter part of it moreover
is believed to be abridged. This commentary gives word by word
explanations of its text in the tradition of the commentaries of the
early schools and not differing very much from these in its merely
linguistic explanations. Like Niigarjuna (I), this Naga (-arjuna 11)
quotes texts from the original Tnpztaka and interprets them in the
Madhyamaka sense in order to establish the correctness of the views
of his school.%owever, it is the 'Great Perfection of Understanding', which the Buddha is here supposed to have taught, which is
at the 'ultimate' level of exposition, whilst the Tripitaka texts which
appear to speak of principles existing are only at the 'concealing'
level, according to the exigencies of teaching.= Besides other
commentaries, the same Naga is presumably also the author of an
independent manual on Madhyamaka, the *Dv6daSadvCraScistra
extant in Chinese.
Niigarjuna (I) is credited with a number of poetical works, the
1 p. 86. For a NPgabodhi, pup11of NSgSquna, see Bu-ston p. 132 and Tajima, ~ t u d e
sur b Mahrivazrocana-siitra,Parls, 1936, p. 21.
2. 'Mahripra~ririprlramzt%aStra'translated by Lanlorre.
3. e.g. Vol. I p. 76 of Lamotte's translation on words meaning 'time'.
4. e.g. Vol. I pp. 39 ff. of Lamotte's translation.
5. Vol. I pp. 27 ff., 4f. of Lamotte's translation.
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'hymns' (stotras) to the Buddha, and his Ratn6vatz and 'Letter to a
Friend' are also literary rather than purely philosophical. In all
periods, in fact, Buddhism has provided itself with artistic expression
as well as philosophical treatises, and each new school used the poetic
medium and the other arts. The composition of hymns to the Buddha
was especially popular in the Mahayana movement, in consonance
with the conception of a transcendent Buddha inherited from the
Mahasamgha schools, a conception which is duly reflected in
Nagiirjuna's hymns. Most of the philosophers of the Madhyamaka and
other Mahayana schools exercised themselves in the composition of
hymns, but the most admired in this field is, as might be expected,
a writer who was primarily a poet and is not credited with any purely
philosophical works.
This poet was Matyceta. Tradition confirmed by the internal
evidence of his writings has it that originally he was not a Buddhist
' himself says that he had written nonbut a worshipper of ~ i v a .He
Buddhist hymns, and one account (in Bu-ston) says without being
very specific that he had then done great harm to the Doctrine and
won many people over to the sectarian (presumably Saiva) teaching.
Unable to resist these encroachments of his seductive verses, the
monks of Nalanda are said to have sent an appeal for help to
Nagiirjuna, then resident in h d h r a . k a d e v a volunteered for the
mission to the North, and by means of the Doctrine persuaded
Miitrceta to become a Buddhist. The poet then made amends for
the 'harm' he had done by composing numerous hymns to the
Buddha and some other literary works conveying Buddhist teaching. His date may be fixed by the fact that like Nagarjuna he
composed an epistle to a king, the 'Letter to the Great King
Kani(s)ka.' According to the chronology we have followed for
Nagarjuna this can be only Kaniska 111, who succeeded to the
Kusiina Empire in, or a few years after, A.D. 176. Matrceta himself
says in his 'Letter' that he was then old, too old to go in person
to visit the King (hence this epistle), who on the other hand was
young. In this case it would seem that Miitrcep had become a
Buddhist c. 160 A.D. or even earlier (to allow time for his various
Buddhist works) .2

1. See Dr. D.R.S.Bailey'sIntroduction to his edition of the ~ataparic~atka,
pp. 2ff.
2. This incidentally would make our date for NSgSrjuna more precise, his flomit
being c. A.D. 125-160.
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The favourite among Miiq-ceg's hymns has been the 'Hundred
and Fifty" (strophes), in sections describing different qualities and
actions of the Buddha, including special attention to his former lives
as bodhisattva engaged in a career of unlimited self-sacrifice for the
sake of other living beings. Despite this stress on the bodhisattva,
however, there is hardly anything specifically Mahiiyiinist in these
hymns, reference to the deeds of the Buddha as bodhisattva being
perfectly acceptable to the earlier schools. On account of this broad
and non-sectarian outlook Maqcep's poetry became popular among
various schools of Buddhists. The hymns of Miiqcep and other
poets were chanted at the evening assemblies of the monks, when
ceremonieswere performed at pagodas and ~hrines.~
Since we have
reason to believe that monks of various schools lived together in
the same vihzras, verses which would please all Buddhists and
offend none would be specially appropriate for such use. The
strophes of Miiqcep are apparently of the greatest simplicity and
unpretentiousness in construction, but this appearance is decep
tive. The vocabulary is large and avoids cliches, the verses abound
in poetic figures, though these are handled with a masterly
restraint, or rather with the reticence of true humility and detachment. We are as far as possible here from the involvement of
Aivaghosa: we are circuaambulating the symbol of extinction
(a pagoda) in the stillness of the hour of sunset at some vihzra
raised on a hill, above the endless turmoil of ordinary human life.
The typicaI Miiqcep strophe opposes the nature of the bodhisattva
to ordinary human nature: People are not as intent on helping
others who return the help, as you are intent on helping even those
intent on harm (119). The joy of living beings in regaining their
lives after thinking they had lost them is nothing when compared
with your joy in abandoning your life for another's sake (1'7). You
have conquered revilers by tolerance, the malicious by securing
their safety, the false by truth and the injurious by benevolence
(122).
According to Tiraniitha ~ i i r aor
, &y&iira, is the same person
as Miitycep, though the works assigned respectively to these two
have been kept quite distinct in the known manuscript and printed
versions in Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan3 Dr. Bailey has shown
1. &tapafi&atka Stotra.

2. Schlingloff : Buddhrttitche Stotras,p. 8.
3. Bailey, &tapairuZatka 10 ff., discusses this.
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that there is some tangible substance in the impression one has that
the terse, elegant and often highly elliptical (no doubt i,diomatic
for its period) style, the simple grammatical structure of which is
belied by the always unexpected turns of expression (extreme
compactness and large and idiomatic vocabulary), is very similar in
the verses of the two poets (it carries over into the prose of h a ,
which is as compact and unobvious as his verse). Tgranatha's
assertion may be merely a guess, and we have no other evidence
a
to have
for it at present, but at least we can say that ~ u r appears
belonged to the same period as MatrceD.
Siira's best known work is the JiitakamtZki, a selection of 34
favourite jiitaka stories retold in this carefully wrought and fastidious
style, illustrating particular points of moral teaching (primarily the
self-sacrificing virtues of the bodhisattva) mentioned to introduce
each one. Siira's narratives here proceed in a mixture of prose and
verse (a form afterwards known as campii), many different metres
being used. His excellent style won him a place among the foremost
Sanskrit poets, even in the opinion of Brahmanical critics
(Rajaiekhara'), and caused many Buddhists to substitute his volume
for the more original jcitaka collection^.^
The minor works of Mi?@-cew
and Sara include a number of short
texts called parikatfi (or just kathis), which might be described as
'sermons' or 'tracts', on such subjects as the evils of the present age,
the deceptiveness of life in the world, and alternatively the good
way (supatha). The genre was popular for a time and a score or more
of examples have been preserved in Tibetan translations, ascribed
to a number of otherwise famous authors such as Nfig2rjuna and
Ahaghosa (and Vasubandhu among later writers), as well as the
little known Gopadatta and Emendra. A few have survived in
Sanskrit but so far none seem to have been published.

New 'Trends in MahPyiina
At the beginning of the 3rd century A.D. (a little earlier in the case
of the Kusanas) both the great empires in India in this period went
into rapid decline. At first this appears to have been a purely
internal process at work in both empires. We find that, by contret
with the Magadhan administration of the preceding period, both
1. G y a m i n u i ~ r S(GOS) p. 55 ('Sfira').
2. On M2qceB and Sika see IKL Vol. I1 pp. 23558.
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tit(. Satavahanas and the Kusanas had introduced some elements
OI what may in a broad sense be called 'feudalism'. Whereas the
M . ~ ~ a d h aprovincial
n
governors were appointed for limited terms,
toti~tedfrom province to province and paid salaries like other
ollic.ials (though they might be princes), thus maintaining a strong
( entralised control at Pataliputra, methods which could only result
i r ~clecentralisation replaced these in the newer empires. The
K t ~ s i ~ amaintained
s
a aka family as governors of Avanti (and
Al~i~riinta)
at Ujjayini, allowing them to govern there for life and
Ita~icldown their province by hereditary succession. It is likely that
this arrangement had arisen as part of a conditional submission of
t l l r ~ a k a sin India to the newer power. In the second century,
Itowever, we find the aka governors behaving practically as inde1)c~tientrulers, issuing their own coinage and celebrating their
vit tories without reference to their presumed overlords oh whose
I)cl~alfthey were supposed to be fighting. The Satavahana emperors
i1111)earto have had similar arrangements with what we may call
'vassal' kings ruling over parts of the empire. They went further in
tllc tiirection of feudalism in making grants of land to favoured
1 1 ~~
1 ) r i or
s institutions (including Buddhist communities), giving
111) the administrative rights of the central government along wi'th
,I! least part of the revenue. The trend thus initiated developed
y~adually all over India to a system whereby hereditary local rulers
ittltninistered their 'fiefs' and collected the revenue, sending a part
01 it to the central overlord but keeping a very substantial income
IOI themselves in lieu of a salary. In return for their enjoyment of
111i1t.tica1independence and perhaps of most of the revenue of their
I.ulds, these 'vassals' were required to render military service to the
( ~ v clord.
.~
'I'he reasons for this decisive change in adniinistration are
ol)sc-ure.They must have been very strong to compensate for the
ol~viousand seemingly disastrous disadvantages of so great a degree
01 decentralisation. A resolute and shrewd vassal might at any time
clrty a less resolute or insufficiently watchful overlord, or, more
.~utious,he might reduce his remittance of revenue to the centre
or on some pretext fail to render his military service. It would seem
11.1tura1enough that most vassals would attempt to 'get away with'
.I.\ little as possible in the way of contributions of either kind. In
OI der to enforce his claims the overlord often had to rely largely
011 the military services of other vassals despatched against a
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defaulter, so that the way was open for intrigues and combinations.
The heir to an empire of this kind who proved unskilful in handling
his vassals would soon lose control over some or all of them.
The Kuswas thus lost control of much of their empire to their
aka vassals and to a number of Indian rulers of the Eastern and
central parts of Northern India, including a number of ancient
republics which had preserved their institutions intact under
periods of Magadhan and Kusana overlordship. Thus weakened,
the Kusanas were defeated by Sasanian invaders from the West, to
whom they had to surrender their Central Asian domains and the
Western parts of their empire, including eventually Gandh*a.
Finally they had to accept vassalage under the Persian conquerors.
Meanwhile the Satavahanas were overthrown and their domains
divided between a number of local rulers, notably the Ikyiikus in
h d h r a proper, who there continued the patronage of Buddhism,
and, later, the Brahmanical Vakapkas in Mahftriis.ra, who were
more successful in rebuilding a large empire.
These changes in the structure of society, not merely in the
personnel ruling, were reflected in or even anticipated by the
Brahmanical literature of the period, particularly the law books
which make provision for grants of land to the revenue collector^.^
When we find great changes in the philosophical and religious
outlook of the times, as we do within tKe Buddhist tradition, it is
natural to think that these may be related to changes in the social
outlook. The democratic ideals of early Buddhism (the organisation
of its communities, the insistence by the Buddha that he had only
discovered and taught a doctrine but accepted no personal responsibility for the community (pp. 72 f. above), so that the monks must
rely on themselves 'as islands' and also-on the doctrine, not on any
person) might survive the rule of 'principle' of Aioka (who set
'principle' in place of his personal rule much as the 13uddha set
the doctrine in place of his - and 'principle' and 'doctrine' here
both translate d h a m ) . They were ill adapted to a socie,ty in which*
individuals looked for protection to strong lords and more and
more entered into feudalistic, hierarchical relations with them,
comparable sometimes with the practice known in Europe as
'commendation'. In some of the Mahayha siitras, on the other
-

1. On all this see sharma: Asptdr ofPolitica1Zd.ea.s and Zmtitufionr in Anciml India,
Chapter XIV.
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hand, we find the Buddha becoming the supreme overlord of the
universe, just as in the same period the theistic religions were with
great success exalting Siva or Vi:*u as creator and ruler of the
universe. Henceforth there was a decline in the influence of the older
atheistic Brahmanism of the MimPmsii, the S-khya and the early
Vaiksika, correspondingto the growing influence of theistic Vedanta,
Yoga and Nyiiya, which tended to become assimilated to Vaisnavism
or ~aivism.In Mahfiy%na Buddhism the central ideal of the compassionate bodhisattvas, beginning with Avalokiteha (p. 344 above),the
'Observing Lord (iiuara)' or 'Watching Lord' (where the prefix aua
adds a suggestion that this lord is looking downwards, with compassion, on unhappy humanity), may not be entirely unrelated to a social
ideal of a protecting lord who gives security to helpless individuals in
times of diiculty. In either case the chief advantage of the new system
would appear to be the ease with which help and protection can be
obtained by the humble suppliant. One can be reborn in Sukhiivati
without having very strenuously cultivated the roots of good, even
without having cultivated them at all, if one thinks of the Buddha
ArnitZibha with yearning for his world. Passive submission was probably the only indispensable qualification for entering the service of
a feudal lord.
The appearance of new Mahiiyiina siitras continued and even
increased in frequency. The 'Eight Thousand Perfection of Understanding' was followed by several other very long siitras, whilst the
production of short sGtras, some now in the Ratnakiita collection,
perhaps more outside it, seems endless. Apart from new recensions
of the Perfection of Understanding, the large siitraswhich followed
the Eight Thousand are the Samcidhircija ('King of Concentration'),
Saddharmapundarika ('White Lotus of the True Doctrine'),
Vimalakirtinir&ia ('Exposition of Vimalakirti') and Suua~abhata
('Golden Lustre'). The King of Concentration (also called
Candrap'adipa, 'Lamp of the Moon', or of Prince Candra) is usually
reckoned to stand closest to the Perfection of Understanding in
doctrine, but expresses this primarily as the knowledge of the
'sameness' or 'equality' (samati) of own-being of all principles, the
realisation of which is the object of the practice of concentration.
This 'sameness' is nothing but the emptiness of principles of any
own-being. The SGtra contains long discourses on the conduct of
bodhisattvas and a mass of narratives bearing on this topic.
The White Lotus containsvery little doctrine, its bulk being filled
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almost entirely with descriptions of buddhasand bodhisatturnand their
worlds, with all kinds of wonders produced by them: not trivial
miracles but universal transformations, illuminations, appearances
of buddhas from the remote past in all their glory, and so on. There
is perhaps a sense in which one can say that this is a truly 'religious'
as opposed to a doctrinal or (especially) philosophical text. The
doctrine is practically taken for granted (though hidden in the
middle of these several hundred pages there is one short paragraph
of significance), though constantly alluded to. The function of the
text is simply to give it a tremendous 'build-up', to inspire reverence
for it, to dramatise it. The Buddha presides over this universal
drama: at the outset he tells his assembled followers that he has not
yet taught the real doctrine because it is so difficult to understand
it might cause confusion and even harm. He has taught only at the
concealing level. Urged to reveal the ultimate truth he still hesitates
on the ground of the danger to some of the assembled monks and
nuns. Taking the hint, several thousand of these who were satisfied
with the concealing teaching withdraw, so that the Buddha can now
expound the ultimate doctrine to the 'fearless' ones who have
remained.
First he develops at great length the point that he teaches by way
of expedients (upiiya, 'means'), according to the different needs
and aptitudes of his hearers. Thus there appears to be more than
one 'vehicle' (yiina), though in fact there is only one plus the
expedients. Living beings are introduced to the teaching by
different means, but all of them attain enlightenment eventhally.
The use of expedients is illustrated by a number of parables.
Occasionally the emptiness and sameness of principles is mentioned
in passing, but the real doctrine laid down by this Siitra is reserved
for its fifteenth chapter. There the Buddha says: It should not be
thought (literally 'seen') that the thus-gone ~Ftk~arnuni
(i.e. himself)
attained enlightenment at Gay%. On the contrary, I attained
enlightenment millions of ages ago . . . . The thus-gone has seen
that the universe in its true reality (yathiibhiitam) (or perhaps: that
in the universe in its true reality one is n o t . . . .) is not born, does
not die, does not pass away, is not reborn, does not transmigrate,
does not attain extinction, etc. . . . The thus-gone demonstrates
extinction without actually becoming extinct, for educational
purposes . . . . I have still twice as long to live as the millions of ages
I have already lived, my career as a bodhisattua is not yet fulfilled. . . .
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This text can be understood in the light of the emptiness
doctrine, that ultimately transmigration does not take place, nor
taxtinction, whether of a bodhisattva or buddha or of any living being;
r here is no distinction between transmigration and extinction.
I'opularly, however, the White Lotus has satisfied the desire of
rriillions for an eternal and omnipotent Buddha watching over the
world. What the philosophers interpret according to the Madhyarnaka
diaIectic the masses are content to make the basis of an
unphilosophical religion of the worship of a transcendent being
who is yet in the world to save them and take them to heaven.
Moreover the Buddha is assisted by the great bodhisattvas such as
Avalokiteivara, to whom much of this Siitra is devoted. You have only
to remember the name of Avalokiteivara in any trouble, for
example the perils of the sea, and you will be freed from it (chapter
24, generally thought to be a later addition to the Siitra, however).
The Exposition of Vimalakirti is a popularisation of Mahiiyfina
(or Madhyamaka) doctrine of a more sophisticated and also
humorous kind. The idea for it was probably drawn from the
dialogues in the Perfection of Understanding between Subhiiti and
and others. These seem to have
the Buddha, Subht~tiand ~iiri~utr-a
become a sort of intellectual exercise, in which one interlocutor
asks questions and another answers, bearing in mind the doctrine
of emptiness and so avoiding the affirmation of anything which
cannot ultimately be -rmed. Such a conversation may start at the
concealing level, but if the correct answers are given it must
immediately switch to the ultimate. The hero of the present SZitra,
the bodhisattva Vimalakirti, is particularly skilful at this empty
conversation (perhaps more originally called 'pure' conversation').
He is a Licchavi householder in Vaiifili in the time of the Buddha,
living v e 9 much in the world, even to the extent of visiting the
geTsha girls, taverns and casinos and indulging in all the pleasures
of life. However, he is in reality a model bodhisattva, even a Sramana
(ascetic-philosopher), and mixes with worldly people in order to
show them the disadvantages of pursuing pleasure. He is universally
respected and his conversation is in conformity with the doctrine
as well as skilful, so that his activities in the world serve to ripen
people's understanding and draw them away from attachment to
pleasures.
1. Lamotte: L'Emcignemcnt de Vimulokirti, p. 219.
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One day Vimalakirti gives out that he is ill, though this is only
another expedient. According to Indian custom many people go to
visit him and enquire whether he is feeling better, to which enquiry
he replies with discourses on the impermanence, unhappiness, etc.,
of the elements of which the body is composed and the diseases to
which it is subject. Naturally when the Buddha, who happens to be
staying in Vaiidi at h r a p d i ' s park with a large community of
monks, knows of Vimalakirti's illness he wishes to send a monk to
visit the sick man (in the section of Chapter Six on the lay disciple
we have read of several such visits). In turn he asks ~ S r i ~ u t r a ,
Maudgalyiiyana, Subhuti, k a n d a and many others to go. All refuse,
on the ground that they are incapable of holding conversation with
Vimalakirti, having been humiliated by him on some previous occasion, when they were each reduced to silence. For example the
bodhisattva Maitreya had been told by the Buddha that he will be the
next buddha, after one more birth. Vimalakirti found him discussing
the stage he had reached with the Tusita gods and took him up on
this question of 'birth'! iris only 5y non-birth that one can reach this
stage, Maitreya's thusness is only the thusness fall principles, there
is no duality between him and all other living beings, so that when
he becomes enlightened all beings will become enlightened; anyway
all beings are extinct already, this is their thusness, so Maitreya ought
not to deceive the gods with this talk about his going to attain
enlightenment. Maitreya could think of nothing to say to this on that
occasion and declares himself now incapable of asking Vimalakirti
about his illness.
At last the bodhisattva Maii~uiriagrees to go,' though the task is
difficult. Many monks, bodhisattvas and gods go with him to hear
what promises to be a remarkable conversation. They find the house
appropriately empty and Vimalakirti tells MaxijuLri he is well-come,
especially as he has not come (NSgSrjuna on the absurdity of
'motion', pp. 365f. above). As to his illness, it will last as long as
living beings are ignorant and desire existence. Starting thus, the
conversation and the episodes which follow express in narrative and
dramatic form the main teachings of the Madhyamaka. skiputra
plays the part of the clown who asks foolish questions (i.e. at the
concealing level), complaining that there are no seats for the
visitors, not enough food for them, etc. The house-goddess of
Vimalakirti's house makes game of him with displays of magic.
Seeing that she has made such progress on the way s5riputra is
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foolish enough to ask her why she does not change her female sex
(traditionally regarded as a disadvantage, at least by monks),
evidently having the power to do so. The goddess replies that so
far she has not been able to discover what this 'female sex' is: like
all principles it is only an artifice or illusion ( m i y i ) , it is not real
(is nothing in itself), so there isn't anything to change. However
she punishes s%riputra for his suggestion, making a woman of him
by her magic: he finds he has the body of the goddess whilst she
appears like the elder s5riputra and asks him why he does not
change his 'female sex'. She restores him after a sufficient lecture,
adding that ultimately no changes take place.
After this Vimalakirti explains to Mafijuiri how a bodhisattva lives
in the world without being attached to it, conforming to passion
and aversion, though being free from these, and to delusion though
he has understanding. He asks Mafijuiri to tell him what the 'clan
of the thus-gone' is -a new concept which we shall find more fully
elaborated elsewhere. This 'clan', says Maiijuiri, is that of ignorance, desire for existence, passion, aversion, delusion, error, the
obstacles, etc., in other words of all bad principles which lead to
transmigration. Asked what this signifies he explains that the
thought of enlightenment can occur only in transmigration (among
synthesised principles), as lotuses grow only in the mud.
The Golden Lustre appears to be the latest of this series of sutras.
Doctrinally it is basically similar to the Perfection of Understanding
(on emptiness) and the White Lotus (the Buddha is eternal),
except for a few passages interpolated in some later recensions of
its text and containing ideas of a later period of Buddhism. The
most notable feature of the Golden Lustre is the appearance of a
number of gods and goddesses of the Brahmanical tradition in
conversation with the Buddha. Naturally they are all good Buddhists
anxious to spread and uphold the doctrine. To the Four Kings
(p. 149 above) the Buddha expounds especially the duties of kings
on earth, which include the spreading of this particular Sutra in
their realms. Most striking is the appearance in separate chapters
of the SZltra of three celebrated goddesses successively attending on
the Buddha: Sarasvati (the goddess of learning and literature), ~ r i
(Fortune) and Drdha (Earth). It is Sarasvati's function to aid all
those who study this Siitra, improving their intuition and memory.
Having said this, however, she gdes on to prescribe a curious ritual
bath in an infusion of 32 healing herbs, with recitation of incan-
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tations, for the partisans of this Siitra in case they meet with any
trouble on account of unfavourable stars. These idea-ritual,
incantations, astrology - seem to be quite new graftings ,onto the
tradition of Buddhism and astrology was perhaps new to India at
this time. In the multinational Kusana Empire it might be suggested
that the leading ideology was gathering to itself various popular
practices of diverse origin.' Fortune promises to bring those who
spread this SGtra practical aid in the form of food, clothing, gold,
silver and various precious stones. Earth will honour the SGtra
wherever it is found, in cities and villages, forests, mountains, etc.
Delighted by hearing the doctrine she will increase the juices of the
earth and the whole earth up to the four oceans will become more
fruitful and beautiful, so that living beings will have plenty of good
food and drink and hence long life, strength, intelligence, lustre
and lack nothing in understanding. All activities will flourish.
Because of their happiness people everywhere will love and honour
this SUtra.
It is among the shorter sUtrm which appeared in this period that
the new speculations are pressed furthest and implications drawn
which lead to new schools of thought within the Madhyamaka and
sometimes foreshadow a new trend which will break with the
Madhyamaka outlook. The srimaki Siitrd (included in the Ratnakiita
collection) elaborates a theory of the 'embryo' (garbha) of the t h u s
gone, the essence or potentiality of the Buddha-nature. The SUtra
explains3that the teaching about the cessation of unhappiness does
not imply the destruction of principles but refers to the 'substance
of the doctrine' (dhannakrSya) of the thus-gone (i.e. the Buddha as
the embodiment of the doctrine, or the eternal doctrine as the real
nature of the Buddha, or of buddhm), which is beginningless in
time, not made, not produced (or born), has not occurred, is not
'exhausted', is permanent, fixed, safe (jiva), eternal, naturally pure,
free from all defilements, etc. This 'substance of the doctrine'
means the 'embryo' of the thus-gone. Thus the Truth of cessation
is to be understood. Evidently we have in this Siitra a working out
1. Nobel has pointed out in his translation of this Sicfra (pp. 230 and 248 ff.)
significant resemblances to ideas in the Harivayiu, a supplement to the-epic
MuhEbhrSraata composed in about this period.
2. The work is extensively quoted in the RaJnagotravibhZga, extant in the original
Sanskrit; here we use these quotations.
3. RahagotmvibhZga p. 12.
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of the idea of the eternal existence of the Buddha: it is the doctrine
w111chis this eternal aspect, and the potentiality of enlightenmlent,
of being a Buddha. The 'pupils' ' (Sriivaka) interpretation of the
1'1 11th of cessation, on the other hand, that cessation is like the
taxtinction of a lamp, should not be followed, for theirs is a way
~t~volved
in the characteristics of what is synthe~ised (samskw),
tlrc.refore false, untrue (asatya), impermanent and no refiuge
( n iarana) .
The ~rim&i SCtra further explains its position as follow^:^ T h e
~cleathat the forces (sawkcira) are impermanent may lead to the
,111nihilationistopinion. That extinction (nimcina) is permanlent
may lead to the eternalist opinion. Therefore it is said that
ultimately (param&hatar, i.e., the ultimate truth is that) trans;migt'ation itself (ma, 'only') is extinction (this can also be translalted
'extinction is only transmigration', 'extinction is identical with
transmigration'), by applying the scheme (nayamukha, the'appliicition of a scheme - a technical term used in commentaries of Ithe
~ettingout of new matter by applying a previously given scheme: of
;~nalysisto it) of the 'base of principles' (dharmadhcitu). We hiave
tnet this expression, 'base of principles', in the Tripitaka (p. 132
.hove), where the meaning is 'the (ultimate) reality of principles',
their real nature, which according to the Sthaviravada commentary
Ir their conditioned nature. With Mahayfina writers, who often use
the expression, the emphasis is on the idea that there is an u1tim;ate
reality in (or.underlying) principles, an ultimate reality of tthe
universe. Here it seems clear that the point is that the u1tim;ate
reality of principles is extinction, that ultimately they are extimct
wen whilst they appear to be transmigration.
directly confronts the earlier idea of the four 'errors'
The ~riiruih
(see pp. 300 ibove, where they are noted from a Sthaviravada te*xt,
the Patisambhidcirnagga, though they seem to have been commton
ground to all the schools): the opinions that there is permanence
in the impermanent, happiness in unhappiness, a soul in non-soul
or beauty in the ugly. Following, perhaps, a hint in the Ratnakiii~a
(pp. 345f. above) the Siitrd speaks of the perfections (PZramitZ) of
permanence, of happiness, of soul and of beauty. These should mot

'

1. Quoted Ratnagohavibhiga p. 19.

2. Ibid. p. 34.
3. Quoted Ratnaptravibhciga pp. 3Of
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be sought where they are not to be found, on the other hand they
should be sought where they really are, which is in the 'substance of
the doctrine' (dhannakciya) of the thus-gone.
As we saw above, this substance of the doctrine is the 'embryo' of
the thus-gone. It is a kind of 'absolute', the ultimate unchanging
reality. The ~rimcikisa~s'
that the 'embryo' is not born, does not grow
old or die, pass away or get reborn. It passes by (yativytta,transcends)
the domain of the characteristicsof the synthesised and is permanent,
fured, safe and eternal. Further2it is the embryo of the transcendental
(Zokottara) and of the purity of nature (i.e. principles are ultimately
pure by nature). It is the resting place (pa&sthi)of the unsynthesised
principles. Finalif it is empty, without defilements, and the knowledge (jficina) of it is the knowledge of emptiness.
Another of these siitras quoted in the Ratnagotrauibhciga, the
Aniinatv5pU~.atvanirdeia,adds4 a few points to this doctrine: the
substance of the doctrine is safe and has the nature of being without
duality (adva~a)and without imagining (avikai$a) (here 'duality'
is explained as action and defilement, imagining as unmethodical
attention which is the cause of the origination of action and
defilement). The 'base of beings' (sattvadhcitu, the real source of
beings), which is beginningless transmigration, is identical with the
substance of the doctrine-which is hidden by defilements.
Another of these siitras, the ~hciranirta,develops the idea of the
'clan' (gotra), which we have met in the Ratnakiita and in the
Exposition of Vimalakirti (pp. 346 and 379 above). This is clarified
by the simile of a jewel mine (manigotra, 'clan of jewels'): as the
jewels from it are purified, polished, etc., so the beings in the 'base
of beings' are purified, etc., by the doctrine and discipline. The
thus-gone purifies beings as the jeweller polishes jewels, making
them understand the methodology (net* of the thus-gone by
empty, signless and uncommitted discourse and by discourse of the
triple purity (that ultimately there is no agent, patient or action) .5
Following the Perfection of Understanding (p. 348 above) this Siitra
notes6 that thought is by nature translucent, and goes on 's.0 is-

1. Ibid. p. 46.
Ibid. p. 73.
Ibid. p. '76.
Jbid.
12 and 40 f.
Quoted Ratnagohavibhcigapp. 5f.
6. Ibid. p. 22.

2.
3.
4.
5.

pp.
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k~lowledge(jfiGna); therefore it is said that perfect enlightenment is
c.t~lightenedby understanding in a single moment (ekabana).'

The Ratnagotravibh5g-aand the Abhisamayiilai&&-a
I'he RatnagotravibhGgafromwhich we have quoted above, which has
, apparentlywritten by one
the subtitle Mahycina Uttaratantra ~ k t r awas
Sthiramati' (not to be confused with later writers of that name),
\ometimes called Saramati, with a view to systematising the ideas of
I his new trend in Mahayana. His outlook is regarded as Madhyamaka,
though it is very different from Nagarjuna's. From the strict
Madhyamaka standpoint of the latter it might be said that the
RntnagotravibhGga sets up a metaphysical absolute,which is eternal and
has various other characteristics, vulnerable as such to the various
critiques set out in the MiilamadhyamakakGrika.Of course, Sthiymati
found scripturalwarrant in the siitraswe havejust reviewed. Those who
accepted his doctrine as well as Nagarjuna's adopted what might be
called a form of mysticism: the ultimate truths about the nature of the
universe and of the Buddha could not be known by the ordinary
intellect and empirical enquiry, but the insight gained at the end of
the bodhisattva's progress to buddhahood, at the moment when he
attained omniscience, contained an intuitive knowledge of these
truths, of the reality underlying the transient principles of the world
of transmigration. These truths had been intuited by the Buddha and
were now handed down in the siitras, from which source we could
know them, disregarding the critiques of Nagarjuna which applied to
all other philosophical positions but not to this absolute and ultimate
truth. The critical philosophy of Nagarjuna now becomes simply a
part of the theory of Mahayha Buddhism, required as a theoretical
preparation for progress on the way (of the bodhisattva) but not
indicating the way itself. For the latter, the practical aspect of the
training, the revelations of the Mahayana siitras are to be the giiide.
As Sthiramati understands these siitras, they teach that the
ultimate reality has several aspects and is described and named from
several standpoints, though in each case it is the same reality which

1. Johnston,Foreword to his edition, p. xi, Chinese tradition; the (later) Tibetan
tradition ascribes the basic text to 'Maitreya'and the commentary (vylikhycim) to
M g a : this is unlikely, nevertheless the work may still be composite. The main
doctrinal points seem to be covered by the basic text. cf. below p. 386 and n. 1.
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is referred to. It is not a duality (advaya), thus there is in reality no
action (kaman) and no defilement (kles'a). From one standpoint it is
the substance of the doctrine (dhamakciya).This same reality is the
embryo of the thus-gone (tathcigatagarbha), which has the nature of
thought (cittafrrakfli),pure (PariSuddha, or 'purity') and translucent
(frrabhimara).The bodhisatturnsee buddhahood through this translucent
thought-nature, seeing (at the same time) the non-being (unreality)
of defilements (Ratnagotravibhciga 1.13). The thought-nature
(n'ttapakflz) is hidden by the traces (vcisanG) of the defilements,
which are 'accidental' (cigantuka) to it (do not really belong to it, even
thdugh they prevent all beings from being buddhas all the time).
Again, the substance of the doctrine is the same as the 'base of
beings' (sattvadhcitu,1.47, etc., i.e. the real source of beings), which
is nothing but this thought-nature of the embryo of the thus-gone,
hidden by the traces of defilements. This base of beings is the 'clan'
(gotra, 1.24,28, etc., which might also be translated in this context as
'mine' or 'quarry') which contains (all) the beings who have to be
purified. The same ultimate reality is called the base of principles
(dhannadhcitu)when considered in its own proper nature. Sthiramati
often calls it just 'base' (dhatu), having all these aspects in view and
regarding this 'base' as the reality which is to be understood in
enlightenment (bodhior anuttar8 samyakrambodhzJ. Or he says that the
base is itself enlightenment, and calls it further the base of extinction
(nirucina dhcitu). There are still other terms for the ultimate reality
(paramcifiha): the 'domain of the thusgone', (tathcigatav+aya),the
'range (gocara) of the thus-gone', 'thusness' (tathatci). Further,
extinction is spoken of and the fact that it is equal to (samatci)
transmigration (1.38). The list of aspects of the ultimate reality might
be extended almost indefinitely.
The thus-gone's knowledge (jriina) has entered into all beings,
but they do not understand it. It is their 'unmethodical attention'
(ayoniSas manasikcira) which is the cause of the origination of action
and defilement. The ultimate redity itself is 'without imagining'
(avikaZ$a). The defilements, therefore, are 'unreal imagined' things
(abhiitaparikal$ita, Ratnagotravibhciga pp. 49-50 - pari-k& and its
derivatives seem practically synonymous with vi-k& and its, the
former indicating rather the completed product of imagination and
the latter the constructive act of imagining). On account of the
purity of nature of the base of the thus-gone there is nothing to

be removed, nothing to be obtained, simply reality must be seen
(I. 154, p. 76). Here by way of explanation Sthiramati quotes the
~rimiilias saying that the embryo of the thus-gone is empty (it may'
be noted that otherwise he appears to ignore the doctrine of
emptiness, so prominent in the earlier Madhyamaka). There are
no defilements to be removed because the defilements are pure
imagination. There is no buddhahood to be obtained because this
is nothing but the real nature of (or underlying the appearance of)
beings themselves. The embryo of it is within them, though hidden,
hence they have only to look into their own thoughts (IV.246). The
Buddha sees that beings are equal to himself (sattviitmasama,IV.12),
and this (original moral standard of Buddhism, as we have seen in
earlier chapters) is here said to be his reason for teaching as long
as existence (bhava, i.e. transmigration) continues. But here this old
idea of the similarity of all beings has been transformed into
absolute identity, and the argument runs from the Buddha seeing
himself in all beings to their need to see the Buddha in themselves.
With this doctrine we have crossed the threshold of idealism: the
ultimate reality has the nature of thought and everything else is the
product of imagination. The two main aspects of reality are its own
perfectly pure nature, the 'thusness free from dirt' (ninnah tathatii)
of Sthiramati's second chapter, which is the 'base without the
influences' (antZsravadhiitu), buddhahood which is permanent,
eternal, is omniscience, and its defiled nature, the 'thusness with
dirt' (samah tathatii) of his first chapter, which is the embryo hidden
in the world of beings. In reality the base of the thus-gone, the
unsynthesised base (p.54), remains always undefiled by nature,
permanent, fixed, safe and eternal, and this is the proper or ownbeing substance (sviibhiivika substance) of the Buddha (I. 151, p.
72). It has the perfections of beauty, soul (self), happiness and
permanence mentioned in the ~rimc~h
Siitra - despite which
Sthiramati describes buddhahood as 'the point (limit) of non-soul'
(nairZtmyako~i1.13). Perhaps he means here that at this point the
non-soul of beings in transmigration, the imaginary beings, vanishes
in the eternal reality, or soul, of the thus-gone. Sthirarnati notes the
theory of the three 'substances' of the Buddha (p. 72): besides the
real substance, considered in its own-being, there are the 'enjoyment' (siimbhoga) substance, which is the Buddha's aspect as 'king
of the doctrine', and the 'creation' (ninniina) substance, the mere
reflection of the real Buddha (which appears in the world).
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The 'base' (the ultimate reality) is to be understood through
enlightenment. It is beyond deduction (tarka, logical deduction),
inconceivable (an'ntya, 'unthinkable'), without duality, pure, is not
existing (sant), nor nonexisting, nor both existing arid nonexisting, nor neither. Such, equally, is the nature of the doctrine,
which is said in a siitra quoted by Sthiramati (the DydhidhyrZSaya
Pwivarta) to be incapable of being either uttered or heard. Such
is the mysticism of this trend in Buddhism: the doctrine, ultimate
reality, cannot be known intellectually but only by intuition (p.2).
Sthiramati says that the way to this knowledge, to obtaining the
substance of the doctrine, is set out in detail in the 'Perfection of
Understanding' (p. 13).This would imply that that Siitra, or rather
Siitras, should contain an account of the practical way to enlightenment (buddhahood). On the surface the Siitras appear to be
dialogues and discussions about the ultimate truth, but from this
time a branch of the Madhyamaka school makes a special study of
the 'Perfection of Understanding' on the assumption that they give
a systematic account of the way of the bodhisattva. This study, or
subject, is generally known as Paramita ('Perfection'), and it is
concerned with 'perfection', with ethics, rather than with understanding or theory (for which it generally follows the old
Madhyamaka,with the necessary concessions required by Sthiramati's
doctrine and even with a certain eclecticism assimilating ideas from
other schools of Buddhism).
At approximately the same period as the RatnagotravibhCga
(about the middle of the 3rd century A.D.') a.text was composed
which purports to be a summary of the 'Perfection of Understanding' f r ~ m
the standpoint that it is an account of the conduct of the
bodhisattva. This is the Abhisamayilankira, attributed to 'Maitreya'.
By 'Maitreya' is understood (see especially the greatest commen1. According to the Tibetan tradition the Ratnagotravlbhagais a work of 'Maitreya'
and A s a i r w e b e l o e o u g h admittedlyit does not represent the usual viewpoint
of A s ~ g a ' sschool. Chinese tradition ascribes it to Sthiramati. Doctrinally it is
intermediate between the old Madhyamaka and Asariga, and this probably corresponds to its historical position. Even if part of the text is later commentary this
hardly affects the doctrinal chronology. It has much in common with the
Abhisamaycilankrira in terminology and even in complete phrases, and seems
identical in doctrine with that text. Both were studied by Asruiga's school as well
as by the Madhyarnakas. Cf. now Ruegg, La Thim'e du TathZgatagarbha.
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lator on this text, Haribhadra') the bodhisattuaMaitreya, who is to be
I he next buddha in this world. Since the teachers of Buddhism,A s ~ g a
((. A.D. 290-350) and others, were unable to explain the Siitrasfrom
this point of view (as an account of the way), Maitreya, residing
iirnong the Tusita gods prior to his final life as a buddha, composed
the Abhisamayklankkra, a brief synopsis in verses (kkrikEs) indicating
how the way is described in detail in the 'Perfection of Understanding', and revealed it to Asanga. In fact we are presumably in possession of the composition of some earlier teacher (of the Madhyamaka
school, not sharing Asanga's special views) whose name has been
forgotten, perhaps of Sthiramati himself or a contemporary.
The Abhisamayklankkra and the Ratnagotrauibhkga appear to be
identical in doctrine, though not in style (the latter being a
thoroughly poetic work, expanding its theme in numerous verses
in elaborate metres, partly covered by prose elaborations, the
former a piece of doggerel, highly condensed - all the more
remarkable, therefore, their occasional coincidences of expression). The former work, the 'Ornament of Insight', carries out for
us the exposition of the 'Perfection of Understanding' as an
account of the way, as required by Sthiramati. Such an exposition
is in fact highly artificial. The Abhisamayklankkra proceeds to set out
the way, following the actual order of the Siitras, as if these were
arranged in such a systematic fashion. In spite of all its ingenuity,
and its very arbitrary manner of stretching out the supposed
implications of the words of the Siitras (thus a series of thirteen
distinct topics has to be drawn out of two lines of the Eight
Thousand Siitra according to Haribhadra pp. 516 f., i.e. out of p. 478,
lines 9-10, of the Sfitra, which hardly suggests any of them), it had to
be admitted by the Paramifi school that it was impossible to make the
way follow exactly the order of the 'Perfection of Understanding.'
According to 'Maitreya' the Perfection of Understanding is expounded through eight subjects of study (called padkrthas, literally
'meanings of words' but used generally to refer to categories gf
meaning, classes of objects to which words refer, and often translated
'categories'), namely (1) knowledge of & features (sarukkkrajfiatci),
which refers to the special kn?wledge of a buddha (the 'features' are
1. Tucci's edition, p. 73.
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taken in the Tibeatan tradition' as meaning all the peculiarities of
both the universe of transmigration and the ultimate reality); (2)
knowledge of the way (mirgajfiattZ); (3) omniscience (saruajfiattZ),i.e.
in the conventional sense of knowledge of all the grounds in the
universe of transmigration (also caIled knowledge of grounds,
vastujfiana); (4) insight into all features (saruakZrtZbhisambodha),meaning all the features under subjects 1-3; (5) the insight on attaining
abhisamaya),i.e. after mastering s u b
the highest stage (miirdhtZ~tZpta
ject 4; (6) systematic insight (Znupiimikaabhisamaya),which is reviewing the whole scope of subject 4 systematically; (7) the single moment
(p. 383) of (final) insight (ekaksantZbhisambodha);(8) the substance of
the doctrine (dhannaktZya).The apparent artificiality of this scheme
evidently results from the attempt to follow the order of the Siitrasas
a systematic exposition of doctrine.
These eight subjects are further subdivided into altogether 70
topics (arthas, 'terms'), again following the Siitras yet attempting to
cover all the stages and all the principles of the way. The first topic
is, reasonably enough, the 'occurrence of the thought' (of enlightenment). Also under the first subject (as topic 4) comes the 'clan'
(gotra), or mine of beings who have to be purified, here explained
as having as its own (ultimate) nature the 'base of principles'
(dhannadhtZtu), i.e. the ultimate reality. The clan is the resting place
(basis) of the principles required for progress and of the abandoning of those which are undesirable, also (in more detail) of
understanding, compassion, acting for the welfare of others, knowledge which operates effortlessly, etc., i.e. the positive principles
required. As the 'base of principles' is without distinctions (difference) there is really no distinction in the clan (e.g. of 'pupils'
distinguished from bodhisattvas) , yet such distinctions can be described through the different principles founded on them (it is of
course important for the Mahayana to discriminate the actions of
the way of the bodhisattva from those of that of the 'pupil', even
if ultimately both lead to the same goal).
The kinds of 'practice' (p-atipattz) on the way are discussed at
length under the same subject, as topics 7-10. Here we find an
elaborate account of the moral training to be undergone in the
course of progress though the ten successive stages (bhiimis, 'floors')
1. Obermiller, The Doctrine of Prajfia+aramita, p. 62.
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of the way of the bodhisattua to buddhahood. For example on the first
stage disposition (towardsgood principles), beneficence, sameness of
thoughts towards all beings, abandoning (property, etc.), resorting to
good friends, seeking support in the doctrine, always having thoughts
of renunciation, longing for the 'substance of a buddha' (to become
a buddha), teaching the doctrine and speaking the truth. On the
second, virtue (iila, explained by Haribhadra in his commentary as
acting for the welfare of others), gratitude (not forgetting others'
help), toleration (kznti),joy (fmZmodya,defined as absence of regret
when helping others), great compassion, respect, desire to hear one's
teachers and energy in the (six) perfections ('donation' or giving,
etc.). On the third, insatiability in learning, teaching without thought
of personal advantage, indefatigability in transmigration (of the
bodhisattvaworkingfor others, not aiming at his own rapid liberation)
and others. On the fourth, contentment, fewness of desires, austerity,
disgust for pleasures, indifference (niroid,towards worldly values) and
others. On the fifth, avoiding various worldly connections and values
(including the 'four errors', pride, excusing the defilements, etc.).
On the sixth, fulfilling the six perfections and avoiding six undesirable things (the attitude of a 'pupil' and others). On the seventh,
eliminating twenty faults, namely the various (wrong) opinions, that
there is a soul, a (living) 'being', a person, the annihilationist and
eternalist opinions, erroneous views about the groups, bases, entrances, etc., and acquiring instead twenty kinds of correct understanding which are contrary to these and also have moral significance. On the eighth, it is the insights connected-with enlightenment which predominate and'on the ninth the infinite 'commitments' (p-anid/zZnas),'intuitions' (patibhznas) and other aspects of
the immediate preparation for buddhahood. The tenth is the stage of
buddhahood itself.
Under the second subject we find such topics as the way of the
'pupils' and the way of the isolated buddhas, which the bodhisattua
is expected to know about, and the twofold division of the way
(common to practically all schools and not peculiar to the Mahsyiina)
as that of 'seeing' (dariana) , meaning knowledge of the Truths; and
that of 'development' (bhcvanci), meaning practical training to
overcome the influences or defilements. Another topic here is that
of 'ripening' (parinEma, 'change' in various senses), i.e. of good
principles in general into specific factors of enlightenment (in
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Mahsysna writings these are often considered to be peculiar to
attaining buddhahood and therefore to the way of the bodhisattua as
contrasted with the 'pupil').
The knowledge of all grounds in transmigration includes an
elaborate theory of the Four Truths under the heading 'way of
seeing' (topic 30) which has already been touched on above. This
third subject includes the finding, through understanding, that
there is no 'place' (or situation) in existence (i.e. transmigration)
and, through compassion, that there is no 'place' in calm (i.e.
extinction). In other words the bodhisattua is not at home in the
world of transmigration, because he understands all the unhappiness in it, but cannot abandon it for his own extinction, because
of his compassion which urges him to continue trying to help other
beings.
Under subject four all the 'features' (EkEra) of knowledge of the
three kinds are listed together (173 of them). These 'features'
would be called 'principles' according to the terminology of the
early schools. They include many such 'principles' of early lists, not
the least significant being all those of the seven topics of the earliest
accessible doctrine, which we have reviewed in Chapter Four, the
37 principles on the side of enlightenment (the four bases of selfpossession, the four right exertions, etc.). The avoidance of the
term 'principle' (dharna) by this Mahfiyana writer is no doubt
deliberate, since he would wish to distinguish the features of a
buddha's knowledge from the - for him - discredited ancient
theory of principles studied by the 'pupils'. It should be noticed that
all these 37 features are here listed under the special knowledge
of a buddha (the first subject), though it had to be admitted that
their study was shared by the 'pupils'. 'Maitreya' under this subject
and the next seems to stress the idea that all principles are to be
looked upon as in dreaming. The 'equality' (samatZ) of transmigration and extinction also appears under subject four (as topic 39).
The same subject gives some account of the methods of training
(under 'undertakings', payogas, topic 32, and some of the following
topics).
The fifth subject begins with the dream-like nature of all
principles and also discusses briefly the point that both objects
(gnihya, objects of perception) and subjects (griihaka, 'persons'
perceiving) are imaginary, a point noted already at I. 35-6. .The
imagining (vikaba or kapa, the latter probably mtri causa) of
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objects is described as of two kinds, and alternatively as of 'grounds'
(vastus, a term which came to be used in the sense of a 'reality',
'real object' in Buddhist philosophical discussions from this period
on) and of the 'antidotes' (frratipaksas- i.e. the principles used
in purification on the way) to them (1.35) or of objects as
commencing (pramti, i.e. occurring, originating) and as ceasing
(nimtz] (V.5). The imagining of subjects is also of two kinds, as of
a 'substance' (draya) and of a 'concept' (p-ajfiapti) (1.35, V.6, 13
and 30). It is the (living) 'being' (sattva) or the 'independent soul
(self)' (svatantra itman) which is imagined as a substance. As a
concept it is imagined as the 'resort' (iiraya, 'dependence on') of
such principles as the five groups (skandhas), i.e. of the directly
observable components of living beings. It is under this subject that
we find a verse (V.21) practically identical with one in the
Ratnagotravibhiga (pp. 3845 above), to the effect that there is
nothing to be removed, nothing to be obtained, but simply reality
(bhiita) has to be seen.
The topics listed under subject six include the six perfections and
the absence of any own-being in principles. (The doctrine of
emptiness is more prominent in this text than in the
Ratnagotravibhiga, but this may merely reflect the emphasis on it
in the Siitras).
Subject seven states that, in the final moment, any one of the
principles 'without influences' (an&rava) being known, the totality
of all the principles without influences is known simultaneously.
This is because reality (tattva) has no duality of principles.
The substance of the doctrine has first (topic 67) its proper
substance, its own-being substance (svibhivika kiya), which is
permanent, appearing whenever a fit (enlightened) person a p
pears. It is described as being the characteristic of the nature of
the various principles without influences, which are enumerated as
the (37) principles on the side of enlightenment, the immeasurables,
'the freedoms (vimo@as) and a long list of other attainments on the
way (mostly the old way described in our Chapter Four and worked
out in more detail by the early schools, but including some
principles attained only by buddhas and the 'knowledge of commitment' and great compassion for beings characteristic of the way of
the bodhisattva). Secondly it has the 'enjoyment substance'
(siimbhogzka kiiya), which possesses the characteristic physical (bodily) marks of buddhas (of which there is an elaborate theory) and
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might therefore be regarded as a personification of enlightenment
(cf. the RatnagotravibhCga's 'king of the doctrine', p. 385 above).
Thirdly it has the 'creation substance' (nainnanika kaya), the
ordinary human body of a buddha (and of all buddhas as long as
transmigration lasts) which acts for the b'enefit of the whole world.
It appears (from the commentaries) that the substance of the
doctrine when regarded as synonymous with 'knowledge of all
features' and with the list of 'principles without influences' just
mentioned constitutes a separate topic (No. 68). From this some
have inferred that this 'knowledge substance' constitutes a distinct
substance, so that there will be four instead of three 'substances'
(kiiyas).
The 'Ornament of Insight' became the basic text of a school of
philosophers expounding the subject of 'perfection' (pCramit6),
loosely affiliated to the Madhyamaka but conspicuous later as
forming a separate department of study in Buddhist universities.
Numerous commentaries were written on this basic text with the
object of stabilising its doctrinal position (in the light of later
developments in logic and the theory of knowledge as well as in
relation to Madhyamaka) and showing its relation to the SCitras.

Developments in the Early Schools after the Rise of the Mahiiyiina
We have noted already (p. 356) that most Buddhists in India (and
in Ceylon and South-East Asia) appear to have continued to follow
the early schools: a situation which obtains even today after the
violence which has engulfed India during the last eight centuries
and left very little of the doctrine of calm and the happiness of all
beings. As Taranatha tells us, most Buddhists rejected the Mahayana
sfitras as not being the words of the Buddha. It was enough for them
that these texts were not to be found in the Tripidaka as it had come
down in thhir schools. Occasionally, however, we do meet with
references' to the Mahayha in the writings of the early schools after
its rise, which go a little further than simply rejecting it as an
imposture and indicate their views on its teaching. These views are
similar, whether expressed by the Sthaviravadins in Ceylon or the
Sawastiviidins in Northern India. The doctrine of the 'great
emptiness' (mahcZCinyatZ) or 'inconsequential', 'wrong emptiness'
1. e.g. those noted by Dr.Jaini from the Saw%tiv%dinA b h i M P a (BSOAS, 1958,
48ff.),S t h a ~ ~ d a D i p a v a p a X X 43
I I .ff., khhhalthu Commcntmyp.167,CtilaYnpa
LXXVIII. 22. etc.
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(c~yogaSiinyatG)
of all principles is regarded as sheer nihilism, which
leaves nothing of the Four Truths, of morality or any of the other
teaching of the Buddha. It is more or less synonymous with Vaitulika,
or is a part of the Vaitulika, the doctrine of the 'Magicians' (this is
probably the sense attached to this term1by those who use it to refer
disparagingly to the Mahaygna, alluding perhaps to the doctrine of
illusion,.mcZyG, or to the miraculous nature of transcendent buddhas
with their 'creation' bodies manifested in this world and play-acting
the extinction, or to the doctrine that extinction is nothing but
transmigration itself), the Vetulyaviida mentioned in the Ceylon
histories as corrupting Buddhism. Another term applied to the
Mahayanistsis 'nihilists' (vainGikas, Iiterally 'destructionists') ,again
on the grounds that they had carried the emptiness doctrine to the
point of abolishing the teaching of the Buddha. In studying
NiigPrjuna's works we have seen his reply to criticisms of this kind.
We have also seen that Nagarjuna based his doctrine on Tripitaka
texts accepted by all the schools, so that he seems to have
confronted his critics on their own ground. Most MahZyana writers
have not troubled about the question of authenticity of texts, merely
asserting that whichever siitras they favoured were the words of the
Buddha. The early schools, wherever they were strongly established,
adhered to the textual tradition of their Tripitaka and denounced
the Mahayana siitras as fabrications, 'not the words of the Buddha'.
At least one early school, however, produced a kind of reform
and rewriting of texts apparently intended to keep up to date and
abreast of contemporary fashions in language and literature in the
period of composition of large 'abundance' (vaapulya) siitras in
Sanskrit rather than in vernaculars or in the old dialects of the
Tripitaka texts. The Sarvastivadins translated their recension of the
Tripitaka into Sanskrit, as we noted above (p. 330), standardising
the language and terminology of their system in the interests of
precision in exegesis. A branch of this school went much further
than simple translation with (probably) a minimum of revision.
Calling themselves the Miilasarviistivada ('Basic Sarvastiviida'), as if
their branch and its tradition were more original, they produced
an elaborate rewriting of their Tripitaka, probably with the idea of
assimilating it to current trends in literature (without, however,
1. cf. uaikilika, 'magician' (able to raise the dead, etc.),but perhaps also ua&lika,
'destruction' (these words were homonyms in some Prakrit dialects),was in the
minds of the critics of Mahaysna.
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changing the doctrine) and so making it more popular. A notable
example of their work is their Vinaya, a great part of which is extant
in Sanskrit (all of it in a Tibetan translation). The original Vinaya
consisted primarily of rules of discipline, with a certain amount of
narrative showing how the community of monks was established and
how and why the rules came to be formulated. Some schools, as
we have seen (see pp. 318 f. and 322 f.), extended these narratives
in such a way as to produce a more or less full biography of the
Buddha. The Mulasarviistivada produced the most complete of
these biographies, drawing on whatever Tripitaka texts offered
contributions to such a biography and so incorporating long siitras
in their Vinaya (e.g. the dialogue with King Ajataiatru and the
MahGparini?vGna Siitra used in our Chapter Three above). The
huge, unwieldy text which resulted might be compared in size and
in its rambling organisation with the longest Mahayana siitras, or
on the other hand with the contemporary Brahmanical H a r i v a e a
(a long 'supplement' to the MahGbhErata narrating the life of IQsna)
or PurEnas (except that these Brahmanical texts are mostly in verse).
It was apparently the Mulasarvastivadins who composed the
Saddhannasmltyupasth&na Siitra, a veritable 'abundance' siitra in
extent but which keeps firmly within the older doctrine (as can be
seen from our Chapter Four, the subject of 'self-possession', smfli,
and its bases covers a great part of the doctrine when set ~ u in
t
detail, besides being fundamental; in this new siitra composed in
about the 3rd or 4th century A.D. the fullest advantage is taken of
the tendency of this subject1). Despite the nature of the subject,
being exercises in training for the monks and covering much of the
theory of Buddhism, a popular character is given to this great siitra
by bringing in detailed descriptions of the various worlds of
&insmigration and the beings living in them, including gods,
demons, ghosts and animals, illustrating the results of (moral and
immoral) action. It is noteworthy that this Siitra niakes frequent
reference to works of art depicting the figures and scenes it
describes, and thus moves parallel with the vigorous development
of Buddhist painting and sculpture in its period. The drama also
is referred to. It can hardly be doubted that such a siitra was
produced in direct competition with the Mahayanists at a time when
1. See Lin Li-kouang, L'Aide-mimoire de la Vraie Loi, especially pp. 98 and 115 and
1 ff.
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the ancient siitras had become so much out of fashion, from the
l~terarypoint of view, as to place those who depended on them at a
disadvantage in propagating their teachings. Many avadEnasor collections of avadiinas (e.g. the Avadcinaiataka and DiycivadEnastill avail,ible in Sanskrit), were produced in this period, evidentlywith the aim
of popularising the teaching through simple narratives.
If the early schools kept abreast of literary developments in this
period, they also did not neglect the progress of philosophy, that is
its more technical aspects in the field of logic and the theory of
knowledge, whilst adhering to the Buddhist teaching handed down
to them. In India the main stimulus to the development of logic came
from the practice of debating, great public debates in which rival
philosophical schools engaged in argument under the chairmanship
of an umpire and sought to uphold their doctrines and refute their
opponents. In following the history of the early schools through their
schisms we have seen them developing the techniques of debate and
logic (see pp. 287 ff. and 328 above), as well as the related subject of
methodology (pp. 302 ff.). Probably in the 2nd century.4.D. one of the
early schools produced a manual on debating, which has been
preserved in a Chinese translation under the title Fangpien sin lourn,'
meaning something like the 'Essentials of Method (in debate)'.
This work first offers a justification of debate as necessary to
protect the truth (against an opponent who suggests it promotes
anger and other harmful principles). It then sets out the eight main
topics of the debate. The first of these is the 'examples' or sense
data, data of experience, appealed to by debaters in constructing
their arguments. Such an example must be something accepted by
everyone. Very important is the seventh topic, 'illusory middle
terms', i.e. fallacies, which include begging the question, equivocation, contradicting experience, undistributed middle term, etc.
The method of argument, or demonstration, which is followed (and
which was more or less standard at this time for all schools of
philosophy in India) is one of five steps, as follows:
1. Retranslated into Sanskrit by Tucci in his collection A-e-DinncigaBuddhist Texts
on Logicfiom Chinese Sources under the conjectural title UpEyah&ya The school
may be the BahuSrutiya, whose peculiar doctrine of the mahibhiitac as concepts
is mentioned on p. 18.
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1. (To prove) S is P,
2. (We assign the middle term) M,
3. (All) M is P as (for example) M,
4. (Now) S also is M,
5. Therefore it is P. (Q.E.D.)
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-

-

'statement'
'middle term'
'example'
'application'
'conclusion'

If, of course, the opponent can adduce a counter example, say M,,
which is not P (from experience), then the argument is overthrown,
the statement is not established.
It is interesting that as an illustration of an argument based on
equivocation this text gives that for the statement that all principles
are empty, using the 'example' space. The equivocation here is that
'empty' appears to mean 'non-existent', as in the example. There is
the (equivocal) implication that the whole class (or 'universal')
'principles' have the same characteristic as the example space,
which is one of them, as if this was the characteristic of the class,
leading then to the conclusion that all are empty, all have no ownbeing. It may be doubted whether the Mahfiysnists used such an
argument (as a logical argument), though similar statements may
be found in the Ratnakiita and the Perfection of Understanding
about principles being like space. Nevertheless this illustration
suggests that the early schools (or one of them, possibly the
Bahuirutiya) developed a critique of the Mahfiysna siitras and
perhaps of the Madhyamaka, by pointing out such equivocations.
The fifth topic is the means of knowledge, given here as four
in number: sensation, inference, reliable authority (of a text or a
person) and similarity. Of these sensation is the best and the others
depend on it. Inference depends on previous sensation (of examples enabling one to establish a middle term, i.e. a universal
proposition of the type M is P from which the presence of P can
be inferred whenever M is seen, even in cases when P itself cannot
be observed). Similarity here is mere similes or analogies (common
enough in the siitras) and Buddhist logicians after the 'Essentials
of Method' dropped it from the list of means of knowledge, as
fallacious.
Three shorter chapters follow the main one on debate, including
one dealing with the situations in which a debater is deemed
defeated and one on sophistical refutations. The latter are said-all
to be based on confusions in applying the inductive methods of
agreement and difference. k r e e m e n t between two principles in
one respect is falsely supposed to extend to other respects, leading
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to a fallacious argument, similarly for difference between two principles.
A little later (c. A.D. 200) is a somewhat similar text, of which only
part has been preserved in a Chinese translation under the title Jou
che h e n , probably from Sanskrit Tarkakistra, 'Science of Logic'.' This
is the first known work to formulate a 'canon' of the middle term, the
conditions under which it will be valid, thereby marking an important
advance towards a more rigorous form of demonstration or proof. The
actual proof has the same five steps as in the 'Essentials of Method'
and this work appears to have had the same topics as its predecessor,
though the sophistical refutations are dealt with in a new way, with
discussions showing at some length precisely why each is sophistical
and setting out a fivefold method for refuting any of them by exposing
it in debate. The canon of the middle term consists of three rules:

1. The middle term must be an attribute of the minor .term
(subject),
2. The middle term must be present in the agreeing examples,
3. The middle term must be absent from the different examples.
Rule 1 requires that S is in fact M (step 4 of the demonstration).
Rule ? requires that all the examples adduced for (method of
agreement) the relation between M and P, namely M, M2,M,, etc.,
are in fact M (step 3). Rule 3 requires that any examl;les adduced
by the method of difference for whatever is not M being not P (the
relation between not M and not P) are in fact not M (also step 3,
checked by the alternative method). A middle term which satisfies
these conditions cannot be refuted. One which fails to satisfy any
one of them must be rejected.
It may be noted that in the illustrative arguments used in these
two Buddhist tkxts on logic the opponents usually being refuted are,
in the 'Essentials' those who maintain that there is a soul (and seek
proofs for it) and in the 'Science of Logic' those who maintain that
speech is eternal (meaning the supposed eternal words of the Veda).
Numerous other schools are mentioned on occasion but the main
opponents are evidently the orthodox Vedic (Mimamsaka)
brahmans.
1. Retranslated into Sanskritby Tucci in PreDinmigtz. . . . Perhaps a Dharmaguptaka
work.
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Among the schools of the Mahasamgha in this period we have
definite evidence at present only about one of them, the Bahuirutiya.
A treatise of the abhidhum type, Harivannan's Tathrasiddhikistra(mentioned p. 215 above), was translated into Chinese early in the 5th
century A.D. and became extremely popular there among the
Mahamists because it appeared to expound something very like their
emptiness doctrine, in relation to abhidharma. It seems that the
Bahuirutiya school itself was never established in China and the
survival of this text thus appears as mere chance based on misunderstanding. Since practically all the texts of the early schools in India
itself have been destroyed, however, we have to use such random
survivals as this, preserved by Mahayanists, in an attempt to follow
developments in India.
The Tattva.siddhiS&tra, 'Treatise on Establishing Reality', appears
to have been written in about the 3rd century A.D. Probably it is
basically a summary of the doctrines of the Abhidhanna of the
Bahuirutiya school, which otherwise seems to be completely lost,
and in a skilful manner it appears to comprehend the whole field,
including refutations of the theories of other schools. Harivarman
has arranged his work in the form of an exposition of reality as
expressed by the Four Truths. He does not set out lists of principles
as the Sthaviraviida and other schools do (the 84 of the Jojitsu are
not justified, most being mere concepts), nor give definitions of
them, though he does set out several mat*& similar to those of
other schools and clarify the nature of various principles and
concepts in the course of his discussions. He uses twenty dyads, five
triads, also ten tetrads, a pentad, etc., evidently derived from a text
similar to the Sam@tiayiiya and showing a kind of a b h i d h a m
analysis more archaic than that of the triads and dyads of the
Sthaviraviida. By way of introduction, Harivarman takes up ten
grounds of controversy among the schools.
Harivarman argues (against the Sarviistiviida) that past and
future principles and actions do not exist. Thought is not by its
nature pure (against the Mahkamghika, Kaurukullaka, etc.). The
'person' does not exist (against the V5tsiputriyas, etc.). His position
is very close to those of the Sthaviravftda and the Sautrktika, but
unlike the former he accepts the 'unmanifest' (avijiiaptz] and
unlike the latter he rejects the 'intermediate existence' (antarEbhava)
of consciousness between death and birth. The agreement of these
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three schools on most of the grounds of controversy is of the greatest
significance and might be taken as defining the original common
philosophy of the Buddhists.
Against the closely related Prajiiaptivfida, Harivarman holds that
unhappiness is the five groups (thus he explains the first truth, cf. the
parent kurukullaka school, p. 235 above) and that the groups are
principles (dhannas; the Prajiiaptiada holds they are mere concepts,
but that unhappiness is ultimately real, paramG&ha).The four conditions are set out here (see pp. 216 f above). Harivarman also maintains that mjatter (riipa) consists of visible object, object of taste, object
of smell and the tangible, which four are principles whereas the four
elements, the five senses and sound are mere concepts. All experiences are unhappiness. Perception is that which grasps the sign
(nimitta) of a concept (this is in general agreement with the other
schools).All mentals (caitasikas,including the forces such as contact,
etc., and perception), which are innumerable, are merely particular
kinds of thought. There are no 'conjunctions' because they occur
only one at a time. Thought, mind and consciousness are the same
principle.
Origination is action and defilement (kleSa), the latter causing
transmigration. Various mZt*
for these are given.
Cessation is (1) of thoughts of concepts, (2) of thoughts of
principles and (3.) of the thought of emptiness. Thoughts of
concepts cease through the knowledge of conditioned origination.
In this connection Harivarman gives a refutation of the Madhyarnaka.
He also accepts three means of knowledge of what exists, sensation,
inference and tradition (Katsura p. 182). Thoughts of principles
cease through the knowledge of emptiness after perceiving the five
groups as impermanent, etc., and their cessation,which is non-soul
and non-own-being (for this, Harivarman refers, amongst other
siitras, to the Dfituvibhariga, M No. 140, T 26 No. 162, as implying
that only extinction has the principle of non-falsity). The thought
of emptiness ceases either in the 'attainment' (samipattq of
cessation or in final extinction.
The way is concentration and knowledge, with the thirty-seven
principles on the side of ehlightenment and other mit&Z.s
for these.
The 'persons' are also set out here.'
1. For Harivarmanwe now p e r a l l y followS. Katsura'sThesis A Siudy ofHanuanman's
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We may notice finally the definite establishment of the Sautrtintika
school in tlhis period by ~rilata'(probably 2nd century A.D.), who
wrote treatises to establish its doctrines (which unfortunately are
not extant),. It was noted above (p. 329) that this trend arose from
a critique (of the SarviistivZda Abhidham, taking its stand on the
Siitra as the authoritative words of the Buddha. In consequence the
new school approached the doctrine of the Sthaviraviida, by
rejecting t h e special theories of the SarvZstiviida, but it also rejected
the mentall forces as separate principles, holding that they were
nothing but thought itself. In connection with thought it then
proceeded to work out what appears to be a new theory of the
stream of consciousness. There is a continuity of consciousness
which passes on from life to life in transmigration, though each
moment in it is transient. An action having moral significance leaves
a 'trace' ( w i s a ~ a )in this stream, which ultimately produces the
appropriate result. There is a continuum of 'subtle thought'
(s4~man'ttca)
which bears the 'traces' until the time comes for them
to produce their results. It may be noted that several schools had
investigated the mechanism of the stream of consciousness: that of
the Sautrfintika was particularly influential on Mahfiyfina writers
subsequently. The SthaviraMda had the theory of the thought-series
(see p. 310 above) with the continuing neutral state called 'existence limb' (bhavCriga), mere continuity. The Mahfisamgha had a
doctrine of 'basic consciousness' ( mzilavijiiana) and the Mahiifisakas
that of the "group which continues until the end of transmigration'
(Zsaqa~kaskandha)(Asanga, Mahiyanasampaha, Chapter I g 1 I).
Candrakirti inotes the related theories of the 'not being lost' (avipanrESu,
df the Viitsiputriyas) and of 'attainment' (jmipti, see p. 327 above, of
the Sarv%tiw%da)(MadhyamakavatGrap. 126).

1. And presumably Kum%dPtawith his more popular KalpatuSma&i&i (see Liiders
in his edition, pp. 22f.). For the date see Taranatha (time of Candanapda,p. 67,
cf. p. b 6 1above) and Schlingloff, Chundoviciti p. 10.

IDEALISM AND THE THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
Idealism -Asanga -The T h e q of Knowledge- SautrCntih Epzstemology:
Vasubandhu I1 and DinnCga
Idealism

Sthiramati in his RatnagotravibhZga appears to put forward an idealist
interpretation of the Perfection of Understanding: the ultimate reality
has the nature of thought and everything else is the product of
imagination. However, to assert positively the existence of such an
ultimate reality, an absolute idea (the 'substance of the doctrine'),
would seem to be incompatible with the orthodox Madhyamaka
standpoint (extinction transcends is, is not, both is and is not and
neither is nor is not) as well as with all earlier forms of Buddhism.
This newer trend in Madhyamaka reached the threshold of idealism,
perhaps without working out the possible consequences. Very soon a
new form of Mahsyana developed which accepted fully the consequences of the current trend. It began with a series of new sutras, like
other Mahsyiina trends, and continuedwith the systematic writings of
philosophers.
The main sutras of the idealist trend appear to have been
composed in the 3rd century A.D. Although in certain cases
additions or revisions were made later, the work of philosophers
on them in the fourth century and Chinese translations of parts of
them in the third century and of a long major sutra in the fourth
century assure our chronology. The Chinese1 preserve a tradition
of there being a kind of canon of sctras of the idealist school,
consisting of two main sutras, the Avatamsaka and the
Sandhininnocana,and four other sutras, the LanfiuatZra, Ghanayiiha
(?if' this means the Ga&ayuha, the longest siitrain the Auata+d.a,
which is really a collection), Jou lai (Sanskrit original not certain
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- Vimalakirtz?) and Abhidharmasiitra. We may follow the main siitras,
with a glance at the LarikrZvatEraand the (MahiiyZna)Abhidhamm6tra.
There are two main recensions of the Avatawaka, one in 34
chapters (60 fascicules in the Chinese version) and on6 in 39
chzi'pters (80 fasc. in Chinese), besides which many of the chapters,
which in fact are separate sutrus, have circulated independently. By
far the most important of the chapters is the last, the Gandaqiiha
Siitra (40 fasc. in Chinese). The Daiabhiimika Siitra (chapter 22 or
26 according to the recension) is an important Mahiiyina text, as
setting out in detail the ten stages of the bodhisattva's progress, but
does not appear to contain anything specifically of the new trend.
The Gadayiiha is a literary masterpiece, the most readable of
all the Mahiiyiina siitrus and almost the only one organised as a
balanced work of art on an effective plan. The progressive plan
leads the reader on, whilst the formidable prose style is impressively
in keeping with the outlook embracing the whole universe and its
inconceivable nature. The elaborate descriptions and wealth of
similes and figurative language genefallymark this as a work of art.
In fact it is a highly imaginative religious novel, though it opens
in the manner of a siitra. The title G a a y i i h a is obscure, being
generally interpreted as 'array of flowers', 'bouquet'. It is just
possible that the rhetorical device called gada, a speech having a
double meaning (understood differently by two hearers), should be
thought of here, since the universe as described in the sctra is
simultaneously the everyday universe of transmigration and the
transcendent ultimate reality, which are identical though seen
differently by bodhisatbas and ordinary persons. From the internal
evidence of the place names mentioned it-appears that this siitra,
like the ~erfectidnof Understanding, was written in South India, very
likely inhdhra, in which case the country of origin of the Mahayha
continued in the lead in the development of new ideas in India.
The main theme of the Gandaqiiha is the bodhisattva's quest for
enlightenment, beginning with the thought of enlightenment.
Alternatively (and this gives the story a subtitle) it is the progress
from seeing the universe as ordinary people see it, when filled with
attachment and petty, selfish desires, to seeing ir as the (true)
bodhisattva sees it. In the former aspect it is known as the 'base of
the world' (ZokadhZtu), in the latter as the 'base of principles'
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(dhamadhitu), i.e. ultimate reality. The subtitle, therefore, is 'Entering the Base of Principles'.
In the preliminary scene the theme is indicated by the Buddha
attaining, by means oC his infinite compassion, a certain kind of
concentration, through which the pavilion in which he is sitting
expands until it embraces the entire universe. The universe is thus,
transformed for all those present in the Buddha's assembly, taking
on its 'base of principles' aspect and becoming beautiful and
perfect. The Buddha shows them the entire base of principles as
present in a single atomic particle of dust (paramrZnurajas). He
shows all the buddhas of the past and the future in a single pore
of his skin. The 'clouds of creation' pervading all the worlds are
like an atom containing the entire base of principles, emerging
from one pore of the Buddha's skin. Then the entire evolution and
involution of the universe is shown in one of the Buddha's pores.
After many similar marvels the preliminary scene ends with the
departure of the bodhisattua Mafijuiri ('Sweet Fortune') from the
Buddha's presence in h v a s t i (cf. pp. 62 and 188 above) to teach the
doctrine in South India, at Dhanyiikara (probably the great city of
DhPnyaka~kain h d h r a , cf. pp. 282, 333 above).
It is here that we meet the hero of the novel, Sudhana, the son
of a rich merchant. He hears Mafijuiri teaching and on account
of his favourable disposition, resulting from previous good actions,
he is excited and has the thought of enlightenment (said to be a
rare thing). Mafijuiri gives him some individual tuition and launches him on the conduct of the bodhisatturn, advising him that he must
be tireless in the quest of 'good friends' who will teach and guide hi?
(cf. p. 103 above). MaiijuSri is the first of Sudhana's good friends, and
having instructed him he directs him to another friend, a monk. By
attending on one friend after another Sudhana will gradually increase
his knowledge and understanding and learn to practice various kinds
of meditation in which they are proficient. The friends are bodhisattvas
whether they are monks (few are) or laymen and whatever their
professions. Altogether Sudhana attends on 52 good friends, travelling all over India in order to find them, but with a preference for the
South. All classes of society are represented among them and a few
are gods. One is a slave and most of the others follow a variety of
ordinary worldly occupations, the pursuit of some of which is in fact
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praised in this sutra as a form of well doing. It is noteworthy that 20
out of the 52 friends are women (or goddesses).
In his instruction Maiijuiri tells Sudhaha that great compassion
is the first essential for attaining enlightenment, with the aim of
liberating all beings. The bodhisattva must attain 'all round benevolence' (samantabhadra). This quality is personified in the Sutra as
the bodhzsattva Samantabhadra, and said in the preliminary scene
to be the basis of all the bodhzsattvas the latter go out to the conduct
(calyrZ) and the commitment (pranidhana) of Samantabhadra.
The second friend describes to Sudhana the contemplation of the
thus-gones in the various directions, in which he is engaged, but
k i n g unequal to instructing him in the conduct of the bodhzsattva
sends him on to a third friend. The latter stresses great compassion,
the desire to save all beings and great benevolence (rnaztc, loving
kindness, also translatable as 'friendliness'). This friend lives on the
coast of South India, contemplating the vastness of the ocean which
is like the inconceivable mind of the thus-gone. He too is unable to
teach the conduct of the bodhzsattva and sends Sudhana to another
friend. Thus he goes on from friend to friend, learning a little from
each of them. He learns many 'freedoms' (vzmokas,see pp. 128 f. but
here new ones have been added), non-attachment, something;about
the perfection of understanding, rules of conduct for the bodhtsattva.
Eventually Sudhana reaches the bodhisattuaMaitreya, friend No. 51,
who as the next buddha to appear in this world is presumably the most
advanced bodhzsattva at present. In this Siitra he lives not among the
gods but in South India in a country on the coast named
Samudrakaccha, in a large pavilion in a park there. This pavilion
is called the 'embryo (garbha) of the ornament of the arrays of
illuminations'. It is very elaborately described. It is the dwelling
place of those who delight in emptiness, signlessness and
uncommittedness, and in not being separate from the base of
principles. It is the dwelling place of those who delight in experiencing that all the ages of the universe interpenetrate: the entrance
(anupaveia) of one into all and all into one, that all the worlds are
not separate, that all principles do not obstruct one another
(aniivarana),that all beings are not different from each other, that
there is non-duality of all buddhas, that all objects enter into a single
moment. The inhabitants of the pavilion go everywhere in a single
thought, manifest themselves in the homes of all beings, desire the
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welfare and happiness of all beings. Thev have plenty of other
remarkable qualities, such as non-attachment, non-duality and
surprising combinations of qualities which might seem contradictory: they have great equanimity yet they do not abandon the world
of beings, they delight in emptiness yet do not hold any opinion,
they delight in benevolence yet are not conciliating, they delight
in the Four Truths, conditioned origination and the rest of the
doctrine but without leaving the world, they delight in thusness yet
they do not go to the 'point' (koti, end, limit) of reality (bhuta), i.e.
abandon transmigration. In brief they are free but do not use their
freedom to enter extinction and remain to help others.
In the course of this description we learn more about the
ultimate reality, the base of principles, and the main contribution
of the Gandavyuha to philosophy: the conception of the perfect
interpenetration of everything in the universe, in which everything
is as if reflected in everything else, without any mutual obstructioh.
The worldly and transcendental universes are identical, with separateness of principles on the surface but perfect harmony and
unity within.
As Sudhana approaches he sees Maitreya in the distance, outside
the pavilion with a large number of people round him. Maitreya
praises Sudhana to his retinue and then welcomes him. Sudhana
explains his quest and Maitreya expounds the qualities of this to
the audience, how he has been sent by Maiijuiri to attend on the
good friends, his perfections as a bodhzsattva, his desire to save the
whole world. Then he talks to Sudhana. First he praises at great
length the thought of enlightenment, which few have, using
countless similes. Among these there is a reference to alchemy:
there is a marvellous liquid a little of which will turn a vast quantity
of bronze into gold, likewise a little of the thought of enlightenment
will turn a vast quantity of ignorance into enlightenment. There is
a certain gem which produces the images of the Sun and Moon in
India (i.e. on Earth), though their discs are 40,000 leagues away
(this estimate of the distance is approximately correct for the Moon,
not of course for the Sun); likewise the thought of enlightenment
gem produces the image of the knowledge of the thus-gone, though
this is (far away) in the range of the base of principles 'sky'.
Maitreya then opens the pavilion. It is as high as the sky and
occupies the whole of space. It is full of beautiful palaces made of
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precious stones. There is every kind of decoration: trees, birds,
flowers, sculptures, paintings, mirrors, lanterns, music and so on. In
the pavilion there are countless other pavilions all as beautiful as the
original one. There is perfect interpenetration and non-obstr'uction
between them. All are in one, one in all, yet not interferingwith each
other, harmoniously interpenetrating.
With Maitreya's aid Sudhana concentrates and enjoys a glimpse of
enlightenment: all obstructions disappear from his thought. He
finds himself in all the pavilions simultaneously, and in each one
the bodhisattua Maitreya is engaged in good works in one or other
of the wprlds in the universe. For example he visits the hells
(purgatorks) in order to relieve the sufferings of those undergoing
panishmen'b there. Among the good works praised we find the
'worldly' artsand crafts. The name Maitreya, from maitri, 'benevolence' (or 'friadship') is explained.
Maitreya having enabled Sudhana to see all these 'arrays' by the
inconceivable artifice (maya) of his determining knowledge
(Qdhi~thana-jfiana)
says to him: 'This is the principleness (dharmatci)
of these principles (dhamas). They have the characteristic of the
appearance (pratyupasthana, or 'manifestation') of delimitation
(ui~thapana)
: they are determined (adhi~thita)by the knowledge of
bodhisattuas. Thus they are not perfected (apanni$anna) in their
own-being (svabhava), they are like illusions (maya, 'artifice'),
dreams or images (pratibhasas)' (p. 524).
When he comes out of this concentration Sudhana asks what
'freedom' this is which he has seen with the aid of his good friend.
He is told it is the 'embryo of the arrays of self-possession without
confusion entering the knowledge having as its support all the three
times (past, future and present) '. - Where has this array gone? Where it came from. - Where did it come from? - From the
accomplishment of determining (fixing one's attention on) the
knowledge of bodhisattuas. It remains in that 'determining', has
gone nowhere . . . . does not accumulate, is not immovable (nu
kiitastha), is not in 'being' (nu bhavastha) . . . . has no place. It is
like an array (jala, 'network') of clouds of the dragons . . . . which
rains without measure because it is possessed by the volition of the
dragons, through the inconceivability of the domain of the dragons.
Or it is like the artifice (maya) of a showman which comes from
nowhere, etc.
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Sudhana asks from how far Mal.reya has come and is told that the
'going' of bodhasattvas is without coming, without moving or staying,
homeless and so on. Yet it is great compassion, great benevolence, etc.
Still, Maitreya says he has come from his birthplace, Kfitagramaka in
Malafa (in South India). There he has set up or exhorted various
people in the doctrine and from there he has come here. On the
other hand the birthplace of the bodhisattvas is wherever there is the
thought of enlightenment. He has been born here in South India to
help people and afterwards will go to the Tusita Palace, whence he
will be reborn to become a buddha. Then he will again see Sudhana
and Mafijuiri.
Sudhana is then sent back to Mafijuiri, who congratulates him
on having accepted the good friends and guides him in the conduct
of all round benevolence (samantabhadra). Finally Samantabhadra
himself appears to Sudhana (he is the last friend, No. 52), who sees
his inconceivable 'play' (vikr$ita) consisting of showing the entire
universe in his body and other marvels and himself attending on the
BuddhaVairocana ('Illumination', the Buddha in his transcendental
aspect). Sudhana thereby attains ten perfections of knowledge, such
as pervading all the worlds with his body. Samantabhadra touches
him on the head and he sees more marvellous 'play' in the worlds of
all the buddhas. Samantabhadra gives him final instructions on the
conduct of the bodhisattva and Sudhana attains all the powers of a
buddha and becomes the equal of all the buddhasand bodhisatturn. The
Siitra concludes with Samantabhadra reciting verses on the commitment of the bodhisattva, to honour the buddhas, praise the thus-gones,
renounce evil, study and teach the doctrine, etc., and especially to save
all beings.
The Gandavyfiha is usually assumed to reflect the idealist view,
but perhaps makes nothing like a definitive statement of such a
position. Since it is a literary and poetic work we should probably
not expect to find in it clear philosophical formulations, and indeed
the followers of the Madhyamaka school had no difficulty in interpreting it within the framework of their own outlook. It is the other main
siitra of the idealist trend, the Sandhinirmocana,which seems for the
first time to assert clearly that there is hn absolute, ideal reality, that
everything else is at best only a relative reality dependent on this,
otherwise purely imaginary, and that the support of consciousness is
nothing but consciousness. unfortunately the Sanskrit text of the
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Sandhinirmocana is not known to be extant, so we depend on Lamotte's
translation from the Tibetan.'
Lamotte believes that the Sandhinimzocannoriginated as a.number
of separate texts independently circulated, which at some stage were
collected to form a siitra of moderate length (it is about as long as the
old Mahapan'nimina Sutra, hardly 'abundant' though it appears to
have been admitted to that class of Mahayana siitras). The result has
no particular literary plan and is simply a series of independent
dialogues making clear the current trend of ideas. The title means
'freeing the sandhi',where sandhi, 'junction', 'connection', means the
intention with which the Buddha spoke, what he had 'in mind' in
certain statements. The idea is that in certain statements in earlier
sutras, particularly the Perfection of Understanding, what the Buddha
really had in mind was not the literal, apparent meaning but a deeper
implication. Thus the Buddha taught the Four Truths to those who
became the founders of the early schools (the 'pupils') and emptiness
to those who were to initiate the Madhyamaka or early Mahayana
trend. Finally, however, he taught that 'all principles are without ownbeing, have not occurred, have not ceased, are calm from the beginning and extinct by nature'. Thus the Sutra tells us (VII. $30) that the
Buddha 'started the wheel of the doctrine' three times with these
teachings of increasing profundity. Even the last is liable to be
misunderstood through being taken too literally (VII. §20), so that
some hold the opinion of the non-existence of principles and deny
all principles and all characteristics, including the 'imaginary char'dependent character' (paratantralaksana)
acter' (pa~ka&italaksana),
and 'perfected character' (parini;pannalakana) of principles. Yet there
must be a dependent and a perfected character, otherwise the imaginary character (which we seem to see in the world) could not be
discerned. The Sandhinirmocana, according to its own statement (repeated at the ends of chapters VII to X), is perfectly explicit, 'has its
meaning drawn out' (nitartha,cf. p. 146 above) and so claims to make
everything clear and definitive. By presenting the correct interpretation of the final (most profound) teaching it avoids the wrong
opinion denying all principles and all characteristics, which some
(would-beBuddhists) follow and by which others (of the early schools)
are repelled from the doctrine (of the Mahayana), saying this
1. Su&hininnocana Siitra, Recueil de travaux..2e. Skrie, 34e. Fascicule, Universid de
Louvain, 1935.
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(Mahayiina doctrine) is the words of Death (Mara). (It is interesting
to note the implication here of controversy about the early Mahayana
or Madhyamaka, which the new trend now proposes to settle).
The first part (chapters I to IV) might be regarded as texts of the
Perfection of Understanding class (so Lamotte), but they have their
meaning drawn out to the extent of giving explanations of statements
of the Perfection of Understanding type instead of leaving apparent
paradoxes. Moreover they seem to assert from the outset an ultimate
reality (ParamLidha)as the basis of all that we imagine and as in some
sense real and existing, though inconceivable and unstatable, a
conclusion which the Perfection of Understanding and the
Madhyamaka seem carefully to avoid.
The three characteristics ( W a n a ) of principles already mentioned are probably the most significant contribution of this Siitra
to Buddhist thought. Of these the 'perfected' (parini$anna Tibetan yons su grub pa) is the ultimate reality, the ultimate absence
of own-being (paramLirthanihsuabhrZvatLi- don dam pa no bo fiid med
pa fiid) of principles (VII. $6) and the thusness (tathatcZ--de bzhin
fiid) of principles (VI. $6). The 'dependent' (paratantra-gzhan gyi
dban gi) is the conditioned origination of principles (VI. $5), their
absence of own-being in occurrence (u#mtti-skye ba) (VII. 95) and the
range (gocara-s@od yul) of imagining (uikalpa-nzampar rtogpa) (VII.
$25). The 'imaginary' (parika@ita-kun brtagspa) is the assigning of
the convention of names of principles through 'own-being' or
'distinction (s)' for the purpose of the conventional (agreed) usage of
concepts (VI. $4) and their absence of own-being as characteristic
(VII. $4).It is the assigning of names to the range of imagining (VII.
$25).
-The three characteristics are thus related to three absences of
own-being in principles. In this context (VII. $6) it is also stated
that the ultimate reality is the 'pure support' (viSuddh&lambanarnam par dug pahi dmigs pa), i.e. principles as the support of
consciousness (at the ultimate level). It is natural to proceed from
this to the discussion (VIII. $7) on the nature of the 'rangedisc'
(gocarabimba-s~odyulgzugs h i a n ) , i.e. the mental image, of insightconcentration. Here it is said that such images are not different from
thought and are only makings-ofconsciousness ( v i j f i a p t i m 5 t r ~ m
par rigpa tsam). This last expression, which might also be interpreted
as 'mere products of the act of being conscious', will be the subject
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of much speculation later. It is further said here that the support of
consciousness is only a making-of-consciousness.Consciousness and.
its 'support' (the support in it, of which it is supposed to be conscious) ,are not different. This statement is generally taken to meAn
that the objects we think we are conscious of are nothing but our
consciousness itself and as the enunciation of an idealist outlook. For
these discussions it is worth noting that uijfiapti is a causative f q m ,
grammatically, implying what is caused or made by the actioh of
being conscious, as contrasted with simple consciousness, uzjfiana.
In the fifth chapter of this Siitrawe meet another major idea of the
idealist trend, namely its conception of the mechanism of the stream
of consciousness (cf. the end of our Chapter Ten). It is thought
'possessing all the seeds' (sarvabijaka-sa bon tham cadpahi) which, in
transmigration, grows through attachment to the material faculties
with their 'determinings' (resolutions) and to the traces (uEsanZ- bag
chugs) of differentiations (prapafica -spros pa) through the conventional usage imagining 'signs' and 'names'. This consciousness
(thought) is called 'attachment consciousness' (GdZnauijfiZna-Zen
pahi rnampargespa) and 'home consciousness' (ZlayauijfiZna-kun
g h i rnam par ~ epa),
s the latter because it unites with a body seeking
a common security. These are descriptions of consciousness in transmigration, with its 'seeds' (these are taken to be the latent ideas in
it, through which it is productive), an elaboration of the old theory
of consciousness. We are told here that the conception of an attachment consciousness has not been revealed to 'fools', lest they should
take it to be a 'soul'.
In this connection we may notice that the Madhyamakas took a
very different view of the question of which texts have their meaning
'drawn out', are definitive, and of what the Buddha had in mind
in various siitra discourses. Thus Candrakirti' holds that the discourses on the 'home consciousness' are not 'drawn out' at all: this
term is only a name for emptiness, used, provisionally covering what
the Buddha ultimately had in mind, for the sake of those of limited
understanding, accustomed to other ways of thinking; it may be
compared with the term 'person' used in other discourses of the
Buddha. For the Madhyamakas it is the Perfection of Understanding
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texts which are drawn out, those of the 'third starting of rhe wheel
of the doctrine', like those of the first, requiring their meaning 'to
be drawn out'.
The Lank&vatZracarries this dottrine a little further. It is much
longer than the Sandhinimocana (whichever of its various recensions
be taken) and seems still more chaotic in composition, almost
certainly because it grew gradually, collecting discussions on a great
variety of topics'which interested the idealist movement. The scene
is set in Ceylon (Lanka), which the Buddha visits at the request of
Ravana, King of the Demons, who has his capital there. However,
nothing is heard of Ravana after the opening of the Siitra and Lalika
is mentioned only once after the first chapter, as the place, where
the Buddha is teaching. In actual fact the Siitra is a simple dialogue
between the Buddha and a bodhirattva named MahSmati (who is
otherwise obscure). The 'interesting' setting was no doubt a later
addition, along with some of the last chapters.
The basic conception of the Lalikauatara is that of 'thought only'
(cittamatra):that there is nothing in the universe except thought (pp.
62, 79, 111, 154, 176, 184, 186, 199), beings such as matter and the
other groups are only imaginings in thought. This is a much more
categorical statement of idealism than we find in the Sandhinimcam
Thought may be differentiated into two aspects: (1) home consciousness (2layavijfiZna) and (2) mind (manas) and the
consciousnesses of the six senses (of mind, sight, etc. - for this
entire scheme cf. the Sthaviravada Abhidhanna, (p. 293 above) (pp.
220f.). These eight (principles) are sometimes called the eight
consciousnesses (e.g. p. 126).At the same time the home consciousness is more fundamental, less ephemeral, than the others and
seems to be practically synonymous with thought itself: the other
seven are simply imagined and are to be abandoned in order to
attain calm (pp. 221, 44ff.).All experiences, differentiated by the
various kinds of consciousness, are simply waves in the 'ocean' of
thought, or of the home consciousness. It is the imagining of subject
and object, that which is conscious of and that of which it is
conscious, which gives rise to the various kinds of consciousness as
subjects and objects out of the home consciousness (pp. 37f. 46,
48). This imagining of the various consciousnesses originates
through the traces (v&antZs) which have accumulated in the home
consciousness during beginningless time (p. 38). When this imagin-
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ing ceases in the home consciousness, that is extinction (nirvana)
(pp. 61f., 98f., 126f.).
In chapter six the LankavatCra identifies the home consciousness
with the 'embryo of the thus-gone' (tathGgatagarbha) and, moreover,
refers by name to the ~ 6 m ~ Siltra
l G for the Buddha having spoken
of this there (cf. our discussion pp. 380ff. above, where we did not find
explicit mention of the 'home' consciousness, possibly because we
depended on the Ratnagotravibhciga but perhaps because it really is not
named and the Lankavatcirais merely appropriating the account of the
'embryo' and assimilating it to the new theory of the 'home consciousness'). The home consciousness which is the embryo is a kind
of medium with potentialities for bad (imagining) or good (calm),
the seven other consciousnesses occur in it, leading to other principles, including unhappiness, but when the truth is understood all this
ceases and it becomes pure. There is no 'soul' in it. Without it there
could be no occurrence of principles. Nevertheless in one place (p.
78) it is said that the embryo is 'emptiness', is extinction -in order
to underline its distinction from the Brahmanical 'soul' (probably
referring to the theory of the soul being hahman, the ultimate being
which underlies the entire universe). Here the SGtra seems to draw
back from a definitively idealist position towards that of the (early)
Madhyamaka and to make it easy for the Madhyamakas to interpret
the whole text from their standpoint. The alternative position is
apparently maintained later (p. 167), when it is said that the bodhisalwa
should not hold that all principles are empty and without own-being,
but rather that their own-being is like an artifice (may&or 'illusion')
or like a dream: in one sense they exist, in another they do not.
Further on (pp. 198f.) we read that the Buddha's doctrine goes
beyond this duality of existing and not existing, and other dualities,
all these being only the imaginings of thought.
We are back at the question of 'thought only', as (in its pure
nature) beyond existence and non-existence. All multiplicity is
imagined by it, merely occurs in it. It is thusness (tathatci),
emptiness, the base of principles (dhamadhcitu), the 'substance
made of mind' (manomayakGya) (p. 154).
The Abhidhama SGtra does not appear to have assumed the
importance it might perhaps have claimed as a specifically Mahsyana
abhidhanna.It enumerated the principles, in relation to the bodhisatdva
and his way, following earlier abhidhanna traditions with the necessaly
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modifications to suit the latest trend. It evidently belonged to the
idealist movement, discussing the home consciousness possessing all
the 'seeds', etc., the home of all principles, the base (dhatu) in
beginningless time which is the support of all principles and also the
approach to extinction. In practice this abhidharmaseems to have been
overshadowed by the numerous systematic writings of the Mahayana
philosophers of the new trend who followed, beginning with Asanga,
who makes extensive reference to it at the beginning of his
Mahayanasamgaha, taking his matrkafrom it.

After the fall of the Kusanas and Sataviihanas the feudalistic system
developing in India was consolidated under the hegemony of the
Gupta dynasty in the North and the Vakatakas in the Deccan
(Maharastra and some of the surrounding countries), these two
entering into a matrimonial alliance about the year 400, an alliance
which proved enduring and stabilised both empires. Various schools
of Buddhism received patronage from both royal families, no doubt
following a policy of toleration. However, both were primarily
committed to the new Brahmanism of the Purci?zas (which appear
to have been largely rewritten in the 4th century, incorporating
,
wholesale the mythology and theology of Visvu and ~ i v a whose
worship became steadily more popular throughout the medieval
period). Consequently it is likely that on the whole the Buddhists
enjoyed less support than during the preceding period. In the far
South the ancient Pallava dynasty strengthened its power, conquering
i h d h r a in the 4th century and stationing aviceroy at Dhanyakataka.
This dynasty too was Brahmanical in religion and is not recorded to
have given much support to Buddhism, nevertheless Buddhist institutions flourished in its realm, especially at the capital, Efici.
The Vgkafaka power was established about the year 250, the Gupta
in 320 on the basis of a marriage between Candra Gupta, an obscure
local ruler in Magadha, and a daughter of the ancient Licchavi
i
(which, it seems, had been indepenaristocracy of the V ~ jRepublic
dent again in this period), Kumiiradevi. It was not until about 350
that Candra's son, Samudra, established a wide paramountcy over
North and East India in a remarkable series of military campaigns,
and not until about 395 that his son, Candra I1 ('Vikramiiditya'),
overthrew the ~ a k aof
s Western India and occupied Ujjayini, then in
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many ways the cultural metropolis of India (especially in science and
literature, particularly the theatre).
Asanga was born about or after the year 290 in Purusapura,
Kaniska's capital in Gandhara (see p. 329 above), and died about 360'
(some of the works of his younger brother Vasubandhu were known
in China by about the latter date). Consequently he lived in a period
of political instability before the new imperial system was completely
established, though he may have lived to see the weak remnant of the
Kusana kingdom invaded by Samudra Gupta and attached to his
empire by a rather tenuous form of vassalage (to be made firmer by
his son). Asanga founded a philosophical school of the Mahaysna
based 011 the idealist trend of the latest siitras, which we have just
reviewed, called the Yogacara or alternatively (but probably only later)
the Vijiianavada. The first name refers to the conduct of meditation,
the second, 'Consciousness School', to the idealist outlook (consciousness only). According to the Buddhist traditions preserved in
Tibet2Asanga was born in the time of a king Buddhapaksa and lived
under his successor Gambhirapaksa, afterwards travelling east to
Ayodhya, living 12 years at Nalanda and dying at Rajagrha. The
identity of these two kings has not been conclusively established, they
may have been Kusanas.
Asariga wrote possibly seven main works (a minor work ascribed
to him is a verse summary of the content of one of the short
Perfection of Understanding siitrm, the Three Hundred or 'Diamond
Cutter'; it contains nothing of the new doctrines): a commentary on
the Sandhinznnocanaand six independent books: Abhidhannasamuccaya,
DharmadhannatGvibhanga, Madhyantavibhanga, MahGyGnasampaha,
MahGyGnmiitrGlank(7.raS
and YogiicarabhiimiSCstra.There are traditions
that some of these were really composed by Maitreya, but these may
be held to have originated from the idea that that bodhisattuainspired
Asanga with them (the traditions conflict:'in China the last work is
supposed to be Maitreya's, in Tibet instead three of the others are),.
His authorship of the commentary also has been doubted.
Asanga is the systematiserof the idealist doctrines of the new trend
and wrote comprehensively in such a way as to provide the school he

1. His YogGcZrabhumiSrEstrawas translated into Chinese from 413 onwards.
2. T-Ptha
pp. 107 ff.
3. This may be by some earlier author.
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founded with theorhcal and practical treatises covering the whole
field of Buddhism from the new standpoint. Thus the
Abhidhantlasamuccaya summarises the whole ancient system of the
abhidhanna as modified for the Yogacara: here we find the list of
principles totals 100 items, of which the home consciousness is one,
being the same as 'thought' and 'consciousness of mind' and, as
in the Sandhimmrmocana,
'possessing all the seeds' 'md 'impregnated
with the traces'.' The three 'characteristics' or (absences of) ownbeings of all principles, of the Sandhinirmocana, are also noted and
the bodhisattva is briefly touched on, including his superiority to the
'pupil'. At the end of the text there are brief notes on debating
and logic, giving the five steps of a proof and. three means of
knowledge (similarity having been dropped). These five plus three
items are here collected and called 'eight provings', implying eight
parts of a complete proof, including the checks that it is not
contradicted by any of the three means of knowledge, sensation,
inference and reliable authority.
In the MahZyrZnusiitr~luduira
('Ornament of the Mahama Siitras')
Asaliga appears as a strong partisan of the Mahiiyka, defending
its siitras against the criticism that they are not the words of the
Buddha. Only the Mahiiyiina siitras contain the deepest teaching
of the Buddha, the way to Buddhahood. This work summarises
the practice of the way of the bodhisattva, including for example the
thought of enlightenment, the perfections and the good friends,
but it also covers the theory of the new trend (especially in its sixth,
ninth and eleventh chapters). The ultimate reality (paramZrtha) is
neither existing (sant) nor not existing. Objects (artha) are mere
ideas (jalpa), thought only: when the bodhisattva discerns this he
perceives the 'base of principles' and is separated from the
characteristic of duality, remaining in the base of principles.
Freedom (mok;ra)is simply (-matra) the elimination of error (bhrama,
or 'mistake') (VI). Buddhahood is all principles yet is not a principle.
It is thusness (tathatz). It is neither being (bhzva) nor non-being,
therefore 'undetermined' (ayakyta). What has no occurrence
(avidyamZnati, from vidyate) (i.e. with its imagined own-being Vasubandhu's commentary), ultimately has occurrence (i.e. with its
1 . Abhidhannusamuccaya edited (from an incomplete manuscript supplemented by
retranslationsfrom the Tibetan and Chinese) by Pralhad Pradhan, Santiniketan.
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'perfected' own-being) (IX). Reality (tattva) is that which is always
without duality, is the basis of illusion (bhriinti,or 'error:, 'mistake'),
is undifferentiated (aprapafica), cannot be expressed . . . nothing
other than it occurs (vidyate) in the universe, though through delusion
the world has abandoned the existing (sant) and superimposed
(abhinivi~ta)the non-existing (asant). On the one hand its type
(Gkyti) exists (asti), on the other hand its being (bhava) does not
occur (nu vidyate, but here this seems to be used as a synonym for
'does not exist', perhaps under pressure of the metre), therefore
'existence' (astitva) and 'non-existence' (nastitva) (of it) is affirmed
with reference to illusion (maya),etc. Here the argument leads into
the' theory of the three characteristics: everything knowable (ifiqa) is
included in (1) the imaginer of the unreal (abhiitaka&a), which
(itself) is neither real nor unreal, (2) the non-imaginer (aka&a) (i.e.
thusness, transcendental knowledge, presumably the substance of the
doctrine and the ultimate reality), and (3) that which is neither
'imaginer' nor 'non-imaginer' (worldlyknowledge, according to the
commentary). This verse seems almost deliberately obscure and the
commentary of Vasubandhu is curiously unhelpful. The imaginer we
know from elsewhere to be the 'dependent' (paratantra) character.
The non-imaginer is the 'perfected' (parini$.Janna).That which is
neither of these should be the 'imaginary' (pan'ka&ita),which could
be identified with worldly 'knowledge'. However, after this verse
Asanga works round to somewhat clearer statements about these three
characttristics. The imaginary is the 'sign' (nimitta, p. 399, or 'cause')
of perception corresponding to the object of an idea, the trace of this
(idea-commentary) and the 'knowing' that arisesfrom the trace; also
it is knowing an object by its name and a name by its object. The
dependesit is the imaginer of the unreal, which is subject to various
kinds oflillusion (Gbhisa,false appearance) and has the characteristics
of 'subject' (grahakn) and 'object' (grGhya) (two classes of the illusions).
The perfected is the beingness (bhiivata) of the non-being (abhaua),
which is the equality (sam&nata,-sameness) of 'being' and 'nonbeing'; it is the calming of what is not calmed and the non-imaginer
(XI). The style of these formulations indicates that Asanga was fond
of a certain mystification, with apparent paradoxes.'

1. The difficulties of interpretat~onmay lend support to those who believe this work
is not by Asaliga but by some earher writer.
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It is the Madhycintavibhariga (or -uzbhciga), 'Discrimination of the
Mean and the Extremes', which is the most fundamental philosophical work of Asanga and clarifies his position among the schools of
Buddhism. Here he gives his own conception of what is meant by
avoiding the extremes 'it is' (or 'exists' - asti) and 'it is not': all
Buddhists were agreed that these were to be avoided but they
disagreed as to precisely which the extremes were: Nagarjuna gave
a different interpretation from the early schools and even among
these the Sarvastivada differed from the others. Asanga now asserts
that these earlier Buddhist interpretations are incorrect, so much
so that the Madhyamaka doctrine on the one hand and that of the
early schools (especially the Sarvastivada) on the other are actually
themselves the two extreme opinions which the Buddha intended
to avoid. He opens with the categorical statement that the imaginer
of the unreal (abhiitapanka&a) ex.ists (astz) . Vasubandhu in his
commentary points out that this contradicts the opinion that all
principles have no own-being in the sense of being completely nonexistent: here the imaginer at any rate is understood to exist with
its own-being. It also contradicts the opposite opinion that various
principles exist, by referring to these as 'unreal'. Asanga continues
that no duality occurs (vzdyate, again probably meaning the same
as 'exists') in it, but 'emptiness' does occur (exist), whilst the
imaginer occurs (exists) in emptiness. The imaginer is consciousness (vzjfiana). Emptiness is synonymous with thusness, the 'point
(limit) of reality' (bhiitakoti), the signless, ultimate reality, the base
of principles. Emptiness can, however, be defiled (not in reality but
by the imaginer). If it were not defiled all beings would have been
freed (already) ; if it were pure, exercise (to attain freedom) would be
futile.
The' Dlzamadharmat5uzbharig (or -uibhnga) supplements this
philosophical discussion as an account of the 'Discrimination of
Principles (dhama) and Principleness (dharmata)'. The latte~is the
ultimate reality, the unsynthesised, extinction. 'Principles' are the
synthesised, transmigration, illusion (bhrcintz). Every principle (here
the 'dependent') is on the one hand a mere dependent principle
and on the other (when viewed with true understanding, ultimately)
it is principleness, which is thusness. These are the two.'characteristics' of principles of the Sandhinirmocana; the third, being 'imaginary',
is totally unreal and is not considered here. The correct view of
principles thus leads to the knowledge of extinction.
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The home consciousness receives full treatment in the
MahGyGnasampaha, 'Compendium of the Mahayiina'. It has to be
assumed, according to Asanga, as a morally indeterminate 'home'
containing all the 'seeds' (bija) of future events, despite their
contrary characters. Also it is the resort (airaya) of the knowable
(ir2eya), i.e. the basis of the possibility of being conscious. It is also
called the 'attachment consciousness' because of its attachment to
the senses. The home consciousness is the cause of defilement,
receiving the traces and retaining the seeds of this. The seeds are
neither identical with nor different from the home consciousness:
it is furnished with them but they are not separate from it. They
enable it to imagine principles. There is reciprocal conditionality
between it and them. The home consciousness is the same as
'consciousness' in general and as 'thought'. 'Mind' (manas) on the
other hand is distinct (contrary to Sthaviravada and Sarvastivada
theory and perhaps to all schools of early Buddhism), being the
consciousness of each of the six senses. This is 'starting' (flueti,
i.e. active). Here again thel'e is reciprocal conditionality between
this 'active' consciousness and the home consciousness. There are
further descriptions of the seeds, which are momentary but form
a continuous series, are morally good or bad, dependent on a
complex of conditions and productive of their individual specific
results. Actions (moral) leave enduring traces in the home consciousness, which eventually produce their results, though in
themselves, as traces, they are morally indeterminate. In another
chapter the Mahciyanasamqraha deals with the 'substance of the
doctrine' (dhamakciya), i.e. the ultimate reality. The 'clan' (gotra)
is there described as the seed of this in a living being.
The Yo@carabhfimiicistra is several times longer than all these
other works combined. In part it appears as an expansion and
reworking of the Abhzdhnma~nmucrc~yc~,
arranged within the framework of the stages ('floors') of the way of the bodhisattva, which,
however, is set out in conjunction with the inferior 'floors' of the ways
of the pupils and isolated buddhmand of Buddhist theory (abhidhanna)
in general (with special reference to the functioning of consciousness and of course modified according to the new doctrines of home
consciousness, etc.). The work opens with an account of the consciousness of the senses ('first floor'), goes on (at greater length)
with the mind ('second floor'), and then the processes of meditation,
leadipg up to the way(s). The opening 'floors' constitute a substantial
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work of abhzdhannaoverlappingthe scope of the ancient Tripitakaand
the latest Mahfiyfina siitras. Asanga shows particular interest in the
various (wrong) opinions of numerous schools of philosophy, on
which he follows basically the Brahmajala Sutra (see above 138ff.) but
makes various additions to this, bringing it up to date, and in logic
and debating. Revising his doctrine of the proof in the
Abhidhamamuccaya (ifwe are right in assuming that to be the earlier
work, an assumption for which this logical doctrine is our main
evidence) he here gives a proof in eight steps: (1) statement, (2)
middle term, (3) example (udZhara?za),(4) agreement (sarU#a of
examples), (5) difference (vain3pya), (6) sensation, ('7) inference,
(8) reliable authority (ZptZgama).' In this scheme he rather
unobtrusively carries out a revolution in the doctrine of proof: he has
discarded the old steps four and five, the application and conclusion,
evidently as redundant against steps one and two (the conclusion is
the original statement; the application is nothing but assigning the
middle term to the minor term or subject). Whether Asanga himself
was the innovator who first did this is not certain: we find that a
Vasubandhu (probably the Vasubandhu who was Asanga's brother) in
writing on logic makes the same innovation and in fact reduces the
proof to three steps only. Possibly the two brothers worked together
on logic, with Vasubandhu (as we shall see) going furthest in this
field. In place of these redundant steps Asanga proposes checking the
examples systematically, implying an empirical enquiry, or at least
studying the results of empirical enquiries, into the evidence for
the relation between the middle term and the major (M and P)
by the two inductive methods of agreement and difference.
Coming to the three means of knowledge which he accepts,
Asanga defines sensation as that which is direct (aviparoba), not
judged (reasoned) or to be judged (anabhyiihitZnabhyuhya) and
without error (without illusion). Inference is knowledge of an
object through imagining. It depends on various relations: characteristic, own-being,action, predicate (dhamtas),causation (hetuphalatas).'
Everything we have noted so far is included in the first of the five
books of the YogCcGrabhiimiSGstra.The remaining four books constitute
commentaries of several kinds on this basic one.
1. ~rutama~ibhiimi,
p. 356 of T 1579. Sanskrit MS in Patna.
2 Ibid. pp. 357-8.
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The Theory o f Knowledge
How do we know anything as true or valid? Why should we accept
some statements or doctrines and reject others? What constitutes
proof, whether in private study or in a public debate? We have seen
that Buddhist philosophers were from time to time-perhaps all the
time-concerned with these fundamental questions on which all
knowledge and all philosophy must be based. The Buddha himself,
as we found in Chapter Five (particularly pp. 130 ff., cf. also Chapter
Four, pp. loof.), derived his knowledge from experience and the
investigation of the empirical evidence thus acquired; he had no use
for authority and recommended his followers to proceed as he had
done, relying on first hand experience and not accepting things
merely because even he himself taught them. He allowed that his
doctrine should serve as a guide, and no doubt believed itwould stand
any amount of empirical checking by his followers (that it was
'verifiable'), but this was evidently to provide a short cut to help others
(instead of leaving them to learn the 'hard' way by trial and error)
and did not affect the fact that each must ascertain the truth for
himself individually if he was really to attain enlightenment.
Subsequently the Buddha's followers found themselves in an
apparent dilemma: they were to rely ultimately on experience, yet
they attributed complete authority to the statements of the Buddha
as handed down to them in the Tripitaka. They had at least two
alternative means of knowledge, experience (i.e. sensation) and
whatever they might deduce from it and authority (of a reliable
person, i.e. the Buddha). Of course there ought to be no possible
discrepancy between these two: the Buddha's words proceeded
from experience and the laws of nature (he held) do not change,
therefore anyone else's experience must lead to the same conclusions. In practice, however, there were certain difficulties. It was
agreed that learning the truth from experience was no easy matterthe Buddha himself pointed out that some philosophers hadjumped
to wrong conclusions on the basis of incomplete investigations-and
as time went by the Buddhists became less and less confident of the
ability of any but very exceptional persons (i.e. the rare buddhas) to
make important discoveries independently. This was hardly the view
of the Buddha himself, since he speaks quite freely of 'Sramanas or
brahmans' discovering,for example, the conditions of origination of
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1)rinciples(not of buddhas only). Nevertheless it led gradually to the
lloctrine of the Buddha (his recorded statements) becoming not
rnerely a guide and the basis for the study of life and experience but
rather the almost exclusive subject of study itself. At the same time it
was found after the lapse of some centuries that there were possibilities of varying interpretations of the Buddha's statements. It w+s this
latter fact and the schisms it led to among the Buddhists which
produced the formal logic of the schools (see pp. 287ff. above) and
the abkidharma as restatements of the doctrine in strictly formalised
language, where every term is defined. These studies established
certain techniques of deduction: what propositions were consistent
with the accepted statements of the Buddha? All this scholasticism
produced reactions at times in favour of going back to the original
riitras and making a deeper study of their meaning, and no doubt
appealing also to experience and independent study (how otherwise
could new siitras have been composed and eventuaIly accepted by some
as statements of the Buddha?).The main results of it were a science
of logic and debating and (by reaction) the critique of the
Madhyamakas (Nagarjuna).
This science developed in spite of the Madhyamaka critique and
gradually became more rigorous. Inevitably the means of knowledge came to be studied as a prerequisite for debating and
investigations, since what constitutes acceptable evidence would be
a matter of controversy between the schools, especially between
Buddhists and non-Buddhists. We have noted these developmeps
in the last Chapter and in the work of Asariga. Vasubandhu, it was
observed, went further in this particular study.
Vasubandhu (or rather several Vasubandhus) has been the
subject of much controversy among modern scholars, concerning
the number and chronology of the philosophers of that name. It
is agreed that one of them was Asariga's brother, but then we have
the problem, not yet solved, of which of 'Vasubandhu's' works were
written by this one. We can rely only on probabilities. Since (it is
agreed) Asariga 'converted' his brother to his own views, those
works which show a close correspondence of doctrine to Asariga's
may well be his brother's contributions to the founding of the
school (this is not of course conclusive, it is adopted here as a
working hypothesis merely). Tradition records affirmatively that the
commentary on the MadhyZntauzbhariga is by Asaliga's brother and
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it would seem likely that the other commentaries on works ofAsanga

are by this Vasubandhu. There seems to be hardly anything in them
which goes outside Asanga's doctrine. Two other works likewise
bring practically nothing new: the TnmSzkakan'ka@akarana and the
VimSikakcirikap-akarana. The first, the 'Treatise of Thirty Verses', is a
brief summary of Asaliga's doctrine which became very popular in the
school as a textbook. Its main argument is that the allegedly real
'soul' (atman) or 'principles' (dhamas) of other schools of philosophy are nothing but the changes (pannama) of consciousness. The
'perfected' and the 'dependent' are neither different nor not different, one cannot be perceived without the other. This ultimate reality
is thusness and the fact of (there being) only makings of consciousness (vijrzaptim5tratci).The second, the 'Treatise of Twenty Verses', is
a piece of polemic against the views of other schools (fortunately
Vasubandhu added a prose commentary to explain the concise verses). He begins by rejecting the doctrine that thought, mind and
consciousness are identical and goes on to argue that the makings of
consciousness are possible even though there are no real objects for
them to derive from, just as in dreams objects are seen without
deriving from realities. Although there is nothing but the makings of
consciousness the different streams of consciousness do affect one
another--one person can influence another.
'Vasubandhu' is known to have written two works on logic, of
which unfortunately nothing survives but fragments of one of them,
which happen to be quoted by later writers. That these were written
by the brother of Asanga' is made possible by their agreement in
reducing the old five steps of proof to three. One might note the
logically formulated polemic of the 'Thirty' as evidence of its
author's interest in logic. Of one of the two works nothing is known
hut a bare reference. The other was entitled Means of Debate, V ' v i d h i ,
indicating (as did that of the first also) that the subject was the debate
( v d a ). It was arranged in two sections: proof (sdhana) and refutation
(diisana).The means of knowledge were treated under 'proof. Reducing the proof to three steps, Vasubandhu says that the last two steps
of the old proof were redundant (and the first three wrongly defined,
so that he must redefine them). On the whole, however, he follows
the * TarkaSCstra (e.g. the 'canon' of the middle term, the sophistical
1. The main alternative is the author of AK BhrIsya. See below.
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refutations), with some exclusion of what seemed to him superfluous
and some clarifications.'
There is however one other major innovation in the VGdavidhi,
though we do not know the position of the * Tarkaicistra on this point
since it belongs to the missing part of that text. Vasubandhu accepts
only two means of knowledge: sensation (pratyak~a)and inference
(anumana). Introducing the subject he says that proof is used for
instructing or convincing another person; for instructing oneself the
means of knowledge are to be used. Thus the latter topic becomes
independent of proof and gains in importance. His definitions are:
sensation is consciousness (vijiiana) on account of an object (artha).
He clarifies this as that it must arise from the object only and that it
must exclude consciousness depending on imagining and on the
conventions of language (therefore a sensation cannot include the
name of the object, it is a pure sensation). Inference is the cognition
(dariana) of a necessarily related (nanta6yaka) object for someone
who knows this (necessary relation). It is explained that an object
which does not occur without a certain other object is necessarily
related to it, for example smoke is related to fire. Through the
relation one can conclude to the presence of an object not actually
sensed, by sensing its characteristic (thc middle term)-if one knows
the relation. Vasubandhu's reasons for rejecting the third means of
knowledge, reliable authority, do not seem to have been preserved. He
probably held, as some others did, that it was not an independent,
distinct means but, if true, merely the record of some person's
sensations in the past and of his inferences. Thus it was no more than
these two and added nothing to what was learned from these.
As to the steps of proof, the statement is the expression of what is
to be proved (sdhya) ,the middle term is the expression of a predicate
( d h a m in logic this term is used for qualities or predicates, contrasting with dharmin, 'subject', and not in its usual Buddhist sense)
diversally concomitant (avinGbhiivin) with what is like that (tad6 i.e.
like what is to be proved, namely the major term, the predicate of the
statement, 'P') ,the example (d~tCnta)is the evidence (nidariana) of
1. Vasubandhu's logic has been resuscitated by Frauwallner: WZKM Vol, 40, 1933,
281 ff. However, The Vatidhiand V~uidhEnamustbe by different authors,for
Dinnaga criticizes the former, as not by his teacher, but accepts the latter. The
Viidavidhi may thus be by Asaliga's brother.
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the relation (sambandha) between these two (i.e. of the universal
concomitance, avincibhciva, between the middle and major terms,
whatever is M is also P and whatever is not M is not P).

Sautrfintika Epistemology:Vasubandhu IJ and Dirinfiga

A Vasubandhu of the Sautrantika school, generally dated in the 5th
century, wrote a critique of the Sarvastivada (Vaibhasika)Abhidhama
in the form of a commentary (BhZsya) on the Abhidharmakoia (it
is not clear whether the kan'kas of the KoSa itself are also his or were
compiled by an earlier writer). For the date we may tentatively
follow Frauwallner (On the Date. . . of Vasubandhu) ,who distinguishes this Vasubandhu (11) from the brother of Asaliga (who certainly
lived no later than about the middle of the 4th century, see p. 414
above), divides the life of 'Vasubandhu' according to Paramartha
into two lives and deduces from it that Vasubandhu I1 lived in
Ayodhya and was at 'the climax of his fame' (p. 32) during the reign
of the Gupta emperor Skanda Vikramaditya (A.D. 455-67).
By definition the Sautrantikas reject the Abhidhama (of the
Sarvastivada from which they seceded, see pp. 329, 400 above) and
regard only the Siitra as authoritative for the doctrine of the
Buddha. Yet evidently they found it necessary to do more than just
ignore the Abhidharma discussions: they must define their own
position on the controversial questions. To this end, Vasubandhu I1
reviewed the entire system of the Abhidharma, including the 'Great
Commentary', and criticised it by quoting the Siitra. The subject is
presented from the standpoint of the 'discrimination of principles'
factor of enlightenment (see pp. 9 6 7 above) and the definition is
accepted that a principle is that which has (maintains) its owncharacteristic (svalabana, cf. p. 309 above and 449 below) (p. 2 ) . The
first chapter being set out under the heading of the eighteen bases
(p. 293 above) deals particularlywith problems of sensation, perception and the processes of consciousness,all of which bear directly on
epistemology, distinguishing for example the sense-object or datum
(v@aya),as (instrumental) cause (kEritra, cf. p. 327 above), from the
support (Zlambana) perceived by thoughts and by mental principles
(p.19). In discussing whether the characteristics such as impermanence are really principles (dhamas),Vasubandhu rejects the suggestion by saying there is no means of knowledge (paminu) to establish
it, specifying sensation, inference and reliable tradition as the three
means (p.76). He accepts the four conditions (p. 217 above) and
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finds a sutra (probably apocryphal) to support their enumeration
(p.98).
The same Sautrantika Vasubandhu seems to be the author of a
treatise on (moral) action, the Kamasiddhiprakarana, of a critique
of the Brahmanical Samkhya system, the ParamcZrthasaptatikcZ, and
of the Vyikhyiyukti on interpretation and teaching.
Dinnaga (also written Dignaga) according to Buddhist tradition
was a pupil of a Vasubandhu. Since he wrote a commentary on the
A bhidhamakoia B h i ~ y a the
, Mannapradipauytti (extant in Tibetan),
it appears he was in fact a pupil of the Sautrantika teacher. He also
wrote a commentary on the VidauidhcZna (both text and commentary appear to be lost), implying that the Sautrantika Vasubandhu
was the author of that work on logic and epistemology. In his
PramcE~amucqa,moreover,~ i r i n a ~ a the Abhidham&ja B-a
as an authoritative work and shows that his own d6ctrines are
consistent with it. The statements of Viicaspatimiira and others that
Dinnaga was a Sautrantika thus seem correct (on this question the
Thesis of the acthor's student Dr. A. Singh Moriya, 1978, on the
philosophical standpoint of Dharmakirti, deals exhaustively with
the evidence and concludes that both Dinnaga and Dharmakirti
were Sautrantikas) .
Dinnaga was born in the Pallava country at a place called
Simhavaktra, near Gfici, the capital (according to Taranatha). Becoming a Buddhist monk, he joined a community who turned out to
be of the Vatsiputriya school. He was puzzled by their doctrine of a
'person' which was neither the same as the groups nor different from
them (pp. 2345 above), not being able to discover any such person.
Accordingly he left them and in due course met Vasubandhu and
studied with him (in Ayodhya or before Vasubandhu settled in
Ayodhya?). Dinnaga lived mostly in Kalinga (modern Orissa) in an
excavated rock dwelling, but visited Nalanda, by this period the main
centre of Buddhist learning and a great university (cf. pp. 336,356
above). There he found students and established his new doctrines of
the theory of knowledge, leaving a tradition of teachers to perpetuate
it. Eventually he returned to Kalinga, where he is said to have written
his final, definitive work, the Praminasamuccaya. He afterwards toured
again, especially in the South, but ended his days in Kalinga, in a
remote forest dwelling.
Apparently through studying the Sau-ntika critique of Abhidhanno,
Diringga developed the epistemological ideas of Vasubandhu I1 into
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a general critique of knowledge. We cannot make any assured progress
in philosophy, or, therefore, in the practice of Buddhism which is
founded on knowledge of the truth, unless we first ascertain what
sources of knowledge can be accepted. The theory of knowledge
therefore becomes the basis of all study and of all practice; it replaces
the old Abhidhanna enquiries, going to the root of all philosophical
problems. Even the siitrascannot be accepted without question, as the
Buddha himself had indicated (see p. 130 above and A I 189, I1 191,
T 26 No. 16, A Course in Indian Philosophy p. 47). Therefore the means
of knowledge (Pramanas) must first be studied, in the light of which
claims to truth may be examined. Starting from Vasubandhu's
VcZdavidhCna, therefore, Dinnaga later reworked his theory in a more
consistent manner as basically a theory of knowledge, not primarily
of logic or debating. The Buddha himself is assimilated to this
conception as being simply the means of knowledge themselves (not
as conferring any additional truth on them, not as an additional
means). This revolutionary theory was elaborated by later Sautrktikas
such as Dharmakirti and Dharmottara, but the impression made by
it was so great that Buddhists of other schools also took it up and tried
to assimilate it to their own doctrines. Sthaviravadins in South India,
Ceylon and Burma studied the works of Dirinaga, Dharmakirti and
others and incorporated a version of the means of knowledge and
of what is known into their sub-commentaries on the TGpitaka.
Mahayanistsof both the Madhyamaka and Yogacara traditions and of
the later syncretistic schools wrote commentaries on Dharmakirti,
endeavouring to interpret him consistently with their special
doctrines. The non-Buddhist Jainas, Vaiiesikas and ~ a i v a salso
borrowed wholesale from Dirinaga and Dharmakirti.
At least fourteen philosophical works are believed to have been
yritten by Dinnaga, besides which he seems to be the author of
some hymns in praise of the Buddha and of a commentary on some
hymns by a fellow student. It is remarkable that not one of these
works seems now to be available in the original Sanskrit, s o
thorough were the Turks in their holocaust of Indian libraries. Six
of the philosophical works are available in Tibetan translations, one
of these in Chinese also, and three further philosophical works in
Chinese translations. Fortunately about thirty later Buddhist works
on Pinniiga's doctrines are extant in Sanskrit (mostly preserved in
Tibet), which include numerous quotations from Dinnaga's works.
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About forty-five more such works are preserved in Tibetan translations, showing the sustained study of epistemological problems in
the Buddhist schools over a period of seven or eight ienturies'in
India, before the great Buddhist universities there were destroyed
under the Turkish terror. In Tibet the study was pursued under the
auspices of the syncretistic Madhyamaka of Haribhadra down to
modern times. The Tibetan Trifitaka attributes some further, probably
apocryphal, works to Dinnaga, as usually happens with famous teachers (e.g. Nagarjuna). Two of these are extant in Sanskrit (one with
a Chinese translation also). Of these, the very short YogGvatGra on
ultimate reality, thusness or the 'perfected' according to the Yogacara,
seems in fact to be by one Dharmendra, named in the Sanskrit
colophon of o n e version, the YogGvatGropadeSa. T h e
PrajfiEpGramitGpindGrthasamgraha is a set of kGrik& summarising the
contents of the Perfection of Understanding according to the Yogacara
standpoint but accepted as authoritativeby the syncretistic Madhyamaka
philosopher Haribhadra (end of the 8th century), who moreover calls
its author Dinnaga. Haribhadra follows the epistemology of
Dharmakirti, but these 'kGrik&' have nothing to do with the theory of
knowledge or anything else in Dilinaga's works and seem to be
apocryphal or by another author of the same name. Through the work
of Kitagawa and Hattori especially, a large number of Sanskrit quotations from Dinnaga's most important work, the PramGnasamuccaya,
have been replaced in their proper places according to the Tibetan
translations, so that we can now study the most essential parts of it
in his own words.
Dinnfiga's brief commentary Marmapadqa Vjtti on the essentials
is available in Tibetan, but his commenof the AbhidharmakoSaB-a
tary on his teacher's VdavidhEna seems to be lost. Other lost works
known from references include critiques on the three Brahmanical
schools, S-khya, Vaiiesika and Nyilya. The very brief SEmGnyapadt@,
criticising the 'universal' of the Vaiiesika doctrine, supposedly a
'reality', is available in Chinese.
The 'Critique of the Three Times' (TraikElyaparik+E) extant in
Tibetan, is a curious piece of polemic against Brahmanism, Specifically against the doctrine of the absolute brahman as interpreted
by the grammarian Bhartyhari. In his great work on general
linguistics, Viikyapadiya, B h a r ~ h a r irelates the concept of time to
the brahman, which for him is the absolute 'speech' (Sabda), the
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ultimate reality out of which everything in the universe has evolved.
Time is one of the powers causing the appearance of all the
'features' of the universe out of the speech hahman. Dinnaga took
a passage of about 35 verses from the VGkyapad?ya (111, PrakMaka,
Sambandhasamuddeia 53ff., etc.) and by altering only about two
words converted it into a proof of the unreality of time, as'
something purely imaginary. Bhartrhari's discussion here is on the
relation of speech to objects and Dinnaga repeats from it that
understanding produced by speech is as if imposed on reality as a
condition produced from objects (arthas) (53), which is similar to
his view in the Pramiinasamuccaya that words do not refer to real
objects. In the same way, such ideas as being and non-being are
imagined. The idea of a sequence in time is based on those of past
and future non-being and thus is also imaginary (Bhartrhari had
intended here that on the basis of time, which is a real power, being
and non-being are only imagined). This critique by Dinniiga
resembles those of Nagiirjuna that our concepts do not apply to the
real world, or the general Buddhist critique that everyday concepts
do not refer to the ultimately real principles.
The 'Trunk and Tail Treatise' (HastavGlapakarana), extant in
Chinese and Tibetan translations, considers the nature of the
objects supposed to exist in everyday discourse. According to
Dinnaga they are only concepts. What we suppose we sense is always
analysable into something else or into smaller parts. As to the
theories of 'atoms' as ultimate, indivisible, real particles, we cannot
sense these, moreover they are inconceivable, because however
small they are supposed to be they must still be imagined as having
parts, for example an atom must have an East side and a West side.
Therefore the universe of everyday discourse is nothing but concepts; he who seeks freedom must know ultimate reality. The
curious title of this work is no doubt an illustration: the parts of
an elephant (cf. the Udiina story, 68-9, of the blind men and the
elephant).
The 'Treatise on Concepts Based on', (* Upcidiiyapaj7iaptipakarana),
extant only in Chinese, distinguishes three kinds of concepts:
(1) wholes (in space), (2) series (santiina, in time) and (3) situations
(avasth5, in both). These cannot be said to be the same as or different
from their parts. Only real principles (dhamas) are the same as or
different from one another. The concepts are only makings of
consciousness based on the principles, which alone are real.
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The 'Critique of the Support' (~ZambanaparikC)is extant in Chinese and Tibetan and two or three quotations from it in Sanskrit.
'Though atoms cause a making of consciousness (vijfiapti) through a
sense-faculty, they are not the datum (sense-object, visaya) of it,
because they do not have the same appearance as it, as for example
in the case of the sense of sight (producing consciousness of sight)
(1).A whole (aggregate of atoms) also is not the datum, because it
is not real (cf. the Treatise on Concepts Based On) and is not (as a
whole) the cause. Thus neither the atoms nor the whole are sensed.
Nor do we sense the combination of atoms and a whole, beca_u_seevery
object is manifold and we thus sense only a part of it. If atoms were
the data, a jar and a dish would look alike, because their atoms are
alike. The shapes are only in the appearance of the objects (artha),
not in the atoms. When the atoms are removed the consciousness m q
remain, although there is no object present: The object (artha) is a
visible datum (*pa) to be known internally, which appears as if
exrernal, because it is a visible datum in consciousness and because
it is a condition (pratyaya, the support, Clumbana, condition, Vflti) for
this (6). The support condition, which is always internal, appears
with consciousness in invariable concomitance and there is the
duality that consciousness both appears as if it were the external
object (being the support, as condition) and is produced by it. The
datum and the sense-faculty function as reciprocal conditions and
consciousness occurs depending on them. (What this datum is, is
clarified in Dinniiga's discussion on sensation as a means of knowledge in other works).
Dinniiga's main contribution to philosophy is found in three
extant works on logic and epistemology. The first of these is the
short but momentous 'Drum of the Wheel of Middle Terms'
(Hetucakradamam),available only in Tibetan. This is a basic contribution to the doctrine of proof: a table (the 'wheel') showing how
middle terms in proofs can be either valid or invalid. It makes clear
the implications of the 'canon' of rules for the middle term and
exposes the true nature of sophistical refutations. The text is
accompanied by a diagram (the table) to illustrate the concomitance between the middle and major terms as indicated by examples
of the two kinds-by agreement and by difference. In three
horizontal columns we have the middle term (1) present in the
agreeing examples, (2) absent from the agreeing examples, (3) present
in some, but not other, agreeing examples. Three vertical columns
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intersecting with these are for the middle term (1) present in the
different examples, (2) absent from the different examples, (3)
present in some, but not other, different examples. This covers all
possible cases, and it is clear that of the nine possibilities, for which
Diliniiga inserts concrete illustrations, i.e. present in the agrdeing
and in the different examples, and so on, only two show the middle
term valid: those at the top and bottom of the central vertical column.
Those middle terms in the middle of the first and third vertical
columns are wholly contradictory. Those at the four corners are
uncertain, as they overlap into both kinds of example; that in the
centre is also uncertain, since it is not present in any example at all,
of either kind. The minor term is assumed constant throughout, the
middle and major terms are varied in order to fit the various possibilities. The nine cases are of course equivalent to sine proofs, two of
them valid and seven fallacious. A little study with this table (for
which we have no space here) will show that the sophistical refutations are mostly attempts to overthrow avalid proof of the type shown
at the bottom of the central column: in,such a proof any example of
M is also an example of P (these are the 'some agreeing' examples)
and any example of not P is also an example of not M (these are the
different examples), but there are, besides these, examples of P which
are not M (these are the 'other' agreeing examples--they 'agree' with
P). The proof is valid because whatever is M is P. It is not necessary
that whatever is P should be M, so the last kind of example is
irrelevant to the argument, though it may be used sophistically to
baffle one in debate. The fallacies (uncertain middle terms) at the
bottoms of the other two columns are also not always obvious and
similarly repay study.
The 'Introduction to Method', (NyCyamukha),extant in Chinese,
which appears to have been written after this work of clarification
of the proof, is a comprehensive manual like the * TarkaCrEstra or the
Vkdavidhi. It follows the same arrangement as these, two sections, one
on proof and one on refutation. The means of knowledge are
discussed at the end of the section on proof. The content, however,
differs from the VCdavidhz on almost every detail, with improved
definitions and of course the use of the 'wheel'. The proof has three
steps, as in the Vdavidhi but rearranged: (1) middle term, (2)
example, (3) 'thesis' (paba, replacing the 'statement' but equivalent
to it). There are as in the Vdavzdhi two means of knowledge,
sensation and inference, 'reliable authority' or 'reliable speech' and
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'similarity' being held to be included in inference (where true).
Dinnaga's definitions of the two means he accepts are new and show
the starting point of his new theory of knowledge.
Sensation is knowledge without imagining. This is explained
here as the knowledge (jfiana) without imagining (avika@aka),not
through the metaphors (upacara,more strictly 'transfer') of dividing
(bheda) by classification (vije~ana,distinguishiqg or distinction) or
words (abhidhayaka,wording, naming), which happens in each of the
senses with reference to objects (artha):visible object (%pa),etc.
Inference is knowledge through a middle term. It cognises a
subject as belonging to a class, to the class of things having that
particular characteristic (the middle term). The subject will belong
to other classes also if other characteristics are selected. Whereas
inference cognises only characteristics of classes, sensation cognises
only the 'characteristic' of the object itself, of the object in itself,
not classified (which presupposes imagining). Classes are imagined
by the intellect, they do not exist objectively.
Dilinaga says here that there is nothing else knowable except
these two--objects in themselves and classes. Each of the two has
its own separate means of being known and these two means of
knowledge are thus completely distinct, they cognise two entirely
different things. Sensation relates to objective reality but stops short
at it because it cannot classify or even name its objects, which would
necessitate 'imagining'. Real objects remain unclassifiable particulars. Inference is restricted to imagining (words and classifications)
and deals in classes having no objective reality, it cannot reach real
objects.
Here we can leave the Introduction to Method, since Dinnaga
develops these doctrines further in his last great work, which was
the definitive statement of his views. In between he is believed to
have produced the *Hetumukha, now lost, in which he studied the
problem of meaning, to which he was led by his enquiry into the
means of knowledge. What is the relation between words and
objects? Having rejected the theories of other schools, that classes
existed in objective reality, and the assumption that our concepts,
or words, relate directly to real external objects, he requires a new
theory of meaning.
Although words do not relate directly to external reality, Dinnaga
came to admit an indirect relation. Words, which imply classifications, make dichotomies in the totality of knowledge: though they do
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not relate directly to objects it may be allowed that (at most) they
exclude a part of the totality, negate part of it. The meaning of aword,
the relation between the word and objects, therefore, may be defined
as 'the exclusion of what is other' (anyGpoha).Here, by negation, or
'dialectically', it may be possible to bridge the gap, which had
appeared absolute, between the two universes of our experience, the
real universe of sensation and the unreal universe of our imagining.
In the final work, in which, as Dinnaga says, he collects and
summarises the ideas scattered in earlier writings, the whole theory
is presented under the title 'Compendium of the Theory of
Knowledge' (Pramanasamuccaya). Apart from quotations it is now
available only in two Tibetan translations. Instead of logic or proof
or debating it is now the more fundamental theory of knowledge
which is the real subject of investigation, and proof merely an
incidental part of the doctrine of inference.
The work opens with a salutation to the Buddha as the personification of the means of knowledge, desiring the welfare of the universe, the teacher who has succeeded in becoming 'well-gone' himself
and who saves others. In explaining this, however, Dilinaga says that
the acquisition of what is knowable depends on the means of knowledge. Therefore he must refute the many erroneous views on this
subject and demonstrate the true means. In fact it is sensation and
inference which alone are to be relied on, the Buddha being-if this
salutation is more than poetry-the illustration of these two and his
authority, along with the authority of the tradition of what he said,
deriving from them.
Dinnaga then proceeds to the question of the discovery of what
is to be known, which depends on what the means of knowledge
are. There are only two means (I.2), qecause of the two characteristics (labanas), 'own' (particular) and 'universal', of what is to be
known and because there is nothing else to be known except these
two. The own-characteristic (sualabaea) is known by sensation. The
universal-characteristic (samanyala&ana) is known by inference.
Moreover no third means of knowledge is needed to connect these,
nor for recognition or memory, for any attempt at connecting
anything is simply inference. To suppose further means to know
what is known (in recognition) would lead to an infinite regress.
Also the means would become innumerable if special means were
defined for every special kind of knowledge.
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Sensation is excluding imagining (ka&anGpodha)(I.3),imagining
being here defined as uniting something with a name (word),a class,
A quality (guna), an action or a 'substance' (dravya). Here the further
( ategory of 'relation', is rejected, there being just distinguishing by
the five kinds of predicate mentioned Where there is any imagining,
that is not sensation. Sensation is described according to the senses
( a k ~ a spatyaksa)
>
(I.4), not to the data (vzsayas, sense-objects), since
the latter might be common to more than one sense, to both a sense
and consciousness and to different 'streams' of consciousness ('persons'). Here the Abhidham (Sarvastivada VijrlGnakGya, T 1539 p. 559b)
1s quoted for the explanation that in sensation and in consciousness
of sensation one is conscious of for example blue, but not of: "It is
blue". In the object (artha) one has perception. (samjrl5) of the object,
but in the object one does not have 'perception of a 'predicate'
(dharma, here presumably in its logical sense, see p. 423 above,-but
even if it meant 'principle' the same would be true, for to bring it
under a principle would be to name it, etc., which is 'imagining';
'blue' in any case is not a principle, only 'visible object' is).
Apparently referring to Vasubandhu's A b h i d h a k o a b h a p. 34,
that the 'five bodies of consciousness' (of the five senses) 'have an
accumulation (sarlnta) as their support' (individual atoms being
invisible), apparently implying something imagined, namely many
as one, Dilinaga explains that there is the range (gocara) of the
universal here because it is produced by many objects (arthay) even
with reference to its own-object. But it is the range of the universal
only because it is produced by many 'substances' (drayas, many
atoms) through the particular sense (own-sense), not because of
imaginingpo difference between different things (there is only one
object sensed and imagining is not coming in to compare different
objects and say they are the same). In this connection
Abhidhamakoiabha~yap. 7 is quoted: "These (five bodies of consciousness) have own-characteristic data according to the owncharacteristic of a sense entrance, not according to the owncharacteristic of a substance." (This implies as stated above that
what is sensed, and is thus projected into consciousness,. is not a
plurality of substances, atoms, but a simple datum, an 'owncharacteristic' without imagining.)
A 'faculty' (sense organ) does not have comprehensive access to
the many aspects (n3pa.s) of a subject (dhannin, here the logical term
is used, meaning that which possesses predicates: in sensation there
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is no such subject, which is given only by imagining, by trying to put
together several aspects as belonging to a 'subject'). The range of a
faculty is an aspect to be experienced on its own and indescribable
(anircteiy, because it is without imagining, without words) (1.5).
Besides sensation of the 'five senses' there is mental (mGnasa)
sensation (of the mind, manas, as sixth sense), which is 'ownexperience' (svasamvitti, 'own' here in the sense of 'internal') of
an object iartha), or of desire, etc., without imagining (1.6). Its
'support' (Zlambana) is from a sense datum (visaya),without imagining, starting from a feature of experience; or own-experience such as
desire, without regard to the (other) senses.
x h e experience of an object (artha) by a student (yogin,especially
the Buddhist student in meditation), when it is not interfered with
by the instruction of a teacher, is also sensation (1.6). (If the student
is only reflecting on some instruction, it is imagining, not yet
sensation in his own experience).
In itself, imagining (ka&ana, as an object) may also be accepted
(as a mental sensation, like desire), but not of course in distinguishing an object of imagining, because that would be the activity of
imagining (vika@ana) (1.7). Imagining is not sensation when it
refers to its object,just as desire is not (sensation, not itself an object
when it refers to an object desired),
Illusion (such as a mirage), knowledge at the 'concealing' level
of truth (imagined objects superimposed on reality), inference, that
which is inferred and remembered desire (etc.) are obscure
'semblances' (Gbhas) of sensation (false sensations) (1.7-8). (The
reference to 'concealing' implies that sensation works at the
ultimate level, knows ultimate realities, on which of course imagined objects are often superimposed, whereupon it is no longer
pure sensation 'excluding imagining'.) The 'result' of the means
of knowledge is the same as the means of knowledge itself, because
it is a cognition (patiti) possessing the 'act' (of knowing) (1.8, the
act, vyZPZra, is not real, since it would imply an agent (person, etc.),
whereas in reality there are only the principles). The 'result' simply
bears an image of what is known and is understood as including
the 'act' of knowing it. But this is only imposed on the means of
knowledge, just as an effect has the aspect of its cause.
Finally, own (internal) experience is a variety of sensation and
the 'result' may be considered to be an aspect of this (1.9). In fact
knowledge occurs having two 'semblances' (or 'images', jbhkas).
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I'here is the image of knowledge itself (as knowledge) and the
of the datum. (There are two images: knowledge of the
datum and knowledge of the knowledge of the datum; the latter Is
'own (internal) experience', cf. 1.11-2.) The 'result' is then the own
(internal) experiencing of this consciousness having both images.
'This is because the determining (as desirable, etc.) of an object
( artha) also possesses the aspect (%pa) of the object. When a knowledge with its object is known as object, there is also the corresponding
own (internal) experiencing determining that it is desirable or
undesirable. (The 'result' is the internal experience of the object as
desirable, etc., but the object is simultaneously there just as the
object, simply with its 'aspect'.
When what is to be known is an external (bcihya) object (artha)
only, the means of knowledge is simply there, as the feature iCkcira,
peculiarity) of the datum (1.9). (Presumably when there is-no
accompanying internal desire, etc.) In this case the own (internal)
experience is only there being an image, through which the object
is known. For the brighter the feature of the object, the stronger
the cognition of the datum as 'aspect' of the object.
The 'image' is what is to be known and is both the means of
knowledge and the 'result'. Therefore these three, the means
(gnihaka, sense function), the feature to be known and the
experience = result, are not separate from each other (1.10). This
first chapter continues with critiques of the accounts of sensation
given by the VCdavidhi and by the Nyaya and other schools.
There are two kinds of inference, for oneself and for another
(according to Dharmottara, NyCyabindutZkci, p. 42, Dinnaga was the
first to introduce this distinction). That for oneself is that which
experiences an object (artha) through a middle term (or characteristic, linga) which has three aspects (11.1-2). (That for another is
communicating such an inference to another; sensation cannot be so
divided because it cannot be communicated.) The 'result' is as before
(in the case of sensation, the same as the means of knowledge).
Inference cannot work on the objects of sensation (because it
always generalises, universalises). It can refer to the instrumental
cause (kCrana) as the 'seen', etc., but not to the owncharacteristic of
what is seen. When we say 'It is blue' we are using a universal name
and whatwe express has a different aspect from the (particular) owncharacteristic (11.3).
The sentence of a reliable person may be of the nature of
linage
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inference if it has in common with it not being contradicted
(avisamviida) (II.5a-b). And if this is so it is because it was based
on sensation (did not, therefore, refer to the metaphysical unseen
substances of speculative philosophy).
The three aspects are: occurrence in that 'to be inferred'
(anumeya, i.e. the subject dhamin, which is to be distinguished by
the predicate), also in what is like this (predicate), and nonoccurrence in what is not (like this predicate) (11.5~4).
We need
not observe all instances of what is like this, as long as we have some,
because the non-occurrence of what is not like this in any instance
whatsoever confirms the same. (We cannot in any case observe a
whole class, which would be infinite in number, we have to proceed
by the exclusion of what is other, which will be discussed in Chapter
V.) Middle terms which fail to satisfy all three aspects are of no use
(fallacious arguments are here illustrated). Through the invariability (avyabhicCra) of the middle term, which is seen elsewhere with
the predicate, there will be implication (of the predicate) in the
case of a subject established as connected with it (with the middle
term) (11.11).
It is not the case that many predicates are known through one
middle term. Those which follow the middle term are known,
excluding others (11.13). We can know severally the characteristics
of a lotus, first that it has a scent, then an agreeable scent, then
a more specific scent not found in non-lotuses (11.14).Otherwise, if
there were no exclusion (if inference were simply positive like sensation), either nothing would be known or everythingwould be known
(11.15). (Inference consists in making dichotomies.) This knowledge
is based on exclusion, not on the supposed universals (11.16).Only
some of the predicates of the middle term are used for the purpose
of that which is to be inferred, others are irrelevant (11.17).
Inference for others makes public to another (as in a debate) an
objectwhich one has experienced oneself (111.1). (This is not strictly
inference but only communicating an inference, however:) we have
called it so by transfer, naming the effect after its cause. Again it will
be defective if we do not mention the three aspects. The statement of
that which is to be inferred is not part of the proof, because it is in
itself doubtful and is what has to be proved by the actual proof. If this
thesis is already contradicted by an object of sensation, or by an
inference, a reliable sentence or common usage we have a 'false
thesis' which should be rejected.
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The middle term as a predicate of what is to be proved (the subject,
i.e. it is paksadharma) is of nine kinds as in the 'Drum of the Wheel
of Middle Terms' (111.9). 'That which is to be proved' (sadhya),
meaning a combination (of subject and predicate), by transfer and
not in this primary sense may refer to a part, namely the subject only
or the predicate only, as being 'that which is to be proved' (111.10).
Because the debate is to be with a predicate (the middle term)
established for both sides, it is unacceptable if for one or both it is
contrary or not proved or not established as in the subject (111.11).
Only a predicate of a subject can be a proof, and it proves another
predicate. The 'wheel' is repeated as in the 'Drum' (111.21-2),but
with one example changed. There are only two kinds of fallacious
middle terms, the uncertain and the contradictory, again as in the
'Drum'. Refutation is simply pointing out that the opponent's middle
term does not have the three aspects.
When a middle term is established 3s a predicate of the subject, its
other two aspects are shown by the example (drstanta, the 'major
premise' step of the proof) (IV.l). The 'example' (major premise)
is twofold as agreeing (sadhamya) and otherwise (different), being
stated as the following of the middle term by the predicate to be
proved (whatever is M is P) and, in the absence of the predicate
to be proved, its (the middle term's) absence (whatever is not P
is not M) (IV.2). The predicate to be proved is shown as present by
an agreeing example or as absent by a different example (IV.3).
Contraposition in the stating of the different example is essential,
otherwise one could not show that the middle term occurs only in
the agreeing examples and does not occur in what does not have
the predicate to be proved. (Absurd consequences of breaking this
rule are illustrated; IV.4, the concept of 'pervasion', ycipitva, of a
middle term by a predicate being used: i.e. the middle term need not
pervade the predicate, but the predicate must pervade the middle term.
This pervasion in fact excludes what is other, which leads us to the
subject of the next chapter.) It is desirable to state both kinds of
example to avoid uncertainty, although one may simply imply the
other. There can be fallacious examples such as so-called agreeing
examples where in fact the middle term is absent, or the predicate is
absent, and so on.
The verbal (Sabda) is not another means of knowledge, for it
likewise is through inference, as in the case of 'artificiality', etc. (as
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middle terms), it expresses its own meaning through the exclusion
of what is other (V.1). Speech refers to classes Gatis), not to particulars (bhedas,the members of a class), because these are innumerable
and variable (uyabhicGra); nor is it an expression of a class plus its
union (yoga) with the members, because the sound (;rut3 is not many
( p ~ h a kthus
,
capable of speciqing the members separately) (V.2).
What is true of 'classes' is also true of 'substances', 'qualities',
'actions' and union with these, i.e. of words for these supposed
categories.
Speech of existence (i.e. of classes, etc.) states that a 'substance'
(such as a pot) is subordinate to the own-aspect (suarGpa, character)
of a class (such as artificial), not that it is observed (s&wit). There
is no common location, there being no reference to members,
because there is no indication (Gk~epa)of such a member as a pot
included in it (in the class) (Vytti on V.4).
In expressing the whiteness of jasmine or of oyster shell (for
example, speech applies simultaneously to a class and to what
possesses it, Vytti) . . . . (but) without the understanding there may
be 'excess' (extending outside the natural class) when referring to
a substance because of the 'conferring' (lending) of a quality (V.5).
For example in the case of crystal taking the quality red from some
nearby lac (there would be confusion and 'excess' if the understanding could not discriminate the imposed, unnatural colour).
A sound makes an exclusion of what is other (it does not
positively refer to a class), for example referring to a place
possessing 'non-white', that is not because of a class, because it is
not a class, moreover there is uncertainty in indicating an object
(V.11).Also from speech there is not a comprehensive access to what
is expressed, which is manifold. It makes a meaning by demarcation,
by conforming to its own-relation (simply in possessing that, V.9)
(V.12). . . . . For that is not entirely blue, nor is it entirely a waterlily,
because what is expressed is a combination (V.15). (Many words
may be used for one object expressed, but they do not exhaust it,
their access is not 'comprehensive').
A member (particular, part) is not abandoned by its own
'universal', because there is the expectation (in the meaning) of
only that (universal). Nor is it specified (accepted into the universal), because of the occurrence of doubt. And there is oneness of
meaning of both (particular and universal) in respect of their
similarity (V.26).
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But a member excludes (apohate) the meaning of another member,
I)r.causeof there being contradiction (virodha) between them. (The
rliembers of a class exclude one another,) like the sons of a king in
their different domains, or like the species of 'treeness' (V.28).
There is facility (saukarya) of relation of a sound (to a meaning),
and no variability, because it is not observed in the meaning of other
hpeech (different sounds) and because it is observed in a part of
its own meaning (V.34). 'Facility' here means certainty or decisiveness. The knowables (jfieyas) 'treeness', 'earthness' (solidity), 'substance' and 'existence', if their order is reversed refer to an
uncertainty whether the four are in the three, in the two, in the
one, otherwise the sign refers to a certainty (V.35). (It is certain that
'treeness' is pervaded by 'earthness', both by 'substance' and all three
by 'existence'; since existence is not pervaded by substance (there are
qualities, etc., also), nor substance by earthness (there is also waterness
or fluidity, etc.), nor earthness by treeness, there is uncertainty in the
latter order. In other words, there is a hierarchy of classes through
dichotomies or exclusionsinto substance and non-substance, earthness
and non-earthness and so on. In each class the members oppose one
another by exclusion and become classes themselves.)
When it is not contradicted by sensation and when there is a
pervasion which excludes what is other, so that the meanings
different from that other are made non-different among themselves, a predicate of a class (@ti) is established (V.36). (i.e. the
meanings different from some other meaning are grouped in a class
pervaded by the excluding predicate, which makes them nondifferent among themselves).
At the end of this presentation of the exclusion of what is other
Dinnaga quotes some verses from Bhartrhari's VGkyapadiya, again
showing his profound interest in that great Vedist work on linguistics and his desire to interpret its findings on the basis of Buddhist
epistemology.
In analysis (apoddhara), the meaning of a word is discriminated
from the sentence: therefore the meaning of a sentence, called
'intuition' (pratibhi), is produced at first (V.46, cf. Vakyapadiya 11.145
ff.). (This 'intuition', 'instinct', 'insight' or 'inspiration', cf. p. 299
above, is for Bhartrhari the innate, instinctive understanding of the
meanings of sentences among native speakers of a language, which
resembles the instinctive behaviour of birds and other animals and
the intuition of creative genius. Here it seems to be assimilated to the
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ancient Buddhist theory of 'com~rehension'with the 'comprehension of intuition', the 'knowing' which makes other kinds of comprehension possible (these include comprehension of meaning), the
knowledge of knowledge, the power of understanding, the flash of
enlightenment. According to Bhartrhari only complete sentences
really have meaning, in actual practice, not words, but by analysis one
can try to assign parts of the meaning of a sentence to the words in
it, though this is an artificial procedure on the part of grammarians
and words have no meaning in reality, in real life. People talk
sentences, not words, and 'word' is an abstraction artificially analysed
out by grammarians).
An expression referring to 'water', for example, refers both to
a drop and to a combination, it functions without regard to number,
measure or shape (V.50=VEkyapadtya 11.160). The function of
speech which is used referring to that which is distinguished by
shape, colour or parts is not perceived actually referring to a
(particular) part (V.51=VcEkyapadiya 11.157).
Thus speech approaches parts or particulars by means of
exclusions, but it can never actually reach them, never reach the
objects of sensation, because its meaning is always a class, however
restricted.
'Similarity' (upamana) is not a separate means of knowledge
because it consists simply of speech plus inference ( Vflti after V.51).
The sixth and last chapter deals with sophistical refutations,
restating the corresponding part of the Introduction to Method. Thus
of the six chapters the first is on sensation and the rest are all on
various aspects of inference, which latter appears to reduce to 'exclusion'. To each chapter critiques of other schools are appended.
Sensation and inference are not absolutely separate, as inexpressible sense data and fictitious imaginings. Inference according to
Dinnaga is controllable by reference to sensation, though it can never
relate directly to it nor indicate any particular sense datum. Inference
is exclusion, sensation is non-exclusion, but that itself is an indirect
relation. Though every datum is different from every other datum,
Dilinaga does allow the uncertain classes of inference an approximate truth. The fire in the kitchen has something in common with
a forest fire and presumably the generalisations of the Buddha about
unhappiness, conditions, etc., have sufficient validity to serve as a
practical guide, though always subject to verification through our own
sensations.

THE GREAT UNIVERSITIESAND THE~ K ~ N T R A Y ~ A
The Development of the Medieval Schools--Dharmakirti and PramtZ?zaAbhidharma i n and after the 5th c e n t u y T h e Syncretistic Trend of
Madhyamaka-Mantray am-The K q C , CUTE, Yoga and Anuttarayoga 3stemr--Th Spirit ofDestmction

The Development of the Medieval Schools
We have followed above the rise of the new schoolsof the Middle
Ages: the Madhyamaka and the Paramits, the Vijiianavsda and the
Sautrantika. Each of these produced a succession of teachers who
continued to make refinements in the doctrines which they passed
on to their students. A major part of their work consisted of criticism
of other views, Buddhist and non-Buddhist, since the latest opinions
and arguments had always to be met and the students in each school
prepared for the public debates which were the life-breath of Indian
philosophy.
Almost from its origin Buddhism had been organised in the
dwellings of its monks, in monasteries. Under the conditions of an
increasingly academic tradition, needing large libraries of nonBuddhist as well as Buddhist texts of every school for reference
purposes and systematically training its students as professional
philosoph'ers, it was natural enough that some of the greater
monasteries should develop into what in modern terms would be
called universities. Smaller communities of monks n o doubt remained closer to the conditions of early Buddhism, their members
concerned more with meditation than with theory, but the magnetism of the great universities tended to draw the ablest scholars and
the keenest philosophers to them.
The most famous of all the universities was NalandP, a few miles
north of Riijagyha, which seems to have owed its foundation to the
fact that &riputra had lived, taught and died there. Since s%riputra
according to the tradition was largely responsible for the systematic
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study of the doctrine and was particularly connected with the elaboration of abhidharma (see pp. 213 ff. above), this choice of a site for
academicwork would be appropriate. Whether his students continued
his studies and a 'school' existed at Nalanda in the early centuries of
the history of Buddhism is uncertain. It is only after the time of
Kaniska I that it begins to be mentioned as an important centre of
learning. The early Madhyamaka teachers and especially Nagarjuna
are supposed to have worked there. Dinnaga taught his new doctrine
there, after which Nalanda remained the main centre for the study of
the theory of knowledge. It was endowed by some of the Gupta
emperors and attained its maximum size under the patronage of the
Pala emperors who ruled Magadha and North Eastern India from the
8th to the 12th centuries A.D. Some detailed descriptions of its day to
day life have been left us by Chinese visitors and their statements,
such as that several thousand monks and students resided there, that
there were about a hundred lectures every day and a regular system of
admission and registration of students, bear out the impression of
high organisation given by the present majestic ruins. The Indian
and Tibetan tradition records that its Library occupied three many
storeyed buildings.
In Western India Valabhi had become a centre second only to
Nalanda by the 5th century, frequented chiefly by followers of the
Sammitiya and Vijiianavada schools. Under the Pala patronage
several other universities flourished in their empire alongside
Ndanda: Vikramaiila,Uddqdapura, Somapun,Jagaddala, Vajriisana
(at Bodh Gaya) and Trikatuka being the most famous. The
foundations at Dharmacakra (Siirnath) near Varwasi and atJetavana
near Sravasti (both receiving Gahadavala patronage during the 11th
and 12th centuries) were less famous, though associated so strongly
with the teaching of the Buddha himself. The colleges of KaSmira
in the vicinity of the cities of ~ r i n a ~ aand
r i Parihasapura are rarely
distinguished by name but produced a succession of scholars of the
early (especially Sarvastivada) and the Medieval schools. The main
zentre of the Sthaviravadawas Anuradhapura in Ceylon. The Sohth
of India, though it produced so many philosophers and scholars,
seems to have been unable to resist the magnetism of the North and
none of its centres of learning could rival those in the original
homeland of Buddhism, to which its best students migrated. For a
time Ratnagiri in Kalinga (Orissa) prospered (it could perhaps
claim a connection with Dilinaga) but could not seriously compete
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with Nslanda.
It was in these great centres of learning that scholars elaborated
the study of Abhidharma, Madhyamaka, Pramsna and other subjects into a series of academic disciplines. They wrote introductions,
commentaries on the difficult treatises of the great philosophers,
monographs on special problems and critiques on the concepts and
speculations of other schools. Some took up the study of linguistics,
astronomy, medicine, music, painting, sculpture and other arts and
crafts. Still others contributed to literature and literary criticism, for
which they found their libraries made ample provision of secular
poetry, drama and fiction. Among the literary critics we may
mention Bhtimaha (who applied the logic of Vasubandhu and
Dinnsga, with modifications of his own, to the study of literature),
Ratnairijiiana and Vidyskara, the last a connoisseur who made a
remarkable anthology from the works of 250 poets.
Of the Madhyamaka philosophers we may note Buddhapalita
and above all Candrakirti (end of the 6th century), who produced
the definitive working out of the doctrine of Nagarjuna. 'Emptiness'
and the two levels of truth are here treated consistently and
rigorously with no concessions to the logicians of Dinnaga's school
or to those who would mix the methods of the Madhyamaka and
PramPna disciplines. Principles 'exist' at the concealing level, not
at the ultimate level. He has a particularly interesting discussion in
his Introduction to the Madhyamaka (MadhyamakZvatZra) on the
'false view of the existence of a soul', which according to him is the
source of all 'faults' (do~m)(kZrikZ 120 and the discussion connected with it). This rigorous school of Madhyamaka is known as the
Prssangika school to distinguish it from a compromise school which
had arisen and which we shall discuss below. The name indicates
that the only method used by these philosophers is that of drawing
a 'necessary consequence' from an opponent's position (in order to
refute the latter).
At the 'concealing' level of Madhyamaka discussion, concerned
with the ethics of living in the world, we may note the work of
hntideva (early 8th century) based on the ethical parts of the Sfitras
in relation to the conduct of the bodhisattva. Later Madhyamaka
writers include Parahita (c. 1000) and Prajfiakaramati ( I lth century).
The study of Paramitii was for a time carried on primarily by the
school of Asanga rather than by the Madhyamatas. However, ibya
Vimuktisena, a pupil of Vasubandhu I, wrote a commentary on the
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Abhisamayiilankara of 'Maitreya' from the Madhyamaka standpoint
(says Haribhadra) and with reference to the Twenty-Five Thousand
Perfection of Understanding (in effect a commentary on both texts
simultaneously, showing their interconnection). A similar double
commentary was written by his pupil Bhadanta Vimuktisena, dealing especially with the views of opponents. The later development
of the study of Paramit%,involving a syncretistic trend among the
schools, will be taken up below.
After Vasubandhu I the Vijfianavada tended to take his Treatise of
Thirty Verses as their basic text and to write commentaries on that,
though not neglecting the works of Asanga. There were ten famous
commentators on the Thirty, among whom a certain Sthiramati,
Paramartha, Dharmapala and Asvabhava were the most prominent.
It was their work, synthesised in a translation by Hsiian-tsang, which
became the basis of the very influential Vijiianavada school in China
from the 7th century onwards. Sthiramati wrote a series of commentaries and sub-commentaries on the works of Asanga. After the 7th
century we have practically no information on the history of this
school in India, chiefly because it did not become established in
Tibet and its tradition has therefore disappeared. Some of its writings
on Pramana are noted below.
The most brilliant of these academic disciplines was that of the
theory of knowledge. After Dirinaga, ~ankarasvamin (followed
much later by Jitari) developed the theory at an elementary level,
distinguishing more kinds of fallacy in inference, whilst Iivarasena
and especially Jinendrabuddhi, with his great commentary on the
Pramiinasamuccaya, carried on the study of the most advanced parts.

Dharmakid and Pramiipa
In the 7th century Dharmakirti (perhaps a contemporary of
Jinendrabuddhi since they do not appear to refer to one another')
took up the doctrine of Dinnaga and in effect completely reworked
it, though his main work is presented in the modest guise of a kind
of commentary on, or rather a s ~ p p l e ~ eto,
n tthe Pramiinasamuccaya.
His object was to meet all the criticisms and difficulties that had
arisen in the field since Dinnaga's pioneering work. He was so
successful that his seven treatises, regarded as a kind of 'canon',
1. Hattori, however, suggests thatJinendrabuddhifollowed Dharmakirti's doctrine
of praty&Zbh~a (Miscellanea Zndologtca Kiotiensia, &7, 1965, p.124).
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nJc.re afterwards taken as the basis for the study of the theory of
knowledge by most epistemologists and Diiinaga was comparatively
rleglected. Certainly he is one of the world's greatest philosophers
In his own right.
Dharmakirti's PramtEnavrZrttika, the great commentary or supplement we havejust referred to, is in four chapters and does not follow
Dinnaga directly. Perhaps Jinendrabuddhi had already provided his
direct and systematic commentary expounding the actual words of
Dirinaga in a manner accepted as standard, so that Dharmakirti
could reasonably confine himself to new discussion but also restatements and reformulations such as seemed to him desirable. He
begins (according to the order in which the chapters are usually
taken, a matter which became controversial) with the subject of
inference (for oneself), presumably as a prerequisite for all discussion on the theory of knowledge, as an enquiry into the nature of
reasoning. All inferences, he finds, are based on either a characteristic of identity ('own-being') or a characteristic of causality ('effect', from which one argues to its cause). Alternatively they may be
negative (based on 'non-perception') . In other words, we may perhaps
say, all inferences are either analytic (the middle and major terms in
fact characterise the same object, or rather an object and a part of it)
or synthetic, or they are negations of these. The discussion on identity
leads naturally into a discussion of the meanings of words and an
exposition of the 'exclusion of what is other': this is the object of
intellection as well as of words and the basis of inference.
The purpose of inference is stated to be to enable one to act
successfully in attaining various objects. Successful action is the aim
of the investigation of the theory of knowledge.
The second chapter deals with the theory of knowledge in
general, a (valid) means of knowledge being defined as knowing
which is not contradicted by experience, its correctness known
through practice, and with the Four Truths.
Sensation (the subject of the third chapter) is defined as being
without imagining and without illusion. It is an 'effect' of reality.
Sensation is established just by itself, by our awareness of senseexperience when we are not thinking at all. We cannot sense the
same particular more than once, nor can we sense acy relation
among our experiences. Sensation is of the own-characteristic (the
universalcharacteristic is the 'concealing' object of inference). The
object of sensation is the extreme particular, the real object, ultimate
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reality. This is known to be 'real' because it is 'efficient', it produces
effects.
Inference for another (discussed in the fourth chapter) is
communicating the three characteristics of a valid middle term to
another person. It is of three kinds ('own-being', 'effect', 'nonperception') like inference for oneself and further has two 'figures'
according as it is set out by the methods of agreement or difference.
This gives six kinds, but Dharmakirti worked out further subvarieties of the negative inference, eventually (in another treatise)
eleven of them, negation of identity, negation of effect, negation
of cause, negation of an 'inclusive term' and combinations of these,
with the conditions for their validity.
Dharmakirti's other works mostly overlap with the PramGnaucirttika
or its parts, but the SantGnGntarasiddhi should be separately mentioned as a monograph on a special philosophical problem: the
inference of the existence of other minds than one's own (i.e.
against the solipsist position). Observing that our own purposive
actions are preceded by intelligence (i.e. mental activity),when we
see similar actions on the part of others we may infer that these
also are preceded by intelligence, in other words that other minds
exist.
Dharmakirti's doctrine is intrinsically difficult and also fraught
with all kinds of possible implications. He himself did not write fully
on every point raised or implied but left it to his students to
continue the work. Among them, Devendrabuddhi wrote a commentary on Chapters I1 to IV of the Pramcinaucirttika, Dharmakirti
himself having provided one only on the first chapter.
Devendrabuddhi's student !hkyabuddhi then wrote a sub-commentary on Dharmakirti's commentary on the first chapter as well as
a new commentary on Chapters 11-IV, thus completing the explanation of this great supplement to the Pramcinasamuccaya.At the end of
the 8th century Dharmottara wrote excellent commentaries on
Dharmakirti's more independent and more comprehensive works on
Pramfina, namely the PramcinauiniScaya and the Nyciyabindu, and also
five monographs on such topics as the exclusion of what is other.
Arcapi or Dharmaaradatta, the teacher of Dharmottara, commented
on the Hetubindu of Dharmakirti, a study of the middle term which
covers part of the ground of the first chapter of the PramGnaucirttika,
and wrote two monographs (of which the PramGnaduituasiddhiestablishing that there are only two means of knowledge appears to be the
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same as the PramEnEntar4hEva published anonymously in 1969).
Subhagupta, another teacher of Dharmottara, also wrote five monographs,-including one to establish the reality of external objects
(against the Vijfianavada) and two critiques, of Mimamsa and of
Nyiiya theology. ~ankariinanda(9th century), author of a most elaborate, though unfinished, commentary on PramLinavErttika I, may perhaps be associated with the tradition of these three Sautrantika
philosophers of KaSmira. Durvekamiira (c. 1000) wrote very detailed
and useful sub-commentarieson the commentaries on the NyEyabindu
and Hetubindujust mentioned, which, being extant in Sanskrit along
with the texts commented on, serve even now as the best introduction
to the Buddhist theory of knowledge.Jit5ri (10th century?-there seem
to be two or three authors of this name), who wrote short introductory
manuals and monographs, also appears to be a Sautrantika. So
probably was Vidyiikaraianti (c. 1100) ,whose TarkaropEna is a simplified students' manual based closely on the NyEyabindu and
Dharmottara's commentary, but adding further sub-varieties of negative inference from Durvekamiira or his unknown source.
As was noted above when introducing Dinnaga, the impact of hi$
ideas was such that several other schools borrowed them with suitable
adaptations. The Madhyarnaka Bhavaviveka adopted Dinnaga's logic,
as we shall see below, and was followed, with modifications, by several
other syncretistic philosophers, among whom siintaraksita wrote a
commentary on Dharmakirti's VEdanyEya on 'defeat situations' in
debate and Kamalaiila commented briefly on the NyEyabindu. Subsequently certain philosophers of the combined Madhyamaka-P&ramit%Mantrayana trend, such as Abhayakaragupta (12th century), wrote
monographs on Prarnsna.
After Dharmakirti had elaborated the doctrine so extensively,
some Mahayanists proceeded to annex his theories and even his
works wholesale. First Prajiiiikaragupta (late 7th century), regarded in
Tibetan tradition as a combined Madhyamaka-Yogacara,wrote a long
and digressive commentary or 'ornament' (alankEra) on chapters IIIV of the PramEnavErttika. He uses the Madhyamaka term
dharmanairEtmya (p. 116) and Mahayanism might be indicated by his
addition of aparinimEnadhannatuEt to the explanation of tEyin, unless
it means no more than that the Buddha remained in the world long
enough to teach. The conjunction of saruEkErajfiatEand bodhisatturn
(p. 146) suggests Mahayana. However, he cannot disguise the fact
that Dharmakirti took Pram4inasamuccayaI. 1simply as referring to the
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Buddha and his teaching of the Four Truths, etc. At about the same
time, the Mahayanist Karqakagomin enlarged &ikyabdddhi7s commentary on PramGnavGrttika I. Sub-commentaries were written on
Prajiifikaragupta's work by his student Ravigupta, by the more polemical Mahayanist Jinamitra (early 8th century, who insists that the
second chapter was in reality intended to be the first, thus beginning
the whole PramGnavErttikawith the bodhzsattvadoctrineand the nature
of the Mahayanist Buddha) and by the Sautriintika Yam%ri (9th
century, a truly enormous sub-commentary). The Sautrantika
Jiianairibhadra, teacher of Yamari, commented on the
PramGnaviniScaya, whilstvinitadeva (8th century) had already supplied
Vijiianavadin commentaries on the remaining five works of
Dharmakirti. Two other Yogacara philosophers, Jiianairimitra and
his student Ratnakirti (11th century), wrote a large number of
monographs to establish what they held to be the real views of
Dharmakirti and Prajiifikaragupta, against Dharmottara and also
against the Brahmanical Nyaya. Manorathanandin (12th century?)
contributed a relatively simple commentary on the kGrikkonly of the
four chapters of the PramGnavGrttika, in Jinamitra's order and aiming
to establish the Vijiianavada doctrine. Moksakaragupta (c. 1100)
writing for students of Dharmakirti (verse 1) was probably a
Sautrantika. In his introductory manual TarkabhuJG he presents the
views of various schools without offering his own comments. This
manual is much more elaborate than the NyGyabindu and includes
refutations of many non-Buddhistdoctrines. He criticises Vijiianaviida
'with features' consciousness.

Abhidharma in and after the 5th century
We have already noted that the main centre of the Sthaviravada by
this period was Ceylon and the Great Vihara there. The school
continued to flourish in South India until at least the 14th century
and also maintained some establishments in Magadha, besides
which it became increasingly strong in various countries of South
East Asia. This most conservative school added very little to the
inheritance of doctrine which we have already reviewed. But alone
among the early schools it has survived intact to the present day.
Moreover no other form of Buddhism has preserved its ancient
literature intact in the original Indian language, so that all serious
research on Buddhism is dependent on the Pali sources. Besides a
complete Trip'&zka,we have a complete and ancient set of commen-
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taries,' sub-commentarieson these from about the 8th century on and
rriany other ancillary works for the study of the doctrine and of related
subjects such as history and linguistics. The later philosophers of the
school aimed at the further systematisation and clarification of the
tradition they had received, though they carefully recorded old controversies and were also aware of the newer developments in other
schools, from which they occasionally assimilated concepts which
seemed useful.
In the 5th century Buddhaghosa, besides translating most of the
Old Sinhalese commentaries into Pali for use in India, wrote the final
great 'book of the way' (cf. p. 302 above), the Visuddhimagga. This
covers a great part of the Abhidhamma as well as treating elaborately
of meditation. According to Buddhaghosa the 'own-being' of
principles is fully understood according to their 'own-characteristic'
(svamana), this being the 'characteristic' of each-as iecordgd in
the commentaries. He also calls it the 'individual characteristic' arid
the 'synthesised characteristic'. This substituting of 'characteristic'
throughout for 'being' or 'existent' (the bhiiva of the old
commentarial tradition) appears to be a response to Nagfirjuna's
critique. The 'universal-characteristic' (sGm2nyak&sana)of principles
is the three characteristics 'impermanent', 'unhappiness' and 'nonsoul' which they all share (see Visuddhimuggapp. l07,499,501,520ff,
543). A contemporary, Buddhadatta, also from India, wrote an 'Introduction to the Abhidhamma' (Abhidhamm2vatEra)in which he groups
his material under five headings: thought, mental principles, matter,
extinction and finally 'concept' (pajfiapti),the last being whatever is
not ultimately real.2 Mahfinfima in the 6th century, commenting on
the PatisqmbhidEmagga (p. 299 above), gives an alternative system of
categories or 'ways' of the knowable, namely the synthesised (i.e. the
principles), 'change' (vikiira, occurrence or origination of principles
according to the second truth, etc., and their changing or being
expended), characteristics (the 'own' and the 'universal'), extinction
and concept (PsA pp. 58, 523, 596).
h a n d a in the 8th century, in his sub-commentary on the
Abhidhammu, besides further clarifjmg 'concepts' offers a definition of
1. On the nature of the extant versions of these see pp. 307 f. above.
2. For a review of the work of Sthavirav2da philosophers on this see 'The Concept
of a Concept'.
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one of them, 'time' (kEla), as 'not occurring' (i.e. there is no reality
corresponding to it) but providing or being perceived as a 'receptacle'
or 'locus' in relation to the absences before and after of momentary
events (AtthasElini Tp.47 of Colombo edn.). This h a n d a ' s student
Dhammapda (11) was the greatest author of sub-commentari'es (and
a sub-sub-commentaryon h a n d a ' s work), rivalling Buddhaghosa in
the extent and importance of his works. He also wrote a short manual
of Abhidharma as an exposition of the two truths (Saccusankhtga),the
ultimate, which concerns the principles, and the concealing, which
concerns concepts, which are unreal (auastu). In his sub-commentaries Dharnmapda I1 adapts the epistemology of Dirinsga: there are two
means of knowledge, sensation,which excrudes inference and knows
the own-characteristic, and inference, which knows the universal
ihara'cter'istic (DTVol. I pp. 191-2, Viruddhimagga TBurmese edn. p.
888). Tradition (Egama) is included in inference. He argues, following Buddhaghosa, that the Buddha had actual sensation of the past
and future because his thought was undisturbed (DTVol. I11 p. 119,
quoting VEkyapadrya 1.37 in support). The three universal characteristics, impermanent, etc., are not included in the five groups because
they are without own-beings, but they are not separate from the groups
because they cannot be perceived apart from these, therefore, they are
concept ( Visuddhimagga TBurmese edn. p. 825). Thus the 'universalcharacteristic' known by inference is 'concept' and the distinction
between the two means of knowledge, with what is known by them
as the two truths, is perfectly maintained. The anonymous Ganthipada
on PsA, of about this date, follows the same doctrine on the means
of knowledge (p.34) and states that extinction is attained through
the knowledge of the two characteristics, own and universal (55ff).
Among twelfth-century manuals of Abhidharma, t h e
Paramatthauinicehaya of Anuruddha I1 is the most original, carrying
to completion the programme of Buddhadatta under the same
headings and with an especially elaborate working out of concepts.
Discussing the two truths, he states that the ultimate is-not
contradicted by reality (and perhaps by sensation if we read sacchika
here with one manuscript), whilst the concealing is not contradicted by agreed usage (10834). Kassapa's Mohauicchedani is a very
convenient and most comprehensive synopsis of the entire
Abhidhamma and its commentaries, in the guise of a commentary
on the 'original MEtlJ1Zextracted again from the seven treatises of
the school. An extensive literature of commentaries grew up around
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the numerous Abhidharma manuals of this school, the most noteworthy commentators being Mahabodhi, Sumangala and Vacissara.
In the later Middle Ages the Sthaviravadinsof Burma took the lead
i l l Abhidharma. The most outstanding among them are Ariyavams'a
( 15th century), Saddhammalankara and Mahanama (16th century)
and Tilokaguru (17th century). Their main objects of study are the
four treatises Dhammusangani, DhrZtukath, Yamakaand Patthna, with
their commentaries and sub-commentaries, and the aim is to work out
completely the implications of the system. This tradition has continued into the present century.
Little is known of the history of the Sarvastivada in this period,
since the school, and all the other early schools, was totally
destroyed by the Turkish invasions of India. The final systematisation
of their Abhidharma appears to have been carried out by Skandhila,
Samghabhadra and Vimalamitra in the 5th and 6th centuries. The
latter two criticise the Abhidhannakoia B k y a of Vasubandhu I1 (p.424
above) in order to reestablish the Abhidharma tradition of the
Sarviistivgdin 'VaibhaJikas'. Vasubandhu was then defended by
Sautrantika commentators on the Bh&ya, of whom the most
important is Yaiomitra (8th century).
Besides these schools just mentioned, the Tibetan historian
Taranatha tells us that the following early schools continued to
flourish in the Pala Empire (i.e. up to the time of the Turkish
conquest): Mah-ghika,
Lokottaraviida, Kaurukullaka,Prajfiaptiviida,
Vatsiputriya and Sammitiya. Practically nothing of the history of any
of these in this period is now known, only the names of a few of their
followers who happened afterwards tojoin the Mahayana. The same
historian tells us' that the followers of the early schools, the ~ravakas,
still formed the majority of Buddhists in India in the 12th century,
though he adds the claim that they acknowledged the greatness of the
Mahayha and Mantrayana teacher Abhayakaragupta.
The Syncretistic Trend of Madhyamaka
Some followers of the Madhyamaka school were not satisfied with the
purely critical philosophy of Nagarjuna, at least as interpreted by
Buddhapdita, confined to drawing necessary consequences from the
positions of opponents, showing that the concepts of philosophy were
meaningless and leaving us, apparently, with a purely empirical
--

1. Chapter XXXVI of Schiefner's version.
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enquiry. Bhiivaviveka (or Bhavya), under the influence of DinnPga
and presumably at the end of the 5th century, wrote a series ofworks
from a modified Madhyamaka point of view and established a new
school which at once became very strong. Since &-y-a~imuktisena(p.
443 above) according to Taranitha was a nephew of Buddhapdita and
a pupil of Vasubandhu (Asanga's brother), we place Buddhapdita
in the latter part of the 4th century. At the end of the 6th century
Candrakirti upheld Buddhapaita by criticising Bhiivaviveka.
BhPvaviveka adopted the improved methods of logic, apparently
from Dinniiga, and proceeded to set out independent proofs of the
Madhyamaka doctrine. His school is consequently k
n as the
~
Svfitantrika, 'Independent', school: independent argumentsand proofs
could be set up, whereas the Priisangika school of BuddhapPlita
depended on the positions and arguments of others. His works
include a commentary on Nigirjuna's MiilamadhyamakakGrihZ, in
which he argues against BuddhapPlita that logical proofs must be
elaborated in order to realise the full implications of Niigirjuna's
laconic statements. The Madhyamakahrdaya with its commentary
TudzajvGlcZ sets out the Madhyamaka doctrine of the ultimate reality,
followed by a critique of the opinions of other schools: the Buddhist
'~6vakas'and Vijfifinaviidins and the Brahmanical Swkhya, Vaiiesika,
VedPnta and MimiimsP. The ultimate reality or 'thusness' is not an
existing eternal entity like the brahman of the Vedbta and similar
'realities' of other schools, although other philosophers have occasionally had correct intuitions and even given correct formulations of
its nature. The fact of occasional agreements with Vedanta and other
statements does not imply that the Madhyamaka doctrine is false (as
critics of the early schools had suggested, holding that the Mahiiyfinists
had gone over to the Vedists with their conception of an ultimate
reality and abandoned the doctrine of the Buddha). The Karatalarutnu
sets out the independent arguments for the Madhyamaka doctrine.
Ultimately (at the ultimate level of truth) the synthesised principles
are empty (of any own-being), because of their conditioned origination (middle term), as things illusorily created (example; i.e. works
of art, paintings, clay models and the like, which do not in fact have
the real nature of the things they represent, women, elephants and so
on). At the concealing level, on the other hand, the principles
commonly accepted may be admitted. We do not contradict the
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experience of the world but say that ultimately the principles of this
experience are not real. The Vijiianavfida is criticised for its doctrine
of the 'dependent' (paratantra) as some kind of reality: if this 'dependent' is empty we agree, otherwise the sutrasare contradicted and the
eternalist theory is implied. Ultimately also the unsynthesised principles are unreal, because they do not occur (middle term), as a flower
of the sky (example: flowers do not grow in the sky). Here again the
unsynthesised principles are regarded as real at the concealing level,
so that at this level it is possible to attain liberation or extinction
(nimina) through understanding. Again the Vijiignavada doctrine of
thusness as ultimate reality, empty but nevertheless real (ultimately),
is criticised as leading to Brahmanism. Thus the extremes of existence (or 'reality') and nonexistence are to be avoided and are refuted
by logical argumentation.
The work of Bhsvaviveka was continued especiallyby Avalokitavrata
(probably 8th century) in a vast sub-commentary on his commentary on the MiilamadhyamakakZrikZ, defending him from the criticisms made by Candrakirti.
In the 8th century lived two Buddhist philosophers whose work
was of decisive importance for the development of the doctrine and
also in the more practical field of spreading it, S~ntarakSitaand his
pupil Kamalaiila. They were followers of the Svatantrika-Madhyamaka
of Bhiivaviveka but went much further than him in accepting the
methods of Pramana discipline, now improved by Dharmakirti. We
have noted above that both of them wrote commentaries on works of
Dharmakirti, Bhgvaviveka on the other hand appears to have been
critical of Dilinlga as a follower of a different school, a ~riivaka,and
to have adopted only such methods of logic as were generally accepted, leaving aside Dilinlga's special doctrines. Santaraksita is
basically a Madhyamaka (he rejects the Vijxifinavada explanation of
the nature of the ultimate reality) but he departs from the usual
Madhyamaka doctrine that principles can be taken as existing as
commonly accepted at the concealing level, substituting the explanation of sensation given by the Pramlna writers (the objects sensed are
not in fact the principles they are imagined to be, are not the direct
meanings of our words). From this point of view he wrote a new
textbook on Madhyamaka, the MadhynmakZlnnkcira. A much more
remarkable work is his Tattuasampaha, a kind of encyclopaedia of
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Indian philosophy giving critiques (pank+G)of 26 'realities' (tattva),
i.e.ultimate realities, first causes, categories and the like, covering the
whole field of Indian philosophical speculation and leaving only the
Buddhist doctrine of conditioned origination, as understood by
Nigiirjuna, as valid, assimilated to Dharmakifti's theory of knowledge.
It was santaraksita who was responsible for the definitive establishment of Buddhism in Tibet and his philosophy has formed the basic
theoretical outlook of Buddhists in that country ever since. Buddhism
of various schools had spread into Tibet some time earlier than this
(we have no space here to embark on a history of Buddhism in Tibet),
but it was only after the hdhisattua ~ a n t a r a k ~ ihad
t a been invited by
the Tibetan government that an effective and lasting school was
established in a Tibetan monastery. Leaving this monastery in the
hands of properly qualified Tibetan monks he returned to India, but
is said tqhave predicted a schism and left instructions that his pupil
Kamalaiila should be invited to settle the controversy.
Kamalaiila wrote a very thorough commentary explaining his
teacher's Tattvasampaha and another on his MadhyamakGlankGra.
In due course he was invited to Tibet, whose Buddhists had become
divided, in fact because simultaneously with the missions of Indian
Buddhists there the Chinese Buddhists of the Dhyana (Ch'an, Zen)
school were spreading their own version of the Buddhist teaching.
Briefly, the position of the Dhyana ('Meditation') school, an
offshoot of the Vijiianavada founded in China and apparently
unknown in India, was that enlightenment did not require a long
course of training with tedious study of endless siitras but could be
attained 'all at once' (yugapad) by a sudden flash of insight in
meditation (in this their position was similar to that of the old
Sthaviravada school), or indeed in going about one's ordinary daily
round in a suitable frame of mind. The Madhyamakas on the other
hand, following their interpretation of the Perfection of Understanding as the way of the bodhisattva (as laid down by 'Maitreya' in the
AbhisamayGhnkGra), the Paramiti3doctrine, held that enlightenment
(buddhahood) must be approached 'gradually' (kramdas) through a
long course of training and study. An assembly was held at bSam yas
and the question d e b t e d . KamalaSila and his party were victorious
and his views accepted and declared orthodox by the king of Tibet.
Afterwards Kamalaiila wrote three manuals summarising the gradu-
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alist Madhyamaka-Paramit5 course of training (under the title
HhZvanZkrama, 'Course of Development') and criticising the
V.jfianavada generally1 as well as the 'sudden' school. He quotes
widely from the sutras (including the apparently idealist LarikCvat&ra)
to show that his views are derived from them. The practice of
meditation is prominent in his expositions, with particular reference
to 'calming' (Samatha) and 'insight' (vipaSyan6or vidariana), which
have to be united. Despite the Assembly of bSam yas the path of
Buddhism was as yet far from smooth in Tibet and Kamalaiiladid not
return to India; he was murdered, apparently by followers of the
ancient Tibetan religion. He had also written (presumably before
going to Tibet) a summary of a work of ~iintidevaon the conduct of
the bodhisattva,
It was another pupil of ~ a n t a r a k ~ i tHaribhadra
a,
(sometimes
known as Simhabhadra), who took up the subject of Paramit%and
prepared a series of works on it according to the views of his teacher.
The comments of the two Vimuktisenas he found insufficiently full
and clear. He also criticises the attempts of Asanga and Vasubandhu
I to interpret the Perfection of Understanding sutras according to
their Vijiianavada standpoint and without referring to the work of
'Maitreya' (thus omitting the 'conduct'). In the course of his work he
particularly criticises the Vjfianavada doctrine of the ultimate reality.
Such an eternally pure 'base of principles' (dhannadhztu) without
duality could not be attained. The knowledge of this reality being
already pure, there could be no question of getting rid of its defilements and imaginings, otherwise it would not in fact be completely
pure (which would contradict the original p o ~ i t i o n ) No
. ~ aloubt
following his teacher, Haribhadra quotes Dharmakirti and
Prajiidaragupta and freely uses the terminology of the former. In fact
the study of the Paramit3 according to Haribhadra presupposes that
of Pramana as well as of Madhyamaka and Abhidharma (the
Abhidhannakoiaisoften quoted). In Tibet (no doubt following Indian
tradition) Haribhadra is regarded as the principal source for the
interpretation of 'Maitreya's' AbhisamayElarikcira, the basic text on
Pfiramitii. His fundamental commentary on it, taken as the basis for
1. I p. 217.
p. 77 of Tucci's edition.
2. Abhisamayilarikar~lok~
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its exegesis, is the Sphutiirthci,also known as his 'Small Commentary'.
His 'Great Commentary' is the Abhisamaycilan&rciloka, which explains
the same text, often in the same words, but incorporates also a full
commentary on the Eight Thousand Perfection of Understanding. It
aims to show how each passage of the SGtrais in fact related to a topic
of the way, quoting in conjunction with it the corresponding verse
from 'Maitreya' (and without departing from the sequence of the
latter's verses). Occasionallythe Twenty-Five Thousand version of the
SGtra is referred to as well. This last version is the subject of another
of Haribhadra's works, a summary of the Twenty-Five Thousand
according to the AbhisamayGlankcira. He also wrote a commentary on
the AbhisamayiilariZIcirawithreference to the verse Perfection of Understanding, the Ratnaguwamcayagiit& entitled the Subodhini (cf.p. 347
above), a 'Development of the Perfection of Understanding' and
other works.
The basis of the interpretation of the Perfection of Understanding
Sctrac is the distinction of the two levels of truth, the two levels of
statement. In addition the non-perception of principles is stressed, i.e.
not perceiving them as separate principles, since in the ultimate
reality there is no duality. The training (yoga) is at the 'concealing'
level,' ultimately (tattvatas) it is a non-training (ayoga). Enlightenment is attained at the concealing leveL2Good and bad, actions and
results, are only at the concealing level, not at the ultimate.Wl
beings are at the ultimate level pure by nature and the thought of the
thus-gone is not subject to change, to origination or cessation (cf. the
Ratnagotravibhiiga).The thusness of the thus-gone is no different from
that of all principle^.^ Contrary to the Vijfianavadins the nature of
thought and the so called three characteristics are to be understood
as follows: as imaginary (kabita) thoughts are imperceptible, being
unreal (asattva), because they have no characteristics; as dependent
(paratantra) they are unknowable, being unreal, because, they have no
causes (do not originate, therefore) ; as perfected (parinispanna) they
are imperceptible, being unreal, because they are not perfected
(aparini$anna), since they have no own aspect (or own, particular,

1. Ibid. p. 299.
2. Ibid. p. 434.
3. Ibid. p. 440.

4. Ibid. p. 370.
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character, the term used here is svariipa) Elsewhere Haribhadra says
that the Vijiianavadins misinterpret the Perfection of Understanding
and that their view either will not account for experience or will
conflict with non-duality ( advaya) .' Fairly often, however, he quotes
from Asanga's works, particularly the Mahciycinas~trcilankcira9
on the
thought of enlightenment, sometimes giving his own interpretations
of them. Though he generally follows Dharmakirti even in details
(see for example the discussion on svabhciva4),Haribhadra utilises
three means of knowledge, sensation, inference and tradition (cigama),
apparently taking the last as an independent means.5There is according to Haribhadra only one 'vehicle' (ycina), for the ~riivakasand
Isolated Buddhas (generally distinguished as having two separate
'vehicles', that of the bodhisattuas being a thkd) attain their extinction, which in fact is the 'base without the influences', (an&avadhZtu)
in the worlds of Arnitiibha and other buddhas, where they are awakened
by the buddhas to the thought of enlightenment and become bodhisattvas
and buddhas.
Haribhadra's work of expounding Piiramita was continued by his
pupil Buddhairijfiana (or simply Buddhajfiana), who also wrote a
commentary on the Abhisamaycila.iLkcira and another on the same
text with reference to the Ratnagunasamcayagcithci. The same author
apparently wrote a Mahciycinala~anasamuccayaon Abhidharma and
works on the Mantrayana, for example on the Guhyasamcija Tantra.
After this the teachers of the Paramits school are with increasing
frequency concerned also with the Mantrayiina and we may speak of
a further development of syncretism. Early in the 9th century
Dharmamitra wrote a very important commentary on Haribhadra's
basic Sphbtcirtha. In the 11th century Dharmakirti (11, or
Dharmakirtiiri) wrote a commentary on the Abhisamaycilankciraand
one on the Heuajra Tantra. Among commentators on the Perfection
of Understanding Sutrasthe most important was probably Darps-ena,
also in the 11th century, who produced a commentary on the Hundred Thousand (~atascihasrikci&hatgikci),in fact covering the three
recensionsof the 'Great' Perfection of Understanding (the Hundred,
Tknty-Five and Eighteen Thousand).
1. Ibid. p. 338. cf. p. 494.
2. Ibid. pp. 374 ff.
3. But it has been suggested this work is not Asanga's (cf. p. 416 above).
4. Ibid. pp. 372 ff.
5. Ibid. pp. 168,258,463,494f.
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Haribhadra and his school flourished from the time of the Pala
emperors Dharmapiila and Devapiila (c. 765-850), Damsr-asena in
KaSmira. A fresh peak of activity of the syncretistic trend begins in the
time of Mahipala ( c . 990-1040) and continues under his successors.
k a n d a p r b h a (better known as a Mantrama teacher) wrote 'Courses
of Development' (Bhiivaniikrama) following KamalaSila's example.
Ratnakirti, doubtfully the same as the writer on Pramwa, wrote a new
commentary on the AbhisamayZZunkiira. His pupil RatniikaraSanti (or
simply anti') wrote two more such commentaries, the SG~atamGwith
reference to the Eight Thousand Perfection of Understanding and
the ~uddhimatiwith reference to the Twenty-Five Thousand. The
SiiratamcZ contains an important discussion on the classes of text in'
the T?-ipitaka, in which those of the Mantrayiina are included. From
Taranatha it seems there were two Ratnfikaraiantis (the second in the
12th century). However, this may be a confusion and at present it is
not clear how the works attributed to this name might be divided.
They include besides the two just mentioned a commentary o n
~ k t a r & j i t a 'Madhyadla&ru,
s
one on Haribhadra's 'Development
of the Perfection of Understanding', one on the Heuajra Tantra (the
MuktikrZvati),one on the Cuhyasamiija, four other tantra commentaries
and treatises on logic and metrics. Prajfiiikaramati, already mentioned, wrote on the Abhisamayiilalikiira as well as on Santideva's
ethical study of the conduct of the bodhisattva (on which several other
writers of this period worked). Kumiirairibhadra wrote a summary of
the Perfection of Understanding.
In the time of Riimapala (c. 1075-1120) lived Abhay5karagupta
(died 1125), regarded as one of the greatest teachers of Mahayana
and Mantrayana Buddhism and especially revered in Tibet (as an
incarnation of Amit5bha). With Ratnakaraianti I1 he should perhaps
be looked upon as the final systematiser of the MadhyamakaMantrayana synthesis, which appears to have been the last great
movement in Indian Buddhism and which has dominated Tibetan
Buddhism. His works include a commentary on the AbhisamayiilarikcZra
with reference to the Eight Thousand Perfection of Understanding
(the Marmakaumudi) ,a MunimatiilankGrasummarisingthe Perfection
of Understanding (its last three chapters constitute another commentary on the basic text of 'Maitreya'), in which we find significant
agreemerits with Ratnakaraianti's ~uddhimati, other works on
Madhyamaka, logic and Vinaya and a series of works on the Mantrawa
(the Vajramdii, SidhamZgara, Ni+pannayogivati, Abhuyamii@ramaand
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commentaries on the Kiihcakra, BuddhakapZla and Samputa Tankas, the
last being the Amnc~yamaiijan?)
. The school of Abhayfikaraguptaflourished in India until its members were murdered or scattered by the
Turks early in the 13th century, and afterwards in ~ i b e t .

The composition of new sfitruscontinued unabated after those of
the idealist trend discussed in Chapter Eleven. The Buddhists continued to respond to the changing outlook of society as the 'Middle
Ages' advanced. The gradual and complex changes in Indian society
and their reflection in popular ideologies as well as in philosophy
cannot be traqed here. Much more preliminary research on the
sources will have to be done before such a study could be effectively
attempted. Here we may note that somewhat similar trends in outlook
can be seen in the Brahmanical and ~ a i ~ l i t e r a t uof
r ethis period and
content ourselves with the provisional statement that the movements
we are following in Buddhist literature are part of the social history
of Medieval India. We are looking at one of the sources for that
history and are not yet prepared to 'explain' what we find here by
insights from other sources.
Probably in the 4th century, for the most part, should be placed the
leading siitras of a group afterwards collected under the title
MahcZsannipEta. The first siitra in this collection, the RatnaketudhErani
(translated into Chinese early in the 5th century), strongly marks
a new trend in sfitrus of this period and in interpolations in older
sfitrus probably made in about this period. This is the use of the
dh6rani an utterance, usually of a mystical nature, 'preserving' or
'maintaining' the doctrine of Buddhism and aiding its followers. We
have met the idea of the use of incantations already in the Golden
Lustre (pp. 379f. above). In the ~atnahtudh~ra~i~fikyamuni
seeks the
aid of all the Buddhas, of innumerable worlds, to spread the doctrine
in one 'incantation-word' (mantrapada), i.e. a dhiirani, which will
maintain the teaching and aid its followers in all ways. The Buddhas
assemble (this is the 'Great Assembly', Mah&annipEta, which gives its
name to the whole of this collection of sfitrus) and deliver the dharani.
This dhZranioccupies about two pages of text' and is for the most part
unintelligible, consisting of repeated syllables (gum gum, mum mum,
1. Mah&ann$Zta-Ratnaketudfiranis6ha edited by N. Dutt and S.N. Sharma in Ci&t
Manusnipts Vol. IV, Calcutta, 1959, pp. 114-6.
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hili hili, hala hala, and so on), generally alliterative, sprinkled with
occasional words which might be significant ('great compassion',
etc.) though they are not grammatically connected in meaningful
sentences. We need not dwell on this incantation or here trouble
ourselves with the attempts which have been made to explain the
origin of such dhciranis from non-Indian languages and alphabets.
The Ratnaketudhirani is a fairly long sutra of considerable literary
d Buddha and
merit. It begins with the story of how ~ a r i ~ u t r a j o i n ethe
presents this and the events which follow in the dramatic form of a
conflict with Death (Mara). It seems possible that it was inspired by
and even partly based on ASvaghosa7splay on h i p u t r a , though our
fragmentary knowledge of the latter does not enable us to make a
detailed comparison.
A large number of texts of about this time and later are associated
with this dhiranitrend. We may mention those centred on the figure
of Bhaisajyagurul, the Buddha of Healing, who may be compared with
Amitiibha in some respects, the incantation (mantra or japa) of the
Ekcidaiamukha' 'and that of the Hayagriuauidycil' (for protection against
enemies). Hayagriva is connected with Avalokiteivara, who in the
SamatathiigatEdhi&inayChal is given an abode on Mt. Potalaka in
hdhra.
In the 7th century Dharmakirti criticised the use of incantations
(mantras). In the 8th century a new school was introduced into
China by Indian monks. ~ u b h a k a r a s i ~ h(born
a
in Kalihga, studied
at Nalaridii) was the first, and translated a text (called a sCtra) named
Mahiivairocana, 'Great Illumination' (an aspect of the Buddha, cf.
p. 407 above, sometimesunderstood as 'Great Sun') .2 He was followed
byvajrabodhi (studied Mantrayka in the South, went to China at the
request of 'AvalokiteSMI-aof Potalaka') ,who translated the VaFraSikhura,
'Diamond Pinnacle' (or 'Diamond Point'). The latter's pupil
Amoghavajra translated the version of it called Samatathcigatatattvasumpaha These texts are regarded as containing the utterances of the
Buddha as dharmakiiya, 'substance of the doctrine'. In the 'Great
Illumination' the Buddha as Mahavairocana is attended on by the
bodhisattva Samantabhadra (cf. the Gandayuha, which seems to have
1. The BAaea3yaguru Sutra and other texts edited in Gilgit Manusnipts Vol. I,
' ~ r i n a ~ a1939.
r,
2. He also translated the Susiddhikara, a 'KriyS' Tantra.
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~r~spired
this text) and other bodhisattuas and by the uajradhara (one
who knows the 'diamond', on which see below) Vajrapani and other
vcyradharas. The whole universe becomes illuminated as by the Sun.
All beings are to find enlightenment in their own thoughts, which
ultimately are pure (the doctrinal position of this phase of the
Mantrayana is perhaps not too distant from that of the Gandazyiiha
and the idealist trend). The student of the text is supposed ultimately
to 'become' the BuddhaVairocana through his meditation. He identifies his thoughts with a 'diagram' (mandala) which is also that of the
Buddha: the Buddha (enlightenment) is to be found in his own
thought, in his 'thought of enlightenment' (bodhicitta). The means
for this communion include incantation (mantra),diagrams (mandala:
which includes the whole layout of the site where the ritual is to be
performed, much as for a Vedic rite and like that in the open air,
there is even a homa, 'oblation', though the aim is purely Buddhist:
the oblation symbolises the burning up of passions and delusion in
the fire of understanding), symbols (mudrii) and yoga ('union', 'unification', the rites and meditations by which the 'union' is attained).
The first rite to be performed is the 'consecration' (abhiseka) of the
student. The latter must be carefully selected as pure, self-controlled,
earnest, devoted to his teacher, etc., and ready to sacrifice his life for
the sake of the study of the doctrine. The main rite can then be
carried out, with offerings of flowers and so on. However, this tangible
rite is stated to be a preliminary or elementary exercise to make the
'diagram' visible to living beings (and so attract them to it). The real
or highest rite takes place only in the thoughts of the student, who
d t e r the preliminary exercise is to imagine the diagram in his own
body and finally in thought only.'
These three, or rather two, texts are important items in the
collection known as tantras, 'systems', on which the Mantrayana is
based, and which appear as a separate group, alongside the siitras, in
the Tibetan Tripitaka. This new 'vehicle' claims to be as ancient and
authentic (as taught by the Buddha) as any other, but it evidently grew
up gradually in the milieu of the texts we have just discussed and
others like them. Increasingly it was ritual, and then special kinds ofmeditation, which was used to attain the desired end, though incantations form part of most of the 'systems'. The followers of the
1. For the contents ofthis text see Tajirna: ~ t u d e
sur b Makivairocana-3Iitro. Paris,
1936. For an early Saiva tantric rite see IKL Vol. IV,$1665.
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Mantrayiina contrast it with the Stitrayka, 'Vehicle of the Sutras', or
with P5ramit.2 as the other main branch of the Mahiiyiina. An alternative title is Vajrayiina, 'Diamond Vehicle', 'diamond' symbolising
the unchangeable, indestructible, nondual nature of the ultimate
reality, identification with which is the aim of the student of each
system. Perhaps the earliest of the major tantrac is the GuhyasaMja,
'SecretAssemblyl.According to the traditional interpretation of it the
means here is meditation only, the visualisation of the Buddha with
whom, or through whom, the 'union' is sought. However, the interpretation standardised by later commentators may have been preceded
by more tangible conduct of its rituals.
The origins of the Mantrayfina thus seem to be datable to about the
6th century. TheJapanese tradition' is that the Mantrayka doctrine
was deposited in a pagoda in South India ( h d h r a ? ) by Vajrasattva,
on the instructions of the Buddha, until men capable of understanding it shouldappear. Niig%rjuna eventually opened the pagoda, was
'consecrated' by Vajrasattva and spread this doctrine. Tiinnstha holds
that the tantras began to appear in the world of men at the same time
as the Mahiiyiina sutras but that the Kriya and Ca1y5 Tantras (see
below) were handed down in great secrecy and so unknown except to
those actually engaged in their practice. On the other hand he says
that the Anuttarayoga Tantras (see below) were procured by a series
of individual teachers and so appeared gradually. The teachers he
names (Saraha, Kambala, Padmavajra alias Saroruha, Kukkuri,
Krsniicfirya, Lalitavajra, Liiyipada, Gambhiravajra and Pito) all lived
between c. 800 and 1 0 4 0 ~ . ~
which
.,
appears to give us the dates of
'publication' of a series of tantras. In one case, however, he says
elsewhere that the text, or at least the essence of it (an earlier
version?), was known to a teacher earlier than any of these,
Dombiheruka, along with two very short texts, and that his ieacher
Vinipa knew a morc important tantra. Dombiheruka was a contemp*
rary of Vilasyavajra, teacher's teacher of Kambala (or Kampala) .' His
date apparently is in the second half of the 8th century and he was
a contemporary of the celebrated Padmasambhava (who is identified
with Padmavajra Saroruha by some) of Uddiyfina (the Suvastu valley,
an old centre of the Dharmaguptaka school), who was engaged in
spreading Buddhism in Tibet at the same time as ~iintarak&a(ac1. Tajima, op. cit. pp. 21, 31 ff.
2. Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, Vol. I , p. 13, cf. IKL Vol. IV, $2510.
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cording to later tradition in collaboration with him, but this assumes
that santaraksita followed the Mantrayana, of which there is no hint
in his available works).
Allowing that the CuhyasamEja, MahZvairocana, SarvatathZgatatat~asal~graha
and Vajrar'iikharaare earlier than the 8th century we can add
first that three other major tantras, the Cakrasamvaru, Vajrabhairavaand
Mafijuilmiilaka&a, may conjecturally by placed in about the 8th century. As to those named in connection with the teachers mentioned
above, we have the following: Raktayamiin' (known to Virupa c. 7501,
Hmajra (which refers to the Saruatathiigatatattvasar,ngrahu,
second half
of the 8th century, its 'essence' known to Dombiheruka along with
the brief Kurukullikalpa and Arali and its full text known to Kambala
and Saroruha), Buddhakapiila (c. 800, known to Saraha, a pupil of
Haribhadra, though there seem to have been 2 Sarahas: we recall that
Haribhadra's other celebrated pupil, Buddhajiiana, is supposed to
have written on Mantrayka, the syncretism of Paramit5with the latter
thus beginning at this date), Mahamiiyci (c. 800, known to Kukkuri, a
contemporary of Kambala and Saroruha) , K~nayamiiri(known to
Lalitavajra of Uddiyiina, who appears to have been of the same period
as this group of teachers), Samputa (Caturyoginisamputa)and Tilaka
(Makmudriitilaka) (early 9th century, both procured by Gniicarya or
JLrsnapandita, the first of two or more writers of that name),
Yogznisamcalyci, (Luyipada, apparently 11th ,entury) , Vajriimfla
(Gambhiravajra,beginning of 11th century) and IGlacakra (procured
by Pito c. 1040, pupil of Atiia, see p. 465).
Ifwe compare this series of tantraswith the collection preserved in
the Tibetan Tripi?aka edited by Bu-ston we find that we have an
apparently fairly representative selection of the main texts. The
whole collection does not appear to have been thoroughly studied
by any recent scholars outside Tibet and the probable dates of the
other texts remain completely undetermined, so that we should
perhaps here attempt at the most a brief survey of the tantrasnamed
above. Most of them seem to be extant in Sanskrit, though few are
so far published. It is worth noting, however, that whereas all
Mahayiina siitras were supposed to be written in Sanskrit the tantras
were, according to the commentary Vimalaprabhii on the KGlacakra,
written in Sanskrit,Prakrit or Apabhramia, 'etc.', Apabhramia being
the spoken language of Northern India in the period of composition
of the tantras. An Apabhramia tantra has in fact been published, the
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DCkcinzaua (Calcutta, 1935, edited by N.N. Chaudhuri). Altogether
there are more than fifty tantras of some consequence, being more
than a few pages in length, and many more than that number of very
brief texts. The Maiijuifimiila is the longest, being longer than any
Mahayana siitra except the Great Perfection of Understanding. The
Kcilacakra also is fairly long (about half its length) and the
Samatathagatatattuasamgfaha(and Vajraiikhara) about the same. Most
of the others are quite short.
As regards chronology and country of origin we can divide the
tantras here considered into perhaps four groups. In about the 6th
a . ~ d7th centuries we may place the composition of the Cuhyasamaja,
Vajraiikhara, Saruatath5gatatattuasamgfaha and MahCuairocana. The
place of origin of this group may, since it is connected with
Niigarjuna and Nagabodhi and the South, have been in h d h r a , that
great creative centre of Mahayana movements, or Kaliriga. A little
later, perhaps about the early 8th century, we have the Cakrasamvara,
Vajrabhairaua and Mafijuifimiila, of which the last seems to have been
written in the North as we now have it but to have originated much
earlier in the South ( k d h r a ). We seem to be on firmer ground with
the next group, the series beginning with the Raktayamiriand Hmajra.
These appeared between 750 and 850 and several of them are clearly
represented as originating in Uddiyana (whose kings were adepts in
these tantras),which evidentlywas the major centre of the Mantrayka
in the 8th century. These texts are shown as soon brought to such
universities as Nalanda for study, and as taught there by successions
of teachers, but it is not necessary to suppose that any of them were
composed in the Pala Empire: though Krsnacarya procured two of
them he need not have done this in the Empire. After this there
seems to be a gap of about a century or more before the origin of the
tantras procured at the beginning of the 11th century. The gap is
probably due to the incompleteness of our information, but the most
important of the last three tantras of our selection, the Kdacakra,
represents a new phase sometimes even dignified with the title of a
new 'vehicle', the Elacakrayana. It appears to have originated in
h d h r a , since the Buddha is stated to have spoken it at Dhanyakapka.
We have already mentioned some of the leading teachers of
Mantrayana and given their dates. A few more, and also commentaries
by those above, may now be noted. Important commentaries on the
tantraswere written by Virupa (Raktayamiri),Saraha (Buddhakapcila),
Saroruha (Hmajra),Kukkuri (MahamayrZ),Krsnac2rya I (Hevajra),the
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I;~tter'spupil Krsnacarya I1 ( Cakrsamvara), Dharmakirti I1 (Hevajra),
. ~ r ~ o t hNagarjuna
er
(9th century, Guhyasamcija), a Candrakirti (9th
c.c.ri tury, also on Guhyma~ja),
BhaWrti (9th century, Cakrsamvara),
Virrialamitra (9th century, Guhyagarbha),Jayabhadra (10th century,
(,iikrasamvara), ~ r i d h a r a(10th century, Yamcin'), Bhadrapada (10th
c.c: n tury, Hevajra, Cakrmamvara, Vajradcika and Catuhpitha), Lilavajra
( 10th century, Yamari and Guhyagarbha), ~ n a n d a ~ a r b h a
( S(~ruatathcigatatattvasamgraha,Guhyasamrija, Mciyrijrila, Paramadi and
others), Vajragarbha (1l t h century?Hevajra) ,Tankadasa (11th century, Hevajra), Mafijuirikirti, ( I 1th century?Krilacakra), Ratnakaraianti,
Ahhayakaragupta, Subh2karagupta (12th century, Ekavfra) and
Katnaraksita (end of 12th century, Samvarodaya).
Besides the commentaries, of which. these'are only a selection of
perhaps the most important (there are several others, most1y.undated
at present, on the Gzkrma~varu,several on the GuhyaramcZja,several on
the Durgatipaniodhana, others on the Abhidhrinottara, Vajradcika,
i)akcimava, ?cikinqrila, Saruatathcigatatattuasamgraha,Mahrivairocana,
Ilhyanottarapatalu, etc., and a number of sub-commentaries: two major
commentators not yet precisely dated are an h a d e v a sometime after
the Candrakirti above and Buddhaguhya some time after
Anandagarbha), we find a series of textbooks on Mantrayana by some
of these, and other, writers. Nagarjuna's Paficakrama is perhaps the
rriost outstanding, many commentaries being written on it (by
Rhavyakirti, Nagabodhi, Raksitapada), together with his
(,'c~turmudrciniScaya.His pupil Maitrpa (or 'Advayavajra') wrote a
(hturmudr@adeSa. Nadapada (1lth century) ('Naropa') wrote a whole
series of works. The great teacher Atiia (982-1055) is best known for
l~isactivities in Tibet but he also worked in various ways in India (he
acted as peacemaker between the Emperor Nayapda and the Kalacuri
King Karna and his writings include an epistle to this emperor, the
C'imlaratnukkha). Anupamar&ita wrote a Sa&?igayogaon the IGlacakra
syste~nand Vibhuticandra (early 13th century, continued writing as
;I refugee in Tibet) wrote his Antarnafijan on the same system.
Some of these teachers contributed to anthologies of poetry which
])resent the quest for enlightenment, with very varied imageq, according to the Madhyamaka philosophy and Mantrayana systems of rituillism (for example the quest is a game of chess). To popularise their
ideas they wrote in the Apabhramia vernacular (probably as spoken
in Magadha as well as further West). Translations of a selection of
these poems will be found in IKL Vols. IV and V, chapters XXXVI
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($52512-9)and XXXVIII (end).Such poetry is attributed to Saraha,
Kambala, esnacarya, Tailapada, Luyipada, Bhusuka and others.
Though the teaching of these doha and ca7ycipudapoems is essentially
the same as that of the later Mantrayana generally, it sometimes seems
to be regarded as a new 'vehicle', the Sahajayana, 'Natural Vehicle',
stressing the idea that the new 'systems' are simple and that following
them to realise one's identity with the ultimate reality involves nothing but the most 'natural' behaviour.

The KriyS, C q , Yoga and Anuttarayoga Systems
In the Tibetan Tripitaka the tantras are arranged in four groups, of
which the last is also subdivided into three (representing later
developments) making an eventual total of six. The tantras of the
earliest period seem to have included the four kinds of system: the
Mahcivairocana is reckoned as Carya, the Vajraiikhara and
SarvatathEgatatattvasamgraha as Yoga, the Guhyasamcija as
Anuttarayoga; as for Kriya, this 'lowest' system has been comparatively neglected, its texts occupy a subordinate place, but the
Susiddhikara is of the 8th century or earlier and another early
example is the Dhycinottarapatalakrama of unknown date but before
the 9th century.
The distinctive feature of the Mantrayana is ritual. In this period
of Indian history there was a strong trend, affecting all religions,
to substitute a tangible and so popular ritual for the earlier abstract
meditations. It was even proposed (by the ~aivas)to set aside the
ancient Vedic ritual, which, though more klaborately developed in
some respects than any other, is 'abstract' in the sense that its
equipment is simple and totally undecorative, carried out on
temporary, unadorned brick altars in the open air with crude
wooden implements (and plenty of incantations). In place of this
there should nowadays be a richly decorative cult of the supreme
Being ( ~ i v a represented
)
in sculpture, personified or symbolically,
with all the compahy of heaven, in permanent and magnificent
temples, a cult which. should make use of all the arts, including
painting, music, dancing (especially) and drama. No doubt the
Buddhists responded to this trend when they produced new rituals
of their own, incorporating some of the popular forms as well as
developing their rich and ancient arts. This development was a very
different matter from the ancient pilgrimages and reverence
offered at pagodas and shrines or the narrative art depicting the

.
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legend of the Buddha and other stories. Whatever festival perforrtiances took place in connection with the popularising of early
I3uddhism were means of propaganda intended to induce people
t o live the Buddhist way, they did not themselves constitute the way.
Now, however, ritual itself becomes the way and supersedes the
sutras: the doseine is to be acted out in tangible form, not 'simply'
understood mentally (we have to be careful of our expression here:
in either case the way is realised or 'lived').
The Mafijuirimiila is vast in exteqt and clearly not the work of a
single period. It includes a substantial history of Buddhism down to
the beginning of the Pala dynasty in the 8th century, so that as we
have it it cannot be earlier than that. However, some parts may well
be much earlier. As to its system, it would seem to include both Kriya
and Carys. It supplies us with a great deal of information on ritual
(kriyci) in its most tangible forms, with symbols and diagrams but also
instruction for painting (on cloth, pata, i.e. silk, etc.), which has to
represent the perfections and benevolence as well as all the Buddhas
and bodhisattuas and other beings (even the ~ a i v adeities are included). Much of the ritual is designed simply to honour the compas
sionate bodhisattvas and other beings (these include the compassionate Tara,' consort of the bodhisattua Avalokiteivara, who is further
multiplied into a whole series of Taras). The student is to observe
virtue and meditation as preparation for the ritual, then he is consecrated and taught the incantation by his 'diagram teacher'. Instruction in esoteric symbolism follows. Carya means generally 'conduct'
(including the behaviour of consciousness) but here it means the
actions to be performed in the ritual and the whole conduct of the
performer whilst preparing for it and carrying it out. A distinction
familiar later would seem to make Kripa ordinary public ritual and
Carya the esoteric or secret ritual performed only by the initiate after
consecration.
We noted briefly the content of the Mahciuairocana above. As a
Carya we notice that it involves a consecration and postures for
meditation as well as the rituals of symbol and diagram, all of which
is to lead the student to a realisation of identity with the Buddha (as
Vairocana) . The Vajraiikharaor Saruatathcigatatattuasamgrahabeing a
Yoga tantra the ritual and 'conduct' are subordinate to meditation, in
1 . Cf. IKL Vol. IV, $2528.
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other words the student is led beyond the outward forms of the ritual
(though there is an elaborate description of diagram preparation) to
some kind of inner realisation.
As an Anuttarayoga system the Guhyasa~ja
should operate through
meditation only, though of a kind quite different from early Buddhist
meditation, namely the visualisation of the Buddha (here again as
Vairocana) with whom 'union' is to be realised, accompanied by a
circle of female bodhisattuas (Locana, Mamaki, Pandara and Tara), a
group which constitutes a 'diagram'. The ritualistic diagram is thus
only to be imagined, it is transferred from concrete representation
into pure meditation. In this text the term 'diamond' (uajra) is used
to symbolise the ultimate reality in which there is no duality. In
stressing the point that there is, ultimately, no duality of any sort the
Tantra goes on to deny all distinctions whatsoever, of male and
female, wife and mother, passion and detachment, proper and improper food, etc., for ultimately everything is identical with the
diamond, which is also the Buddha, everything is part of the nondual
reality. This may be regarded as an extension of the doctrine of the
Madhyamaka that there is no distinction between extinction (niroana)
and transmigration (sawtZra). The statements which have startled
some modern readers should in this system be understood as paradoxes analogous to those of the Perfection of Understanding.
The following series of tantras all belong to a class known as
Yogini (the feminine of yogin, i.e. the female student) or as
Anuttarayoga either in the general sense as above or in a restricted
sense as a subdivision of that group (the form 'Anuyoga' is also used
for this). When the group is divided we have the three subdivisions
Mahayoga (into which the Cuhyasamcija then falls), Anuttarayoga in
the restricted sense and Atiyoga (which wili contain the Kalacakra).
These Yogini Anuttarayoga systems include the Cakrasamuara (or
MahZsamuarodaya), Vajrabhairaua, Heuajra, Buddhakapala, Mahamaya,
Kpnayamciri, Caturyoginisamputa and Mahcimudrcitilaka (the later
YoginisamcaryZ also belongs to this subdivision, so do the Dakci~aua
and the important Abhidhcinottaraon incantations).
) the Cakrasamuara is to use the following
The student ( y o ~ n of
meditation or visualisation. When about to go to sleep he should
imagine his body to be that of the Buddha as Vajrasattva (Diamond
Being, the unchanging ultimate reality; in this text also called
Heruka) and then merge into emptiness. When he awakes he should
look upon everything around him as constituting the diagram of

himself as Vajrasattva. He has already been consecrated. Sitting
comfortably facing the South he should take a drop (on the tip of a
finger) of amga (wine, permitted only for ritual purposes), then recite
the three 'refuges' (p. 181 above) and the Good Wishes ('May all
beings be happy . . . . be free from unhappiness . . . . experience
equanimity'). Then he should imagine himself in the state of 'great
happiness' (of the Buddha as Heruka) in union with his yogzni (who
is Heruka's consort Vajravarahi; sexual union in this system symbolises
the highest happiness). Imagining his body to be that of the Buddha
i
and meditate on these syllables as
he should say 'I am ~ r Heruka'
symbolic of non-duality, etc. Then he should imagine the letter 'a' in
the centre of his heart (symbolising the knowledge of the unreality
of all principles), on it the disc of the Moon (symbolisingknowledge
of sense-objects) and on that the incantation syllable 'hum'
(symbolising thought free from any support; all the parts of the
syllable are further symbolic). From this incantation syllable blue,
green, red and yellow light radiates and fills the whole universe. Then
he should again think of the Good Wishes, adding 'May all beings
be free from both desire and aversion . . . .' He then snaps his fingers
in the ten directions wishing happiness to all. Then he has to
imagine the constituent groups of his body (matter, consciousness,
etc.) to be various buddhas, Vairocana, Vajrasattva, etc., all the groups
becoming thus-gone and the whole constituting Heruka. The sense
organs (eyes, etc.) of Heruka are 'diamond-delusion', 'diamondaversion', 'diamon-passion' and other defilements. The earth, water
and other elements are female bodhisattvas.
The yogin should then honour the various beings with incantations, flowers, incense, lights, music, etc., in his imagination
creating and offering everything conceivable. Next he repeats his
commitment as a bodhisattua and to cultivate virtue and avoid
defilements, and repeats various incantations.
Afterwards he should imagine a grand dwelling fvihara) constructed and adorned with everything beautiful: sculptures, bells,
flowers, etc. Outside it are eight cemeteries adorned with trees,
rivers and clouds and presided over by eight Vedic gods, beautifully
dressed, and guarded by goddesses. He should think of himself as
the Buddha in the state of great happiness at the centre of a lotus
in this dwelling (the lotus in this system symbolises the female
organ, the diamond the male: the yogn is now the Diamond Being
at the centre of his lotus, which is the stage of great happiness).
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He has four faces (of different colours) and twelve hands (two
embracing his yogini, the others holding a thunderbolt, which is the
symbol for 'diamond' symbolising emptiness, a bell symbolising
compassion, a knife which cuts away defilements, etc.). An immense
array of details of his ritual equipment. dress and ornaments is
described. He embraces his yogini Vajravarahi, who clings to him
(showing that she is the 'means', upciya) and is red in colour
(passionate, loving all beings, symbolising compassion). One of her
hands, encircling him, symbolises the concealing truth and holds a
skull full of blood. The other symbolises ultimate truth and holds
a knife (the knowledge which cuts away all 'imagining' and
defilements). She is naked, which symbolises her freedom from the
obscuring influence of the defilements, but has various ornaments.
The pair are attended by four female bodhisattvas or yoginis on
the petals of the lotus, naked but holding symbolic objects. In a
circle of 'thought' outside t h e ~ eare eight more female bodhisattvas
or yogznis, beyond these another eight in a circle of 'speech' and
beyond these another eight in a circle of 'body' (these are the three
kinds of action'). The positions of these yoginis are identified with
places in India, and even Sumatra, 'celebrated as centres of the
'system'; they include Uddiyana, Lampaka and other places in the
North West as well as h d h r a , Sindhu, Gmariipa (Assam) and other
countries. Some of the outer yoginis are united with their male
consorts. There are also female guardians of the eight entrances
to the dwelling.
All this 'diagram' must be made vivid in the mind of the yogin.
The 37 yoginis are to be thought of as symbolising the 37 principles
on the side of enlightenment (as in the earliest Buddhism). After
further symbolisations this meditation concludes with the thought
that everything is emptiness and 'that is myself. Other similar
meditations follow.
It is the emphasis on the yopnis which underlies the grouping
of these Anuttarayoga systems separately from the Mahayoga
systems which emphasise the central Buddha. The two groups are
also known respectively as 'mother' systems and 'father' systems.
The Heuajra opens like a sutra, but without stating where the
Buddha is supposed to be plunges abruptly into a dialogue between
the Buddha as Vajrasattva and a bodhisattva Vajragarbha. First it is
1. These plus 'action' are the four signets or symbols (mudrcis).
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said that the Buddha is in a state of sexual union with his 'diamond
woman'. The Buddha then explains 'diamond' as meaning without
difference and 'Hevajra' as the vocative he symbolising compassion
plus 'diamond' symbolising understanding. This text is the cause
of the occurrence and continuance of the yog.nis and Heruka (the
latter is more or less a synonym for Hevajra). A list of incantations
is given (some reminiscent of those of the Atharua Veda, for
producing rain and so on). The practice of the meditation of
pervading the directions with benevolence, compassion, sympathetic
joy and equanimity (see p. 95 above) is the first requirement of the
student here. That on emptiness follows (the Madhyamaka philosophy is assumed as the basis throughout this Tantra and occasionally
expounded briefly). The student (yogn) should then imagine himself
as Heruka seated on a corpse (symbolising the base of principles) in
an enclosure covered only by a network (of diamonds), the Sun before
him and various mystic syllables visualised in space. Then he should
imagine these in his heart. He is attended by eight goddesses (devis),
Gauri and others, being embraced by one of them, the passionate
I?ombi. His own form is that of a 16-year-old youth. Alternatively he
is said to be embraced by his 'understanding', namely Vajravarahi.
The student is consecrated by the goddesses and other beings,
' d i a m o ~ dsongs' being sung by Locans and other female bodhisattvas
(an example is given later, in Apabhramia: the words, mostly metaphorical, celebrate eating, drinking, acting and making love, 11% 6
8) (1.i~).
A section briefly indicating the philosophical position follows:
reality (tattva) has no visible object or seer (and similarly for the
other senses), no thought or thinker (as in Madhyamaka), no
developer or development, no incantation or divinity, the last two
being 'figured' ( s a ~ t h i t aset
, up) only as having non-differentiation
as their own-being. Reality has Vairocana, Aksobhya (names of
buddhas) and other names, including 'Brakma', 'Visnu' and '&a'
(syncretism is here seeking to embrace the whole of Vedism and
~aivism,however we are told below that the Veda, etc.. will not bring
success) (1.v).
The yogin, dressed in a tiger skin and wearing avariety of symbolic
ornaments, should meditate at night under a tree, in a cemetery
or in a temple of the 'mothers' (goddesses), or rather in any
remote, deserted place. After developing some 'warmth' (power
from concentration) he should select a suitable (beautiful) 'dia-
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mond' girl and perform the 'conduct' (ca?y5), which includes
dancing and (optionally) diamond songs, whilst being 'concentrated'. Dancing symbolises development, song symbolises incantation
(I. vi.13).
Here it is observed that the student should abandon 'greed'
(desire), delusion, fear, anger, shame, give up drowsiness, make no
distinctions over food and drink, taking what comes and not
imagining anything to be desirable or undesirable. He is freed from
training, vows, incantations, meditation, etc. He just wanders about
full of compassion, continuing the 'conduct' (as in the MaFijuSnmiila).
There are secret signs for identifying initiates (yogins and yogznis), i.e.
responsive partners for the rites (the yogznis will welcome a suitable
yogin with garlands after identifying and choosing him). A list of
centres of ritual performances is given (it includes Jalandhara,
Uddiyana, Lampfika, Nagara (hara), Sindhu, Kalinga, Sumatra and
other countries, with a concentration in the NW), but any cemetery
will do (1.vii).
The performance is now described in detail. First the 'diagram'
is laid out in an enclosure (as before for the consecration) : the yogin
for this purpose meditates on a female organ in space and develops
a wheel (diagram) in it. In the centre of this is a corpse (presumably
the base of principles as above). On it sit fifteen yogzniswearing tiger
skins round their hips and holding skulls (symbolising the imagining of being and non-being) and knives (symbolising cutting out
faults such as pride). Then (in union) the female organ, called
'knowledge', is in the 'lotuses' (yoginis?) and the 'wheel' developed
is called happiness. The sexual excitement and experience of each
partner (in the symbolism the fluids, so called Sukra, excited in the
bodies of both of them, it being important to note the full mutuality
of the experience, sometimes obscured by inaccurate translations of
such texts as this; the system is for women to practice as well as men
and with complete parallelism, for the Sukra of the yogznisee e.g. I.x.6
and II.viii.7) symbolises the thought of enlightenment (both are
bodhisattvas). This 'natural' thought of enlightenment experienced by
them is explained at the two levels of truth: the fluids are the
appearance at the concealing level; the happiness, or joy, is at the
ultimate level (extinction, the 'joy of cessation', enlightenment). It is
also said her? that the woman symbolises understanding (pajFi5) and
the man 'means' or compassion (I.viii.28;in the Cakrasamvaraunderstanding was syrnbolised by the diamond; everything is relative and
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ultimately identical, for in reality there is no duality). One ought to
remain continuously in union with reality (tattvayoga).A man should
think of his yogzni at all times (II.ii.2-6), in all his daily actions. The
yogini is there understood to be Non-Soul (Nairatmya), the central
one of the fifteen in the diagram and one of the names of Heruka's
consort. It is also said that one wishing for success should remain
always in union with either Heruka or Nairatmya.
Of the 'natural' (sahaja)joy (enlightenment,knowledge) it is said
that it is the life (breath) of living beings, the universe is made of it,
being and non-being occur because of it and likewise all consciousa
'God' (Iivara), soul, life-principle,being,
ness, 'man' ( F r u ~'spirit'),
time, person and the own-being of all beings. The bodhisattua
Vajragarbha and the other hearers of the Tanti-aare astonished at this
statement by the Buddha (I.x.8-14).
The text goes on to describe the consecration of the yogin, in
a 'diagram' and with a yogini (here the yogzni is knowledge, which
is emptiness, the yogin the means, which is compassion). This is
done by a teacher (Gciiqa, SrZstr). He himself embraces the yogini,
consecrating her (exciting her with the 'thought of enlightenment'),
then establishes a communion between her and the yogzn and entrusts
her to him after honouring her. Having honoured the teacher the
yogin embraces the yogini. As he attains the moment of highest joy,
free from all differentiation (this is his 'union'), the teacher tells him
he should remember this great happiness and work for the welfare of
all beings until he attains enlightenment (I.x, II.iii.13-23).
In the course of the description several comments occur. There is
no happiness without a body. Transmigration (bhava) is purified by
transmigrzition,passion by passion, imagining by counter-imagining
(prati-klp). The consecration is not for enjoyment (bhoga) but for
contemplating one's thoughts (to see whether the mind is steady or
not). The whole universe is 'natural' (sahaja), its own-being is extinction (that sa?piira is niroiina is added below). Reality is emptiness:
there is no incantation, diagram, etc. (II.ii).
After the consecration the yogzn is taught his rule of restraint for
the future: he should 'take life', 'speak falsely', 'take what was not
given' and 'pursue others' women'. This, however, is said to mean
(respectively) that he should concentrate his thought (bringing
about its translucence), say 'I shall save all people' (ultimately there
aren't any, this is the old Perfection of Understanding 'paradox'),
take the Sukra of a woman (which is 'not given', which symbolises
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knowledge which has to be gained) and pursue the beautiful girl who
only seems to be his (NonSoul, 'others' ' referring to her remoteness). An intelligent person eats and drinks what comes and does not
bother about what is 'suitable'. He does not perform any rites or
meditations and does not avoid sex: he enjoys all women without fear.
He loves and hates no one, friend or enemy. He does not honour the
gods made of wood, stone and clay, for he is his own divinity
(II.iii.29E).
Towards the end of the text the yoga diagram of Hevajra himself
is briefly described to Non-Soul (Nairatrnya), since most of what
precedes has been about the yogini diagram (as it should be in a
Yogini tantra; but the first meditation above was of the Heruka, i.e.
Hevajra variety, the usual distinction being that if the Buddha is
at the centre we have a yoga system and if Nairatmya is at the centre
we have a yogini) . The Saroatath&gatatattvasamgraha is referred to for
fuller details (being a Yoga system). Here there are eight goddesses
or 'knowledges' ( z i d y k ) .The yogin honours and kisses them and they
eat and drink. Then he removes their garments and makes love to
them, with dancing and singing. New yogins may be brought in
(blindfolded at first) and consecrated in this diagram (11.v).
This Tantra with its realistic and circumstantial details seems to
imply 'real' performances, actual ritual promiscuity, noisy orgies.
Though the text itself repeatedly says that all this is imagined, is
meditation, and dwells all the time on the aim of enlightenment,
describing all its symbols as pointing towards ultimate reality, we
still remember the total ambiguity of a universe where transmigration is extinction and where everything in our concealing experience, or at least as we ordinarily think of it, is imagining. What
difference is there between a 'live' orgy in imagined transmigration
and an imaginary orgy? The only difference possible seems to be
that the 'imagined' performance is not an orgy at all but a
descriptio.1 of the way to enlightenment (the Tantra tells us that
beings are simply buddhas but are covered with accidental defilements), in metaphorical language. Perhaps the new metaphors are
more powerful than the old ones of crossing the ocean of transmigration and the like. Perhaps in a society free from some of the
inhibitions of the 'modern' world orgies were commonplace social
occasions causing no surprise to anyone and considered natural.
Those who aimed at extinction might then use the imagery of the
highest happiness recognised in the world of transmigration to
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symbolise the happiness of extinction. Putting aside such conjectures,
however, we should note that the commentators are so'lidlyin favour
of the text being metaphorical, though aware that some people
practice the rites literally. Thus Vajragarbha says the text is 'having
its meaning requiring to be drawn out' (nqrartha, see p. 147 above),
though Dr. Snellgrove in pointing this out to us' suggestsVajragarbha
represents a later trend than the Tantra itself (since the Tantra itself
stresses the metaphorical meaning of its statements we cannot accept
his opinion of a difference of outlook between it and Vajragarbha).
For JQ-sn%?iirya(early 9th century) this system of yoga leads to
enlightenment in this present life (and the Heuajra is the best
account of it, being clearest), it thus excels the Paramit5 scheme,
the way of the six perfections, because the bodhisattva following the
latter takes an immensely long time, countless lives, to complete it.'
This then is a system for attaining enlightenment and it is better
than any other. The Hevaya itself outlines a progressive course of
Buddhist teaching as follows: beings should first he taught the
Vaibh(i.e. the Sarv5stiv2da doctrine, according to I(rSn2c21yathe
A v d n a s i n the first place, in other words edifylng stories), then the
Siitra (both early and Mahgykz), then the Yogacara (n'ttamatra
idealism),then the Madhyarnaka, then the schemesof the Mantrayana
leading up to the Hevajra as the highest. In other words the Hevajra
system, or any Mantrayka system, was not open to any student at all
but only to those of profound understanding. Perhaps even such
statementsas that passion is purified by passion are to be understood
as applying purely at the level of meditation. However, we may
probably conclude that at some earlier period, before the recension
of the Tantra in its present form, these rituals were literally carried
out, in circles not necessarily Buddhist or religious, perhaps as a kind
of therapy (which has recommended itself so strongly to some
contemporary readers interested in psychology). Some of our Buddhist commentatorsmention that foolish persons sometimes carried
the rites out literally, adding that their actions will bear the usual
results in long continuing transmigration.For the Mantrapna school
from at least the 9th century the ancient Buddhist social teaching
applies (at the concealing level, in the universe of transmigration,just
as for Ngg5rjuna) and its special esoteric 'systems' are methods of
1. The Heuajra, p. 17 of the Introduction.
2. pp. 12%.
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meditation, enabling very bright students to attain enlightenment in
a very short time. The motive was the same as that of the Chinese
Dhyana school, moreover certain parallelisms of technique may be
discerned. The other and more obvious pa,rallelism is with the later
Krsna cult of V a i ~ ~ a v i s(inspired
m
chiefly by t h i BhGgavata PurGna),
the dances and orgies of the young Krsna and his circle of milkmaids,
which are taken as a subject for devotion, as a model for the seeking
of the human soul for God. A third and more philosophical parallel
is the school of ~aivismwhich developed in Kaimira, the Pratyabhijiia
or Trika doctrine, its origins in time (c. A.D. 800) and space being
so close to the Mantrayana of Uddiyana that mutual knowledge and
some interaction must be assumed. The 84 siddhas ('accomplished'
persons, teachers) were recognised by both schools.
Of all the tantras the Guhyasam6ja, Cakrasamvara and Heuajra
seem to have been regarded as the most important, to judge from
the numbers of commentaries written on them. Of equal or even
greater importance in the view of the school in Tibet there remains
only the KrZZucakra, which has fewer Indian commentaries only
because itwas current in India for a much shorter period than these.
It is supposed to have been procured, as was noted above, as
recently as A.D. 1040 and the at least four Indian commentaries on it
(by Maiijuirikirti, Darika, Abhayakaragupta and the anonymous
VimaZufwabhG) are apparently all to be dated between 1040 and 1200
(apparently there were two Darikas of importance as Mantrayana
teachers). The KGZucakra seems to be the only important work available of the Atiyoga.
The Light (Brief) Wheel of Time, LaghukGZacakra, summarises it in
1047 sragdharG verses (84 syllables each) in 5 chapters. I 'The Arrangement of the Base of the World' says everything is produced in
time, in emptiness. The Buddha prophesies that after the destruction
of civilisation by the barbarians (Muslims), at the end of the Kali Age
Kalkin will destroy them and the four ages will be repeated. I1 'The
Inner Decision' fits abhidhanna, embryology, anatomy and medicine
into Vajrayiina as the microcosm of'the body and says the inner war
is with ignorance, .Madhyamaka emptiness being the science. I11
'Consecration'. The meditator imagines a diagram with a central
yogini, female messengers and signet (mudrG girls) symbolising the
three kinds of action (p. 470) and the 37 principles on the side of
enlightenment. He takes liquor, but only with a mudrE, as the ownbeing of understanding. Then he dances and sings with the mudr&.
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IV The 'Subduing' (of spirits) is with incantations, etc. The Commuis fourfold, ascetic and lay practices being different, but all are
c ompassionate and have natural (sahaja) happiness. The great subdulrlg leads to union with knowledge. Inference is imagination, as in
paintings used for meditation. Sensation comes from union with
reality, the 'enjoyment substance', as a star in the sky. V 'Knowledge'
adds that the Buddha speaks the Sarviistiviida,Sammitiya, Sthsvariya
nnd Mahiisiinghika with four mouths. After some fanciful chemical
rransmutations the Tantra ends with the principles on the side of
enlightenment, freedoms, etc.
Such was the last major text to be added to the Indian Tripitaka,
as authentic words of the Buddha according to the Mantrayana
school. Philosophically it reaffirms the Madhyamaka doctrine which
claimed to be the original teaching, the intermediate way (see pp.
358ff. above), with some show of reason. Compared with the early
doctrine the great difference is that ultimately principles are no
more real than 'souls' or 'beings' whilst at the concealing level the
latter are apparentlyas real as the former. Ifwe accept the Madhyamaka
as Buddhism we may accept the Atiyoga. Its basic position is the
ancient Buddhist non-soul doctrine that there is nothing which is
eternal. The presentation has changed, the techniques of the way to
enlightenment have changed. The outward appearance of Buddhism
is now dominated by ritualism and the array of buddhas, bodhisattvas,
gods and goddesses imagined to exist at the concealing level (who all
disappear in emptiness at the ultimate level). In this way some
Buddhists sought to adapt Buddhism to medieval India. This was the
India of Kharjuraviihaka (Khajuraho) and Bhuvaneivara; the ruins of
the parallel Buddhist art can be seen in the latest phases at Saiici and
in fragmentary condition further north at Nalandii and Vsriinasi
(Sarniith), also in the museum at Kharjuravahaka itself, which once
had its quota of Buddhist temples probably harmonising well with
their ~ a i v neiphbours.
a
About a century after the presumed writing of the Kcilacakra the
Rlantrayiina-Madhyamakadoctrine, incorporating the Piiramih and
Pramana, was put in its final form by Abhayiikaragupta, as we saw
above, receiving a few supplements from later writers of his school:
~ubh&aragu~ta,
Raviirijiifma,Sunayakairi,Dharm&&nti
and others, including Vibhuticandra. Within a century of Abhayakaragupta's
time most of Indian Buddhism was reduced to ashes and the monks
slaughtered, Vibhuticandra being one of those who escaped to Tibet
and worked to preserve the tradition there.
rllty
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The Spirit of Destruction
'In the middle of the city there was a temple larger and firmer than
the rest, which can neither be described nor painted. The Sultan
thus wrote respecting it: "If any should wish to construct a building
equal to this, he would not be able to do it without expending an
hundred thousand red dinars, and it would occupy two hundred
years, even though the most experienced and able workmen were
employed." . . . . The Sultan gave orders that all the temples should
be burnt with naphtha and fire, and levelled with the ground" 'Many
of the inhabitants of the place fled and were scattered abroad . . . .
Many of them thus effected their escape, and those who did not fly
were put to death.'2 'Islam or death was the alternative that Mahmud
placed before the p e o ~ l e .'Muhammad
'~
Bakhtiyar with great vigour
and audacity rushed in at the gate of the fort (sic-the University of
Uddwdapura!) and gained possession of the place. Great plunder fell
into the hands of the victors. Most of the inhabitants of the place were
brahmans with shaven heads (i.e. Buddhist monks). They were put to
death. Large numbers of books were found there, and when the
Muhammadans saw them, they called for some persons to explain
their contents, but all the men had been killed. It was discovered that
the whole 'fort' and city was a place of study. In the Hindi language
the word Behar (vihEra) means a ' ~ o l l e g e .'When
'~
they reached the
place they laid siege to i t . . . . The town was reduced to extremities
and God prevailed over it in the same year. The people were forbidden
to worship the Budd (statue of the Buddha), which the Muhammadans burned. Some of the people were burned, the rest were la in.'^
'Mahmud replied: The religion of the faithful inculates the following
tenet: 'That in proportion as the tenets of the Prophet are diffused,
and his followers exert themselves in the subversion of idolatry, so
shall be their reward in heaven;" that, therefore, it behoved him, with
the assistance of God, to root out the worship of idols from the face
of all India.'6 'This has been the principle of my ancestors from the
1. Elliot: 77u H i s t q ofIndia as told by its own Historiam, 2nd edition, Calcutta, 1952,
Vol. V, 39f. ('Utbi).
2. Ibid. p.41
3. 'Utbi, quoted by Majumdar, Histmy and Culture of theIndian People, Vol. V, p. 499.
4. Elliot op. cit. Vol. XVI, 54f.(Minhaju-s Siraj).
5. Ibid. XVII. 102f. (Ibn Asir).
6. Ibid. XVIII, 30f. (Firishta).
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time of Asadu-lla Ghalib until now: to convert unbelievers to the one
(;od and the Musulman faith. If they adopt our creed, well and good.
If not, we put them to the sword.'' 'The Muhammadan forces began
to "kill and slaughter on the right and on the left unmercifully,
I hroughout the impure land, for the sake of Islam,"and blood flowed
in torrents. They plundered gold and silver to an extent greater than
can be conceived, and an immense number of brilliant precious
stones. . . . . They took captive a great number of handsome and
elegant maidens, amounting to 20,000, and children of both sexes,
"more than the pen can enumerate". . . . In short the Muhammadan
army brought the country to utter ruin, and destroyed the lives of the
inhabitants, and plundered the cities, and captured their offspring, so
that many temples were deserted and the idols were broken and
trodden under foot. . . . ' 2 'The nephew of Dahir, his warriors, and
the principal officers have been despatched, and the infidels converted to Islam or destroyed. Instead of idol temples, mosques and
other places of worship have been built, pulpits have been erected, the
Khutba is read, the call to prayers is raised, so that devotions are
performed at the stated hours. The takbir and praise to the Almighty
God are offered every morning and evening.'' ' . . . . orders proscribing the residence of any person other than Muhammadans in Kashmir
. . . . Many of the Brahmins, rather than abandon their religion or
their country, poisoned themselves; some emigrated from their native
homes, while a few escaped the evil of banishment by becoming
Muhammadans. After the emigration of the Brahmins, Sikandar
ordered all the temples in Kashmir to be thrown down . . . . Among
other good institutions of Sikandar was the prohibition of vending
wine. . . .'4 '. . . . he fell upon the insurgents unawares, and captured
them all, to the number of twelve thousand-men, women, and children-whom he put to the sword. All their valleys and strongholds were
overrun and cleared, and great booty captured. Thanks be to God for
~ Amir marched out towards Lamghan,
this victory of I ~ l a m ! ''The
which is a city celebrated for its great strength and abounding in
1. Ibid. XVIII, 123 (Chishti).
2. Ibid. XXII, 47f. (Wassaf).
3. Ibid. XXV, 66 (Chach-NPma:Muhammad Kasim's report to Hajjaj after conquering a predominantly Buddhist country).
4. Firishta, quoted by Majumdar, op. cit. Vol. M,p. 379.
5. Elliot op. cit. Vol. XVI, p. 141.
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wealth. He conquered it and set fire to the places in itsvicinitywhich
were inhabited by infidels, and demolishing the idol-temples, he
established Islam in them. He marched and captured other cities and
killed the polluted wretches, destroying the idolatrous and gratifying
the Musulmans. After wounding and killing beyond all measure, his
hands and those of his friends became cold in counting the value of
the plundered property. On the completion of his conquest he
returned and promulgated accounts of the victories obtained for
Islam, and every one, great and small, concurred in rejoicing over this
result and thanking God."
These examples from Muslim sources sufficiently illustrate the
policy of kings inspired by the new religion which appeared in Arabia
in the 7th century. The Buddhist historian Taranatha explains this
'anti-Buddhism' or Mleccha (Barbarian) religion as being caused by
Death (Mara), who misled the kings (especially the Turkish kings).
It is hardly necessary to emphasise the thoroughness with which the
older religions have been obliterated in practically every country
where Muslims have ruled for any length of time.' Though India was
never completely conquered and large areas remained under Indian
rule, there is hardly any part of it which has not been ravaged at some
time by Muslim invaders or raiders, and the temples which still stand
in the more remote regions almost all (apart from those recently
built) bear the scars inflicted by those who defaced what they lacked
the time and the means to destroy. Since the usual Muslim word for
what they understand to be an 'idol' (but or budd) is in fact borrowed
from the Sanskrit (or Prakrit) buddha, we can imagine that the
'buddhasmashers' on their religious campaigns took particular care to
seek out and destroy Buddhist institutions.
We have no space to enter into the details of the Muslim campaigns. After the fall of Persia in the 7th century the Arab conquerors
linked up with Turkish nomads on the northern borders of the
Persian Empire, who readily embraced the teaching of fellow nomads
so successful against their common enemy. Most of Central Asia, then
predominantly Buddhist but a region of many religions, wcs overrun
by the Arabs and Islamised, whilst in Iran they advanced up to what
was then the most westerly country ruled by an Indian dynasty,~&uds
1. Ibid. V, 18f.

2 cf. KrSlacakra I. 26: siddJuin~mimvincijah.
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(modern Kandahar but with the capital at Gajani, founded by the
Ysdavas), where they were checked about A.D. 650. Early in the 8th
century the Arabs attacked Sindhu by land and sea and gradually
conquered it. Raiding further into India from this base they destroyed
Valabhi with its university later in that century but afterwards were
confined to Sindhu by the stiffening resistance of the Indian 'Rajput'
rulers (especially the Pratiharas). Many Buddhist monks from the
west now took refuge in the Pala Empire. The Turks now became the
champions of Islam in Asia. They repeatedly attacked Jaguda, which
barred the way to the legendary riches of India, and conquered it
completely towards the end of the 9th century (the Yadava family
retired to Rajasthan, where they were able to espblish themselves at
laisalmir). The old Yadava capital of Gajani (Ghazni) then became
the Turkish base for further operations against the erhpire of
Gandhara. Gandhara, including Kipiia and Kubha (Kftbul), had
formerly been ruled by a dynasty of 'Sahis' or 'hatriyas' who appear
to have claimed descent from the great Kusanas, but from the middle
of the 9th century it was ruled by another 'Sahi' dynasty of a family
of brahmans who had usurped the throne and then built up a large
empire. Theywere able to check the Turks for another century, then
a new Turkish dynasty (the Yaminis) was established at Gajani and
launched a most determined war against Gandhara. The war was long
and for 1ndia.unprecedentedly bitter: contemporary Indian writers
speak of the 'Turkish Wars' as a new kind of war quite different from
the traditional chivalrous contests between Indian aristocrats. India
was fighting to save her civilisation from total destruction. In a series
of campaigns at the end of the 10th century and the beginning of the
11 th the Sahis were gradually driven back through the mountain
passes of Kipiia and Gandhara. By 1020 they had lost everything and
the last sulvivors of the family took refuge in Kaimira or in the
Paramca R3jput kingdom of Malava. The Turkish leader (the Sultan
Mahmiid mentioned above) then attacked the Pratihara domains,
which luckily for him were in a state of disarray since the feudatories
had.asserted their independence of the Emperor. Mahmiid raided far
and wide in successive years and amassed enormous loot and countless slaves, besides demolishing thousands of temples (which usually
yielded much gold, silver and gems). Mathura was pillaged (as
described at the beginning of this section) and after the defeat of the
main Pratihca army the capital, Kftnyakubja, was sacked. 10,000
temples are said to have been destroyed there, with all their sculptures,
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and any inhabitants who had not fled were put to the sword. Finally
Mahmiid was checked by the Candratreya king Vidyiidhara and forced
to retire, but he was able to hold all the former Sahi domains,
including the Panjab, and to incorporate Sindhu into his empire. A
large Turkish empire was thus established in India. For more than
150 years after this a series of wars between the Turks and various
Indian states produced no further change. What is chiefly remarkable
is that the Indian states remained numerous and divided: none was
able to attain and hold imperial hegemony over the others.
In 1173 a Turkish ruler named Muhammad, from Central Asia,
overthrew the Yaminis. In 1178 he attacked the kingdom of Gujarat
but was heavily defeated and lost most of his army. It seemed that
the divided Indians had really nothing to fear from the Turks, if one
small kingdom could rout them. A rising Ejput power, the Ghamkas,
concentrated on wars against the Gahadavalas who now tried to
exercise imperial hegemony from hnyakubja, as well as against
Gujarat and the Candratreyas, although they were the neighbours of
the Turks. They actually defeated the Turks in 1190-1,annexing part
of the Panjab, and were confident of establishing a great empire, but
Muhammad raised a new army at Gajani and made a supreme effort
in 1192.The overconfident Cahamkas were defeated by more careful
tactics and driven back to their capital (Ajayameru, Ajmere) ,leaving
the way-east across the plain of Northern India open. The following
year Muhammad sent one of his generals to attack the Gahadavala
kingdom, which included Varanasi as well as hnyakubja. He was
victorious, Varanasi was looted and a thousand temples are said to
have been destroyed and mosques erected in their places. Beyond
Varanasi lay the domains formerly ruled by the Palas, ,but the Palas
had been overthrown by their feudatories, the Senas, in 1162, after
which their empire had disintegrated into many small kingdoms. The
Senas failed to establish a strong state. What happened early in the
13th century is obscure, but Taranatha says that the 'worshippers of
Iivara' (God, either siva or Vi~pu),probably the Senas, did n6t
oppose the Turks, whilst the latter plotted with several minor feudal
rulers to extend their hegemony over the east. The Turkish sources
seem to confirm this with their accounts of annexing Bihar and
Bengal with a small force of cavalry led by an adventurer, the Turkish
captain ~akhtyar.Almost incidentally the great universities of the
former Pda Empire were massacred and burned. Uddwdappra was
made a Turkish base, and soldiers from there repeatedly raided
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NSlanda, a few miles away, murdering and burning, though they
ould not obliterate the immense, thick-walled college and temple
buildings (they were apparently more successful, or more thorough,
with the library buildings). Similar raids were sent to destroy the
other universities.' With these universities a great segment of the
cultural heritage of India, secular as well as Buddhist, perished for
ever. Bakhtyar in 1206 pressed on eastwards with a large army for the
serious war he planned, to conquer Gmarfipa (Assam),Tibet and the
Turks beyond Tibet. In Gmarupa his army was defeated and practically annihilated and he himself was killed in the rollt. A Turkish
military corridor remained across northern India and many Muslim
settlers flooded into it, especially after the Mongol conquests in
Central Asia in the 13th century drove them South and East. From
this base the Turks attempted gradually to annex all India and in the
14th century reached the far South, opposite Ceylon, but Indian
resistance by 1336 had grown equal to Turkish fanaticism and, with
the foundation of the state of Vijayanagara, a unified Indian Empire
was set up in the South, which stabilised the position though it could
not expel the Turks from the North.
According to Taranatha the majority of Buddhist refugees went to
South East Asia (through Burma), many to Tibet and some to South
India (Kali~iga,
which remained independent until the 16th century,
Vijayanagara and elsewhere). A few monks hung on near the ruined
universities for a time. For example a Tibetan traveller about 1235
visited Nalanda and found an ancient monk teaching Sanskrit grammar to seventy students among the ruins. Only one or two monks had
t~ooks(which some must have carried with them when they escaped
the Turks who destroyed the library). Even while the traveller was
there there was another Turkish raid from Uddandapura, the object
of which was presumably to massacre the monks who obstinately
rcmained and perhaps to ransack the ruins further in the hope of
finding buried treasure. The monks were warned by a messenqer from
IJddandapura and withdrew to places at a safe distance. Three hundred Turkish soldiers scoured the ruins and then returned to their
base, after which some of the monks returned to their burnt out
university. The Tibetan pilgrim found none of the books he had
(

1 . For example Vajrasana (Bodh Gaya), described by a Tibetan eyewitness, Grobdud-rtse; see R. Salikgayana in JBORS XXIII, Part I, p. 18.
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hoped to get copies of and wandered elsewhere.' Taranatha reports
that even after this a succession of four more teachers followed the
ancient RFihulaSribhadra referred to above. However, there was no
hope of restoring Buddhist learning while the Turks ruled Magadha.
The physical heart of Buddhism had been destroyed.
It is a matter more or less of speculation why Buddhism succumbed
without much or any resistance to Islamic conquerors when Brahmanism after initial setbacks gradually consolidated an effective
opposition and recuperated its strength until India could be freed
from Muslim rule. Buddhism has always been a philosophy and
religion of peace in all senses of that word. When confronted with a
religion of 'holy war', offering its enthusiastic followers the reward of
rich plunder, not as a crime but as a virtue, the Buddhist countries
of Central Asia and North Western India could apparently not find
enough good soldiers, enough military spirit, to defend themselves.
The teaching of non-violence surely had had some effect.Vormerly
Buddhism had spread among the barbarian peoples themselves (notably the KusFinas) and thus defied the forces of militarism and
destruction by civilising the people who had practiced them. But the
new barbarians were different. They were not open to the ideas of the
people they had conquered, for they had their own religion, which
admirably served the purpose of conquest by providing ideological
justification and incentives for it. The Kusanas saw in Buddhism a
means to consolidate a great empire by promoting the harmony of its
peoples. The Turks did not concern themselves with consolidation
(until Akbar) but only with expansion and accumulating more
plunder and more slaves. Buddhism condemned their whole way of
life, Islam encouraged it and glorified it as commanded by God. Here
indeed was an 'anti-Buddhism' which appealed to all the powerf~il
passions which Buddhist moral1 principles opposed (see Chapter Six).
1. Paraphrased by S. Dutt, Buddhtst Monks and Monasteries of India, 347f., from
Roerich, Biography of Dhannasvamzn.
2. E.g. AbhidhannakojabhEgaIV 72: As in the case ofwar, hunting and assault, many,
united, rush for the purpose of killing others, and one takes life; who is endowed
with that (taking life)? -In an army, etc., because of having the same objective
all are like agents possessing (the action) (27). . . . for in reality they are inciters
of each other. In the case that someone is taken away by force (into the army),
he too is endowed (with the action) unless he should go having resolved thus:
'Even to save my life I will not kill a living being'.
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Here were violence, plunder, rape and vandalism. The Turks chose the
way ofviolence and took all Indiawith them, destroying her civilisation.
Brahmanism is more flexible than Buddhism. It is almost everything. In much of India it was stronger than Buddhism at the time
of the Turkish conquests, especially in the South, which was precisely
where resistance to Islam was most effective. It is often supposed that
Brahmanism and especiallyVais~avismand ~aivismhad slowly gained
ground against Buddhism among the masses of the people of India
during the first millennium A.D. As opposed to the Buddhist advocacy
of a classless society and democratic institutions, 'Brahmanism'
harmonised with the feudalistic trend of the middle ages (we cannot
take up the question why such a trend should prevail) advocating a
social hierarchy. Theism, especially the monotheism ofvaisnavism or
of ~aivism,is natural as the ultimate corollary of a hierarchy: men
commend themselves to their superiors, their earthly lords, and all
men ultimately commend themselves to God. Even in Buddhism a
'theistic' trend may be observed, even if it is in reality only an outward
show, a 'concealing' appearance. Evidently, however, ~ i v has
a a clear
advantage over the shadowy Hevajra who disappears in emptiness. In
large parts of India, then, and particularly in the South, Brahmanism
in its many forms was by the 12th century a much more 'popular'
religion than Buddhism. Buddhism again was to a much greater
extent a philosophical and indeed academic tradition in that period.
The heart of its tradition was then in the universities rather than
among the masses of the people. When these were destroyed the
strength of its tradition was broken. The masses are not likely to have
understood much of its profound philosophy, probably did not see it
asvery different from, say, Vaisnavism, and honoured the Buddha and
bodhisatturnwith much the same simple devotion that their neighbours
accorded to n s n a and the Vaisnava saints. Without the guidance of
learned monks the Buddhism of the laity would tend to merge with
the manifold and lively local cults of Brahmanism. There are indeed
some brahman legends of great Vedic philosophers such as Samkara
or Kumarila defeating Buddhist philosophers in debate and so
popularising Vedisrn. There are counter legends on the Buddhist side
of Dharmakirti defeating Samkara and Kumarila. History would seem
in fact to support the Buddhist claim, since Dharmakirti flourished
a little later than the two Vedic philosophers, refuted their views in
his works and established a highly successful school to continue his
line of philosophical enquiry. But all this could have no effect on the
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masses of the people. In fact probably neither Dharmakirti, nor the
two Vedic philosophers who specialised respectively in the problem of
illusion and in the ancient abstract ritual, had the slightest effect on
the people. Brahmanism for the people meantVais*avism and ~aivism,
not Vedism, and the philosophers of Vaisnavism and ~aivismstrongly
criticised ~amkara'snon-theistic Vedanta and Vedic ritualism.
The strength of Brahmanism manifested itself not in any opposition to Buddhism (the two usually lived side by side in harmony) but
in its successfu~resistance to Islam where Buddhism was swept away.
The Vedic warrior was ready to fight and understood this to be his
duty and death in battle to be his supreme glory (leading straight to
heaven as the reward for doing one's duty). Legends grew round the
heroes who had died in the struggle to defend India and maintain her
ancient traditions. A heroic and popular literature in the languages
of the people upheld the ideal of determined struggle for what was
considered right and just, of defence of Indian civilisation against
ruthless barbarism, murderous terror and reckless tyranny. Eventually
the spirit of India prevailed. As the ancient intellectual freedom and
spirit of toleration were restored a renaissance of Buddhism become
possible.
Kaimira fell under Muslim rule in the 14th century, leading to the
violent persecution (which included a 'burning of the books') by
Sikandar (mentioned above) early in the 15th, which Buddhism
seems not to have survived except in Ladakh, which remains predominantly Buddhist (but, like all the Himalayan countries where Buddhism survives, under the dominating influence of the vigorous
Buddhism of Tibet and having long neglected Sanskrit studies).
Taranatha reports that some refugees from Magadha went South,
mentioning Kalinga, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Vijayanagara (Vidyanagara,
which was founded only in 1336, however) and other places. Gujarat
and Central India fell about 1300,Kalingal and the city of Vijayanagara
(though the latter was razed to the ground, the Muslim army retired
again and left the empire of the South only slightly reduced in area,
but its central authority weak and power in the hands of a series
of provincial governors) in the 16th century. By this time whatever
1. According to Taranatha (256f.)Mukundadeva (the last king of Orissa or Kalinga,
who was overthrown by Akbar in 1568 or 1570) supported Buddhism by building
shrines and spread the Doctrine to some extent.
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Iir~ddhistsremained in the war-torn South seem to have gone to
:c.ylon.
The Turks did not succeed in completely Islamising even Northern
Iridia. India was too large, too populous, too divided up geographi(.idlyand the Turkish domains were always surrounded by independent or only temporarily subdued Indian kingdoms. Above all, the
spirit of the Indians never submitted and even in long conquered
areas it was kept alive by the popular literature in the vernaculars
(mostly of the Vaisnava movements), much of it composed under the
patronage of the independent rulers (of Rajasthiin, Kalinga, Tirabhukti,
etc.) and then circulated in the Turkish provinces. In the 16th
century most Indians were still 'Hindus'.' Akbar, having succeeded
in extending his empire over most of India, recognised this and
developed a riew policy, in fact an Indian as opposed to an Islamic
policy. He granted religious toleration and so consolidated his empire, gaining Rajput contingents for his army (in order to face the
Persian Shah, who claimed overlordship over him). Thereby, however,
he outraged the orthodox Muslims at his court. Affer his death
toleration was ended and the old persecutions renewed, with the
destruction of Indian temples and schools and the reimposition of
the religious tax for being a 'Hindu'. This led to widespread revolts,
in which the Marathas gradually took the lead. In 1674 sivaji was
proclaimed king of the Marathas, his successors extended an empire
over most of South India and then set about the liberation of the
North. In the first half of the 18th century they brought most of India
South of the Ganges under their rule, occupying the Turkish capital
(Delhi) from 1750 and forming a protectorate over Akbar's descendants. We need not recount the complexities of the subsequent
internal divisions of the Marathas and the establishment of a British
instead of a Maratha empire in the 19th century. The decisive point
for us is that the Turkish power and Muslim rule had collapsed, the
Marathas had reestablished religious toleration over nost of India
and the British continued this Maratha policy over a still larger area.
It became possible for Buddhists not merely to make clandestine
pilgrimages to India but to start restoring Bodh Gaya, Sarnftth and
other favourite centres and once more to build dwellings (vih&cls) for
monks there.
(

1. 'Hindu' is simply the Persian cognate o f Sindhu and 'Indian'.

CONCLUSION
The effect of the Arab and Turkish conquests was the destruction
of most of the early schools of Buddhism, the main centres of which
had remained in Magadha and North West India. Only one survived
and flourished, the Schaviravada, whose main centres were in the
South and especially in Ceylon, with strong branches all over SouthEast Asia. In China, and those countries which derived their
Buddhism from China, the early schools had been entirely superseded (except for the academic study of certain texts of the
Abhidhanna and the use of the Vinaya as the basis of discipline: the
Sautrantika, Sarvastivada, Bahuirutiya and Dharmaguptaka thus
survived in a partial and attenuated form) by the Mahayana
(especially the Vijfianavada). In Tibet and the countries where
Tibetan Buddhism spread the early schools are even more neglected, since they seem never to have been established in Tibet (except
again as academic subjects in the case of Sautrantika and Sarv%tivada
and monastic discipline in the case of the Mulasarvastivada). The
Mahayana schools were more fortunate, being widely diffused over
Eastern Asia, but whereas the Sthaviravada continued its Indian
tradition directly, retaining an Indian language (in which its monks
have continued to write), the Mahayanists almost everywhere
adopted either Chinese or Tibetan as their canonical and academic
languages and have more and more depended on translations of
their original sources. It is only in Nepal that the Indian Mahayana,
representing on the whole the Madhyamaka-Mantrayariasynthesis
of the 12th century and of Tibetan Buddhism, has continued
without violent interruption, in a restricted but secluded region, to
the present day. Yet the Buddhists of Nepal came more and more
to look towards Tibet, the stronghold of Buddhism, for strength and
guidance. Gradually they neglected their Indian texts and sent their
students to Tibet for training. Here too, as a result, the I n d i ~ n
tradition has not been preserved intact and many texts have been
lost for want of recopying, although it is here that our main
collections of Sanskrit Buddhist literature survived; the Tibetan
versions became standard. The Buddhism which escaped destruc-
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tion in the border regions beyond Muslim penetration is thus
effectively either Sthaviravada or Tibetan-speaking MadhyamakaMantrayana.
Under Muslim rule some Buddhist traditions survived for a time
among the laity, though the communities of monks had been
completely rooted out, leaving no competent teachers to guide
them. The more popular tradition of the Mantrayiina, often
referred to as the 'Naturalist' (Sahajiyii) tradition, continued for a
time in Magadha, Bengal and Orissa on the basis of the poetry of
Qsnacarya and others. Gradually it appears to have been assimilated into the generally similar Vaisnava tradition of the Krsna cult,
which in the later middle ages also deyeloped a 'Naturalist' phase
with techniques very similar to those of the later Mantrayana. Part
of the Mantrayiina tradition coalesced with the Saiva Tantric
tradition (particularly the so called NSth cult) which has appropriated, if only in name, several of the Buddhist siddhas. The least
assimilated of these Buddhist folk traditions is the so-called Dharma
cult, primarily in Orissa (where Buddhism with its organised
communities survived longer, until the conquest in the 16th
century), which has maintained the observance of some Buddhist
festivals. The Dharma here is 'empty' but is sometimes identified
with the Sun and with Visnu, less often with other gods. 'Diagrams'
are used, which might be compared with those of the Cakrasamvara
and other tantras. The cult has preserved no old texts, however.
As a result of an assembly held in Pulastinagara (then the capital)
in Ceylon in the 12th century the Abhayagiriviisins (Dharmarucis)
and Jetavaniyas (Sagaliyas) were 'conciliated' and reabsorbed into
the Sthaviravada. King Parakramabahu I was the patron who
presided over this assembly, which seems to be the only recorded
case of the conciliation of schismatics, and his work is compared
with that of the great ASoka by the historians of the Sthaviravada
school. Similar processes appear to have taken place in south India
(Cola) and south east Asia, resulting in the consolidation of the one
Sihaviraviida school everywhere (except Vietnam, whose Buddhists
fcllowed those of China) and the disappearance of all others
(including the Mahayana). Such consolidation parallels that of
Tibetan Madhyamaka-Mantrzyana in the Himalaya and probably
reflects the weakness of Buddhism as a whole as the Turks
conquered and obliterated so many of its old centres. The Indian
monks of various schools who escaped from India evidently threw
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in their lot with the established school of Buddhism in whichever
country they reached.
The restoration of Buddhism in India began effectively in the
19th century and has gathered momentum in the 20th. The
Buddhists of Ceylon (therefore the Sthaviravada school) have
probably played the leading part, especially financially in setting up
new viharas, for example at Nalanda (which is once more a college
and may again become a university), Sarnath (Varanasi) and Saiici
(Caityagiri, an ancient centre of the Sthaviravada). Those of Siam
have not been far behind, whilst the Tibetans, being closer and
never having abandoned their pilgrimages to the Indian shrines,
have supplied most of the 'pilgrim-power'. The Sinhalese missions
claim considerable success in spreading the doctrine in India once
more, but it would be premature as well as beyond the scope of this
book to consider Indian Buddhism today. India is now reclaiming
its ancient heritage, including its Buddhist heritage, quite apart
from any efforts by Buddhists to spread their teaching, or from the
partly political question of Buddhism attracting the underprivileged
in a society emerging from the long domination of feudal hierar(hies. Indian governments (especially that of the State of Bihar,
'incient Magadha) are once more giving some support to Buddhist
\cholarship and the Buddhist academic tradition is again becoming
'in essential part of the humanism of Indian universities. At the
\ame time this is only a part of the worldwide revival of Buddhist
\tudies.
The teaching of Buddhism, especially its social programme of
lion-violence and its exploration of the problem of freedom, has
.~lways
been relevant to humanity. It has not always been practicable.
11 was swept out of India a few centuries ago because it had no
llr~rnediateanswer to the violence of Islam. 'Death' triumphed over
I I ckedom. This, however, was because a number of men in western
.111rl central Asia, sufficiently large to impose their will on their
t~c.ighbours,chose the way of violence, or war and plunder glorified
. I \ ,I religion. The ideals of Buddhism were, for reasons not entirely
I I(..ir, not at that time able to command the widening acceptance,
~ c . , ~hing
c
out to new peoples, which had defended and spread
Itttlian civilisation particularly at the time of the Kusana invasions
( , ~ l ~ l ~ o even
u g h in this dark period they reached the Mongols).
I otl.iy we live in a very different world. It is violence, not nonvle~lc.nce,which has at last become impracticable. Reluctantly, its
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partisans are being brought to see that war, if pursued as formerly,
will lead notjust to the deaths of a few inconvenient or unimportant
people but to the obliteration of mankind, including themselves.
Any plunder which might have accrued to a conqueror will be
destroyed in the process of trying to seize it. The recognition of the
impracticability of violence would be nothing but the recognition
of the primary social principle of Buddhism (see pp. 164, 165
above). The study of the problem of freedom naturally depends on
human societies enjoying peace and security (as we also saw above,
pp. 170f.) instead of being swept along in the pell-mell of militarism
and false propaganda. In societies dominated by violence and
militarism words like 'freedom', which most people find attractive,
are debased to mean their exact opposite and used to rally people
to the cause of violence. This is possible only by concealing the
truth, by the suppression of the facts and the misuse of words.
Truth, non-violence, freedom, toleration and other principles are
inseparable. If we lose one, we lose all. The doctrine we have been
reviewing in this book shows the mutual consistency and solidarity
of all these aspects of the 'good' very clearly.
Whether Buddhism is the answer to the problem of human
unhappiness, it is not the purpose of this book to enquire. Here
we have attempted to ascertain what Buddhism is, doctrinally, as
defined in its texts, thus to establish the facts about it as a
prerequisite to evaluation or application. In particular we have
attempted to discover what Buddhism was, in the stricter sense of
the teaching of the Buddha c. 500 B.c., and to place other kinds
of Indian 'Buddhism' in relation to that. If the reader should feel
that this book is most incomplete, even as regards the Doctrine, the
author will at least have succeeded in suggesting that Buddhism,
still more all the 'Buddhisms', is not simple (cf. p. 106 above). At
the same time he hopes to have shown that its principles are not
vague or mysterious. He has picked up a handful of points from
the earliest Triptaka now accessible to us, following the evidence
as to what is most essential. These are drops from an ocean, but
from an ocean which, we are told, has a single taste-that of
freedom.'

1. A

IV 203, T 125 section 42 No. 4, T 26 No. 35.
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Buddhadatta PTS 1923, trans. ~ a n a m o l iPTS 1997.
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Kassapa, listed below under 'Manuals', is in effect also
a sub-commentary on the whole Abhidharma, as the
same author's Vin T is on the Vinaya).
Mzlindatiki by Ctilabhaya (who, since he calls his commentary a tikci, does not recognise the Milindapaiiha as
canonical: any non-canonical work is at best a 'commentary'already in the view of the School) ed.Jaini PTS 1961.
Pe?akopadesaAtthakathci by Narada ('Jetavana Sayadaw') ed.
Mandalay 1926.
Nettippakaranassa Atthasamvannanci by Dhammapala I ed.
Piyatissa, Colombo, Hewavitarne Series, 1921.
NettiT (Porana) by Dhammapala I1 ed. U Hpye, Rangoon,
Pyl Gyi Mundyne Pipka Press, 1909.
Nettivibhcivani by Saddhammapala ed. Rangoon with preceding, Buddhasasanasamiti, 1961.
Netti Mahcitikci (Nava) by ~anabhivamsaunpublished.
Manuals:
(a) General or Sutra:
Vimuttimagga by Upatissa (the Pali text was long believed
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lost, having been superseded by the next; it is reported
rediscovered in Ceylon and an edition planned); there
is a Chinese version published in the Chinese Tripitaka
as T 1648, this has been translated into English by
Ehara, Soma and Kheminda as The Path of Freedom,
Colombo, Weerasuria, 1961.
Visuddhimagga by Buddhaghosa ed. Warren and Kosambi
HOS 1950, translated by ~ a n a r n o l ias The Path of
Purification, Colombo, Semage, 1956, 2nd edn. 1964.
ParamatthamafijiisG (tika on preceding) by Dhalnmapala I1
ed. Dhammananda, Colombo (various publishers), 3
vols., 1928, 1930, 1949 (incomplete), Bangkok (3 vols.
1925-7 complete) and Rangoon (2 vols. 1909-10 complete and 2 vols. 1960 complete).
(There are also other tikGs on the Visuddhimagga.)
(b) Vinaya:
KhuddasikkhG by Dhammasiri ed. Muller JPTS 1883.
PmtZna T on preceding by Revata.
Naua T by Sangharakkhita Rangoon 1962 with prec.
Sumangalappascidaniby Vacissara unpublished.
Mzilasikkhii by Dhammasiri ed. Muller JPTS 1883.
PurGna T on preceding by Vimalasara unpublished.
Abhinaua T by Vacissara unpublished.
(There are still other tikss on Dhammasiri's two manuals).
Vinayauinicchaya by Buddhadatta ed. A.P. Buddhadatta
PTS 1928.
Uttarauinicchayaby Buddhadatta ed. A.P. Buddhadatta PTS
1928.
Purcina Ts by Upatissa on these two unpublished.
Ts on Buddhadatta's two manuals by Revata and Vacissara
unpublished.
PGlimuttakauinayauinicchayasangaha (or Vinayasangaha) by
Sariputta, ed. Buddhasasanasamiti, 1970,as Vinayasangaha?jhakathG.
At least two tikGs on the preceding are extant.
VinayasamutthGnadipani by Saddhammajotipala unpublished.
PGtimokkhavisodhaniby Saddhammajotipala and other works
on Vinaya by this writer unpublished.
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(There are several other vnaya manuals).
(c )

Abhidharma:
Abhidhammciuatcira by Buddhadatta ed. A.P. Buddhadatta
PTS 1915.
Pmcina T o n preceding by Vacissara unpublished.
Abhidhammatthavikiisini by Sumangala ed. A.P. Buddhadatta,
Arnbalangoda, 1961.
Riipciriipauibhciga by Buddhadatta ed. A.P. Buddhadatta
PTS 1915.
T o n preceding unpublished.
Saccasankhqba by Dhammapala I1 ed. Dhammarama JPTS
1917-9.
Porcina T o n preceding by Mahabodhi unpublished.
AtthadipanZ by Vacissara unpublished.
Naua T Sciratthascilini by Sumaligala unpublished.
Ncimariipasamcisa by Khema ed. Dhammarama JPTS 1916.
KhemappakaranatlkrZby Vacissara ed. Dhammapala, Ceylon,
1908.
Abhidhammatthasangaha by Anuruddha of Ceylon ed. Rhys
Davids JPTS 1884, translated by C. A. F. Rhys Davids as
the Compendium of Philosophy PTS 1910 (reprinted
1957).
PorZna T on preceding by Vimalabuddhi unpublished.
Abhidhammatthauibhcivani by Sumangala (ed. Paiiiiasara
and Wimaladhamma, Colombo, 1933, the PTS plans an
edition).
Manisciramafijiisci by Ariyavamsa unpublished.
Sankhepauannanci by Saddhammajotipala, Colombo 1889.
(There are several other e o n the Abhidhammutthasangaha).
Paramatthauinicchaya by Anuruddha of Gfici ed. A.P.
Buddhadatta JPTS 1985.
Porana T on preceding by Mahabodhi and a Naua T
unpublished.
Ncimariipapariccheda by Anurudd ha of Ceylon ed. A.P.
Buddhadatta JPTS 1914.
Porcina Ton preceding by Vacissara and one by Sumangala
unpublished.
Mohauicchedani by Kassapa ed. A.P. Buddhadatta and A.K.
Warder PTS 1961 reprinted 1994.
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Namacaradipaka by Saddhammajotipala unpublished (edition planned by PTS).
Patthanaganananaya by Saddhammajotipala unpublished.
Paccayasangaha by Vacissara unpublished.
(d) For the laity:
UPasakajancilank~raby h a n d a I11 (Araiifiaratana) ed.
Saddhatissa PTS 1965.
(An earlier manual which this superseded, the anonymous
Patipattisangaha, is also extant in MS in Ceylon.)
(2) Abhayagirivasin (Dharmaruci) :
Saddhammopayana (Pali )by h a n d a I1 (among Pali writers) ed. Morris JPTS 1887.
Saddhammopciyanaviggaha (anon. commentary on preceding) ed. Ratanasara, Colombo 1911.
(3) Sarvastivada:
Additions to the AbhidhannaJficinapasthcina by Gtyfiyaniputra (Chinese T 1543-4;there
are some Sanskrit fragments; the first part has been
retranslated from Chinese into Sanskrit by anti Bhik~u,
Santiniketan 1955).
( Vijiianak5ya additions by Devaiarman) .
Prajiiaptiiastra (Chinese T 1538 and 1644; Tibetan, which
is more complete or more authentic, in the Tibetan
Tripitaka). (T 1538 of a different school?)
Prakaranapda by Vasumitra I (Chinese T 1541-2).
Commentaries on the T+itaka (including the additions) :
Udanavarga Vivarana by Prajiiavarman (Tibetan).
Vinayavibhapi (Chinese T 1440).
Pr6timobasiitra P k G (Vinayasamuccaya) by Vimalamitra
(lost?).
MahEvibhCjC (onJfianaprasthana) by Pariva and Vasumitra
I1 (Chinese T 1545-7).
VibhZjC on Prakaranapcida fragments Turfan 19, 20 and
others ed. Imanishi, NG 1969.
Manuals:
YogrZcErabhiirni by Samgharaba (Chinese T 606), translat-

ed by Demiiville BEFEO 1954.
Abhidhamzasara by DharmaSri (Chinese T 1550).
Samyuktnbhidharmasara (on preceding) by Dharmatrfita I1
(Chinese T 1552).
Another commentary on the AbhidhannasZra by UpaSanta
(Chinese T 1551).
AbhidharmcimflarasaScZstra by Ghosaka (Chinese T 1553),
retranslated into Sanskrit by ~FintiBhik~u,Santiniketan
1953.
Abhzdharmcivatcira by Skandhila (Chinese T 1554;Tibetan).
Scirasamuccaya (anon. tika on preceding) (Tibetan).
Nyciycinusara by Samghabhadra (Chinese T 1562).
SamayapradiPika by Samghabhadra (Chinese T 1563).
Abhidhannadipa and Vibh&cipabhavflti by Vimalamitra (?)
ed. from an incomplete Sanskrit MS by Jaini TSWS
1959.
(4) MiilasarvFistivfida:
Addition to the Siitra:
Saddhannasmflyupasthanasulra (Chinese T 721; Tibetan:
Aryasaddharmcinusmflyupasthcina;also an abridged Chinese version T 722; see the study of this siitra by Lin
Li-kouang, L'Aide-mimoire de la Vraie Loi, Paris, Muste
Guimet, 1949).
Dharmasamuccaya ( a compendium by Avalokitasimha of
the verses only from the preceding; Chinese T 728)
Sanskrit MS in Paris, first five chapters ed. Lin Likouang, Paris, Muste Guimet, 1946, with the corresponding Chinese versions, the Tibetan and a French
translation, chapters 6 - end (36),revised by DemiCville
and others, in 2 further vols., 1969 and 1973.
(:ommentaries:
There are several commentaries on the Priitimoksasiitra
and one on the Bhibuniprcitimoba, all anonymous, in
Tibetan versions.
Vinayavibhangapadavycikhycinaby Vinitadeva (Tibetan).
Vinayavastu~ikciby KalyFinamitra (Tibetan).
There are a number of other commentaries or manuals
ofVinaya available in Tibetan, such as the Vinayasamgraha
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by Viiesamitra, the ~riimanerak~rik6
(or TriSatakiirikrZ)
and Veti (Prabhiivati) by S2kyaprabha.
It has not been ascertained whether the fispamd.6 (KGrikcZ)
by Viiakhadeva (Tibetan, also a fragmentary Sanskrit
MS in Sa-skya) belongs to this school.
(5) Sautrsntika:
Addition to the Siitra:
Arthauiniicayasiitra (Tibetan, Chinese T 762) Sanskrit ed.
N.H. Samtani TSWS 1971.
Commentary:
Nibandhana on ArthauiniScayasiitra by Viryairidatta (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Samtani with'the Siitra TSWS 1971.
Manuals:
The early works of this school, by ~rilata,etc., appear to
have been lost, except for Kum5ralSta's Ka&aniimanditikC
(see under Belles-lettres below) and fragments of his
commentary on Sarvavarman's grammar KGtantra
(Liiders: 'Gtantra und Kaum2ralFita', Sitzungsbaichte
der Bayen'schen Akadernie der Wissenschaften, XXV, 1930,
pp. 483-538; as a rule grammars have been ignored in
the present Bibliography).
Abhidhannakoia and Bhiisya by Vasubandhu (Tibetan, Chinese T 1558-60) Sanskrit ed. Pradhan TSWS 1967;
translated by La Vallke Poussin in 6 vols., Louvain/Paris
(Istas/Geuthner) 1923-31.
M~nnapradipaVjtti on AK by Dinngga (Tibetan).
Siitriinuriipa Vjttz on AK by Vinitabhadra (Tibetan).
LaksancZnusara on AK by Gunamati (fragment in Chinese
T 1641).
SphutcZrtha VyakhyZ on AK by YaSomitra (Tibetan) Sanskrit
ed. Wogihara, Tokyo (Publishing Association of
AbhidharmakoSavy&hy5), 1932-6.
Lakaniinusiirini DkZ on AK by Purnavardhana (Tibetan)
also called Byhattikii.
Upayika F k i i on AK by ~amathadeva(Tibetan).
Tattuartha BhrZsyatikG on AK by Sthiramati (Tibetan).

Karmasiddhiprakaranaby Vasubandhu (Tibetan); translated by Lamotte MCB N 1936 from T 1608-9.
KarmasiddhitikrZ by Sumatiiila (Tibetan).
Vyakhyayuktibyvasubandhu (Tibetan. See Yaiomitra, p. 6,
Bu-ston translated by Obermiller, etc.).
1'1 amfina:

(The works of Dilinaga, Dharmakirti and others who were
probably Sautrfintikas are listed here; Mahfiyanist commentators and authors of manuals are listed below
under Vijfianavada, etc., according to their apparent
affiliations. For the beginnings of the study of logic and
the theory of knowledge among the Buddhists of
various schools, mainly Sthaviravfida, see the paper
'The Earliest Indian Logic' and for a sketch of its
subsequent development see the article 'The Date of
Bhamaha', also A Course zn Indian Philosophy (all under
Warder in Miscellaneous below). On the development
before Dinnfiga see also Tucci: 'Buddhist Logic before
Dinnaga', JRAS 1929, pp. 431ff. and his Pre-Dinntiga
Buddhist Texts on LogicJi-omChinese Sources, GOS 1929,
which includes two treatises on logic retranslated from
Chinese into Sanskrit: * UpLiyahydaya/Fangpienszn buen
T 1632 and * Tarkai&tra/Jou che louen T 1633. On these
see Course pp. 138 ff. and 160ff. The first appears to
belong to the Bahuirutiya School, the second perhaps
to the Dharmaguptaka.)
Vasubandhu: Viidavidhana (lost? See Frauwallner WZKM 40, 1933,
pp. 281 ff.; it now appears that the Viidavidhiwas by the
earlier, Vijfifinavadin Vasubandhu, see below).
Dinnfiga: Commentary on Vasubandhu's VGdavidhEna (apparently
lost: see Frauwallner WZKSO 1959, pp. 103f.).
Marmapradipa (listed above).
TraikElyapariba (Tibetan), the Tibetan ed. with the corresponding Sanskrit passages from Bhartrhari
(VElzyapadZya III.3.53ff., etc.) by Frauwallner WZKSO
1959, pp. 145ff.
HastavZlaprakarana (Tibetan, T 1620-1) Tibetan ed.
Frauwallner WZKSQ 1959, pp. 152ff.; Sanskrit reconstructed and translated by F.W. Thomas and H.Ui,JRAS
1918.
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*C@idiiyaprajfiaptiprakarana (T 1622) see Frauwallner
WZKSO 1959,pp. 121ff., and Kitagawa (under
Pramcinasamuccaya below) pp. 430-9, Ch'u-yin-chia-shelun, who misunderstands the argument that concepts
(only) are makings of consciousness.
~lambanaparik&i (Tibetan, T 1619 and 1624)Tibetan ed.
and translated by Frauwallner WZKM Vol. 37, 1930, pp.
174ff. and again WZKSO 1959, pp. 157ff.; also Tibetan
and Chinese and translation by Yamaguchi,JA 1929 and
a summary by Stcherbatsky in Buddhist Logic I (see
below under Miscellaneous) pp. 518ff.
Scimcinyalak+anapank$i (Chinese T 1623 Kuan- tsung-hsianglun- sung) see Kitagawa pp. 430-1.
Hetucakradamam (Tibetan) Tibetan ed. Frauwallner
WZKSO 1959,pp. 161ff.; Sanskrit reconstructed and
translated by D. Chatterji IHQ 1933.
NyGyamukha (T 1628-9) translated from the Chinese by
Tucci MKB 1930 (Vibhuticandra mentions a tika on
this, apparently pre-Dharmakirti and now lost, see his
notes on Pramcinavcirttika Vgti of Manorathanandin, IV.
27 and 122).
Pramcinasamuccaya (Tibetan, two translations) translated
from the Tibetan, and giving the available Sanskrit
fragments, by M. Hattori (Chapter 1 in DignZga on
Perception HOS 1968) and H. Kitagawa (Chapters 2-4
and 6 intoJapanese in A Study of Indian Classical LogicDignciga's System=IndeKoten-Ronrigaku no Kenkyii, Tokyo
1965); Hattori has also made a collection of Sanskrit
fragments in the Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies,
Vol. VII, 1958, and has promised a translation of the
remaining chapter (5). See Katsura JIBS 1979.
*Hetumukha (lost, see Frauwallner WZKSO 1959, pp. 103f).
The critiques of Sgmkhya, VaiSesika and NyPya appear to
be lost, except in so far as they are reproduced in the
PramGnasamuccaya.
~arikarasvamin:NyGyapaveSa (Tibetan, T 1630, often wrongly attributed to DinnPga, following the Tibetan which apparently took it for the Nyciyamukha) ed. in Tibetan and
Sanskrit by Dhruva in 2 vols. GOS 1927-30.

J~nendrabuddhi:Viiiikiimalavati Pramiinasamuccayatikii (Tibetan).
1)harmakirti: Pramiinaviirttika and Vcti on its first chapter (Tibetan)
Sanskrit: first chapter and Vctz ed. Malavaniya, Varanasi,
Hindu Vishvavidyalaya Nepal Rajya Sanskrit Series Vol.
11, 1959, and by Gnoli SOR 1960; the other chapters
(11-IV) ed. Sankrtyayana, TSWS 1953, Index 1959; the
kiirikiis of all four chapters ed. Sankrtyayana with
Manorathanandin's Vflti (see below under VijiianavZda) ;
part of the first chapter translated by Frauwallner
WZKM Vols. 37, 39 and 40, 1930-3, from the Tibetan;
the first part of the first chapter translated by S.
Mookerjee and H. Nagasaki from the Sanskrit, Nalanda,
Navanalanda Mahavihara, 1964.
PramanavinzScaya (Tibetan),first chapter ed. and translated from the Tibetan, with the Sanskrit fragments, by
T. Vetter, Sitzungsbmchte der ~sterreichischenAkademie der
Wissenchaften, Wien, 1966; second chapter ed. and
translated by E. Steinkellner, ibid.,1973. MS in Peking.
Nyiiyabindu (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Stcherbatsky, Petrograd
BB 1918 and translated by him in Buddhist Logzc
Vol. I1 BB 1930 (reprinted I-IR 1958);also ed. Malavaniya
TSWS 1955.
Hetubindu (Tibetan) ed. in Tibetan and reconstructed in
Sanskrit (from commentaries on it) by E. Steinkellner,
Sitzungsberichte der ~sterreichzschen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Wien, 1967.
Sambandhapariksii (Tibetan) the available Sanskrit karikiis
are given by Sankrtyayana in the Introduction to his
edition of chapters 11-IVof the Pramiinaviirttika (above);
Tibetan including the V ~ t ed.
i
and translated by
Frauwallner WZKM Vol. 41, 1934, pp. 261ff.
Viidanyiiya (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Sixikrtyayana JBORS
Appendix to Vols. XXI and XXII, 1935-6.
Santiiniintarasiddhi (Tibetan) Tibetan ed. Stcherbatsky BB
Vol. XIX, 1916, and translated by him as Obosnovanie
chuzhoi oduschmlennosti, Pamyaniki Indiiskoi Filosofii I,
St. Petersburg, 1922, summary in Buddhist Logzc I, pp.
521 ff., English translation from the Russian translation
by H.C. Gupta, Soviet Indology Series No. 2, Indian
Studies Past and Present, Calcutta, 1969, pp. 71-121.
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Devendrabuddhi: PramanavarttikapafijikG (Tibetan), on Devendrabuddhi see Frauwallner WZKSO IV 1960.
~ a k ~ a b u d d hPramanavarttikatika
i:
(Tibetan).
Arcata: HetubindutikG (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Sanghavi and Jinavijaya
GOS 1949.
PramGnantarbhava ( ? seems to be identical with his work
referred to as Pramanadvitvasiddhi) Sanskrit ed. S.C.
NyayachaIya BI 1969.
fianabhangasiddhi (lost?).
Subhagupta: ~ ~ u t i p a r i k s aAnyapohavicara,
,
Sarvajfiasiddhi,
~c~h~c~rthasiddhi
and fSuarabhariga (all in Tibetan).
Pramanavarttika commentary (?lost).
Dharmottara: PramanaviniScayatikc7. (Tibetan).
NyciyabindutikG (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. and translated by
Stcherbatskywiththe text (above) and ed. by Malavaniyi
with the text (above).
PramlZnaparikscZ (two texts in Tibetan share this title,
presumably using alternative methods of examination).
Paralokasiddhi (Tibetan) translated by G. Roerich in Indian
CultureVol. 15, 1948-9.
(Anya-) Apohapakarana (Tibetan) Tibetan ed. and translated by Frauwallner WZKM Vol. 44, 1936, pp. 233ff.
fianabharigasiddhi (Tibetan) Tibetan ed. and translated by
Frauwallner WZKM Vol. 42, 1935, pp. 217ff.
JiianaSribhadra: PramGnaviniScayatikcl (Tibetan).
Yamari: SupariSuddha Fka on Pramanavarttikabh&ya (Tibetan).
~arikarananda:PramanavtZrttikatika on first chapter, unfinished
(Tibetan).
AnusGrG SambandhapariksrZtikG (Tibetan).
Apohasiddhi (Tibetan).
Pratibandhasiddhi (Tibetan).
Saruajfiasiddhisa?nk+epaSanskrit MS in Ngor and copy in
Patna.
Jit2ri: Hetutattvopadeia (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Tucci SOR 1956.
L)hannadhanniviniScaya (Tibetan).
B6lrZvatGratarka (Tibetan).
SahopalambhapakaranaSanskrit MS in Ngor and copy in
Patna (Bihar Research Society).
Nairiitmyasiddhi Sanskrit MS in Ngor and copy in Patna.
JGtinirGkarana Sanskrit ed. Tucci in Annals of the Bhandarkar
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Oriental Research Institute Vol. X I , 1930.
Vcidasthcina Sanskrit ed. H.R.R. Aiyangar, Mysore, 1944.
1)urvekamiira: Pradipa on Dharmottara's Nyciyabindutikci, Sanskrit
ed. Malavaniya TSWS 1955.
~ l o k on
a Arcata's Hetubindutikci, Sanskrit ed. Sanghavi and
Jinavijaya GOS 1949.
Vijescikhycina, Svayiithyauiccira, CatuhSati and fianabh&igasiddhi (all apparently lost).
Moka: Avayauinircikarana and Scimcinyadiisanadikpasciritci Sanskrit
ed. Haraprasad BI 1910 (MSS of both in Salu) , ed.A.
Thakar Patna 1974.
Muktiikalaia: Commentaxy on Dharmottara's fianabharigasiddhi
(Tibetan).
Mok@karagupta: Tarkabh+C (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. E. &nam5c5rya
GOS 1942, translated Kajiyama Ky6to University 1966.
Vidy5karaianti: TarkasOpZna Sanskrit ed. Tucci SOR 1956.
(6) Sammitiya:
*A~ra~aprajiiaptiScistra
(Chinese T 1649) translated from
the Chinese by K Venkataramanan in Viivabhxirati
Annals V, 1953.
(7) Dharmaguptaka:
Abhin&kramanasiitra (addition to the SiitraBChinese T 190.
translated
Sometimes called ~cik~amunibuddhacarita)
from the Chinese ('abbreviated translation') as T h
Romantic Legend of k k y a Buddha by Beal, London,
Triibner, 1875.
* TarkaScistra (see above under Sautriintika, PramMa; the
school is conjectural: Chinese legend connects the text
with a monk named Dharmagupta arriving in China
from Central Asia).
(8) Mahfiseghika:
Sphutcirthci ~ri~hanciccirasa~graha@kci
by Jayarak~ita (commentary on a compendium extracted from the Vznaya
on the conduct of novices) ed. Sanghasena TSWS 1968.
(9) Bahuirutiya:
* UpZyahrdaya (see above under Sauuhtika, Pramwa).
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*

Tattuasiddhiicistra by Harivarman (Chinese T 1646) see
S. Katsura: A Study of Hanvaman 's Tattuasiddhi, University of Toronto Ph.D. Thesis,1974.
C. Buddhist Histories

(A few other narrative works which are relevant are included, and
certain works on literature; Pali histories of South-East Asia are
omitted as well as most works in modern languages; much scattered
historical information is to be found in the commentaries of the
schools listed above: here we note only a few which have continuous
historical sections. The early Tripitaka is itself in a sense a historical
record.)
Buddhaghosa: Samantapascidika, Introduction (VinA of
Sth, see above, where Jayawickrama's translation of this
Introduction is also listed).
Sariputta: S5rattha&pani (Vin T on preceding, see above).
anon.: Nidcinakathci (Introduction to JA of Sth, see above);
translated by T.W. Rhys Davids as Buddhist Birth-Stories
(intended originally as the first part of a complete
translation of the Jcitaka itself with its commentary),
London, Routledge, new edition (no date-about 1925;
original edition 1880with some of theJcitaka, Triibner) .
Buddhaghosa: Kathciuatthuppakarana Atthakatha (Part I11
of Paficappakaranatthakathci of Sth, see above); its historical information has been translated in the translation of the Kathciuatthu text, Points of Controversy, see
above.
anon.: D i p a v a ~ a ed.
, and translated by Oldenberg, London, Williams and Norgate, 1879.
Mahhama MahZvawa, ed. Geiger, PTS 1908 (reprinted
1958), translated by Geiger, Colombo, Government of
Ceylon, 1912 (reprinted 1950).
Dhammakitti I1 and others: Ciilauaqa, ed. Geiger in 2
vols., PTS 1925-7, translated by Geiger, Colombo,
Government of Ceylon, reprint 1953.
anon.: VamsatthappakGsini (tikci on MahEuamsa) , ed.
Malalasekera in 2 vols., PTS 1935.
Upatissa: MahZbodhivawa, ed. Strong, PTS 1891.
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Dhammakitti I: DZthZuama, ed. SilalankrIra, Alutgama,
1914 and T. W. Rhys Davids and Morris JPTS 1884.
Viicissara (11): Thiipauama, ed. Law, PTS 1935, translated
by Law as The Legend of the Topes, Calcutta (BI) 1945.
Dhammanandin: Sihalauatthuppakarana, ed. Buddhadatta,
Colombo, 1959.
Ratthapda: Sahpsauatthuppahnqza, ed. Buddhadatta and
Somadasa, Arnbalangoda, 1959.
Vedeha: Rasaviihini, ed. Saranatissa, Colombo, 1939,1948
(2 parts).
Buddhaputta: PiijZualiya, ed. Calombo, 1924, and by
Saddhiitissa, Kalutara, 1930.
anon.: RiijZvaliya, ed. B. Gunasekera, Colombo, 1926.
Devar&ita (Dharmakirti) : NikZyasamgraha, ed. de Silva,
A. Gunasekera and Gunawardhana, Ceylon Government Press, 1907; translated by Fernando, Ceylon Govt.
Press, Colombo, 1908.
anon.: Buddhaghosuppatti, ed. and translated by Gray,
London, Luzac, 1892.
Dhammakitti (111): Saddhammasangaha (this work is not
very reliable), ed. Saddhananda,JPTS 1890; translated
by Law as A Manual of Buddhist Historical Traditions,
University of Calcutta, 1941.
Pafiiiiisiimin: SCsanaua~a,ed. Bode, PTS 1897, and Upfisak,
Nalandii 1961, translated by Law, PTS 1952.
Nandapaiiiia: Gandhauama (a history of Pali literature),
ed. Minayeff, JPTS 1886.
anon: Pitakatthamain (a catalogue of Pali literature), ed.
Rangoon, Sudhammavati Press, 1905.
Vasumitra (11) : Samayabhdqbaracanamkra (Tibetan), translated by Bareau,JA 1954,235ff. (Chinese T 2031). For the
Sarvastivadin AuadZnas see above, Early Tripitaka).
Sarigharaksa: *Buddhacarita (Chinese T 194).
anon.: Lalitauistara, ed. Lefmann, Halle 1902-8 (reprinted
by Vaidya, BST, Darbhanga 1958), translated by Foucaux
in 2 vols., Paris AMG 188492.
Siikyaprabha: Prabhauati (Tibetan, see above under Mii
commeneries) .
Bhavaviveka: NikZyabhedauibhangayZkhycina (Tibetan),
translated by Bareau, JA 1956, 167ff.
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Bhiivaviveka: Madhyamakahrdaya and Tarkujviki (Tibetan),
see Gokhale in IIJ 11, 165ff. and V, 271ff.
Paramartha: Cy. on Vasumitra (T 2300) see Demieville in
MCB I, 1931-2,15ff., 'L'origine des sectes bouddhiques
d' apr6s Paramartha.'
Vinitadeva: Samayabhedoparacanacakre NikZyabhedopadarSanasamgraha (Tibetan), translated by Bareau,JA 19516,
192ff.
Padm%karaghosa:Bhik+uvaqZ~apcchi(Tibetan:Narthang
Mdo XC, 2-used by the Tibetan historians).
(Bha~aghao's History of the ~ c a r ~ a Indradatta's
s,
Buddhapurina, bemendrabhadra's history, etc., seem
to be lost: see TgranBtha, Schiefner, p, 283).
MaiijuSrimiilakaLpa, RiijauyZkaranaparivarta, ed. by R.
Sihikyvyana and translated by Jayaswal in An Imperial
History of India, Lahore (Motilal Banarsidass) 1934.
Dharmasvfimin (see under Roerich in Miscellaneous).
anon.: Suayambhiifmrina ed. Haraprasid BI 18941900.
Bu-ston: Chos-hbyung (Tibetan) translated by Obermiller,
MKB 18 and 19, 1931-2.
'Gos lo - ts5-ba: 'TheBlue Annals', translated by G. Roerich,
repr. Motilal Banarsidass, 1979.
Tgranatha: Geschichte des Buddhismus in India (translated
by Schiefner, St. Petersburg, 1869);EdeIsteinmine (trans
lated by Griinwedel, Petrograd, BB 1914); Die
vierundachtzig Zauberer (translated by Griinwedel in
Baessler Archiv Vol. 5 , 1916).
(Many traditionspreserved in China will be found through
Lin Li-kouang's study of the Saddhannasmrtyupo~thiinasiitra listed above, some through Suzuki's Essays in Zen
Buddhism, Vol. I , London, 1927).
D. The MahayPna Tripitaka
(The new siitras are here arranged approximately chronologicall~;
the two main collections extant, Chinese and Tibetan, in their
various recensions, appear to include all commentaries, manuals
and other works of Buddhist teachers of any period as 'Tripp@ka',
whilst the old division into three has become obscured: in fact there
is no Mahgyiina Vznaya, the MahFiyftnists having contented themselves'with those of one or other of the early schools, particularly
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of the Mulasarvfistivada and the Dharmaguptalca, in India also the
Lokottarav2da and others, and with the so-called Vinayasiitrawitten
by Gunaprabha, a pupil of a Vasubandhu: the-Mah5yZnrZbhidhumw
.tutra does not appear to have survived in any form and is known
to us only from a very few quotations, so that for Abhidhanna the
Mahay-ina schools studied to some extent the works of the !hv%tiviida
but more especially the Sautrfintika criticism of them, using the
Abhidhunnakoia as their standard textbook, whilst for their own
systematic doctrine substituting the works of their teachers such as
Nfigfirjuna, Asanga-whose
Abhidharmasamuccaya and
YogciuirabhTimiSrZstra are written very much in the old abhidhum
style-and others, all such Siistras being taken as equivhent to
Abhidhanna texts; the Gdency is thus towards the twofold grouping
into SCtra (words of the Buddha) and SrZstra (commentaries,
manuals, etc., works of hter teachers) as in the Tibetan editions of
'Kanjur' and 'Tanjur'.)
The Sanskrit texts are scattered and far from complete, the various
editions of those that survive will be specified below in detail.
For the Chinese we refer to the comprehensive edition (for our
present purposes we omit to notice the extant texts and manuscripts not included in it) by Takakusu and Watanabe: Tcrish6
IssaikyG, Canon Bouddhique & l'he Takh6, Tokyo, 1924 ff. Although
there are indexes, it is useful to refer to the texts of this collection
by number as 'T' (Taisho) Nos. according to the Index published in
HOhgirin, Fascicule Annexe, ed. by Demikville, Tokyo, Maison France
Japonaise, 1931.
For the Tibetan we refer to the only edition at present generally
available, printed originally in Peking(between 1717 and 1720) and
reprinted by the Otani University, Kyoto, ed. by Suzuki, 1957.
'Tibetan' below without further qualification refers to the texts in
this edition: since it is well indexed (with the Sanskrit titles) it seems
unnecessary to give details. There have been several other editions
of the Tibetan Tripi?aka (besides Mongolian translations mainly, but
not exclusively, dependent on them) and there are numerous copies,
especially in manuscript, of individual texts: these increase the total
collection appreciably (exactly how much is very far from having
been ascertained, there being vast unexplored collections of such
books and manuscripts at present). For our present purposes these
have been disregarded (except as used in a few separate editions by
modern scholars noted below), but it is well to be aware that our
bibliography is very far from aiming at completeness. The best
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known Tibetan Tripitaka edition other than that mentioned above
is that of Snar-than (Narthang), printed in 1732 (there are copies
in the possession of the Academy of Sciences of the U. S. S. R., the
BibliothPque Nationale and Muske Guimet in Paris, the Newberxy
Library in Chicago etc.). See Harrison Intr. Drum&, Tokyo 1992.
The Early Mahiiyfina:
The 'Great' Ratnakiita, as a collection, now contains 49
siitras of very varying periods (Tibetan and Chinese T
310-56, both complete, 4 sCtras known to be extant in
Sanskrit), among these, four which are early may be
mentioned here separately:
Ugrapariprcchci (T 322 ) trs. Schuster University of Toronto
Ph.D. thesis 1976.
Ratnakiita (or Kciiyapaparivarta), Sanskrit, Chinese and
Tibetan ed. by von Stael Holstein, Shanghai, 1926
(Vorobyov-Desyatovskyhas since published more fragments of the Sanskrit).
@trapcilaparipcchci (Tibetan, T 312) Sanskrit ed. Finot BB
1901 (reprinted I-IR 1957 and by Vaidya without the
apparatus in Mahciycinasiitrasamgraha I, BST 1961);
translated by Ensink, Zwolle, 1952.
Amitabhayiiha (or Amitcibhaparivarta or Sukhavatiyiiha) ,
longer version (Tibetan, T 360-7) Sanskrit ed. Muller,
Oxford, 1883 (reprinted in Mahiiycinasiitrasamgraha I
above), and Wogihara, Tokyo, 1931.
(8,000) As?mZhasrikcipajficiparamitE(Tibetan, T 2248) Sanskrit ed.
R. Mitra Calcutta BI 1888 and by Wogihara in his
edition of Haribhadra's Aloka commentary, see below
under Piiramit5. Both ed. BST 1960.
Ratnagunasamcayagcithci (Tibetan, T 229) Sanskrit ed.
Obermiller BB Leningrad 1937 (reprinted I-IR 1960)
and Vaidya (using an additional MS) in Mahciycinasiitrasampaha above (1961).
The Later Versions of the Prajiiiiparamitci:
100,000 (Tibetan,T 220) Sanskrit ed. R. Ghosa BI Calcutta
1902-14 (unfinished).
25,000 (there are two main recensions of this text, the later
one having been adapted to agree better with the
AbhisamaycilankZra; Tibetan has both, Chinese only the
earlier: T 221-3) Sanskrit (the later version) ed. N. Dutt,
Calcutta Oriental Series 1934 (unfinished).
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18,000 (Tibetan) Sanskrit incomplete text ed. Conze SOR
1962, 1974.
10,000 (Tibetan) two chapters retranslated into Sanskrit
by Konow, Oslo (Avhandlinger utgitt av Det Norske
Videnskaps-Akademi, Hist.-Filos. Klasse) 1941.
2,500 (or SuvikrGntavikrGmiparipcchG) (Tibetan, Chinese
part of T 220) Sanskrit ed. Hikata, Fukuoka, 1958
(reprinted in MahCyGnasiitrasamgrahaabove).
700 (Tibetan, Chinese in T 220, also T 232; this sutra also
appears in the RatnakzSlta collection above) Sanskrit ed.
Tucci, Memorie d. R Accademia dei Lincei, 1923, Masuda,
Tokyo (Journal of the Taisho University) 1930 (reprinted
in MahriyGnasiitrasampaha above).
500 (Tibetan, T 260).
300 (or VajracchedikG) (Tibetan, T 2359, also in T 220)
Sanskrit ed. Miiller, Oxford 1881 (reprinted in
MahGyGnasGtrasamgraha above), translated by Miiller
SBE 1894 (since reprinted) .
150 (or Naya) (Tibetan: in Tantra section No. 121 of the
Peking/KyGto edition, also No.119 of that edition as
ParamZdya (a Yoga Tantra); Chinese in T 220, also T
240-1 and 243-4) Sanskrit fragments mixed with
Khotanese translation ed. Leumann in Zur nordarischa
*ache, Strassburg, 1912, the Sanskrit part reprinted in
MahL5yGnas4trasa~pgyaha
above.
DevarL5japavaraparipcchG (Chinese only, in T 220 and as
T 231).
Nrigai~?(Chinese only, in T 220).
SvaZpZbarG (Tibetan in Tantra section, T 258) Sanskrit ed.
Conze in SzmZdian Studies (reprinted in MahiyGnusGtrasumpaha above).
KauSika (Tibetan in Tantra, T 249) Sanskrit ed. Conze in
SineIndian Studies (reprinted in MahGyGnasGtrasamgyaha
above).
Hrdaya (Tibetan in the Tantra, T 250-7) Sanskrit ed. Miiller
and Nanjio (two recensions) Oxford 1884, translated
by Muller SBE 1894 (since reprinted).
50 (Tibetan, T 248).
Paiicavi+atikGpajiiGpdramit&mukha (Tibetan in Tantra).
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EkGbaE (Tibetan in Tantra).
4,000 (Chinese only, in T 220: a shorter and perhaps more
archaic version of the 8,000).
PaiicapGramitGnirdeSa (with particular rkference to the
other five paramitcis, related to the 2,500; Tibetan,
Chinese in T 220).
(There are still other short texts, mostly in Tibetan only;
those above noted as in the Tibetan Tantra do not
properly belong here but rather with the Mantraena
texts below, they contain incantations. Chinese has an
800 in T 230).
The Later Mahiiyiina:
SamGdhirGja (or Candrapadipa) (Tibetan, T 639) Sanskrit
ed. Vaidya BST 1961.
Saddhannapun&rlka (Tibetan, T 262-5) Sanskrit ed. Kern
and Nanjio St. Petersburg BB 190812, N. Dutt Calcutta
BI 1953;translated by Kern SBE 1909 (since reprinied).
VimaZukitinirdRCa (Tibetan, T 474-6), translated (incorporating Sanskrit fragments) by Larnotte, Louvain, Mukon,
1962.
Suvama ( p a ) bhcisa Sanskrit ed. Nobel , ~ e i ~ z1937;
i ~ ,ed.
BST 1967; translated by Emmerick, PTS 1970; translated (from the Chinese) by Nobel, Leiden, 1958.
sfimaLi '(included in Ratnakiita collection above; Tibetan,
Chinese in T 310 and also T 353).
Avata?paka (Tibetan, T 278-9: the two recensions).
G u myiiha (T 293-5) Sanskrit ed. Suzuki and Idzumi,
Kyoto, 19346, Vaidya BST 1960.
DaCabhiimika (T 285) Sanski-it ed. Rahder, Louvain, 1926.
Sandhininnocana (Tibetan, T 6759) Tibetan ed. and translated by Lamotte, Universit6 de Louvain, Recueil de
travaux. . . 2e serie, 34e fascicule, 1935.
LankGvatGra (Tibetan, T 670-2) Sanskrit ed. Wanjio, Kyoto,
1923, translated by Suzuki, London, Routledge, 1932,
ed. Vaidya BST 1963.
(There are countless other MahiiyFina siitrasin the Chinese
and Tibetan Trijntakas, most of them short; the above
are generally recognised as the most important in all
the main traditions of Mahgwa; among the others the
Mahgyfma version of the MahcZparinimina has been
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influential in China, the MahGmegha and Ratnamegha
are quite often referred to as authoritative by the
Indian teachers of the schools, whilst the &ran&zy.iiha
and KaruntZpundarika though seemingly less well known
have at least been preserved in Sanskrit and published
in Calcutta, ed. by Samasrami 1873 and Das and S.C.
Sastri 1898 respectively, the latter re-edited by I. Yamada
London SOAS 1968. The MahGparinimGna is translated
by Yamamoto, Ube, Karinbunko, 1973-5.)

E. The Mahiiy5na Schools:
( 1) Madhyamaka:

Niigiirjuna: MiilamadhyamakakGrikG ed. La Vallie Poussin St. Petersburg BB 1903-13, translated by Stcherbatsky (chapters
1 and 25) Leningrad, Academy of Sciences, 1927 (in
his Conception of Buddhist NiruGna),May (2-4,&9, 11,234 and 26-7) Paris, Maisonneuve (CollectionJean Przyluski
Vol. 11), 1959, Schayer (5, 12-6) in Ausgewiihlte Kapitel
aus der PrasannapadG, Krakow, Polska Akademja
Umiej~tnoici,1931, (10) in RO 1931, 26ff., Lamotte
(17) in MCB Vol. 4, 1936 and de Jong (1822) in Cinq
chapitres a2 la %annap&,
Paris, Geuthner (Buddhica),
1949; (Tibetan, T 1564).
Vigruhaycivartani and Vflti ed. Johnston and Kunst MCB
IX, 1951 (Tibetan, T 1631); the Chinese translated by
Tucci in PmDinnGga.
~ i i n ~ a t k a p t aand
t i Vflti (Tibetan).
YuktiSustikG (Tibetan, T 1575) translated from the Chinese
by Schaeffer MKB 1923.
Vaidalyasiitra and Prakarana (Tibetan, ed. Kajiyarna in
Miscellanea Indologzca Kiotiensia, Kyoto University 1965;
Kajiyama promises a translation also).
Suhrllekha (Tibetan, T 1673) translated from the Tibetan
by Wenzel JPTS 1886.
RatnGvati (Tibetan) Sanskrit partly ed. by TucciJRAS 1934
and 1936, with translations.
(The stotras and other parikathk are omitted here.)
h d e v a : Catu&ataka (Tibetan, T 1570) Sanskrit fragments have
been edited by Haraprasiid (Calcutta 1914), Vaidya
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(Paris 1923, attempted reconstruction and translation
of chapters VIII-XVI, not very successful) and V.
Bhatt5chiirya (VII Allahabad, Fourth Oriental Conference, 1926; VIII-XVI in Tibetan and Sanskrit,
Viivabhiirati, Calcutta, 1931); the Chinese (which contains only IX-XVI) has been translated by Tucci, Rzvista
degli Studi Orientali vol. X.
~ a t u i ~ s t (Chinese,
ra
first half of text only: T 1569) translated by Tucci in Pre-Dinniiga.
Niigabodhi (? or Nagiirjuna I1 or Naga):
Ma~pajfiZpZramitcZScZstra(T 1509) translated by Lamot@,
Louvain MusCon, 5 vols. 1944,1949,1970,1976,1~80.
* DvduidvZraScZstra (T 1568).
Sthiramati I (or Saramati):
Ratnagotravibhiiga ~ahcZyiina-~ttaratantra-~~tra
(Tibetan,
T 1611) Sanskrit ed. Johnston, Patna, Bihar Research
Society, 1950;translated from the Tibetan by Obermiller
as 'The Sublime Science. . . .' in Acta 0,Vol. IX, 1931.
(An Upadeia on this by Satyajii5naor Sajjanapiida is extant
in Sanskrit but unpublished, it is promised in the SOR.)
'Maitreya': AbhisamayZZunkZra (Tibetan) Sanskrit (and Tibetan) ed.
Stcherbatsky and Obermiller BB 1929; translated by
Conze SOR 1954; most helpful for the understanding
of this text are Obermiller's Doctrine of Prajfiiip6ramitii
as exposed in the Abhisamayiilunkiira (see below) and his
Analysis of the AbhisamaycZlu?ikcZra (Calcutta Oriental
Series, 193343,3parts, incomplete, representing about
three fifths of the whole work).
(The commentaries on this are listed below under (4)
Piiramit5).
Buddhapdita: M%lumudhyamakav$ti (Tibetan,part edited by Walleser
BB 19134).
Candrakirti: Madhyamak6vatZra (Tibetan ed. by La Vallke Poussin
BB 1907-12) translated partly by La Vallke Poussin in
Le Muskon, Louvain, 1907, 1910, 1911 and completely
by K Fujimoto (unpublished).
Prasannupadii Madhyamakawti (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. La
Vallte Poussin BB 1903-13; translated by Stcherbatsky
and others along with Niigiirjuna's KZrikcEs (see above).
Catu&atakavytti (Tibetan) Sanskrit fragments partly ed-
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ited and text reconstructed by Haraprasad and
BhattScharya (see above under h a d e v a . )
Commentaries on ~iinyat&aptatiand Yukti.gz+?ikZ (Tibetan).
Paiicaskandhaprakarana and Madhyamakaprajiiiivatiira
(Tibetan).
~antideva:~zk+usarnucca~a
(Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Bendall BB, 1897
(reprinted I-IR 1957),translated by Bendall and Rouse,
London, Indian Texts Series (Murray), 1922.
BodhicaryZvatZra (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. La Vallee Poussin
BI, 1902-14, Vaidya BST 1960, translated by La Vallee
Poussin, Paris, 1912.
Jayananda: MadhyamakiivatZratikii (Tibetan).
Parahita: Sub-commentary on Candrakirti's ~iinyat%aptativflti
(Tibetan).
Prajfiakaramati: BodhicaryZvatiirapaiijikZ (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. with
~antideva'stext above.

(2) Vijfianavada (or Yogacara) :
Asanga: Abhidharmasamuccaya (Tibetan, T 1605)Sanskrit ed. and
retranslated from an incomplete MS and the Tibetan
and Chinese by Pradhan, Santiniketan, 1950;translated
by W. Rahula, Paris EFEO, 1971.
MadhyZntavibhanga (or-bhZga) (Tibetan, T 1601) Sanskrit
ed.Yamaguchi in 2 vols., Nagoya, 1934, first part translated by Stcherbatsky BB Moscow/Leningrad 1936; ed.
with Vasubandhu's Commentary (below).
DharmadharmatZvibhanga (Tibetan) Sanskrit unpublished,
MS in Spos-khang UBORS XXN, 4, p.163).
MahZyZnasa?ngraha (Tibetan, T 15924) Tibetan ed. Lamotte
,with a reprint of T 1594 and a translation (based on
the Tibetan), Louvain, Museon, 1938-9 (4 parts); synoptic ed. of the four Chinese versions (T 15924) by
Sasaki and Yamaguchi, 1930.
300 KZrikZsaptati Sanskrit, etc. ed. Tucci SOR 1956.
MahiiyiinasiitrZlankiira (Tibetan, T 1604) Sanskrit ed. and
translated by S. Livi, Paris (Champion), Bibliotheque
de l'ecole des hautes etudes, fascc. 159 (1907) and 190
(1911).
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YogiiciirabhGmiSEstra(Tibetan, T 1579) Sanskrit BhGmivastu
1-5 ed. Bhattacharya, University of Calcutta, 1957;
13 ed. Shukla TSWS 1973; 15 ed. Wogihara Tokyo
1930-6 and Dutt TSWS 1966; MS of rest in Patna; of
the 4 Sa@ahanis only fragments are known (see
Schmithausen Wien AW 1969).
SandhininnocanabhGga (Tibetan).
Vasubandhu: Vieatikii ( Vi@k&rikiipakarana) and V@ and T r i e
( Tri~kcZKiirikZpfakarana)(Tibetan, T 1586=Tri*6)
Sanskrit ed. and translated by S. Evi, Paris, Bibl. kc.
hautes etudes, fascc. 245(1925) and 260 (1932).
Commentary (bh3ya or w t i ) on Madhyiintavibhanga (Tibetan, T 1599-1600) Sanskrit ed. Nagao, Tokyo, 1964,
and Tatia and Thakur TSWS 1967..
Dhadharmakivibharigawti (Tibetan).
MahGyiinasa7ngrahabhGsya (Tibetan, T 1595-7).
SGtriilankiirabh+ya (Tibetan).
Vidavidhi (? see Frauwallner WZKM 40, 1933, 281ff. and
WZKSO 1, 1957).
Sthiramati 11: Commentary on Tripi&i (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. S.
Livi with the text (above) and translated by him
(above) and by Jacobi (Stuttgart, Kohlhammer, 1932).
Abhidhannasamuccaya yiikhyG (Tibetan, T 1606), Sanskrit
MS in Ngor and photocopy in Patna.
Sub-commentary on SGtriiZankiira (Tibetan).
Madhyantavibhanga@kZ ed. Yamaguchi, Nagoya, 1934; 1
translated by Friedman, Utrecht (Utr. Typ. Ass.), 1937.
Asvabhgva: MahGyiinasamgrahopanibandhana (Tibetan, T 1598).
Sub-commentary on SGtriilankiira (Tibetan).
Dharmapala, Citrabhku, Nanda, Bandhuiri, Gunamati and other
commentators on the Tri+ikii are known to us through a synthetic
Chinese commentary (T 1585), translated by La Vallie Powsin as
VijiiaptimZtrat6siddhi: La Siddhi & Hiuan-tsang, Paris, Geuthner
(Buddhica), 1928-9, 1948 (2 vols. and Index vol.) .
Dilinaga (11) PrajfiiipiirarnitZpi&Zrtha (Tibetan, T 1518) Sanskrit ed.
and translated by Tucci JRAS 1947.
Vinitadeva: Trims'ikiitikii and Vipiikiitikii (Tibetan).
Commentaries on DinnPga's ~lambanaparik~ii and
Dharmakirti's Nygyabindu, Hetubindu, Viidanyiiya,
Sambandhapa*dand Santiiminturasiddhi (Tibetan), the
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lasted. and translated by Stcherbatsky with the text (see
under Sautrantika above).
Jinaputra: Commentary on Abhidhannasamuccaya (Tibetan).
Gunaprabha and Sagaramegha: Commentaries on parts of the
YogiiciirabhGmiScZstra (Tibetan).
Dharmendra: YogiivatZra (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Frauwallner WZKSO
1959, 144f.
JiiiinaSrimitra: fi~aktiranabhtivasiddhi(Tibetan), &avbhangtidhycZya,
VyiipticarcE, Bhediibhedapariksii, Anupalabdhirahasya,
Saruaiabdiibhclvacarcii, Apohaprakarana, jivaraviida,
Yoginirnayaprakarana,
Advaitabinduprakarana,
Siikiirasiddhiiciitra and S&iirasamgrahasfitra all ed. in
Sanskrit by A. Thakur TSWS 1959.
Ratnakirti: Saruajfiasiddhi, ~ivarasEdhanadG~ana,
Apohasiddhi,
ZQanabhangasiddhi Anvaya and Vyatireka, PramZ@ntarbhiivaprakarana, Vyiiptinirnaya, Sthirasiddhidfi~ana,
Citrtidvaitaprakciiavtida and SantiinEntaradi+ana all ed.
in Sanskrit by A. Thakur TSWS 1957.
Kalyiinakiindaprakarana and Dharmaviniicayaprakarafla
(Tibetan).
KirtikalrZ commentary on Abhisamay5hizkEra (Tibetan).
RatnfikaraSSnti: Antanyiptisamarthana (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed.
HarapraGd BI 1910.
VijfiaptifitratcZsiddhi (Tibetan).
SliratamZ 8,00O/AbhisamayEhnkErapaiijikrZ (Tibetan) Sanskrit MSS in Sa-skya and copies in Patna, edited by Jaini
TSWS 1979.
~uddhamati25,00O/Abhisamaylila~ikiiravjti
(Tibetan).
Manorathanandin: Vflti on K5rikis of Praminavlifitika Sanskrit ed.
S~htyiiyana
JBORSAppendices to Vols. XW-VI 1938
40.

(3) SvStantrika Madhyamakx
Bhavaviveka (Bhavya): Prajfiiipadipa (Tibetan, T 1566) Tibetan ed.
Walleser BI 1914;partly translated by Kajiyarna WZKSO
VII-VIII 1963-4.
Madhyamakuhrdaya and TarkajvliLi (Tibetan) kliriks
Gokhale's copy df the Sanskrit photographed Nagoya
University 1994.
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Karatalaratna (Tibetan, T 1578); translated by La VallCe
Poussin MCB 11, 1933, and by Aiyasvami ViSvabhGrati
Studies 9, 1949.
Avalokitavrata: Prajfiaprad$atikZ (Tibetan) .
Karnakagomin: fika on Dharmakirti's Vfiti to PramGnavGrttika I ,
Sanskrit ed. Sankytyayana, Ilahiibad 1943.
Prajiiiikaragupta: Pram2navGrttikabhZsya or AlurikGra (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. Si.ribty2yanawith PranuinavGrttika 11-IV (above).
SahEvalumbaniwayasiddhi (Tibetan).
Ravigupta: PkG on PramGnavGrttikabhrZsya I11 (Tibetan).
PrarnEnavGrttikavytti (Tibetan).
Jinamitra: PramEnavErttikGlarikaratla (Tibetan).
J?Pnagarbha: Satyadvayavibhanga (see Buddhist Logic I1 315).
Siintarakita: MadhyamakiilankGra and Vflti (Tibetan).
Abhisamayamafija~Sanskrit MS in Kathmandu (Kaiser
No.117).
Vipafin'tGrthE fik2 on VGdanyGya (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed.
Sank~tyayanawith the text (above).
Tattvasampaha (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. E. Krsnamacarya in
2 Vols. GOS 1926; ed. Dvarikadasa, Bauddhabhiirati,
Viiranasi, 1968; translated by G. Jha in 2 Vols. GOS
1937-9.
Kamala6ila: MadhyamakGlankErapaiijikG (~ibetan)
.
MadhyamakGloka (Tibetan).
NyEyabindupfirvapabasa&ipti (Tibetan).
TattvasamgrahapafijikG(Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. and translated with the text (above).
BhEvanEkrama 1-111 (Tibetan, T 1664),I Sanskrit ed. Tucci
SOR 1958, I11 Sanskrit ed. Tucci SOR 1971.

(4) Madhyamaka-P%ramit%:
&ya Vimuktisena: 25,00O/AbhisamayGla7ikaravjti(Tibetan) Sanskrit

ed. Pensa SOR 1967 in progress.
Bhadanta Vimuktisena: 25,00O/AbhisarnyGlankEravErttika(Tibetan).
Haribhadra: 8,000/ AbhisamayElankErZloka (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed.
Tucci GOS 1932 and Wogihara Tokyo 1932-5.
SphugirthZ (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Rome.
Subodhini SamcayagGthEpafiji (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in
Salu.
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25,00O/Abhisamaycila7ikara Commentary (Tibetan in the
Snar-than edition of the Tanjur, MDO.111-V):
Ruddhairijiiana: PrajficipadipcivalZA bhisamayrZlankciraqfti (Tibetan).
Samcayagcithcipafijika (Tibetan).
MahrZycinalabanasamuccaya (Tibetan).
Dharmamitra: Prasphutapada Sphutcirthci Commentary (Tibetanj .
Dharmakirtilri: Durbodhciloka (Tibetan).
Damstrasena: 100,000 Byhattihi (Tibetan).
Prajiiiikaramati: Abhisamaycilarikaraqftipindcirtha (Tibetan).
Kumarairibhadra: PrajriGpiiramitcipindartha (Tibetan).
,J,agaddalanivksin:Amnciy~nuscirini8,00O/AbhisamayahnhirayGkhycina
(Tibetan).
Abhayakaragupta: Marmakaumudi 8,0OO/AbhisamayahnkrZra Commentary (Tibetan).
Munimatcilankcira (Tibetan).
(5) Vinaya (for Mahayiina):
Gunaprabha: Vinayasiitraand Vflti (Tibetan) Sanskrit MSS in Sa-skya
and Salu, copies in Patna.
Ekottarakarmdataka (Tibetan).
Dharmamitra: Vinayasfitrat3ci (Tibetan).
Prajiiakara: Vinayasiitraycikhycina (Tibetan).
(6) Commentaries on Mahayiina siitras (several have been noted
above: the series on recensions of the PrajfiZpEramitiiby
the Paramit2 school, Niigabodhi's MahcipajficiparamitESGstra and Asariga's commentary on the Sandhininnocana;
here we add a few others of importance):
KZyapaparivarta PkE (Sthirarnati I) Tibetan,T 1523, ed.
in Tibetan and Chinese by von Stael-Holstein, Peking,
1933.
Abayamatinirdeia Pkci (a Tibetan version under this title
anonymous, but Taranatha notes such a commentary
by Vasubandhu, possibly this actual text; there appears
to have been an early 'Vasubandhu' or 'Vasu' in the
Madhyamaka school, if not Asariga's brother, who may
be the author of all the commentaries about to be
noted under that name; Tibetan tradition, reported by
Obermiller, 'Sublime Science' p. 92, sometimes regards
the ASayamatinirdisa, one of the Ratnakfi.@Collection,
as the foundation of Madhyamaka).
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Amitiibhayiiha commentary (Vasubandhu) T 1524.
~ O OPrajfiiipiimmitii commentaries (Vimalamitra,
Kamalaiila) Tibetan.
300 Prajfi5p5ramitG commentaries (Kamalaiila, Tibetan
and Vasubandhu, T 1511 see Tucci SOR IX. I p. 8).
Samiidhiriija nkii (Maiijuirikirti)Tibetan.
Saddharmapun&rika VQti (Vasubandhu) T 1519-20 (the
Tibetan translated from the Chinese may be this).
Ddabhiimi Vyiikhyiina (Vasubandhu) Tibetan, T 1522.
Lanhivatiira Vrtti Ufi2nairibhadra) Tibetan.
Lankiivatiira Vrtti Tathiigatahrdayiilankiira Ufianayajra)
Tibetan.
NimiindGtra (Vasubandhu) T 1527.

F. The Mantrayha
Mah&annipiita (Tibetan, T 397, etc.), including next.
Ratnaketudhirani (Tibetan-No. 806, T 397 and 402) Sanskrit ed. Dutt and Sharma Gilgzt MSSVol. IV, Calcutta,
1959.
BhaMajyaguru (Tibetan, T 449) Sanskrit ed. in Gilgit MSS
I, Srinagar, 1939.
W a m u k h u , Hayagrtvauidjci and Samata&igatcZdh~thina*ha all ed. in Sanskrit in Gilgzt MSS I.
Maiijuh-miila (Tibetan, T 1191) Sanskrit ed. Ganapati TSS
1920-5 (3 Vols.), see also under 'Buddhist Histories'
above. Reprinted BST 1964.
Cuhyagarbha (Tibetan, T 884).
Dhycinottarapa@la (Tibetan).
Ekauira (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Sa-skya.
Susiddhikara (Tibetan, T 893).
Mahiimayiin (Tibetan, T 982-8) Sanskrit MS in Ngor.
Mahiipratisarii (Tibetan, T 1153-4) Sanskrit MS in Ngor.
Amoghapiiia (Tibetan, T 1002 and 1092-5) Sanskrit MS in
Sa-skya.
Krodhavijaya (Tibetan, T 1217).
Mahtivairocana (Tibetan, T 848-9) partial translation by
Tajima in ~ t u &sur le Mahcivairocana-siitra, Paris,
Maisonneuve, 1936.
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Saruatathcigatatattuasamgraha (Tibetan, T 865 and 882)

Sanskrit ed. Koyasan University 1968-74 (10 parts).
Vajraiikhara (a version of the preceding, Tibetan, T cf.
8667 and 1665). Read -Sekhara?
Guhyasamcija (Tibetan, T 885) Sanskrit ed. Bhattacharya
GOS 1931.
MciycijGla (Tibetan, T 890).
Aduayasamata (Tibetan, T 887) Sanskrit MS in Salu.
DurgatipariSodhana (Tibetan, T 967-71, 974a, 978 and
possibly 1398) Sanskrit MSS in Kathmandu and Paris.
Va~rabhairaua(Tibetan, T 1242) Sanskrit MS in Sa-skya.
K~nayamciri(Tibetan).
Raktayamciri (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Salu.
Cakrasamuara (or Samuara, Tibetan; also referred to as
Dcikinijcila, but there is some obscurity about the various
Tibetan recensions of this text) one Tibetan version has
been partially edited, and part of it translated, by Kazi
Dawa-samdup as Sh~chakrasambhcira Tantra, London
and Calcutta 1919 in the series Tantrik Texts; this,
however, appears to belong to an elaboration of .the
basic text incorporating some later supplements; Sanskrit of Samuarodaya selected chapters ed. S. Tsuda,
Tokyo (Hokuseido) 1974.
Heuajra (Tibetan, T 892) Sanskrit ed. and translated by
Snellgrove in 2 vols., London 1959.
Mahcimudrcitilaka (Tibetan).
Abhidhcinottara (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Nepal.
VajradcZIza (Tibetan).
Dcikcivava (Tibetan) Apabhramia ed. N.N. Chaudhuri,
Calcutta 1935.
Catuqoginisam+ta (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Salu.
Buddhakapcila (Tibetan).
Mahcimciyci (Tibetan) Sanskrit MSS in Salu and Sa-skya.
Ardi (Tibetan).,
Yoganisamcaqci (Tibetan).
Catuhpi.tha (Tibetan).
Candamahciro;ana (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Ngor.
VajrZmfla (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Salu.
MahlZkGla (Tibetan) Sanskrit MS in Ngor.
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Kcilacakra (Tibetan) Sanskrit Laghu ed. Raghu Vira,
satapi@ka, Delhi, 1966 (the Sekoddeia is part of the
Kcilacakra).
Mafijuinncimasamgiti (Tibetan, T 1188-90,T/1187?) Sanskrit ed. Minayeff, St. Petersburg, 1885 (formerly a Yoga
Tantra, later attached to the Kcilacakra).
(Prajiiaparamitcisiitras of the Mantrayana have been noted
above, including the Paramcidya or Paramiidi.)
Siidhanamalci (a collection of very short Mantrayana texts,
,probably mostly to be found in Tibetan) Sanskrit ed.
Bhattacharya (2 vols.) GOS 1925-8.
6. Mantrayana Commentaries and Manuals
Nearly all the works mentioned in Chapter Twelve are preserved ip
Tibetan, along with many other Mantrayana commentaries and
handbooks to the ritual, etc. Only the early commentaries of Virupa,
Saraha, Kukkuri and some others mentioned by the historians seem
to be missing (some may be included under other names). There
is little point in detailing the Tibetan versions here. In Chinese we
should note that ~ u b h a k a r a s i ~ appears
ha
to have taken only an oral
tradition of interpretation of the Mahcivairocana to China with him:
as a record of this we have T 1796 and T 1797 written down by his
students. Below we list some works known to be extant in Sanskrit.
Saroruha (or Padmavajra): Padmini (Hevajra commentary) MS in
Ngor.
IQ-snacarya I: Yogaratnamdti (Hevajra) ed. Snellgrove with the text
(see above).
Nagarjuna (111): Paiicakrama ed. La Vallke Poussin Universiti de
-- Gand, 1896 with Parahitaraksita's TiHun:.
Candrakirti 11: Pradipoddyotana (Guhyasamiija commentary) MS in
Ngor and photocopy in Patna.
h a d e v a 11: Commentary on DrZlzinijiila (i.e. Samvara ?) MS in Ngor.
Bhadrapada : Commentary on Samvara, MS in Sa-skya.
anon.: Vzmalaprabhii (on Kcilacakra) MSS in Ngor, Sa-skya, etc.
Nadapada: Sekoddeiatikci ed. Carelli GOS 1941.
Abhayakaragupta: Nis$annayogcivali ed. Bhattacharya GOS 1949.
Advayavajra (Maiq-pa)?: Advayavajrasaip-aha (20 short works ascribed to Advayavajra by the editor, but the ascriptions
have been contested) ed. Haraprasad GOS 1927.
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In Sa-skya there are MSS of commentaries on the Guhyasamiija by
'Nagabuddhi', on the K~nayamariby Dharmadasa and
on the Vajrabhairaua by Kumaracandra, and elsewhere
various other works are extant in Sanskrit MSS;
Bhattacharya has edited in the GOS, 1929 (Vol. 44), a
Jiiiinasiddhi by Indrabhuti and a Prajiiopiiyaviniicayasiddhi
by Anangavajra.

H. Belles-lettres (Histories are given above)
Aivaghosa: Buddhacarita ed. and translated by Johnston, Sanskrit
text of 1.8 to XIV.31 Panjab University Oriental Publications, Calcutta 1935, translation of I to XIV (from
Sanskrit and Tibetan) ibid. 1936, translation of XV to
XXVIII Acta 0 1937 (from Tibetan and Chinese, T
192); Zwei htralasiatische Fragmente des Buddhacarita
(Sanskrit) ed. Weller, Abhandlungen der Sachsischen
Akademie der Wzssenschaften zu Leipzzg, Phil. -hist. Kl.,
1953.
Saundarananda ed. and translated by Johnston, Panjab
University Oriental Publications, 1928, 1932.
Plays -Bmchstiick buddhistischer Dramen ed. Liiders in
Kleinere Sanskrit-Texte I, Berlin 191 1; Sitz. d. Kon. Preuss.
A W, Berlin 191 1, 388 ff.
Miiqcep: ~atapaficiiiatka(Tibetan, T 1680) Sanskrit ed. D.R.S.
Bailey, Cambridge University, 1951, with the Tibetan
and Chinese and a translation.
Var@rhauarpa Stotra (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. D.R.S. Bailey
BSOAS 1950.
Mahiirajakani(~)kaMhaTibetan ed. and translated by F.W.
Thomas in the Indian Antiqua? 1903.
Kaliyugaparikathii (Tibetan).
(Various other works in Tibetan).
~ i i r a( h a i u r a ) :JGtakamEh (Tibetan, T 160) Sanskrit ed. Kern HOS
1891 and translated- by Speyer PTS 1895. (Various
parikathiis in Tibetan.) See also IKL I p. 252.
(Stotras by Niigarjuna are found in Tibetan-not all authenticincluding the Catuhstava=Lokiitita, Niraupamya, An'ntya
and ParamZrtha, of which Tucci has edited in Sanskrit
and translated the second and fourth in JRAS 1932; see
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also Amrtakara's commentary ed. Tucci SOR 1956.
Some stotras apparently contemporary with MaQcep
and representing the period between him and the
fourth century have been found in very fragmentary
Sanskrit MSS and ed. by Schlingloff in Buddhistische
Stotras DAWB, 1 0 , 1955. In Tibetan we find numerous
stotras of later periods, also a series of parikathGs and
kkhaswhich need not be detailed here; some are extant
in Sanskrit but few published.)
Kumaralata: Kalpanamanditika-Bruchstucke dered. Liiders in Kleinere
Sanskrit-Texte 11, Leipzig 1926.
Candragomin: Lokananda (Tibetan) ed. and translated by M. Hahn,
Wiesbaden (Harrassowitz), 1974.
~ i ~ a l e k h(Tibetan)
a
Sanskrit ed. Minayeff, Imperial Russian Archaeological Society, Oriental Section, Zupiski,
IV, 1889, 29 ff.
DeSanGstava (Tibetan).
Udanakatha (Tibetan).
Triratnadiisa: GunGpa7yantustotra (Tibetan) Sanskrit fragment ed. La
Vallie Poussin JRAS 1911, edn. promised by Schlingloff.
Bhamaha: Kiivyiilankara Sanskrit ed. Batukanathaiarman and
BaladevopadhySya, VSranasi 1928 (Kashi Sanskrit Series No. 61) fragments with a commentary (Udbhap?)
ed. Gnoli SOR 1962.
sattan: Manimikalai (Tamil) see Aiyangar, Manimkhala (sic.') in its
Historical Setting, London (Luzac) 1928.
Harsa: NGgananda (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. and translated by
Karandikar, Bombay 1953, ed. Ganapati TSS 1917.
Supabhiitastotra (Tibetan) Sanskrit ed. with the Tibetan
and translated by F.W. Thomas JRAS 1903.
Jfianayaias: Jatakastava Sanskrit ed. and translated by D.R.S. Bailey
in Asiatica (Weller Festschrift), Leipzig 1954, 22ff.
Sarvajfiamitra:Aryatiir&ragdhar6stotra ed. in Sanskrit and Tibetan by
Vidyabhusan BI 1908; ed. and translated by de Blonay,
Paris, Bibl. kc. hautes i t . fasc. 107, 1895.
Vajradatta: LokeSvaraSataka Sanskrit ed. Karpeles JA 1919.
CaryS@tzkosa (Apabhramia lyrics of Krsnacarya or E n h a , Tailapgda,
Saraha and others) ed. Bagchi and k n t i Bhik~u,
Santiniketan 1956.
Sarahapada: Dohiikosa and Enhapada: Dohakosa ed. Haraprasgd in
Bauddha Giina o Doh&, Calcutta 1916.
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1)ohiikosa ed. (ApabhramSa) by Bagchi, Calcutta Sanskrit Series

1938.
'I'ulakatahagcithii (anon.) Pali. ed. Goonaratne JPTS 1884.
~ivasvamin:KapphincZbhyudaya Sanskrit ed. Gauri Shankar, Punjab
University Oriental Publications, Lahore 1937.
I'admairi: Nc'garasaruasua Sanskrit, Bombay (Gujarathi Printing
Press), 1921, also Calcutta (~riverikateivaraPustak
Agency), 1929.
AtiSa: See Atiia and Buddhism i n Tibet, New Delhi 1983.
Katnairijiiana: RatnaSn Sanskrit ed. A. Thakur and Upendra Jha,
Darbhanga (Priicinacaryagranthavali of the Mithila Institute) 1957.
Huddhaghosa: PadyacudGma?zi Sanskrit ed. Kuppusvamin, Madras,

1921.
bemendra: Bodhisattuauadcinakalpalatii Sanskrit ed. BI 1888-1918
and reprinted by Vaidya in BST 1958.
Ratnakaraianti: Chandwatncikara Sanskrit ed. Hahn. Kathmandu.
Vidyakara: Subha~itaratnakosaSanskrit ed. Kosambi and Gokhale,
HOS 1957; translated by Ingalls HOS 1965.(apartfrom
its own interest as an exercise in literary appreciation
this anthology preserves poetry from a number of
Buddhist writers otherwise practically lost to us, such as
Vallana, Vasukalpa, Apar2jita who seems to be the
author of the lost novel MrgLinkalelzhci, c. A.D. 900, and
Acala; on Dharmakirti see IKL IV).
Vairocana: Rasiapaasana (Prakrit anthology) MS in Waltair.
Anuruddha: sataka Sanskrit ed. Colombo, 1866, 23rd print 1972.
Sangharakkhita: Subodhcilarikara Pali ed. Ebraham and Vijayaratna,
Colombo (Vidyaprabodha) 1932, with tikcis Rangoon

1964.
Ihddharakkhita: JincZlankara Pali ed. and translated by Gray, London, Luzac, 1894.
Vedeha: Samantakfitauannana Pali ed. Godakumbura PTS 1958.
Kuddhappiya: Pajjamadhu Pali ed. Goonaratne JPTS 1887.
anon.: Hatthauanagallaviharaua~aPali ed. Godakumbura PTS 1956.
Ramacandra Kavibhiirati: Bhaktiiataka Sanskrit ed. and translated by
Haraprasad, Journal of the Buddhist Text Society,
Calcutta, 1893.
Medhankara: Jinacarita Pali ed. Rouse JPTS 1905.
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Silavamsa: BuddhGlarikGra Pali unpublished (MSS in Burma).
(There are several other poetic works in Pali).
I. Miscellaneous (in alphabetical order).
(Works of reference, secondary sources of importance for methodology, Brahmanical texts, modern historical studies, etc.)
Adikaram: Early Histo? of Buddhism in Cqrlon, Migoda (Puswella),
1946.
Akanuma: The Comparative Catalogue of Chinese Agarnus and PGlz
NikGyas, Nagoya (Hazinkaku), 1929.
Bukky&kyotenshiron, Nagoya (Hajinkaku), 1939.
Bana: Har$acanta ed. Parab, 1946 and the TSS editio;, ed. Pillai,
1958; translated by Cowell and Thomas, London (RAS)
1897.
Bareau: 'La date du Nirvana' JA 1953, 27ff.
Les premiers conciles bouddhiques, Paris 1955.
Basham: Histoly and Doctrines of the ~jivikas,London (Luzac) 1951.
Bhar~hari:VGkyapadiya, kGnda I ed. Carudeva Sastri, Lahore (Ramlal
Kapur Trust Soc.) 1934 and Raghunatha Sharma,
Varanasi (Sarasvati Bhavana Granthamala) 1963, I1 ed.
Garigfidhara ~astri,Benares (Sanskrit Series) 1887, I11
ed. (1-7) Subramania Iyer, Poona (Deccan College
Monograph Series) 1963 and (8-14) ed. Sambaiiva
Sastri and Ravi Varma, TSS 1935, 1942 (2 vols.); I and
I1 trs. Pillai, Delhi 1971.
Bhasa: BhGsanGtakacakra-Plays Ascribed to BhGsa ed. Devadhar,
Poona (Oriental Series) 1951, translated by Woolner
and Sarup, Panjab University Oriental Publications,
London, 1930-1 (2 vols.) .
Bibliographie Bouddhique, Paris, Geuthner, later Maisonneuve, in the
series Buddhica, 1930 in progress (annual bibliographies beginning with 1928).
Bloch: LRs inscriprions d' Aioka, Paris, Institut de Civilisation Indienne
(Collection mile Senart) 1950.
BrGhmay.x ~atapathatranslated by Eggeling SBE (5 vols.), reprint
Delhi (Motilal Banarsidass) 1963.
Aitarqra ed. &%e, Punya, k a n d s r a m a , repr. 1931.
Coed&: L a tats Hindouisb d' Indochine et d' Indonhie, Paris, Boccard
(Histoire du Monde VIII. 2) 1948.
Cordier and Lalou: Catalogue d u Fonds Tibitain de la Bibliotfique
Nationale, Paris 1909-31.
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Dasgupta: Obscure Reli~ousCults, Calcutta, Mukhopadhyaya, 2nd.
ed. 1962.
Edgerton: Buddhist Hybnd Sanskrit Dictionav, New Haven, Yale
University Press 1953.
Eggermont: The Chronology ofthe reign of Asoka Moriya, Leiden (Brill)
1956.
Eliot: Hinduism and Buddhism, London, Edward Arnold, 1921
(3 vols.) reprinted 1954 (Routledge and Kegan Paul).
Elliot: The Histmy of India as told by its oum Historians, 2nd. ed. Calcutta
1952ff.
Frauwallner: On the Date. . .of: . . . Vasubandhu, SOR 1951.
Gaurinath Sastri: The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, Calcutta
(Sanskrit College Research Series) 1959.
Gucrinot: La religton Djazna, Paris, Geuthner, 1926.
Harrison: Drumakinnarari?japaripcchi? ed. in Tibetan. Tokyo IIBS
1992.
Hemacandra: Pariii~taparuanin Tri~a~tiialGki?punqacarita,
ed.Jacobi
BI 1883-91,2nd. ed. 1932;extracts translated by Hertel,
Leipzig 1908.
Hirakawa: Ritsuzo no Kenkyii, Tokyo (Sankib6 Busshorin) 1960
(A Study of the Vinaya-Pifaka).
HGbGgirin, Fascicule Annexe, 'Tables du Taish6 Issaikyo', ed.
Dernikville, Tokyo, Maison Franco-Japonaise, 1931
(Index to Taish6 ed. of Chinese Tripitaka).
Jaimini: MmGrprZ Siitra, Kolhapura, ~rirnaja~ad~uru~arikar5cZryakaravirapitha, Dharmikagranthavali No. 10, 1951.
Kalhana: &jatararigtni ed. Stein 1892 (reprinted Delhi, Munshi
Ram Manohar Lal, 1960) and translated by him in 2
vols., Westminster 1900 (reprinted Delhi, Motilal
Banarsidass, 1961).
Kant: Critique of Pure Reason, English translation by Meiklejohn,
London, Bell, 1890.
Kautalya: Arthaii?stra ed Ganapati TSS 19245 (3 vols.) and Kangle,
University of Bombay, 1960, translated by Kangle,
University of Bombay, 1963.
Kofihala: Lihivai ed. Upadhye, Bombay, Singhi Jain Series, 1949.
Kunst: Kamalaiila's Commentaly on ~i?ntarak$ta'sAnum&apa?ik+G . .
. . MCB 1947 (Introduction on the bibliography of
Tibetan).
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Lalou: Ripertoire du Tanjur d' aprks le Catalogue de P. Cordier, Paris
1933.
Lamotte: Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien, Vol. I, Louvain, MusCon,
1958.
Lin Li-kouang: L'Aide- Mimoire de la Vraie Loi, Paris, AMG 1949.
Mahcibhiirata ed. Sukthankar and others, Poona, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1933-66; translated by P.C. Roy,
Calcutta 1884.
Mahcivyutpatti ed. Minaev and Mironov BB 1911; Ishihama, Yumiko
and Fukuda, Tokyo (Toy6 Bunko) 1989.
Majumdar, R.C.: The Classical Accounts of India, Calcutta,
Mukhopadhyay, 1960.
(editor of) The Histoy and Culture $' the Indian People,
Bombay, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, 1951-72.
Malalasekera:Dictionay ofPcili ProperNames, London, Murray, Indian
Texts Series, 1937-8 (2 vols.), since reprinted by the
PTS.
PZli Literature of Ceylon, London, RAS 1928.
Matsumoto: Butten no Kenk~ii,Tokyo (Heigo Shuppansha) 1914.
E. Mayeda: A Histoy of theFormation of OriginalBuddhist Texts, Tokyo
(Sankibo Busshorin) 1964.
Nanjio: A Catalogue of the Buddhist Tripitaka (Chinese), Oxford, 1883.
Narain: The Indo-Greeks, Oxford, 1957.
Nilakanta: A Histoy ofSouth India, London, Oxford University Press,
2nd, ed. 1958.
(editor of) A Comprehensive H i s t q of India, Calcutta,
Orient Longmans, 1957 in progress.
Nyanatiloka: Guide through the Abhidhamma-Pitaka, Colombo 1938
(since reprinted).
Ny2yasutra of Aksapada ed. and' translated by Nanda La1 Sinha,
Allahabad, Sacred Books of the Hindus, 1930.
Obermiller: The Doctrine of Prajfici+Gramitci, Acta 0 , 1932-3.
Pa-chow: A Comparative Study of the Z+citimoSa, Santiniketan, SinoIndian Cultural Society, 1955.
Pargiter: Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, reprinted by ~ o t i l a l
Banarsidass, Delhi 1962.
The Purana Texts of theDynasties of the Kala' Age, Oxford, 1913.
Purina: &nu ed. Vasudevacarya, Bombay, Gopala Nariiyana, 1902;
translated by H. H. Wilson, London, 1840, reprinted
Calcutta, Punthi Pustak, 1961.

Vayu ed. R. Mitra BI 1888.
Matsya, ~ n a n d a i r a m a ed., Poona, 1907 (see also
Ramacandra Dikshitar, The Matsya Purcina, a Study,
Madras, 1925).
Murkandqa ed. Banerjea BI 1862, translated by Pargiter BI
1904.
'Yugapurana' (from Gargisamhitci) ed. Mankad,
Vallabhvidyanagar (Charutar Prakashan) 1951.
IJrr~tanaprabandhasa~graha
ed.Jina Vijaya Muni, SinghiJain Series,
Calcutta, 1936.
I'r.zyluski: La Zegen.de de L'emperar A~oka,Paris AMG 1923.
Le concile de Riijagrhu, Paris (Geuthner) 1926.
I<;~llula:
Histoly of Buddhism in Ceylon, Colombo (Gunasena) 1956.
Kiijaiekhara: KiivyamimG~nsrZed. Dalal and R. A. Sastry GOS 3rd ed.
1934.
Kay: History of Chemistry in Ancient and Medieual India, Calcutta 1956
(includes text of Rasaratnakam) .
N . Ray: TheravEda Buddhism in Burma, Calcutta (University) 1946.
f{gi~edasamhitaed. Aufrecht, Bonn, 2nd ed. 1877 (2 vols., recently
reprinted), also ed. Max Miiller, London, W. H. Allen,
1849-74 (6vols.) with Siiyana's commentary and Rapade,
Poona, Tilak University, 1933-51 (5 vols.); translated by
Griffith, Benaras 1889-92 (4 vols.), reprinted in 2 vols.
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Studies, 1963 (this appears to be
the most accurate translation, surpassing Geldner's
more recent version).
Koerich: Biography of Dharmasvamin, Patna, Jayaswal Research Institute Historical Research Series, 1959.
Kosenberg: Die Probhe der buddhistischen Philosophie MKB 1924
(translated from the Russian ed. of 1918, Petrograd).
An Introduction to the study of Buddhism from Chinese and
Japanese Sources, Tokyo, 1917.
~abara:
Bh*a on M i m i q a Siitra, BI 1873ff., translated by Ganganatha
Jha GOS 1933-6 (3 vols.).
SiinkFyana: 'Sanskrit Palm-Leaf MSS. in Tibet' JBORS Vol. XXI,
1935.
'Second Search of Sanskrit Palm-Leaf MSS. in Tibet'JBORS
Vol. XXIII, 1937.
'Search fdr Sanskrit MSS. in Tibet' JBORSVol. XXIV, 1938.
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Saruadarianasamgraha (Madhava) ed. karacandra BI 1858, translated
by Cowell and Cough, London, Triibner, 4th. ed. 1904
(repr. 1914).
Schubring: Die Lehre derJainas, Berlin and Leipzig, 1935; English
version, The Doctnne of the Jainas, Delhi, Motilal
Banarsidass, 1962.
R.S. Sharma: Aspects of Political Ideas and Institutions in Ancient India,
Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 1959.
Indian Feudalism, Calcutta (University) 196.5.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Acta 0

AK
AMG
AP
B
BB

BEFEO
BI

BS
BSO (A)S
BST

CIP
CP

AGhakathG (Commentary, in Pali) .
Anguttara (the ambiguity of A is a 'consecrated' one
among Pali scholars but causes them no confusion since the references are clear from the
contexts, thus AA means Aliguttara-Atthakathii);
see B under Siitra : Ekottara.
AbhisamayElankGrEloka(Haribhadra) ;see B P5ramit5
(references are to Tucci's edition).
Acta Orientalia, 1923 ff., Brill, later Munksgaard,
Copenhagen.
Abhandlunp derDeutschenAkadmie der Wissenschafteri
zu Berlin.
Abhidhamakoia; see B Sautrantika.
Annales du Musie Guimet.
Apadiina; see B Siitra : eudraka, (g).
Bibliography (above).
Bibliotheca Buddhica (of the U.S.S R. Academy of
Sciences and its predecessors).
Book of the Discipline=Vinaya Sth translated by
Horner.
Bulletin de lkcole fran~aised'Extrk-Orient.
Bibliotheca Indica (of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Calcutta).
Buddhava7psa; see B Sthaviravada, additions to the
Siitra.
Bahuirutiya.
Bulletin of the School of Oriental (and African) Studies,
London.
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts, Mithilg Institute,
Darbhaliga.
The Central Conception of Buddhism, Stcherbatsky;see
B Miscellaneous.
A Course in Indian Philosophy; B Misc. Warder.
CariyEpitdq see B Sthaviraviida, additions to the
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D
DAWB
Dh
Dhg
Dhs
Divy
DJ
DPPN
EHBC
GOS
HBI
HDA
HOS
IHQ
I-IJ
I-IR
IKL
I0
It

JPTS

J W
JGi
Kh

Siitra.
Digha (Pali recension of Dirgha); see B Siitra.
Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin.
Dhammupada, see B Siitra : eudraka, (e).
Dharmaguptaka.
Dhammmangani; see B Stkziravsda, additions to
the Abhidhanna.
DiyZuadana; see B Siitra : fiudraka, (g).
The Doctrine of the Jainas (Schubring); see
B Miscellaneous.
Dictionav of Pali Proper N a m , Malalasekera; see B
Miscellaneous.
Early Histoty of Buddhism in Cqrlon, Adimam; see B
Miscellaneous.
Gaekwad's Oriental Series (University of Baroda).
Histoire d u Bouddhisme Indien, Lamotte;
see B Miscellaneous.
Histmy and Doctrims of the Ajiuikas, Basham; see B
Miscellaneous.
Harvard Oriental Series, Harvard University Press.
Indian Historical Quarterb, Calcutta.
Indo-Iranian Journal, The Hague, Mouton.
Indo-Iranian Rep.lnts, The Hague, Mouton.
Indian G y a Literature see B Misc.: Warder.
Institut fiir Orientforschung (of DAWB).
Itivuttaka; see B Siitra : W d r a k a , (c) (Pali).
Jiitaka; see B Siitra : eudraka, ( f ) .
Journal Asiatique, Paris, Sociite Asiatique.
Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, Patna.
Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies, Tokyo.
Journal of the Pali Text Society, London.
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, London.
-pip.
KhuaYakapii~ha;see B Sthavirav2da, additions to the
Siitra.
Kathauatthu; see B Sthaviraviida, additions to the
A bhidharma.
Lalitauistara (ed. Lefmann); see B Buddhist Histories.
Lokottarav2din.

ABBREVIATIONS
M
MCB
MK
MKB

MPPS
MPS
MR
Ms
MS(S)
Mi
MW
Mii
Nd
NG
OBM
Be-DinnZga
Ps
F'TC
PTS

Pv
RAS
REBCS

RO
RVS
S
Sa
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Majjhima (Pali recension of Madhyama); see B
Siitra.
Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques, 1931 ff., Louvain
and elsewhere.
Miilamadhyamakakiriki; see B Madhyamaka:
NZgarjuna.
Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus, ed.
Walleser, Leipzig and Heidelberg, 192332.
MahiprajfiipZramitiiistra; see B Madhyamaka:
Nfigabodhi.
MahZpariniruinasiitra (Waldschmidt); see B Siitra :
Dirgha.
Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature found in
Eastern Turkestan (Hoernle);see B Siitra :fi-gha.
Mahiisamghika.
Manuscript (s).
MahiSZsaka.
Miilasa7uiistivdavinaya; see B Vinaya (Gilgit MSS
ed. or SOR).
Miilasamiistivfidin.
Niddesa; see B Sthaviravfida, additions to the Siih-a.
Nachrichten der Akademie d m Wissenschaften ru
Giittingen.
"On'ginal' Buddhism and MahEyina; B Misc. Warder.
Be-Di6niga Buddhist Texts on Logic from Chinese
Sources (Tucci); see B Sautrhtika: Pramwa.
Patisambhidimagga; see B Sthaviraviida, additions to
the Siitra.-Gp= Ganthipada.
PZli Tipilakai Concordance, Woodward; see B Miscellaneous.
Pali Text Society, London.
Petavatthu; see B Siitra :. Rudraka, (g).
Royal Asiatic Society, London.
'On the Relationships between Early Buddhism
and other Contemporary Systems', Warder; see
B Miscellaneous.
Rocznik @entalistymy, Lw6w-Krakow-Wanawa,
1914ff.
wedasamhit4 see B Miscellaneous.
Samyutta (Pali recension of Samnikta); see B SGtra.
SamBstivPdin.
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Sau
SBE

SB~
SDS
Sm
Sn
SOR
Sth
T

Thag
Thig
TSS

TSWS
Tugan
Ud
Vbh
Vin
vv
WZKM

Yam

*

Sautrktika.
Sacred Books of the East, Oxford (reprinted Delhi,
Motilal Banarsidass, 1962ff.)
~atapathabr~hmana;
see B Miscellaneous, BrGhmanas.
Saruadarianasamgraha; see B Miscellaneous.
Sammitiya.
,SuttanzpCta; see B Siitra : &udraka, ( a ) .
Serie Orientale Roma, Rome, Istituto Italiano per
il Medio ed Estremo Oriente.
Sthavirav5din.
Taish6 (followed by index No. according to
Hiibiigin'n, Fascicule Annexe; see B Miscellaneous) edition; see B Mahiiyiina Tripitaka (the
edition includes the Chinese recension of the
Early Tripitaka).
PkG (Sub-commentary).
Theruth-g&h& see B Siitra : IQudraka, (b) (Pali
recension).
Thmagathii section of Th.
TherigGthG section of Th.
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, Government of Travancore, later University of Kerala, Trivandrum
(Anantaiayana).
Tibetan Sanskrit Works Series, Jayaswal Research
Institute, Patna.
See B. Misc. Waldschmidt, etc.
Udana; see B Siitra : &udraka, (d).
Vibhanga; see B Abhidharma.
Vinaya (Pali recension).
Vimrinavatthu; see B Siitra : ZQudraka, (g).
Wienm Zn'tschrifi fur die Kunde des Mmgenlandes,
Vienna, Holder, 1887ff.
Wiener Zeitschriift Fur die Kunde Sud-und Ostasien,
Vienna, ~ s t e r r e i c h i s c h eAkademie .der
Wissenschaften and Indologische Institut der
Universit5t Wien, 1957ff.
Yamaka; see SthaviravPda, additions to the
A bhidhurma.
Before a Sanskrit term denotes a conjectural restoration from a translation.

abandoning (prahdna) 86, 88, 89, 101,
187, 389
abdicate 161
abh&vara 140
abhiisa 416, 434
abhiva (non-being) 361, 416
Abhayagiri 280, 320, 350
Abhayagiriviisins 278, 307, 490, 504
Abhayskaragupta 447, 451, 458, 459,
465, 476, 477, 528
*
Abhayamcitgakrama 458
abhicatana 177
Abhidhamma (Pali, cf. Abhidhannu, etc.)
287, 449-50
AbhidhammcivatZta 449
Abhidhinortara 465, 468, 527
Abhidhannu(s) 7, 8, 43, 82, 196, 199,
(original:) 212-17,233,235,264,265,
267,277,284, (Sthavirav5da:) 287-99,
300, 301, 307, 311-14, ( S ~ s t i M d a : )
326-29, .355, (BahuSrutiya:) 398,
(Asaliga:) 418-19, (general:) 42426,
480, 483, 504, 527-8, 533-7, 545
abhidhannuanalysis 217, 398
Abhidhanna in nine sections 234, 265
Abhidhannadipa 92, 392, 505
Abhidhamdoja 42425, 455, 482, 506
Abhidhatmakojabh6ga 433,451,484,506
Abhidhanmim@arasaS&tra330, 505
Abhidhanna Pi(aka 196, 287-90
Abhidhannaramuccaya 414, 418-19, 521
Abhidhmmasiclta 402, 412, 515
AbhidhaMvatam 505
abhidh2yaka 431
abhidhyz (desire, coveting) 83
abhi-jiii (ascertain) 120
Abhini:ktamaflastitra 319, 511
abhinivcia (involvement) 127
abhiniyiga (superimposkd) 416
abhisamya (insight) 114, 284, 301

Abhisamayalankrira 81, 386-87, 444, 454
58, 520
Abhzsamaycilankarciloka 456
ahhi-sum-cil (Caus.=will) 130
abhi-samkr (synthesise) 130
abhisatykfla (syn thesised) 118
abhisafict!elila (willed) 118
abhiseka (consecration) 461
abhi-ud-nam 260
abhtitakalpa 416
abhulapa~ikalpa417
abhtilaparikalpila 384
ability 179
absolute 20, 407, 427 .
absolutely cease 149, 150
absolutely necessary being 137
abstained(-s) from taking life 185, 241
abstention from false speech 166
abstention from taking life 164,165,239
abstention from taking what was not
given 166, 241
abstention from misconduct in pleasures 166, 241
abstract 466
abstracting 48
abstraction 46
abundance 166, (-siitras.). 347, 394
abundant 165
academic 302
academic disciplines 444
academic tradition 441, 485, 491
cicrflya (teacher) 176, 308
acetana (unconsCious) 122
acintya (inconceivable) 386
aciltatci (non-thought-ness) 349
accidental (igantuka) 384
'accomplished' persons (siddhes) 476
accumulates (-ed)
. . 170.. 173
accumulation (economic) 167
accumulation (upacaya) 291

544
accumulation (saftnla) 433
acquaintances 238, 244, 251, 252
'act' (qdpdra) of knowing 434
acting (knyd) 295
acting (dramas) 245, 471 '
acting for the welfare of others 388
action(-s) (ritual:) 20, 23, (moral:) 39,
40.57, ( legal:) 203, (moral:) 99, 102,
110,112,117,131,133,142,148,171,
182,183,187,191,250,284,298,327,
328, 382, 419, 456, 475
action (category) 433, 438
action of reconciliation 203
activated (sa&skrta) 119, 126, 277
(c$ 'synthesised')
actors 222
cidcimjirdna 410 (see 'attachment consciousness')
addiction to festivals 177, 232, 245
a d h m a 156
adhipati (dominant) 297
adh@hEna 127
adhi~!hinalridna 406
adh&hita (determined) 406
adhif$fhatz (fix the attention on) 127
adhitya (spontaneously) 118
adhityasamutpanmkas 139
adhivacana (designation) 109, 348
adhyImam (internally) 129
adhywasdna (coveting) 109
A d i b m 199, 307, 340
cidinava (disadvantage) 258
administration 168, 199, 372, 393
administrative machinery 258
administrative rights 373
administrators 241
admonish (ava-vad) 192
adornments 179
adultery 166, 186
advaidhikira 352
advantages 69, 102
advaya (no duality) 352, 382, 384, 457
Advayavajra 465, 528
advice 161, 169
affection (fianaya) 242
affectionate speech 179
Africa 553
after end (apardnta) 138
cSgama(s) 5,6,196,197,199,336,450,457
age 322
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ageing (jara) 46, 49, 1069, 113, 11617,
291 (jarali)
agent 135, 364, 366, 382, 434
agents (officials) 243
'aggregate ' of atoms 429
'agitation' (air element) 291
Agnostic (s) (Ajfiina school) 12, 38, 40,
55, 64, 65, 138, 142
agreed usage 352, 450
agreeing and different examples 629,
430, 437
agreement (in induction) 39697, 419,
429-30, 446
agreement and difference 396
agriculture 170, 172, 193
agricultural-mercantile class 172
dganluka (accidental) 384
dhdra ('food') 115, 298
ahetusamulpaltikas 139
ahelutas (without any cause) 362
aihipaiyika (verifiable) 101
air (vdyu) 40,96,113,150,291,295,309
Ailartya Brcihmana 28
Ailartya Upanyad 21
Aja (Parthian) 316
Aja (I) 316
AjanG 333-34
ajdla 346, 349 (see 'not produced' and
'not born')
AjataSatru 61-62, 64-69, 71, 201, 239,
246, 372, 393, 394
Ajayameru 482
Ajita 40, 77
! . a 38, 99
Ajivaka (s) 38-40,50,64-65,77,133,236,261, 273
~jivakism12, 250
&ivaka Community 246
Ajmere 482
ijird (insight) 87
Ajirdna (Agnostic) 38
akdlika (timeless) 100
akalpa (non-imaginer) 416
Akanuma 5
dkira (feature, peculiarity) 108, 130,
351, 390, 435
Akbar 484, 486-87
rikhyayikd (biography) 316
akriyd (inaction) 39
akea (not made) 353

INDEX
rikgi (type) 416
195-96, 342, 344
&a 433
Ananda (I) 449, 500
&aka (?-inspector) 243
~ n a n d a(111) 504
m b h y a 471
handagarbha 458, 465
ahuiakz 88, 91 (see 'bad')
anantatp (immediate) 297
cikzmbana (support, of consciousness) ananyathatd (not otherwise) 132
125, 217, 297, 424, 429, 434
anarchy 160
Akzmbanapariksci 429
anrisrava 391 (cf: 'influence')
cilayavijridna 410, 41 1, (see 'home con- an.&ravadhrZtu 385, 457
andtman 53 (see 'nonsoul')
sciousness')
alchemy 357, 405
Anathapindada 188, 189, 193, 240
alert (sampajanya) 73, 83, 91, 293
anatomy 476
Alexander (the 'Great') 233
anavarcigra (beginningless) 145
Alexander of Epirus 253
ancivarana (not obstructing) 404
Alikasudara (Alexander) 253
anavasthd (infinite regress) 367
Anavatapta 326
Aliyavascini 247
all ( s a r v a i n quantification in logic) 290 Anavafaptag6thri 32526, 495
all at once 9, 454
ancestors 173, 184
ancient society 164
allegorical drama 324
all exist 134, 262, 263, 289, 3i0, 398
ancient tradition 160, 168
allself-ness (sarucitmaf6) 63, 103, 181
h d h r a ( s ) 253, 256, 278-80, 282, 311315,331-33,336-37,35556,370,374.
alms 62, 170, 172, 181, 193
h o k a Vihara 307
402-3, 413, 460, 462-64, 470
Arnaravati 333, 357
Andhra schools 313 '
ambassador (s) (of ASaka) 25456
anekdnta (non-extremism) 40
ambiguity 474
Ariga 281, 355
ambulatory 334
Anga North of the Water (Ganges) 281
Amitibha 343-45, 357, 375, 457, 458, anga (factor -of enlightenment and of
460
the way) 92, 98 (see under 'factors')
Amitcibhavyiiha 342, 516
anger 142, 172, 182, 271, 295
Amitribhapanvarta 342
Arigottarapa 281
Amitiyus 343
angry thoughts 163
Amnriyama7ijan 459
Ariguttara (see 'Ekottara')
Amoghavajra 460
animals 124,173,185,244,259,313,394
Amrapdi 71, 72, 232
(see also 'beasts')
&nrap2i's park 378
animal sacrifice 244
amrta 50 (not dying), 469 (wine)
antmitta (signless) 300
s)
Amtikini ( ~ n t i ~ o n u253
anzrdejya 434
Wtiyoka 244
Aniruddha 78, 191
anabhinimti (non-origination) 351
anatya (impermanent) 119, 126
azabhyiihitdnabhyiihya 418
anna ('food') 31
andgcimitri (not coming again) 87
annihilated 143-44, 363
Anagafabhayas 248
annihilation (uccheda) 101, 126, 14344
Ancigatabhaydni 247
annihilationism 118, 144, 191, 361
analogies 396
annihilationist(s) 117, 119, 139, 143,
analyse(s) 132, 288
381
analysis 9, 213, 21617, 299, 359
'another' 117, 122-24, 135
analysis (linguistic) 439
another world 142
analytic (inferexye) 455
An Shih-Kao 7, 109
Ananda 60,67,69, 72-78, 103, 106, 133, anta (extreme) 117

546
anlarcibhava 398
Anhnnafija~465
anthology (-ies) 198, 268^
anti-Buddhism 480, 484
antidotes 391
Antigonus of Macedonia 253
antinomy (-ies) 136, 138, 146
Antiochus (I1 Theos) of Syria 244, 253
Antiochus (111) of Syria 274
antiquity 19, 38
anti-theistic 151
anugraha (favour) 251
anu-kamp (exercise compassion) 179
anumcina (inference) 423
anumqa (to be inferred) 436
AnunalvcipQ~alvanirdeSa382
anup& (through non-attachment) 125
anupalambha (non-perception) 351
Anupamarak$ta 465
anupraveja (entrance into) 404
anupema (gradually) 284
cinupbrvl kalhi (systematic course of
instruction) 181
cinupbruika abhisamaya (systematic
insight) 388
Anuradhapura 305, 442
Anuruddha 450, 503
anuiaya (tendency) 127
anu-fi (tend to do) 125
anuiraua (tradition) 130
anutpda (non-occurrence) 88
Anuttarayoga 462, 466468, 470
'Anuyoga' 468
anvaya (inference) 115
anyipoha (exclusionof what is other) 432
anyathibhava (otherwise-being) 361
anyonya (reciprocal) 297
ApabhramSa 283, 463, 465, 471
Apadina 286, 325.26, 495-96
( 4Avackina)
ap&a,(dtation) 303
Apara Saila 278, 282, 312
Aparinta 278, 280-81, 355, 373
Aparantaka 255-56, 356
aparcintakalpakas (arrangers of the after
end) 138
aparisrava (nondanger) 251
apatripya (fear of blame) 292
a p e h a (in relation to) 366
apoddhira 439
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apoha (see anya)
apohate 439
appearance(s) 97 (pralyupaslhcina:) 305,
309, 406
application (upa-pad) 362- fourth step
of a proof (upanaya): 419
applies (pra-grah) 88
apply (upa-z) 138, 351
apramina (immeasurable) 191
apramalla (careful, diligent) 183
apramqa (immeasurable) 349, 354
apanihila (uncommitted) 300
apapafica (undifferentiated) 416
ApraSnaka 21416, 290
apprentice 179, 240
approving after considering 130
ipligama (reliable authority) 419
i-rabh (initiate) 88
Arabia 480
Arachosia 233, 250, 256, 316
k a d a m a m a 46, 50, 76, 90
ciraba (guarding) 109
Arcis 463
Aramaic 237, 24142
Arcap 446, 510
architect 191
architecture 348350
argument(s) 41, 328, 395 (cf: 'debate',
'proof, 'method', etc.)
arhanl(s) 6, 9, 67, 87, 90, 96, 168, 195,
208, 209-11, 277, 283, 314, 327, 340,
342
Aria 233, 316
aristocracy 157, 165
arithmetic 330
Ariyavamsa 451
kjunayana Republic 233, 312
army 54, 275, 484f
arrangers (imaginers) of the former end
138, 143
arrangers of the after end 138
arrays 406
arrogance 155, 183
art(s) 323, 332, 394, 443, 466, 477
arlha(s) (meaning:) 55, 156, 438
(wealth:) 178, (welfare:) 251, (term:)
311, (object :) 362,415,423,429,431,
433,435, (topic:) 388, (objective:) 299
Arlhaicistra 171, 237, 302
ArthavargiyaniSQtrcini197,248,286,494

INDEX
95
artifice (maya) 350, 406, 412
artificial (krlaka) 360
atya (master) 179, 249
atya (excellent) 91, 99
tbyadeva 368, 370, 465, 519
~ryadeva(11) 528
Aryan(s) (Etya) 1618, 20-21, 23, 38, 70,
91, 99, 161-62, 175, 257, 275, 346
Aryan pupil 187
h a S u r a 371, 529
ayavamr'as 247
Atyiivarta 99
tbya Vimuktisena 443, 452, 524
as (be, exist) 361
ascidhya 365
Asamdhimitra 273
ci~apsankaskandha400
asargskrla (unsynthesised, unactivated)
294, 328, 362
asamskrta dhdlu 293
asampamosa (not forgetting) 88
Asariga 340,383f, 386f, 387-413-1 9,421,
443, 452, 457, 521
asanl (nonexisting) 416
ascertain for himself 130
ascertained (abhryfii) 120,125,129, 133
ascertained individually 186
ascertaining 187
ascetic(s) 16, 38, 141-43, 151, 178
ascetic practices 33
asceticism 40, 52, 110, 117, 226
&a (absolute) 129
aseuana (practicing, habit) 298
ashes 76, 221
ristnaua 258
Asita 321
Aioka Maurya 6, 220-21, 23652,254-64,
265, 268-70, 272-74, 276, 289, 305f,
31617, 324, 329, 331, 357, 374, 490
ASoka (Prarnana writer) 51 1
Aioka the Black 202, 206, 208, 236,263
Aioka the Just 236, 263
AEokava&nn 196, 258f, 496
a5pect (?%pa) 433-36
aspiring 16
airamas 23
risrava (see 'influences') 48
Grays (resort) 391, 418
* Airayapra/7iaptri~tra265

Asam 470
assembly (-ies) 28, 6768, 71, 162, 1 6 8
69, 195, 205-8, 250, 329, 454, 490
assembly of all the people 165
Assembly of bSam yas 455
Assembly of 700 Monks 202'
assembled 156, 205,
assimilation 21
assurance (pasraadhi), assured 84, 9294, 98, 104, 293
A~taka197
AstascihasriRZpraj7iZpdramila' 335f, 347,
516 (see 'Eight Thousand')
asli (existing, exists) 298, 346, 348,416,
41 7
aslilri (it-isness, existence-ism) 126, 348
aslilva (existence) 416
astrology 380
astronomy 19, 27, 34, 443
astronomical instrument 161
aiubha (ugliness, foulness) 94
Asvabhava 444, 522
ASvaghosa 323-24, 371-72, 460, 529
Asvagupta 355
A~dncitikaSGh-a 228f, 493
iilcipin (energetic) 83
Alharua Veda 471
AtiSa 465
Atiyoga 468, 477
dlman (self, soul) 53, 107, 119, 124,139,
14445, 301, 346, 351, 422
dlmaniya 301
atom(s) 39, 144, 310, 428-29, 433
atomic partick 403
atomic theory (-ies) 310
attached to (uprLdulle) 127
attachment(s) (upadhi:) 49 (updana:)
86, 87, 101, 103, 106-7, 109-10, 117,
127, 129, 137, 142, 189, 293, 410
attachment consciousness 410, 418
attachment groups 97, 101, 121, 127,
164
attending on 179
attainment(s) 79, 130, 190, 399
attainment (pipti) 327, 400
attending methodically to 111
attendant 60
attention (manarikara) 93-96, 113, 124,
128, 309
Atthaku 197
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offhahathi 307, 498, 501
audience hall 68, 75
auddhatyakaukgya (vanity) 86
Audumbara Republic 233
aupanayrka (fruitful) 101
authenticity 2, 4, 197
authoritative (legally) 199
authority 33, 37, 57, 75, 179, 203, 204,
259, 2765 311, 329, 396, 420, 432
autobiographical poem 223
autobiographical piece 226
autobiographical record 237
autocrat I68
autocracy 29
autonomous groups of Buddhists 5
aua-budh (understand, recognise) 351
Avadinafs) 198, 200, 286, 322, 32526,
395, 475, 495
Avadcinaiataka 103f, 325, 395, 496
Avalokitavrata 453, 524
Avalokiteivam 355, 357, 375, 377, 460,
467
Avanti 202,204,236,243,247,256,280,
281, 284, 287, 305, 312, 373
vant ti 247
avasthriparincima (change of situation)
330
auastu (unreal) 450
Avatamsaka 401
ava-vad (admonish) 192
aversion (dauntanacya, &?a) 73,83,103,
137,142,176,178,292,295,297,379
Avestan 241
auidyci (ignorance) 102, 112, 304
avidyamcinatci (m occurrence) 415
auigata (not without) 298
avihitpa (harmless) 353
avihitpi (harmlessness) 99, 261
ayiiaptr (unmanifest) 327, 398
auikalpa (non-imagining, without imagining) 349, 382, 384
aviRa@aka431
auikcira (non-changing) 349
m n m n ~(universal
u a
concomitance) 424
avrpamba 419
a v i p a d a 400
avrsamulida (not being contradicted) 436
Avitarka 35556
ayabhidm (invariability) 436
m y w a (undetermined) 136, 294, 415

a y i p d a (non-violence) 99
aware (sampajanya) 293
i y ~ m u n t(venerable) 77f
ayatana(s) (entrances) 86, 111, 214, 268
Ayodhya 323, 414, 424
ayogaiCinyalG (wrong emptiness) 393
ayoniias manasikrZra 94, 384 (see
'unmethodical attention')
Bactria 274, 281, 282, 316, 317
Bactrian colonists 274
Bactrian Greeks 275
bad (akuiah) 9,39,48,87,88,91,94,9697, 109, 110, 137, 142, 148, 156
(adhama) 161, 163, 169, 183, 187,
249 (papa), 259 (papa), 284, 292-94,
297, 304, 412, 418, 456
bad action(s) 172, 176, 183, 304
bad conduct 158, 178, 186
bad destiny 158
had friends 177
bad p~inciples156-57, 178, 183
bad report 68
baddhd (bound) 350
Bakhtyar 478, 482
BahuSrutas 209
BahuSrutika 212 (= BahuSrutiya, q.v.)
Bahuimtiya(s) 21415, 266-67, 281-82,
31415, 323, 340, 3955 398, 490, 511
&hya artha 435
Bailey (D.R.S.) 371f
bah (strength) 92, 292, 300, 313
BPna 206f
bandits 167
Bangka 331
banishment 157-58, 167, 169
banyans 260
barbarian(s) 16, 17, 278, 316, 476, 484
barbarism 486
Bareau 44, 263f
barrel-vaulted roof 75, 334
based on (upcidiiya) 350
bases (upasthanas) 83, 100
bases of power 74, 75, 82, 88
bases of self-possession 75,81-84,87,96,
390
bases (dhatus) 131-32, 189, 214, 268,
293-95, 384385
base of bings (sattuadhritu) 382-84
base of extinction 384

INDEX
base of principles (dhannadluitu) 132,
381, 384, 388, 402-3, 412, 415, 455,
471, 472
base of the thus-gone 384-85
base without the influences 385, 457
'base of the world' 402, 476
'basic consciousness' 400
basis 127, 215
battle with Death 324
beasts 161, 169
beauty/beautiful (Subha) 93, 95, 128,
155 ( v a ~ ) 300,
,
381, 385
beginning 146
begmningless 145, 413
begging 33, 62, 103, 133
begging the question 367, 495
being (bluiva) 360-62, 364-66, 406, 416,
449, 472
Being (original) (sant and brahman) 20,
31, 264 (cf. 'existing')
being(s) (living, 'existing') (sattva:) 115,
116, 123, 127, 131, 133, 13536,13940, 143, 146, 151, 154-60, 164, 187,
210, 234, 310, 34546, 348-50, 354,
382-85, 391, 456, 473, 477
being for (future) . enlightenment
(bodhisattva), 45, 46, 74
being(s) having no perception 12425,
142
being more (bhGyobhdvat6) 88
being-ness 143, 416
bell 469
belonging to a self 301
beneficient 353 (cf: 'benefit')
benefit (Gnuiafflsa, Pali inisamsa=
inyjawa? and hih) 71, 75, 92, 102,
161, 167, 169,181, 190,242,243,245,
250,_259
benefit of all the pedple 250
benevolent 168, 179, 344, 353
benevolence (maztrri, later m d n ? 63,94,
95, 96, 103, 153, 173, 184, 191, 228,
292, 297, 300, 371, 4047, 467, 471
benevolent actions 180
Bengal 256, 482, 490
Best 140, 150
best life (brahmacalya) 9, 53, 75, 103,
113,117,120,133,136,142,153,164,
170, 175, 187, 227
Bhabri 246

bhadanta (Sir) 77
Bhadanta-Vimuktisena 444, 524
Bhadra 20910 *
Bhadrapftda 465
Bhadramiya 265, 281
Ehagavant 43, 181 (see 'Master')
Bhcigavata PurZya 476
Bhaisajyaguru 460, 526
Bhabajyaguru Stitm 460f
bhakti (devotion) 250
B h b a h a 443, 530
BhPahat 332
Bharqhari 42'7-28, 439
Bhasa 202f
bhava (existence, transmigration) 106,
385, 473
bhiva(s) (beings) -2,365,
366,415,
416,449 (on p. 309, f.n. 1, it might be
added that on Dhs A p. 40 a dhanm
is called a bluiva)
bluivanri (development) 87-88, 389
Bhrivancilrama 455, 458
bhaviliga ('existence limb') 400
bhrivastha (in being) 406
bhivatri (beingness) 416
Bhavaviveka 207, 235,447, 452-53, 513,
523
Bhavya 207, 452
Bhavyak-rti 465
bhaya (fear) 176
bheda (dividing) 431
bheda (particular) 438
bhoga (enjoyment) 473
Bhoganagaraka 75
Bhojas 253
bhrama 415
bhrinti 41817
bhiimi(s) (floor) 352, 388
Bhusuka 466
bhiita (reality, real) 346
bhctakoti (point or limit of reality) 405,
41 5!
Bhuvaneivara 477
bhiiyobhivati (being more) 88
biconditionals 288f -89
Bihir 281f. 482, 491
bija (seed) 418
BimbisPa 44-45, 5455, 57, 61, 64, 71,
225, 320

550
Bindusara Maurya 233, 236
biography (-ies) 316, 318,319,322,324,
330, 333
biography of the Buddha 394
birds 161, 169
birth (@ti) 45,49,53,101,106-7,108-10,
114, 116-17, 120, 129, 131, 151, 159,
172-73, 182, 227
birthplace of the Buddha 220
black 174
blame 157, 158
blessings 250, 251
blessing of principle 251
blood 470
Bodh Gays 220,222,226,244,255, 282,
324, 332, 442, 483f, 487
bodhi (enlightenment) 93, 384
bodhin'tta (thought of enlightenment)
340, 348, 461
bodhisattua(s) 45, 74, 81,31315, 320-22,
(Mahayana conception:) 332,338-44,
347-50, 352-53, 368, 371-72, 376, 379,
383,402,404,405,407,415,447,45758, 460, 467, 469, 475
Bodhisattvayina 338
Bodhisattuapitaka 286, 315, 340
body 73, 83, 86.98, 111, 117-18, 123-24,
13536, 143, 183, 470, 473, 476
body of matter 111, 129
'bodies' of consciousness (vijlicinakciyas)
113, 433
body of sentience 108, 111, 129
books 158
book of the way 302, 449
Borderers 209, 243, 244
'bound' 350
Boundaries 157
bow and quiver 172
Brahmci 20,22,34f, 50,63,124, 140, 148,
150,152,160,184,192,227,239,471
Brahma-bodied gods 150-51, 154
brahmacatya 175 (see 'best life')
Brahmagiri 237f
Brahmajila Sirtra 138,150,154,190,359,
493-94
brahma-life 175
brahman ('great', 'best', ultimate being)
20-22,30,137,139,160,412,428,452
brahman(s) (brihmanas, priests) 20-21,
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30,32, 35-36,47,63-65, 115, 121, 132,
138, 141, 149,154, 157,158, 159,161,
162-64, 166-67, 169, 171-74, 176, 179,
180, 183-84, 193, 227, 238. 244-45,
249, 251-52, 261, 276, 321, 397
brcihmana 20, 158, (see brahmans)
brahma-colour 173
brahma mansion 140, 154
brahma punishment 77
Brahma's retinue 124
Brahmanical civilisation 18
Brahmanical mythology 270
Brahtnanical philosophical doctrines 330
Brahmanical reaction 274
Brahmanical religion 175
Brahmanical schools 30, 32, 34
Brahmanical speculation 119
Brahmanical system 33
Brahmanical theology 151
Brahmanical tradition 22, 24
Brahmanism 12, 19-20, 22, 2428, 151,
173, 250-51, 27576, 312, 338, 361,
413, 427, 484-86
Brazen Palace 306
breathing 84, 300
Byhad6ranyaka Upana?ad 21
Brhadratha Maurya 275
Brhaspati 40
bride 156
brigands 167
Bronze Age 15
brother 251, 252
bSam yas 454
Budd 478, 480
"Buddha(s) 4, 8, 10, 13, 27-30, 32, (a
Sramana) 35-36, (life:) 4345, 48-50,
59,61-71, 7478, (doctrine:) 81, (confidence in:) 89, 92, 100, 114, 131,
(question of omniscience:) 133, 134,
148, 151, 152, (and society:) 153-154,
181, 185, 186, 195, (nature of:)
211, 266, 284, 31315, (legend of:)
318-24, 326, (in art: 332, 333,
338-39, (Mahaena conception:) 341,
350,377, (in all beings:) 385,459,469
(see also 'Bhagavant', 'Master',
' ~ a k ~ a m u n etc.
i ' , and cf. 'thus-gone',
'arhanl', etc.)
buddha(s) 197, 338, 350, 377-78, 391,
474, 480, (cf. Buddha)

INDEX
Buddhacanla 323f, 324, 330
Buddhadatta 499
Buddhadeva 329-30
buddhefield 342
Buddha of Healing 460
'buddhesmashers' 480
Buddhaghosa 449-50, 498-502
Buddhaguhya 465
buddhahood 385, 454
Buddhajrilakanidiina 318
Buddhajiiana 463
Buddhakaprila 459, 46364, 468
hddhak~elra342
Buddhapaksa 414
Buddhapalita 443, 452, 520
Buddharakkhita 308f
BuddhaSrijiiana 457, 525
Buddhauapsa 286, 498
buildings (for monks) 59, 246
Bulaka 221
burglary 186
Burma 256, 287, 331, 426, 483
'burning of the books' 486
business 158, 162, 180, 194
Bu-ston 283, 356, 370, 514

Candrakirti 11 465, 528
Candrapradipa 375
Candratreya 482
canon(s) 3-4, 11, 195, (see 'Trip!aka')
Canon (Vedic) 18, 21
'canon' of rules for a valid middle term
397
canonical 287
capala (fickle person) 258
Capala Shrine 73, 7'5, 82, 88, 219
capital (for trade) 171
capital grants 171
car (proceed) 348, 354
careful (apramalta) 184
careless (pramalia) 183
Cari)rii,bi!aka 286, 315, 340, 498
carrying-pole 172, 226
calyci 302, 404
calyci (systems of ritual conduct) 462,
46667, 472
calyripada 466
casinos 377
categories 328, 387, 433, 449, 454
categorical 193
categorically 135
categorical answer 135
Cahamiinas 482
cattle 17, 29
cazfastkas 313, 328, 399
cattle breeding 167, 170, 172
Caitika(s) 214f, 2785 279,282,312,314, Caluhpitha 465
336, 338
Caluhialaka 368
cazlya (shrine) 168
Calurmudrriniicaya 465
Caityagiri (Saiici) 256, 280, 332, 491
Calunnudropadeia 465
cakra (wheel) 316
Calumarga Vinaya 6
CaRrasamuara 463-65, 468, 490, 527
Caluryoginisampu& 463, 468, 527
cakrauadns (emperors) 160
Calu~kanaya(tetrad scheme) 289
+w
(insight) 299
calusko!i (tetralemma) 118, 360
calm ( u p d a m , irinla) 4M7,52, 63, 65, causal connection 49
93, 117, 136, 298, 343, 408, 41 1
causal law 164
calmed (jrinfa) 161, 351
causal relation 115, 289, 296
calming (jamatha, u p d a m ) 49, 94, 96, causal sequence 101
293, 300, 304, 365, 405, 416
causality 132, 137f, 159, 359, 364, 445
Cambodia 331
causation 35, 39, 82, 101, 104-5, 134,
campti 372
173, 214, 268, 419
Candanapila 356
causes (helu) 32, 101, 104-8, 118, 135,
Candra (I) Gupta 413
215, 264, 297, 3034, 309, 327, 360,
Candra I1 (Gupta) 413
361, 364, 368, 416, 446
Candragomin 530
caused 130
Candragupta Maurya 233, 236, 254
causeless~riginationists139
Candrakirti 4, 126f, 33&38, 410, 443, causelessly 118
452-53, 520
cease 130
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ceasing 127, 137, 391
Celebes 331
celestial phenomenon 161, 240
cells (monks') 334
cemeteries 469, 472
Central Asia 16, 38, 278, 280, 316, 480,
483-84
Central Asian provinces 329
centralised government 36
centralised rule 28
centralising 38
ceremony (ies) 58, 64, 193, 220, 371
certainty (abhyiici) 47, 51, 136
cessation (ni-rodha)4749,52,84,85, 87,
89, 91, 100, 101, 107, 111, 113, 115,
119, 122, 125, 129, 131, 13637, 150,
187,196,277,298,327,351,353,36364, 380, 399, 456
cessation of existence 130
cessation of perception and experience
78, 129
Getan2 (volition) 113
Getm (thought) 91, 94, 129
celasas (of the thought) 127
Ceylon 199, 221, 229, 244, 253-55, 256,
264, 278, 280, 282-83, 287, 289, 3058, 315, 333, 335, 368, 392, 411, 426,
442, 448, 483, 487, 490-91
Chach-Nama 419
Champa (in Vietnam) 331
Ch'an school 454
Chanda (monk) 77
chandas (will) 88, 109, 176
Chlindogya Upanz~ad 21, 31f
change 52,124, 141,142, 145,422,449
change of situation 330
changing 132, 367
changing the subject 133
r
chaplain 167
character (Wa-) 409
character (own, svariipa) 438
character of the Buddha 60, 63
characterised (laluya) 367
characteristic(s) (hliga, M a w ) 108,303,
305,309,351,367,383,396,406,408,
409,415-17, 423, 431, 436, 445, 44950, 456, (cf. 'middle term')
Chattopadhyaya (D.) 40f
checking (satnsyandana) 289

chess 465
children 176, 184, 192
China 15, 278, 280, 284, 317, 318, 356,
444, 460, 489
Chlnese 3, 5, 6, 9f, 66f
Chinese Agamas 148
Chinese Buddhists 454
Chishti 479f
chronicles 23637 (cf: 'histories')
chronology (ies) 44,58,198,206f, 2225
257, 305f, 312f
cinders 235
circulates (transmigration) 145f
circulation of wealth 29
cisterns 200
citadels 17
citation (apadeia) 303
citles 22, 62, 153, 196
citizens (nagarm) 201
Citra 190, 193
citla (thought) 83, 88, 293-94, 328
nltamrZtra (thought only) 411, 475
nttaprakrli 384
ntlaviprayukta (disjoined from thought)
328
nttavithz (thought-series) 310
city state 180
civilisation 16-17, 250, 484-86
'clan' (gotra) 346, 382, 384, 388, 418
clan of the thus-gone 379
clapping 177
clarification of expressions (vacanajodhana) 290
classes (social) 64, 158-59, 170-74, 227
class(es) 289, 293, 295, 303, 326, 396,
431, 433, 436, 43840 (cf: 'classifications')
class distinctions 154
class and the priesthood 171
classical age 19
classifiable 313
classification(s) 32, 34, 21516, 28889,
291, 294, 304, 431, 432
classless movement 32
classless society 164, 485
clear (prabhasvara) 348
'clouds of creation' 403
coagulation 108
Coda(s) (Colas) 244, 253, 25556, 280,
490

INDEX
code (of discipline) 58
code of ethics 165
code of social behaviour 180
Coedes 331
cognition (pratitz] 434
cohesion 291
Cola (see 'Coda')
Colebrooke 23f
collating 303
collecting (food) 156
collision (contact) 111
colour ( v a w ) 172-73, 174
column(s) 220,237, 258,260-61,332-34
columns of principle 260
combination (samavciya) 144, 252
combination (samudciya) 437-38
combining 144
come to this world (rebirth) 152
comet 160, 240
command (edict) 241
commencement o r commencing
(pravlti) 367, 391
commendation 374
comment 303
commentary (-ies) 230, 291, 299, 3034,
3061 1 (methods), 315, (Sthaviravida:) 318,44849, ( S W t i 6 d a : ) 32930, 349, (Madhyamaka:) 369, 455
(Mantrayana:) 46465
commen tator (s) 187, 300, 358
commerce 167, 193, 199
commissioners (rcijfikas) 241
committee 2045
commitment (s) 33, (of bodhisaltva:
pranidhcina:) 343, 389, 391, 404, 407,
469
'common knowledge' 147
common usage (prarzddha) 436
community (-ies) (samgha) 36-38, 52,
55-61, 6465, 68, 70-72, 75-77, 89. 92,
100, 153, 154, 160, 168-70, 174, 181,
185-86, 193, 196, 2025, 207-9, 226,
239, 247, 249, 255, 257, 261-65, 27879, 285, 306, 313, 315, 394
companion (s) 238, 251
comparing others with oneself 269 (6
'considering...')
compassion (kawci) 50, 63, 66, 75, 9596, 103, 153, 179 (anuhmp), 189191,193,225,241,259,261,272,276,

compassionate 180, 182
Cornpendium of thk Mahayana
(Mahtiytinaramgraha) 418
Compendium of the Theory of Knowledge (Pramcinasamuccaya) 432
compound (conception of a 'soul') 119
comprehended 132
comprehension (pratzsamvid; Pali
patzsambhzdcS) 299-301, 343, 440
concealing (samwr) 14748, 151, 213,
267, 350, 363, 443, 450
'concealing' level 148, 213, 345, 350,
354, 363, 369, 376-78, 434, 443, 450,
456,472, 475, 477 (see 'concealing')
concealing truth 470
conceit 259
concentrated 48, 85
concentration (samridhz] 46-47, 52, 71,
73, 75, 88, 89, W 9 2 ,94, 96, 98-100,
102, 104, 14143, 149, 187, 188, 191,
210,292,293,304,309,327,375,399,
403
concept(s) (prajfzaplr] 108-9, 120, 216,
236,265,267,290,358,363,364,365
68, 391, 399, 409, 427-28, 431, 450
'concept based on' 364
concept based on the groups 265
concept of a person 290
concept school 267
conceptual 268
conciliate (-s,-ing and -ion) 159, 169,
170, 243, 253
conciliation of schismatics 490
conclusion (nigamana) 396, 419
concomitance 429
concur in (sam-pralzpad) 258
concurrence (with) (sampratipalli) 244,
261
condemned 259
conditions (pratyaya) 50, 101, 10414,
116, 118-21, 123-24, 126, 129, 131,
132,135,138139,146,151,159,214
17, 296, 298, 305, 309, 327, 360-64,
399, 420, 424, 429
conditional 328
conditionality 32, 49, 190, 296
conditioned 130, 362, 381
~onditionednature 132

554
conditioned origination (patityasamulpada) 49,105-6,111,11415,117,123,
130-32, 135, 145, 152, 181, 217, 240,
296,3034,346,349, 353,359,362-64,
399, 409, 452, 454
conditioned relation 296
conduct 60,15941,174, 239, 251, 253,
284, (calyci:) 302, 31415, 403 404,
443, 445, 467, 472
confession 66, 193
confidence (jraddhci) 46, 71, 89, 90.92,
100, 104, 130, 138, 184, 186, 190f,
247, 292, 319
confiscation(s) 68, 167, 176
conflict (dramatic) 270
Confucian tradition 318
congruence 288, (yukta) 302, 303
congruent (with) yujyate 362, 363
conjoined with (satnprayukta) 298, 313,
327
conjunction(s) (samyoga) 21516, 399
conjunction of planets 23f
connection(s) (samyqana) 86,137,146,
293, 327
conscious (sampajcina or sampajanya)
83, 91, 95, 293
conscious false)lood 162
consciousness (vijfuina) 3435, 40, 47,
106-15, 118, 121, 12325, 128, 131,
137,142,144,149,150,189,235,293,
297,300,302,310,346,350,398,399400, 407, 409, 410, 417-18, 422-24,
429, 433-35, 473 (I$ 'thought')
consciousness fooa 116, 124
consciousness of hearing 293
consciousness of mind 293, 297, 415
consciousnPss of sensation 433
consciousness of sight 2 9 3 , 2 9 8 , 4 5 2
consciousnesses of the senses 418
consciousness of the six senses 113, 144
consciousness of smell 293
consciousness of taste 293
consciousness of touch 293
'Consciousness School' 414
consecrated 461, 471
consecration 461, 467, 473
consemtive 30
consewatism 29
considering all beings as like oneself
(saruatmata) 63, 95, 103, 153, 181,
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184, 238, 249
consistency 288
constant (time) 366
constitution (of communities and republics) 36,54,57,202 ($ 'assembly')
contact (sparja) 10~11,113,116-17,189,
292
contemplation 128
contentment 66, 389
contented 248
contexts (and interpretation) 12, 216,
291
continuing being 123
continuity 126, 128, 191, 400, (I$ 'conditioned origination')
contradiction 439
contradictory (-ies) 294, 366, 430, 437
conpadictory statements 361
contraposition 437
convention(s) 149, 352, 409
conventional (expressions or terms) 9,
146, 148, 151, 363, 409
corpse 332, 471, 472
cosmogony 20, 30
cosmological concepts 328
cosmology 20
council (cf. 'assembly')
councillors 162
country folk 161
courage 94
coveting 109, 163
created 140
creation 22, 160
creation (ninncina)
. .. substance 385
creation substance (nairminika kiiya) 392
creative or controlling powers 151
creator (nmmrIt~)50, id0, 150, 375
cremation 195, 220
crime 63
critical thought 30
critiques 454
'Critique of the Three Times' 427
'Critique of the Support' 429
'Critique of the Universal' 427
cross-legged 84
cruelty 243, 259
CDlabhaya 308
Culanaga 308
Culasiva 308
C6lavava 3925 512

INDEX
cult 16, 151, 278, 466, 486, (cf. 'ritual')
'Cultivated' (sujiksita) school of Lohyata
144
cultivation 156
cultural unification 275
Cunda 75
cycle(s) (of evolution) 109, 120, 123,
125, 154
cyclic periods 22
Cyrene 253
Cyrus (Kurash) 233

deduced 139
deduction (s) 142, 288, 421
defeated (in debate :nzgrahaslhdna) 397
defilement(s) (kkia) 46, 181, 293, 354,
382-84, 399, 418, 469
defilement in action 176
definable 309
definition(s) 287, 292, 308, 310, 328
definitive 10, 288, 408, 410
definitive philosophical terms 148
definitive statement (nitirfha) 147
degenerate (class of brahmans) 159
D6krI-va
464465, 468, 527
degeneration (of society) 160, 16S-66,
D6kinijdla 465, 527
168, 170
Damsmsena 457, 525
degree (strength) 92
dZna (donation, generosity) 181, 185
deities 50, 70, 209 (cf: 'gods')
dancmg 177, 466, 472, 474, 476
delay 250
danger 251
deliberate sampajZm and satlrpajanya
Dafiyavus I 233
83, 91, 293
D2rika 476
delimitation of an object 310, 406
Darius (DaPyavus) 233deluded (God) 151
darkness 154, 159
delusion (moha) 85, 148, 176, 178,266f,
DarSaka 202
292, 295, 297, 300, 379, 416, 461
M a n u ('seeing', cognition, insight) 389, Demiiville 336f
423, (49, 51)
demarcation 438
Ddabhicmika Sicfra 402, 518
democracy 168
Daiaratha Maurya 273
democratic constitution 36, 195
DaSPma 256, 305, 312
democratic organisation 3, 167, 203,
data of experience 395,43335,440 (see
374
'sense data', 'experience')
democratic ideals 374
daurmanasya (aversion, depression) 83, democratic institutions 485
91
democratic life 180
day 154
democratic government 29
death 32, 85, 114, 118, 120, 122, 135, demon(s) 124, 270, 313, 394
136-39, 142, 152, 192, 344 ($'dying1)
demonstration (proof) 395, 397
Death (Mas) 74,87, 157, 226,272,322,
deodar 16
409, 460, 480, 491
departed spirits 184
Death's daughters 272, 322
dependence 32, 113, 297-98 (nijraya)
death penalty 259
dependence on (up&iya) 113, 295
deb?re (vlirla) 205, 287-88, 328, 359, dependent character (pamtantrala&ana)
39596, 422, 430, 437
408, 416-17, 422, 453, 456
dbbating 395, 415, 419, 421, 432
depression (daunnanasya) 83,87,91,96,
Debauched by Frivolity (gods) 141
101, 107, 145, 292
Debauched in Mind (gods) 141
description(s) 108. 111, 309
debt 243, 250
desertion 54
decadence 170
designation(s) (odhivamw) 109, 111,
deceivers (bad friends) 177
120, 330
decentralisation (feudal) 373
designation (agreed usage: samajfi6) 351
decision (viniicaya) 109
desire (sensual, @pi) 49, 101, 1057,
decorum' (of monks) 55
109-10, 11516, 146, 152, 155, 164,
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181, 304, 331
115,156, 164,264,291,293,299,508,
desire (or 'coveting', abhtdhya) 73, 83,
317,328,346,348,350,360,364,390,
103, 163, 178, 292
406, 417, 422, 424, 428.
desire (inordinate; 'greed', lobha) 163, dhanna (doctrine) 97, 195, 214, 249,
292, 295, 297
253, 317, 374
desire (riga, 'passion') 434
d h a m (principle(s) ofjust government)
Desire (tgnrS) daughter of Death 272
157, 160, 161, 164, 178, 238, 24045,
desire for existence 293
249, 274, 276, 317, 374
Destiny (Niyatz) 30, 65, 133
dhanna (quality) 219
destiny (gat21 182, 184
dhanna (predicate) 419, 423, 433
destruction 137, 143, 354
Dharmfi (queen of Bindusaa) 236
destruction of civilisation 476
dhanna (law) 156
detached (upeksaka) 91, 98
Dharma cult 490
detachment 100, 183-86, 219, 468 (see
Dharmacakra ( S h P t h ) 442
'non-attachment')
DharmadhannatrSvibhanga414, 41-7
dhannadhatu (base of principles, source
determines (pa-klp) 125
determined (ycIkfla) 136
of principles) 132,381,385,388,403,
determined (adhisthila) 406
412, 455
determining(s) 406, 410
Dharmagupta 278
determining knowledge
Dharmagupta(ka)s 6-7, 196, 206, 214,
(adhi$hinajfirSna) 406
247,278,280,281,283,286,315,319,
determinism 39
462, 489, 507, 51 1
devadcIru 16
Dharmikara 342-43
Devadatta 61-62
Dharmakaradatta 446
Dev2nhpriya 238, 244, 251-55
DharmikaraSinti 477
Dev%n%mpriya PriyadarSin 238,244,251,
dhannakrSya (substance of the doctrine)
252
380, 382, 384, 388, 418, 460
Devrlnhpriya T i p 306
Dharmakirti 425, 44447, 453, 45455,
Devapda 458
457, 460, 485
DeMSarman 327
Dharmakirti (11, or Dharmakirtiiri) 457,
devatci(s) 50, 69
465, 525
development (bhrSva&) 87-88, 93, 302, Dharmamitra 457, 525
389
dhannanzyrSmaki (regularityof principles)
Devendrabuddhi 446, 510
132
dhartninuiristt (instruction on principle)
Devi 22
c
dcuis (goddesses) 471
244
devil 152
Dharmapnda(s) 198, 268, 285, 326, 495
devotion (bhaktz] 238, 250, 252, 485
Dharmapfila 444, 522
Dhammadinna 308f
Dharmapda (emperor) 458
Dhammapala I 498, 501
Dharmarucis 278, 490
Dharnmapda I1 450, 498-503
Dhannaskandha 21415, 326, 497
, Dhammasavni 216, 290-91, 293, 295DharmGoka 236
96, 309, 326, 451, 498
DharmaSri 328
Dhanananda 208,232
dhannasthttztrS 131
Dhany&ara 403
dhannata (principleness) 350, 353, 406,
Dhinyakagka 282, 333, 403, 413,464
417
dhtirani(s) 459
Dharrnatrita (1) 326, 328, 330
Dhtiranircija 382
DharmasMmin 484f
dharma (duty) 29, 276
dharmavdcaya (discrimination of prindharma(s) (principle(s)) 83, 88, 9697,
ciples) 92
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Dharmendra 427, 523
dhrinnaka ('just') 274
dhannin (subject) 423, 433, 436
Dharmottara 435, 446, 448, 510
Dharmottariya(s) 265, 281
dhcitu(s) (bases) 131-32, 189, 214, 268,
293, 351, 384, 413
Dhrilukathd 215, 287, 290, 451, 497
Dhcitukciya 215, 326, 328, 497
Dhitika 315
dhy (have) 308
Dhurta school of Lokiyata 144
dhycina (meditation) 48, 90, 298
DhySna (Meditation) school 284, 454,
476
Dhycinottarapatala (kramu) 46566
diagram(s) (man&la) 461-68,470,47273, 490
'diagram teacher' 467
dialect(s) 13, 200f, 283
dialectics 360
dialectically 432
dialogue(s) 5, 10, 64, 196, 270
'diamond' ( u a p ) 461, 462, 468, 470,
472
Diamond Being (Vajrasattva) 468, 469
'Diamond Cutter' 414
diamond delusion 469
'diamond girl' 471-72
diamond songs 471
'Diamond Vehicle' (Vajrayiina) 462
'diamond women' 471
dichotomy (-ies) 217, 294,431,436,439
difference (as inductive principle or
method) 39G97, 419, 429-30, 446
different (anya) 123,135, 136,289,362,
363, 365, 368
diierent example 430, 437
differentiation (s) (papairca) 365, 410
diffuse (thought) 85
Dignfiga 423f (see 'Dinniga')
dike 242
dilemma 123, 360
diligent (apamutta) 184
dimensions 139
Dinniga 423f-35, 442, 444, 447, 450,
452, 453, 506-8, 522
Dipamkara 320
fipauapsa 207, 280f, 392f, 512
direct (statements) 10 (see 'definitive')
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direct (sensation, avipar&a) 419
direct responses (asatpkira) 295
Dirgha ( ~ ~ a m6,34f,
a)
112-15,122,138.
154, 160, 166, 17475, 196, 200, 212,
228, 338f, 493
disadvantage(s) 45, 46, 49, 51, 68, 125,
137, 181, 185, 258
discerning person (s) (u97i.u) 104, 133,
186
discipline, Discipline (Vanaya) 52, 57,
60, 62, 77,169, 175, 17879, 196, 198,
202, 205 (see also Vinaya)
discomfort 185
dicontent/Discontent (aratQ 93, 272
discontinuity 190
discourse(s) 71, 313
discovered (vidita, vedayitay a ) 101,113,
115, 130, 135, 186
discovery 100, 113, 132, 165
discrimination of principles (dhannavicaya) 92-94, 9697, 104, 424
'Discrimination of the Mean and the
Extremes' 417
Discrimination of Principles (dhanna)
and Principleness ( d h a m t a ) 417
discussion(s) (kathci, in Patisambhidcimagga) 299-301
discussions on the meaning (atfhakatk)
307, 310
disease 114, 322
disgust 142
dishonest (vi;ama) 184
dishonest men (as bad friends) 177
disjoined from (uipmyukla) 298
disjoined from thought 398
dispassion (virZgta) 47, 49, 91, 101, 129,
136, 137, 301
dispassionate 123
dispute(s) 109, 186
disrespect 166
disrespectful 163
dissolves (sum-*) 140
distinctions (making, uibhana) 193
distinctionists (vibhajyaucidins) 264
distinguishing ( S q a n a ) 431
distributed (term2 290
distribution of te'rms 287, 311
district commissioners (padesM 244
diversity 124, 128, 143
dividing (bhedu) 431'
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divination 39
divine 144, 160
divine intervention 148
divine sights 245-46
dzrqa 144
Divyivdina 236f, 27374, 395, 496
Do-as-you-like school 39
doctrinal talk 69, 71
doctrine(s) (dhanna), 6,8-12,30,34,43,
44,46,48,49-52,55,57,60,71-72,74,
76, 81-82, 84, 92, 93, 97, 100-2, 1 0 4
5, 131, 134, 146, 154, 182, 186, 190,
195, 197, 212, 214,216-17, 247, 253,
270, 301-04, 358, 360, 363, 374, 38586, 420-21
dogma 30
dohi poems 466, 531
domain of the thus-gone 384
Dombi 471
Dombiheruka 462
dominant (adhipah) 217, 297, 327, 362
donation(s) (&nu) 65,162,17475f, 179,
181, 185,203,244,250,259,261,389,
(cJ: 'generosity' and 'gifts')
d q a 176
double meaning 402
doubt 31, 32
dragon(s) (niga) 55, 221, 256
Dragon World 4, 336, 355-58
drama(s) 232, 245, 323, 314, 332, 334,
443, 466
dramatic dialogues 232, 245, 270-71
dramatic episodes 231
Dravidians 16, 257, 274
d m y a (substance) 391, 433
drawn out 147, 408, 411
Drdha (Earth) 379
Bdhidhycijaya Panvarta 386
Drdhanemi l6Of
dream(s) 39, 406, 412, 422
dream-like nature 390
dress 59
drinking 178, 471
drinking places 261
d~trinta(example) 423, 437
drsta dhanna (the visible world) 123f,
129
d~tadhannanirvcfnavrida 139
drsh'(s) (theory, opinion) 99, 137-38,
155, 300, 327, 359, 364
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'Drum of the Wheel of Middle Terms'
437
drumming 177
drunkards 177
(no) duality (dvaya, aduaya) 351, 378,
382, 412, 416, 455-56
duhkha (unhappiness) 101
Durgalzparijodhana 465, 527
Durvekamiira 447, 511
diisana (refutation) 422
diila (ambassador) 253
Dutthagamani 306, 308f, 308, 333
duty (-ies) (dhanna) 29, 110
duty (-ies) of kings or rulers 28, 166,
169-70, 379
D v h d a i a d 7 ~ i r ' r a369
Dvaipayana 24
duaya (duality) 351
duesa 176
dwelling(s) (for communities, uihdras)
58, 60, 174, 185, 209, 244, 246, 273,
274, 469
dyads 217, 294, 296, 304, 398
dying (marayz) 46,49, 101, 106-10, 113,
116-17
dynasties 160
earth (fllhiui) 39,96,113,149,150, 155,
164, 291, 295, 309
Earth Goddess (Drdhft) 379
earthquake 74
eclipse(s) 258, 272
economic (s) 170, 237
economic basis 170
economic development 178
economic force 29
economic investment 173
economic policy 171
economic power 28
economic progress 29
economic well-being 170
economy 29
edicts of Aioka 237, 240, 242, 246, 25051, 257, 258-59, 262
edification 222, 236, 286
effect(s) 102, 264, 299, 368, 445
efficiency (*prigunyati) 293
efficient (samartha) 446
Eggermont 44,206f, 2365 257,263,264,
305f

INDEX
ego 138, 191
Egypt 15, 253
ehipassiha (verifiable) 33f, lOOf
eight factors 52, 99
eighteen schools 277, 282
eightfold 99
eightfold way 52, 75,8182, 99-102, 115,
320
Eight Thousand (Perfection of Understanding) 347-49,354,375,387,45658
Eighteen Thousand (Perfection of Understanding) 457
Ek&amuhha 460
e-ana
(single moment) 383
ekabanribhisambodha 388
eki+a (categorical) 193
ekaprativedha 300
ekatydcij,atika (some-things-eternalists)
138
Ekavira 465, 526
EkavyavahPrika(s) 235, 265, 281, 284
ekolibhiva (singleness) 91
Ekollara &am 6, 146-47, 196, 213, 248,
494
elation ( s a u m n q a ) 91, 96, 295
Elavaddhana 331
elder(s) 67, 163, 166, 168-69, 208, 21 1,
238, 24041, 244, 261
elder monks 204, 208, (see 'Sthaviravfida')
election 22, 157, 160, 180, 205
elements (see principles) 22,31,34,36,
3940, 65, 96, 113, 122, 124, 14M4,
149-50, 155, 291, 295, 308, 358
'elephant hook' classification 304
Elliot 478f
Ellora 333
embryo (garbha) of the ornament of the
arrays of illuminations 404
embryo of the arrays of self-possession
406
embryo (garbha) of the thus-gone 380,
382, 384, 412
embryology 476
emotion (bh6va) 250
emperors (dravartins) 160-61, 169-70,
316, 32021
empire (Paurava) 18
Empire of Magadha 201-2, 255
empirical enquiry 287, 419

empirical evidence 420
empirical investigation 146
empirical reality 288
empiricist doctrine 259
emptiness (iunyaki) 267, 328, 344,345,
354, 359, 364, 375, 377, 391-92: 3 9 8
99, 4045,410-12, 417, 443, 468, 470,
473, 476, 485
'emptiness school' 328
empty (jcnya (-la)) 300, 301, 328, 342,
360, 385, 396, 452, 490
empty conversation 377
end 138, 145
endless 145
endowed with lands 174
enemies 177
energy (Stya) 8890, 92,94,96,98, 141,
186, 258 (~lscihu),292-93, 297, 340,
389
energetic (cilwn) 73, 85, 248
enforcement of law 259
enioyment 45, 125, 473
enjoyment ( s ~ m b h i ~ substance
a)
385
'enjoyment substance' 391, 477
enlightenment (bodhi, salpbodht] 43,44,
47,48,49,50-52,57,59,74,76,81-82,
86,89-92,95,98,100,1045,114,129-

31, 132, 134, 136, 137, 150-52, 171,
173,186,187,197,210,217,220,226
27, 299-300, 314, 322, 324, 340, 353,
376, 378, 383, 384, 402, 404-6, 440,
454, 456, 461, 465, 472-73, 47475
Enlightenment Tree 220,244,255,273
'Entering the Base of Principles' 402
entity (-ies) 9,110,120,123,13537,1.44
46, 191
entrance (iyafana) 86,95,111,124,144,
149, 151, 152, 214, 268, 303, 351
entrance of neither perception nor nonperception 47, 79, 125, 128, 144
entrance of nothinmess 46, 47. 78
entrance (upn~amp.d.) 56,- 255, 278,
315
entry (to the community) 54
enumeration of principles 291, 309
envisage (sam-anudpJ a soul 119
envy (Fqyi) 182, 243, 259
Epic (MahZbhirala) 22, 25, 276
epic 19, 225, 229
epic recitations 177
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Epirus 253
97,419,429-30,437
epistemology 424ff (see also theory of excayated buildings 333
knowledge)
excavated dwellings 246,273
epistles (lekha) 370, 465
excellent (-a)
99
equal (birth) 159, 165
excellent ones (tilya~)175,346
equality 159
excess 161
equality (sumatti) 375,384,390
excessively 156
equality (saminatci) 416
exclusion 432, 436, 43940
equanimity ( u w t i ) 48,63,91-98,104, exclusion of what is other (anytiPoha)
119,184,187,191,292,295,302,405, 432, 436, 43840,446
471
excuses for not doing any work 178
equipment (of buildings for communi- executions 167
ties) 59
exegesis (mimrltpti, investigation) 302
equivocation(s) 31 1, 39596
exercise(s) (y6ytima and vizyarn) 52,
errors (vipalycisa) 300, 303, 341, 368,
88,99,100, 219, 292
381, 389
exertion (s) (padhinu) 47,48,75,87-90,
error(s) (bhrama and bhrtintq 416,419 . 96,9899,141, 187,226,390
esoteric symbolism 467
exerts (pa-dhti) 88
esoteric 'systems' 475
exhausted 48, 129, 151
'Essentials of Method' 397
exhaustion 129, 131, 133,187
essentials of method (in debate) 395
exist(s) (as, mtal 10, 120, 122-25,128,
established (sthita)131
132, 13435, 14243, 149, 152, 264,
eternal (jclj,ata) 40, 121, 124, 13539,
265, 348,358, 360,361-62,417, 443
141, 151,235, 264,301,360-61,363, existence (='exists1, asti, astitti, astitva)
365,377, 380-82,385, 397, 452
122,127,139,264,346,349,360,362eternal entity 452
63,416
eternal reality 385
existence (saltti, 'existing-ness' 362,439
eternal soul(s) 192f,234,264
existence (bhava, transmigration), 105
eternal matter 264
9, 112,114, 116, 183, 191, 239,385
eternalism 118, 264, 361
existence-ism (aditti) 126
eternalist(s) 117, 119, 138,381
'existence limb' (bhavritigo) 400
ethics 178, 231,239,249, 386,443
existents (great, mahdbhfifm) 113, 295
ethical 33, 40
existing (sanl, from as) 362, 386, 412,
ethical standards 249
415
ethical study 458
existing (bhfitq 'real') 346
eu'sibCM 241
existing being (sattva) 143 ( c f : 'being',
Europe 253
'living being')
existing substance (&yu,
evasion 41, 142
soul) 192
everyday level 148
existing (asla] condition 298
evidence 419, 421
existing (real) being (sudbhiua) 364
evil(s) (ptipa ( 4 ~ 88,
) ) 166, 170, 177, expansion (economic) 170
179, 110,239
expectation of life 165
evil destiny 182
expedient(@ (upZya) 376, 378
evolves(vi-m) 34, 140, 155
expelled 262
evolution 22,30,32,139,148,151,154, expenditure 244
159, 164,403
experience 34,53,83,85-87, 97,100-1,
evolving 146
104,114,116,123,125,130-31,191,
exaltation 64
300,395,420,432,434,443,445,457
examination 142
experience (ucdami 53,73, 83,85,86,
example (s) ( u & h m a ~or dp.@nta)395
10613, 116, 119-121,123, 129, 137,

INDEX
189, 267, 291, 297, 399
experienced 118, 129, 130, 186
experiencing 46, 119, 187
experiment(s) 31-32, 35
explicit (nitcirtha) 147, 408
Exposition of Vimalakirti 375, 377, 382
expression 311
expulsion 58, 263
extension (sanlati) of matter 291
extension of terms 290
extenuating circumstances 59
external(1y) 53, 84, 85-86, 128, 305
external objects 429, 435, 447, (see
'object')
external reality 431
extinct 349, 408
extinction (nin,Zq) 45,46,47,49,51,
52, 72, 74, 79, 87, 91, 102, 120, 122,
128-31, 136, 137, 139, 145, 152, 187,
267, 293-95, 300, 320, 338, 346, 350,
362,365,376,381,384,390,399,401,
405,412,417,449,450,457,468,475
extinction in the visible world 129, 139,
145
extinguished 161
extinguishing (nirqtt) 145
extreme(s) (anla) 52,82, 117, 126, 1 3 4
36, 345, 349, 358, 362,364, 368, 417

fame 257
family 162-63, 166
famine 72, 306, 307
Fang plen sin louen 395
farmers 170
fasts 193, 259
fatalism 38
father 252 (see 'parents')
Father (God) 140, 158
'father' systems 470
favour (anugraha) 25 1
fear(s) 47, 48, 142, 176, 177, 178, 258
fear of blame (apalripya) 92f, 186, 292
fears for the future (anrlgalabhayas) 248
featurests) (rSkZra) 130, 351, 387, 390,
43435
feebleness of mind (daso linatva) 93
fellow waster 178
female 160
female bodhualtvas 408, 469, 470
femininity 291
ferocity 259
festival 173, 177-78, 221, 244, 263
festival performances 467
feudal hierarchies 491
feudal lord 375
feudatories 510
feudalism 373
feudalistic relations 374
fabrication of new sirtras 337
feudalistic society 180
factors 104
factors (anga) of enlightenment 75, 82, feudalistic system 413
86-87,92,9496,98.103,130,159,300 feudalistic trend 485
fickle persons (capala) 258
factors (anga) of the way 99, 102, 292
faculty(-ies) (andnya) 46, 75, 89-92, 9 8 fiction(s) 137, 149, 151, 443
97, 100, 122, 187, 216, 292-93, 298, fictitious theology 151
fiefs 174, 373
300, 303, 327, 433
'field' 157
faithful 179
figuratively 290
faithfulness 179
fallacy(-ies), fallacious middle terms figures of inference 446
filial 163
(hetvcibhcisa) 396, 430, 436
filial piety 241
fallacious argument 397, 430, 436
filial respect 166
fallacious examples 437
false 136, 139, 142
final end (aparcinta) 138
falsehood 99, 109, 110, 142, 161, 162
Final Extinction (parintmana) 152,195
false opinion(s) 110, 117
final moment 388, 391
false sensations 434
finite (antavanl) 136-38, 14243, 362,
false speech 157-58, 162, 166, 185,247,
365
248
fire element (see 'heat')
false thesis 436
Firishta 478f, 479f
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first king 22
First Rehearsal 195-96, 198, 200, 212,
224, 285
first schism/First Schism 7, 11, 2067,
209,212,263,278,279,283,285,289
fishing 242
five precepts (pafica hbrSp&na) 185,
190f
fixed 141-42, 380, 382, 385
fix his attention on (adhafi+thatz) 127
(6'attention')
flatterer 177
'floors' (bhSm) 388, 418
flowers (offering) 319, 461, 469
fodder 167, 170
ood (anna:) 31, (EluIra:) 93,96,98,115
l6,122,144,148,215f, 298, (bhnkta:)
167,179, (bhojanrr) 59,186,241,244,
259
food gathering 165
footprint 332
forbearance 269, 270, 271
force 29,109,110,157-58,164,165,169,
175, 243
force(s) (sa?@Zra) 10,49,53,78,86,88,
112, 114, 119, 121, 123, 132,137,153,
292-93, 297,'302, 309, 313, 328, 381
forest 158, 197, 219, 248
formalised language 288, 421
formation (sum-murcch) 108
Tormer end (pSruZnla) 138, 143
former life/lives/existences 48,130,133,
139, 141, 143, 187
former point (of transmigration) 146
formulatio? 296
Fortune (Ski) 380
foulness (aiubha) 94
Fou-nan 331
Four Ages 476
four 'errors' 300,341,368,381,389 (see
'error')
Four Kings 149, 379
Four Truths 48, 91-92, 100, 189, 214,
299,300,318,359,363,364,390,398,
448 (see 'truths')
fraud 151
Frauwallner 423f
freedom 9, 17,28, 30, 35,37,39,49,51,
87, 95, 128, 129, 131, 137f, 159, 187,
192,227,251,304,342,405,415,417,
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470, 492
freedom (vimukh] 49, 51, 75, 187, 192,
492 (see 'freeing')
freedom (vrmukf:] of the thought 191
freedom(s) (vimoba) 95, 128, 129, 300,
391, 404, 406, 477
freedom (moba) 415
freeing (vrmuktz) 94, 95, 98, 300, 346
(see 'freedom')
freeing (muklz] 101
freeing of the thought by sympathetic
joy 95
freeing of the thought by equanimity 95,
98
freeing of the thought by compassion 95
freeing of the thought by benevolence
9495, 128f
'freeing (ninnocana) the sandhi 408
free from (vigata, 'withbut') 298
free will 39, 40, 328 (cf: 'action')
free man 66
free/frees/freed (vi-muz-vrmukla)53,71,
85,90,92, 120, 122, 123, 125, 129,
131, 138, 145, 192
freed (mukta) 350
frescoes 334
friend(s) 176,177,179-80,184,238,244,
251, 252, 404
friendliness (maitni) 404
friendliness (four grounds of) 179
friendship 41, 62, 103, 180, 406
frivolity 99, 141
frontier(s) 274, 275
frontier high' officials 258
fruitful (aupan+ka) 101, 186
full Moon night 64
fully understood (parijida) 116
function (rasa) 302, 309
funeral procession 114
futility 139
future 53, 115, 138, 143, 450
future life 23
future principles 264
future state 157
Gahadav2la (s) 442, 482
gain (libha) 109
Gajani (Garjanaka) 481-82
gamna (motion) 366
Gambhirapaha 414

INDEX
Gambhiravajra 462-63
gambling 178
gambler 177
ganda 402
GaflcloySha SStra 335, 401-2,405, 407,

460,518
Gandhib-a 233,236,243,253,255,263,
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m,190,192,219,227,240,246,270,
320,344,379, 394,403, 469, 474
God 16,20,22,31,34,50,
63, 14041,

14852, 160, 227, 473, 476, 478-80,
483, 484-85
gods of the quarters 149
GOdSvari 282
goddess (es) (dnn3 16.22,379,469-71,
474
going abroad (blessing for) 250
going forth ( ~ r a m j y ~56,
i ) 158, 193
Gokulika 235, 266, 281 (see 'Kauru-

273, 275, 279-82, 31617, 325, 328,
334,374,414,481
Gandhaans 274
Gandhh- 247, 283, 286,317
Ganges 69,281
Ganges valley 15
kullaka')
garbha (embryo, of the thusgone) 480
gold 185,202-4
gate keepers 162
Golden Lustre (Suuamabh&aSStm) 375,
Gauri 471
379, 459
Gaustana 274
Gondophernes 316
Gautama Feny 70
gone forth 322
Gautama Gate 70
good (kuiala) 87, 142, 16162, 165-66,
Gautamiputra (Sitavihana) 312f
169,183,245, 284,292-93,297, 304,
Gayanagari (Bodh Ga*) 324
412,
418, 456, 492
Gedrosia 233
good (huly6na) 177,180,249,252,258,
geisha girls 377
353
'General' (Pusyamitra) 275
good
(pupya, meritorious action) 39,
generalisation 32
194
generosity (&nu) 182, 185, 188, 189,
244,245,250,252,253,259,261,340 good (scidhu) 244, 251, 252, 261
gbod action (sukfla) 142
(see also 'donation' and 'gifts')
good action (huly4a kammn) 183
genius 295, 439
good conduct (sucati(a) 48,15859,165,
gentleness 161
183, (cf: 'virtue')
geographical dispersion 279
geographical distribution of the schools good (kuiala) principles 9, 87-88,94,
96-97,193,284, 292-94
20R
--good (sant) principles 186-87,100
geometry 27
good (dhanna) 15657
gesture (k6yaui~iurptz]291, 327
good conduct (s%!u, yirtue) 10,68,151,
geya 270
181
Ghazni 481
good conduct ( c a r n y ) 187
Ghosaka 330, 355, 505
good destiny 158, 165
ghost@) 124,312,394
good life (kuiala) 194
gift(s) (&nu) 179,185 (see 'generosity'
good festivals 245-46
and 'donation')
good friend(s) (kalyd~mitra)103,389,
gift of principle 251-52
giving (&nu) 389 (see 'donation' and
403,4057,415
'generosity')
good friendship (kalyrivmitrakii 103,181
gleaning 32
good government 166171
glory 254
good report 69
gocasa (range) 409,433
Good Wishes 469
gocarabimba 409
goodness (s6dhaua) 261
god(s) (dcva) 20,22,30-32,34,70,107, Gopadatta 372
125,14143,14852,153,160,182-84,Gopalach* 312f
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Golda 38, 133
go out to (niryii) 348, 353
gotra (clan) 346, 379, 382, 384, 388, 418
government(s) 27-29, 3637, 160, 1 6 5
168, 171, 180
governor(s) 236, 243, 274, 317
grace 259
gradual/gradually (anupirrua or kramajar) 284, 299, 454
grcihnka (sense function, as means of
knowledge in sensation) 435
@huh (subject) 390, 416
grcshya (object) 390, 416
grain 166
grammar 303
grants of land 374
grants to the poor 170
gratitude 250, 389
'Great Assembly' (Mahisannipita) 459
'great being' 348
'Great Commentary' 329
Great Community 208
Great Elect 157, 159-60, 320
'great elements' or 'great realities'
(mahlbhirta) 113, 295, 399, (see
'elements')
'great emptiness' 392
great realities (mahabhiila)ll3, 295,297,
309, 327, 329
'great happiness' 469, 472
'Great Illumination', (Mahduaimm)
460
Great Pagoda (ofAnu6dhapura) 305
'Great Perfection of Understanding' 369,
457, 464 (see its three main recenIHundred nousand', 'Twenty
Five
and IEighteen
sand')
siOnsl

Great Realm 166
Great Rehearsal (Mahisaw-t~]207
'Great Vehicle' 388 (see 'Mahama')
Great Vihfira (Mahavihira) 280, 30%,
448
Great Wilderness (Mahikinma) 243
Great Wood (Mahzvana) 75
greed (lobha) 163, 292, 295
Creek@) 233, 237-38, 24142, 244, 249,
253, 254, 274, 275, 312, 31517
Greek barbarians 260
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Greek craftsmen 334
Greek people (Yavanas) 255, 256
Greek gods 316
Greek religion 329
Greek rule 254
Greek states 253
grief (ioka) 49, 101, 107, 109, 116, 145,
Grebdud-rtse 483f
gross 53
ground(s) (vatu) 115, 138, 143, 203,
205, 20810, 278, 287, 388, 390-91,
399
group(s) (skandhas) 9,53,101,127,131,
21416,235,26768, 290-93, 303, 34951, 391, 399, 400, 425, 450, 469
growing old 110 (see 'age', 'ageing')
guarding (ira&a) 109
guests 184
Cuhyagarbha 465
Guhyacnnuila Tantra 457,458, 462,464
66, 468, 476, 527
guilds of craftsmen 171
Gujar2t 15,249,253,255,265,280,28182, 482, 486
Gumba 331
guna (quality)433
guna (strand) 240
Gupta dynasty 413
Gupta emperors 424, 442
gum (elder) 240
habit (cisevana) 298
Haimavata(s) 6, 215, 278
'Hda' 357
Haeyun wang (Meghasv;idi?) 312f
happiness (sukha) 9,29,33-36,3940,46,
48, 53, 62, 65, 74, 91, 96, 102, 104,
118, 120-21, 153, 161-62, 167, 170,
24143,245,249,259,291,300-1,343
(jiua), 365, 381, 385, 469, 473, 474
happiness of all living beings 153
happy 119, 143
happy society 165
Harappa 15
hardness 291
hardship (ahcta) 161
Haribhadra 348, 350f, 351, 3535 354,
387f, 389, 444, 45557, 463, 524
Hariva+a 380f, 394
Harivarman 215, 2675 290f, 327f 398

INDEX
harmful speech 166
harming 183
harmless (avihiwa) 353
harmlessness (avihitya) 40,99,102,261
harmony 169
harmonise with (samprali-pad) 258
Har~acarita206f
harsh speech 99, 163, 166
Haryanka Dynasty 201
hisa (smiling) 301
Hastavcilap'akamna 428
haste 243
Hastinspura 27
hatred (vaira) 177, 194, 268, 269
Hattori (M.) 427, 444f, 508
'have' (dhr)
. .. 308
having k s meaning drawn out (nilirlha)
147
having its meaning requiring to be drawn
out (nqittha) 147, 475
Hayap-vavidyi 460
health 269
hearing (Srotra) 86, 107-8, 112-13, 141,
291
heat 31, 39, 96, 113, 150, 291, 309
heaven(s) (svarga) 23, 40, 65, 167, 1 7 6
84,188-90,240,243,250-52,324,344,
377, 486
heirs 186
helots (Sfidras) 158, 172, 206, 226-27
helper (updira) 180
helpfulness (arthacalyii) 179
Hemacandra 273f
heredity 30, 171
hereditary priesthood 154, 171
hereditary privilege 159
heritage 179
heroic period 19
Heruka 469, 471, 473, 474
hetu(s) (cause) 107, 215, 217, 297, 304,
327 (see 'cause')
he& 429 ( c f : 'middle-term')
Hetubindu 446
Hetucakr&maru 429
* Hetumukha 431
ktu~halatas419
Hevajra 464, 471, 474, 485
Heuajra Tantra 457-58, 463-65, 471-76,
527

hierarchy 171, 485
hierarchical relations 374
high officials (mahimcilras) 242-43, 249,
261
high officials for principle (dhannamahGmlilras) 253, 261-62
HimPlaya 225, 326
Himalayan countries 290, 486
Himavant 255, 277, 280
hTna (inferior) 341
hinayana ('inferior vehicle') 338
'Hinduism' 20
'Hindus' 487
Hiranyavati 76
history (-ies) - (Buddhist and Indian)
3-4, 910, 17-18, 21, 25, 27, 170, 207,
273, 282, 355, 356, 448, 466 (se6,als.o
Bu-ston, Tsranatha, Dipavamsa,
MahGvatya, Vasumilra, etc.)
hita (beneficient) 353
Hofinger 285
'holy war' 484
homa (oblation) 461
home 49
'home consciousness' 410,411,413,415,
418
homeless life 172
homelessness 46, 141, 158, 162
honour 252-53
honoured 259
horizontally 142
horse 220
hostility 163
houses 156
housedwellers 185
house-goddess 378
household 179
householder(s) 68, 153, 161, 181, 184,
238-39, 252
household life 193
House with a Gable 75
hn (self-respect) 292
Hsiian-tsang 444
'hfim' 469
human beings 16364, 182, 184
human life 162
human relationship(s) 178, 241
humanism 212
humanity 238
humour 63
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Hunas', 'Huns' 317
Hundred and Fifty (by MP&ce@) 370
Hundred Thousand Perfection of
Understanding 356, 358, 457
hunger 226
hunters 158
hunting 158, 241, 244, 484f
husband 251-52
Huviska 355
hymns 357, 370, 426
hypocrisy 226
hypostatise(d) 348, 358, 367
hypostatise the sequence 135
hypostatised concepts 364

384,390,409,411,412,419,423,43134, 440, 455, 470-74
immaterial (ariipa) 111, 119, 121, 143,
298
immaterial existence 107
immaterial entrance 295
immeasurable (apramriyz) 63, 95, 98,
143, 184, 191-92, 391
immeasurable (apramcya) 349, 354
immeasurable mind 63, 95, 191 (see
'immeasurable')
immediate (anontara) 217, 297-98, 362
immediate cause(s) (padasthlina) 303,
305, 309
immediate dependence (upanisraya) 297
Ibn-Asir 478f
immortal 34, 119
idamprafyaylit 106
immovable (as peaks) (KGfasfha)39,139,
i a ' u m ~ a y a t l i49, 105, 132
353
ideas 410, 415
impartial (sama) 184, 344, 353
ideals 154, 260
impartial (madhya) 242
idealism 385, 401, 411, 475, 407, 410, impartial conduct ( s a n h ~ a ~ l253
i)
411, 41314, 459, 461
impartiality (samalrI) 259
ideal reality 407
imperial age 320
Ideal Society 164, 228, 318
imperial crisis 260
identical 289, 362, 363, 368
impermanence 74,76,82,126,131,190identified 138 .
91, 232, 267, 291, 301, 303, 328, 343,
identification 111, 310, 462
354, 378
identity 365, 445-46, 467
impermanent (anitya) 53,101,119,123,
'idol' 480
124, 126, 132, 135, 141-42, 145, 192,
ignorance (avidyli) 48, 102, 112-16, 121,
300, 345, 381, 399, 449
132,146,150,293,300,304,378,476 impetuosity 253
I-Hsing 23f
implication 408, 436
Ik.pCikus 374
imponderable (n2pa) existence 107,149
Ili 317
imponderable matter 140, 150
ill 192
imponderable entrance 295
ill fame 176
impression 310
illness(es) 59, 176, 179, 182, 250, 326
imprisonment 167
Illumination (Vairocana) 407
improvised lyrics 223
illusion(s) 151, 379, 393, 406, 41617, inaction (akriyli) 39
419, 486
incantation(s) (mantra) 380, 459, 461,
image ( l i b h ~ a 435
)
466-67, 469, 471, 473
images ( p a l i f i a , bimba) 406, 409
'incantation-word' (manlrapada) 459
imagery 303
inclusion ( s a w a h a ) 21416
imaginary (parikalpita) 390,408,41617, 'inclusive term' 446
456
income 179
'imaginary character' 408
inconceivable (acinfya) 386, 409
imagination 346, 384-85, 401
inconsistency 146
imaginer of the unreal 41617
incorruptible 283
imagined own-being 415
'increase in worth' 252-53, 262
imagining(s) (&lpa and kdpanoi 341, indecent exposure 176
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independent (nirapeba) 361
'Independent' (Svcilanfrika) school 452
independent (svafanfra) soul 391
indescribable 434
indeterminate (aqikca) 294,295,298,
418 (see also 'indifferent')
India (Jambiidvipa) 164
'Indian' (of Sindhu) 487
Indian civilization 16, 275, 317
indifference (nirvid) 47, 129, 136, 137,
389
indifferent 9, 10, 284 (see 'indeterminate')
indignant 157
individual 135
individual characteristic 449
individually (prafycifman) 101, 120, 130,
186
IndeEuropean 20
Indonesia 330
Indra 17, 149, 270-71
tndnya (faculty) 89-90, 298
induction (s) 32
inductive methods 419
inductive principles 396
indulgence 117
Indus 233
Indus age 17
Indus Civilisation 1516, 21, 38
Indus people 17, 21
Indus society 23
industry (-ies) 29, 171
inert 111
inference 115, 147, 396, 399, 415, 419,
42524, 430, 43437, 440, 445, 450,
457
inference for oneself 435
inference for another 43536
inferior (hina) 53
inferior vehicle (hinaycina) 338
inferred (to be) 436
infinite (ananla) 119, 136, 138, 14243,
14546, 362, 365, 436
infinite regress (anavasfhci) 367, 432
infinity 136, 139
infinity of consciousness 78, 95, 107,
125, 128, 144, 189, 295
infinity of space 78, 95, 107, 124, 128,
144, 189, 295
infinity of transmigration 146

-

influences (rEssavus) 48, 49, 50, 66, 71,
90,92-93,96, 129, 133, 137, 187, 192,
227, 293
information 100
inheritance 161, 179
initiates (a-rabh) 88
initiating 94
injunctions 20, 258
injury 102
innocence 16465
innumerable 438
inscription(s) 237, 242, 246, 251, 261,
262, 273
insight (abhisamuya) 9, 114, 284, 301,
388-89
insight (caksuc) 52, 299
insight (vipaiyatui) 293,300-1,304,455
insight (cijrid) 87
insight (dariana) 49, 51
insight into all features (saruHkcircibhsambodha) 388
insight (abhisamaya) on attaining the
highest stage 388
insight knowledges 502
inspectors (rcijGh) '241, 243, 244, 259
inspiration (pralibhcina or prafibhci) 299,
439
instinct 439
instruction 161
instruction on/in principle (dharmfInuiisfz] 244, 253, 254, 260
instrument 364
instrumental cause '(&kana) 327, 435
instrumental music 177
intellectual freedom 37, 175, 276, 486
intending to find out something unknown 293
intention .(safia&a) 52, 99, 102, 104,
112, 183, 292
intercede 259
intercession 250, 261
interconnected 102
interdependence of contradictories 361,
366
'Intermediate' (Madhyamaka) 358
intermediate existence 398
intermediate teaching 349
intermediate way (madhyarmf patipad)
52, 63, 82, 346, 358, 364, 377 (see
'way')
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intermediately (mudhyena) 117-18
internal (-ly) (adhyitma(m)) 53, 84-86,
129, 304
internal chronology of the Tripitaka 11
international 275
interpenetrate 404
interpenetration 406
interpretation(s) 5, 10, 12, 147, 213,
288, 302, 359, 421
intoxicants (drinking) 161,166,176,185
Introduction to the Abhidhamma 449
Tntroduction to Method' (Nyrlyamukha)
430-31, 440
intuition(s) 299, 301, 386, 389, 439
intuition-understanding 301
intuitive knowledge 383
invariable concomitance (aqabhicara)
429
investigate (pan-man, desiderative) 130
investigation(s) 89,104,139,297,3035,
310
investment 170
involution 154, 249, 403
involves (sam-vt) 140
involvements (abhinivka) 127
Iran 233, 278, 280, 317, 480
Iranian(s) 249,Y 16, 329
Iron Age, 19, 24
irrational 318
irrelevant(-ly) 133, 136
i y a (envy, spite) 182, 243
Islam 47881, 484, 491
'islands' 73
is-ness 126
is-not-ness 126
isolated (private) buddha(s) (pratyekabuddha) 197, 352, 389, 418, 457
jivara ('Lord', 'God') 140,375,473,482
Fivarasena 444
it-is-ness (astitl) 126, 137
it-is-not-ness (nristiki) 126, 137
ilthahra ('this world') 109
Zlyukia 198,495
JikFsla 480
Jairnini 276f
Jaina(s) 38, 40, 60, 64-65, 77, 119, 133,
183, 236, 261, 2735 274, 369
Jaina community 274
Jaina missions 274

Jaini (P.S.) 392
Jainism 12, 40f, 250, 312, (see 'Jaina')
Jaipur 246
Jaisalmir 481
Jalandhara 472
jalpa (idea) 415
Janamejaya 27, 31
japa (incantation) 460
Japan 97f
JGtaka(s) 198, 229, 245, 266, 269, 286,
311, 318, 320, 322, 32425, 332, 334,
338, 340, 342, 372, 495-96
JdakamrilcS 372
j6li (class) 438, 439
jatilas (ascetics with matted hair) 54
Java 331
Jayabhadra 465
Jeta 188
Jeta's Park 189
Jetavana 280, 442
Jetavaniya(s) 279, 333
Jina (MahMra) 40
Jinamitra 448, 524
Jinendrabuddhi 444f, 444, 509
Ji&ri 444, 447, 510
j?va ('life') 39, 117, 119, 123 (see 'lifeprinciple')
Jivaka 64, 71
jlicina (knowledge) 99, 115, 147, 216,
299, 383-84, 431
Jlicinaprasthlna 320, 329, 504
Jfiinairibhadra 448, 526
Jfianairimitra 448, 523
Jfiitaputra '(Mahavira) 133
jlieya (knowable) 416, 418, 439
Johnston, E.H. 323f, 383
Jojitsu 398
Jou lui 401
journeys (yatra) 244 (cf: 'pilgrimages')
250
Jotl che louen ( *Tarkaicistta) 397
joy (pritz) 91-94, 96, 98, 104, 120, 140,
154, 194, 253, 292
joy (@-modya) 389
joyous 301
junction (sandhi) 408
just 184, 274, 276.
just government 170
justice (dhanna, cf: principle) 29, 34,
157, 168, 178, 180, 242
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E b u l 233, 481
Kikavama 206
Kakuda 39
k d u ('time') 450, 476
Kalacakra 459, 463-65, 468, 47677, 528
Elacakrapna 464
Kalacuri 465.
KilPloka 202
Kali (Iron) Age 24, 476
Kaliliga 238-39, 24143, 253, 256, 282,
331, 425, 460, 464, 472, 483, 487
Kalkin 476
Kalrn%adamya 83, 106
kaZpa (imagining) 390
kalpanci 434
Kalpandmanditika 400
kal&nrip&h (excluding imagining) 431,
433
kaZpita (imaginary) 456
kalya ('sound') 116
kalycina (good) 180, 249, 258, 353
kalycina cigama (good tradition) 253
kalycinamitra6/E (good friendship) 103
Kaly%~araksita
(see Subhagupta)
kama (pleasure) 39, 48, 52, 91
kimacchandac (will to pleasure) 85, 176
Kamalalila 453-54, 458, 52426
KimarQpa 470, 483
Kambala 462, 463, 466
E i i c i 221, 256, 280, 331, 413, 425
Kanctahar 481
Kaniska (I) 4,317,323,32930,336, 355,
414, 442
Kaniska 11 356
Kaniska I11 370
Kant 136, 137
Kfinyakubja 482
Kapilavastu 45,56,57,221,232,266,324
E p i l a 274, 281, 31617, 481
Karatalaratna 452
kiirana (instrumental cause) 327, 435
kannan (action) 56, 118-82, 298, 384
(see 'action')
kanncinta (action) 99
Kannasiddhiprakarana 425
Karna Kalacuri 463
Kmakagomin 448, 524
Karnagka 244, 256
karunrl (compassion) 95
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Kashmir 479 (see Kalmira)
E l i 317
Kalmira 255, 263, 279, 280, 325, 442,
447, 458, 476, 481, 486
Kassapa 450, 500-1, 503
Glyapa Buddha 185
K2Syapa the 'Great' 195, 224
K2Syapa (of Uruvilvll) 54
&+pa
(missionary to Himavant and

KrZjrapapanvarta 3392 516
K%yapiya(s) 6, 196,213, 277, 280, 284,
286, 318
kalhi (discussion) 299, 300
Kalhciuatthu 235, 287-90, 327, 359, 498
Kalh6vallhu Commentaq 311, 312, 392f,
501
KathphiSa 317
KSty2yana 126, 213
Kityciyanrivaucida Siilra 126, 345, 349,
361
Etyiiyaniputra 326, 330
Kaukkutika 235
Kaundinya 399
Kaurukullaka 235, 266, 281, 398, 451
Kaulambi 28, 198, 202, 204, 279, 305,
332-33
Kausitaki 24
Kausitakr UpaniM 2 1
Kautalya 232, 237, 239, 302
k i y a (literature) 323
kiya(s) (substance) 39,83,350,392 (see
'body' as well as 'substance')
Kegon 236f
Keradas 244
Kerala 244
Keturnati 164
Kevaddha 34f
Khadgavz:inagGtha 197, 286, 494
Khajuraho 477
Khandhaka 53
Khajuravshaka 477
Khotan 274, 286, 317, 339
king(s) 65,157,159,162,165-67: 164'71,
173, 180, 184, 186, 201, 206
'King of Concentration' (Samlidhrrcila
Siitra) 375
Kitagawa 427, 508
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Ki-tsang 267
klej, (defilement) 384, 399
knife (-ves) 470, 472
knowable Otiya) 416,418,432,439,449
knowing (jtirlna) 299, 300, 439 (see
'knowledge')
knowledge W n a ) 33, 40, 49, 51, 9%
102, 104, 112-13, 115, 127, 131, 1 3 3
34, 137, 145, 147, 151, 216, 299-300,
327, 383-84, 388, 390, 396, 399, 406,
420, 430-34, 436, 440, 472
knowledges (vidyci.s) 48, 121, 474, (see
'sciences')
knowledge of (all) grounds (uartuj&ina)
388, 390
knowledge of commitment 391
knowledge of all features (sum&rajfwtci) 387, 392
knowledge of the way (mrl'gajtialci) 388
knowledge substance 392
Konikamana Buddha 257
KoSala 38,45,62, 152-53,188,200f, 201,
225, 247, 28081, 312, 317
koti (point, limit) 146, 405, 417
K'ouei-ki 312
kramdas (gradually) 454
Kraudya 221
kriyrl ('acting') 295
Kriyi (ritual) 462, 466-67
kpna (black) 174
W n a 394, 476, 485, 490
k n a Dvaipiyana 24
+snrTciiqa (I) 462-64, 466, 475, 490,
528, 530
+snrTciiqa I1 465
Kpnayamari 463, 468
kflaka (artificial) 360
bum (tolerate, forgive) 243
k a n a (moment) 310
krlnti (toleration) 340, 389
m d r a k a Agarnu 1 9 6 9 8 213, 222, 229,
240, 247-18, 268, 285-87, 303, 307,
323, 325, 49496
ksayadhama (principle of becoming
exhausted) 126
KubhrT 233, 274, 329, 481
Kujula Kathphiia 317
kukku.la (cinders) 235
Kukkuri 462-63
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Kukkutika 235, 266
kumira (prince) 236
Kum2radevi 413
KumPralata 400f, 530
KumPraSribhadra 458, 525
KumrTrila 485
kumbhalina (drumming) 177
Kunaa Maurya 273, 317
Kurash (Cyrus) 233
Kuru Paurava 18
Kuru country 83
Kuru-Paiicala 28
KuduUikalpa 463
Kurung Bnam (*SailarSja) 331
kuiala (good) 87-88
kuialamhla (roots of the good) 341,344
KuSnas 317,323,334,355,372-74,413
14, 481; 484, 491
~uirTnaEmpire 329, 370, 372, 374, 380
KuSinagari 76, 81, 221, 222, 324
K@agrftmaka 407
kifastha (immovable as a peak) 353,406
kibha (gain) 109
labourers 184
labour force 171
lack of attention 243
lack of fear-of-blame 292
lack of self respect 292
Ladakh 486
Laghukrllacakra 476
Ughula 248
Lrighulourlde 247, 248
laity 58, 60, 103, 175, 249
w a n a (characteristic) 303, 305, 351,
367, 409, 432
Lakaiva 355
Z&-ya (characterised) 367
Lalitmjra 462
Lalifawaslara 319, 513
lamentation 107, 145
Lamghan 479
Lamotte 2825 312f, 336f, 347f, 408,409
Lampaka 470
language(s) 12, 109, 120, 200, 283, 289,
299, 307, 423, 439, 448
languor 93
L a n k 41 1
Latikrlvatrlra Sutra 335,401,411-12,455,
518
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lassitude 243
latent ideas (bijar) 410
latent tendency (anu-6: anuiuya) 125
laughter 141
law($ (dhanna) 23, 27, 54, 168, 241,

249, 259
laws of causation 148,152
law of compensation 34
laws'of nature 115,137f, 148,151,313,

Licchavi Dynasty 202
life Vva) 39 ( c f : 'soul', 'life-principle')
life @Vila) 291-92,298, 328
life (pnipz) 473
life of the Buddha 4878,222,246,266
(6'legend')
life forces 74
life-principle Vva) 117, 123, 13536,

234, 473

420

life-process 1 17
lawful (dharnea) 156
light 310
lay Buddhist 185
lightness (Zughuki) 293
lay communities 193
lightness of matter 291
lay (men) (disciple(s)) (upcisaka)54.55, likeness (p'cilibhigya) of all men 238 (cf:
60-61, 63, 68-69, 102, 15854, 170,
all-self-ness)
175, 193, 202-03, 220, 232, 239-40, liking 130
245,247,251,261,315,357,378,403Likivai (of Kofihala) 357f
laywomen disciples (uprin'h) 71, 154, LiIHvajra 465
175, 247.
limit (kotz] 365, 405 (see 'point')
laziness 93, 178
limited 85, 119
lazy 156
Linatthappakiisini 122
leaf huts 158
litiga (characteristic) 108. 435
learned (bahuiruta/iya) 180,267
linguistic analysis 303
learned men 162
linguistic science 19
learning 389
linguistics 27,439, 443,449
lectures 442
Lin Li-kouang 200f, 394f
. lecturing 63
lions
221
legal proceedings 202-5
lions' play scheme of meaning 304
legal measures 259
ti@ (text, writing) 243
legal procedure 259
liquor 476
legend(s) 222,228,236
legend of the Buddha 44,74,114,222, listening attentively 179,238,240, 244,

226, 257, 311,317-324,467
legislation 204
letter (of Aioka) 246, 249
Letter t o a ~ r i e n d(of NHgQuna) 357,

370
Letter to the Great King Kani(s)ka (of
MPtycew) 370
letter to NayapZla (of Atiia) 465
levels (in methodological analysis) 303
level of philosophical truth 151
level(s) of statement 147-48,190, 234,
( c f : 'two levels')
liberation 23, 35, 45 (6 extinction
'nirvcipz')
liberation (nibarapz) 125,365
'liberation' (p'rstimka) 58
libraries 441-43,483
Licchavi(s) 71, 201,377, 413

252, 258, 261

literary criticism 443
literature (kdqa) 323,443
livelihood (iijva) 52,99, 102,292
living (making) 99, 162
living being@) 112. 161, 182, 190,434

35,250,259, 261, 297, 310, 418
living body 144
bbha (desire, greed) 292.
local customs 276f
Locana 468, 471
locus (time) 450
logic 139, 143, 287-90,302, 311, 367,

386, 395, 395f-97,415, 419, 421-22,
4235 429, 432,447,453,458
logical form 287, 328
logical term ( a h ) 311
logical words 288
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logician(s) 139, 141
loka (universe) 137, 140
Zukadhitu (base of the world) 402
Lokayata 12, 33f, 3839, 64-65, 144, 149,
358, 369
Lokehrariija 342
IoRollara (transcendent(A)-) 301, 382
Lokottaramda (&dins) 11, 52, 53, 58,
9Of, 91f, 247,265,281,314,318,322,
451
lola (wanton) 155
loneliness 140, 226'
longing 140
Lord ( h a r a ) 140, 141, 150
lords 485
lord of the fields (or lands) 157
loss 176-77
lotus (es) 220, 222,258, 332, 379, 469,
472
love-making 141, 471, 474
loving kindness (maitrci and mailni 63,
94, 404
Liiders 400f
Lumbini 220, 257
Lunar Dynasty 17
lust 137, 156
lustre (jubha) 93
lustrous (hbha) 95, 128
lustrous (or 'beautiful') world 124
luxury 170
Liiyipida 462-63, 466
lyrics 223
Macedonia 253, 260
made of mind 144
mdhulya (sweetness) 254
madhya (impartial) 242
Madhyama 256
Madhyama Agama 6,45,99,102,133-34,
182-85, 188-89, 196, 200, 248, 256,
494
madhyama : see 'intermediate'
Madhyamaka(s) 81, 336, 354, 35&58,
367-69, 377-78, 380, 383, 385, 386f,
387, 392, 399, 401, 407, 40910, 417,
421, 426, 44143, 447, 451-58, 465,
468, 471, 47577, 489, 490, 519-20
Madhyamakah@zya 452
Madhyamakdafira 453, 458
Madhyamaka-Mantrayiina synthesis 458,
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490
Madhyarnaka-P%rami& 45458, 52425
Madhyamakcivalcira 336f, 338, 410, 443
Madhyrlnlavzbhanga 414, 417, 421
Mgdhyantika 256
madhyena (intermediately, by the mean)
117
Maga (Magas) of Cyrene 253
Magas of Cyrene 253
Magadha 2829,35,37,69,71,153,180,
184, 200, 202, 206, 209, 221-22, 225,
233,236,237,238,239,247,250,255,
260,282,311,312,315,317,320,332,
336,413,442,448,465,484,486,490,
49 1
Magadhan administration 236
Magadhi 200, 24748
Migadhisms 200
'Magicians' 393
magistrates 242
magnitude 191
Mahrlbharata 25, 276, 380, 394
Mahsbhaya 308
mahibhtita (great reality or element) 39,
113, 395f, 399
Mahabodhi 451, 503
Mahadeva (I) 209
Mahadeva(I1) 278
Mahadhammarakkhita 3086
Mahikinma 243
Mahik-pa
195, 322
MahikSWyana 267, 287, 303, 304
M a h h a t i 41 1
mahcimiitra (high official) 242, 249
M&miiyrl 463, 468, 527
MahZmudrcitilaka 463, 468, 527
Mahanima I 299, 449, 500
Mahinima (11) 451
Mahdnidcina Stitra 7, 10514, 118, 12324, 128, 129, 200, 494
Mahspadma Nanda 206, 208, 232
Mahapaduma 308f
Mahcipannirucina Sirfm9,66,80,82,102,
160, 199, 200, 220, 221, 394, 493
(Mahiyina version:) 518
Mahiiprajiipati 59
Mahfuiigra 256, 265, 280-81, 312, 333,
356, 374, 413
MahcSp'ajticipcirami~cSstra3695 520
Mahbamgha 20811, 213, 23435, 2 5 5
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56,263-67,277,28345,289,314,327,mattri (benevolence, loving kindness)
336, 339, 341, 398, 400
Mah%arpghika(s) or Mahasamgha 6,7,
10, 51-53, 58f, 196, 203, 206-15, 2 3 4
35,255-56, 266,2675 281-83, 285-86,
314,319,323,336,341,398,400,451,
477, 511
MahcSsa?g@tr 207
MahcSsamvarodaya 468
Mahiisannapita 459, 526
MahPsiva 308f
Mahaumana 308f
mahisaltva (great being) 320
Mahismflyu~aslhina200
mahcSjCnyat.5 392
mahitman 240
M a h a u ~ d h a229, 230
Mahiiva&na SEtra 114. 338, 49%
Mahiivairocana 460
Mahiivairocanasiitra 461f, 464, 466-67,
526
MahcSvatpa 2067, 306f, 512
MahcSvastu 51-52, 5456, 61, 90f, 100f,
154f, 181f, 185f, 186f. 266, 318-19,
322
Mahiivibh@u 329, 330, 504
M a h a v i h b 280, 333
Mahavihkwisins (cf. 'Sthavira6da') 283
Mahiivira 40, 133
Mahiivyutpaiti 132, 534
Mahiyiina 4,81,148,212,266,277,284,
307, 312-14, 319, 335-41, 344-45, 347,
352,354,358,367, 369-70, 372, 3 7 4
75, 383, 392, 408, 415, 447, 462, 463,
514
Mahtiyiina histories 263
Mah6yinalok;cavamuccaya 457
Mahcilyinasa~aha414, 418
MahiyinasEtrdlarikira 41415, 457
Mahiiyina Uttaratantra Sistra 383
Mahayoga 468, 470
Mahendra 25456, 289, 307
Mahisa 255-56, 277, 280
Mahipda 458
Mahi&aka(s) 6,51,196,213,214f, 277,
280, 283, 285, 295, 319, 400
Mahmud (Yamini) 478, 481
'maintaining' (dhirani) 459
'maintaining' (dhanna) 97, 291
maitra (benevolent) 353

63, 94
Maitreya 164, 335, 355, 378, 383f, 386,
387,4047,414,444,45456,458,520
marlri (benevolence) 404, 406
Maitpa 465
major premise 437
major term(s) 419, 429-30, 445
majority 208
majority vote 37
making more 93
makings-ofconsciousness (mjiuptt) 409,
422, 428
Malaw 407
Malava 481
Malayadeva 308
Malay Peninsula 331
male 154, 156
malevolence (yipcsda) 86,93, 103, 152,
154, 194, 292, 295
malevolent 152
malice (pariunya) 110, 162
malicious speech 99, 166
Malla(s) 76, 221
malleability (kannayati) 291, 293
Mamaki 468
man 31, 472
man (Pali manursa), i.e. free man 66 (in
this context puriso is used for a man
In another's service or slavery)
manas (mind) 411, 418, 434
mdnasa pralyaba 434
manasikdra (attention) 113
manasi4r (attend to) 111
manqlola (diagram) 461
mangala (blessing) 250
mangoes 260
manifest (vgfiapli) 327
manifestation (pratyupaslhEna) 305,406
Mafijuiri 37879, 403, 404, 405, 407
Maiijuirikirti 465, 476, 526
Marijuhimulokalpa257.46.7-65.467.514.526
mankind 159, 164
manners 55
manumay%a (substancemade of mind)
412
Manorathanandin 448, 523
mantra(s) (incantation) 174, 460-61
manlrapada (incantation-word) 459
Mantray2na 4, 319, 447, 451, 457-66,
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47577, 489-90, 52628
Manu 17, 159
manuscripts 282
manyela 348
M%ra (Death) 74, 152, 409, 460, 480
Marftthas 487
miirga (way) 99, 298
margajriatd (knowledge of the way) 388
Mannakaumudi 458
Marmaprodipa 425, 427
marriage 166, 177
marvellous 318
masculinity 291
master(s) (aqa) 179, 249
Master (Bhagavant) 43,44,52,65-66,75,
78, 181f, 186, 257
Matali 270
material (n3fi.n) 119,121,128, 143,293,
298
material-food 291
material universe 154
material substrate 113
Materialism 12, 39
mathematics 34
Mathuri 204, 279-81, 325, 329, 332-34,
48 1
M2Rcep 370-72, 529
Mi@& 8, 43, 82, 196, 212, 214f, 216,
297, 398-99, 450
Mdt* Pitaka 196
mrZlsatya (selfishness) 109
Matsumoto 5f
Matsya 246, 312f
matter (*fa) 53, 86, 97, 108, 111, 113,
121,123-26,128,135,138,215f, 291,
292,29495,297-98,309,328,34951,
399, 41 1, 449
Maudgaly&yana 55, 322,334
Maudgalpyana (-Moggaliputta?) 327
Maues (Moga) 316
mauwya (recluseship) 248
Maurya Republic 221, 233
Maurya Dynasty 233
Mauryan style 332
rrrciyi (artifice, trick) 350, 379,393, 406,
412, 416
Miyijiila 465
rn5yikG~a(showman, illusionist) 350
miycipuwa 350

mean (madhya) 117, 126, 13435
means 126, 258, 470, 472-73
means of knowledge (pramiw) 396,
' 399, 415, 419, 421-26, 42940, 450,
457
meanings (artha) 117, 156, 299, 303-5,
307, 311, 431-32, 43840, 445, 453
meaningless 145
meaning(s) drawn out 147
meaning requiring to be drawn out 14748
meanings of terms 13
meanness 181
measuring line 31
medical services 244
medical treatment 64
medicine 34, 59, 443, 476
Medieval India 459, 477
meditation(s) (dhydnu) 36,4648,6364,
66, 75f, 78, 89-91,96,98, 100, 1024,
107, 122, 125, 130-31, 145, 148, 15051,153,158,173-74,18687,216,219,
248, 267f, 295, 304, 330, 340, 419,
434, 449, 454, 461, 46672, 47477
meditating 158
meditators 158
meetings (of a community) 57
M e g h M d i 312
Meghamiti (or wiidi) S%tav%hana
312
Mekong 331
membership 289
members of a class 437-39
memorising 282
memory 89, 187, 306, 432
Menandros 31516
Menemdra 315
mental forces 399 (see 'forces')
mental illness 60
mental image 409
mental object (dlambanu) 434
mental object(s) (dhanna) 86, 293, 297
mental principles (dharmas a n d
caitasikas) 284,298,310,313,328,449
mental sensation 434
mental soul 122. 144
mercantile and productive class (vaiiya)
158
merchants 29, 171, 403
merchant class 5P
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merit (punya) 140, 151, 181, 227, 251,
252
Meru 228
Mesopotamia 15
meta-knowing 299
metal industries 171
metaphor(s) 303, 431
metaphorical language 299
metaphysics 143
metaphysician(s) 139, 141
metaphysical absolute 383
metaphysical concepts 363
metaphysical constructions 358
metaphysical questions 263
metaphysical 'universe' 146
metaphysical position 146
metaphysical substances 436
meteors 240
method(s) 13, 83, 87, 147, 186, 3045,
328, 359, 366, 395, 397, 430
method of argument 118
methods of science 32
methodical attention (yonzio mnasikcira)
93-94, 97, 114
methodology 2, 32, 302, 359, 382, 395
methodological principle 361
metre and metrical analysis 11, 222, 286
middle ages 441, 485
middle country 281
middle term(s) 395-97, 422-24, 42431,
435-38, 446
mild 344
mildness 261
Milinda 315
Milindra 315
militarism 484, 492
military service 373
mimci?pi (investigation) 89, 139. 302
mimi?pi, M m i w (Vedic) 302, 375,
447, 452
Minul?pi SCtra 276f
Mimamsaka(s) 276, 330, 397
mind (munus as sense organ) 31, 86,
107-8, 110, 112-113, 116, 124, 1 4 W ,
154,183,293,297,411,418,422,433,
473
mindfulness (pralism~li)84
mind-made body 131
mine 53, 124, 138
Minhaju-s Siraj 478f

575
mining 171
ministers 162
minister(s) (of Aioka) 242, 249, 26263
ministry of principle 249
'Minor' Rock Edict 237f
minor term (dharmin) 397, 419, 430
Minor Tradition (Wdraka Agarnu) 197,
325
miracles 320-22
misconduct in pleasures 99, 161, 163,
176, 185
misfortune (ipad) 179
misery (up~yycisa)101, 107, 145
misery (apiya) 106, 182
mission (s) 25456, 279
missionary work 250
mistake (bhrcinlr] 415
Mithifl 160f
mzlhyci (wrong) 102
Mleccha (Barbarian) religion 480
moderate taxes 162, 166
'modification' (of elements) 40
Moga 'Saka 316
Moggaliputta Tissa 289
moha (delusion) 176
Mohauicchedani (of Kassapa) 8,450,503
Mohenjo-DBro 15
moka (freedom) 415
MoksBkaragupta 448
molecule(s) 309
moment(s) (kana) 293, 310
momentary (kanika) 10, 450
monarchy (-ies) 27-29, 37, 168
monarchical governments 168
monasteries (vihdra, 'dwelling') 59,302,
441
Mon country (Suvarnabhtirni) 25657,
331-32
money 29-30, 162, 166, 168, 17677,
202-3
MoncyasCrre 247-48
Mongol (s) 483
Mongolia 317
Mongolian 3
monk(s) ( b h z b ) 36, 53, 5942, 64, 71,
75.102-3,148,151,153,154,170,185,
190,193,222,225,227,249,320,403
monotheism 485
monument (stirpa) 76, 168
Moon 23, 15455. 405
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Moon God 18
myths 160
moral factor 292
mythology 151, 160
moral action (kannan) 298
mythopoeic 32
moral agent 327
moral causation 35, 3940
Nabhakas 253
moral effects@) 295, 298
Nabhapamtis 253
moral forces 103
NPdapSda 465, 528
moral law 165
Nadika 71
moral philosophy 103
nciga (dragon) 55
moral principle(s) 165, 173, 176, 239, Niga 209
241, 484
Naga (Madhyamaka) 369, 520
moral progress 165
Nagabodhi 369. 465, 520
Nagihvaya 369
moral result 284
moral standards 103, 159, 355
ncigaras (citizens) 201, 209
moral teaching 190
Nagara (hara) 472
moral training 388
Nagajuna (I) 4, 126f. 305, 335, 356,
morality 170
367-68, 370, 372, 383, 393, 417, 421,
morally @different 284
44243,449, 45142,45462,475, 529
N a a j u n a (11) 369, 5lW0
morally potent 327
NPMrjuna (111) 528
Moriya, A S . 425
'mother' systems 470
Nagasena 316
Nairafijana 226
motion 359, 365
naarcitmya (non-soul) 346
mountains 224
Nairamyti (non-soul) 47374
muditri (sympatheticjoy) 95
naarcilmyakoti 385
mudm (symbol) 461, 467, 476
nazmiinzka kiya (creation substance) 392
Muhammad 482
naiskramya (renunciation) 99
Muhammad Bakhtiyar 478, 482
na ktfi at (nothing) 351
Muhammad Kasim 479
Ndanda 190,336; 35556,370,414,425,
Mu-kua 316
44143, 460, 464, 477, 483, 491
mukfu (freed) 350
Muktikduaii 458
ncima (sentience) 108
nrimakdya (body of sentience) 108
mQla ('root') 297
ncimariipa (sentient body) 106
M'lamadhyamakakrlnkci:3571 359-60' 383' name(s) 32,289,291,303,351,409,423,
452, 453
431, 433
Mulasamzstivsida (and -6dins) 5, 61f,
naming 432
279-80, 319, 325, 394, 399, 505
~ a n a m o l 303f
i
M~ilasaw&tzncida Vinaya 61f
Nanda 56, 322, 324
m4lamjricfna (basic consciousness) 400
Nanda (Dynasty) 206,208,233,245,263
multi icity 366
?
'
!
Nanda (Mahayanist) 355
Munrgatha 197, 247, 248, 286, 494
Nandin 206
Munimu&ila&ira 458
Nandivardhana 206
murder 162 (see taking life)
ndnfa6yaka (necessarily related) 423
murderous thought5 163
Narain, A.K. 315f
mCrdhrSpdpfuabhzsamaya (insight on at- ~
- ~256 d ~
taining the highest stage) 388
N%ropa 465
music 443, 446, 469
narrative art 466
Muslims 1, 476
narrative texts 286, 318
mystic syllables 471
Nasikfi 281
mysticism 386
mystification 97, 416

INDEX
nrZsli (does not exist) 346
mistif5 (it-is-not-ness),nonexistence-ism
126, 344
niisfttva (nonexistence) 416
Nath cult 490
national ideology 275
'natural' (sahala) 473
natural principles (dharmas) 10, 97
natural evolution 148
natural law(s) 32,34,132, 148, 181, 314
natural phenomenon (-a) 310
natural process(es) 22, 31, 160
natural science 32, 34, 39
'Natural Vehicle' (Sahajapna) 466
Naturalism ( W y a t a ) 12, 39
'~aturalist'(Sahaji*) 490
naturally (yalkvabhcivalas) 309
nature 33, 117, 132, 137, 148, 292, 310,
380, 382
nature (prakfli) 351, 353, 382, 408
nature of society 154
nature of the universe 126, 132, 152,
186, 265, 383
n q a (scheme) 115, 304
nayamukha (applying a scheme) 381
Nayap* 465
necessary consequence (s) (prasanga)
359, 443, 451
necessarily related (nlinlariyaka) 423
Needham 23
negative formulation 296
negative inference 44547
negligent (pramatfa) 179, 180, 183
negligence (pranncida) 161, 176, 177
neighbour 252
neither perception nor non-perception
78, 107, 189, 295
Nepal 257, 266, 489
netri (methodology) 302, 382
Neftippakarnna 287, 305, 308, 326, 498
neutral state 310
next world 251, 252, 254,258-59
nga (to be drawn out) 147
y d r f h a (whose meaning requires to be
drawn out) 147, 475
Nicaksu 27
nidina (cause, source, origin) 1067,214
NidcinakathG 318, 512
Nid6na Samyukta 106f, 111, 494
Niddesa 287, 307, 331f, 498

nidhyai (causative='intercede') 259
nidhycinabrinli (approving after considering) 130
nidhyipli (intercession, appeal) 250,261
Nigalisagar 257
night 154
'nihilism' 393
nibarana (liberation) 364
nikiiyar (collections) 196
NikGyasa?)tgraha207, 340, 513
Nilakanta, KA. 206f
nimilla (sign) 93, 108, 399, 416
nipaka (wise) 187f
nirapeba (independent) 361
nirdij (specify) 351
ninnaki lalhald (thusness free from dirt)
385
ni&na (creation) 385
Nirm%narati(s) (gods) 149, 272
nimdha (cessation) 101, 111, 327
nirukti (language) 299
nirurina (extinction) 46-47, 49, 52, 72,
86, 102, 129, 145, 150, 153, 159, 171,
182,187,192,223,240,251,266,293,
294,314,338,362,365,381,412,453,
468, 473
niminadhcilu (base of extinction) 384
ntruid (indifference) 389
nirqli (extinguishing) 145
niryi (go out to) 348
Nispannayogrivali 458
niiraya (dependence) 298
nila (drawn out) 147
nit6rlha (whose meaning is drawn out)
147, 408
nilya (permanent) 345
nivarana (obstacle) 85,103
niwli (ceasing) 391
Niyali (Destiny) 39
Nobel 380
no duality (advaya) 351-52 (cf: 'duality'
and 'nonduality')
non-attachment (an-upadd6, na upa-6dri) 85-86, 103, 125, 128-29, 188-90,
240, 251, 4045
non-aversion 292, 297
non-being (abhGva) 361-62, 365, 416,
472
non-being (asant) 31
noncessation 351
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nonchanging (avzkcira) 349
noncharacteristic 351
noncoveting 166
nondanger (apawaua) 251
nondelusion (amoha) 292, 297
nondesire (alobha) 292, 297
nondifferentiation 471
nondua1462 (see 'no duality' and 'nonduality')
nonduality (aduaya) 351-52, 404, 405,
457 (cf. 'not a duality', 'no duality',
'duality')
non-etemal (as0&ata) 136, 141, 235,
360, 362, 365
non-existmce (nkti(ki) and ncistitua)
126, 131, 349, 363, 453
nonexistence (vzbhaua) 101,105,108-9*,
143 (* the 'desire for nonexistence',
for 'annihilation', seems to be peculiar to the Sthaviravada and to be
mentioned only in its recension of
the Tnpitaka)
nonexistence-ism (ncistztci) 126
nonexistent 123, 396, 417
nonexisting (asanl) 362, 386, 415
non-extremism (anekcinta) 40
non-hatred 268'
non-imagining (avikalpa) 349
non-imagination 353
non-imaginer (akalpa) 416
non-injury 253
non-malevolence 165
non-nature 351
non-obstruction 352, 406
non-occurrence (anutpcida) 88, 351
non-origination (anabhznzrjli) 351
n ~ n - ~ e r c e ~ h(anupalambha)
on
351-52,
456
non-perception (anupalabdhz] 44546
non-self (ancitman) 53 (see 'non-soul')
nonsense 99
nonsensical chatter 163
non-sensual joy 93, 98
non-soul (anitman) 53, 101, 267, 300,
303, 341, 343, 346, 385, 399,477 (I$
'soul')
Non-Soul47374
non-synthesising 344
non-thought 348
non-thought-ness (an'ttatci) 349
nonviolent 95, 152

non-violence (avycipida) 99, 102, 165,
239, 241, 245, 259, 270, 322, 4d4,
491-92
Northern Malla Republic 76, 221
North Pole (Mount Mem) 228f
not being contradicted 436, 450
not born (ajita) 46, 49, 349, 376, 380,
382
not coming again (ancig6mitrS) 87
not a duality (aduaya) 352, 384, (see
'nonduality')
not existing (asant) 412,415, (see 'nonexisting')
not existing (ncisla] condition 298
not forgetting (asampamosa) 88
not given 157, 161, 176 ( see 'taking
what was not given')
nocharming 252
nothing (asant) 31
nothing (na ktri cat) 351
'nothing exists' 128
nothing to be obtained 385, 391
nothing to be removed 384-85
nothingness 95, 98, 107, 125, 128, 144,
189, 295
not one's own-ness 101
not produced (ajcita) 346, 349, 380
not taking life 176, 181, 244
not without (avzgata) condition 298
nova 160, 240
novel 402, 403, 531
novice(s) 56, 188
nowhere 352, 354
nuns 36,59,154,185,190,222,231,249,
255, 272
Nyaya 357, 375, 427, 447
Nyayabandu 44648, 509
Nyiyabtndutiki 435
Nyciyamukha 508
Nyiycinusira 505
obedience 241
Obermiller, E. 520
object (artha) 362,404,41516,423,42829, 432-36, 438, 440, 445
object(s) (of the senses rice,etc.) 86,
96,107,113,128,291,293,310,327,
431, 433, 445, 453
'object' (ilambana) of consciousness (see

INDEX
'support": this covers 'objects' only as
projected into consciousness from the
sense organs, it is therefore 'internal';
the external object itself, as encountered by the sense-organs, is called
+aya or vasfu or arlha or according
.t' to the particular sense)
object of perception (grahya) 390, 416
object (vmtu) 391
object (vi~aya,see 'data', 'sense data')
433
objective (artha) 209
objective facts 131
objective reality 431
oblation (homa) 461
obscurity 154
obsenation(s) 32, 101, 208
'Observing Lord' (Avalokiteivara) 375
obstacle(s) (nivara?) 63, 83f, 85, 87,
93,96,98,103,137,142,146,154,293
occupational classes 158, 171
occur(s) (ut-pad, vzdyate) 362, 364
occurrence (s) (utpda) 88,83,111,122,
294, 351, 367, 409, 412, 449
occurring 127
offence(s) against discipline 58, 204
officer(s) (of ASoka) 244, 259
officials (of Aioka) 244, 249, 262
old afflicted man 114
omens 39
omnipotence 151
omniscience 81, 132, 13334, 151, 209,
211, 349, 350, 385, 388
One (Being) 31, 160
oneself 18, 123, 135
openings to loss of property 176
opinion(s) (d~sta) 107, 110, 117, 130,
137-39, 155, 292, 293, 295, 300, 327,
358, 364,367, 389,405, 417,419 (see
'speculative theories')
opinions (mata) 162
opposite(s) 362-63 (see 'extreme')
oppression 167, 243
Ordainer 140, 150
organic whole (doctrines) 102
organisation 3, 38, 43, 52, 54, 55, 59,
153, 193, 195
orgies 474, 476
origin 106, 133, 138, 146, 297
origin of mankind 159

origination (samudaya) 45,48-49,55,84
86,89,91, IO(F1, 105,107-8, 113, 115,
125-26, 13637, 187, 190, 217, 297,
363, 364, 384, 449, 456
originated spontaneously 143
Orissa 238, 425, 442, 486f, 490
Ornament of Insight (Abhzsamaycilankira) 387, 392
orthodoxy 264
other minds 446
other-bemg (para-bh?va) 304, 358, 36062, 366
other people's thoughts 146
otherwise 132, 142
otherwise-belng 361
own-aspect 438
owncharacteristic (suaEak,Fana) 424,432,
433, 435, 445-50
ownexperience (svmamvrttt) 43435
own-being(s) (svabhciva) 39, 302, 304,
309, 346, 349-51, 353, 358-59, 360-64,
366, 368, 375, 391, 406, 408-9, 412,
415, 417, 419, 44546, 449-50, 452
own-being substance (mibhcivrka kaya)
391
own, particular characteristics 456
Pachow 285f
pacification 170
pada (basis) 88
padirtha 387
padasthZna (immediate cause) 305
Padmakaraghosa 283, 514
Padmasambhava 462
Padmavajra 462
pagoda(s) (stfipa) 6, 76, 168, 219-21,
25658, 278, 306,919, 324, 329, 33234, 356, 371, 462, 466
pain 101, 107-8, 116, 145
painting 258, 519, 332, 350, 394, 443,
466-67
PaiGci 283
paba (thesis) 423
pak=iadhannn 437
Pakudha (Kakuda) 39
P2la Empire 281, 442, 451, 458, 464,
467, 482
Pali 3,5,8, 11-12,283-84,286,307, 332,
'448
Pallava Dynasty 331, 413, 425
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palm leaves 307
p a d @ (imagine) 384
Paficda 312
ParikalhrIs (tracts) 372
palica 6 h n i (five virtues) 185
panksa (critique) 454
pa5cavava 263
pan'-man (desiderative='investigate') 130
PPndarB 468
parina'ma (ripening, change) 389, 422
Pandyas 244, 253
pariniruana (final extinction, complete
Panipi 245f
extinction) 11,43,57,74,76,91,148;
PanjAb 15, 233, 275, 492
195, 197-98, 201, 220-21, 267f
Pnpa 75
parin~panna(perfected) 409, 416, 456
pipaka (evil) 88
parinepannal&ana (perfected characpara 242
ter) 408
parabhrlva (other-being) 304
paripirrana (perfection) 88
parables 376
paripitn' (perfection) 87
Paradas 253
piriflfi (perfection) 87
paradox(-es) 350, 409, 416, 468, 473
pa*al (assembly) 250
Parahita 443, 521
Pariii$taparuan 273, 533
parikrama (valour) 250
paGuddha (purity, pure) 91, 381
Parakrarnabahu 490
P&va 329
Paramidi 465
part(s) 137f, 290, 428-29, 43940
paramcinurajas (atomic particle of dust)
Parthia 280, 316
403
particular(s) 431-32, 435, 438, 440
Paramaa 481
pa~ycipanna(involved in) 192
pmam&tha (ultimate) 147,234,207,384,
patyesana (searching) 109
399, 409,415
Paramartha 235,266f-67,278,281f,314f, peanda (sectarian) 238
paiccijcita (produced after) 298
336, 424, 444, 514
paramr~rthanihsvabhdvali (ultimate passing away 141, 148
passion (raga) 101, 105, 109, 116, 137,
absence of own-being) 409
142, 156, 250, 379, 461, 46869
ParamrSrthasaptatikcL 425
Passion (RPgP) 272
Paramatthavinicchaya 450
passionate 85
priramiti (perfection) 340, 381, 392
past
53, 115, 138
Paramit5 386-87,392,441,444,447,454
past actions 264
55, 457, 462, 463, 475, 477, 52425
ParanirmitavaSavartin (gods) 150, 152, past lives 34
past principles 264
344
past, present and future 330
paraphrasing 302
past and future principles 284
paratas (out of an other) 362,
pdupati 16
paratantra (dependent) 416, 453, 456
PP@ligr%nxaka 68-69
parakzntraL&ana (dependent character)
PaMiputra 69, 201, 208, 258, 279, 281,
408
332
PirrSyana 197, 286, 49495
parents 162, 176, 179, 184, 192, 238, patient 135
pateambhidrZ (comprehension) 299
24041, 244, 252, 261
PatisambhcdcSmagga(Way of ComprehenPargiter, F.E. 23f
sion) 287, 299-302, 304, 308-10, 381,
parigraha (possessing) 109
449, 498
Parihkapura 442
pan~ii2ta(fully understood) 116
Patisambhid~maggagan.thipodathavannancS
parikalpta (imaginary) 416
450
parika~itafuksana( i m a g i n q character) PattEna 215, 296, 309, 451, 497
408
Paurava(s) (Empire) 1821, 2428, 202

,
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pavilion (of the Buddha and of Maitreya)
Personality Schism 232-35,265, 279, 327
40M06
(cf: 'Vitsiputriya')
peace 170, 484, 492
personally (pralyrilmam) 101, 120, 130
peace of mind 30, 33, 36, 41, 153
personification of death 152
peasant(s) 66, 153, 190
perspective 333
peasantry 170
pervasion (yafitva) 437
peculiarity (-ies) (rikrim) 108, 435 (see Petakqpadesa 213,287, 3035, 3089,359,
also 'feature')
498
penetrated 132
philosopher(s) 32,3437,39-40,77, T99,
people 157, 242, 259
377, 485
perceiving (upa-labh) 348
philosophical analysis 191
perception(s) (sam/firI) 53, 86, 95, 113, philosophical language 147
121-124,128,136-39,142~43,292,297, philosophical level 288
philosophical positions 359
310, 399, 416, 424, 433
perception (upalambhaor upalabdht) 352, philosophical statement 234
philosophy (-ies) 19, 21, 24, 30, 32, 35,
445
37, 40, 165, 395, 420, 441
perception of what is distasteful 95
'perfected' (parinz'spanna) 416,422,456 phonetics 24
Phussadeva (11) 308f
perfected one 67, 208 (see arhant)
'perfected character' (panntspanna- physical force 112
physical phenomena 310
labana) 408
physical principles 291
'perfected' own-being 416
perfection (panpan and panpiira?ta) 87- physical sequences 294
pilgrimage(s) 76, 221, 244, 263, 324,
88, 9394
466, 487, 491
perfection(s) (piramtlri) 340, 342, 353,
pilgrims
220, 334, 491
381, 386, 389, 391-92, 415, 467, 475
perfection of understanding (pra~fici- pitaka(s) 195-96, 19899
Pito 462-63
priramtti) 344, 34749, 351-52
Perfection of Understanding (Prqfii- Pitinikas 249, 253
pdmmitri) Satras 81, 347, 356, 369, place system 330
375, 377, 382, 386-87, 401, 40810, plan for (upaiti) 127
planets 23
414, 427, 45558, 468, 473
perfectly enlightened (samyaksam- play(s) 32425, 407
pleasant 85, 291
buddha) 67
pleased 125, 155
performed (dialogues, gqra) 270
pledsure(s) (kima) 39,45,48,52,74,90permanence 39, 137, 300
91,98,101,105,108-10,116,145,181,
permanent (nttya) 53, 121-23, 126, 135,
18586, 192, 226, 293, 295, 344, 377
139, 141-42, 144, 146, 297, 301, 345,
Pleasure (&ma) 152
368, 380, 385, 391
poet(s) 222, 299
permutation (s) 296
poetics 222, 323
perpetual evasion 142
poetic compositions 197
persecution (s) 275, 486
p o e m 222, 268, 332, 443. 465
Persian Empire 233, 237, 254, 329, 480
'pain;
(limit) of reality' (bh~tako~z]
405,
Persian Shah 487
417
persistence (sthztt) 88
point (koti) 146, 405
person (pudgala) 9, 117, 119, 135, 146, point (limit) of non-soul 385
190,216,234,265,284,290,311,327, point of origin 146
328,346,350,399,410,422,425,473 policy(-ies) 167, 169, 237, 239, 25354,
personal knowledge 130
260, 268, 275
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politics 237
political disunity 276
political force 29
political unification 276
polycentric 3
ponential(s) 288-89, 328
poor 161, 250, 261
popular teaching 190
popularisation 195, 219, 222, 232, 240,
264, 269, 278, 286, 317-18, 332, 467
portent(s) 75, 150, 239, 246, 322
po;adha hall 334
posadha 57, 64, 193, 219-20, 258, 306
positive virtue 103
possess(-ing) 121, 123
possessed 121
possessing (parigraha) 343, 344, 354
possession ( s ) 138, 228
posterity 249
Potalaka 460
potentiality (garbha) 380
potter 185
poverty 162, 182
power (political) 29-30, 36
power($ (yddhz] 75, 88, 216, 267, 297,
300-1, 313 .
prabhisuara (translucent) 348, 384
practically 301
practice (pralipad and pratipatti) 78, 99,
1014, 113, 115, 283, 388 *"
practicing (cismanu) 298
pradqty (district commissioner) 244
pradhi (exert) 88
padhdna (exertion) 48, 75, 88f
Pa-grab (apply) 88
prahina (abandoning) 75f. 88
praji (people) 242
prajlii (understanding) 89, 301
Prajfiakaragupta 447, 455, 524
Prajfiikaramati 443, 458, 521, 525
Prajliipiramiti (Perfection o f Understanding) 214f, 34748, 51&17
PrajfiEpiramitds an Prakrit 336f
fiajfiipiramitipin(2cirlhasa7ngraha
427
prajkpli (concept) 108-9,267,391,449
Prajfiaptivsda 6, 213, 266-67, 282, 302,
399, 451
Prajfiaplzjistra 504
pra$kikmukta (freed by understanding)
131

Prakaranapida 328, 504
prakrinta (undertaken) 239
Prakrit 237, 247, 283, 347, 463
prak!.li (nature) 351, 353
pramida (negligence) 176
pramiry(s) (measure, authority, means
x o f knowledge) 311, 42426, 443-44,
450, 455, 477
Praminaduiluasiddhi 446
PramEnintarbhiua 447
PramEnasamuccaya 425, 427, 432, 444,
44647, 508
PramEnaucirttika 445-6, 509
pramdnauidyci (theory or science o f
knowledge) 450
Praminaviniicaya 44648
pramalla (negligent) 183
pimodya (joy) 389
pranaya (affection)242
fwanidhina(s) (commitment) 343, 389,
404
prapalica (differentiation)365, 410
pripti (attainment) 327, 400
prasanga (necessary consequence) 359
Prasangika school 443, 452
Prasannapadi 336f
Prasenajit 152
prasrabdhi (assurance) 92
prasthdna (basis) 83f (Patthdna) 215
prati-aua-i& (attend t o ) 1.11
pafibhi 439
prilibhigya (likeness) 238
pratibhina(s) (intuition, inspiration) 299,
389
pra/ibhina+raj+ii
(intuition-understanding) 301
pralibhisa (image) 406
praligha (repulsion, resistance) 93, 108,
124
prali-han (obstruct) 352
Pratiharas 481
praltj'lii (statement, assertion) 359
prali-klp (counter-imagine) 473
h-timo&asGtra 58f, 266, 496-97
prcilimoba (liberation) 58
P7citimoksa 7, 285, 496
palipad (practice) 99
pralipaba (antidote) 391
pratipatti (practice) 388

INDEX
palisamharaniyakaman (action of reconciliation) 205
pralisamvid (comprehension) 299, 343
Halismyti (mindfulness) 85
bati$hri (resting place) 125
pralili 434
pralityasamutpcida (conditioned origination) 49, 106, 132
Pratyabhijria ('Recognition') 476
pralyaba (sensation)423, 429, 433
pralyrltmam (individually,personally) 101,
120
pralyaya (condition) 107, 214, 304, 309,
362, 429
pratyekabuddha (isolated buddha, private
buddha) 197, 341
pralyupaslhita (set up) 84
pratyupaslhana (appearance, manifestation) 305, 406
prayoga (undertaking) 390
p a w t i (starting, commencement) 367,
391, 418
preceptors 55
precepts (Sikgipada) 185, 193
predicate (dhama) 419, 423, 433, 436. 37, 439
present 53
'preserving' (dhdrani) 459
PrelcivadEna 325, 495
prevalence (vaipulya) 85
previous existence (bhava) 110, 112
previous life 112
pride 155, 183, 259, 389
priests 165
priesthood 21, 32, 64, 154, 165
primary matter 295
primary qualities 97
primeval expression 156
prince (kumara) 236, 243
principles (dlranna) 9,22,36f, 40,55,67,
73,'75-76,78,83,85-88,94, 9698,102104, 107, 109, 111, 115, 121, 126-27,
129, 131-32, 135, 137, 156-57, 160,
164, 165, 166, 174, 178-80, 185-87,
190, 21417, 23435, 237-42, 245-46,
249-54, 258-61, 264, 267, 275, 284,
289-98, 3034, 30811, 31315, 317,
327-30,337,340,34553,358-66,374
75,381, 390, 393,39899,406, 4089,

412, 415, 417, 422, 424, 428, 43334,
443, 449, 452-53, 456, 477
principles on the side of (siding with)
enlightenment 81,15859,390-91,399,
470, 476-77
principle of adopting the local languages
200
principleness (dhannatri) 350, 353, 406,
417
prison 259
prisoners 249
p i l i (joy) 91, 93, 253
private buddha ($wafYekabuddha)197,341,
352
private property 157, 165
privilege 159, 171
privy councillors 162
PriyadarSin 238, 244, 247, 251-52
probation 58
procedure (legal, formal, kannan) 56
process in time 365
proclamation 241
produced after (paicrijcita) 298
produced before (*pumjcita) 298
productive (economically) classes 170
professions 65
'profound' meaning 267f
prognostication 39
project one's mind 131
promulgation 941
pronoun 119, 234
proof 287, 397,415,419,422-23,429-30,
432, 436
propaganda 68, 467
proper (kalya) 116
property (quality) 121, 123, 144, 291,
309
property, (private)
80
proposition (s) 28890
prose 197
prosperity 170, 173,?178
Prosthapada 121, 135, 137
protection 161-62, 169
protection by principle 258
proved (to be) 423, 436-37
proxy 57
fifhak 438
Prthu 22
prudent worldly conduct 178
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Przyluski 208, 285
psychological processes 310
Ptolemy (11) of Egypt 253
public opinion 60
publicity 237
pudgala (person) 9, 216, 234
PudgalavcSdin (of the person school) 328
Pugga&paliliatti 290, 498
Pulastinagara 490
Pulumiyi (I) 312f
Pulumayi (11) (Visisthiputra) 357
plnurbhaua (rebirth) 116
punishment(s) 58, 157, 169, 204, 254,

254
punya (merit) 251
pupil (SrrZvaka) 175, 186,.31314, 338,
342,352,357,381,390,408,415,418
Pupils' Vehicle 338
puppet show 350
Purrina (monk) 199
PurrS~(s)(Antiquity, Histo~y)17, 22,
24f, 25, 159, 206, 312f, 413
Purana (Ajivaka) 38
Purcilanapabandhamgraha 357f
pure 174, 380, 384, 386, 412, 417, 45556, 461
'pure' conversation 377
'pure support' 410
purgatory (naraya) 124,182-84, 186,188,
252, 313
purification 83, 87, 250
purity of nature 384
purity (parijuddha and juddht and
Pririiuddht) 91,174,187,259,261,382
Puma 350
*purqita (produced before) 298
Purb-avas 17
pzln+a (man, spirit) 473
Purusapura 329, 414
purpos?ve actions 446
Purva Saila(s) 278, 282, 312, 336, 337,
340, 342, 347, 357f
pSruin6akalpakas (imaginers of the
former end) 138
Pusyamitra 275, 311
Putkasa 76
?q&' (truth) 241
qualities 97, 291, 423, 43839
quantification 288
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qais'ta (truth) 241
quarrelling 176
questions 213
quite immediate (samananlara) 297
races 160
radiance 150, 239
raga (passion) 109
rags 46, 62
Rihula 56, 234, 24849, 266, 322
Rahulabhadra 356
Rihulairibhadra 484
railing(s) 332, 334
Rains 59, 72, 188
Rijagirika(s) 279, 282, 312-13
Rijagrha 55, 56, 64, 66, 69, 195, 221,
225, 414
Rijalekhara 372
Rajasthan 253, 481, 487
'Rajput'; rulers 481
r@Gka(s) (inspectors) 241, 244
Rahitapada 465
Raklayamin 463-64
Rima 276
Rimagrima 221
riman (peace) 241
Rimapda 459
RZmZyana 276
Rtimendra 372
range (pcara) 409, 43334
range (pcara) of the thusgone 384
rasa (function) 302, 309
RasaratnrSkara 357f
Rfistrapila 324
R&traprSlapanprcchrS 315, 340, 342, 516
Estrikas 249
rationalistic explanation 31-32
Ratnagiri 442
RalnaptmvtbhrZga 380f-382f, 38386,39192, 401, 412, 456, 520
Ratnaguna~amca~agcilhrS
347,45657,516
RatnZkaraSinti 458, 465, 523, 537
RatnaketudhrSrani 459, 526
Ratnakirti 448, 458, 523
RatnakQta(Krijapapariuartu) 33942,349
47, 381-82, 516
RatnakP(aco1lection 315,337f, 340,34243, 355, 375, 380, 516-18
Ratnarabita 465

INDEX
Ratnairijiiana 443, 531
RatnrZvati 338f, 357, 370, 519
RatthapcSlagagtta 340
&wna 41 1
Ravigupta 448, 524
Raviirijiiana 470
rddhi (power) 88, 297, 301, 313
real 10,32,97,117,132,266f, 267,28991, 309-10, 346, 450
real nature 132, 380-82
'real object(s)' 319? 431, 445
reality (-ies) 39, 97, 234, 289, 311, 361,
363, 383-84, 391, 398, 405, 409, 417,
422,431,434,445,450,468,471,473,
477
reality of principles 132
reaping 155-56
reasoning 33, 91, 96, 292, 445
rebirth (punarbhava) 49, 51, 68, 101,
105, 109, 112-13, 116, 12425, 148,
152, 182-83
(be) reborn (upupad) 138, 140, 143,
146, 152, 171, 300
rebuked 169
receptacle 450
reciprocal (anyonya) 297
reciprocal conditionality 109, 114, 418
recitations of principle 270
recluse (munz) 248
recognition 432
redeath 152
references 179
reflection (mcira) 91, 96, 292
refrain 224
refuge(s) (jamnu) 72,82,154,179,180,
181, 190f. 237, 469
refutation(s) 287-88, 422, 430, 437
regeneration of society 165, 168
regularity (nzyrEmata) of principles 132
rehabilitated by a vote 193
rehearsal (sumgilt) of the T7iptaka) 2-3,
7-8, 195-96, 198-99, 205, 207, 264,
30&'7, 328-29
reincarnation 22
'relation' (philosophical) 366,419,423,
433
relation between sensation and inference 432
relation between words and objects 432

relation(s) or relatives 184, 238, 240,
244, 251-52, 259
relationships (social) 176, 179-80, 252
relative reality 407
relatively good 188
reliable authority 396,415,419,423,430
reliable person 420, 435
reliable sentence 436
reliable tradition 424
relics 221, 257
reliefs 222
religion 15,19-20,37,110,151,165,239,
319, 480, 484, 491
religious tax 487
remaining firm as pillars 139
remorse 137, 142, 253
renaissance of Buddhism 486
renouncing 252
renunciation 23,38,4445,99, 102, 178,
181, 188, 221, 225, 276, 324, 389
repetition (ismanu) 298
report (of a committee) 205
republics 27-29, 36, 168, 180, 233, 374,
413
republican governments 28, 37, 160,
167-68
repulsion (praligha) 93, 292
reputation 252
requiring to be drawn out (nqrcirtha)147
research on the doctrine 213
residence (during the rains) 59, 189
resistance (patigha) 93, 95, 108, 111,
124, 128
resolutions 57
resort (cijraya) 391, 418
respect(fu1) 163, 179, 241, 389
rest house 69
resting place (s) (prattsthi) of consciousness 108, 116, 125
restless (lola) 155
restoration of Buddhism in India 491
restraint 66, 158, 473
restricted 143
result(s) (phalaor vzpika) 65,71,87,92,
142, 183-84, 191, 264, 284, 295, 298,
300-1, 364, 434, 435
retribution 182
revealed truths 33
'reversal' 303
revolt 167, 170
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586
rhythmical analysis 12
rice 15557
right (samyak) 99, 292, 295, 303
right behaviour towards friends, slaves,
etc. 238, 251-52
right speech 292 (see 'speech')
right theory 292 (see 'theory')
ripening (parinrima) 389
rites 472 (see 'ritual')
ritual 20-21,2428,31,33,110, 152,159,
173, 175, 251, 275, 320, 461-62, 4 6 5
68, 472, 475, 486
ritual bath 379
ritual promiscuity 474
ritualistic explanations 31
r'm (peace) 241
roads 260
robbery 162, 167, 186
'Rock Edict(s)' of ASoka 237f, 243, 249
Rockhill 154f
Roerich 484f
Rogues (Dhiirta school of Lokayata)
144
roots (m2h.s) of action 292, 295, 297,
304, 341, 344
'roots of good' (action) 344
Rose Apple Continent 164, 239
Rosenberg, 0.97f
royal seer 161, 169
royal service 54, 167, 171
g i (seer) 161
ruin (vinipita) 182, 313
ruler 169; (see 'king', 'government')
Rummindei (Lumbini) 220
rirpa (sight, visible object, aspect) 245,
291, 429, 431, 433-35
e p a (matter) 86, 108, 291, 328, 349
Rupnsth 237f
~ a b a r a276f
sabbath (posadha) night 57, 193
Gbda 437
Saccnsank@a 450
sacred text (brahmn) 20
sacred tree(s) 16, 219
sacrifice 152, 159, 166, 167, 173

scidhana (proof) 422
sridhava (goodness) 261
SaddhammalankPra 451
Saddhatissa 333
saddhanna (true doctrine) 247
Saddhanna@n&rika 375, 518
SaddhannasmflyupasthinaSktra 396,505
sidhu (good) 244
sridhya (what is to be proved) 423, 437
sridhyasama (begging the question) 387
safe (Siva) 380, 382, 385
safety 161, 169
saffron 256
SPgaliyas 279, 490
sage 162, 197
sahqa (natural) 473, 477
sahajrita (simultaneous origin) 299
Sahajayrina (Natural Vehicle) 466
Sahajiyi (Naturalist) 490,
Sghi dynasties of Gandhira 481
Saila 214f, 2785 312-13
~ ? i l q i t h 197,
i
286, 499
*Sailar2ja (Fou-nan) 331
SaiSunaga Dynasty 202
Saiva(s) 16,36970,459,466-67,477,498
Saivism 375, 471, 476, 485
saka(s) 316, 317, 355, 373, 413
Sakalya 24
SakasthPna 316
Saketa 325
Sakra 149, 271
sPkya(s) (Republic) 45, 56, 180, 221,
226, 320
~akyabuddhi446-49, 510
Skyyamuni 257, 320, 459
Gkyamunibuddhacan'fa318, 511
iilo trees 76
S d i i ~ k aMaurya 275
Salt Range 280
s a w (impartial)
184,- 353
.
,
sa_macatyri (impartial conduct) 253
s a d h i (concentration) 89, 91
~ a ~ l u ' r 375,
& 518
sam6ja 173
~amuj&i(designation, agreed usage) 351
samalrI tuthati (thusness with dirt) 385
samam scidhyena (begging the question)
367
samununtura (quite immediate) 297
samcinatci (equality, sameness) 416

.

'

(cf:

'ritual')

w%P~
465
ga
sadbhZva (existing (real) being) 364
Sdhanasigara 458

INDEX
samuntabhodra (all round benevolence) sampali-pad(concur in, harmonise with)
404, 407
258
Samantabhadra 404,407,460
sampratipalli (concurrence, harmony)
Samantapcisridiki 206f,500
244
samanud+ (envisage, observe) 119,348 samprayukla (conjoined with) 298
scimZnyak&ana 432,449
Sampu@ 459,463
Sima-flyapa6hgi427,508
sa?ns&ra(transmigration) 106, 145,365,
satmipatti (attainment) 78,130,190,399
468,473
samutci (impartiality; equality) 259,375, sa~kcSra(s)(forces) 10,49,86,88,112,
384,390
116, 119,292, 297,381
Samatha (calming) 49,94,293,
300,455 saysw (activated, syn thesised) 119,126,
samavciya (combination) 252
278, 362
Samayabhcdoparacanacakra265f,267,513 saysthita (set up, figured) 471
sapbodhi (enlightenment) 92
sa?qyandana(checking) 289
scimbiroga (enjoyment) 385
Samtusita 149
scimbhogiXa kcya (enjoyment substance) samuduya (origination) 101,107
391
samudrIya (combination) 437-38
scimutanika (voluntary) 183
Samudra Gupta 404
scipdgtika (visible) 100
Samudrakaccha 404
same 117-18,123,135-36
Samvarana Paurava 18
sameness 375,416
Samvamdaya 465
sameness of thoughts towards all beings sum-qi(involve, dissolve) 140
samwi (concealing) 147, 267
389
saqha (community) 36
samyak (right) 99
samyaksambuddha (perfectly enlightSaqghabhadra 451,505
ened) 67
Samghmba 330,504
samyama (self-control) 251
Saw-tipatyGya212-13,326, 398,490
swyqana (connection) 86, 137,327
Saw-tiSfitra 147, 212-13,49594
saygraha (friendliness, four grounds of) Samyukta Agama 6,87,89,93,102,11115, 118, 123, 125, 126, 129-31,145,
1 79
188,190,196,214,231,254,270,290
Samgraha (inclusion) 214
samjtki (perception) 86, 113, 292, 351, Satici (Caityagiri) 256, 286, 332, 477,
491
399, 424, 433
sarin'ta433
samjriin (having perception) 121, 143
sandhi (junction) 408
sa+lpa (intention) 99
Sandhininnocam401.407-11,41415,417,
S q k a r a 485
518
~ a m k h a164, 169
S*dilya 24
Satijayin 41,55, 77
S a r i W a n d a 447,510
~ ~ t i k 279
a s
S e m i t i y a 207,209,265,281,283,442, h k a n s v i m i n 444,508
Snhy2yana. R. 483
451,477, 511
Sann+ka
265
Sammitiydcistra265
Sanskrit 5-6,9f,
12-13,16,
127,247,283,
sammurcch (coagulate) 108
330, 393,463, 486
sammuti 147f
sun1 (existing) 386,415
Sappadin Maurya 273-74
iGnh (calmed) 351
sampm@na (alert) 83,91,293
sankim (series) 428
samcpmrcido (serenity) 91
~nkiminfarasidMi446
Saryprati Mauxya 273
Stintad$ta 447,453,455,458,462,524

588
~ n t (RatnikaraGnti)
i
458
Sintideva 443, 455, 458, 521
Saprainaka 215
Saraha 462-64, 466, 530
Saramati 209
SZramati (Sthiramati) 383, 520
jarana (refuge) 154, 181
Sarasyati 379
+iratthappak&ini 132f, 499
S2riput.t-a55,58,62,93,96,105,118,132,
213,223,234,248,322,324,348,378,
441, 960
~d~iputrrEbhidharmailistra2141 6, 290f,
497
kriputra Siitra 248
SBriputta 500
jarira (body) 117
Samath 51, 442, 477, 487, 491
Saroruha 462-64, 528
SGratanui 458
sirifla (agreement) 419
sarua (all) 290
saruabijaka(possessing all the seeds) 410
saruajktd (omniscience) 21 1, 349-50,
387
sc1w&nibhisambodha (insight into all features) 388 .
saru&rajfiatci (knowledge of all features) 387, 447
~ a r u ~ r a(according
m
to all their features) 351
Sam%tiv?ida and SaMti6d'ins 5-9f, 51,
61, 66f, 68, 111, 117, 148, 152f, 196,
212-15, 234f, 247, 257, 263-64, 277,
27481, 282-86, 289, 300, 315, 319,
32530, 355, 392, 393, 400, 417, 418,
424,433,442,451,475,477,489,504
SaruafathcigatlidhisthEnayLha 460

sarucstmatcf (considering all beings as
like oneself) 63, 103
*saruatraga (universal,omnipresent) 215,
327
m i a n Dynasty 374
SriEYata (eternal) 136
i&ahWa (etemalism) 118
<riEYataurida (eternalist) 138, 361
Satadm 255
9
SakrpaiiccTjatku Stotra 371f
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~alajlislra368
~alasdhasnka~attikd
457
Satav;Thana(s) 311, 312, 31.7, 333, 35%
357, 373-74, 413
jdlt (happ~ness)241
saltnepakka (self-possessionand wisdom)
187
satirical dialogues 34f, 50
salkaya (existing substance) 192
sallrE (existing-ness, existence) 362
sallua(s) (beings) 115, 123, 143, 146,
391
salluadhritu (base of beings) 382, 384
salludlmasama (that beings are equal to
himself) 385
salya (truth) 363
Sityaputras 244
SatyaszddhzSdslra see Tattvasafyafd (truth-ness, trueness) 132
Salyauabhanga Siilra 99, 101
saumanasya (elation) 91
~ a u n a k a24
Saundurananda 324
Sauraseni 247
Sautrantika(s) 279, 329, 398400, 4 2 4
441, 447-48, 451, 490, 506-11
saydvadhya (malevolent, violent) 152
scents 86, 107, 303
scheme(s) (naya) 115, 3045, 381
schism(s) 5,9, 11,57, 61, 203, 207, 209,
212, 233, 262-66, 278-79, 306, 313,
315
schism edict 263
Schlingloff 371f
scholasticism 444
schools3-9,13, 18,53,82,112,126f, 132,
146-48, 486 (see the various schools
by name)
School of the Elders (Sthaviraucida) 208
science 27, 32, 38, 135, 316, 444
science(s) (uzdyd) 48, 66, 134, 135, 173,
187
Science of Logic (Tankajlistra) 398
science of logic 421
scientific investigations 146
sculpture(s) 332-34, 394, 443, 469, 481
Scythians 316
searching (patyeand) 109
'second rehearsal' 206
second starting of the wheel of the

INDEX
doctrine 352
secondary matter 295, 298, 329
secrecy 489
secrets 180
'Secret Assembly' (Guhymami~a)462
secret ritual 467
secret signs 472
secret transmission 4
sects 239, 246, 249, 250, 252, 253, 259,
261, 262, 263, 312, 316
sectarians (p4anda) 238
security 179
seed 167, 170
seeds (blja,of thought) 41@11,413,415,
418
seeing (dariana, see insight) 389, 390
Seeing-universally 140, 150
seer(s) (gz] 161, 174
Seistan 316
self (Elman) 53, 118, 123, 139, 141, 234,
301, 385
self-contradictory 359, 362
self- control 241, 250, 461
selfishness (mdsarya) 109
self-luminous 140, 154, 155
self-possessed (smflrmanl) 73, 83 91
self-possession (smrlz) 46, 48,52,66, 68,
72, 75, 83-87,89-96, 98-100, 104, 141,
186,187,216,219,292,300,341,394
self-respect (hn? 92f, 186, 292
self-sacrifice 340, 342, 371, 372
Seleucos Nikator 233
Seleucids 274, 2'75, 316
semblance 434
semblances of sensation 434
Senas 482
seniors 261
sensation (praly&a) 396,399,415,419,
420,42324,42936,43940,450,453,
457, 477
senses 86, 96, 112, 113, 116, 124, 145,
186,189,293,297,298,411,418,429,
431, 433, 445
sense-con tact 111
sense data 395, 433, 440
sense function 435
sense object 86, 298, 424,429, 433, 469
sensory impression 310
sensual 85
sensual existence 107, 149, 152, 189

sensual scope 144
sensual entrance 295
sentence 440
sentence of a reliable person 435
sentience (na'mu) 108, 111, 113, 215f
sentient beings 107
sentient body (ruSmanipa) 10&9,11@16,
118, 124, 126, 191, 293
separate 354
separated (vi-vic, vivikta) 91, 350, 351
separateness 405
separating 144
separation (mveka) 91
sequence 190, 298, 327
sequence(s) of conditions 160,350,360
sequence of thoughts (cf: 'series')
serenity (samprmcsda) 91
series 183, 305, 311, 418, 428, (cf:
'sequence')
servant(s) 171, 176, 179, 238, 249, 251,
252, 261
service 171, 172
serving 179
sex 156, 165
sexual union 469-73
Shamanism 38
share 157, 169, 244
sharing 179, 252
Sharma, R. S. 374f
shelter 161, 169
Shih-hu 106f
showman 35 , 406
,Q
shrine(s) (ratlya) 73, 168, 169, 21922,
246, 371, 466, 491
shrine house 220, 319, 334
Siam 331, 491
sick man 114
sick monk 60
sickle 172
Siddh5rthikaso~Siddh5rthakas279,282,
312, 313
siddhas (accomplished persons) 376
sight (sense of) 86, 107, 108, 112, 113,
141, 291, 297, 411
sights ( e p a , objects) 86, 107 (see
'visible object')
sign@) (nimilla) 73, 93, 108, 399, 410,
416
signet (mudrci) 476
signless (anzmih) 73,300,354,382,417
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signlessness 341, 344, 404
Smflyupaslhana Sulra 83, 86
Sikandar 479, 486
Snellgrove, D.L. 462f, 475
Slksdpadcinz (precepts) 185
social behaviour 180, 241
Sila (virtue) 100, 181, 185, 389
social degeneration 160
silk route 280
social evolution 159
silver 185, 202, 204
social hierarchy 485
Simha (Vrji general) 60
social history 459
Simhabhadra 455
social ideals 268
Simhavaktra 425
social principle(s) 165, 169, 176, 178,
similar cause 327
182, 492
similarity (upamcina) 396, 415,431, 440 social problems 268
similarity of all beings 385
social programme of Buddhism 344,519
similes 223, 405
social relationships 22
simplicity 158
social standard (moral) 103, 181, 239
Simuka (Satav2hana) 3 I 1
soc~alteaching 181, 227, 475
simultaneously existing cause 327
society 30, 32, 36, 37, 63, 103, 151-54,
simuhaneous origin (sahaldla) 297,298,
159-61, 16466, 168, 170, 17578, 180,
309
181, 227, 228, 374, 459
Sindh 15
Sogdia 316, 317
Sindhu 15, 20, 233, 249, 255, 265, 280, Solar Dynasty 17, 159, 226, 320
soldiers 162
281, 470, 472, 481, 482, 487f
singing 177, 474
solid matter 31
single moment of (final) insight solipsist position 446
(eka~anabhzsarnbodha)388
solltude 47
singleness (ekolzbhdua) 91
Sontadalla 324
single moment (ekabana) 483
Somapuri 442
some (ekalya) 290
Sinhalese 307; 449
Sinkiang 274, 317
some-things-eternalist(s) (ekalyaSdSsiiunaga 201
ualika) 13841, 150
son 251, 252
situation (auaslhE) 428
' s i n 16,22,370,375,381,413,466,482,
471
485
Soothill 147f
sophistical refutations (Idli) 386,422-23,
sivfiji 487
429-30, 440
six entrances 86, 106f, 111, 114 (see
soul(s) 22, 23, 34, 3841, 110, 116-124,
'entrances')
127, 13540, 143-46, 191, 234, 240,
six senses 86, 96, 112
290, 300-13 3031 3462 3503
361,
skandha(s) (groups) 9, 53, 86, 214, 268,
365, 368, 381, 359, 410-12, 422, 443,
291, 391
473 (cf: 'non-soul')
Skandhaka 53
soul theories 107,111,118-22, 124,139,
Skandhila 451, 505
skeleton 95
142, 14345, 192
sound (kalya) question 116
skull(s) 470, 472
sound (understanding) 117, 120, 125
slaughter 165
sound(s) 86, 107-291, 310
slave(s) 54, 66, 176, 179, 184, 19t, 238,
sound (jncl,) 43839
251, 252, 261, 403
source (nzddna) 106308, 115
smell 86, 107, 108, 112, 113, 141, 291
sources of knowledge 426
smiling (hcIsa) understanding 301
South-East Asia 282, 330,331, 356, 483,
smrlz (self-possession) 83, 84, 89, 394
490
smrlrmnl (self-possessed) 83, 91
South India 335,347,402,403,407,427,
3603

INDEX
462, 483, 489
statue 334
Southern Malla Republic 75, 221
Stcherbatsky 97f
space ( a a ) 128,13638,143,145,277, stealing 162
291, 295, 327, 359, 367, 396
sterile 139
~ ~ a l a h o 317
ra
Sth%na ('basis') 215
sparia (contact, stimulus) 106,113, 115 Sth&aeya 477 sthauirac (elders) 2Qs
specific conditionality (idafflf~ralyayat6) Sthaviragcithci 197, 495
49, 105, 132
Sthavirav%daand Sthaviravsdins 3, 5, 6
speculation and speculative doctrines
9f,10-11,13,50-53,5559,64, 66.88,
21,23,31,35,41,143,358-65, 367-68,
101,109,115,117,122,124,127,129,
436. (see 'opinion')
131-34, 137, 147, 152, 186, 187, 192,
speech (v6c) 52,99,102, 112,183,252,
193,197,199,203,205,207,208,210291, 292, 327, 470
11, 212-15, 2225 229, 233, 234, 235,
speech (jabda) 397, 427, 437-40
247, 254, 256, 262-64, 268, 277, 278,
SphuMrtfi 456-57
280, 282-311, 314, 315, 318-19, 325,
spirit(s) 219, 473
327,331,339,340,349,359,368,381,
spite ( i ~ 243,
q 259
392, 398, 400, 418, 426, 442, 44851,
spontaneous (-ly) (adhitya) 39, 118
481-91, 497, 507
spontaneously-originated-ists(adhitya- Sthavirigithi 198, 232f, 495
samutpannika) 138-39, 143
Sthiramati (I) 38347, 401, 520, 525
iraddhZ (confidence) 89
Sthiramati (11) 444, 522
iramapu(s) 3240.46, 47, 57,62, 64, 65, sthita (established) 131
77, 90, 115, 121, 130, 132, 133, 138, sthttr (persistence, station) 88, 124, 131
141, 154, 158, 161, 162, 165-66, 169, stimulus (sparia) 106,111,113,115,117,
171, 174, 176, 179-83, 219, 238, 244,
189, 292
251, 252, 261, 318, 322, 377, 420
store 156
~civaku(s)4, 81, 175, 186, 357, 381
story-telling 222
~ r 5 v a k a m a338
stotra(s) (hymn) 357, 370
SrSvasti 62,188,191,280,325,403,442
straightness (Tjukati) 293
~ r (Fortune)
i
379
'stream' (in the) 78, 89, 90
Sridhara 465
stream(s) of consciousness34, 190,295,
Srilita 400
310, 408, 410, 422, 433
Siltra 380-81, 385, 412, 518
streets 176, 178
Srinagari 256, 442
strength (s) (bala) 46, 75, 92, 292, 300,
h t i (sound) 438
313
stages (bhtimi, floor) 388, 498
structure of society 374, (see 'society')
stages of life 23
students at Ndanda 442
standard (moral) 103, 151, 153, 181, student (yogin) 434, 461-62, 467-95
239, 249
study 199, 283
stars 154, 380
stCpa (pagoda) 6, 76, 168
'starting' (prawtt) 367, 418
stupidity (styanamiddha) 86, 93, 154
started/-ing the wheel of the d o d i n e jty (happiness) 241
51, 408, 411
styrSnamiddha (stupidity) 86
statement(s) 147, 267, 302, 303, 359, style (prose) 402
396, 419, 421, 430, 436
subduing (of spirits) 477
state monopoly 171
jubha (lustre, beauty) 93, 95, 128, 300
stations (sthitt) of consciousness 124, Subhadra 76, 83
125, 128, 131, 149
Subhsgasena 274
stations (sthitt) of principles 131
Subhagupta 447, 510
stationary 366
~ubhlkaragu~ta
465, 477 *
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Subhikarasi-ha 460
SubhGti 348-50, 352, 353, 378
subject (dhannin) of a proposition 423,
431. 433, 436-37
subject(s) (grrihaka) perceiving 390,391,
411, 416
subject and object 41 1
subjects of study 387
sublime (mahadgala) 63, 85, 191
sublimity 191
Subodhini 456
substance($ (kaya) 39, 83, 137f, 291,
350, 361, 385, 391
substance (draya) 391, 433, 438-39
substance of the doctrine (dhannakiya)
380-84, 386, 388, 391, 392, 401, 418,
460
substance made of mind (manomaydiya)
412
subtle (suk~ma)53
'subtle thought' 400
subversion 167
successful action 445
sudden 284, 455
iuddhi (purity) 174
Suddhimall 458 .
Suddhodana 56, 320, 322
Sudhana 4037
judra(s) (helots) 158, 172, 206
Suhyllekha 357
sukha (happiness) 91, 292
Sukhavati 34345, 375
Sukhavatlyuha 342, 357f, 516
Sukla (white) 174
Sukra (sexual excitement, 'fluid') 472,
473
sll~macilla(subtle thought) 400
Sumaligala 451, 503
Sumatra (Suvamadvipa) 331, 470, 472
summarised descriptions (uddzia) 108
summit of perception 122
Sun 154, 155, 405, 471
Sun God 17, 490
SunayakaSri 477
sung (gqra) 270
Sunirmita 149
Sunita 226, 227, 240
sunshade 332
jiinya (empty, zero) 301, 351
Sllnyata (empty) 300

~unyal~saplali
357
SCnyallvcidin 328
superhuman 314
superimposed (abhiniuista) 416
superior 53
superiors 238
supernatural 10, 30, 31, 33
supernaturalism 212
suppleness (myduta) 291, 293
support (alambana) 125, 217, 297, 311,
327, 362, 406, 409, 424, 429, 434
Supreme Being 20-23, 466
supreme good 188
~ u r a371, 372, 529
Surasena 312, 317, 325, 329, 334
surfeit after meals 93
Surparaka 281
surpassed 85
survival of a soul 139, 143
SuysiddhGnla 23f
Susiddhikara 460f, 526
Suiiksitas (Tultivated' Lokiyata) 144
suspected 176
suspension 58, 204
sulra(s) 5, 7, 196, 287, 33537
siilruanalysis 214
Slllra Pitaka 5, 7, 44, 31, 62, 76, 82, 19697, 199, 206, 213, 216, 267, 268, 288,
290,299,303,309,326,329,336,451,
49496
Sutrayana 462
Sullaniprila 286, 321, 494
Suvannaklita (Malay Peninsula) 331
Suvannabhumi (M6n Country) 331
Suvamabhumi (M6n Counztry) 256
Sur~arnabhisa375, 518
Suvastu 2.53, 280, 462
Suyama 149
saabhiiua (own-being) 39, 131,302,304,
309, 349, 360, 406, 457
s~~cibhivikakciya
(own-being substance)
385, 391
sualaksana 424, 432, 449
S~lafinavcisauadalta
202
svarga (heaven) 181, 240
svariipa (own-aspect,own character) 438,
457
svasamvilli (ownexperience) 434
Svatantrika (Independent) 452
SvPtantrika Madhyamaka 453, 523
sualas (out of themselves) 362

INDEX
suatanlra itman (independent soul) 391
Svati Sataviihana 312
sweeper 226
'Sweet Fortune' (Maiijuiri) 403
sweetness 254
sword interval(s) 163, 165
symbol(s) 258, 330, 332, 461, 467,
47073
sympathy (sampratipatla' 244, 245, 261
sympatheticjoy (muditri) 63,95,96, 103,
153, 184, 191, 471
syncretism 471
synonyms 289, 291, 293, 297, 301, 303,
309, 311
synthesised (saekyta, abhtsawkrta) 76,
118,119,121,126,277,362,382,449
synthesised characteristic 449
synthesising (abhi-sam-k~)130
Syria 254, 274, 275
system 217, 288-90, 294, 297, 3024, 310
system(s) (lanlra) 461, 46569, 475
systematic study 8
(anupuruika
systematic
insight
abhisamaya) 388
systematic treatise 213
systematic (course 00 instruction
' (Enupiinn kalhG) 181, 185, 251, 445
systematisation 289, 300, 302
tablets 261
lad eva (identical with it) 363
Tailapada 466, 530
Taishci Issaikyd 5 15
Tailtiriya Upani~ad21
Tajima 461f, 462f
Takakusu 236f
taking life 99, 172, 182, 183, 185, 239,
244, 484f
taking what is/was not given 99, 157
Takkola 331
Taksaiila 243
Tambalinga 331
tamed 161
Tamils 306
Tamil history 331
Tamralipti 281, 331
Tamraparni 244, 253
tangible(s) 86, 107, 291
tangible ritual 462, 467
Tankadaa 465
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lanlra(s) (system) 302, 461-68, 471, 4 7 3
75, 490
lanlra commentaries 458
lanlrayukli (congruence of the system)
302
Taoist tradition 318
TZra 467-68
Taranatha 4f, 263, 282f, 336f, 35457,
369, 371, 392, 414f, 425, 451, 458,
462, 480, 482-83, 486, 514
larka (logic, deduction) 139, 386
Tarkabhri~i448
Tarkajuaki 235, 452
Tarkairislra 397, 422, 507
Tarkasoprina 448
taste 86, 107, 108, 113, 141, 291
tastes, taste object 86, 107, 291
lalhagala (thusgone) 52, 352
Tathagatabhadra 369
lalhrigalagarbha (embryo of the thusgone) 384, 412
lalhali (thus-ness) 132, 350, 352, 384,
385, 409, 412, 415
lalhrigalavi~aya(domain of the thusgone) 384
tallua (real, reality) 267, 361, 363, 391,
416, 454, 471
Talluasamgraha 454
Talluasiddhiiislra 212, 214, 215, 267f,
398, 512
lailuayoga (union with reality) 473
taverns 377
tax(es) and taxation 66, 162, 166, 167,
169, 170, 180, 244, 257
tax collector 184
teacher(s) 43,44,78,173,176,179,240,
308, 389, 473
teacher's fist 72
teaching 50, 62, 63, 74, 103, 188, 199, ,
302, 303, 322, 324
ternple(s) IF, 55, 220, 221, 246, 319,
332, 334, 460, 479-81, 487
temporal analysis 365'
temptation by Death 226, 272, 322
tendency(-ies) (anuSaja) 12.5, 127, 138,
327
tends to do (anu-ii) 125
terrninolow 146
termis) (logical) 289, 290, 302, 304,
311, 388

594
terror 486
tetrads 304, 398
tetrad scheme (caluskanaya) 289
tetralemma (catwkotz] 118, 123, 360
textile industry 171
texts-195, 196, 199, 266, 243, 247, 283
textual analysis 11
textual criticism 10
textual tradition 5
theatre 231, 325
theft 162, 165
theism 375, 485
theologian (s) 141
theology 20, 152, 173
theory (-ies) ( d ~ t i )99, 102, 104, 107,
111,112,117, 121, 124, 126, 130, 138,
292, 295, 300, ($ 'opinion')
theory of knowledge (pramcina, pramcinauidyci) 395,420,425, 427,431-32,442,
444-47
theory of meaning 431
therapy 475
thesis (pakja) 430, 436
thieves 186
'third' rehearsal 263, 264
Thirty Three Gods 71, 272, 321
'thirst' jlrsna, desire) 45
thirst (pip&?) 226
this being, this is 111
thisconditionality (idampralyayalci) 49
this world (illhatva) 109, 120, 129, 130,
140-143, 152, 154
thought(s) (citta) 71, 73,83,85,88, Slf,
98, 104, 112, 124, 141, 293, 294, 297,
300,310, 328,329,346,348, 353, 354,
382,384,385,399401,409,411, 412,
415, 418, 422, 449, 456, ( I $ 'consciousness')
thought (celas, active, r f : volition) 91,93,
94, 98, 127, 129, 140, 187
thought of enlightenment (bodhicilln)
340, 341,344,348,379,388,402,403,
405, 407, 415, 437, 461, 472-73
thought-nature (cilluprakrlz) 384
'thought only' (n'llamilra) 411, 412, 415
thought-series (n'llauilhi) 302, 310, 400
Three Hundred Perfection of Understanding 414
three 'knowledges', uedas 173
three refuges 181 (see 'refuges')
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three sciences 173, 187, 210 (see
'sciences')
three substances 385
thunderbolt 470
thus-gone (lalhcigala) 52, 72, 74, 76-78,
89, 117, 120, 122, 131, 133, 135, 136,
137, 145, 186,352,353,360,365,380,
382, 384, 385, 456, 469
thus-ness (lalhala) 132, 350, 352, 353,
378,405,409,412,415,416,417,422,
452, 456
thusness free from dirt (ninnalci lalhata)
385
thusness with dirt (sa,malci tathalci) 385
Tibet 356, 426,444,45455, 458,462-63,
465, 476, 483, 486, 489
Tibetan Tripitaka 3, 401, 463, 515
Tibetans 319, 491
tiger skin(s) 471
Tilaka 463
Tilokaguru 451
time (kila) 23, 136, 158, 264, 310, 359,
365-66, 368, 428, 450, 473, 476
timeless (akilika) 100, 115, 186, 251
Tlrabhukti 487
Tisya Devanampriya of Ceylon 254,255,
306
Tisya Maurya 268
Tisyaraksa 273
tithe 67, 167, 168
toleration and tolerance (kjam; kscinli)
40, 161, 243, 246, 255, 269, 271, 312,
329, 340, 371, 389, 413, 486-87, 492
londai (palln71a, 'shoot') 331
Tondaiman Ilandiraiyan 331
topics (nrlhu) of study in Perfection of
Understanding 388
Tosali 243
touch (kiyn) 86, 107, 108, 112, 113, 141,
29 1
tour 244
townspeople 161
trace(s) (7~cl~nni)
-384, 400. 410, 411,
415, 418
tracts (parikalha) 372
traders and trade 29, 70, 170
trades 158, 179, 185
tradition(s) (cigama, etc.) 24, 130, 159,
168, 196-97, 199, 253, 254, 302, 306,
399, 450, 457

INDEX
Traikcilyapanba 427
training (Sikcipada, etc.) 68, 86, 91, 98,
104, 187, 390, 456, ( r f : 'practice')
'transcendent' school (Lokottaravada)
266, 314, 322
transcendent nitvrZna 296
transcendent teaching 267
transcendent (lokollara) topics 301
transcendent ultimate reality 402
transcendent(-al) (lokollnra) Buddha 10,
266,284,313,314,339,377, 382,407
transcendental disccurse 313
transcending the empirical universe 23
transcends (yaliwlla) 382
transfer 431, 436
transient 39, 122, 124, 126, 400
(see 'impermanent')
translations (Chinese and Tibetan) 3
translucent (prabhrZsvara) 348, 382, 384
transmigration ( s a ~ a r athis
, world) 23,
38, 66, 101, 106, 109, 110, 112, 117,
126, 145, 146, 148, 152-53, 182, 188,
217,240,252,296,304,314,350,365,
379, 381-85, 390, 399, 400, 410, 417,
468, 473-75 ( 4 'existence', bhava)
transmigrate, transmigration (tipapad,
upapaui, being reborn) 23, 3435, 39,
40,47-49,109,131,'l33,138,139,142,
187
transmigrate(s) (samdhav, sam-sr, samkram) 9, 146
transmutations 477
treasury 162, 166
treating friends like oneself 179
Treatise on Coricepts Based on 429
tree(s) 16, 84, 220, 222, 244, 332, 334,
469
'trefoil' scherne of meaning 304
triads 217, 294, 296, 304, 326, 366, 398
trichotomised 217, 294
Trika (Pratyabhijfia) 476
Trikatuka 442
trilemma 365, 366
TrimSakcZkcinkiprakarana422
T+itaka(s) 2,3,4,5, 7-8, 11, 13, 18,43,
44,51,52,82,126f, 134,146,148,182,
183, 195-200, 206-7, 246, 263, 267f,
282, 284, 285, 299, 301, 30345, 306,
326,331,337,356,357,448,458,461,

477, 493
triple analysis 366
Triratnadasa 530
lrsna (desire) 101, 106, 155, 304
true (salya, lalha) 115, 136, 142, 420
true description 115
true doctrine 97
true reality (in its : yalhrZbhiLlam) 45, 53,
87, 98, 101, 104, 125, 127, 130, 131,
142, 145
'Trunk and Tail Treatise' 428
trust (SraddhrZ) 46, 131
truth(s) (salya) 34,36,38, 48, 49, 52,63,
66, 71, 82, 83, 87, 89-92, 98-102, 104,
105, 112, 130, 136, 146, 147, 166,189,
194,215,231,240,259,267,272,299,
301, 304, 318, 359, 363-64, 390, 41920, 440, 449-50, 492
truth (LalhalrZ) 132, 350, 352, (see
'thusness')
truthful 102
truthfulness 176, 261
Tucci 397f
Tukhara 317
Tulamaya (Ptolemy) 253
Turks (Turu~ka)426, 481-83, 484, 487
Turkish empire 482
Turkish kings 480
Turkish invasions 451
Turkish wars 481
Tusita (gods) 149, 189, 272, 320, 378,
387, 407
Twenty-Five Thousand Perfection of Untierstanding 369, 444, 456, 458
two levels of statement 146-48, 190, 213,
316
two levels of truth 363, 443, 450, 456,
472 (see 'two levels of statement')
type (akrli) 416
types of statement 146 (see 'two levels')
tyranny 486
uccheda ( a n n ~ h ~ l a t i o n ~ s118,
m ) 143
ucchedavrZda (annihilationist) 139, 361
udriharana (example, major premise)
419
UdrEnas 198, 428, 495
UdGnavarga 286, 326, 495
Udayana Paurava 334
Udiyibhadra 65, 201
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Udddaka 24, 31-32, 34, 233, 264
Uddandapura 442, 478, 482-83
uddeja (summarised description) 108
Uddiyana 253, 280, 464, 470, 472, 476
Udraka R2maputra 47, 50, 90
*Udvcihiki (committee) 205
ugliness (aiubha) 94, 303
ugly (aiubha) 155, 300, 303
Ugrapaecchci 340, 516
Ujjayini 202, 243, 279, 373, 413
ultimate being (brahman) 412
ultimate entities 120, 358
ultimate level of knowledge 346
ultimate (paramiirlha) or philosophical
level of statement or language 147,
213,234,267,290,300,350,354,363,
369, 399
ultimate level of truth 147, 363, 376,
381,386,434,443,449,450,452,453,
470, 472, 477
ultimate reality, base (dhcitu) 132, 381,
384
ultimate realities or 'principles' (dhanna)
289, 291, 308, 328
ultimate reality (dharmudh5tu) 381,382,
384,386,388,401,402,405,417, (see
also 'base of principles' and
'thusness')
ultimate reality (paramcirtha) 399, 409,
415, 417, 418, 422, 428, 434, 44546,
449, 453
ultimately (tattvatas) 456
unactivated (asamskrfa) 293 (see
'unsynthesised')
unanimity 57, 67, 168
uncertain middle terms 437, 439
uncertainty (vicikitsi) 86, 93, 154, 292
unclassifiable 431
uncommitted (apranzhita) 300, 382
uncommittedness (apranihita) 341,344,
354, 404
unconscious (acetuna) 122
unconsciously 10, 284
undefiled 385
understanding (pra/fii) 46, 53, 71, 75,
89, 91-93, 97, 100, 102, 104, 109, 120,
125,126,128,129,131,133,173,182,
186,187,192,209,292,297,300,301304,340,343,348,353,379,388,390,
439, 453, 461, 471, 472, 476
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understanding in their true reality 100
undertaking, undertaken 239, 240, 390
underworld 152
undetermined (ay d r t a ) 117, 136, 235,
294, 360, 415
undifferentiated (apapa7ica) 416
undrected (apranihata) 300
uneasiness 140
unfilial 163
unfortunate 261
unhappy 119, 143, 145
unhappiness (duhkha) 36,39,48,49,53,
65, 83, 87, 91, 100, 101, 1057, 110,
114, 116, 11820, 125, 127, 130, 136,
137, 145f, 161, 170, 176, 185, 235,
267,292, 300,301,303,322,378,399,
412, 449, 492
unification 37, 275
uninfluenced freedom 129, 187
union (samavrZya) 253
union (samyqanu) 86
union (yoga) 438, 461, 467
union with Brahmfi 184
union with reality (faftvayoga) 473
unity 124, 366
universal (samatraga) cause 327
universal(s) 396, 427, 432-33, 43536,
438
universal characteristic (sim5nyalak;cana)
302, 432, 445, 449-50
universal concomitance (avinibhiva)
424, 447
universal emperor 321
universal laws 132
universality of Brahmanism 276f
universality of natural laws 288
universe 20, 21, 22,23, 30-31, 33-36, 40,
63,95,97,98,103,104, 109,117,121,
123, 125, 127, 131, 132, 133-35, 136,
138,139,142,143,146,148,151,154,
155,159,191,290,297,301,309,338,
358,363,365,403,405,406,411,412,
416, 473, ( 4 'transmigration')
university (-ies) 425, 441, 464,478, 481,
483-85, 491
unjust 184
unjust action 161
unlawful ( a d h a m ) 156
unlawful passion (incestuous) 163
unmanifest (am~riapt;) 327, 398

INDEX
unmethodical attention (ayonzio
manaszkcira) 94, 382, 384
unnatural (homosexual) conduct 163
unpleasant 85, 292
unprotected 176
unreal 123, 417, 450, 456
unreal imagined (abhtitapankalpzta)384
unreality 468
unsafe 176
unsatisfactory 101
unseen result (apQrua) 251
unseen substances 436
unshakable 92, 314
unsound (akalya) 116, 120, 135
unstable 141, 142
unsurpassed (anuttara) 46, 49, 85
unsynthesised (maqskyta)214,293,295,
327,328,346,362,382,385,417,453
'unthinkable' (anntya) 386
untrue reports 176
unworldly 178
Upacda 272
upaccIra (metaphor, transfer) 431, 437
upcidina (attachment) 106
upcidrnaskandhas (attachment groups)
86
updutlc (get attached to) 127
u@diy6 (in dependence on, based on)
113, 295, 350
up&iya prajirapti (concept based on,
concept attached to) 364
UpidZyfmqliaptiprakarana428
*adhi (basis) 127
upcidlil(slas (preceptors) 55
Upagupta 257, 263, 264
upai (apply) 138.351
upaiti (plan for) 127
Upaka 50
upak& (prepare, make so) 119
upa-labh (perceive;passive =='exist') 123f.
348, 349
Upfili 196
UpciliparificchcS SGtra 285
upamrina (similarity) 440
Upan+bdc 21, 30
upaniitrrya (immediate dependence) 298
upa-pad (transmigrate, be reborn; have
application) 138, 362
up&& (lay disciple) 154, 175,181,237
upcis& (female lay disciple) 154, 175
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upa-sum-hy (visualise, imagine) 192
upmampadci (entrance) 56
upmthcina (basis) 83, 84f
Upatissa 308f
Upatassapasjne 247, 248
Upatisya (Sariputra) 248
Upavartana Wood 76
upcSya (means, expedient) 376, 467
*Up?iyahrdaya 3955 507
upek,tci (equanimity) 91, 93, 292
upek,taka (equanimous, detached) 91
Uruvilva 47, 48, 55, 226
usage (yavahira) 352, 409
'Utbi, 478f
utk,tepaniyakannan (action of suspension)
204
utopian 260
utpad (otcur) 362, 364
utpda (occurrence) 88, lJ1, 367
ulpattz (occurrence) 409
utsciha (energy) 258
Uttara (or Wrva) Saila 278
Uttarakuru 228
vcIc (speech) 99
vacanaEodhana (clarification of expres
slons, checking distribution of terms)
290
Vacaspatimiira 425
Vacissara 451, 502-3
ucida (debate) 422
Vcidanyciya 447
Vadauadhcina 4235 42526. 427
Vduvldht 424, 430.
VPgiia 222, 223
Vahika 233, 275, 280, 312, 31517
;Vaibhi+ikas330, 424, 451
Vaibh2sya 475
vazd6hka (destruction) 393f
VazdulymGtra and h a k a r a p 357
Vazdzka (Vedism) 19
vazncIStkas (nihilists) 393
vazpulya (prevalence, abundance) 88,
347, 393
Va~rocana407, 461, 469, 471
vazricpya (difference) 419
VaiSdi 58,59, 60, 67, 71-75,81,82,2027, 219, 279, 37'7, 378
VaiSfili Affair and Assembly 202-7, 263,
279, 285
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Vaildi community 203
VaiiPli summary 301, 341
Vaiiesika 330, 357, 368, 375, 427, 452
Vaisx?avasand Vaisnavism 369, 375, 476,
485
variya(s) 158, 172
vailciliba (magician) 393f
Vaitulika 393
Vajirabuddhi 500
vajm (diamonq) 468
Vajrabodhi 460
Vajrabhuirava 463, 464, 468, 527
Vajra&ka 465
vajradhura (one who knows the 'diamond') 461
Vajragarbha (bodhisattva) 470, 473
Vajragarbha (commentator) 465, 475
Vajmmirki 458
Vajrcimfla 463
Vajrapani 461
VajrPsana (Bodh GayS) 442, 483f
Vajrasattva 462, 468, 470
Vajrdakhara 460, 463-64, 466, 467, 527
Vajravarahi 469-71
Vajrayina (Diamond Vehicle) 462, 476
Vak%taka(s)374, 413
Vcikyapadiya 427, 439-40, 450
Valabhi 442, 481
valid (legally) 57
valid (logically) 287, 420, 429-30
valour (parZham) 250, 252
Va?yattha@akcisini 202f, 236f, 512
Vanwa 316
Vana-a
256
vandalism 485
vanity (auddhatyakauk3a) 86, 93, 154,
292
Varika (Bangka) 331
Mfinasi 50-52, 54, 169, 220-22, 280,
281, 324, 325, 442, 477, 482, 491
variable (qabhc6ra) 438
v a a (class) 172
V m a 67, 69, 70, 201
vcisani (trace) 384, 400,410, 411
VaSavartin 149, 152, 272
Viisiska Kusana 355
Vasistha 24
Viisis&a (clan) 15456
Vassal$ 169, 373
vastu (reality, r e d object) 391
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vastus (grounds) 115, 138, 391
vastujricina (knowledge of grounds) 388
Vasubandhu(s) 372, 414, 41517, 419,
421-22, 423-25, 433, 443, 444, 451,
452, 455, 5087, 526
Vasudeva (Visnu) 22
Vasumitra 2655 267f, 278, 284f, 513
Vasumitra (I) 328, 504
Vasumitra (11) 329, 355, 504
Vatsa (clan) 137, 138
Vatsa (country) 202, 256, 279,305,312
Vatsiputra 234, 265, 279
Vatsiputriya(s) 213f, 234,255, 263, 264,
265, 281, 283-84, 327, 398, 425, 451
Vategimani 306, 3085 333
Vciyu hrcina 312f
veda (knowledge) 18, 19
Veda16, 18, 19,20,22-24,28,30,33,71,
173, 174, 271, 2765 397, 471
vedanci (experience) 83, 86, 106, 113,
I
119, 291
Vedanta 120, 375, 452, 486
vedayitaya (to be experienced) 101
Vedic Canon 18, 21, 30, 158, 159
Vedic exegesis 302
Vedic gods 20, 30, 31, 149, 469
Vedic language 16, 200
Vedic period 20
Vedic philosophy 19, 21, 24, 30
Vedic poetry and poeb 21, 24
Vedic ritual 19-41, 24, 466
Vedic schools 28, 34
Vedic texts, 18, 27-28, 200, 302
Vedic tradition 233
Vedism (Vaidika) 19, 471, 485
Vedists 276, 439, 452
vegetarians 62, 166
vehicle(s) ( y c i ~ )352, 376, 457, 461,
46466
Vemacitrin 271
verbal 437
verifiable (aihipdyzku) 33f, 101,186,420
verification 130, 288, 440
vernacular.283
verse texts 197, 198
vertical dimension 142
Vesuriga (Borneo?) 331
Vetulyaviida 393
"
ui-riyam (exercise) 88
vibhalya (distinguishing) 193

INDEX
uibha~avridim(distinctionists) 264
&@ita (play) 407
ViblMtiga 214, 215, 216, 287, 296, 297, Vilasya~jrP462
299. 301, 497
villages 153
uibh&is (commentaries) 330
Vima KathphiSa 317y
vibhava ( nonzxistace) 101
Vimalakirti 377-378
vi-bhii (causative=explain) 361
VimalaklrlinirdcSa 375, 377, 402, 418
Vibhfiticandra 477
VimaIamitra 451, 465, 504
uiccira (reflection) 91
VimaEaprabhri 463, 476, 528
uicihitsci (uncertainty) 86
Vimalarahtalekha 465
viciousness 183
v i k n a (mansion) 245
victory (-ies) 238, 253, 254, 260, 269
Vimcinapetavatthu 286, 325
victory of principle 253, 255, 275
Vimcinrivadlna 325, 495
victory in both worlds 176
vimoba (freedom) 95, 128, 129, 300,
vidadana (insight) 455
391, 404
uidhi (means, injunction) 258
Vi~&ihldipraknrana422
V i d g 256, 280, 332
vimukfa (freed) 125
uidyi (knowledge, science) 48, 187
Vimuktisenas 444, 452, 455, 524
V i d w h a r a Candratreya 482
uimupti (freeing) 94, 300
Vid443, 531
uinGa (destruction) 354
VidyfikamGnti 447
Vinaya(s) (discipline) 6, 43, 51-53, 54,
VidFnagara 486
5659, 62, 64, 66f, 71, 75, 121, 175,
vidyate (occurs) 349, 364, 366, 417
193, 195, 196, 197,200, 202-207, 222,
Vidarbha 356
248,262,266,278,281,285,318,322,
Vietnam 331, 490
394, 525
uigata (without, condition) 298
Virurya Fifaha 7, 196
Vigmhaycivarfani 357, 359
Vinayafi'takamicla 319
Yihira (dwelling, monastery, college)
Vinayasamukkassc 247, 248
2Q9,220,244,246,280,281,306,333,Vindapharna (Parthian) 316
'934, 371, 469, 478, 487, 491
viniicaya (decision) 109
Vijayanagara 483, 486
Vinitadeva 283, 514, 522
vi/ricina (consciousness) 86, 106, 293, violence 152, 160, 162, 164, 168, 170,
410, 417, 423
173, 182, 239, 244, 269, 485, 491
VijfiZnakiya 215, 326, 327, 433, 497
violent (saylvadhya) 152
wjricinakciyas (bodies of consciousness) violent men (scihasiha) 177
113
vip* (result) 183, 295, 298
Vijii*av%da and Vijribav;idins 81,414, vipatycisa (error) 300
442, 444, 447-48, 452-56, 489, 521-22 vipaiyatui (insight) 293, 300, 304, 455
(see also Yogaciira)
uiprayukta (disjoined from) 298
w~fiapli(making-of-consciousness) 410, vtsaga (dispassion) 301
420
virahita (separated from, without) 349
m~liaptimcih-a(onlymakings-of<onscious- virodha 439
ness) 409
virtzu(s) (jila) 62, 68, 71, 75, 100, 102ui'fiaptimdrata 422
4,151,173,181,18590,193,194,319,
w@ui (discerning person) 101
340, 389
vikalpa (imagining) 390, 409
\iirtue (dharmu) 178
UikaJparuS 434
virtue and vows 107, 110
&lira 449
Virupa 463, 464
&#I (imagine) 384
ul'ya (energy) 89
Vikramaditya 413
ui!aya (sense object) 424, 429, 43334
Vikramaiila 467
d e ~ a n a(classification, distinction) 431
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visible (siiydptika) 100, 186
visible object or datum (tiipa) 291,429,
431, 433
visible world (d5.k dhanna) 123f, 129,
1.39, 145, 157, 187
vision 133, 134
visit the sick 378
visits to dying laymen 192
Visnu 22, 375, 413, 471, 482, 490
Visnudvipa 221
+ t h a p a ~ (delimitation) 406
visualisation 462, 468
vihddh6larnbana (pure support) 409
VzzddJtimugga 449, 501
vihzth (reasoning) 91
viveka (separation) 91
vivika (separated) 351
vidtaivEf (because it is separated) 350
vi-qt (evolve) 140
vocabulary of lyric poetry 223
volition (wfami) 113,116,126,130,292,
298. 328
volition of the mind 116
voluntary (sitp~krnik~)
183
voting 37, 57
votive offerings 244
VO!vs 110 '
V j i Republic 28, 29, 35, 36, 38, 58, 61,
67-68,71,74,75, 153, 167, 168, 180,
201, 202, 206, 221, 413
Vjis 67, 69, 82, 167, 168, 202
qabhicrira 438
Vy5dhapura 331
Vycikhyliyukti 425
qiprIda (malevolence) 86
vycfpitva ( p e m i o n ) 437
Vy%a 24. 57
yativytfa (transcended, passed by) 382
qavahira (discourse, usage) 313, 352,
363
y6uah&ih (magistrates) 242
qciydma (exercise) 99
wage(s) 167, 171, 179.
wage earners 171
.wage labourers 176
Waldschmidt 66f
wanderer(s) 32,36,37,47,66,153,193,
219, 322
wanton (lola) 155, 157, 164
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W(S) 68, 164, 165, 186, 237-39, 245,
260, 270, 484, 491, 492
war god (Indra) 271
warfare 19, 165
warrior(s) (tnhiyus) 157,161,172,202,
206
wassaf 479
waster 177
Watanabe, F. 234, 328
'Watching b r d ' ( A v a l o k i t e h ) 375
water 31,39,96,113,149,150,154,291,
295,309
way (mZ'ga) 48,52,60,76,77,83,87,89:
91,96,99-103,112,117,130,133,136,
151,216,249,267,292,295,298302,
320, 388, 389, 418
way of the bodhisatfua(s) 338, 383, 38991, 418, 454
Way of Comprehension (Patisambht
&magga) 299
way of life 193
way leading to Brahmi 150
way leading to the gods 149
ways of the knowable (iriya@aiha) 4-49
weakening of the understanding 176
wealth 29, 30, 36, 170, 171, 172, 177,
178, 182, 185, 237, 244
weariness 243
weddings 250
welfare (artha) 52,63,75,136,180,25051, 261, 272, 389, 473
well-being of society 152, 178, 180
wells 244, 460
Western regions 250
what happens 297
what there is 97. 291, 297
wheel of the doctrine (starting) 51, 52,
74, 76, 220-22, 316
"wheel' of middle terms 429-30, 437
wheel gem 160, 161, 164, 239, 316
Wheel of Time 476
White Lotus of the True Doctrine 375
wholes 42829
Wielding-power (uaiauadn) 140, 141,
149, 150
wife 176180. 184, 192
will (chandas) 88,104,109,176,251,297
wills (13)
125, 250
willed (abhisariutifa) 118
will to pleasure (kcimucchandus) 85, 94,
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103, 154, 176
willing (abhi-SUM'&causative) 130
wine (am@) 469
wisdom 173, 187
wishing 116
'with features' (consciousness) 448
without (vigaia) condition 298
without any cause (ahctuhr) 362
witliout duality -386 (cf. 'not a duality',
etc.)
without imagining 384 (avih+) 431
(kn@mi@&x
see 'excludes imagining')
without influences (ancisram) 391
witness 204
women's community (see 'nuns') 59
word (not going back on one's) 179
words 267,28490,311,431-33,43940,

453
wording 10, 303304
world(s) 114, 116, 130, 137, 151, 153,
154f, (cf: 'universe')
world of Brahms 184, 189, 192
world of men 151
world of radiance (&lk%uanz) 124,134,
140, 151
worlds of transmigration 394
worldly life 170
worship 20, 151, 175,377
worth (siira) 252, 262
worthy one(s) 67, 168, 169, 208 (see
artrant)
writing 199. 254, 282, 307. 329
writing of principle 261
wrong (milhyci) 102,292,295,300,303
wrong actions 117
w
wrongdoers 169
wrong theories/theory (mithy&i#t] 163,

166. 292
Yadavas of Gajani 481
yad~c&ivCi& (Do-as-you-like school) 39
Yajiiavalkya (of &hdZmnyaka UFnead)

24
Yajiiavalkya (founder of BahuSrutiya
school) 267
Yama gods 149, 272
Yamaka 290, 311,353,451,498,
Yamaka commentary 325,531 (IV)
Yam& 448, 465

Yandri Tantra 492
Yaminis 481-82
yZna (vehicle). S52. 376,457
Yaks (I) 263; 210
YasaS (11) 258
Yahmitra 147f. 451, a 6
yalhcibhirtam (in its true reality) 87
yatlkhub&vW (naturally) 309
yuhtath5 (truth) 135
yzlni (journey, expedition) 244
Yaudheya Republic 233
yoga (training) 456
yoga (union) 438, 461
Yoga system (iantm) 466, 467,474
Yoga (theistic school of Brahmanism)

395
YogBctira 414, 447, 475 (see also
Vijii%na*da)
~o~&irabhirmi (of W g h a d q a ) 330,

504
YogrZuirabhirmijrlstm 414f,414,418.419,

522
Yogcivakira 427
yogin (student seeking 'union' or intuitive knowledge through meditation)

16,434,468-73
yogini (female student or bdh&&a)

46873,475
Yogini system (ianfra) 468,470,474
Yoginisawii 463,468
yaijas (methodically), 93,11 1
Yudhisthira 276
Weh-chih 317
yujyatc (is congruent with) 181,382
yuhta (official, officer, of &ka)
244,

259
yukiuka (agent) 243

yukti (congruence) 302,303
YuklisoJ* 357
Zen (Dhyha) 454
zest (*fa]
98 (see 'joy')
Zoroastrian community 242
Zoroastrianism (in K ~ w Empire)
a
329
Ziircher 281

